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Aboriginal mask said to be from Dampierland (northern coast of Western
Australia). Made of tin, probably from a kerosene can. Length 72 cm,
height 54 cm. Rome, Museo Preistorico Etnografico L. Pigorini (inv.
N. 9489). Photo courtesy Museo Pigorini.
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As Pl. 25.I, detail reverse.
As Pl. 25.I, detail reverse.
J. Paul Getty Mus. 8r. AE. I83. B, profile.
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Frankfurt a/M, Liebieghaus I.N. 54r. Photo U. Edelmann.
Bari, Museo Archeologico, inv. 2806.
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, inv. I958.II.
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Richmond, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, The Williams Fund
81.82.
Metaponto, Antiquarium, inv. 20I25.
Bari, Museo Archeologico.
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30.r.

30.2.

London, B.M. F I97· Neck-amphora by the Libation Painter.
Photo reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the British
Museum.
London, B.M. F 241. Squat lekythos by the CA Painter. Photo
reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.

D'Andria
31.1-2. Durazzo, Archaeological Museum. Fragment of limestone relief
from Epidamnus, last quarter of the 7th cent. BC. Photos .
courtesy Museo Pigorini, Rome.
Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure amphora with representation of amazonomachy on main side. From Epidamnus,
first half of the 4th cent. BC. Photos courtesy Museo Pigorini,
Rome.
32.I.
As Pl. 3r.3-4.
Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure oinochoe from
32.2.
Belshi, second half of the 4th cent. BC. Photo courtesy Museo
Pigorini, Rome.
Durazzo, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure amphora from
Epidamnus, first half of the 4th cent. BC. Photos courtesy Museo
Pigorini, Rome.
33.r-2. Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure askoi from Belshi,
2nd half of the 4th cent. BC. Photos courtesy Museo Pigorini,
Rome.
Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure skyphos with Nike
and youth in mantle, 2nd half of the 4th cent. BC. From Belshi.
Photos courtesy Museo Pigorini, Rome.
34.r-2. Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure hydria with female
head in profile. From Skodra, last quarter of the 4th cent. BC.
Photos courtesy Museo Pigorini, Rome.
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34.3. Tirana, Archaeologica l Museum. Red-figure amphora with profile
head. From Mavroves, last quarter of the 4th cent. BC. Photo
courtesy Archaeologica l Research Centre, Tirana.

41.2.

Kirigin
All photos by the author.
35.1. Archaeologica l Museum, Split: bronze com (diam. 25 mm;
12.32 g.); obverse, male head.
35.2. As Pl. 35.1, reverse, lion's head.
35.3. Tower at Tor: view of the south-east corner.
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42.2.
43.1.
43· 2 ·

Rapin

44.1.

A_II photos courtesy of the Delegation archeologique franpise en Afghanistan.

44· 2 ·

36.1.
36.2.
36.3.
37.1.

View of the site of Ai Khanum before excavations.
Ruined walls of the administrative buildings of the palace.
Mosaic floor of a palace bathroom.
Graeco-Bactri an tetradrachm of King Eucratides (c. 171-145

44.3.
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Monumental size: column drums for temple G, Selin us (quarries of
Selin us).
Archaic monumentality : the great number of elements (Paestum,
Basilica).
Classical monumentality : the grandeur of form (Paestum, temple
of Neptune).
The vaulted arch: Porta Rosa, Elea.
New technology in defence: the great battery and the sally-trench
of the Euryalos fortification, Syracuse.
The sophisticated Early Hellenistic fortress on the acropolis of
Selin us.
New concept of the theatre as a completely free-standing building
(Metapontum) .
Hybrid Archaic Ionic capital, Gela.
Decorated Archaic Doric capital, Paestum (Basilica).
Late Archaic terracotta revetment, Paestum (Basilica).
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37.2. Klearchos' stone stele from Kineas' mausoleum.
37.3. Imprint of a Greek Aristotelian manuscript from the palatial
library.
38.1. Gargoyle in the shape of a mask, from the fountain near the Oxus.
38.2. Hermaic pillar from the gymnasium.
38-3- Imported plaster mouldings showing Greek deities.
38-4- Bone figurine representing a local deity.
39.1. Gold-covered silver plate with the representation of Cybele, from
the 'temple with indented niches'.
39.2. The 'temple with indented niches' on the main street.
Mertens
40.1. The shell-limestone of Acragas needs stucco for protection and for
the working of details.
40.2. Ashlar and mud brick: the city walls of Gela.
40.3. Buildings of the first Greek settlers near Sybaris: Greek plan,
aboriginal technique.
40.4. Construction in wood and terracotta: an entire Doric entablature
imitated in terracotta (sanctuary near S. Anna, Craton).

45.1. Excavation of the sanctuary at Pantanello: sprmg m centre,
collection basin to the right. Photo B. Bini.
45.2. Preserved ancient grape. Photo L. Costantini.
45.3. Ancient road flanked by tombs in the Pantanello necropolis.
46.1. Tomb 259 (tile tomb, a cappuccina).
46.2. Golden ear-rings in the form of Erotes carrying scrolls (from tomb
71).
46.3. Fragment of an Attic black-figured krater (Group E, c. 530 BC)
which probably served as a tomb marker.
Courbin
Silos (diam c. 2.10 m).
Fr. of Protocorinthia n cup, inv. C. 3066; ht. as preserved 4.9 cm.
North Syrian amphora, inv. C. 520; ht. 48 cm.
Phoenician jar, inv. C. 1075 from tomb 34; ht. as preserved 35.5 cm.
Fr. of torpedo jug with Greek inscription, inv. C. 7559; ht. as
preserved 10.2 cm.
48.2. Fr. of polished, monochrome plate, inv. C. 1822; nm diam.
16.6 cm.
48.3. Fr. of Attic cup, inv. C. 3284, early 5th cent. BC; rim diam. c. 20 cm.
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2, detail of base of handle. Photo J. V. S.
Megaw.
Rodenbach, Kr. Kaiserslautern: gold finger ring. Photo C. Albiker.
Ferschweiler, Kr. Bitburg: sheet gold mount. Photo Rheinisches
Landesmuseum, Trier.
Weiskirchen, Kr. Merzig-Wadern, barrow 2: detail of stamnos
handle. Photo J. V. S. Megaw.
Kleinaspergle: detail of Celtic Schnabelkanne handle. Photo courtesy Landesbildstelle Baden-Wiirttemberg.
Basse-Yutz: detail of rim animals on flagon no. I. Photo: J. V. S.
Megaw.

Jobling

59.3. Basse-Yutz: flagon no.

49.1. Rock overhang at Hedeb al Fala.
49.2. Nabataean inscription, in situ.

59-460.r.

Nava

60.2.

50.1-2. Monte Saraceno: stone disc (shield?) and head.
51.1-2. Collection Sansone, Mattinata: stone sculptures from Monte

60-3-

Saraceno.
52.1-2. Iconic stelai from Monte Saraceno.
53.1-4. Heads from stelai: aniconic (nos. 1 and 4) and iconic (nos. 2

60-4-
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and 3).
54.1. Stele no. 717-20: obverse with 'pomegranate pendant'.
54.2. Stele no. 717-20: reverse with figured scene (sacrificial scene (?)
55.1.
55.2.
56.1.
56.2.

above, horse below) .
Stele no. 715-16: reverse with mounted hunt.
Stele no. 715-16: obverse with fantastic animals.
Stele in the collection Sansone, Mattinata: obverse with ' Underworld scene' .
As Pl. 56.1: reverse with slingers and phoinikes.

Megaw
57.1. Basse-Yutz: the find in 1927. Photo courtesy Trustees of the British

Museum.
57. 2. B~rsc~, Kr. B~d Salzungen: bronze flagon as restored (1984) . Photo

57.3.
58.I.
58.2.
58. 3.

59.I.
59.2.

Fnednch-Sch1ller-Universitiit, Jena, Bereich Ur- und Friihgeschichte.
Diirrnberg near Hallein, Salzburg: bronze flagon from grave u2.
Photo Museum Carolino Augusteum, Salzburg.
Hallstatt: pottery Schnabelkanne. Photo courtesy Romisch-Germanische Kommission, Frankfurt.
Basse-Yutz: flagon no. 2, detail of throat decoration. Photo J. V. S.
Megaw.
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Note
For the transliteration of Greek names, I have followed The
Oxford Classical Dictionary and, for sites, adopted the spelling
used in the index of the Cambridge Ancient History, iii/3 (2nd
ed., I982), 5I3-30. That is to say that except for some rare or
special terms (e.g. 'ekklesiasterion', 'oikist', and all Greek vase
shapes), Greek names appear in their Latinized form.
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(The University of Sydney)

e

II punto di vista quello
dell'attualita: ci interessa
capire oggi chi siamo e dove
stiamo andando; ma sono
frequenti gli sguardi al
passato, perche si e anche
cio che si stati. 1

e

When, back in September 1983, the plan was launched to mount an
archaeological congress at the University of Sydney on the theme 'Greek
Colonists and Native Populations', it aroused bewilderment both in
Australia and overseas. What was the rationale of organizing a gathering
of classical archaeologists in the Antipodes, as far removed from the
relevant evidence as one can possibly get on the face of this earth? Was it
really necessary to add yet another congress to an already heavy agenda,
and had this particular topic not been exhaustively dealt with in the last
twenty-five years?
In 1961, the first 'Convegno di Studi sulla Magna Grecia', since then
held in Ta ran to every year, had been devoted to the theme 'Greci e ltalici
in Magna Grecia'; 2 two years later, at the 8th International Congress of
Classical Archaeology in Paris, Greek and Roman civilizations were
examined in terms of the impact they had on neighbouring cultures, 3 an
approach further developed in 1967 by K. Schefold in the first volume of
the Propyli:ienkunstgeschichte. 4 Although the international conference
held in Naples and Ischia in 1968 was addressing itself more specifically
to the question of the beginning of Greek colonization, several papers
dealt with the relations between colonists and natives. 5 The 'Simposio
internacional de colonizaci6nes' was held in Barcelona and Ampurias in
1971,6 the same year in which the nth Taranto conference resumed the
' A. Nessi, Rabbia di vento (1986), 12: 'The viewpoint is that of the present; what interests us is
to understand what we are today and where we are going; references to the past, however, are made
frequently-for the present includes what has happened in the past.'
2
See Atti I CMGr. 1961 (1962).
. ' Le Rayonnement des civilisations grecque et romaine sur les cultures peripheriques (Proceedings published in 1965).
• Die Griechen und ihre Nachbarn.
' For the Proceedings see D. Arch. 3 (1969).
• The Proceedings were published in Madrid in 1974.
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discussion on 'Le genti non greche della Magna Grecia'. Similar
preoccupations, though mainly discussed on the basis of epigraphic and
literary rather than archaeological evidence and hence concentrating on
later periods, dominated the 6th International Congress of Classical
Studies held in Madrid in 1974. 8 At the same time, the monumental
stock-taking in Italy, Popoli e civilta dell'ltalia antica, 9 laid the foundation for the International Conference on the Archaeology of Early Italy,
held at Brown University at Providence, Rhode Island, in 1981 10 and
above all for what were to become the two most ambitious undertakings
in this context: the international congress 'Grecia, Italia e Sicilia nell'VIII
e VII secolo a.C.', organized by the Italian School of Archaeology at
Athens in 1979, 11 and the 'Cortona colloquium', organized by the Scuola
normale superiore at Pisa and the Ecole fran~aise de Rome on the theme
'Modes de contacts et processus de transformation clans Jes societes
anciennes' . 12
What could an Antipodean conference be expected to add to the
achievements of this formidable series of international congresses?
Of course, archaeologists in Australia have had a special interest in
ancient colonization and in Magna Graecia in particular for some time-suffices to mention T. J. Dunbabin's pioneering work, The Western
Greeks. Though largely written before the war, it was not published until
1948-the same year in which the Department of Archaeology at the
University of Sydney was founded as the result of the efforts of Arthur
Dale Trendall. He--the oiK,aT~S of classical archaeology in this
country-has devoted all his working life to the study of South Italian
and Sicilian vase-painting and it seemed doubly appropriate that the
First Australian Congress of Classical Archaeology be held in his honour.
Admittedly, the chosen theme, 'Greek Colonists and Native Populations', could hardly lay claim to originality. However, Australia's
modern colonial experience promised to provide the discussion with a
stimulating frame of reference, prompting fresh approaches and leading
to the discovery of new viewpoints. By the same token, the rapidly
approaching 200th anniversary of the first establishment of white
settlement on this continent and the historical awareness generated by its
preparation made the topic acutely relevant to all Australians. As one of
See Atti XI CMGr. 1971 (1973).
See D. M . Pippidi (ed.), Assimilation et resistance a la culture greco-romaine dans le monde
ancien (1978).
• M. Pallottino, G. A. Mansuell i, and A. L. Prosdocimi (eds.), Popoli e civilta dell'ltalia antica,
i-vii (1 973-8).
10 See T . Hackens, N . D. Hollo way, and R. Ross Holloway (eds.), Crossroads of the
Mediterranean, Archaeologia T ransatlantica 2 (1984).
11
The Proceedings appeared in ASAtene 59""61, 1981-3 (1983-4).
12 The Proceedings appeared in 198 3 as the 67th vol. in the Collection de 1'£cole franfaise de
Rome.
7
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the participants later wrote, 'the only possible theme for the first congress
of classical archaeology to be held in Australia was colonization, the
phenomenon which forms the very basis of that country's history' . 13
Specifically, the Congress' aims were
(a) to provide an international and interdisciplinary forum for the
discussion of the relations between 'colonizers' and 'colonized' in
ancient Greek expansion;
(b) investigate the process that in the ancient Greek colonies led to
the emergence of new cultural forms, in particular the part played
by the native culture in this process and the effect of the new
environment upon the colonists;
(c) contribute to a definition of ancient Greek colonization by
identifying features unique to, or particularly characteristic of,
Greek colonization, as opposed to aspects that could be shown
to be common to both ancient and modern colonization movements;
(d) pursue and deepen the discussion, initiated on previous occasions, of the semantic problems involved, examining the extent
to which modern terms such as 'trade', 'population pressure', or,
indeed, 'colonization', act as perceptual filters that distort, rather
than improve, our understanding of ancient colonization. 14
The main means of achieving these aims was by comparing, explicitly
rather than subconsciously, ancient Greek colonization with a specific
and recent example of modern colonization. It may be worth emphasizing, however, that this confidence in the comparative method should not
be taken as reflecting a belief in some cyclical theories, nor as a lack of
awareness of the intrinsic differences that exist between the two historical phenomena. As is well known, analogies tend to collapse under the
weight of detailed knowledge 15-yet often only after having 'opened the
mind to things that may otherwise never have crossed it', to paraphrase
C. M. Bowra's famous words. 16 This phenomenological rather than
historic approach was mirrored in the way the congress was structured,
with its papers arranged thematically, not according to chronological or
geographical criteria.
Except for s0me minor alterations this concept, and thus the order in
which the papers were presented at the Congress, has been retained in the
Proceedings.
13

F. D' Andri a, Magna Graecia 20/7-8 (1985), 12.
" See on this issue in general the o bservatio ns made by E. Lepore, D.Arch. 3 (1969), 182, and on
the ' inadequ acy' of the term 'colo nizatio n' when applied to ancient Greek expansio n already
J. Berard , L'Expansion et la colonisation grecques jusqu'aux guerres mediques (1960), 13f. For the
Thucydidean termino logy see J. De Wever and R. Va n Co mpernolle, Ant.Cl. 36 (1967), 461 ff.
" See B. Smith below in the introduction to his paper.
16
Memories 1898-1939 (1966), 265.
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In his paper on 'Greece and the European Colonizat ion of the Pacific'
B. Smith explores 'some analogies between the pre-coloni al phase of
European expansion in the Pacific and the pre-coloni al phase of Greek
expansion in the Mediterra nean', thus setting the scene not only for the
first topic to be discussed ('Pre-colo nial Contacts and the Founding of a
Colony'), but for the Congress as a whole. The 'intricate system of
reciprocal gifting' that existed in Polynesia at the time of Cook's first
visits and the profound effect that European presents, such as iron
implemen ts, had on the native culture, call up a number of analogies and
are particular ly relevant to the situation encounter ed in Central and
South Italy in the first part of the 8th century BC, as do Smith's
observatio ns on the 'linguistic market' that followed the establishm ent
17
of the market for commodit ies. Seen from the Pacific, the old controversy 'trade before the flag?' assumes a new dimension .
A. Frost's examinati on of the beginning of white settlemen t in
Australia, 'To New South Wales, 1786-I788 ', forms an immediate
sequel to Smith's paper. His account of the European perception of
Australia (and its native populatio n)-based partly on informati on
gathered from early voyages, partly on purely theoretica l considera tions-rai ses several questions in relation to ancient Greek colonizati on.
What did Archias and his companio ns know about Sicily and its
inhabitan ts when they set out for the island of Ortygia, and was Battus'
ignorance of Libya really as complete as we are told, when he made sail
for Cyrenaica ? 18 Did Delphi possess reliable informati on about the lands
in which it encourage d colonists to settle? And if it did, how, when, and
by whom had this informatio n been collected? The question of 'precolonial informati on' immediate ly leads to another, most controver sial
issue: what were the reasons that led to the colonizati on movemen t?
Since antiquity the motives have mainly been sought in the motherlan d,
with colonizati on seen largely as an outward movemen t, its participan ts
19
propelled by economic , social, or political forces. Modern analogy
and
suggests that the attraction exerted by the lands to be explored
20
incentive.
an
forceful
as
colonized might have constitute d just
Pre-colon ial contacts must have preceded the establishm ent of Greek
colonies in the Mediterra nean, but the evidence for. such contacts is
scarce and in most cases more ambiguou s than is often admitted, as A. J.
Graham shows in his paper on 'Pre-colon ial Contacts: Questions and
Problems' . Some of the finds that are commonly attributed to 'pre17
Cp. G. Nenci in: Modes de contacts et processus de transformations dans Les societes
anciennes. Actes du colloque de Cortone, 1981 (1983), 584ff.
18
See Hdt. 4. 150£f.
" See e.g. Hdt. 4. 15off.; Pl., Leg. 735--6.
20
Cp. S. Karousou's observation in Atti Conv. Atene 1979, 1 (1983), 161.
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colonial contacts' might in reality be the result of contacts unrelated to
the colonizati on movemen t and not necessarily preceding it in time.
They could be termed 'non-colo nial' and 'para-colo nial' respectively.
More often than not it remains unclear by whom the goods in question
were carried to their final destinatio n. In particular , Graham points out
that the role of the Euboeans in these early cross-Med iterranean relations
appears to have been overestim ated at the cost of the Phoenicia ns.
Though not in full agreemen t with this view, D. Ridgway also
concludes in his account of 'The First Western Greeks and their
Neighbou rs 1935-198 s' that, in the re-establis hment of contacts between
East and West in the Mediterra nean after the so-called Dark Ages, the
Phoenicia ns played a more substantia l part than has generally been
admitted until recently: 'we must rid ourselves from Blakeway 's antipathy for "Phoenici an carriers"' . At Pithecusa and elsewhere , the
archaeolo gical evidence points towards collaborat ion between Phoenicians and Greeks, substantia ting the well-know n allusions made in the
Odyssey. Ridgway emphasizes Sardinia's importanc e in this context as a
crossroad s and meeting place for Euboean and Phoenicia n seafarers.
For the study of the impact of these early voyages on the local
populatio ns, Campania offers a particular ly favourabl e ground, not least
thanks to the recent discoveries made in the Sarno valley. It is precisely
on the new finds from Pontecagn ano that their excavator , B. d' Agostino,
focuses his paper on the 'Relations between Campania , Southern Etruria,
and the Aegean in the Eighth Century BC'. The effect which these early
contacts had on the natives appears to have differed enormous ly from
group to group. For some, it was traumatic or even fatal, while in other
cases the contacts accelerated changes in the economic and social
structure that had already been initiated. The situation resembles that in
the Pacific, as described by Smith, to an astoundin g extent. Most pottery
of Greek manufactu re found in native contexts -in Pontecagn ano as
elsewher e-had to do with the consumpt ion of wine. One can only
g~ess what impact this particular Greek gift had on the native Campanians and wonder what the reality might have looked like in this so21
called 'civilisatio n du vin'. From a Pacific, and especially from an
Australian , point of view the story of Odysseus and Polyphem us does
not appear in a very favourabl e light.
. Whilst the early 'prospecto rs' in the Sarno valley can be confidently
id_entified as Euboeans , it is becoming increasingly clear that, to use
Ridgway's words, 'not all the "First Western Greeks" were Greek', let
alone Euboean. In her paper 'Relations between Etruria and Campania
ar?und 700 BC', I. Strnm discusses the recent proposal that early
onentalizi ng goldwork in Central Italy has its origin in workshop s of
21

J.-P. Morel in: Hackens et al. (eds.), Crossroads, p. 13.
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Euboean colonists in Pithecusa. She comes to the conclusion that, with
some exceptions, the works in question are more likely to have been
produced in southern Etruria, under the stimulus of migrant craftsmen
from North Syria. The role of the Euboeans is, yet again, at stake in D.
Knoepfler's erudite discussion of 'The Calendar of Olynthus' in which a
convincing case is made for the Euboean origin of the Chalcidians in
Thrace.
P. Londey's re-examination of the part played by the Delphic oracle in
the Greek colonization movement concludes this first section.
The issue which, like a leitmotiv, recurs throughout the discussion of
'The Development of a Colony and the Relations between Colonists
and Natives', can be summarized in one word: racism. Although the term
itself is hardly ever mentioned, the comparison between ancient and
modern colonization makes one immediately aware of the extent to
which this scourge, legacy of the 19th century, has poisoned the
relationship between colonizers· and colonized in Australia. This is not to
say that the Greek colonization movement was all smoothness and
gentleness. P. Guzzo's account of the indigenous people in South Italy
and the history of their culture from the Bronze Age to the time when the
first colonies were established on their territory permits of no doubt that
the encounter between Greeks and natives was, with some notable
exceptions, of a violent nature. 22 However, this violence was in accordance with the prevailing law of the sword, the result of an ethnocentric
claim to superiority on the part of the Greeks, not of racist prejudices. 23
Consequently, its use was, as a rule, short-lived and without lasting
detrimental effects to the relationship between the two groups. As soon
as a colony was established and the territorial and social reorganization
22
Cp. already T. J. Dunbabin, The Western Greeks (1948), 43ff., and, more recenriy, M. Moggi
in: Modes de contacts (see n. 17), 98of. For rhe literary sources see E. Lepore in: M . I. Finley (ed.),
Problemes de la terre en Grece ancienne (1973), 20 n. I. Thar rhe clash between rhe new arrivals and
rhe indigenous population occurred only after an initial period of peaceful coexistence appears ro
have been rhe exception rather rhan rhe rule-pace G. Pugliese Carrarelli, Atti Conu. Atene 1979, 1
(1983), 30.
23
On rhe fundamental difference between ethnocentrism, a 'universal phenomenon', and racism,
see P. L. Van den Berghe, Race and Racism (1967), 12. Like many orhers, P. Paraf, Le Racisme dans
le monde {5th ed., 1974), 21, mistakes rhe Greeks' 'mepris des Barbarcs' for racism. In reality, 'rhe
Greeks, rhough rhey affected ro despise rhe barbarians, did so on cultural grounds, and never on
anything resembling racial grounds' (M. F. Ashley Montagu, The Idea of Race, repr. in: R. Miller
and P. J. Dolan (eds.), Race Awareness (1971), 179). On rhe lack of racism in antiquir~ see also
E. Manni in: Pippidi (ed.), op. cir. (n. 8), 18rff. passim and below rhe pertinent remarks by E. G. D.
Robinson in his paper on rhe Xenon Group:' ... conflicts wirh rhe native tribes ... were probably of
political and rerrirorial, rarher rhan racial nature'. On rhe importance of o.1r<fr11 (do/us), deceit, in rhe
relations between colonists and natives as another expression of rhe Greeks' claim ro cultural
superiority cp. G. Nenci and S. Cataldi in: Modes de contacts, pp. 598f.
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completed a cultural interchange began to develop that eventually led to
'
.
M
novel approaches and to the emergence of a new society.
D. Adamesteanu's study of 'Greeks and Natives in Basilicata' deals
with a particularly telling example of this process. Resuming the
discussion initiated by Guzzo, Adamesteanu offers a fascinating account
of the growing self-awareness of the native Lucanians and their resurgence as a political force in the 5th and 4th centur!es BC, se~eral hundred
years after being ousted by the first Greek colo~1sts. It_ might be wo~th
noting, in passing, that the leading figures in this renaissance of native
values were all fully Hellenized. 25
In Thrace, too, as C. Danov's 'Characteristics of Greek Colonization
in Thrace' and M. Coja's 'Greek Colonists and Native Populations in
Dobruja' show, the initially hostile relations between colonists an_d
natives made way for an exchange of ideas in which the latter held their
own, above all in matters of religion. The situation in North Africa
differed in many ways from that in the Black Sea or in South Italy. Yet,
the picture that emerges from A. Laronde's exa~i_nation _of 'Gr_ee½s and
Libyans in Cyrenaica' is not altogether unfamiliar. It 1s agam m the
intellectual, especially religious, sphere that the indigenous culture
proved strongest and eventually had a significant and lasting impact on
the colonists. 26
By contrast, two hundred years after the founding of the colony,
intercommunication between Australians of European or Asian descent
and Aborigines is still rudimentary, and there is hardly any evidence to
suggest the presence of a process of cultural integrati~~- M. Willia~s·~
paper on 'The Colonization of Australia-an Abongmal Per~pective
makes it clear that the blame for this lies squarely on the colomsts. The
Aborigines' initial curiosity for the new arrivals contrasts sharply_with the
preconceived ideas which the Europeans had about the natives ~nd
which from the outset prevented the development of any understandmg
of the Aborigines and their culture. One of the most devastating
preconceptions concerned the ownership of the land. According to the
prevailing European view inhabitants of recently discovered lands we~e
to be considered their lawful owners only if they made use of the land m
a European sense, i.e. by tilling the soil, building villages and towns, etc.
" Cp. J. de La Genii:re and A. Wasowicz in: Modes de contacts, pp. 2.57ff. and 92.2.f., ~especrively.
lr has generally been assumed rhar mosr Greek colonists were male (see e.g. Mogg,, Mo_des de
contacts, p. 99 3, wirh further refs.). If rhis were rhe case (bur see A. J. Graham, Attt Centro R,cerche
e Doc. sull'antichita classica, NS 1, 1980-1 (1984), 293-314), native women are likely to have been
instrumental in initiating rhis process of cultural integration.
. .
" .Cp. M. Williams's remarks below on who, according to the white uox populi in Ausrraha, 1s a
'real' Aborigine.
26
For similar observations with regard to Sicily see Manni (cit. n. 23), p. 211.
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Australia whose 'inhabitants were not seen to possess these qualities and
had only advanced to a stage where they gathered spontaneous produce
of the earth and wandered the land in small family groups' was therefore
considered terra nullius, and in I788 the British government took
possession of it without any consultation, let alone treaty, with the
Aborigines. 27 In his account of the ensuing two centuries of racial
discrimination and brutality against the Aboriginal people, of relentless
attacks against their culture, Williams adopts an 'anecdotal style',
resisting the temptation to engage in sweeping generalizations and
refusing to draw any theoretical conclusion. Most remarkably, he
recounts this shocking tale without bitterness or vindictiveness. Despite
all the humiliation and deprivation they have suffered, the Aborigines
have succeeded in maintaining their identity, their pride, and 'one of their
most endearing qualities, their tremendous sense of humour'. No less
hopeful is the conclusion B. Meehan draws from her analysis of the
Aboriginal culture in Arnhem Land in northern Australia, 'the most
resilient elements of wliich ... have proved to be in the intellectual
sphere--the network of kinship relationships, religion, and language'.
One cannot help thinking of the Lucanians in 4th-cent. BC Basilicata.
The deliberations about the process leading to the 'Emergence of New
Cultural Forms' start with a close look at the interaction of traditional
and innovative forces in early colonial art. In her paper on 'Heritage and
Colonization' J. L. Crowley proceeds from an iconographical analysis of
several Minoan motifs to an examination of eight examples of early
Australian art. Her attempt to identify the various factors that have an
impact on artists working in a new environment is followed by A. D.
Trendall's masterly synthesis 'On the Divergence of South Italian from
Attic Red-figure Vase-painting', showing how potters and painters in
South Italy gradually freed themselves from the influence of their Attic
models. According to C. Dearden, the same process can be observed in
'Fourth-Century Tragedy in Sicily'. The suspected occurrence, however
sporadic, of inverse influence--from the colonies back to the mother
country-is confirmed by 'Two Vases of South Italian Shape by an Attic
Painter' in the J. Paul Getty Museum, a preliminary publication of which
is presented by M. Jentoft-Nilsen.
Up to this point attention has been turned mainly to the interplay of
colony and mother-city. The third protagonist is introduced by E. G. D.
Robinson in his paper on the Xenon Group. As his analysis reveals,
n While the teffa nullius notion provided an a priori justification for the dispossessing of
indigenous populations in the 18th and 19th centuries, its ancient Greek analogue, the •PTJ/J,Of xwpa
concept, represents no more than an attempt by later historians to explain the establishment of
colonies. For the latter see e.g. Moggi and G. Vallet in Modes de contacts, pp. 1001 and 939,
respectively.
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Attic, colonial Metapontine, and native Apulian elements have here
fused together into a new style: 'Between Greek and Native'. Another
example of cultural exchange and cross-fertilization between Greeks and
natives is examined by P. A. and R. Hannah in their paper 'AthensSicily-Campania: Warriors and Painters'.
F. D' Andria begins his account of the 'Greek Influence in the Adriatic
(Fifty Years after Beaumont)' with a general survey of contacts and
exchanges between Greeks and natives on either side of the sea from
Mycenaean times onwards, before focusing on the colonies of Apollonia
and Epidamnus in Illyria. Recent finds permit of no doubt that here, too,
local workshops-set up under Syracusan influence--were producing
their own, distinctive red-figure ware by about 380/70 BC. No less
instructive is B. Kirigin's account of the archaeological work carried out
further north: 'The Greeks in Central Dalmatia: Some New Eviden~e'.
Especially noteworthy are the discoveries made in the colony of Issa
(modern Vis). Epigraphic evidence suggests that its population consisted
of a mixture of Greeks (from both Greece and South Italy) and Illyrians,
and the occurrence of a particular, uniquely Dalmatian burial rite in its
western cemetery again points to the vigour of the native element in
religious matters.
A comparable, though different, mixture of Greeks and natives can be
observed at the other extremity of the Hellenized world. M. A. R.
Colledge's general 'Observations on Greek Art in Western Asia after
Alexander's Conquest' are reinforced by C. Rapin's close look at the
'Greeks in Afghanistan: Ai Khan um'. The fusion of Greek and Achaemenid elements resulted in a 'hybrid style', elements of which were to
survive in so-called Parthian art and in the sculptures of Gandhara long
after the last Greek colonists had left.
The important part played by the environment in the formation of
new cultural expressions manifests itself clearly in colonial town planning and architecture. A. Di Vita's survey, 'Town Planning in the Greek
Colonies of Sicily from the Time of their Foundations to the Punic
Wars' 28 is followed by C. Bencivenga Trillmich's analysis of recent
discoveries made at Elea. D. Mertens's attempt to define 'Some Principal
Features of West Greek Colonial Architecture' is without a doubt among
the papers that come closest to one of the Congress's primary aims,
taking stock rather than accumulating new evidence, outlining an overall
picture instead of further elaborating particular details. Far removed from
the hustle and bustle of the Mediterranean centres, the Australian
environment provided the 'reflective tranquillity' necessary for such an
28

This is a slightly modified and shortened English version of his profusely illustrated
'L'urbanistica' in: G. Pugliese Carratelli (ed.), Sikanie. Storia e civilta de/la Sicilia greca (1985), 361414.
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undertaking. Mertens notes that the absence of an established building
tradition in the motherland helped rather than impeded the emergence of
colonial architecture in the West. This contrasts with the situation in
Australia where the Europeans brought with them clear concepts in terms
of building types as well as building material and design-however
unsuitable to the new environment. 29 On the other hand, Adelaide is the
most famous and spectacular, but by far not the only, Australian
example to illustrate the rule that 'unrestricted availability of space ...
leads to a deliberate striving for a firm order based on extrinsic criteria',
while the following observations sound as if they had been coined after a
visit to Canberra: 'after the colonists had achieved their first goal,
prosperity, they manifested it in their buildings ... generally speaking,
public structures are larger than those of the mother city in terms of
absolute size'. In Cyrenaica, some of the features of this 'colonial
architecture' had far-reaching consequences, as F. Sear's paper on 'The
Architecture of Sidi Khrebish' demonstrates.
This third part of the proceedings is rounded off by J. C. Carter's
detailed report on the pioneering work he has been carrying out in
Basilicata since 1974.30 The relevance of his comprehensive analysis of
'Metapontum-Land, Wealth, and Population' to Australia's experience
becomes uncomfortably clear when he concludes that the decline of this
'well-to-do, but also remarkably egalitarian' rural society 'was probably
not the result of class struggle--nor may it have been entirely due to
outside political forces beyond its control-but rather, ... in part at least,
to a failure to understand completely the potential and the limitations of
the land itself'.

r

The last two days of the Congress were devoted to a discussion of
'Hellenism to the East' and of 'The Nature of Colonization' respectively.
As it turned out, the papers presented under these two different themes
have something important in common. Dealing with contacts between
Greeks and non-Greeks best described as 'other-than-colonial', they
contribute--explicitly or by implication-to a firmer grasp of the
phenomenon of the Greek colonization movement. It therefore seemed
preferable to unite them here under the heading 'Expansion and Diffusion: Towards a Definition of Ancient Greek Colonization'.
Diffusion is the term used by K. Kilian in his analysis of 'Mycenaean
Colonization: Norm and Variety'. It leads to the conclusion that it is the
founding of a1rotKLaL, i.e. the creation of new, politically and economi"' Cp. below, B. Meehan 's description of the ill-fated colony of Victoria in northern Australia.
>• Thanks mainly to this work it is no longer necessary to resign ourselves to admitting that 'nous
ne savons pas grand chose' (Vallet in Modes de contacts, p. 955) of the cultivation methods used in
the colonial chora.
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cally self-sufficient and independent communities that essentially distinguishes Greek colonization of the Iron Age from Mycenaean expansion. A comparison with contemporary Phoenician colonization,
succinctly summarized by H. G. Niemeyer in his 'The Phoenicians in the
Mediterranean: A Non-Greek Model for Expansion and Settlement in
Antiquity', reveals the importance of the xwpa, the territory, for any
Greek colony. 31 P. Brennan investigates a third model in his paper on
'Veteran Colonists and Post-Augustan Roman Colonization'. Although
'colonization was not at the leading edge of Roman imperialism' the
Roman colonia, founded as an 'act of state', certainly comes closest to
the modern definition of a colony as 'a body of people who settle in a
new locality, forming a community subject to or connected with their
parent state ... ' (Oxford English Dictionary). 'A Rome away from
Rome' which, to use Brennan's words, 'to the colonists ... was in most
cases also a Rome away from home'-or, as the University of Sydney's
elegant Horatian motto puts it: 'sidere mens eadem mutato'.
P. Courbin's report on 'Bassit-Posidaion in the Early Iron Age' is the
first of several papers to explore the impact which Greek minorities had
on their surroundings, and the resulting spread of Hellenism. F. R. Serra
Ridgway discusses the Etruscan sanctuary at Pyrgi where Greek influence
is evident in the sculptural decoration of all buildings; T. R. Bryce deals,
mainly on the basis of epigraphic and numismatic evidence, with
'Hellenism in Lycia'; D.S. Barrett examines 'Ancient Hellenism and the
Jews' as an example of the process of adaptation and assimilation; W. J.
Jobling interprets a Nabataean inscription recently discovered in the
North Arabian desert, revealing the extent to which Hellenism had
penetrated the periphery of the Mediterranean world at the end of the
Hellenistic period.
The same phenomenon is analysed from a different, as it were nonGreek, viewpoint by a number of contributions which are 'concerned not
so much with exploring how a new environment influences the formation of a new culture but rather with observing how new influences may
be absorbed and translated by an old culture in an old environment'-to
use the words with which J. V. S. and M. R. Megaw introduce their
'Italian and Greeks Bearing Gifts: The Basse-Yutz Finds Reconsidered'.
Thus, M. L. Nava's analysis of 'Greek and Adriatic Influences in Daunia
in the Early Iron Age' reveals that the Daunians succeeded in retaining
their original, autonomous culture from the Bronze Age through to the
5th century BC. In Spain, too, new means of expression of Greek origin
were swiftly adapted and integrated by the 'old' culture'. This emerges
clearly from an examination of three examples of Iberian sculpture by
" On the predominantly agrarian character of the Greek a1ro,Kfo see also Di Vita's examination of
early colonial town planning; cp. also Vallet in Modes de contacts, pp. 947ff.
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W. Trillmich and from the preliminary publication of a 4th-century BC
funerary monument recently discovered at El Prado, presented by P.A.
Lillo Carpio and M. Walker.
To come full circle, J. Birmingham's survey of the development of
'historical archaeology' in Australia, its aims, achievements, ·and shortcomings, returns to a point made by the Hon. Neville Wran in his
opening speech. Her 'Observations from Terra Australis' summarize the
ways in which archaeology can contribute to the understanding of
colonization movements-a fitting conclusion to a Congress which, if
nothing else, has demonstrated that 'the field of comparative study has
obvious intellectual attraction'.

Speech by the Premier and Minister for the
Arts, the Hon. Neville Wran, QC, MP, for
the Opening of the First Australian
Congress of Classical Archaeology at the
University of Sydney on Wednesday
IO July 1985

It gives me great pleasure to attend this first Australian Congress of
Classical Archaeology and to welcome the many distinguished guests
from Australia and overseas who will be contributing to its important
proceedings.
The Congress is of immense significance, not only as an academic
exercise--a contribution to archaeological scholarship and research-but
as a reminder of the enduring cultural and historic links between ancient
civilizations, especially that of Greece, and the contemporary civilizations that have drawn so much from the classical heritage.
For that reason it seems to me appropriate that Australia-and more
particularly this university, as ancient and venerable an institution as any
we can boast in this country-should be the host to the Congress and
doubtless the beneficiary of much of its work.
As a nation of comparatively recent European settlement, Australia is
perhaps not commonly thought of as a country of great concern to
archaeologists. Yet, the importance of archaeological studies, like the
importance of our natural environmental heritage, is now much more
keenly understood; indeed, the two studies go hand in hand. Both are
concerned with the understanding and preservation of our past, and both
acknowledge the same responsibility to our future.
The special theme of this Congress, 'Greek Colonists and Native
Populations', is one of particular interest to Australia, which has itself
been in its brief history both a colonized and a colonizing power, and
which is now, as a uniquely successful multi-cultural nation, a home to
many millions of people who have come to us-or whose parents have
come to us-from countries which were once colonizing powers themselves.
We are, I believe, a living example of a country enriched and

Neville W ran
strengthened by the influence of an immigrant population which has not
only brought its own diverse cultural traditions to our shores but shown
itself ready to adapt to change and to the challenge of a new environment. Along with this remarkable ferment of social change, and to some
extent because of it, has come a renewed interest in our permanent
heritage: in the buildings, structures, and artefacts of early Australian
society, not to mention the vast pre-European history of Aboriginal
culture, whose importance and antiquity are now much more clearly
understood by the majority of Australians.
We are, in every sense, a country where archaeological studies have a
natural and honoured place. Nowhere is this more evident than in the
recent explorations of some of Sydney's historic sites, the Hyde Park
Barracks and the Old Government House site being the chief.examples.
It was a graduate of the Department of Archaeology of this University
who traced for us the foundations of the first Government House in
Sydney, with the result that Australia is perhaps the only nation in the
world to know the precise birthplace of its government.
Again, at the Barracks Museum, on the site of a Colonial Military
Barracks in Macquarie Street, a massive dig took place in which
hundreds of volunteers joined archaeologists and historians to discover
thousands of everyday items which have helped to establish more
accurately what life was like for our earliest colonizers, many of whom
were lodged in that building on their arrival-most of them against their
will.
Australian archaeologists also continue their work at Aboriginal
sites-so that we are beginning to understand the special relationships
those first Australian colonizers developed with the land. We are
especially fortunate that the Aboriginal people are still in touch with the
ideas, the skills, and beliefs of their pre-European culture, so that our
archaeologists and anthropologists are really at work on a living culture
whose unbroken roots go back some 40,000 years.
So Australia is important both to archaeologists and social historians.
We are a crossroads nation, where Aboriginal, European, Asian, and
Pacific cultures meet, and it is appropriate that you, coming from twenty
nations, should choose to meet here. This Congress, the first of its kind
in Australia, is a coming-of-age for Australian archaeology and its place
in Australian scholarship. I am delighted that the guest of honour at the
Congress is the distinguished classical scholar and archaeologist Emeritus Professor A. D. Trendall, who has done much to develop the
Nicholson Museum within this university, and whose contribution to
Greek and classical studies has established him as one of the great
Australians of our time. The fact that he was born in New Zealand and
succeeded so renowned a figure as Enoch Powell in the chair of Greek at
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this institution has in no way handicapped his reputation! I welcome
him most warmly.
Sydney is proud to be the host of this historic and i~porta.n t Congress
and to welcome the many visitors from other countnes. I wish you all a
very happy stay in this city and a very fruitful and rewarding discussion.
It is my honour to declare the Congress open.
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Pre-colonial Contacts and the Foundation
of a Colony
I

Greece and the European Colonization of
the Pacific
BERNARD SMITH

(Melbourne)

I am neither a classicist nor an archaeologist, so that my presence here is
something of a presumption. My excuse is that it was A. D. Trendall
who first taught me to look closely at works of art, whatever I may have
felt about them, and who first introduced me to the magnitude of the
Greek achievement.
For some time now I have been engaged in assembling, with Dr
Rudiger Joppien, a descriptive catalogue of the drawings and paintings
made by artists who travelled with Captain James Cook on his three
voyages to the Pacific. 1 It may be of interest, therefore, if I spend the time
available to me exploring some analogies between the pre-colonial phase
of European expansion in the Pacific and the pre-colonial phase of Greek
expansion in the Mediterranean.
I hold no brief for cyclical or structural theories that impose seductive a
priori patterns upon the complexities of history; yet our perception of an
historical event, surely, does assume a paradoxical form: we perceive an
event, if we perceive it at all, as in part unique, in part a recurrence. There
is an ultimate sense in which we employ analogy even in distinguishing a
sherd from bedrock, and it is a commonplace to say that results and
methods used in other fields are often suggestive for our own. Here, my
occasional forays into the Greek side of this exercise in analogy should
be minimal. My hope is that the Pacific side may suggest to you more
and better Greek ones: that what Cook and his company of seamen,
marines, scientists, and artists experienced when they first confronted the
indigenous peoples of Tahiti, Tonga, Hawaii, New Zealand, and
Australia may once have been, in some manner at least, experienced by
those Greeks who first brought their ambiguous gifts to Al Mina,
Pithecusa, and elsewhere in the Mediterranean.
I shall also be thinking of Greece in another sense: the European
memory of Greece. Four years before Cook first entered the Pacific,
Gabriel Dumont published the temples of Paestum and Johann Joachim
1

R. Joppien and B. Smith, The Art of Captain Cook's Voyages (1 985) .
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,Winckelmann brought out his History of Ancient Art. 2 One year before,
P. F. Hugues d'Hancarville and Wilhelm Tischbein had published the
Hamilton collection. 3 Sir William Hamilton was a close friend of Sir
Joseph Banks who began the process, if any one did, of publishing the
Pacific. The Greek Revival in Europe is conveniently contemporaneous
with the European pre-colonization period in the Pacific, so it is tempting
to explore the role that the memory of Greece played in making the
Pacific known to Europe.
First, I must comment, however briefly, on the situation in the central
Pacific before Cook entered it. It was there during the second and first
millennium BC that, according to present knowledge, a Neolithic culture
possessed of a technology of stone adzes, chisels, and bone fishing gear,
and a root and tree crop horticulture, moving eastwards, occupied the
last of the islands to be inhabited. It would appear that these Polynesian
peoples originally inhabited an archipelago in eastern Melanesia and
evolved from various groups, while their language developed from a
diverse language to which Fijian also belongs. Although their capacity
for canoe voyaging cannot be supposed to have been markedly different
during the early days of their development from that employed at the
time of European contact, during the period of its expansion Polynesian
culture spread from Samoa and the Society Islands to Hawaii in the
north, Easter Island in the east, and New Zealand in the south-west.
Each of Cook's voyages took three or more years to complete. To
sustain his company he required wood for his stoves, fresh water, and
food, from landfall to landfall. To obtain these essentials it was
necessary for him to establish markets with the island people who
confronted him at most of his landings. Success was dependent upon
whether the concept of a market economy, or the rudimentary notion of
a market, existed in the local culture. Even if some such a notion was
present, it was necessary first to establish communication by a process of
gesture, charade, and other appropriate forms of symbolic communication that might hopefully bridge the cultural gap, such as open arms,
holding out a green branch or, as at Dusky Bay, a sheet of white chart
paper. If that were successful, names might then be exchanged and the
names of objects, such as water. The establishment of a useful market for
commodities entailed the concomitant establishment of a linguistic
market.
There was no developed market economy in Polynesia. In Ancient
Tahitian Society, Douglas Oliver writes, 'most food was consumed by
' G. P. M. Dumont, Suite de plans, coupes, profils, elevations, geometrales et perspectives de
trois temples antiques qu'ils existaient en 1750 dans la bourgade de Paesto qui est la ville Paestum
de Pline ... (1764); J. J. Winckelmann, Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums (1764).
' Antiquites etrusques, grecques et romaines i-iv (1766-?).
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members of a producer's own household' 4 and his book has no section
on trading. But an intricate system of reciprocal gifting existed, and
certain articles of ritual significance, such as the red feathers of the tropic
bird, were much sought after. On his third voyage, Cook set up a highly
successful market at Nomuka in Tonga, with the agreement of the local
chieftain (Pl. 1.1). David Samwell, surgeon's mate oq the Resolution,
described the scene:
We continued upon friendly terms with him [the chieftain] by making him
Presents &c. & he encouraged his Subjects to bring Hogs & other Provisions to
market which were our first object, tho' in a short time another article engaged
our Attention from the highest to the lowest and was sought after with greater
avidity than the Hogs or breadfruit, & tho' it was a contraband Trade it was
prosecuted with the greatest Activity & Spirit in defiance of the severe Penalties
with which it was loaded, & in Contempt of that Danger which attended the
Prosecution of this fraudulent & lucrative Traffick. This Article was no other
than red Feathers. It must be remembered that at Otaheite red Feathers are prized
above anything whatsoever, they being the most valuable offering they make to
their Gods & very scarce at that Island as they have no birds with red Plumage
5

Cook had little difficulty in establishing such markets, though more
difficulty in controlling them, because Polynesians desperately wanted
iron, and the sharp European distinction between property and theft was
not yet fully appreciated. Captain Samuel Wallis, the first known
European to arrive in Tahiti, found to his alarm that his own men were
pulling nails from the ship's timbers to exchange for the favours of the
Tahitian women. Cook had similar problems on his first voyage. On his
second and third he was better prepared, taking large quantities of nails
and iron spikes, axes, hatchets, and hammers, mostly purchased from
Andrew Boulton of Birmingham. He also took mirrors, beads, and a
quantity of shirts, old sheets, hats, and lengths of red baize, 'to be
exchanged for Refreshments with the Natives of such New discovered or
unfrequented Countries as they may touch at, or to be distributed to
them in presents towards obtaining their friendship, & winning them
over to our Interest'. 6
This ironware rapidly transformed island technology, years before
there were any permanent European settlers in the Pacific. On his second
voyage Cook visited Matavai Bay, first in August 1773 and again in April
1774. He had visited Matavai on his first voyage and observed the transit
of Venus there, but on that occasion he had little ironware for exchange.
' D. L. Oliver, Ancient Tahitian Society, i (1974), 2.2.9.
' The Journals of Captain James Cook on his Voyages of Discovery, ed.
(1967), 1013f.
6

Cook, Journals, ed. Beaglehole, ii. 92.3.
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Johann Reinhold Forster, the scientist on the second voyage, noted the
changes that had occurred between their first and second visits to
Matavai: 'many new houses were erected & vast numbers of new Canoes
were building & already built, chiefly owing to the facility they got to
7
build them by the Assistance of our tools of Iron' . In Hawaii the effects
of iron tools upon local crafts, immediately after Cook's visits there on
th~ third voyage, went unnoticed until recently. Dr Adrienne Kaeppler
has been able to demonstrate that what has long been regarded as the
high classic period of pre-Cook craftsmanship in Hawaii consists of
artefacts fashioned in the years immediately following Cook's visits. She
concludes: 'The introduction of metal tools [in the period prior to
European settlement] stimulated an artistic efflorescence which resulted
in a refinement of traditional techniques and an elaboration of indigenous aesthetic traditions'. 8
Cook's need to provide food and majntain the health of his ships'
companies had the effect of introducing the iron age and an international
market economy to Polynesia. If we should now ask the larger question
whether, in Cook's case, trade followed the flag, there is no single
answer. On the north-west American coast, for example, Cook found
that the Indians of Nootka Sound were well versed in inter-tribal trading,
9
and in the strategies of keen bargaining. In most cases, however, the
establishment and control of a market where the custom had not
previously existed in the Pacific involved the demonstration or at least a
ready perception of Cook's superior weaponry. In that sense at least 'the
flag' was a vital prerequisite of trade. Pacific islanders were often deeply
suspicious of these strangers bringing gifts. Cook recorded how at
Eromanga, on his second voyage, while seeking, in the ship's boat, for a
place to land 'a few men came to us to whom I gave pieces of cloth,
medals, &c. for this treatement they offered to haul the boat over some
breakers to a Sandy beach, I thought this a friendly offer, but afterwards
1
had reason to think otherwise' . Cook found that he had to shoot
himself out of a desperate situation (Pl. 1.2).
His problems in establishing markets in subsistence economies echoes
those of that unknown Greek traveller who wrote the Periplus of the
Erithraean Sea, though in his case trading along the Red and Arabian
coasts was much more developed. He, too, took presents such as wine
and corn, not 'for trade, but for expenses in making friends with the
Barbaroi'. He complains repeatedly 'the Barbaroi who live in the place

°

' The 'Resolution' Journal of Johann Reinhold Forster 1771-1775, ed. M. E. Hoare, iii (1982),
496-.
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8
A. L. Kaeppler, 'The Significance of Cook's Third Voyage for the Study of Hawaiian Art and
Society', typescript of paper given at the conference 'Captain James Cook and His Times', Simon
Fraser Univ., 1978, p. 22.
9
Cook, journals, ed. Beaglehole, iii. 3o6.
1
° Cook, journals, iii. 477.
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are ... stubborn'. We have been advised by economists that there is no
such thing as a free lunch. From the Greek experience in the Indian ocean
and Cook's experience in the Pacific we might want to conclude that
there is no such thing as a free market either. For markets presuppose not
only an assemblage of commodities and agreed conventions about the
nature of exchange, they also presuppose an acceptance of relations of
power. Cook's equipment was his capital and it was severely limited. A
boat stolen might affect the success of a voyage. So he ensured that the
conventions that he associated with his markets were adhered to
meticulously, even by those who barely understood them. In the
Marquesas a man was shot dead for stealing a ship's stanchion.
Superiority in arms created a first order of power relationships. There
was also a second order, a linguistic order that made for more conciliatory relationships, more amicability, and that could be cultivated by the
strangers under the ultimate authority and protection of the musket. It
was this second order of power that Cook's scientists and artists had to
cultivate much more assiduously than his seamen or marines in order to
carry out their daily tasks. What was a strange plant called, where was it
to be found in quantity, what was it used for? In order to draw an
islander's portrait a measure of ease and friendship must first be
established. It is not surprising that it was the scientists and artists on
Cook's voyages who assembled the largest word lists, and were the
keenest to establish friendly relations. Not necessarily because they were
the most intelligent or the most compassionate among Cook's company
but because the prosecution of their callings depended to a greater extent
than those trained to the use of force upon the development of what
12
Pierre Bourdieu has described as a linguistic market, a market by means
of which the social and spiritual cultures of the Pacific could be
transformed into European forms and values.
There were places on the edge of the Pacific, however, where people
lived so close -to primal subsistence that it was impossible to establish
markets. Cook describes how in visiting Adventure Bay, Tasmania, on
his third voyage, his wooding party were:
agreeably surprised ... with a Visit from some of the Natives, Eight men and a
boy: they came out of the Woods to us without shewing the least mark of fear
and with the greatest confidence immaginable, for none of them had any
weapons, except one who had in his hand a stick about 2 feet long and pointed
at one end. They were quite naked & wore no ornaments ... They received
every thing we gave them without the least appearance of satisfaction ... They
seem'd to set no value on Iron or Iron tools nor did they seem to know the use of
fish hooks ... nor did we see a Canoe or any Vessel in which they could go upon
11
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Ed. and trans. G. W. B. Huntingford (1980) 23, 30.
Ce que par/er veut dire: L'Economie des echanges linguistiques (1981).
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the water .. . it was evident that she! fish made a part of their food by the many
heaps of Muscle shels we saw in different parts near the shore and about some
deserted habitations near the head of the bay. These were little Shades or hovels
built of sticks and covered with bark; we also saw evedent signs of them some
times takeing up their aboad in the trunks of large trees, which had been
13
hollowed out by fire most probable for this very purpose.

Cook was far more attracted to the austere innocence of such peoples
14
than he was to the soft primitivism of Tahitian life. Concerning the
Aborigines of the Endeavour river he had already written, 'they appear to
some to be the most wretched people upon Earth, but in reality they are
far more happier than we Europeans' . 15 What was impressive about the
Tasmanians was their utter ignorance of firearms and the innocence of
the friendliness. They acted like the penguins that the men of the
Resolution had met with a month before on Kerguelan's Island (Pl. 1.3).
'Each sort were so tame that we took as many as we pleas'd with our
16
hands', Anderson, the surgeon recorded.
We find a classical parallel to Cook's description of the Tasmanians in
the description that Agatharchides has left of the fish-eaters, the Tx0uocpayoi, who lived on the Arabian side of the Red Sea coast towards the
end of the 2nd century BC. Like the Tasmanians they apparently
possessed no village life, went naked, and lived on fish which they
trapped with stones in tidal reaches. 'They have not', Agatharchides
explains,
any of that knowledge and experience of the greatest evils which are common to
mankind. For they have no occasion to flee from the drawn sword ... they are
disturbed by no insults or injuries; unharmed, they bewail no adverse change of
fortune; and should such by chance come to them from strangers, they gaze with
intent face and many shakings and nods of the head, but they take not the
17
slightest notice of the things which one ma1,1 commonly does to another.

What is impressive about these descriptions of peoples living in a
primitive subsistence economy is their innocence when confronted by
technologies they cannot comprehend. It has often been noted that in
Homer the most virtuous of people, as with Cook, live in the most
distant, or most difficult climes, in places akin in the Greek world to
Tierra del Fuego and Tasmania. The 'blameless' Ethiopians lived in the
far south, the milk-drinking Abioi, in the far north, and Menelaus, we are
Cook, j ournals, ed. Beagleholc, ii i. 52- 5.
" On soft primitivism, see A. 0 . Lovejoy and G . Boas, Primitivism and Related Ideas in
Antiquity (193 5).
" Cook, j ournals, ed . Beaglehole, i. 399.
1
• Ibid . ii i. 774.
" Quoted from Th e Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (see n. 11), p. 182.
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told, 'will not die but will be sent to those Elysian fields, to the
boundaries of the earth, where life is easiest for men' .18
It is, of course, conventional wisdom to explain the admiration for the
no_bl~ ~avage as one_way in which Europeans have repeatedly perceived
pnmitive peoples smce classical times. But wherein lay the appeal of
such comparatively simple societies for the Greeks themselves? Were
they simply recording what they felt to be true; and is this another way of
saying that such primitive and exotic societies provided the Greeks with
a cherished image of the childhood, if that is the word, of their own
society?
Be that as it may, Cook found it impossible to impose upon the native
pe_ople of Tierra del Fuego and Tasmania a market economy and all that
might have flowed from it. Those who cannot produce a surplus for
themselves cannot produce it for others. In the fullness of time the
Fuegians and the Tasmanians, incapable of rising to the novel freedom
of the European market, suffered extinction.
The Polynesian societies however rose to the challenge. In Tahiti,
Tonga, Hawaii, New Zealand, Cook's pre-colonial trading proceeded at
great pace. The introduction of iron tools not only changed the character
of. isla~d craftsmanship, it also changed the balance of power among
ch1eftams, who began to gain prestige by warfare rather than by
genealogy. Both Tahiti and Hawaii became centralized under dynasties.
In Hawaii the war god Kukalimoku achieved greater prestige than the
~ore passive gods, such as the harvest god Lono, with whom Cook, in
his last days, became identified. In both Hawaii and Tahiti iron
increased internecine tribal warfare; it was a time comparable to that first
Iron Age described by Hesiod, when right was might and held in the
power of the fist, and the gods abandoned their peoples.
The effects of European penetration upon the peoples of the Pacific
has of course been much studied and is well understood. Less attention
h~s been g_iven to the changes that Cook's trading and collecting
st1mulate_d m the European culture. On all three voyages trading in
natural history and cultural artefacts was much indulged in by all aboard.
On 14 July 1774 J. R. Forster wrote that
a Saylor offered me 6 shells ... all of which were not quite compleat, & he asked
half a Gallon brandy for them, which is now worth more than half a Guinea.
This shews however what these people think to get for their Curiosities when
they come home, & how difficult it must be for a Man like me, sent out on
purpos~ by Government to collect Natural Curiosities, to get these things from
t~e Natives . .. as every Sailor whatsoever buys vast Quantities of Shells, birds,
Fish etc. so that the things are dearer & scarcer than one would believe, & often
" II. 13. 3f. ; Od. 4. 561-8.
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they go to such people, who have made vast Collections, especially of Shells. viz
19
the Gunner & Caq?enter, who have several 1,000 shells.

armed fleet of canoes he saw assembled in Matavai preparing to attack
neighbouring Morea (Pl. 2.r).

Such collections stimulated the British market for specimens of natural
history and cultural exotics. The abundant supply of Pacific artefacts
stimulated demand, taste, and theory. The collector and dealer Thomas
Martyn developed a new classification for shell collections and pub20
lished a handbook on shells from the south seas in 1789. Corals brought
back from Cook's first voyage helped John Ellis to convince Linnaeus
21
and Pallas that corals were animals not vegetables. This was typical of
the new empirical pressures that Pacific exotics began to place upon the
taxonomy of natural science. If Cook was Adam Smith's first global
agent, Joseph Banks was the first global agent of Linnaeus. The
Linnaean system, based upon the description of the sexual organs of
plants and animals, was binary in character. Species were named by
genus and differentia. It was also essentialist and ultimately Aristotelian
in character. For Linnaeus, as for Aristotle, the world of nature was an
ordered and immutable chain of being. When Cook first sailed into the
Pacific, the influence of Greek thought still prevailed in the systematics
of classification as it did in other fields. George Louis LeClerc de Buffon,
for example, assured anatomists that if they wanted to understand the
proportions of the human body they could do no better than study the
canons of the sculptors of antiquity. 22 A great deal that Cook's men saw
in the Pacific supported the well-tested norms of classicism.
They had prepared themselves for it. Sydney Parkinson, the young
artist that Banks took on the Endeavour to draw the plants collected,
took copies of the Iliad and Odyssey with him, probably in Pope's
translation. 23 So too, one suspects, did William Wales, the meteorologist
on the Resolution on the second voyage. While in Vanuatu he writes:

Their warships seem to be· of the same kind as the mille carinae, that went to
fight the famous city of Troy, & perhaps the nature of their wars seems to have
been very much the same, though the Greeks were better armed on account of
the use of Iron & Brass ... Some of their war-Canoes require roo men to paddle
& but a few have less than 50 & therefore the Number of people, who went to
fight Troy, may have been very probably between 50 & 100,000. Their
navigation from Isle to Isle in the Archipelago is pretty similar to the expeditions
of these people among the isles of the South Sea, & they know so as the ancient
Greeks well enough to navigate in the night time by the Stars, of whom they
know a great many, & for them have peculiar names. Their petty Chiefs, like the
Greek Heroes, go to war & get fame by their Exploits. In short I could continue
the similitude by allmost all the various stages of their wars if necessary. 25

I must confess I have been often lead to think of the Feats which Homer
represents his heros as performing with their Spears A little too much of the
Marvelous to be admitted into an Heroic Poem, I mean when confined within
the straight Stays of Aristotle ... But since I have seen what these People can do
with their wooden ones; and them badly pointed and not of a very hard nature
either, I have not the least exception to any one Passage in that Great Poet on
this Account. 24
In this connection we might note also

J.

R. Forster's comments on the

" The ' Resolution' Journal, ed. Hoare, iv. 555 .
The Universal Conchologist (1784).
21 The Natural History of Many Un common Zoophytes Collected by John Ellis, arranged and
described by D. C . Solander (1786).
22 Histoire Nature/le, i-xv (1749-67): Histoire Nature/le de /'Homme, p. 546.
23 See Joppien and Smith, The Art of Cook's Voyages, i. 52.
24 Cook, Journals , ed. Beaglehole, ii . 862.

When they returned to England Forster did indeed extend the similitude
considerably in his son's published account of the second voyage. At the
end of the expanded comparison George Forster wrote, 'what I have said
is sufficient to prove, that men in a similar state of civilization resemble
each other more than we are aware of, even in the most extremes of the
world'. 26 George, however, then added a significant qualification which
will serve to introduce the second part of my paper. He concluded,
I should be sorry to have made these slight remarks, if they should unfortunately
lead some learned schemer on a wrong scent. The itch of tracing the pedigree of
nations has lately made such havock in history, by endeavouring to combine the
Egyptians and Chinese, that the learned must sincerely wish, it may never
become a contagious distemper. 27
The 'learned schemer' George Forster and his father Johann had ·in
mind was probably Voltaire. But even though they were wary about
sentimentalizing over noble savages, they did their best, as George
pointed out in the Preface to his voyage, to look upon all the tribes of
mankind with an equal favour, 28 and this inevitably led them to
comparative studies. It was Johann who, from an assessment of the
linguistic evidence he had collected on the voyage, first enunciated the
theory, now generally accepted, that the Polynesian societies had spread
into the Pacific from earlier migrations from south-east Asia.
Yet, even for the Forsters, the Greek analogy continued to exercise a
potent influence. It gave sanction to the long-standing belief that there
were stages in the history of human society and that some were more to

2ll
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The ' Resolution' Journal, ed. Hoare, iii. 502f.
"' G. Forster, A Voyage round the World (1777), 1o6.
27 Forster, Voyage, pp. 1o6f.
" Ibid.
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be admired than others. 29 To the extent that Polynesia reminded men like
Banks and the Forsters of ancient Greece they admired it, for was not
Greek society the source and fountain of Europtan civilization? Polynesians as soi-disant Greeks enabled Europeans, it was felt, to understand better their own civilization. But the comforting analogy steadily
collapsed under the weight of new knowledge. Archaeology, by increasingly historicizing ancient Greek culture, destroyed it as an atemporal
standard for Europeans of their own cultural values. The discovery of
Herculaneum and Pompeii on the one hand and of Paestum on the other
30
stimulated the great neoclassical debate. Which architecture, which
culture, served as the better model for modernity, Greece or Rome? In the
end, neoclassicism opted for Greece; the earlier culture was preferred.
That which was first was best. In this respect the Greek Revival may be
seen as the first of the modern primitivisms. Perhaps no one summed it
up better than Karl Marx, contemplating why it was that the modems
still admired Greek art although Greek technology had long been
31
surpassed: 'The Greeks were normal children'. The brilliance of their
childhood provided a standard that an adult liberated humanity was yet
to attain.
As it continued, the exploration of the Pacific put an enormous
pressure upon the classic as standard. The analogy, the memory of
Greece, could only be sustained if it continued to be identified with the
vigour of the primitive. One image, one trope at least, that of Tahiti as
Arcadia, satisfied this requirement. 'One would think himself in the
32
Elysian fields', the explorer L.-A. de Bougainville states. A few months
later Joseph Banks writes, 'The scene we saw was the truest picture of an
arcadia of which we were going to be kings that the imagination can
form'. 33 The history of that image through the 19th century, its effect
upon the men of the Bounty, upon the artists Hodges (Pl. 2.2) and La
Farge, the writers Loti, Melville, and Stevenson, need not be told again.
It was doomed to disintegrate. Once standards are embodied in concrete
exemplars, the deficiencies of both the standards and the exemplars soon
become apparent. There is surely a strange kinship of mood and feeling
between Gauguin's best Tahitian paintings and Greek sculpture of the
Archaic period. Tahiti as Arcadia genuinely inspired his work in a way
that it inspired no other European artist. Yet, he was also the first selfconsciously modernist painter of Europe, the first primitivist in his life as
in his art. It was Gauguin who wrote to his friend Daniel de Monfreid:
" On the 'four stages' theory of civilization, see R. L. Meek, Social Science and the Ignoble
Savage (1976).
"' On this debate, see R. Wittkower, Journal of the Warburg Institute 2 (1938), 147-58.
31
A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, trans. N . l. Stone (1913), Introduction.
" A Voyage round the World, trans. J. R. Forster (1772), '1,44f.
33
The 'Endeavour' Journal of Joseph Banks, ed. J.C. Beaglehole, i. (196z), 252.
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'Keep the Persians, the Cambodians, and a bit of the Egyptians always in
mind. The great error is the Greek, however beautiful it may be ... it is
necessary to go back further, very much further than the horses of tqe
Parthenon, as far as the dada of my childhood, the good rocking horse of
my infancy'. 34
However much Europeans attempted to embody the experiences of
the Pacific within memories of the alleged childhood of their own
culture, the vision faded. From the beginning, real knowledge of the
Pacific worked steadily against the use of the classic as a standard. It was
Hodges, the artist on Cook's second voyage, who in 1786, two years after
he returned from India, launched the first extended attack to be written in
English on the supremacy of Greek ·architecture as a standard for
European architecture. 35 Shortly before, John Douglas, the editor of the
official account of Cook's third voyage, in his preface to the Voyage,
challenged the classical as the arbiter of the rule of taste:
it is a favourite study with the scholar to trace the remains of Grecian and
Roman workmanship; he turns over his Montfaucon with learned satisfaction
and he gazes with rapture on the noble collection of Sir William Hamilton. The
amusement is rational and instructive. But will not his curiosity be more
awakened, will he not find even more real matter for important reflection, by
passing an hour in surveying the numerous specimens of the ingenuity of our
newly-discovered friends, brought from the utmost recesses of the globe ... ? ...
we may add, that the novelties of the Society or Sandwich islands, seem better
calculated to engage the attention of the studious in our time, than the
36
antiquities, which exhibit proofs of Roman magnificence.

Roman, not Grecian, magnificence. For the archaeology of Greece and
the ethnology of the Pacific (Pl. 2.3) were pulling in the one direction:
towards the archaic, the cult of childhood, the childhood of the human
race.
The history of modern primitivism remains to be written. Writers like
Robert Goldwater37 and others, who have addressed themselves mainly
to those moments in the later 19th century when artists such as Gauguin,
Nolde, Picasso, and others began to look appreciatively at ethnological
collections of non-European art, have failed to begin at the substantive
beginnings. Their perspective has been foreshortened and thereby distorted by the modernist presupposition that significant changes in art and
taste are promoted by reciprocal exchanges within an autonomo~s
aesthetic realm. But the cultural pressures that encouraged Picasso and
his generation to fragment the human figure itself-the origin and
" A. Joly-Scgalen (ed.}, Lettres de Gauguin a Daniel de Monfreid (n.d.), II3.
15
W. Hodges, Select Views in India (1786).
16
In: J. Cook and J. King, Voyage to the Pacific Ocean (1784), i, p. lxix.
17
R. J. Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Painting (1938).
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fountain of classical naturalism-into a cuboid constellation of interfaceted planes had been building up steadily since the late 18th century.
For more than a century anthropologists and dealers in exotica had been
creating a taste for other kinds of antiquity, a taste that eventually led to
the dissolution of classical naturalism as the norm of European art, as it
had been constructed by Greek artists of the 6th and 5th centuries BC.

To New South Wales, 1786-1788
ALAN FROST

(La Trobe University, Melbourne)

Colonization, at least in its European versions, is a mysterious and
awesome business, involving dispersal and often physical hardship;
isolation from the parent culture and the familiar world, with its
attendant psychic dislocation; contact with other and unfamiliar cultures. It mirrors-indeed, is an exemplum of-the mythic journey into
chaos or the underworld. Yet at the same time, in translating the
unfamiliar to the familiar, in ordering chaos and renewing the parent
culture, it gives rise to new earths and new heavens, and embodies the
triumph of archetypal hero. 1 This was presumably true from the first, in
those lost ages when the Aryans spread outwards from the verge of
Europe and Asia, when the Greeks colonized eastwards and westwards.
But the old records are (often literally) fragmentary, and much ingenuity
is required to arrive at the perceptions and emotions they subsume. Given
the inevitable uncertainty, a modern analogy might be useful. The
abundant records permit the British colonization of New South Wales,
decided upon in August 1786 and begun in January 1788, to be offered as
one.
In the 1780s, Europeans had only a slight knowledge of New South
Wales, the eastern part of the continent now known as Australia. This
region had been only once visited when, between April and August 1770,
Captain James Cook, Sir Joseph Banks, and their companions on the
Endeavour had spent some sixteen weeks on the coast, including one
refreshing, exploring, and collecting at Botany Bay, and seven in the
mouth of the Endeavour river repairing the ship. From this contact arose
the perceptions that the coastal lands were in general rather barren, but
that there were pockets of fertile soil; that the climate was good; that
there was a myriad of unrecorded plants, birds, and animals, numbers of
them extraordinary in their appearance and structure; that the indigenous
2
inhabitants were strikingly un-European, and seemingly few in number.
To this core of contemporary information were added some details
' These sentences play upon ideas presented by N. Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (1966), 131-239,
and M. Eliade, The Myth of Eternal Return, trans. W. R. Trask (1954), ~11.
2
See The Journals of Captain James Cook, ed. J.C. Beaglehole (1955---{i9), i. 294-401, and The
·Endeavour' Journal of Joseph Banks, ed. J.C. Beaglehole (2nd ed., 1963), ii. 62-137.
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deriving from earlier sightings of the continent's western coasts. Between
1606 and 1700, Dutch navigators had touched at a number of places,
even made extensive coastings in some areas, only to lose interest once
they perceived the prevailing barrenness of 'New Holland' and the
primitiveness of its inhabitants. 3 The visit of the Englishman William
Dampier to Cygnet Bay in January 1688 had reinforced these images, for
Dampier had found a dry, desolate environment, and inhabitants who
seemed 'the miserablest People in the World ... setting aside their
4
Humane Shape, they differ but little from Brutes' . It was on the basis of
such descriptions that the Scottish philosopher Lord Monboddo concluded that the 'New Hollanders' differed principally from the orangutans in using fire and language. The 'New Hollanders' had, Monboddo
saw, made the 'first step' from Nature to Culture,-'out of the air ... into
the hollows of trees'. 5 And these backward people seemed of little
moment. At different times, Aborigines did kill intruding Dutch sailors,
but they were also easily repulsed by European weapons, and by the
1780s the consensus of opinion was that they constituted no real danger
to Europeans who might wish to visit or settle. There were 'very few'
inhabitants at Botany Bay, Banks told the 1785 House of Commons
committee (hereafter the Beauchamp Committee) investigating the
question of resuming transportation, 'though they seemed inclined to
Hostilities they did not appear at all to be feared. We never saw more
than 30 or 40 together.' 6
Yet, as is often the case in the history of ideas, Europeans of the 1780s
also entertained a contrary image of the Aborigines. Arising from notions
of the inherent goodness of natural man and the corrupting effect of
civilization, and sustained by the experience of Tahiti and other Pacific
islands and the visits of Polynesians to England and France,7 this image
was of simple people who lived a life unburdened by material concerns:
From what I have said of the Natives of New-Holland they may appear to some
to be the most wretched people upon Earth, but in reality they are far more
happier than we Europeans; being wholly unacquainted not only with the
superfluous but the necessary Conveniences so much sought after in Europe,
they are happy in not knowing the use of them. They live in a tranquillity which
is not disturb'd by the Inequality of Condition: The Earth and sea of their own
accord furnishes them with all things necessary for life, they covet not Mag-

3 See e.g. the extracts from the navigators' journals printed by A. Sharp, The Discovery of
Australia (1963 ).
• William Dampier, A New Voyage Round the World, ed. Sir Albert Grey (192.7), 312..
' James Burnett and Lord Monboddo, Antient Metaphysics (1784), iii. 2.5- 84, and passim; id., Of
the Origin and Progress of Language (1784), ii. 2.85 , 2.91.
' Banks, Testimony of 10 May 1785 , PRO HO 7/r.
7
See e.g. E. H. McCormack, Omai: Pacific Envoy (1977).
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nificent Houses, Household-stuff Ee"., they live in a warm and fine Climate and
8
enjoy a very wholesome Air, so that they have litt.le need of clothing ...

While Cook's opinion was unpublished in the 1780s, the comments of
various of the First Fleet writers show that they entertained the image it
conveyed. 9
Little new information emerged in the sixteen years after Cook's
voyage to a!ter the sense of New South Wales established by the early
1770s. Manon du Fresne's brief visit to Tasmania in Ma-rch 1772,
Furneaux's equally brief one there in 1773 (9-19 March), during Cook's
second voyage, and Cook's even briefer one there in 1777 (24-30
January) during his third voyage, merely confirmed already established
perceptions. No one ventured to the mainland's eastern coast. The
absence of any official British expedition is perhaps to be explained by
that nation's being at war with its American colonies and with France
Spain, and Holland, between 1776 and 1783. The abs~nce of any privat;
venture arose from a singular lack of motive. New South Wales offered
no natural productions, such as spices, that Europeans were interested inneith_er did_ the A~origines constitute a market for manufactures, havin~
noth_mg with which to pay for European items, and in any case being
mamfestly uninterested in them. 'There was nothing we could offer that
they would take', Banks told the Beauchamp Committee, whose
members then asked Duncan Campbell what would be his terms to
transport convicts on 'a Voyage of probably 6 months to a place where
no kmd of Trade is carried on'? 10
A plethora of publications conveyed the 1770s knowledge to the
1780s. John Hawkesworth's compilation of Cook's and Banks's journals
was freely available, and the First Fleet officers carried copies with
them. 11 Hawkesworth's details were also repeated or summarized in
newspapers and periodicals, in collections of voyages and travels and
geography books, and rarefied into poems, 12 and the decision to colonize
13
gave rise to a new round of publications describing the distant region.
The first part of Thomas Bankes's Geography, published as the coloniz-
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Cook, Journals, ed. Beaglehole, i. 399.
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ing expedition was being mounted, is a convenient place in which to see
14
the perceptions which the colonists took with them.
New Holland was, according to Bankes, an island of 'vast extent,
reaching from 10 to 44 degrees south, between 110 and 154 degrees east of
London'. New South Wales, the eastern part of it, was an 'immense
track'. It was 'in general low and level, and, upon the whole, rather
barren than fruitful, yet the rising round is chequered with woods and
lawns, the vallies and plains are, in many places, covered with herbage'.
Though there were no 'great' rivers, the 'whole ~astern coast is well
watered by small brooks and springs'. There was a variety of 'gum' and
palm trees, and some fruit trees. Among the few animals were the native
dog; a 'kind of opossum', with a 'membraneous bag near the stomach, in
which it conceals and carries its young'; and the 'remarkable' kangaroo,
'which, when fully grown, is as large as a sheep ... It goes in an erect
posture, and its motion is by successive leaps or hops of a great length'.
There was an 'abundance' of fish, and oysters of various kinds. The
coastal regions seemed to be 'very thinly inhabited', and the interior ones
likely deserted. Both sexes went 'stark-naked, not having any conscious
sense of indecency, in discovering the whole body', though they did wear
some bone and shell ornaments and scarify and paint themselves. They
made no attempt to cultivate the land, subsisting entirely on the
products of the sea. Neither was there to be seen 'town or village in the
whole country, nor did art or industry appear in the construction of their
houses'.
That the Pitt Administration should have decided to plant a colony at
Botany Bay on the basis of such preliminary information is perhaps not
so surprising as it now seems. Cook was the finest sea-explorer of his age,
by the 1780s Banks was to the forefront of British science, and the pair
had explored and observed only sixteen years before. There was no
reason for authorities to suppose that their reports were not a reliable
basis of decision. 'Do you think Government would run any Risk in·
attempting this plan without further Examination than you or any body
you know could give them of that Country', the Beauchamp Committee
members asked James Matra, who had also been on the Endeavour, to
15
hear him reply, 'I think they would not' .
Still, for a number of reasons the decision involved a considerable
reach of imagination. There were first the distance to and isolation of
New South Wales. It is true that from the beginning of the 15th century,
as they had taken progressively to the oceans, Europeans had grown
accustomed to sailing great distances, but even so, in the 1780s, New
" A New Royal Authentic and Complete System of Universal Geography Antient and Modern
(1786-'7), 5-'7·
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South Wales lay at the edge of their world. It was at best six to eight
months' sailing time from England, and two months or more from the
nearest European settlements in the East Indies. Nor was there an
established route to it. Cook's second voyage did indicate the feasible
one, but to strike out from England for the south-eastern coast of New
South Wales in the mid-178os was largely to venture the unknown,
particularly on passing the Cape of Good Hope--as one officer on the
First Fleet put it, when the ships left Cape Town, they 'work[ed] their
way through an immense sea but little known ... to which all were
strangers'; 16 in which, moreover, for 5,000 miles, there were no islands to
guide them.
The second extraordinary feature of the venture was its size. An initial
party of about 1,000 (a handful of civil officers, a military guard of 200,
with some wives and children, and 759 convicts) may not seem large to
us now, but it was comparatively large for the 18th and earlier centuries.
At its outset, Cabral's expedition of 1500, for example, consisted of
thirteen ships and approximately 1,200 men, but only six of the ships
reached India, and it was not an expedition of settlement. 17 The first
Roanoke colony of 1585 consisted of 108 men, the second of 1586 was
holding a party of 15, the third of 15 87 consisted of 117 men, women,
and children. Only one of the 132 persons involved in the second and
third attempts survived two years. 18 The first Virginia Company settlement at Jamestown in 1607 involved about 100 persons, half of whom
died before the year was out. 19 The Pilgrims who reached Plymouth
Plantation in 1620 numbered 101, and half of them died in the first
winter. 20 Only West Indian ventures- specifically, the colonization of
Jamaica by Cromwell's army in 1655-offered any substantial precedent
for Botany Bay, and even then there were distinguishing circumstances:
the voyage to the West Indies was much shorter than that to New South
Wales; the Jamaica colonists had been able to turn for help to
experienced planters on adjacent islands. 21 The viceroy of Mexico's
comment in July 1790 that, after more than 200 years of occupation,
there were 'not enough forces in our South Seas and the Department of
San Blas to counteract those which the English have at their Botany
Bay' 22 better indicates the contemporary scale of the venture.
Most of the early modern colonizations, moreover, were usually of
16
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187714, 217-18, 220-5.
11
D. B. Quinn, England and the Discovery of America, 1481-1620 (1974) 283-5.
" K. R. Andrews, Trade, Plunder and Settlement (1984), 314-15.
"' See W. Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, ed. S. E. Morison (1970).
" J. H. Rose et al., The Cambridge History of the British Empire (1929), i. 228.
22
Quoted in W. L. Cook, Flood Tide of Empire: Spain and the Pacific Northwest, 1543-1819

(1973), 300.
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strictly limited extent. Characteristically, those in Asia drew on preexistent resources and did not rely on large territorial acquisition. To
some degree, this was also true at first of the Portuguese and Spanish
ventures in the Americas; and where there were originally few or no local
resources, extensive colonization had followed only after development of
pioneers. Similarly, the English and French ventures in North America
had grown either from the small beginnings of fishermen and fur-traders,
or from those of groups banded together in search of profit or freedom of
religious expression, who also had made use of local resources. In New
South Wales, in sharp contrast, there were no indigenous plantings, no
domesticated animals on which the colonists might draw until they had
raised their own resources. New South Wales did not 'furnish any of the
necessarys of Life', Governor Phillip observed in October 1786. 'Perhaps
no Country in the World affords less assistance to first Settlers', he wrote
six months after his arrival, when experience had confirmed his initial
perception. 23 And though the government intended the first settlement to
be limited to the Botany Bay area, it allowed for a massive expansion
when it enunciated a territorial claim to all of Australia east of 135 degree
24
East longitude, and the islands 'adjacent' in the Pacific Ocean.
The fourth surprising feature is that the Pitt Administration should
have itself undertaken the venture, and with convicts. True, the British
government had been transporting the nation's felons across the Atlantic
in significant numbers since the early decades of the 18th century,
especially to Virginia and Maryland-perhap s more than 50,000 criminals had gone between 1718 and 1775, when the American colonists
revolted. But this had been essentially a private practice in which the
government had only an initial hand and which cost it little. It had
involved the government in paying contractors a small sum to ship
to
convicts to the colonies, where the merchants sold their labour for up
25
seven years to planters and obtained a return cargo (mostly tobacco). In
transporting the convicts directly to New South Wales, the Pitt Administration made the government both contractor, and therefore the bearer of
large costs without any immediate return, and, because a body of
planters was lacking, also the colonial employer of labour. Altogether, it
was a distinct departure from past practice.
For these reasons, while the colonization of New South Wales was a
repetition of what Europeans had done since time immemorial, it was
also a unique venture which involved perilous passages into the dark of
23 Phillip to Nepean, 2.8 Oct. 1786, PRO HO 42./9: 84; to Lansdowne, 3 July 1788, Bowood
Library, Shelburne Papers S 161/II.
•• Phillip's first commission, 12. Oct. 1786, HRNSW 1. ii. 2.4-5.
25 The classic study of transportation to America is A. E. Smith, Colonists in Bondage: White
Servitude and Convict Labour in America r607-r776 (1947). Two more recent ones are: A. R.
Ekirch, The William and Mary Quarterly 42. (1985), 184-2.00, and K. Morgan, ibid. 2.01-2.7.
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scarcely known sea and land, and of administrative and social experimentation. Aware of the paradox, those who planned the venture and
those who sailed on the First Fleet turned instinctively to whatever might
offer analogies, no matter how insubstantial or incomplete. Most
immediately, they looked to modern colonial endeavours-those in the
Atlantic islands and the West Indies, in South America and at the Cape
of Good Hope; but ancient ones, as described in classical literature and
its modern renderings, also contributed to the matrix they formed to
locate the New South Wales venture in time and space, and to make
sense of it.
Analogy generated optimism from the moment the idea of colonizing
New South Wales was first mooted. In 1779, Sir Joseph Banks told the
Beauchamp Committee enquiring into transportation that 'it was not to
be doubted, that a Tract of Land such as New Holland, which was larger
than the whole of Europe, would furnish Matter of advantageous
Return'. 26 In 1784-5, Sir George Young observed:
The variety of Climates included between the forty-fourth, and tenth Degrees of
Latitude, gives us an Opportunity of uniting in one Territory, almost all the
Productions of the known World; to explain this more fully, I will point out
some of the Countries which are situated within the same extent of Latitude, on
either side of the Equator; they are China, Japan, Siam, India, Persia, Arabiafelix, Egypt, Greece, all Turkey, the Mediterranean Sea, Italy, Spain, South of
France and Portugal, with Mexico, Lima, Baldavia, and the greatest part of the
27
Pacific Ocean; to which may be added the Cape of Good Hope, &c. &c.

In 1785 Banks told the Beauchamp Committee that 'from the Quantity of Grass' there was every reason to suppose that European cattle
would 'thrive' in New South Wales, that he had 'no doubt' from the
nature of the 'Soil & Climate that [European Corn and Pulse] could
thrive there'. 28
The same was true as the expedition was being mounted. 'The
marines and Convicts to be sent to Botany Bay', the Home Office
announced early in September 1786, 'should after their landing be
victualled in the same manner as the Troops serving in the West India
Islands, excepting only the Allowance of Spirits-The Women to have
29
two thirds of the quantity of Provisions supplied to a Man'. And
drawing on his experience of the West Indies and Brazil, the founding
governor Arthur Phillip argued that there was at least one British law that
should 'take place from the moment his Majesty's forces take possession
" HC] 37 (1779), 311.
,- See A. Frosr (ed.), Dreams of a Pacific Empire: Sir George Yo,mg's Proposal (or a Colonization
of New South Wales (r784-5) (1980), 34.
" Banks, Testimony of 10 May 1785, PRO HO 7/i.
"' Nepean to Steele, 4 Sept. 1786, PRO HO 36/ 5.
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of the country: That there can be no slavery in a free land, and
consequently no slaves' .30
The first two sections of the expedition's route--down the Atlantic to
Rio de Janeiro via the Canaries, and from Rio de Janeiro to Cape
Town-constituted the usual European sea route to the East. Thousands
of voyages since 1500 had made it familiar, and some on the First Fleet
had previously followed it. The good conditions the company enjoyed
after they sailed from Portsmouth on 13 May 1787, and the succouring
welcomes they found at Teneriffe (3-10 June), Rio de Janeiro (6 August4 September), and the Cape of Good Hope (14 October-13 November)
•
allowed analogy to continue its effect. 31
As they passed Madeira, Phillip 'explained to the people by comparison the nature of the climate to which they were going as he observed
that they were then in the same latitude north as Botany Bay was
situated south'. 32 While the officers found T eneriffe to be rather 'irregular
33
and ill-built', it did have some 'spacious' and 'convenient' houses; and
though vegetables were scarce and fruits not in season, the British saw
enough of the town's environs to perceive the island's basic fertility. In
the colony's substance, in its production of foods, wine, dye, cotton and
silk, and in the successful operation of regular government, they saw
what a small-scale European colonization might be like.
In Brazil, they saw how a large-scale one might flourish. At Rio de
Janeiro, the officers found food cheap and abundant. Allowed to wander
freely about the city, entertained by the viceroy and in private homes,
joining the throngs at festivals and witnessing displays of fireworks, they
enjoyed the pleasures of a developed and various society. And though
the Cape colony was smaller and distinctly less profligate, its herds and
agricultural produce also gave rise to analogy: 'The Cape is situated in a
fine climate', one officer wrote,'& Yields most of the necessarys of Life,
and some of its Luxuries-We have good hopes of BY. Bay-it being in
Nearly the same latitude'. 34
Teneriffe, Rio de Janeiro, and Cape Town offered another lesson, too
(see Pl. 3). Each functioned primarily as a port of refreshment and supply
for ships plying long routes, and each had been laid out according to a set
35
of precepts developed to allow for this role.
The experience of these ports combined with that of others such as the
" Phillip, Memorandum of c. Sept. 1786, HRNSW I. ii. 53.
" For a detailed description of the voyage and of the sources see A. Frost, Arthur Phillip, I7381814: His Voyaging (1987).
" An Authentic and Interesting Narrative (cit. n. 9), p. 9.
" J. White, Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales, ed. A. H . Chisholm (1962), 54.
" Southwell to Butler, 11 Nov. 1787, BL Add MS 16381: 25.
" For an account of these precepts see Z. Nuttall, Hispanic American Historical Review 4 (1921),
743-53; 5 (1922), 249-54.
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rebuilt Lisbon (Fig. r) to indicate what would be needed in New South
Wales. Whatever else it might in time become, Phillip knew that the
settlement there would initially be mostly a port at the end of a very long
sea route, and on his arrival he was careful to choose a site that might be
appropriately developed. He selected Sydney Cove because it had 'the
best spring of water, and in [it] the ships can anchor so close to the shore
that at a very small expense quays may be made at which the largest
ships may unload'. 36 He placed the hospital on.the western side of the
cove, adjacent to where the quays would be; and he marked out the lines
of a town whose central square would intersect the head of the cove,
whose principal street would be 200 feet wide, and from whose
permanent government house, sited on a small rise at the end of that
street, there would be an imperial vista down the cove to the heads of the
harbour (Fig. 2). 37
Yet, at the same time as the colonists felt the optimism that analogy
created, they also felt the apprehension which arose from the knowiedge
of the venture's singularity. At first, this second sense was latent,
articulated only, so far as the records show, by the governor, who seems
to have understood better than anyone else the difficulties they were
likely to face. In England, Phillip took repeated pains to point out that
any expedition to the Antipodes equipped as though it were for the West
Indies would not be adequately equipped-partly because of the much
greater distance, partly because, unlike the tropical islands. New South
Wales offered none of 'the necessarys of Life' .38 Phillip succeeded in
impressing this point on officials, so that the First Fleet sailed laden with
necessary stores and with an extensive array of seeds.
During the voyage, Phillip continued to act on his perceptions of
uniqueness and attendant difficulties. As they proceeded down the
Atlantic, he obtained details of the 'different trades and occupations' of
the convicts. 39 At Rio de Janeiro, while the officers sought out the
pleasures of the city, he worked assiduously at obtaining fresh foods for
all in his charge, so as to prevent scurvy; and he gathered plants and seeds
not found in New South Wales that he expected would flourish there,
including fruits and vines, coffee, cocoa, indigo, and cotton. 40 He acted
in the same way at Cape Town, again obtaining fresh provisions to
succour the sick, extra supplies for the settlement, more plants, and now
the animals they needed to establish herds and flocks. To accommodate
the horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and domestic fowls, Phillip shifted
36 Phillip to Sydney, 15 May 1788, HRNSW 1. ii. 12.2..
" Phillip to Sydney, 9 July 1788, HRNSW 1. ii. 58--9.
" See e.g. Phillip to Nepean, 18 Mar. 1787, HRNSW 1. ii. 58--9.
39 D. Collins, An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales, ed. B. H. Fletcher (1975),
p. lvii.
40 Account of the English Colony,
p. lxxx.
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people from one ship to another, crowding them together. When he
41
sailed, his own cabin was like 'a Small Green House', and the ships
were veritable Noah's arks. By then those with him had come to
understand the urgency. 'This is the last port we touch at in our Way to
the New Settlement' , one of the officers wrote, and it 'has been a Time of
constant Bustle--indeed it is right to take every advantage of it [sc. the
Cape], for the leaving behind any of the many Articles that are requisite,
42
and necessary, would be now irreparable'.
Yet there was a larger, less tangible cause of the apprehension those on
the First Fleet developed at Cape Town. Instinctively, the British knew
that to leave the Cape of Good Hope for the southern Indian Ocean was
to leave the world . As Captain James Cook had written from there to his
old master John Walker in November 1772, 'having nothing new to
communicate I should hardly have troubled you with a letter was it not
customary for men to take leave of their friends before they go out of the
World, for I can hardly think my self in it so long as I am deprived from
having any Connections with the civilized part of it, and this will soon
43
be my case for two years at least' . Nor did the feeling arise simply from
the perception that the 'coarse fare and hard labour' of an infant colony
would soon replace the 'refreshments and the pleasures' of developed
ones. ' The land behind us was the abode of a civilized people', David
Collins wrote as they prepared to sail, 'that before us was the residence of
savages. When, if ever, we might again enjoy the commerce of the world ,
was doubtful and uncertain'. 'We weighed anchor', Watkin Tench
wrote, 'and soon left far behind every scene of civilization and humanized manners.' 44
A week out from the Cape, Phillip proceeded to implement the plan
formed in England, of his going ahead to prepare for the arrival of the
main group, by clearing ground, erecting storehouses, and planting
gardens. Taking with him 'all the carpenters, sawyers, blacksmiths,
45
farmers, ship-wrights, gardeners and other artificers' , he moved into the
Supply and sailed off with three of the transports. Encountering squalls,
gales, and inconstant winds, however, the first division did not reach
Botany Bay until 18 and 19 January 1788, and as the main division
arrived on 20 January, Phillip was unable to prepare as he intended.
Sailing in a higher latitude, the ships of the main division had
encountered great swells, and run into fogs and fierce gales. Disease,
cold, and shortages of food killed many of the animals on them, and
" Masson to Banks, 13 Nov. 1787, Sutro Libra ry, Ba nks Papers, unca talogued.
" So uth well to his mother, II Nov. 1787, BL Add MS 16381: 2.3.
" ook to Walker, 2.0 No v. 1771, Turnbull Library, MS P Coo.
..., Collins, Account of the English Colony, p. lxxxvi; Tench, Sydney's First Four Years (cir. n. 9),
p. 2.8.
" An Authentic and Int eresting Narrative (cir. n . 9), p. 10.
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there were frequent injuries as equipment shifted in the rough weather. In
Phillip's absence, t.he apprehension of the officers increased. As they
entered the longitudes of New Holland, they pored over the charts from
Cook's voyages, to learn when they might end their voyage. At
Christmas, nostalgia for country and friends, from whom they were
46
separated by 'nearly the whole world', engulfed them. Great was their
relief when they identified the southern coast of Van Diemen's Land on
6 January 1788. On 19 January they reached the coast of New South
Wales a little to the south of their destination. The wind was 'fair', the
sky 'serene, though a little hazy' , the coastline much as Cook and Banks
had described it. 47
When the ships of this second division entered Botany Bay the next
day, the officers found that Phillip had already decided that the area,
which was sandy and lacked a permanen·t supply of water, was not
suitable for a large settlement. Accordingly, the governor then investigated Port Jackson, ten miles to the north, which he found to be 'the
finest harbour in the world' ,48 and, for the reasons given above, he
selected the cove named Sydney as the site of first settlement. By the
evening of 26 January 1788 all the ships had anchored in or near it, and
the first of the colonists had come ashore. Disembarkation continued in
the next days, as parties cleared spaces, planted, erected tents, and
unloaded stores and animals, and was completed on 6 February. The
next day Phillip held a ceremony at which their legal officer read his
commission and instructions, thus formally activating his governorship
of New South Wales and beginning the colony. David Collins observed
of the safe arrival of the ships:
Thus, under the blessing of God, was happily completed, in eight months and
one week, a voyage which, before it was undertaken, the mind hardly dared
venture to contemplate and on which it was impossible to reflect without some
apprehensions as to its termination ... in the above space of time we had sailed
five thousand and twenty-one leagues; had touched at the American and African
Continents; and had at last rested within a·few days sail of the antipodes of our
native country, without meeting any accident in a fleet of eleven sail, nine of
which were merchantmen that had never before sailed in that distant and
imperfectly explored ocean: and when it is considered, that there was on board a
large body of convicts many of whom were embarked in a very sick state, we
might be deemed peculiarly fortunate, that of the whole number of all
descriptions of persons coming to form the new settlement, only thirty-two had
died since their leaving England. 49
46
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But if one participant was moved to comment on the sheer magnitude of
this unprecedented venture, another cho.se to evoke its historical context.
Watkin Tench wrote: 'Ithaca itself was scarcely more longed for by
Ulysses, than Botany Bay by the adventurers who had traversed so many
thousand miles to take possession of it'. Then, invoking Addison's Cato
he continued: ' "Heavily in clouds came on the day," which ushered in
our arrival. To us it was "a great, an important day", though I hope the
50
foundation, not the fall, of an empire will be dated from it' .
Responses in Britain to the achievement of safe arrival were of the
same sort. The Reverend Weeden Butler reminded his nephew in the
colony:
In the District afterwards called Rome, a Band of Men were assembled; who or
what they were might perhaps do no credit, even to an [ordinary] Daily Register.
But those venerable Fathers of the history of the World, were Beings, how poorly
furnished in point of natural Information or acquired intelligence, when
compared to the Men who our laws have in an Hour of Mercy entrusted to the
Care of your able Gov'.? What superior, and more rapid progress then may we
not expect from them? It will be so .

And he spoke too of the ungrateful Americans having divested themselves of that boon now available to those in New South Wales, of the
'Romulous of a Britain to inform, to plough, to dig, to denshire, and to
manure them' 51 -in the beginning, all the world had been Rome, had
52
been America: so, too, might an epic story unfold in New South Wales.
It might-but before it could, the colonists were to encounter many
difficulties, arising variously from lack of food, failure of crops, deaths of
animals, sheer isolation, lack of social cohesion, opposition of an
Aboriginal people disturbing in their otherness.
50
Tench, Sydney's First Four Years, pp. 31-2.
" Butler to Southwell, 2.5 May 1789, BL Add MS 16381: 42..
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Pre-colon ial Contacts: Question s and
Problems
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(University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia)

It is obvious that any serious colonization requires previous knowledge,
both of the land to be settled and of the people who inhabit it. So there is
a good theoretical case for the assumption that pre-colonial contacts
between Greeks and native peoples were an essential feature of the Greek
colonizing movement. Actual evidence for such contacts in the Archaic
period, however, barely exists in our literary sources. It is not surprising,
therefore, that any signs of pre-colonial contacts in the archaeological
record evoke an enthusiastic response. Nevertheless, it is important to
bear in mind the kind of information required to demonstrate precolonial contacts which are not only firmly established but also historically significant. This point can be illustrated by considering the best
attested instance of such relations in the literary record, though, ironically, they did not lead to actual colonization.
In his description of the distant voyages of the Phocaeans, Herodotus
tells us that they became so friendly with Arganthonius, King of
Tartessus, that he tried to persuade them to leave their homeland and
come and settle in his territory. When he could not so persuade them, he
gave them large sums of money to build a defensive wall against the
threat from Persia . 1 We may have confidence in the historicity of these
facts. The approximate chronology is established by the mention of the
rising power of Persia, which shows that Arganthonius' relations with
Phocaea persisted till about the middle of the 6th century BC. Herodotus'
information about that period is not likely to be seriously astray.
Herodotus also tells us that the Phocaean traders sailed in warships
(penteconters) rather than merchant ships. The implication that the
Phocaeans could be involved in fighting as well as trade has always been
recognized, but the use of penteconters, with their numerous crew and
small carrying capacity, also shows that the commerce must have been
chiefly confined to goods of small bulk and high value. Although the
exact position of Tartessus is still unknown, there seems to be little
' Hdt.
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doubt that it lay in the lower valley of the Baetis (Guadalquivir) in southwestern Spain, where there were abundant sources of metals, and notably
2
silver. Such goods suit well the character of the trade that the vessels
imply. What they carried on the outward journeys is not known, but
luxury products of some kind seem to be a necessary hypothesis. 3
The essential elements for a good instance of pre-colonial contacts are
all present in Herodotus' account. First of all, clear chronology. We
know that these contacts occurred during Arganthonius' reign, which
ended shortly before the Persian conquest of Asia Minor. If colonization
had occurred, the contacts described would have immediately preceded
it. The last is an important point. We need to know that these contacts
took place not only before colonization, but also sufficiently close to it in
time for there to be a real historical connection. The second essential
point that Herodotus supplies is the identity of the visitors: they were
Phocaeans. Thirdly, Herodotus makes clear the reason for their visits; it
was trade, and we can confidently conjecture the goods that they sought.
Finally, we know the character of their relations with the native people.
They were very friendly, and conducted with the ruler himself.
Although we are not likely to achieve this degree of knowledge when
we are dealing with archaeological evidence, we need to remember that
all these elements are necessary for a proper understanding of pre-colonial
relations.
These relations, where we can discover them, are an important part of
the history of any individual act of foundation, but the most interesting
cases are those which occur in an area before any Greek colonization has
taken place. It is then that we can ask the significant general questions:
how had the Greeks come to know the area, what suggested to them that
colonization would be possible, and what pre-colonial relationships had
they formed with the native inhabitants? There are three areas where the
evidence available allows profitable discussion of such pre-colonial
relations: Sicily and South Italy, the Pontus, and the delta of the Rhone.
For the first of these regions we actually possess a direct statement in
our literary sources about pre-colonial contacts. Ephorus says that, before
the foundation of Naxus and Megara, Greeks were too frightened by the
bands of Etruscan pirates and the savagery of the native peoples even to
2
Strab. 3. 148. The great bulk of 'the estimated 20 million tons of slag in the SW of the peninsula
. . . that is clearly the result of smelting for silver' is pre-Roman and implies many centuries, or even
millennia, of working; see J.C. Allan, Considerations on the Antiquity of Mining in the Iberian
Peninsula, Royal Anthropological Institute Occasional Paper No. 27 (1970), esp. pp. 8-9, 17, 23.
' According to B. B. Shefton, Die 'rhodischen' Bronzekannen, Marburger Studien zur Vor- und
Friihgeschichte 2 (1979), esp. p. 22, these goods would have included the famous so-called Rhodian
bronze oinochoai. From the last third of the 7th cent. BC they are found over a large area, which
seems to tally well with Herodotus' account of Phocaean voyages, and so Shefton hypothesizes that
the Phocaeans were their distributors.
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sail to Sicily for trade. However, his statement forms part of an account
of the early Greek colonization in Sicily which can be shown to be false
in many respects. 5 Furthermore, this particular assertion seems to be in
direct contradiction to the view that Cumae was already founded before
the first Greek colonizati9n in Sicily, a view almost certainly held by
Ephorus himself. 6 So we cannot accept this denial of pre-colonial trade,
and must examine the archaeological evidence without any direct
assistance from literary sources.
The earliest precisely dated colony in Sicily and South Italy is Naxus,
7
founded in 734 BC according to Thucydides. That date falls within the
quarter century allotted to the period Late Geometric (LG) I in the
accepted chronology of Greek pottery. 8 Except possibly at Pithecusa, no
Greek material earlier than LG I has in fact been found at any Greek
colony in Sicily or South Italy ,9 so the appearance in the area of Greek
objects of earlier date constitutes prima-facie evidence of pre-colonial
trade.
The material from the East, which is thought to attest pre-colonial
trade, consists not only of Greek pottery of the Middle Geometric (MG)
II period, but also of oriental objects, Egyptian and Egyptianizing
scarabs, seals, faience pendants, plaques and statuettes, glass and
amber. 10 The finest object is a bronze bowl, unearthed at Francavilla
Marittima, of Phoenician manufacture. 11 It is generally assumed that the
Egyptianizing scarabs and other small objects were also made by
Phoenicians, and that the actual Egyptian objects came out of Egypt as
part of the long-established commerce between that country and Phoenicia.12 None of this oriental material is itself closely datable, so it only
4

' F.Gr.Hist. 70 F 137.
5
See on this passage J. Berard, La Colonisation grecque de l'Italie meriodionale et de la Sicile
.
dans l'antiquite (1957), 75-9.
6
See F.Gr.Hist., commentary on 70 F 134; K. J. Beloch, Mem.Acc.Linc. 10 (1881--2), 436""7.
7
Thuc. 6. 3. 1; cp. T . J. Dunbabin, The Western Greeks (1948), 435ff. (appendix 1).
• See J. N. Coldstream, Greek Geometric Pottery (1968), 302ff.
9
See R. Ross Holloway, Italy and the Aegean, 3000-700 B.C. (1981), 133.
10
See e.g. the finds from Francavilla Marittima: P. Zancani Montuoro, Atti M.Grecia n-12
(1970--1), 9-36; 15-17 (1974~), 9-82. For the seals of the so-called lyre-player group see G. Buchner
and J. Boardman, J.d.l. 81 (1966), 1~2.
11
P. Zancani Montuoro, Atti M.Grecia n-12 (1970--1), 9-36. For such Phoenician bowls in
general, see H. Frankfort, The Art and Architecture of the Ancient Orient (1954), 195-201.
12
See for the Egyptianizing character of Phoenician art in this period Frankfort, Art and
Architecture, 188-201; for the physical objects of a contemporary settlement in Phoenicia itself J. D .
Pritchard, Recovering Sarepta, a Phoenician City (1978), 71-95. Although only a large trial in
character, Bikai's excavation at Tyre is the sole scientific excavation to date in any of the main
Phoenician cities of the homeland: P. M. Bikai, The Pottery of Tyre (1978). Cp. W. Rollig in: H. G.
Niemeyer (ed.), Phonizier im Westen, MB 8 (1982), 15-23, who points out that vigorous commercial
contacts between the Phoenician cities and Egypt are well attested in documentary sources from the
Late Bronze Age down to Assyrian times, and that they seem to have been little interrupted, if at all,
by the disturbances of the end of the Bronze Age.
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possesses significance for our immediate purposes if it occurs in association with better dated objects. Such conditions obtain at several Italian
sites, as, for instance, at Veii, pre-Hellenic Cumae, and Francavilla
Marittima. 13
Greek MG II pottery found at Italian and Sicilian sites mainly consists
of chevron skyphoi (which are the most numerous of the finds to date),
skyphoi with pendent semicircles (PSC), and 'protokotylai' .14 Since the
period to which these three types are assigned is dated, in round terms,
800-750 BC, 15 these vessels are attributed to a time earlier than all the
Greek colonies in the West which have definite foundation dates. In
addition, their relatively precise dating enables them to be used to give
absolute dates to the imported oriental material with which they are
associated. They therefore are the key to the concept of pre-colonial trade
in Italy and Sicily, and their dating is of cardinal importance.
The absolute dating of Middle Geometric is a difficult and uncertain
business, 16 and the historian who uses this material for his chronology
should be aware that his absolute dates are subject to an even larger
approximation than the usual quarter-century of play in all pottery
dating. The main problem concerning the simple and popular cups under
discussion is the length of time they were being manufactured. It has
been noted quite recently that the chevron skyphoi were once 'objectively' dated to the end of the 8th century BC, 17 and there are certainly
18
examples from some parts of the Greek world dated to the LG period.
The situation is even worse in the case of the PSCs. Their dating has
been set as widely as c. 900-700 BC, 19 and several have been found in
archaeological contexts which unquestionably belong to the late 8th or
even early 7th centuries Bc. 20 To place any given chevron skyphos and,

" See Coldstream, Greek Geometric Pottery, pp. 355f.; Zancani Montuoro, Atti M.Grecia 11--12,
p. 28. [For Veii see now J. Toms, Ann.A.Star.Ant. 8 (1986), 41--97; for Cumae: B. d' Agostino in: M.
Pallottino et al. (eds.), Popoli e civilta de/l'Italia antica, ii (1974), 29ff.; C. Albore Livadie in: Napoli
antica (1985), 62ff. Ed.]
14 See for illustrated examples of these types Coldstream, Greek Geometric Pottery, pls. 17h; 18d,
e; 32e, g, h.
15
Coldsrream, Greek Geometric Pottery, pp. 310-13, 33of.
1
' Ibid.
17
M. Torelli in: lnsediamenti coloniali greci in Sicilia ne/l'Vlll e VII secolo a.C., Cronache di
Archeologia 17 (1978), 147.
18
For a full discussion of these skyphoi see Descreudres in: J.-P. Descreudres and R. A. Kearsley,
BSA 78 (1983), II--34, who concludes that, although most chevron skyphoi belong to the MG II
period, some continued to be made all through the 8th and even into the 7th century BC.
19
See R. A. Kearsley in: Descreudres and Kearsley, BSA 78, pp. 41--52 (add to the bibliographical
survey p. 43: H.-G. Buchholz, Berl.Jb. V.Fruh.Gesch. 5 (1965), 224--31).
"' Dates in the later 8th or even early 7th century BC have been proposed for examples from Tarsus,
Sardis, Salamis in Cyprus, Troy Settlement VIII, Larisa, Emporio (Chios), Thasos (for rcfs. see
Kearsley in BSA 78, and Buchholz, Berl.]b. V.Friih.Gesch. 5).
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even more, any PSC in the MG II period requires, therefore, a confident
decision about the typology, chronology, and origin of the vase. 21 Yet we
know that none of these matters is easy to determine, especially when we
are dealing with such simple and widely manufactured products.
The current orthodoxy among archaeologists concerned with 8thcentury BC Italy, whereby the chevron skyphoi are placed in the second
quarter of the century, and the skyphoi with pendent semic;ircles a little
earlier, 22 is, therefore, not only ambitiously exact chronologically, but
also based on uncertain foundations.
We also have a more general chronological problem to consider. While
Naxus is the first Greek colony in the West with a definite foundation
date (and one well confirmed, in general terms, by archaeological
discoveries), 23 it is very generally believed that Pithecusa, and possibly
Cumae were founded earlier. If we ignore the obviously erroneous
Eusebian date for Cumae of 1050 BC, we are left with only relative
indications of the dates of these two colonies in our literary sources.
Strabo says, in a passage most likely derived (directly or indirectly) from
Ephorus, that Cumae is the oldest of the Greek cities in Italy and Sicily,
and, according to Livy, the Chalcidians first settled at Pithecusa and then
transferred to Cumae. 24
Archaeological evidence found to date does not support Strabo. The
earliest material found at Hellenic Cumae is of LG II date, c. 725-700, 25
whereas LG I material has been found at several Sicilian colonies in
addition to Pithecusa. The best argument for an early foundation date
for Cumae is indirect: LG I material has been discovered at Zancle
which, according to Thucydides, was first settled from Cumae. 26 If we
employ that argument, Cumae was founded c. 750-725 or earlier.
At Pithecusa, LG I material has been found in abundance, and
G. Buchner has argued that the great size of the city in the LG period
suggests that its actual foundation occurred earlier, and that evidence of
this earlier occupation has not yet been found. 27 This argument has
recently received what may be material support in the nine fragments of
21
Compare G. Voza's argument about the PSC skyphos from Villasmundo in: Insediamenti
coloniali greci, p. 107, which comes to an entirely different conclusion from that of Kearsley, BSA 78,

p. 52.
22
See e.g. Voza, loc. cit.; J. de La Geniere, RA 1978, 264. Note that Kearsley assigns all three PSC
skyphoi found in the West to her Type 6, dating from the 2nd half of the 8th century BC.
23
See CAH iii. 3 (2nd ed.), 103f. [For a recent discussion of the archaeological material see
P. Pelagatti in: Atti Conv. Atene 1979, i. (1983), 291--3n. Ed.]
" Srrab. 5. 243; Livy 8. 22, 5--.,.
" Coldstream, Greek Geometric Pottery, p. 326; W. Johannowsky in: Contribution a l'etude de
la societe et de la colonisation eubeennes, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard 2 (1975), 102.
26
Th_uc. 6. 4. 5. LG I. material similar to that found at Naxus, Syracuse, Megara Hyblaea, and
Leonrm, has been found at Zancle (Messina): see G. Bacci in: lnsediamenti coloniali greci, pp. 100-3.
21
In: Contribution a l'etude de la societe et de la colonisation eubeennes, pp. 66f.
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chevron skyphoi from the unstratified dump, the 'Scarico Gosetti', which
28
are claimed to be 'basically MG'.
Thus some doubt attaches to the foundation dates of both Pithecusa
and Cumae. If one ignores the exiguous material thought to be MG at
Pithecusa and Buchner's argument, both colonies could have been
founded no earlier than the LG I period. In that case, imported material
in the West of MG II date could be taken to be pre-colonial in the full
sense. If, on the other hand, one accepts that Pithecusa was founded in
the MG II period, there was at least one Greek colony in existence in the
West at the time of the trade often described as pre-colonial . So
chronologic al uncertaintie s make it unclear whether the trade in question
was pre-colonial or protocoloni al, and they are not the only problem.
Of the many basic questions about ancient trade, which are difficult to
answer, 'who carried the goods?' is one of the most intractable. Even
when we have a good wreck-nor mally our best evidence--i t may be
impossible to determine whose was the ship and who were the crew.
Those who fall into the seductive temptation of assuming that, if the
goods are Attic, the carriers were Athenians, if the goods Etruscan, the
ship Etruscan, are guilty of an over-simplif ication, which may save
thinking about a complex situation, but does not help us to discover the
truth about the past. We have solid proof from 'trade marks' that Greek
fine pottery was often made in one state and carried by traders from
another, 29 and we have abundant testimony that Phoenicians were
carrying Greek pottery by the 8th century BC at the latest.
No wreck has yet been discovered to help us determine who carried the
goods from the Aegean and the East which came to Italy in the 8th
century BC, so the best we can do is weigh probabilitie s. It is clear on
general grounds that there are two contenders, Phoenicians and Greeks.
as
The Phoenicians were well established in the western Mediterran ean,
30
colonists or traders or both, by the first half of the 8th century BC. In
Sicily, according to Thucydides , the Phoenicians had settlements on
headlands and offshore islands all round the island, before the Greeks
31
came, for the purpose of trade with the local people. Although 32this
statement has not been confirmed by archaeologi cal discoveries, it
shows that there was a tradition that Phoenicians preceded Greeks in
'" See D. Ridgway in: Nouvelle contribution a l'titude de la socititti et de la colonisation
eubeennes, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard 6 (1981), 45-60; id., A.Rep. London 1981-2, 66. [See
now most conveniently id., L'alba de/la Magna Grecia (1984), 98ff. Ed.] However, there is room
for doubt about the classification of these sherds as MG: see above, n. 18.
,. See A. W. Johnston, Trademarks on Greek Vases (1979), 51f.
'' See H. G. Niemeyer's recent and thoroughly documented survey 'Die Phonizier und die
Mittelmeerwelt im Zeitalter Homers', Jb.Z.Mus.Main z 31 (1984), 1-94.
" Thuc. 6. 2. 6.
" The earliest material from Motya dates from the late 8th cent. BC: see B. S. J. lsserlin et al.,
N .Sc. 24 (1970), 580-2.
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contacts with Sicily. Furthermor e, when Pithecusa was in existence and
receiving eastern goods in quantity, we know that some Phoenicians
33
visited, and some resided in, the Greek colony.
So the Phoenicians were present at the right time and in the right place.
As to the goods, we have seen that some of the eastern products found in
Italy were made by Phoenicians , and those from Egypt probably came
via Phoenicia. The earliest piece of Greek pottery found in Spain, whic;h
34
is definitely of MG date, was very probably taken there by Phoenicians ,
and, in the second half of the century, they were bringing oil from Attica
to Spain in the so-called SOS amphorae, which are also as common at
35
Pithecusa and other Greek sites in Italy and Sicily.
As to the Greeks, it has been widely assumed that the Euboeans were
36
very active in this trade, or even that they controlled it, and there are
some obvious arguments in favour of such a hypothesis. Chalcis and
Eretria were great cities in the 8th century BC, in contact with many areas
37
overseas, including the eastern Mediterrane an. Since they founded
Pithecusa, Cumae, Naxus, and other early colonies in Sicily, it is an easy
step to the conclusion that it was they who carried the goods from the
Near East and Greece to Italy. But what especially recommend ed that
conclusion were the quantities of Levantine goods found at the Euboean
colony of Pithecusa, in combinatio n with the belief that the contemporary settlement at Al Mina was a Greek colony, in which Euboeans
38
played a major role. Since this latter belief seems unfounded, and since
we know of direct Phoenician contact with Pithecusa, this particular
combinatio n is no longer persuasive. So, while a strong case can be made
for the Phoenicians as carriers of the eastern material which reached Italy
in the 8th century BC, the arguments in favour of the Greeks, whether
Euboeans or others, are less compelling.
As for the character of the relations with the native inhabitants, we can
only make vague generalizati ons. Exchanges took place; foreign ships
and their crews were familiar. Oddly enough, it is again the Phoenicians
about whom we may conjecture more confidently. Thucydides ' state" See G. Buchner, PP 23 (1978), 130-42; id. in, Niemeyer (ed.), Phonizier im Westen, pp. 277-308.
[See now also Ridgway, Nouvelle contribution, pp. 125ff. Ed.]
" See B. B. Shefton in: Niemeyer (ed.), Phonizier im Westen, pp. 343~.
" See A. W. Johnston and R. E. Jones, BSA 73 (1978), 103-41; Shefton, Die 'rhodischen'
Bronukamren, pp. 338-42. However, Coldstream's comments (Greek Geometric Pottery, p. 369)
show the improbability of Shefton's suggestion that the Phoenicians obtained the oil in the Italian
area.
16
See e.g. D. Ridgway in: C. Hawkes and S. Hawkes (eds.), Greeks, Cells and Romans (1973),
1-38.
r See e.g. J. N. Coldstream in: Niemeyer (ed.), Phoniur im Westen, pp. 261-;12; V. Karageoq~his
and L. Kahil, Ant.K. 10 (1967), 133-5.
18
For a brief expression of my opinion on this subject see CAH iii/3 (2nd ed.), 93; for a fuller
treatment, Dialogues d'histoire ancienne 12 (1986), 51-65. [Cp. also J.-P. Descreudres in: Eretria:
Fouilles et Recherches, vi (1978), esp. pp. 12, 15ff. Ed.]
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ment about the Phoenicians in Sicily seems to imply close relations, such
as we know existed later between the Phoenicians and the local
inhabitants of western Sicily, the Elymians, from the end of the 8th
century BC. There, early Motya was unfortified, and its survival depended
39
on friendly relations with its native neighbours.
In our second area, the Pontus, the evidence for early colonization is so
poor that we are even uncertain in what century Greek colonization
began. It is not in doubt that the majority of the colonies were
established in the 7th and 6th centuries BC, but there are two on the south
coast, Sinope and Trapezus, for which 8th-century BC dates are stated or
40
implied in our literary authorities. Trapezus has never been the scene of
any significant excavation, but small digs were carried out at Sinope,
both in the city and in a cemetery outside. The earliest datable pottery
discovered was a sherd of Middle Wild Goat ware, which may be dated
41
to the last third of the 7th century BC. This and other pottery datable to
the end of the century have been taken to confirm the low foundation
42
date of 631 BC given by Eusebius.
By itself the archaeological evidence from Sinope is insufficient for
such a conclusion. The excavations have been too sporadic to create any
43
confidence that the earliest material is known. However, a low date for
the foundation of Sinope was seen as consistent with the low dating of
all Greek contacts with the Pontus, which was fashionable at the time
the excavations in Sinope were carried out. Apart from general considerations, such as that the colonization in the Pontus should follow the
44
establishment of Greek colonies on the Bosporus, the low dating rested
on two contentions: first, that no Greek material earlier than the late 7th
45
century BC had been found in the Pontus; and second, that the Greeks
were not even capable of sailing up the Bosporus into the Pontus before
46
they had invented fast rowing ships in c. 700. The second of these
47
contentions was patently false, and has been comprehensive ly refuted.
" CAH iii/ 3 (2nd ed.), 186.
~, CAH iii/ 3 (2nd ed.), 123.
" For the excavations at Sinope see E. Akurgal and L. Budde, Vorliiufiger Bericht i.iber die
Ausgrabungen in Sinope (1956), and Y. Boysal, AA 1959, 8-19. Boysal dates everything from the pit
in section B to the second quarter of the 6th century BC because it included an Attic black-figured
sherd of that date. l owe'the identification of the sherd of MWG II ware to J. F. G. Hind, 'The Greek
Colonization of the Black Sea Area in the Archaic and Classical Periods' (unpubl. Cambridge Ph.D.
thesis, 1971), 'South Coast', p. 26.
" See e.g. Akurgal and Budde, Vorliiufiger Bericht; Boysal, AA 1959; cp. J. Boardman, The
Greeks Overseas (3rd ed., 1980), 24of.
" Cp. A. J. Graham, BICS 5 (1958), 32f.
" The foundation dates for Chalcedon and Byzantium are 685 and 659 BC. However, since
Herodotus (4. 144. 2) states that 17 years elapsed between the two foundations, either the higher date
should be lowered, or the lower raised, by 9 years.
" See R. M. Cook, JHS 66 (1946), 82.
.. R. Carpenter, AJA 52 (1948), 1-10.
" See B. W. Labaree, AJA 61 (1957), 29-33, and Graham, B/CS 5, pp. 25-42.
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As to the first, it can only be maintained by explaining away a small
number of definitely earlier finds.
In 1909, the Imperial Archaeologica l Commission acquired a small
Geometric hydria from dealers who said that it came from Berezan (Pl.
4.1). 48 It is called Attic or Atticizing by N. Coldstream who assigns it to
49
MG II, i.e. to c. 800-760 BC. Because its provenance depends on
information from dealers, modern scholars have expressed doubts that it
came from Berezan. 50 Against them we must set the fact that the
archaeologists on the spot at the time accepted that the vase came from
Berezan. The provenance is, strictly, uncertain, but, if the vase had not
seemed chronologicall y embarrassing, I doubt if its finding place would
ever have been questioned.
In 1939, C. A. Rodewald, then a student at the British School at
Athens, visited the dig at lstrus, where M. F. Lambrino gave him a group
of sherds that had been found in the excavation of the site. In 1950,
Rodewald handed over these sherds to R. M. Cook, and they now form
part of the collection of the Museum of Classical Archaeology at
Cambridge. 51 The group contains the rim of a LG kotyle (Pl. 4.2),
identified by Coldstream as a Euboean copy of a Corinthian type dated
to C. 750-720 BC. 52
Also found at lstrus are six small sherds which belong to one or more
jugs of Cypriot 'White Painted IV' ware from the Cypro-Archaic I
period. 53 On the basis of many contexts in which Cypro-Archaic I wares
are associated with better dated Greek pottery, A. Demetriou has
convincingly shown that the widest termini for the date of this phase are
c. 74o-660. 54 This finding invalidates the opinion of J. Boardman,
according to whom, 'one may not use the Cypriot sherds to raise the
foundation date of Histria, but rather the other Greek pottery will date
... B. V. Farmakovsky, AA 1910, 227.
'' Greek Geometric Pottery, p. 377 with n. 7 and table on p. 330.
"' e.g. ibid.; P. Alexandrescu, Histria, iv. La Ceramique d'epoque archaique et classique (1978),
21 n. 15; R. M. Cook, JHS 66 (1946), 76 n. 90, whose argument that most pottery from Berezan was
broken is especially weak. There are plenty of complete pots from Berezan; see already E. H. Minns,
Scythians and Greeks (1913), 416. For good accounts of Skadovsky's unpubl. records of his
excavations of graves at Berezan early this century, see Hind (cit. n. 41), 'North Coast', pp. 37ff. and
A. Kocybala, 'Greek Colonization on the North Shore of the Black Sea in the Archaic Period'
{unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1978), 185, 193-202.
" These circumstances are briefly reported in the typed catalogue of the collection in the Museum
of Classical Archaeology by R. M. Cook, who gave the same information in a letter to
Alexandrescu, which is quoted in Histria iv. 21 n. 15. l have had the benefit of discussion with my
former colleague at Manchester, Mr. C. A. Rodewald, who also kindly wrote me a full letter on the
subject. Although the high date of this sherd may be thought chronologically embarrassing, l regard
it as in the highest degree improbable that, if Rodewald said that it came from lstrus, it should in
fact have come from somewhere else.
" Greek Geometric Pottery, p. 377 n. 8; and cp. p. 191.
" Alexandrescu, Histria iv. 63, no. 256, pl. 26 (note 'cinq frs."', but six are illustrated) .
" AA 1978, 12-25, Cp. Karageorghis and Kahil, art. cit. (n. 37).
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the Cypriot sherds-i.e. late 7th c.'. In fact, these few scraps present us
with pottery which seems to be earlier, not only than the Greek pottery of
the last quarter of the 7th century BC, which is commonly regarded as the
earliest from the site, but also than the Eusebian foundation date of 657
BC. It is extremely interesting that similar Cypriot pottery is also reported
to have been found on Berezan. 56
One of the finest vases from Istrus is an amphora, which P. Alexandrescu has acutely seen to have similarities with so-called 'G 2-3' ware: 57
Although this ware remains somewhat enigmatic, its general dating to
the first half of the 7th century BC, and possibly to the later part of the
8th, seems reasonably clear. 58
These pots may be few in number, but they are sufficiently numerous
to show that it is wrong to try to explain away any or all of them. They
demonstrate that the famous oinochoe from Temir Gora near Panticapaeum, and the other similar oinochoai which have been found in the
Pon tic region, which are dated c. 6 5o-62 5, are not the earliest Greek vases
found in the Pontus, 59 and that there were at least sporadic contacts
between the Aegean and the north and west shores of the Pontus from
the 8th century BC. This accords well with the testimonies of Greek
literature, which demonstrate, to quote from R. Drews's perceptive
study, 'beyond reasonable doubt that by 700 the Black Sea was already
becoming familiar to the Greeks' .60 While this is important, it falls a
long way short of a satisfactory picture of pre-colonial relations. Our
chronology is neither clear nor certain. If there were early foundations on
the south coast, as I prefer to believe, we are dealing with a protocolonial
rather than a pre-colonial situation. We do not know who brought the
early goods from the East Mediterranean into the Pontus, nor do we
know what they sought, though plausible guesses can be made on the
basis of Greek literature and the better known conditions of later times.
As for the character of the relations between Greeks and natives, we
know from literary sources that some of the local peoples were regarded
as frightening savages, 61 but the existence of exchanges and the later
colonization show that this cannot be the whole story.
" As quoted by M. Cadogan in: Alexandrescu, Histria iv. 63, no. 256.
56
See ibid.
" Alexandrescu, Histria, iv. 62f., no. 253, pl. 1.
" See P. Bernard, BCH (1964), 88-105; A. J. Graham, BSA 73 (1978), 67-9; J. N. Coldstream,
Geometric Greece (1977), 263f.; M. B. Moore in: K. Lehmann (ed.), Samothrace, v (1981), 317-71.
" See Boardman, The Greeks Overseas, pp. 243f.; P. Alexandrescu, RA 1975, 65; G. Sokolov,
Antichnoe Prichernomor'e (1973), 27, fig. 7; R. M. Cook, Greek Painted Pottery (2nd ed., 1972), pl.
30A. Cp. also P. Alexandrescu in: Les Ceramiques de la Grece de /'Est et leur diffusion en Occident.
Colloques lnt. du CNRS 569, Naples 1976 (1978), 53; and id., Histria iv. 20.
. "' JHS 96 (1976), 22. The older view that the crucial lines, Hom. JI. 2. 853-5, are a late
interpolation, has been convincingly refuted by Drews, JHS 96, pp. 2of. and by S. M. Burstein,
CI.Ph. 71 (1976), 339-41.
61
Cp. e.g. Hdt. 4. 64-5, 103; Strab. 7. 298.
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The third area for consideration is the delta of the Rhone. The first
necessity here is to establish when Greek colonization began. There are
statements in the literary sources that the Phocaeans were preceded by
the Rhodians, who founded Rhode in the Gulf of Rosas, before it
became a Phocaean colony. 62 Since Strabo says that the Rhodian
colonization took place many years before the establishment of the
Olympic Games, we may have here an example of supposed Greek
colonization in the 'heroic' period. In any case, it has long been
recognized that the tradition of Rhodian colonization may have arisen
merely from the local river- and place-names Rhodanus, Rhode, and
Rhodanusia. 63 Taken by itself, therefore, the literary tradition of Rhodian colonization seems very suspect. However, it has been thought by
some scholars to be supported by material finds. There are, in the first
place, East Greek vases among the early imports into the region, which
were until recently generally classified as 'Rhodian' .64 Of the many
objections to the use of this pottery as a support for the tradition of early
Rhodian colonization, two are fatal. First, it is now recognized that the
pottery once called Rhodian was in fact produced by several East Greek
cities. 65 Second, there is a vast chronological divide between the Rhodian
colonization of our literary sources, said to be long before 776 BC, and the
pottery thought to attest Rhodian presence, which is of the late 7th and
6th centuries Bc. 66
A second material support for the Rhodian tradition has been seen in
the bronze jugs called 'Rhodian oinochoai' .67 These are found in large
numbers in Italy, more sporadically over a large area of the West, and
occasionally in the eastern Mediterranean. 68 One example was discovered in a tumulus tomb at Pertuis, in the valley of the Durance in
Provence. 69 These oinochoai make their appearance in the last third of
the 7th century Bc, 70 and the example from Pertuis may be dated to that
period. 71 Thus, this material too would be vulnerable to the chronological objection mentioned above. Furthermore, recent discussions make
it unlikely that these jugs were either made or transported by Rhodians. 72
" Strab. 3. 160; 14. 654; pseudo-Scymnus 202-9; cp. Pliny HN 3. 33, who confuses Rhodanusia
with Rhode.
63 See F. Villard,
La Ceramique grecque de Marseille (1960), 73.
" See e.g. ibid.
65
See J.M. Cook in: CAH iii/3 (2nd ed.), 205-11.
66 See Villard,
La Ceramique grecque, p. 73.
67 e.g.
by Villard, La Ceramique grecque, pp. 73f.
68 See Shcfton, Die 'rhodischen'
Bronzekannen, pp. 6-9, for the geographical distribution of these
vessels.
69 Shefton, Die 'rhodischen' Bronzekannen, pp. 22, 66, no. A18;
B. Bouloumie, Gallia 36 (1978),
219-40.
"' See Shefton, Die 'rhodische11' Bronzekannen, pp. 16f.
" Bouloumie, Joe. cit.
" Bouloumie thinks that the geographical distribution suggests that they were of Etruscan
manufacture; for Shefton's view see above, n. 3.
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The suspect literary tradition of Rhodian colonization in this area is
thus without archaeological support. On present evidence, the Phocaean
colony of Massalia may be taken to be the first Greek colony in this area,
and Massalia's foundation date is now known to b_e certainly c. 600 BC. 73
So we may regard that date as the time before which we have a fully precolonial period in the delta of the Rhone.
The earliest imported Greek material so far discovered in the area seem
to be the three cups (and possibly also the oinochoe) found in a cemetery
of the First Iron Age at Agde, 74 and a cup from the Grand Bassin I
cemetery at Mailhac. 75 All the cups are Corinthian in type, but were
probably made in South Italy or Sicily. 76 They are dated to the third
quarter of the 7th century BC. 77
We have here, it seems, imported Greek pottery which is sufficiently
early and sufficiently well dated to be called pre-colonial. It is not so
straightforward a matter with the remaining Greek pottery commonly
attributed to the pre- colonial period. There is East Greek and Corinthian
pottery from several sites in the area, which is normally dated to the last
third or last quarter of the 7th century BC. 78 Given the inevitable
approximations of pottery dating, this material is perhaps too close to
the foundation of Massalia to be termed pre-colonial on date alone.
However, there is a rather better argument from stratigraphy. At many
sites it is possible to recognize the levels which clearly postdate the
foundation of Massalia, because they contain the characteristic products
of the Phocaean colonists, such as grey ware with wavy line decoration,
'pseudo-Ionian' painted pottery, and Massaliot amphorae. The pottery
'' Although there is a high date, c. 600 BC, and a low date, c. 545 BC, in the literary tradition, it is
now certain, from plentiful archaeological evidence, that the high date is correct; see Villard, La
Ceramique grecque, pp. 76-81; J.-P. Morel, BCH 99 (1975), 866f.
,. See A. Nickels et al., MEFRA 93 (1981), 90-125.
75 See M. Louis et al., Le Premier Age du Fer Languedocien, ii (1958), 62-4, 69, fig. 48, with the
correction of Villard, La Ceramique grecque, p. 74 n. 5. For the dating see Nickels et al., MEFRA 93,
p. 100. [See now also J.-J. Jully, Ceramiques grecques ou de type grec et autres ceramiques en
Languedoc mediterraneen, Roussillon et Cata/ogne, iilI (1983), 48of., pl. Ar. Ed.]
76
Nickels et al., MEFRA 93, p. 99. Villard, La ceramique grecque, p. 74 n. 5, had classified the
cup from Mailhac as an Etruscan imitation of Protocorinthian. [Two PC fragments from Sanilhac/
Grotte Saint-Veredemeseem to be proper Corinthian, dating to the 3rd quarter of the 7th cent. sc: see
Jully, Ceramiques grecques, ii/ 1, 1016, nos. 001-002. Ed.]
n Nickels et al., MEFRA 93, pp. 99f. The chronology is best established by tomb groups, where
cups of this kind are associated with other, well dated material; for such associations see e.g.
C. Albore Livadie in: Le bucchero nero etrusque et sa diffusion en Gattie Meridionale, Collection
Latomus 160 (1979), 91-uo.
78 e.g. East Greek bird bowl, rosette skyphos, and PC skyphos from Saint-Blaise: see H. Rolland,
Fouilles de Saint-Blaise (Bouches-du-Rh6ne), Gallia, Suppl. 3 (1951), 59-63 with figs. 91-8; id.,
Fouilles de Saint-Blaise (r951-1956), Gallia, Suppl. 7 (1956), 51; id., Ga/Lia 22 (1964}, 569--"72; id.,
CRAI (1963), 81--9. For a Corinthian olpe of the Transitional period, an Ionic cup of the Ai type,
and an East Greek bird bowl from La Couronne see C. H. Lagrand, Gallia 17 (1959), 179-201. [For
further sites with early material see Jully, Ceramiques grecques, i. 349-50. Ed.]
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we are considering was found in earlier levels, which do not contain the
typical products of Massalia. 79
The Greek material mentioned far from exhausts the ceramic imports
into the region in the pre-colonial period. It is eclipsed in quantity by
Etruscan bucchero and Etruscan amphorae. The bucchero consists
predominantly of the well-known kantharoi, but other shapes associated
with wine-drinking were also imported. 80 Etruscan amphorae have been
found at many sites in the delta of the Rhone, and at several of them they
are either the earliest, or among the earliest, imported pottery found. 81
We thus possess relatively rich evidence for at least part of the material
imported by native communities in the delta of the Rhone before any
Greek colonies were founded. The life of these communities is also
relatively well known from many carefufarchaeological investigations of
sites such as Cayla-de-Mailhac. 82 In the First Iron Age, c. 7oo-600 BC,
these people lived on defensible hills and their material culture was
relatively simple. The economic basis of life was chiefly agricultural:
agrarian cultivation in the valley bottoms and coastal plains, pastoral
farming on the higher land. In addition, there was hunting in the hills,
fishing in the rivers and on the coast, and-a special resource--abundant
supplies of salt in the many salt lakes of the numerous estuaries.
Although we can only guess at the political arrangements of these
people, the character of settlement and information from later times
allow us to assume that political units were small and under monarchical
rule. 83
"' For examples of this production see F. Benoit, Recherches sur l'hellenisation du midi de la
Gaule (1965}, pl. 43, 47-50. For some of the sites which present this strarigraphic sequence see above
n. 78 (for the stratigraphy at Saint-Blaise see the important observations by B. Bouloumie in: Le
bucchero nero etrusque et sa diffusion en Gaule Meridionale (1979), 111).
80
Cp. T. B. Rasmussen, Bucchero Pottery from Southern Etruria (1979), 104-6, pls. 31-2.
Bucchero was found in impressive quantities at Saint-Blaise, and some of it is early: see Bouloumie,
loc. cit; it was also found in the earliest levels at La Couronne (Lagrand, loc. cit.} and at La Liquiere
(F. Py and M. Py, MEFRA 86 (1974), 145-7). The earliest piece of bucchero found in the whole area
comes from Massalia: a ribbed fragment thought to come from a chalice and dated to 'no later than
the third quarter of the 7th century' by Rasmussen, op. cir., pp. 151, 156 (for an illustration see
Villard, La Ceramique grecque, pl. 3. 10). Yet very little pre-600 BC material in total has been found
at Marseilles, and no true pre-colonial occupation has been recognized: Villard, op. cit., pp. 76f.
81
See B. Bouloumie, Rev.Arch. Narbonnaise 9 (1976), 23-43; Py and Py, MEFRA 86, pp. 141254; M. Py in: M. Cristofani et al. (eds.), II commercio etmsco arcaico, Quaderni del centro di
studio per l'archeologia etrusco-iralica 9 (1985), 84. The very low chronology advocated by Py see~s
to conflict with that of both Early Corinthian and the Ionian cups.
82
For a good brief account of the excavations, with bibliography, see 0. Taffanel et al., Gallia 37
(1979), 1-3; see also J. Briard in: S. Pigott et al. (eds.), France before the Romans (1973), 154, and
F. R. Hodson and R. M. Rowlett in the same work, p. 159.
" Compare e.g. the many names of tribes: see G. Barruol, Les Peuples preromains du sud-est de la
Gaule (1969), 109-u; the chief of the Segobrigii in the story of Massalia's foundation (Justin 43. 3.
8; Arist. fr. 549 [Teubner)); and the many 'chiePs tombs' that have been recognized (see e.g.
0. Taffanel and J. Taffanel, Gallia 18 (1960}, 1-37; B. Bouloumie, Gallia 36 (1978) 219-40).
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Among the goods they were eager to import were wine and fine pottery
and metalware connected with wine-drinking. There are obviously two
major questions about this trade. What goods were sought in return by
the merchants from overseas? And, who were those merchants?
Earlier scholars had little doubt about the answer to the first of these
questions. Metals---copper, tin, gold, and silver-were the primary
attraction, with salt, salt-fish, and medicinal herbs as important subsidiaries. 84
The herbs are uncertain, 85 but the salt and salt-fish look convincing.
This was, and is, a great area for salt production, and a site like SaintBlaise, where the evidence for imports is impressive in quantity and
begins very early, dominates great lagoons and salt-beds. The metals
seem problematic. The rivers that debouch in the Gulf of Lion, notably
86
the Rhone itself, certainly offer routes to many known metal deposits,
but we only have evidence for the flow of goods from the Mediterranean
along these routes after the foundation of Massalia. Even then it is
doubtful if the famous tin route from Cornwall via the Seine and Rhone
to Massalia was in use. 87
There are three peoples to consider as possible carriers of the precolonial imported goods: Etruscans, Phoenicians, and Greeks. The
current majority opinion that the trade was either totally or mainly in the
hands of the Etruscans goes back to the discovery of the famous wreck
off the Cap d'Antibes. Dated c. 570-560, it contained at least 160
Etruscan amphorae in association with Etruscan bucchero and ItaloCorinthian skyphoi, which are thought to be Etruscan copies of Corinthian ware. 88 Regrettably, the wreck has not been fully excavated, but
among the finds was a simple terracotta lamp, which must have been
89
part of the equipment of the crew. It is Phoenician.
A quantitative argument has the attraction of simplicity: Etruscan
material predominates by far, so the carriers were Etruscans. However,
See e.g. Benoit, Recherches sur l'hellenisation, pp. 191-2.13 and for less bold, but still largely
uncertain suggestions, J.-P. Morel in: Atti XII Conv.St.Etr.ltal. (1981), 488-90, and id. in: Modes de
contacts et processus de transformation dans Les societes anciennes, Actes du colloque de Cortone
1981, Collection de l'f.cole Fran~aise de Rome 67 (1983), 554f.
85
Benoit, Recherches sur l'hellenisation, pp. 191, 199 depends heavily on an implausibly close
•
mterpretat1on of Strabo's words (14. 654) ,1ri aw-r11p{q. -rwv o.v8pw1rwv, in a passage supposedly
referring to many years before 776 BC!
16
See Benoit. Recherches sur l'hellenisation, pp. 191-4; Morel in: Atti XII Conv.St.Etr.ltal. pp.
489f.
17
See A. J. Graham in: CAH iii/3 {2.nd ed.), 14of.
18
The wreck and the finds are fully discussed by C. Albore Livadie in: Hommage a Fernand
Benoit 1, Revue E.tudes Ligures 2.3 (1967), 300-2.6. That the ship and its cargo were Etruscan was
suggested by F. Benoit, Gallia 14 (1956), 33; cp. B. Bouloumie and B. Liou, Rev.Arch . Narbonnaise
9 (1976), 2.II. For a recent typology of Etruscan amphorae see M. Py in: Cristofani et al., II
commercio etrusco arcaico, pp. 73-94.
89 See Albore Livadie, Hommage a F. Beno,t, i. 319f.; the lamp is illustrated in Benott, Recherches
sur l'hellenisation, pl. 41, no . 6.
84
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such an argument is merely another instance of the false assumption that
goods of a certain origin will be carried by people of the same origin. The
situation is certainly not so simple; there is no site in the delta of the
Rhone where the imported material is exclusively Etruscan, and the
newly described wreck off the Isola del Giglio contained plenty of Greek
pottery in addition to its Etruscan amphorae. 90
It would be na:ive to imagine that all the Etruscan bucchero and other
Etruscan products, which are found all over the Mediterranean and even
91
in the Black Sea, were carried in Etruscan ships. The existence in Etruria
of communities of foreign merchants, such as those at Pyrgi and
92
Gravisca, is enough to show that others were involved. On the other
hand, the temptation to go to the other extreme, and assume that all
Etruscan goods were carried by others, should be resisted, as our little
literary evidence shows.
Aristotle alludes briefly to commercial agreements between Etruscans
and Carthaginians, 93 and the first treaty between Rome and Carthage
reported by Polybius shows that Romans were expected to trade in
Sardinia, Sicily, and Africa. 94 This treaty may well reflect the conditions
of regal Rome, under Etruscan kings, and is close in date to the time in
which we are interested. So we should certainly regard Etruscan traders in
the delta of the Rhone as a possibility.
As for the Phoenicians, their amphorae are known in the area in the 6th
century BC, and at one site, Mont Garou, they were found in association
95
with Etruscan amphorae in a level stratigraphically pre-colonial. The
Phoenician lamp may be a clue to the nationality of the ship wrecked off
Cap d' Antibes. They were famous traders and it was their normal
practice to traffic in goods made by others.
Of the Greeks, the Phocaeans are obviously the first candidates for
consideration. They began to establish colonies in the area about a
See M. Bound in: Cristofani et al. {eds.), 1/ commercio etrusco arcaico, pp. 6 5-Jo.
Pace M. Gras in: Melanges offerts a Jacques Heurgon, Collection de l'f.cole Fran~aise de Rome
2.7 (1976), 341-J0. For the distribution of exported Etruscan objects, see ibid. 370, fig. 1; Morel, Atti
XII Conv.St.Etr.ltal., figs. 1-2; Rasmussen , Bucchero Pottery, pl. 64.
92
For Gravisca see CAH iii/3 {2nd ed.), 142.; Morel, Atti XII Conv.St.Etr.ltal., pp. 862.-3;
~- Torelh,_PP 2.6 (1971), 44-67; 32. (1977), 398-458 [now also M. Cristofani, G/i Etruschi de/ mare,
Archeolog1a' 6 (1983), 12.2.-4; F. Boitani Visentini in: M. Bonghi Jovino {ed.) Gli Etruschi di
Tarquinio. Exhibition catalogu~, Milan (1986), 2.50-2. Ed.]. For Pyrgi see J. Heurg~n, JRS 56 (1966),
1-15 [and, for short summanes and further bibliographies, Cristofani, op. cit., pp. u9-2.2.;
G. Colonna {ed.), Santuari d'Etruria. Exhibition catalogue, Arezzo (1985), 12.7ff. On the question in
general: M . Martelli in: M. Cristofani {ed.), Civilta degli Etruschi. Exhibition catalogue, Florence
(1985), 175ff. Ed.].
93
Arist., Pol. iii. 12.80' 35ff. For a penetrating discussion of this passage see P. Gauthier, Symbola:
E.trangers et la justice dans Les cites grecques (1972.), 90-2, 102.f.
Polyb. 3· 2.2.. 5-6, 9; 2.3. 1-3, 5; cp. F. W. Walbank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius I
(1957), ad loc.
" See F. Bendt, Gallia 18 (1960), 308-10.
90
91
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generation, or a little more, after the first testimonies to overseas trade
appear, and the rqmantic story of Massalia's foundation implies at least
some pre-colonial trade by Phocaeans. 96 On the other hand, the material
record seems to tell against Phocaean involvement. Unless we follow
Shefton in thinking that the 'Rhodian oinochoai' were distributed by
Phocaeans, 97 there is nothing in the pre-colonial material known which
points to Phocaea, and, more strikingly, the later material'. w~ich ~e
know to have been associated with Phocaeans at Massaha, 1s quite
different. Nor do the pre-colonial goods, wine amphorae and pottery,
suit well Herodotus' information that the Phocaeans traded in penteconters. These arguments may not be decisive, but they surely make it
unlikely that the Phocaeans were solely responsible for the pre-~ol~nial
trade. Obviously they and other Greeks may hc1ve had a share m 1t.
These considerations show that any one, or two, or all three of
the Etruscans, Phoenicians, and Greeks could have been the carriers of
the pre-colonial goods. In the 6th century BC, sites in the region
imported Greek, Phoenician, and Etruscan amphorae. We seem to have a
rather plural and complex situation, which should make us chary of
hypothesizing any one trading nation to the exclusion of others. . .
In the delta of the Rhone the evidence for pre-colonial contacts 1s m
many respects better than for other areas. We have a clearly defined
chronology and a good picture of the trade. For a generation or m?re
before the first Greek colony was established, there were regular trading
contacts and peaceful relations between foreign merchants and many
native communities. Uncertainty about the identity of the carriers makes
our knowledge seriously incomplete, but we can exclude any simple precolonization hypothesis, by which the trade was in the hands of the later
colonizers.
This investigation of the pre-colonial relations in three major areas
has shown that we are still a long way from having achieved the kind
of knowledge that a historian would find satisfactory. Often the
chronology itself, the basis for the whole idea of a pre-colonial phase, is
still in doubt. However, we have already made some progress in a subject
of great historical importance, and we may confidently expect that our
evidence will be increased by new archaeological discoveries.
Justin 43. 3. 4- 12.; Arise. fr. 549 [Teubner]; Plue., Vit . Sol. 2.
" See above, n. 3.
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The First Western Greeks and their
Neighbours, 1935-1985::DAVID RIDGWAY

(University of Edinburgh)

It will be clear that the fifty-year span of my title begins, in archaeologically approximate fashion, with the publication of Alan Blakeway's
papers on Greek trade and the Hellenization of the barbarians in the
West. 1 Initially, Blakeway's war-cry-'trade before the flag'-was not
universally popular. Ancient historians could not be expected to change
their spots overnight. We are reliably informed that, during the British
School's 1933 excavations at Knossos, Blakeway argued endlessly with
his co-director, Humfrey Payne, about Greek trade with the West-on
one occasion for no less than three days before there was a truce. 2 No
useful purpose would be served here by attempting to reconstruct the
course that this epic struggle might have taken. Tragically, the contestants were not spared to continue their remarkable careers beyond 1936.
We know now that Blakeway was, on the whole, right. It is more than
pietas that prompts me, in all seriousness, to compare the nature if not
the scale of his achievement with that of a brilliant Sydney classics
graduate, Vere Gordon Childe, whose pioneering Dawn of European
Civilization, first published in 1925, was based, like Blakeway's paper,
on data that was unimaginably scant by present standards of quantity
and quality.
Like Childe's, Blakeway's starting-point was new, as was his method:
that of the historian who was willing to learn not only the vocabulary of
archaeology but the grammar and syntax as well. If, today, early Greece
is one of the few areas of classical endeavour in which the archaeologi• I am most grateful co the organizers of the First Australian Congress of Classical Archaeology for
inviting me to read this paper in July 1985 at Sydney; and to the Humanities Research Centre,
Australian National University, for making my visit to Australia possible by the award of a Visiting
Fellowship for the subsequent (southern) winter. The text that follows corresponds closely to the
one I read at Sydney, with the addition of bibliographical references in the footnotes.
I BSA 33 (1932-3), 170--208; JRS 25 (1935), 12.9-49.
' D. Powell, The Traveller's journey is Done (1943), roof.: 'Blakeway, who was to be recognised
as one of the few outstanding ancient historians, held passionate views on the question of Greek
trade in the West. Payne opposed chem with all his talent for controversy, his clear-headedness, his
intellectual mercilessness'.
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cally minded historian and the historically minded archaeologist are
sometimes indistinguishab le, the merit is very largely Blakeway's. 'He
opened my mind to many things which had never crossed it', wrote Sir
Maurice Bowra thirty years after Blakeway's death; let us remember in
passing that one of them was 'the significance of Greek poetry as
3
evidence for Greek history'.
Blakeway used the traditional Greek term for the first Western Greeks'
new neighbours in Italy. They did not speak Greek, so they were
'barbarians'. The nature of the effect that the Greeks had on the
'barbarians' was indicated in the word 'Hellenization' . My purpose· in
this paper is to examine the development over the last fifty years of the
way in which this relationship has been viewed. In doing so, I shall
naturally have occasion to refer not only to new neighbours in Italy, but
also to the first Western Greeks' Levantine partners, or rivals. The
respective roles of the three sets of protagonists were defined in 1957 by
Sir John Beazley: 'In the West, the peoples with whom the Greeks came
into contact were at a more primitive stage of development than they
themselves; in the East, for a long time and in many respects, the
position was the reverse.' 4 In modern parlance, this is a good model as far
as it goes, but it no longer goes far enough. In particular, 'primitive' is not
an adjective that I would willingly apply today to the Italian Iron Age.
Blakeway taught us that Geometric painted pottery is the most
obvious outward and visible sign of the first stage in the Hellenization
process. He acknowledged handsomely that he had been introduced to
much of his Western Geometric material by the illustrations in two
books, D. Randall-Maclv er's Villanovans and Early Etruscans (1924)
5
and the same author's Iron Age in Italy (1927).
It is sad but true that, in the English-speaki ng world, at least, the very
title of Randall-Maclv er's first Italian book preserved an intellectual
frame of reference that began to crumble in Italy shortly after he had
recorded it there-just too early to benefit from the liberation of Italian
archaeological thinking that followed the death of Luigi Pigorini in 192 5.
The point that concerns us here is a crucial one for the most important
people referred to by Blakeway as 'barbarians'. For Randall-Maciv er, as
for the Italian scholars whose works he had diligently absorbed and
synthesized in the early 1920s, the Villanovans and the Etruscans were
two entirely different ethnic units. They came into contact when the
latter arrived from the Near East in the territory of the former to
' Memories 1898-1939 (1966), 265; cp. A. Blakeway in: Greek Pottery and Life: Essays Murray
(1936) 34-55.
• Foreword to T. J. Dunbabin, The Greeks and their Eastern Neighbours (1957).
5 BSA 33 (1932-3), 174 n. 1. Like Payne and S. Casson, Blakeway disagreed with RandallMaclver's views on Greek matters. On the general and particular issues involved, see D. Ridgway,
Proc.Brit.Ac. 69 (1983), 559-77.
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demonstrate the superiority of intelligence over numbers. It followed that
the external appearance of Etruscan art and-civilization was not so much
Hellenized as Orientalized by Randall-Maclv er's 'Tyrrhene artificers'
emerging, again in his words, from a 'crucible ... situated somewhere in
the Levant'. 6 So far as I know, Randall-Maciv er went to his grave in 1945
believing in the Lydian theory of Etruscan origins: 'the solution', as he
put it in his last paper, published in 1943, 'which commended itself to
good minds in antiquity'. 7 He meant Herodotus, whose anthropologica l
passages he had read as an undergraduate in the 1890s with E. B. Tylor.
In Italy, meanwhile, a long and occasionally painful process of
revision came to an end in 1947, when Massimo Pallottino enunciated
the principle of ethnic formation. 8 We know now that the civilization of
the Etruscans represents the gradual fusion in Etruria itself of ethnic,
linguistic, cultural, and political elements into an historically recognizable whole. The origin, external or indigenous, of the individual
elements thus fused may indeed be discerned in the terms appropriate to
their nature. The first Western Greeks and their Levantine partners play a
major role here. On the indigenous side, it cannot be said too often that
there were no such people as 'the Villanovans'. The term is a wholly
unjustified ethnic extension of the modern descriptions of the Iron Age
material culture (or cultural material) characteristic of the area north-west
of Rome. Outside this area, national identity may well have been, indeed
almost certainly was, perceived by the first Western Greeks: I have no
doubt that their references to it corresponded to the Tyrsenoi/Tyrrhenians of later historical usage.
In the mid-193os, it is hardly surprising that Blakeway repeatedly
underlined his lack of concern with Etruscan origins,9 and indeed with
indigenous matters generally. I suspect that prudence coinci.ded here with
preference. The proper business of 'barbarians' was to be Hellenized, not
identified.
Fifty years on, identity has been well and truly conferred, not only on
most of the 'barbarians' in the West but also on the first Western Greeks
themselves. They were Euboeans, and the successive stages in our
increased awareness of their achievements are too familiar to need
detailed description. At home, John Boardman organized such Euboean
Geometric pottery as there was-and much else besides-in the 1950s;
and highly informative excavation began at Eretria and Lefkandi in the
1960s. Abroad, Al Mina in the East was excavated in the 1930s; in the
10
West, excavations began at Pithecusa on lschia in 1952. We all know
•
'
•
1
"

The Etruscans (1927) eh. 7; St.Etr. 2 (1928), 15-18.
AJA 47 (1943) , 91-4.
L'origine degli Etruschi (1947); The Etruscans (2nd ed., 1975) eh. 2.
e.g. BSA 33, p. 194 n. r; ]RS 25, p.132 n. 14.
D. Ridgway, L'a/ba de/la Magna Grecia (1984), eh. 2.
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that by I966 the excavator of the latter site, Giorgio Buchner, was able to
declare that 'with the possession of the base of Al Mina in the East and
that of Pithecusa in the West, the Euboeans were, from about 775 to
about 700 BC, the masters of the trade between the Eastern Mediter11
ranean and Central Italy' . This is a statement with which I do not think
any ancient historian would quarrel seriously today. The situation
delineated in it, incidentally, is based entirely on material that has come
out of the ground and not out of the ancient written sources. Blakeway's
battle to convince historians of the essential validity of exclusively
archaeologi cal evidence was won, and won resoundingl y, twenty years
ago.12
Accordingly , if we wish to preserve Randall-Ma clver's metaphoric al
crucible, we should locate it not in the Levant but on the Bay of Naples.
Rightly or wrongly, I myself would extend this concept to the point
where the most important commodity that the Euboeans acquired in the
East was information as to why, and how, they should go to the West,
and it is to this theme that I now turn.
The tremendous advances of the last half-century in our knowledge of
a
Geometric Greece have resulted in the definition of nothing less than
13 We
700.
c.
and
770
c.
between
'Greek Renaissance ', inspired by Euboea
have a much clearer idea not only of the typology of the artefacts
exported, but also of the far more significant 'invisible exports' that the
Euboeans brought to the West. In this respect, I think for example of the
hero cult associated with a group of noble warrior cremations deposited
14
in the years around 700 at the west gate of Eretria, and of its
15
Protogeome tric counterpart at Lefkandi, -the earliest major monument
in Greece by more than two centuries, where the presence of a woman in
the warrior's grave is redolent of Dark Age ritual murder, or even of the
hereditary bloodguilt from which-in the world of the Oresteia, sayreligion and society alike require purification . Together, these two sites
afford a tantalizing glimpse of the awesome cultural cargo that every
Euboean carried in his head.
Expedition 8 (summer 1966), 12.
12
A historian's view: 0 . Murray, Early Greece (1980), eh. 5.
13 The phenomenon has been discussed at five major congresses in the last 10 years, of which the
Proceedings have been published as follows: (a) Naples 1976: La Ceramique grecque ou de tradition
grecque au VlI/' siecle en ltalie centrale et meridionale, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard 3 (1983). (b)
Taranto 1978: Gli Eubei in Occidente = Atti XVlII CM Gr. (1984). (c) Athens 1979: Grecia, Italia e
Sicilia nell'Vlll e Vll sec. a. C., ASAtene 5iH,1, 1981-3 (1983-4). (d) Naples 1980: Nouvelle
contribution a l'etude de la societe et de la colonisation eubeennes, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard 6
(1981). (e) Athens 1981: R. Hagg (ed.), The Greek Renaissance of the Eighth Century B.C.:
Tradition and Innovation, Proceedings of the Second International Symposium at the Swedish
Institute in Athens (1983).
de l'ouest (1970).
1
• C. Berard, Eretria, Fouilles et recherches, iii. L'Heroon a la porte
15
M. Popham, E. Touloupa: and L. H. Sackett, Antiquity 56 (1982), 169-74.
11

More prosaically, the evidence for bronze casting at late roth-centur y
16
BC Lefkandi shows a degree of technologic al developmen t that accords
well with, and may even be derived from, the sea-borne exchanges with
the sources of the Levantine luxury goods encountered with increasing
frequency in Euboea from the late nth century BC onwards. The
17
extension of Euboean maritime trade beyond the limits of the immediately surrounding region suggests precisely the degree of optimism and
success of which Renaissance s are made, and the fact that contact with
the Levant continued and prospered throughout the 9th century BC is
generally, and rightly, seen as signalling the end of the post-Mycen aean
Dark Age. Vital to that great leap forward for Greece is the fact that the
outside worlds, East and West, into which the Euboeans pioneered the
Greek re-entry around the middle of the 9th century BC, had never had
Dark Ages of their own.
The lights may have gone out in Greece when the Mycenaean 'empire'
fell in the I2th century BC, but the same is not true in the areas overseas
with which Mycenaean s had been actively involved. One of them seems
to me to be of especial importance for our present purposes: I refer to the
ongoing post-Mycen aean contacts between the Levant and Sardinia.
This is a subject on which I have recently spoken and written elsewhere, 18 on which others have published a major and revolutiona ry
treatment, 19 and on which I feel at least as strongly as Blakeway did
about the neglect of archaeologi cal evidence by ancient historians. Let
me summarize a deeply held conviction by saying bluntly that in I985 no
account of the first Western Greeks and their neighbours can have any
pretension to perspective if it does not include the second largest island
in the Mediterrane an.
I am not influenced here by the recent discoveries of Mycenaean
pottery at a growing number of Sardinian sites, spectacular and import20
ant though some of those discoveries certainly are. Nor have I ever
believed that Mycenaean tholos tombs inspired the corbel vaulting of the
nuraghi; and I am glad to learn that there are, in fact, significant and
" H. W. Carling in: M. Popham and L. H. Sackett (eds.), Lefkandi, i. The Iron Age: The
Settlement and the Cemeteries, BSA Suppl. 11 (1979-80) 93--'7·
" V. Desborough in: Tribute to an Antiquary: Essays presented to Marc Fitch (1976), 25-40.
18
In: M. S. Balmuth (ed.), Studies in Sardinian Archaeology, ii (forthcoming).
19
F. Lo Schiavo, E. Macnamara, and L. Vagnetti, BSR 53 (1985), 1ff. For further details of the
Sardinian matters discussed below, see E. Macnamara, D. Ridgway, and F. R. Ridgway, The Bronze
Hoard from S. Maria in Paulis, Sardinia, British Museum Occasional Paper No. 45 (1984); F. Lo
Schiavo in: Early Metallurgy in Cypms 4000-500 BC, Proceedings of the Larnaca Symposium 1981
(1982) 271-82; ead., Nuragic Sardinia in its Mediterranean Setting: Some Recent Advances,
Edinburgh Univ. Dept. of Archaeology Occasional Paper No. 12 (1985).
20
Cp. F. Lo Schiavo, L. Vagnetti, and M. L. Ferrarese Ceruti, Rend.Line. ser. 8, 35 (1980), 371--93;
M. L. Ferrarese Ceruti in: E. Atzeni et al., Ichnussa: La Sardegna dalle origini all'eta classica (1981),
605-12.
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consistent differences between the structural mechanics of these two sets
of buildings. 21 I am much more impressed by the outstanding metallurgical achievements of the nuragic bronzesmiths. Hitherto, these have been
connected with the presence and example of Phoenician prospectors and.
colonists who reached Sardinia in the 9th and 8th centuries BC. Now,
however, Fulvia Lo Schiavo has shown us that stimuli from the East were
available in the island much earlier than that. The quality, quantity, and
variety of Sardinian protohistoric metalwork set it far apart from the
metallurgical koine that Renato Peroni once detected in the Aegean and
22
European worlds during the I3th century BC: that phenomenon rises
and falls with the Mycenaean 'empire'. In sharp contrast, nuragic
metalwork continues undeterred, and at a technological level for which
we have to wait until the Orientalizing or even the Archaic period on the
Italian mainland. Stylistically, the source of much that is good in
advanced Sardinian metalwork is visibly the Cypro-Levantine world
which in the fullness of time began to receive Euboean pendent
semicircle skyphoi.
Now: to attribute a significant degree of influence on Sardinian
metalworking to contacts-as yet ill-defined-with the Cypro-Levantine
world is, at first sight, a remarkably old-fashioned thing to do. Worse
still, it might be seen in some quarters as redolent of diffusionism, a
concept notoriously well-established in the Northern Hemisphere (or at
least in Cambridge, England) as a major thought-crime. This being the
case, I will (like the devil) quote the scriptures: writing of a phenomenon
adjacent in time and space, namely the decisive role in the development
of the native Italian Bronze Age attributed by Gordon Childe to
Mycenaean influence and trade, Colin Renfrew and Ruth Whitehouse
confirmed in 1974 that 'this view, although undoubtedly "diffusionist",
23
is supported by the evidence now available' . So too with the Late
Cypriot typological characteristics and manufacturing techniques
detected by Ellen Macnamara in certain tripods made in Sardinia, where
Lo Schiavo has identified furnace equipment-charco al shovels and fire
thongs-of Cypriot type.
The situation that is emerging on the Sardinian metallurgical front in
the 12th, nth, and roth centuries BC resembles nothing so much as the
8th-century BC ceramic situation expressed in a famous set of categories
first proposed by Blakeway in 1935. I believe that the Sardinian story is
rather more than an ethnographic parallel for the later events that he
21
W. G. Cavanagh and R. R. Laxton in: C. Malone and S. Stoddart (eds.), Papers in Italian ·
Archaeology, 4/ 3. Patterns in Protohistory, BAR lnt. Ser. 2.45 (1985), 413-33.
22
R. Peroni, PP 2.4 (1969), 134~0 (English trans. in D. and F. R. Ridgway (eds.), Italy before the
Romans: The Iron Age, Orientalizing and Etruscan Periods (1979), 7-30).
23
BSA 69 (1974), 359. For a different view, see A. F. Harding, The Mycenaeans and Europe
(1984) .
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defined. My next task is to convince you that it should be seen as a
prologue to those events in a way that the Mycenaean operations in
South Italy and Sicily were not.
Blakeway's 8th-century BC ceramic categories were as follows:
(a) Greek Geometric imports.
(b) Local Geometric made and painted by Greek artists.
(c) Local Geometric of Barbarian workmanship but imitating Greek
models both in shape and decoration: 'Graeco-ltalian Geometric'.
(d) Local Geometric of Barbarian shape and workmanship, with
painted decoration derived but not strictly copied from Greek
Geometric designs: 'Italian-Geometric' . 24
I have from time to time endeavoured to test this classification by means
of physical analysis.25 The results are still not nearly as clear as those
provided by atomic absorption spectrometry for Sardinian bronzes, but
the recent application by Antonio Deriu of comparative Mossbauer
26
analysis to problems of provenance is an important step forward. For
one thing, it is now substantially possible to distinguish the composition
of painted Late Geometric pottery made at Pithecusa from that of similar
pottery imported to Pithecusa from Euboea.
No less significant is an added bonus derived from the specific nature
of Mossbauer work: the information that the manufacturing techniques
adopted by the Late Geometric potters working at the first Western Greek
settlement were very similar in some important respects to those current
in the first Western Greeks' homeland, and rather different from those
employed elsewhere. We do not have 8th-century BC kiln-accessories at
Pithecusa, imported or made to imported specifications, to furnish a
functional analogy with the earlier smithing tools of Cypriot type
encountered in Sardinia: we do find that Euboean and Euboeanizing
wares at Pithecusa share a firing temperature that is higher (by something
like 50 degrees Celsius) than that estimated for the Corinthian samples
analysed.
I believe that this may be accounted for in human terms by the
presence at Pithecusa of emigre Euboean potters (and doubtless of their
locally recruited pupils), an explanation that meets Blakeway's perceptive demand for a Greek centre of distribution in the neighbourhood of,
" BSA 33, p. 192..
25
In: H. McK. Blake et al. (eds.) , Papers in Italian Archaeology, 1/ 1. BAR Suppl. Ser. 41 {i) (1978),
12.1-9.
26
A. Deriu, G. Buchner, and D. Ridgway, Ann.A.Star.Ant. 8 (1986), 99-u6; A. Deriu, F. Boitani,
and D. Ridgway, BSA 80 (1985), 139--50.
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but earlier than, Cumae. 27 It also accords well, of course, with Buchner's
stylistic definition of a specifically Pithecusan figured style of vase28
painting as 'a locally produced branch of Euboean Late Geometric' .
And finally, it suggests that a modest precedent for 7th-century BC
Orientalizing 'guest-working' 29 on the Italian mainland had been established by Euboeans during the formative 8th-century BC period of the
indigenous elites who later gave commissions to foreign ivory workers,
goldsmiths, and silversmiths. The resulting luxury products were used to
furnish the princely tombs of Campania, Latium, and Etruria in ways
that recall in detail the heroic Protogeometric and Late Geometric
depositions at Lefkandi and Eretria.
And if it has done nothing else, the recent theoretical preoccupation
with the archaeology of death 30 has shown us that people do not invent
or adapt new funeral ceremonies simply to 'keep up with the Joneses':
nor will similarly superficial reasons lead them to adopt new ways of
life--as the Etruscans adopted the city-state concept to a degree unique
in the non-Greek world. Such things can only happen after a period of
gradual permeation, over a matter of generations. Even in the case of the
Euboean Middle Geometric pottery, imported and imitated at centres
like Veii, 31 I would remind you of something that Nicolas Coldstream
said in I979: 'men do not suddenly copy the art of complete strangers
through casual imports'. 32
Of course they do not. The context in which Coldstream made that
statement is in itself indicative of a major change in our attitudes that
has taken place since Blakeway's time. The author of Greek Geometric
Pottery (I968) and Geometric Greece (I977) was reading a paper entitled
'Greeks and Phoenicians in the Aegean' at the International Symposium
on the Phoenicians in the Mediterranean organized by H. G. Niemeyer in
Cologne. Truly, 'the Phoenicians are on the way back'-a characteristically perceptive observation made less than ten years ago by a great
Australian ancient historian to whose friendship I owe more than I can
easily assess: the late Martin Frederiksen, 33 in whose company I first set
foot in Sardinia at the invitation of Mario Torelli.
Neither of them should be blamed for the result, which is this: I believe
that the role of Pithecusa in the process defined by Blakeway as the
,.. BSA 33, p. 200 n. 3; JRS 25, p. 129 n. 1; p.132 n. 18.
" A.Rep.London 1970-1, 67.
,. BSA 80 (1985), 149, and the refs. there cited (n. 48).
" R. Chapman, I. Kinnes, and K. Randsborg (eds.), The Archaeology of Death (1981); S. C.
Humphreys and H. King (eds.), Mortality and Immortality (1981); G . Gnoli and J.-P. Vernant, La
Mort, les marts dans les societes anciennes (1982).
" J.-P. Descreudres and R. Kearsley, BSA 78 (1983), !r53·
" In: H. G. Niemeyer (ed.), Phonizier im Westen, MB 8 (1982), 272.
" A.Rep.London 1976-7, 43.

'Hellenisation of the barbarians' should indeed be examined in the first
chapter of the new edition (that I wish someone would write) of a book
by another great Australian scholar: T. J. Dunbabin's The Western
Greeks (I948). I also believe that this first chapter of Western Greek
history should be read as the last chapter in a long story of contact
between the Cypro-Levantine world and Sardinia that was in full
working order throughout the period between the beginning of the Greek
Dark Age and the dispatch of the first Euboean pendent semicircle
skyphoi to the ~ast. 34 When that moment comes, I believe--thirdlythat we must nd ourselves of Blakeway's antipathy for 'Phoenician
carriers' 35 and admit the existence of complex interrelationships between
the 9th- and 8th-century BC Western initiatives of Euboeans and the
partners or rivals they doubtless called Phoinikes. If antipathy there must
be, I w_ould reserve it for the picture of the last Mycenaean sea captains
on their deathbeds, dictating details of the Western sea-ways to their
sons, who did the same for their sons-so that the vital information was
preserved until the Dark Ages ended. Like Gordon Childe and Peroni 36 in
their very different ways, I attach a good deal of importance to the effect
that Mycenaeans had on the native Italian scene before the onset of the
Greek Dark Ages. I recall, too, that Ruth Whitehouse has seen that effect
in terms of a certain early propensity for urbanism in Southern-as
di~tinct from Northern-ltaly. 37 In the 8th century BC, it seems to me,
this approach should help us to get beyond the superficial listing of
typological features 'borrowed' by Iron Age Italians from Late Geometric
Euboeans, and turn our attention to a deeper question: to what social
and economic aspirations in Italy could the Euboean example and
experience be adapted, rather as the Euboeans themselves were adapting
their keen awareness of their own heroic past?
If that awareness had been even partly kept alive in Dark Age Greece
by the oral transmission of Western sailing instructions and travellers'
tales, I would expect to find a great deal of information about Italy and
Sicily in the Homeric epics: and I do not. I do, however, find the
possibility of collaboration between Greek and Phoenician in a commercial venture that is apparently usual enough to be used as the cover for a
trick. 'He set me aboard a seafaring ship for Libya', 38 recounts Odysseus
of a Phoenician companion, 'as though I was to convey a cargo thither
with him'. The episode ends with a timely shipwreck. The resemblances
between this event and that shown on the well-known local Late
" J. N.

Coldstream, Geometric Greece (1977), 94, fig. 29.
" BSA 33, p. 171 n. 5.

"' See nn. 22 and 23 , above.
.- In C. Renfrew (ed.), The explanation of culture change: models in prehistory (1973), 623.
"' Od. 14. 287-98; cp. A. Mele, II commercio greco arcaico: prexis ed emporie (1979), 87-91.
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Geometric krater from Pithecusa are more general than specific, and I
would not be inclined to read too much into the theme chosen by the
painter of the earliest figured scene in the West. Let us instead look for
examples there of sea-borne collaboration between Greeks and Phoenic1ans.
Under this heading, pride of place must surely go-for the time
being-to the fragment of an Attic Middle Geometric II krater from
Huelva in southern Spain, tentatively defined by Brian Shefton as 'the
earliest securely datable evidence so far recovered of Phoenician activity
in the Far West' .40 Shefton has shown us, too, that the distribution of
early SOS amphorae corresponds closely to that of the 'semi-oriental'
Rhodian aryballoi 41 -which at Pithecusa actually outnumber their Early
Protocorinthia n counterparts in the graves of the last quarter of the 8th
century BC, and which may surely be equated with the commercial
42
acumen of Coldstream's Phoenicians at Ialysus. The trading patterns
are indeed complex; perhaps we should remember that Odysseus defined
his Phoenician companion to Eumaeus as 'practised in deceit, a greedy
knave'.
It is in fact clear enough that the Far Western sector was in Phoenician
hands, and not surprising that some traces of the specifically Iberian
connection are visible at the intermediate stages. A Huelva sword from
the eastern coastal area on the Gulf of Orosei in Sardinia has no
context: 43 but there can be no doubt as to its Iberian provenance. More
informative is an Iberian fibula a doble resorte from the votive accumula44
tion in the Grotta Pirosu, near Phoenician Bithia in southern Sardinia.
At a rather earlier stage, the same accumulation received the local
miniature tripod-stand 45 that has now been joined in the literature by
another local Late Cypriot III-derived piece, that from Santa Maria in
46
Paulis at the other end of the island; both are related to a fine imported
47
example of the nth century BC in a Sardinian private collection. In
Spain, the distribution of the doble resorte fibula type includes an early
Phoenician foundation, the prosperous 8th-century BC coastal centre at
Chorreras in Andalusia, not far east of the Pillars of Hercules and
probably established, like other Phoenician sites on the Malaga littoral,

I

39 See D. Ridgway in: J. H. Betts et al. (eds.), Studies in Honour of T. B. L. Webster, ii
(forthcoming).
'° In: Niemeyer (ed.) Phoni:der im Westen, p. 343, with pl. 30a.
1
Ibid. 340, fig. 1.
'
" B/CS 16 (1969), 1-8; and see n. 32, above.
" F. Lo Schiavo in: Sardegna centro-orientale dal neolitico al/a fine de/ mondo antico (1978), 857, pl. 27.1.
" F. Lo Schiavo, St.Etr. 46 (1978), 40, fig. 7.1.
" G. Lilliu in: Estudios dedicados al Prof Dr Luis Pericot (1973), 283-313.
.. Macnamara et al., Bronze Hoard, pp. 2-'7, with pl. 2.2 and fig. 2.
47
Lo Schiavo, Nuragic Sardinia, p. 32, fig. 9.
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to ensure Phoenician access to the Atlantic. The excavator of Chorreras,
Maria Eugenia Auber, has pointed to certain contemporary ceramic
affinities of Chorreras with Pithecusa and Pontecagnano in Campania
and it is interesting to note that this particular Andalusian site-unlike
others-appea rs to have been abandoned at the beginning of the 7th
century Bc, 48 at roughly the time when direct Euboean participation fades
from the archaeological record at both Pithecusa and Al Mina. It is even
more interesting to note that, apart from the Grotta Pirosu specimen in
Sardinia, the only other Iberian doble resorte fibul~ known in Italy
49
comes from the fill of Pithecusa tomb 700, most probably of the last
quarter of the 8th century BC and su roughly contemporary with the wellknown painted urn from Sardinia, long recognized as Euboeanizing,
found in the Sulcis tophet in 1960 and accepted by Buchner in 1981 as
'made in Ischia'. 50
I owe the correct definition of another fibula in Sardinia, like that of
the first, to Lo Schiavo: a Cypriot elbow fibula from the great nuragic
complex of Barumini. 51 It belongs to the same family as one found at
Kouklia in Cyprus, where it was associated with a pendent semicircle
skyphos. 52 And this leads me to what is perhaps the weakest (and
certainly the smallest) link in the chain I am attempting to forge: and yet,
I suspect, it is the one item that may justify for some the amount of time
that I have spent in Sardinia. At an advanced stage in the composition of
this paper, Lucia Vagnetti drew my attention to an unstratified sherd
from the Phoenicio-Pun ic centre of Tharros, on the west coast of
Sardinia. Rightly, in my view, she was unwilling to accept it as an
addition to the expanding corpus of Mycenaean pottery, or pottery of
Mycenaean type, from the island. Like her, and although I only know
the piece from the published illustrations, I do not see what it can be if it
53
is not a fragment of a pendent semicircle skyphos, Euboean or of
Euboean type, to add to the more complete examples from Veii in
southern Etruria and Villasmundo in eastern Sicily newly studied by
Rosalinde Kearsley 54-and, of course, to the more extensive CyproLevantine distribution. 55
In that area lies the source of the earliest piece of writing in the West:
the primary inscription diagnosed in 1978 as Aramaic, added to an
" In: Atti de/ I Congresso lnternazionale di Studi Fenici e Punici, iii (1983), 815-24. Fibula: 820,
fig. 2.
" Lo Schiavo, in Renfrew (ed.), Explanation, p. 40, fig. 7.2.
50
C. Tronchetti, Rivista di Studi Fenici 7 (1979), 201-5; D. Ridgway, A.Rep.London 1981-2, 65.
" Lo Schiavo, in Renfrew (ed.), Explanation, p. 38, fig. 6.3.
52
V. Karageorghis, BCH 87 (1963), 267, fig. 3 (of Kearsley's Type 6: BSA 78, p. 48).
" E. Acquaro, Rivista di Studi Fenici 10 (1982), pls. 26.2; 33: THT 81 /6/ 6.
" BSA 78, pp. 41-52.
" See n. 34, above.
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amphora deposited in the Pithecusa cemetery around 740 BC. Frank
Cross has drawn my attention to an alternative diagnosis of this writing
as Phoenician 57-which is still compatible with the distribution of
pendent semicircle skyphoi, as is Cross's own authoritative comparison
between the script used in the Pithecusa inscription and that attested
58
around 800 BC on the bowl from Citium in Cyprus. I am not qualified to
comment further on this matter, although I suggest that it be considered
in the light of Alan Johnston's strong arguments in favour of Cyprus as
the cradle of the Greek alphabet. 59 The fact that a Semitic .CitiumPithecusa equation can even be contemplated as the modern equivalent
60
of the Greek Tataie-Manios equation proposed by Blakeway shows
how far we have come in the last fifty years-and not only as a result of
6
the recent identification of Manios with Wolfgang Helbig. !
How much further we have to go is illustrated by the reported
discovery of Aetos 666, Early Protocorinthian, Phoenician Red Slip, and
Pithecusan pottery at Sulcis 62-in a building described to me as ~n
'edificio tipo Toscanos'. Not all the 'First Western Greeks' were Greek, m
fact; and much light remains to be shed on them by their neighb~urs in
Sardinia-the one area of modern Italy that was never permeated directly
or indirectly by Hellenism.
.,. G. Buchner, PP 33 (1978), 135-47; G. Garbini, PP 33, pp. 148-55.
, ..
. .
...
..
'' J. Teixidor, Syria 56 (1979}, 387, no. 137.
,. M. G. Guzzo Amadasi and V. Karageorghis, Fouilles de K,t,on, 111. lnscrrpttons phemc,en11es
(1977), 14~0.
" A. Johnston in: Hagg (ed.), The Greek Renaissance, pp. 63-8.
60 ]RS 2.5, pl. 2.2..
1
61 M. Guarducci Mem.Acc. Linc. ser. 8, 2.4/ 4 (1980), 413-574; :z.8/:z. ( 984), I2.7-J7·
• 2 C. Tronchetri,'A. Viva 15 (1985), 38. lam most grateful to Dr Tronchetti for di_scussing t~e_n_ew
4
Sulcis find with me. See now P. Bernardini in: Sardegna preistorica: Nuraghi a Mrlano. Exh1b1t1on
catalogue, Milan (1985) 2.86, 2.92., cat. no. :z. and illustrations.

Relations between Campania, Southern
Etruria, and the Aegean in the Eighth
Century BC~:BRUNO D' AGOSTINO

(Jstituto Universitario Orientate, Naples)

Problems concerning the renewal of contacts between Iron Age populations living on the Tyrrhenian coast and the Greek world have been
widely debated in the last twenty years. Discussing them again would
hardly be worthwhile, were it not for some important new aspects that
have emerged in recent years.
First, so far as Campania is concerned, archaeological data have
greatly increased. At the time of the international conference on the
1
beginning of Greek colonization, held in Naples and on Ischia in I968,
only a few grave-groups dating to the second phase of the first Iron Age
were known. Now, the number of such grave-groups is considerable, and
we are able to distinguish, within this phase, two different periods. Thus,
the Iron Age phases at Pontecagnano may be set into closer chronological correlation with cultural sequences of other Villanovan centres of
Etruria, and particularly with Veii. As for the other culture prevailing
along the Campanian coast, known as the Fossakultur, twenty years ago
no more than the few problematic tomb-groups of the Osta cemetery in
Cumae were known. By now, several hundreds of such tombs in the
2
Sarno valley (S. Marzano, S. Valentino Torio) have been excavated.
Another new aspect has been provided by the fact that new techniques
of clay analysis have become available. Using the so-called Mossbauer
method, Professor A. Deriu of the Institute of Physics at the University of
Parma has been able to investigate a number of vessels of Greek type
from Pithecusa, Veii, and Pontecagnano and to distinguish several
definite classes. Many of the following observations are based on the
results of this research which, so far as Pontecagnano is concerned, is still
in progress. 3
• Trans. from the Italian by Jean-Pa ul Descreudres.
' See D.Arch . 3 (1969).
' See the preliminary reporrs by P. Gastaldi and B. d'Agostino in: Ann.A.Star.Ant. I (1 979), 13ff.
' See for Dcriu's analyses of some of the Greek pottery found in Veii, D. Ridgway et al., BSA So
(1985), 139-50; for his analyses of Pithecusan pottery A. Deriu et al., Ann. A.Stor.Ant. 8 (1986), 99116.
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Campania offers a particularly favourable ground for the study of the
earliest contacts between Greeks and local populations. The presence of
several groups of people that differ from each other in terms of culture,
degree of political cohesion, and dynamics of socio-cultural evolution,
allows one to compare the various reactions to the impact of Greek
culture, and to examine the extent to which-dependent on its different
history and background-each group was capable of integrating the new
stimulus into its own culture. For some of the groups, the contact with
the Greek world meant a speedier process of socio-economic stratification. In other cases, the same contact led to a process of social
destructuralization, to a disruption in the traditional rhythm of social
dynamics.
These different reactions are easily seen if one compares the effects the
contact with Greek culture had on the Villanovan culture on the one side
and on the Fossakultur on the other. 4
In terms of ethnic identities, one may call the carriers of the former
'Proto-Etruscans', while the Fossakultur of the Cumaean type might be
connected with the Opici-Oscans. 5 In Campania, the 'Proto-Etruscans'
settled in two different areas with scarcely any communication between
them. The first, including Capua and the Campanian plain, was
connected with inland Etruria (i.e. the Tiber valley and Chiusi), while
the second, including Pontecagnano and the Picentino plain to the south
of Salerno, was connectd with coastal southern Etruria and Veii.
Like their counterparts in southern Etruria, the 'Proto-Etruscans' in
Pontecagnano exhibited from the very beginning a high degree of
political cohesion, being able to organize their territory and living in large
agglomerations. The transformations that eventually led to a distinct
social stratification and to the emergence of dominating groups (elites)
started at the very beginning of the 8th century BC if not earlier, i.e. well
before any contacts with the Greek world had been established. These
contacts first took place in the course of the second quarter of the century
(phase IIA of the early Iron Age) and accelerated an already ongoing
process.
The Oscans, on the other hand, offer a very different picture. For them,
contacts with the Greek world proved either fatal-as at Cumae--or at
least traumatic. 6 For the people of the Sarno valley, for instance, who
lived in small villages spread over the fertile territory, the arrival of the
first Greeks, searching for food and other necessities, meant a brisk
• Cp . B. d' Agostino in: M. Pallottino et al. (eds.), Popoli e ci11ilta dell'ltalia antica, ii (1974), rr ff. ;
d'Agostino et al. in: G. Gnoli and J. -P. Vernant (eds.), La M ort, les marts dans les societes
anciennes (1982), 203 ff.
' E. Lepore in: Lingua e cultura degli Oschi (1985), 55ff.
6
See B. d' Agostino in: Atti XVII Riun.Sc.llPP r974 (1975), 85 ff.
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acceleration of socio-economic dynamics. The sudden emergence of
accumulated wealth and the ensuing reassessment of social values
seriously upset this simple society, the cohesion of which had rested on
austere, traditional principles. The resulting socio-economic transformations had no roots and when the exterior stimulus disappeared, the
society faced a serious crisis.
Evidence of first contacts with Greek prospectors is provided by the
appearance of Greek pottery among grave-offerings. Even more important than these imports is the emergence of a locally produced pottery that
imitates Greek prototypes. 7 It shows that Greek pottery, and hence the
Greek customs which it served, had become part of the local culture,
especially when these vessels were admitted in the funerary sphere in
which the concepts and traditions of the group always find their most
vigorous and traditional expression.
Though clearly of finer quality than the traditional local ware, this
Greek-type pottery does not appear to fall into the category of luxury
goods. Rather, it owed its existence to the fact that it was the-exotic
looking-vehicle of new customs. Considering that it consists essentially
of drinking vessels and jugs, it is quite safe to presume that these new
customs were closely linked to the introduction of wine.
In what ways wine was consumed at this initial stage remains
unknown, but it would certainly be unwise to use the term symposium.
There is no evidence to suggest that the native culture had already
adopted the particular concept which this term implies. Perhaps the
existence of something like the symposium is reflected in some rare
instances, such as tomb I68 from S. Valentino which-in addition to the
Greek drinking vessels and jugs--contained a krater: 8 a type of vase that
belongs to a characteristically Greek way of consuming wine. However,
these are exceptional cases, quite distinct from the general trend of the
evidence.
So far, no clear pattern has emerged with regard to a possible
preference of this pottery in either male or female burials, though the
question needs to be further investigated.
Turning now to chronological problems, it might be useful to start by
emphasizing a point already made at the lschia conference in I968,
namely that it would be incorrect to disregard the information provided
by local cultural sequences. 9 The usefulness of such sequences may be
debatable when it comes to absolute chronology, but cannot be denied
so far as relative chronology is concerned.
- For the pottery of Greek type found in the Sarno valley and , generally, in southern Italy see
B. d' Agostino in: La Ceramique grecque ou de tradition grecque au Vlll' siecle en ltalie centrale et
meridionale, Ca hiers du Centre Jean Berard 3 (1983), 55ff.
• See d' Agostino, Ann.A .Star.Ant. 1, pp. 63ff. figs. 36.2; 39.1 , 3; 41-3 .
9
See n. 1.
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In his recent research on the Iron Age graves of the Sarno valley
P. Castaldi has been able to distinguis h a transition al phase which leads
to the Orientaliz ing period and which is characteri zed by the occurrenc10e
of LG I pottery (Corinthia n Aetos 666 kotylae and other related types).
In the male tombs, the fibula is normally the drago con molla, the same
type that occurs in Veii II, especially in its latest part. Male tombs of the
preceding phase IIA usually contain elbow fibulae made of iron. This
transition al phase is almost contempo rary with the beginnings of the
Euboean settlemen t at Pithecusa. The MG II sherds11 from the Pithecusa n
'scarico Gosetti' recently published by D. Ridgway have no parallels in
the material from the necropolis and seem to have a residual character
compared with the bulk of the archaeolo gical evidence from the site.
Thus, the view may be retained that the beginning s of the Greek
comptoir on the island are to be dated towards the middle of the 8th
century BC, contempo rary with the start of LG I. This chronolog y cannot
be lowered if a connectio n with the foundatio n of Cumae, as attested by
archaeolo gical and literary sources, is to be upheld.
In the graves of the Sarno valley, the LG I pottery of Corinthia n type
occurs together with a debased Greek-typ e pottery derived from MG II
chevron skyphoi. Corinthia n LG I pottery, characteri stic of the beginnings of Pithecusa , is not widesprea d in the centres on the Tyrrhenia n
coast. A few examples have been found at Capua (Johannow sky's phase
12
IIC). Elsewhere , and in particular at Veii and at Pontecagn ano, there are
MG II skyphoi- mainly with chevron decoratio n-in phase IIA, while
in the following phase skyphoi of MG and LG types prevail, together
with local pottery in the Euboeo-C ycladic tradition (so-called Bisenzio
pottery).
This situation depends rather upon peculiariti es in the circulation of
Corinthia n LG I pottery than upon a chronolog ical difference between
the final part of Veii II and the beginnings of Pithecusa. This can be
clearly seen from the seriation of the Quattro Fontanili cemetery recently
proposed by J. TomsY It is now clear that a final phase (IIC) can be
distinguis hed. It forms the transition to the Orientaliz ing period and is
contempo rary with Greek LG I. Grotta Gramiccia tomb 871, containing
a cup of Corinthia n LG type, marks the turning-po int.
Although Corinthia n LG I pottery is almost completely lacking in
See Gastaldi, Ann.A.Star.Ant. 1, p. 55.
See D. Ridgway, L'alba de/la Magna Grecia (1984), 98ff., and for the _d ating of some of the
.chevron skyphoi from the scarico Goserri to the LG, rather than rhe MG II period, Descreudres in: J
[Ed.]
17-18.
II,
nos.
2.2.f.,
(1983),
78
BSA
Kearsley,
A.
P. Descreudres and R.
12 See D. Ridgway, St.Etr. 35 (1968), 307ff. and, more recently, Descreudres and Kearsley, BSA 78,
10

11

pp. 9-53.
13

Ann.A.Star.A nt. 8 (1986), 9-97.
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14
Villanovan graves, at least two 'Euboean ' LG skyphoi are known from
15
Pithecusa which are of the same type as those in Etruria. They belong
16
to a type which is common in Chalcis and which is characteri zed by a
bird metope between two sets of horizonta l lines. One of these skyphoi,
with a high, out-turned rim, comes from Pithecusa tomb 925, while a
single sherd of the same type has been found in the burnt earth of the
pyre of tomb 1004. As G. Buchner has kindly informed me, both
examples are made of local clay. In tomb 925, the skyphos is associated
with four leech fibulae with a short catch, such as are usually found in
Villanovan IIB contexts. A skyphos of the same type, in shape similar to
MG II examples, is among the few Greek-typ e vases found in the Iron
17
Age graves of Tarquinia . It comes from Selciatello Sopra tomb 174, a
burial without any fibulae and therefore hard to date, but recently
assigned to phase IIA.
At Chalcis, this kind of skyphos may be considere d a variant of a more
widesprea d type with a central group of strokes between two sets of
18
horizonta l lines, like the one from Grotta Gramiccia tomb 581 in Veii,
which is already of LG shape. All these skyphoi belong to the class with
white slip attributed to LG I. In the light of the Villanova n sequence,
N. Cold stream suggests that some types from this class may date to the
MG II period; 19 this is certainly the case for a number of bird skyphoi
found at Pontecagn ano, Capua, and elsewhere , whilst the example from
Grotta Gramiccia seems to be later.
The evidence so far examined suggests -as had already been observed
by J. Close Brooks in 196?2°-th e existence of a transition al phase
leading from Villanova n IIB to the Orientaliz ing period and contempo rary with the earliest tombs at Pithecusa.
At Pontecagn ano, a reasonably clear picture of phase II was not
obtained until the excavatio n campaign of 1977-8, and the elaboratio n
of the chronolog ical sequence is still in progress. A terminus ante quern
for the end of Iron Age I is provided by the earliest tombs of the
Orientaliz ing period. The Greek pottery found in them is LG II or EPC
and mainly consists of Thapsos cups of the senza pannello type and
21
some globular aryballoi. The only exception so far is the Thapsos cup
" See C. Dehl, Die korinthische Keramik des 8. und friihen 7. Jhs. v. Chr. in ltalien, AM Beih. II
(1984), 2.34--i>. [Ed.]
" See N. Coldsrream in: La Ceramique grecque (cir. n. 7), p. 2.6.
16
See A. Andriomenou , BCH 108 (1984), 50, figs. 2.5--i>; 52.f., nos . 46-8.
" See Coldstream in: La Ceramique grecque, pl. 1c; S. Bruni in: M. Crisrofani (ed.), Civilta degli
Etruschi. Exhibition catalogue, Florence (1985), 61-2..
18
Descreudres, BSA 78, p. 36 n. 13.
19
In: La Ceramique grecque, p. 2.6.
~ N.Sc. 19 (1965), 53ff.; St.Etr. 35 (1968), 32.3ff.
" See B. d' Agostino, N.Sc. 2.2. (1968), 75ff.
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with pannello found in an ustrinum (group 3880), together with an
example of the late~ senza pannello type. The tombs that contain Gr~ek
pottery belonging to the EPC period are preceded by a short phase durmg
which pottery of Greek origin or type is lacking. This phase must to some
extent coincide with Corinthian LG I, or at least with the transition from
LG I to EPC.
Within phase II it is possible to distinguish between an earlier period
(IIA), characterized by elbow fibulae with a bifid pin in male and by
leech or reveted-bow fibulae with symmetrical catch in female tombs,
and a later period (11B), respectively with the drago con molla in male
tombs and the leech fibulae with rhomboid bow and long catch in the
female burials. 22 Painted pottery of Greek origin or type is represented in
both these periods and may be subdivided, as ·elsewhere, into three
categories:
(a) pottery produced in Greece (i.e. imported pottery);
(b) pottery which exactly imitates, in shape and decoration, Greek
models (local pottery of Greek type);
(c) pottery with Greek decoration adapted to local or hybrid shapes
(local pottery in Greek tradition).
Between the first two categories, there is no substantial difference, but it
is worth keeping them separate, since the first is important with regard to
pottery circulation, the second with regard to ~he question of cultu~al
integration. As for the third, it seldom occurs m the same tombs with
imported or locally made Greek pottery. It makes its first appearance in
phase IIA and continues to be produced throughout the later phase.
So far as the pottery of the first two categories is concerned, the
situation at Pontecagnano is quite different from that of Veii and, to a
lesser extent, to that encountered in northern Campania. While pre~
colonial pottery found in Etruria consists essentially of chevron skypho1
of the classic type, i.e. with the chevrons reaching both borders of the
band between the handles, at Pontecagnano this type of cup is rather
uncommon. Instead, other-more distinctly Euboean-types prevail.
The series begins with a pendent semicircle skyphos (tomb 4697), the
only example so far known from Pontecagnano and a peculiar piece,
both in terms of shape and decoration (Fig. 1). 23 It has no foot and in that
respect is similar to one of the two pendent semicircle skyp~oi from
Veii, 24 but its decoration of hanging semicircles was covered with a coat
of black paint before the vase was fired, thus transforming it into a black
cup.
.
Gastaldi, Ann.A.Stor.Ant. r, pp. 5~.
B. d' Agostino in: G. Pugliese Carratelli (ed.), Magna Grecia: JI Mediterraneo, le metropolets e
la fondazione de/le colonie (1985), 209ff., fig. 307.
" See Kearsley, BSA 78, pp. 41f., no. 18; 46, fig. 43·
22

23

1.
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Pontecagnano, tomb 469?: Euboean skyphos with overpainted pendent semicircles (1:3)

2. Pontecagnano, tomb 3214: Euboean skyphos (floating chevrons) (1:3)

Among the chevron skyphoi, only the two examples from tomb 231
have a canonic decoration, 25 and a Corinthian skyphos found in tomb
4871 is fairly similar to the classic type. Much more frequent is the type
with floating chevrons, such as the example from tomb 3214 (Fig. 2). The
type is known only from two examples at Veii, 26 but is rather frequent at
Capua. 27 This type, too, is of Euboean origin, occurring in both Chalcis28
and Eretria. 29 Like the 'one-bird skyphoi' it poses a chronological
problem, for it is usually considered to date from the LG period. 30
Following Coldstream's recent proposal to date the earliest 'one-bird
skyphoi' to the second quarter of the 8th century Bc, 31 A. Andriomenou
considers it likely that the start of the 'floating chevrons skyphoi' series
goes back to the same time. 32 The type was certainly very popular in
Campania, as the examples from the Sarno valley confirm. 33
Skyphoi with a central set of vertical lines between groups of floating chevrons in the handle zone, such as the example from tomb 3224
(Fig. 3), can be considered to belong to the same family as the skyphoi
just discussed. This variant is also of Euboean-Cycladic origin, as
" Cp. D.Arch. 3 (1969), pl. r4.
26 Descreudres, BSA 78, p. 31, no. 5 ( = d' Agostino, art. cit. (n. 23), fig. 32r); 37-8, no. r5, fig. 30.
" W. Johannowsky, Materiali di eta arcaica dalla Campania (1983), 110 n. 7, pl. 15.5.
28
e.g. Andriomenou, BCH 108, pp. 44ff. nos. 20-1, 1 figs. 13, 15.
29 e.g. A. Andriomenou, A.Ephem. 198r (1983), 85f., no. 5, pl. i5.5. [Note, however, that this
fragment comes from a krater, not a skyphos. Ed.]
"' See e.g. Descreudres, BSA 78, p. 38.
31
In: La Ceramique grecque, p. 26.
32
BCH 108, p. 64.
" See d'Agostino, Ann.A.Stor.Ant. 1, pp. 59f., figs. 34-5, tombs 65, 69, 187.
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3. Pontecagnano, tomb 3224: Euboean skyphos (floating chevrons) (1:3)
examples from Lefkandi 34 and Delos 35 suggest. Known also from
Capua, 36 its distribution appears to be limited to Campania; it is not
represented at all at Veii.
Further skyphoi types are each represented by one or two examples.
The two skyphoi with meander hooks (tomb 3208 and 3264: Figs. 4-5)
belong to an Attic type which may be dated between MG II and LG la
37
(i.e. c. 760-750 BC in Coldstream's chronology). It was often imitated
by Euboean and Cycladic potters, and the skyphos tomb 3264a is best
compared with an example from Chalcis. 38 The dating of the skyphos
from tomb 3208 to the MG period is borne out by the sets of vertical lines
on the inside of the rim. Equally characteristic of Euboean production is
39
the skyphos with a row of lozenges from the same tomb 3264 (Fig. 6)
40
and the two 'one-bird skyphoi' from tomb 3211 (Figs. 7-8).
The most striking feature at Pontecagnano is the popularity of
drinking vessels that are glazed all over: there are seven skyphoi (e.g. from
tomb 4697: Fig. 9) and one mug (tomb 2325: Fig. ro), i.e. more than a ·
quarter of all the pottery of Greek origin or type. As is well known, such
black drinking vessels are common in the earlier periods of Greek
Geometric pottery all over Greece. In Euboea, they are still well
represented in the MG II period. 41 Apart from the example from Cumae
(tomb 29), 42 the black cup is almost unknown in the West, which makes
its popularity in Pontecagnano even more remarkable.
Besides this overwhelming Euboean presence, there are only a few
vases which seem to be imported from other Greek centres. Among them
" See M. R. Popham and L. H. Sackett (eds.), Lefk.andi, i. The Iron Age, BSA Suppl. 11 (1980-1),
63, nos. 114-17, pl. 46.
" See Delos xv, pl. 31, no. 61; cp. also the kamharoi pl. 30, nos. 75-f:i.
"' See tomb 417: W. Johannowsky, D.Arch. 3 (1969), 216, fig. 12b.
'' See J. N. Coldstream, Greek Geometric Pottery (1968), 24, 48, pl. 9a.
38 Andriomenou, BCH 108, pp. 42-3 no. 12, fig. 10.
39 Cp. the kantharos fr. A. Andriomenou, A.Ephem. 1982 (1984), 164, no. 4, pl. 21.4.
'° Cp. Descreudres, BSA 78, p. 35 (ad no. 10) and Coldstream in: La Ceramiq11e grecq11e, p. 26.
" See Andriomenou, BCH 108, p. 63, no. 2, fig. 37. [For LG examples see e.g. J.-P. Descreudres in:
Eretria: Fo11illes et Recherches, v (1976), 45 (skyphoi) and 49 (mugs); Popham and Sackett (eds.),
Le{k.andi, i. 65, nos. 180-5, pl. 49; Andriomenou, A.Ephem. 1981 (1983), nos. 362-3, 365, 368ff. pls.
38-40; and A.Ephem. 1982 (1984), pp. 167f., nos. 47-58, pl. 24. Ed.]
" See d'Agostino, art. cit. (n. 23), figs. 317-18.

4. Pontecagnano, tomb 3208: meander skyphos, Euboean or Cycladic (1:3)

L

5. Pontecagnano, tomb 3264: Euboean meander skyphos (1:3)

•
6. Pontecagnano, tomb 3264: E'.uboean lozenge chain skyphos (1:3)

•

l((((((l~J})))))l .

7. Pontecagnano, tomb 32u: Euboean 'one-bird skyphos' (1:3)

,I
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8. Pontecagnano, tomb 3211: Euboean 'one-bird skyphos' (1:3)

•
9. Pontecagnano, tomb 4697: Euboean skyphos, painted all over (1:3)

ro. Pontecagnano, tomb 2325: Euboean mug, painted all over (1:3)

is a kantharos from tomb 3146, decorated with a meander motif in the
handle zone (Fig. u). It is similar to the LG kantharoi of the Ae group in
Delos, which might be Parian. 43
Of Corinthian make are the chevron skyphos from tomb 4871 already
mentioned (Fig. 12) and a strange vessel of rough manufacture, decorated
with horizontal bands, from tomb 3179. Corinthian presence thus
" See Coldstream , Greek Geometric Pottery, p. 179, fig. 38e.

rr . Pontecagnano, tomb 3146: kantharos, possibly of Cycladic
manufacture (1:3)

•
12. Pontecagnano, tomb 4871 : Corinthian chevron skyphos (1:3)

appears to be quite limited at Pontecagnano, as it is in Veii, where the
chevron skyphos from Grotta Gramiccia tomb 779 is the only certain
import from Corinth. 44
As mentioned above, this pottery is now being examined by A. Deriu
with the aid of a Mossbauer spectrometer. Given the great precision of
these analyses, the present limit of our enquiry lies in the very restricted
amount of comparative data. The characteristics of the clays used in
pottery production remains unknown for most Greek centres Athens
included, which had a prominent role in the Archaic period in ~erms of
their ceramic industry and their relations with the West. On the other
hand, it is known that several centres used the same clay, or clays with
very similar characteristics. An example for the former is provided by
Chalcis, Eretria, and Lefkandi, all employing the clay from the Lelantine
plain. The latter is the case for a wide area that includes Euboea
Thessaly, and the Cyclades. A similar clay is used throughout this area:
containing a low percentage of calcium. Considering that this area forms
a kind of koine as regards pottery, the situation can be expected to be
extremely complex. To determine the exact origin of a vase, it will be
" See Descceudres, BSA 78, p. 2.9 no.
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necessary to make a careful assessment of affinities, and at the same time
avoid arbitrarily reducing the varieties detected to too small a number of
groups.
In Pontecagnano, Deriu's distinction between calcareous and noncalcareous clay allows the pottery of Greek origin or type to be
subdivided into two main groups. In the former, it is possible to make a
further distinction and to single out a type of clay which is very close to
the Euboean one. This clay (A 1) has been used for a number of vases
which also by reason of their appearance seem to be of Euboean make,
such as the chevron skyphos of the classic type from tomb 231, the
skyphos with overpainted pendent semicircles from tomb 3214 (Fig. 1),
the two cups from tomb 3264 (Figs. 5-6), and one of the 'one-bird
skyphoi' from tomb 32u (Fig. 7).
Furthermore, the analysis enables a Euboean origin to be established
for a number of rather unusual imports, like the black skyphoi and the
skyphoi with floating chevrons (Figs. 2-3).
As is well known, at Veii too, a type of clay has been singled out that,
according to Mossbauer analyses, can be ascribed to Euboea. However,
if these two 'Euboean' clays are compared, one detects that the one from
Veii is not similar to A 1 of Pontecagnano, but to the other noncalcareous clay, A 2. At Pontecagnano, the group A 2 comprises vases
which seem certain to be imports from Euboea or the Cyclades-like the
meander skyphos from tomb 3208 (Fig. 4), or the other bird skyphos from
tomb 32u (Fig. 8)-as well as pieces which, on the contrary, are almost
certainly of local manufacture. I suspect that group A 2 is in fact
composed of two similar clays: the first of Euboean or Cycladic origin,
the other local.
The difference between the 'Euboean' clay in Veii and the A 1 clay in
Pontecagnano may account for the different types of pottery imported in
these two 'proto-Etruscan' centres. One may presume that these clays
belong to two different Euboean workshops, of which the second uses a
clay closer to the Pithecusan variety.
The origin of the skyphos from tomb 4871 is confirmed by the analysis
of B 2 clay which has the same structure as Corinthian clay. Clays B 1
and B 3 seem to be local, as is generally confirmed by the typology of the
vessels, with the exception of the meander skyphos from tomb 3208
which is certainly imported. Clay B 1 has been used for imitations of
skyphoi with floating chevrons, while clay B 3 is used in imitations of
skyphoi with a central set of vertical lines between groups of floating
chevrons, and of black skyphoi.
Obviously, it is not possible yet to draw any final conclusions as to the
precise origin of 'pre-colonial' pottery. Research is still in progress and
needs a great deal more comparative data to achieve a comprehensive
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picture. All one can confidently say at this stage is that Pontecagnano
and southern Etruria were in the same area of Euboean influence and
underwent the same vicissitudes in their first contacts with Greek
prospectors. However, Greek pottery found in these two areas differs
both typologically and with regard to the clay of which it is made.

Relations between Etruria and Campania
around 700 BC~:INGRID STR0M

(University of Copenhagen)

This paper is concerned with a hypothesis formulated by the excavator
of Pithecusa, Giorgio Buchner, suggesting that 'the earliest examples of
the orientalizing gold work in Et:ruria were in fact conceived and
produced at Pithekoussai by Euboean c·olonists' and 'that the greater part
1
. .. was produced at Pithekoussai and perhaps also--later-at Cumae' .
Buchner's hypothesis has been partially adopted by A. Bedini who sees
Campania as the region which served as primus motor for both Latium
and Etruria for the adoption of orientalizing elements into the already
existing metal workshops. 2 This view deprives the early Etruscans of
their perhaps most valuable and original manufacture and does not take
account of important evidence for the existence of direct relations
between them and the Near Eastern peoples. It is also at odds with the
common perception of the relationship between one of the most
3
outstanding indigenous populations of Italy and the Greek colonists.
Buchner refers to early orientalizing goldwork which is normally
ascribed to southern Etruria, including 'reliefs with stamped decoration,
products with plastic figure decoration and comb clasps', all of which
were products of the same workshops. 4 His chief arguments will be
discussed as a series of five points:
1. Stamped gold and silver reliefs were made before 700 BC m

• I should like to thank the organizers of this Congress for giving me the opportunity to present this
paper, and to Dr Giorgio Buchner, not only for his splendid excavations at Pithecusa which have
supplied material for many papers at this congress, but also for his many stimulating ideas, which so
often have led to a reconsideration of long established views.
1 G. Buchner in: D. Ridgway and F. R. Ridgway (eds.), Italy before the Romans. The Iron Age,
Orientali:i;ing and Etruscan Periods (1979), 129ff. (quotations from pp. 138 and 136 respectively).
Cp. also id. in: Contribution a l'etude de la societe et de la colonisation eubeennes, Cahiers du
Centre Jean Berard 2 (1975), 76ff., and in: H. G. Niemeyer (ed.), Phonizier im Westen, MB 8 (1982),
i95ff.
2
A. Bedini, PP 32 (1977), esp. p. 304.
' F.-W. v. Hase, Hamb.Beitr.A. 5h (1975), 142ff, and Martelli in: M. Cristofani and M. Martelli
(eds.), L'oro degli Etruschi (1983), 31, 42, have both summarily spoken against this theory.
• G. Buchner in: Ridgway and Ridgway (eds.), Italy before the Romans, p. 137.
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Pithecusa and the technique is 'well documented at Eretria and Athens in
the late 8th century BC', whereas the examples in Etruria 'appear later,
unheralded and technically fully formed'. 5
As stressed by Buchner, there is ample proof of metalworking on
lschia, especially of Italic-type bronze fibulae, and Buchner's arguments
for the presence of local goldsmiths in Pithecusa are convincing. 6 As
regards the gold and silver reliefs with stamped decoration, the starting
point for Buchner's hypothesis is the repousse gold band from Pithecusa
tomb 656 (Fig. r.). 7 Judging from the ceramic content of this tonib it
must be dated within the last quarter of the 8th century Bc. 8 The gold
9
band is rather worn and some of its details are not easily identifiable. Its
decoration consists of repetitive motifs of animals, possibly lions with
their heads turned back, S-shaped ornaments, large concentric circles,
and semicircular ornaments with a double outline surrounding smaller
circles. The last-mentioned pattern, Buchner's 'Phoenician palmettes', is
made up of Geometric ornaments only. It should be noted that these
motifs are not stamped and that the repeated pattern was not achieved
by using a special punch (with an end shaped to this motif). 10 On the
Pithecusa band, each motif was reproduced by several strokes of an
ordinary punch, the patterns being similar, but not identical. 11 The
technique of single stamped motifs is known in Greek Geometric and
orientalizing goldwork, but chiefly, the above-mentioned bands from
Attica and Eretria were pressed on to a matrix with complex motifs of
several figures, often forming one or more friezes. 12 On the other hand,
the preferred technique for gold reliefs in Etruria was stamping, each
G. Buchner in: Ridgway and Ridgway (eds.}, Italy before the Romans, pp. 131, 138.
' Ibid. 135ff.
' Ibid. 131 and fig. 1. I am grateful to Dr Buchner for showing me the gold band in the museum.
He mentions two similar bands of silver which were reduced to dust (ibid.}.
8 Protocorinthian pottery of the last quarter of the 8th cent. BC and a 'Kreis-und-Wellenband'
aryballos common in LG II tombs in Pithecusa. According to K. Friis Johansen, Acta Arch. 28, 1957
(1958), 157, grave-contexts in Exochi and elsewhere in Greece suggest that the production of these
East Greek aryballoi begins, at the earliest, towards the end of the 8th century BC.
' I could not distinguish the lion figures on the band. On the whole, the drawings appear so
faithful that I accept their rendition.
1
° Cp. R. Higgins, Greek and Roman Jewellery (2nd ed., 1980), 13.
11
Cp. e.g. the two lower $-shaped ornaments to the right of the first and second concentric circles
respectively. The ends of the bend are much closer together on the left-hand one than the one on the
right. Similarly, compare the two upper S-shaped ornaments on either side of the central so-called
'Phoenician palmette'. In addition, the two outermost 'Phoenician palmettes' differ in details. The
loop is wider, the small circles are larger on the right-hand one and the lower circle is free and does
not touch the inner semicircle as it does on the left-hand 'palmette' ornament. As to the large
concentric circles, minor differences can be observed in the drawing, e.g. as regards the distance
between the separate circles.
12 Buchner in: Italy before the Romans, p. 143. For the technique cp. especially D. Ohly,
Griechische Goldbleche des 8. Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (1953), 53ff. and C. Berard, Eretria: Fouilles et
recherches, iii. L'Heroon a la porte de l'ouest (1970), 36ff., fig. 13 (the same matrix with a complex
figure scene is used three times on this gold band}.
5
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Ingrid Stmm
stamp usually consisting of only one motif. The technique was presumably taken over from local bronzework, where it developed during the
Villanovan period. It was widely used in gold work before the appearance
•
of orientalizing patterns. 13
Buchner's conclusion about the origin of the gold band from Pithecusa
appears correct. It was probably of local manufacture and the simple
technique of punched lines was used for its ornamentation. Technically,
it must be isolated from the Greek gold bands, as well as from the
characteristic south Etruscan stamped gold and silver reliefs. The latter
represent a long and favoured tradition in Central Italy and there is no
evidence that their technique was derived from Greece where it is
comparatively rare, or from Pithecusa where it has, as yet, not been
documented.
2. Orientalizing goldwork of the above-mentioned types are frequent
in Cumae. Buchner finds it hard to believe 'that a substantial volume of
precious luxury objects was exported from Central Italy to Cumae in the
14
last quarter of the eighth century B.c.' .
The earliest examples of south Etruscan goldwork and other metal
objects found in Cumae, such as stamped gold reliefs, comb clasps, and
bolt fibulae all come from the Tomba Artiaco. 15 Unlike other tombs in
Cumae, this warrior's burial has a complete Etruscan outfit and I
continue to believe that the person buried here was an Etruscan. Not
only are most of the objects purely Etruscan, but the tomb contains two
16
comb clasps that are characteristic of Etruscan, not of Greek dress. The
tomb is dated by Buchner 'in all probability' to 'ten or twenty years
before the turn of the century' .17 The chronology of the tomb is based on
the presence of an early SOS amphora. Buchner compares it to an
18
example from the Kerameikos which K. Kubler dates to 7351 25 Bc.
The earliest SOS amphorae found in Attica come from contexts which
13 Cp. I. Strem, Problems Concerning the Origin and Early Development of the Etruscan
Orientalizing Style (1971), 206ff. and Martelli in: L'oro degli Etruschi, pp. 3off.
" In: Italy before the Romans, p. 140.
15 Cp. Buchner in: Italy before the Romans, pp. 139f., and Strem, Problems, esp. pp. 59f., 98ff.
The bronze shield from the Tomba Artiaco is rhe earliest of rhe identifiable shields from Cumae, cp.
Srrnm, Problems, pp. 2.of., 48.
16 Strem, Problems, p. 147. For comb clasps in the Etruscan dress cp. Martelli, L'oro, p. 40, pl. 4. I
do nor agree with Buchner (in: Italy before the Romans, p. 133) rhar rhe consequence of my
conclusions must be 'rhar all rhe tombs ... ar both Pirhekoussai and Cumae are also Etruscan
burials'. Although rhe special burial ritual of rhe Tomba Artiaco is Euboean, rhe rite of cremation
and subsequent interment in a metal um was nor abandoned in Erruria ar rhar dare. The metal
objects of Etruscan character from the other Cumaean tombs were found separately and do nor form
a complete Etruscan assemblage.
17 In: Italy before the Romans, pp. 13of.
18 Ibid. Cp. Kerameikos, v/ 1. Die Nekropole des 10. bis 8. Jahrhunderts (1954), 147,254, r-. 64, pl.
38 (i nv. 12.98).
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mark the transition to the Early Protoattic style in vase-painting. 19 It is
ge~erally acknowledged from Attic tomb contexts that the Early Protoattic style began shortly before the end of the Early Protocorinthian
period,. which both Buchner and the author date to around 700 BC.
Accordmg t~ P~otocorinthian chronology, the Early Protoattic style and
thus the begmnmg of the production of SOS amphorae must be dated to
shortly before 700 BC, i.e. not earlier than c. 710 BC. Kiibler's date of the
early SOS amphora in the Kerameikos is closely connected with his
c~~ono,logy for the beginning of the Early Protoattic style, around 730 BC.
Kubler s chronology must be either fully accepted-not only for the
Tom~a Artiac~with all its consequences for the dates around 700 BC,
or discarded m its entirety, including the dating of the early SOS
·
amphorae. 20
It is thus not possible to date the Tomba Artiaco much before 700 BC.
Its grave-furniture represents the initial stage of the substantial import of
south Etruscan luxury objects in Cumae, at a time which in Etruria itself
is known for its rich tomb offerings.
3. Most of the stamped gold and silver reliefs found at Cumae are of
the same types as the examples from Pithecusa, narrow rectangular
headbands of a characteristically Greek form, but 'decorated in the same
style as that seen on the Etruscan sheets'. 21
Rectangular headbands are known in Etruria, as are narrow bands of a
similar type but of uncertain use. They are, however, of a comparatively
!ate date and their appearance in Etruria proper may well be due to Greek
mfluences._22 Before discussing this part of Buchner's theories, it might be
~seful to g1v~ a short summary of my earlier studies of Etruscan stamped
Jewellery reliefs. The primary aim of these studies was the establishment
of a reliable chronology, both relative and absolute. The reliefs were
classifie~ according to their use of geometric or orientalizing patterns, the
duck bemg chosen as principal geometric 'leitmotif'. The cable pattern
and palmettes, which never occur on the Same reliefs as the duck, were
u~e~ as ~he principal orientalizing 'leitmotifs'. Three main groups were
d1stmgmshed: SI, II (Geometric), and III (Orientalizing). Some reliefs
which could not immediately be classified were called SIV and examined
" See Strem, Problems, pp. 112.f. with rhe relevant refs., and p. IIo, on rhe absolute chronology of
Proroconnthian. If Coldsrream's chronology is accepted, the dare should be lowered by about a
decade (see J. N. Coldsrream, Greek Geometric Pottery (1968), 330).
"' For my views on Kubler's chronology see Acta Arch. 33 (1962.), 2.69 n. 194. [See also A. W.
Johnston and R. E. Jones, BSA 73 (1978), u6 with n. 10 for a daring of rhe SOS amphora from the
Tomba Arriaco ro c. 72.5--690 BC and for further refs. Ed.]
21
Buchner in: Italy before the Romans, p. 143.
22
Cp. Martelli, L'oro, pp. 31f. with n. 63. The diadem from rhe Tomba Avvolra possibly dares ro
around 650 BC: cp. Srrnm, Problems, pp. 168f. The long narrow silver band from rhe cella of rhe
Regolini-Galassi tomb (ibid. ti5, no. S 2.6 (SIii 15) ), is dared ro no later than 650 BC (ibid. 165, 168).
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separatel y. 23 Example s of SI, which comprise s reliefs with a stamp of a
rather plump duck, occur in both southern and northern Etruria, the
Faliscan country, and in one Cumaea n tomb, the Tomba Artiaco, but
not elsewher e in Cumae and not in Latium. It is possible to observe a
developm ent within group SI from a strictly geometr ic style called Sia to
a partially orientali zing style, called Sib. It should be noted that this style
never uses the orientali zing patterns characte ristic of group SIII. Group
Sla was dated to the last quarter of the 8th century BC, group Sib,
including the small fragmen t in the Tomba Aniaco (Fig. 2), was placed
around and shortly after 700 BC. The ducks in group SII are thin and
highly schemati c. The only known example s of this group are from
Vetuloni a in northern Etruria, Cumae (Fig. 3), and Palestrin a in Latium.
Chronol ogically , it may overlap SI and can be dated to the beginnin g of
the 7th century BC.
SIII, the develope d early orientali zing group, has almost the same area
of distribut ion as group SI: southern and northern Etruria, Palestrin a, and
Cumae. One example was found outside Italy, in Olympia . Stylistically,
the earliest sub-grou p, SIIIa (Fig. 4; Pl. 5.1), is dated within, and not
later than, the first quarter of the 7th century BC. The last phase, SIIIc,
can be placed in the second quarter of the century and possibly lasted
after 6 50 BC.
It is worthwh ile to examine the two groups SII and Illa more closely.
They mostly consist of the reliefs with which Buchner compare d the
band from Pithecus a. The type of band is the same, as is the decorativ e
scheme of alternati ng patterns and the repertoir e of motifs, such as the
large concentr ic circles. SII and SIIIa have an identical and very limited
area of distribut ion. Apart from one find in Vetuloni a, they are only
24
known from Cumae and Palestrin a.
In 1971, I regarded all the above-m entioned stamped reliefs as south
Etruscan . A re-exam ination of the material , in the light of Buch~er 's
hypothes is, now leads me to think that groups SII and Illa must be
separate d from the rest of the reliefs and assigned to either Palestrin a or
Cumae, where they were found.
In the form of the band and in the stamped techniqu e the CumaePalestrin a reliefs show a mixture of Greek and Italic elements . The lion
with its head turned back and the palmette s, inscribed in semicircles or in
double volutes, are orientali zing motifs. The former is of an ordinary
characte r, the latter appears in different variatio ns-one of which may
imitate a Phoenici an palmette , though without its floral receptacle. The
Strnm, Problems, pp. 58ff., esp. 76ff. For their absolute chronology see ibid. 175.
Both Sil 4 and 5 are now definitely ascribed to Palestrina: cp. R. D. de Puma in: J. Swaddling,
Classical
Italian Iron Age Artefacts in the British Museum, Papers of the Sixth British Museum
Colloquium (1986), 383--7.
23

24
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inscribed palmette s recall the free versions of the Phoenici an palmette s in
Greek orientali zing art. In southern Etruscan goldwor k, on the other
hand, the Phoenici an palmette proper with all its details is well known
and characte ristic of the later groups SIIIb and c. It was a problem that
the exact imitation of the Phoenici an palmette apparent ly develope d out
of the earlier variation of SIIIa, without any indicatio n of a floral
receptacle. 25
Restricti on of south Etruscan stamped gold and silver reliefs to groups
Sla-b, SIIIb-c, and SIV would result in a more homogen eous production, a more compreh ensible stylistic developm ent, as well as an even
distribut ion area.
In earlier studies, I consider ed south Etruscan stamped gold and silver
reliefs to be products of one school, from which also came the other types
of early orientali zing goldwor k. This school was possibly also the main
centre for the orientali zing stamped bronze reliefs. Tarquin ia was
consider ed the centre of manufac ture as a result of the many finds there
and because it was the only south Etruscan city with example s of both
the opening and closing phases of stamped gold reliefs. With the abovementione d concentr ation of the south Etruscan school of goldwor k, the
26
importan ce of Tarquin ia appears even greater.
A pectoral of stamped gold sheet from Castel di Decima, tomb 101,
has been publishe d by Bedini as a work from either ·Campan ia or Latium
27
and dated to the last quarter of the 8th century Bc. The original large
gold sheet was partition ed into rectangu lar bands and small triangles
which, true to a typically Latia! tradition , alternate with triangula r pieces
28
of amber. The cutting of the gold sheet may have taken place in
Latium, but there is no reason to doubt the south Etruscan origin of the
stamped gold relief itself. All its motifs, the rather ordinary S-shaped
ornamen ts, the double S-ornam ents, and the walking goats or deer, are
known from south Etruscan gold reliefs of groups Sib and SIIIb which
date to the first and second quarters of the 7th century BC respectively.
Bedini's date of the tomb is another case of isolated higher dating, in
disagree ment with the general framewo rk of the relative chronolo gy.
25
Strnm,
For variations ofrhe Phoenician palmette in group Sill and in Greek Orientalizing artcp.
Problems, pp. 82ff., 212., and 208, respectively.
1-2 and
"' Ibid. 89f. Cp. also pp. 77, 81, for the provenance of groups SI and SIii (except for nos.
Regolinithe
tomb,
single
one
from
come
and
Silk
ro
belong
all
Cerveteri
from
4-6). The finds
Galassi tomb.
de/ Lazio
" Cp. Bedini, arr. cir. (n. 2), pp. 305f. and n. 73; id. in: G. Colonna et al., Civilta
and n. 50
Primitivo. Exhibition catalogue, Rome (1976), z.87f., no. 92., pl. 61B; Martelli, L'oro, p. 42
Sdouble
the
for
reliefs;
Etruscan
south
in
used
widely
is
pattern
S-shaped
The
with further refs.
see ibid.
shaped pattern cp. Strem, Problems, Sill 18, fig. 49 (central medallion); for the goats or deer
in Etruscan
SI 14-15, figs. 38--9. Clearly, Bedini's assertion that the two latter motifs are unknown
stamped goldwork is incorrect.
28
Cp. the breastplate from Palestrina: Martelli, L'oro, pl. 85.
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Bedini's chronology forces him to give a date prior to 700 BC for the
Bernardini tomb in Palestrina, which in all its aspects is later than the
Tomba Artiaco.29
As regards the orientalizing stamped bronze reliefs, recent excavations
in Veii have yielded two such objects. 30 They attest to a local school
31
which probably existed as early as the Geometric period. Local bronze
schools presumably existed not only in Tarquinia and Veii, but also in
32
the Faliscan area and possibly in Cerveteri and Vulci.
Although stamped bronze reliefs were manufactured in more than one
south Etruscan city, there is no evidence for various local workshops of
genuine south Etruscan stamped gold and silver reliefs. I still find it most
likely that Tarquinia was the centre of their production. However, the
distribution of the Cumae-Palestrina reliefs suggests that they originated
outside Etruria. As far as their amalgamation of Near Eastern influences
with elements of Greek and Italic tradition is concerned, their place of
manufacture might be at either site.33 The extreme wealth of Palestrina
and its obvious intermediary position between Etruria and the Greek
colonies speak in favour of Palestrina. Yet, such a localization does not
take into account the existence of the gold band from Pithecusa which,
as Buchner rightly observes, has close connections with the CumaePalestrina reliefs. It seems to represent a slightly earlier stage of stylistic
development, although it differs in technique. It obviously imitates
motifs more suitable for the technique of stamping, such as large
concentric circles.
With the Pithecusa band in mind, Buchner's thesis that the CumaePalestrina bands represent a local school situated in Cumae appears
likely. They date to the first quarter of the 7th century BC which is
,. Bedin i, a rt. cit. (n. 2), pp. 398f. Fo r my views on the relati ve chro nology of the Bern ard ini tom b
see Strnm, Problems, esp. pp. 153 f. Cp. also F. Ca ncia ni a nd F.-W. v. Hase, La tomba Bernardini di
Palestrina (1979), 9f.
., F. Bo itani in: A rcheologia nella Tuscia I, Atti lncontro di studio Viterbo I980 (1982), 95ff.
Simila rly, ead ., St.Etr. 51 (1985), 535ff., esp. pp. 551 ff., fi g. 5, pl. 96d-e; 10ia. The tomb is dated to
the second q ua rter of the 7th cent. BC. Of the two stamped o rientalizing bronze reliefs, the trapezoid
obj ect has cable pattern a nd double leaf pattern of a type fo rmerl y known o nly from find s in
Picenum and Palestrina (cp. Strnm , Problems, p. 49 BI 4, 16-17). The rectangular bronze bands,
probably from a cha riot, present a deco rati on of palmettes a nd roserres which is unique in early
orientalizing south Etrusca n sta mped bronze reli efs (ibid . group BI). They a re known only fro m the
later orientalizing style (gro up BII ), a nd from reliefs of possibl y Fa liscan o rigin (group Bill). The
types of sta mps used here are, however, enti rely different.
" K. Kili an, ].d./. 92 (1977), 73, and n. 239.
" See F.-W. v. Hase in: Kleine Schriften aus dem Vo rgeschichtlichen Sem inar Marburg, v (1979),
66, 81, and id. in: W. Schie ring (ed.), Die Aufnahme {remder Kultureinfliisse in Etrurien und das
Problem des Retardierens in de r etruskischen Kunst, Schri fren des deutschen Archaologenverbandes
5 (1 981), 12. Cp. also H .-V. Herrm ann , Atti Conv. Atene, iii. 274 n. 9 and Strnm, Problems, p. 57.
33• The stamped sil ver reliefs (Pl. 5.1) may not have the same o rigin as the silver cista wh ich seems
to be genu inely Etrusca n.
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definitely later than the earliest south Etruscan stamped gold reliefs. The
orientalizing reliefs of group SIila are also later than the south Etruscan
grou~ Sib. The Cur:naean reliefs seem influenced by Etruria not only in
technique but also in many decorative motifs. 34
The gold workshop in Cumae as well as the contents of the T omba
Artiaco reflect increased contact between southern Etruria and Cumae
around 700 BC. This is well known from other archaeological finds such
as the Italic-Geometric pottery of Etruria, one school of which was
located in !arqui~ia. 3~ If the localization of the south Etruscan stamped
gold and silver rehefs 1s correct, the Cumaean workshop imitating these
reliefs must directly point to links with Tarquinia. Since so many of the
Cumaean reliefs are only known from old drawings, it does not seem
advisable to attempt to reach a definite conclusion. However, one must
conside_r the poss_ibili_ty of migrant craftsmen. One or more Tarquinian
go!dsm1ths working in Cumae, applying their traditional technique to
rehefs of Greek form and enlarging their decorative repertoire with Near
Eastern mot~fs ~~rrent in the Pithecusa-Cumae area might explain many
of the pecuhant1es of the reliefs in groups Sil and Illa. The works in
~uestion were distributed to Palestrina, which was always subject to
influences from both Etruria and the Greek colonial area, but, apparently,
they were not exported to southern Etruria.
. 'J_"he at_tri~uti~n of this isolated group of special appearance and
limited d1stnbut10n to a school in Cumae does not affect the general
discussion of the origin of south Etruscan orientalizing goldwork.
4. The place of manufacture of south Etruscan goldwork must have
been where there was a school 'whose normal repertoire included
Oriental (especially North Syrian) decorative motifs side by side with
those from Greece'. 36
Although the decorative repertoire of the Pithecusan and the Cumaean
reliefs is compatible with this observation, it does not apply to south
Etruscan goldwork of the earliest Orientalizing phases. The reliefs of
group Sib, contemporary reliefs of SIV, and the two earliest groups of
goldwork with plastic figure decoration, dated to the first quarter of the
7th century BC, all have figure motifs with strong North Syrian affinities.
Examl?l~s include the gold relief from the Bocchoris Tomb in Tarquinia,
a sem1c1rcular plaque in Baltimore (Pl. 5 .2), the bolt fibula from the
Tomba Artiaco, and the plaques with plastic figure decoration from the
Bernardini tomb. It should be noted that these motifs do not appear

" Strnm, Problems, pp. 82-4.
: Cp. F. Cancia ni, CVA M useo Archeologico N azionale di Ta rquinia, 3 (1974 ).
Buchner m: Italy before the Romans, p. 137.
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alongside those from Greece. In fact, there are no motifs of definite Greek
origin. 37
The development of one rather common motif is informative. In the
two earliest phases of orientalizing plastic figure decoration, .the chimera
is represented in many variations, some of which have parallels in North
Syria, such as lions with an extra woman's head on their back or lions
with an extra lion's head. At this early stage, however, the well-known
Greek chimera type, described in the Iliad, of a lion with a goat's head
growing from its back, is not seen. Greek chimeras are only found in the
latest phase of orientalizing plastic figure decoration, e.g. on the large
Barberini plaque of the second quarter of the 7th century BC and on the
latest of the south Etruscan stamped gold reliefs. An example of the
latter is the breastplate from the Regolini-Galassi tomb which has been
dated around, or shortly before, 6 50 BC. From then on, the Greek chimera
becomes the archetypal chimera in Etruria. 38
The same observation applies to other motifs of Greek origin or of
Greek adaption of Near Eastern patterns. They make their appearance on
south Etruscan orientalizing goldwork at the same late date and ought
not to be used as evidence for the origin of the south Etruscan
orientalizing style. Around 675 BC, at almost the same time as the first
Greek influences appeared in south Etruscan gold work, close Phoenician
imitations commenced, such as the genuine Phoenician palmette and the
39
Phoenician griffin, which was never popular in Greek Orientalizing art.
Thus even at this comparatively late date, south Etruscan goldwork
seems to have been subjected to more than one wave of foreign
influences.
5. The wide distribution of the early orientalizing goldwork in
question, from Cumae to Vetulonia, 'presupposes that the place of
manufacture was a great centre with a vast, well-organized network of
commercial relations, along with the ability to invest a considerable
amount of capital in the acquisition of the precious raw material' . 'The
place of manufacture must have been a centre which could offer work to
a school of technically highly specialized and advanced craftsmen in
gold' and provide the opportunity for new artistic creations. 40
It is not possible here to deal with all aspects of Etruria's commerce,
economy, and social organization, but the general evidence from Etruria
in the late 8th century BC makes at least as strong a case for a wealthy,
artistically fertile, open-minded and highly cultured atmosphere as does
the information about Pithecusa and Cumae.
37

Stre m, Problem s, pp. 207f., 210-12 .
Ibid.; cp. also pp. 208--9.
39
Ibid. 2 12.
"' Buchner in: Italy before the Romans, p.
38
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In conclusion, I see no reason to alter my views concerning the origin of
orientalizing Etruscan goldwork around 700 BC. It was possibly the result
of close collaboration between North Syrian migrant craftsmen and local
metalworkers in south Etruria, probably Tarquinia. On the other hand,
Buchner's theories have necessitated a revision of my former views and
led to a more varied conception of the mutual influences between the
craftsmen of the Greek colonies and Etruria around 700 BC .

The Calendar of O lynthus and the Origin
of the Chalcidians in Thrace~:DENIS KNOEPFLER

(University of Neuchatel)

INTRODUCTION

The Euboean origin of the Thracian Chalcidians is still taken for granted
in most handbooks dealing with Greek colonization 1 even though many
scholars no longer share this opinion since M. Zahrnt's important
publication on Olynthus and the Chalcidians in 1971. 2 Disagreeing with
ancient authorities, notably Strabo, Zahrnt denies the existence of any
connection between the Chalcidians in Thrace and Chalcis in Euboea. 3
According to him, the former were a native Greek tribe of Ionian stock
and language, established there by the end of the Mycenaean Age. A
similar proposal was put forward by E. Harrison as early as 1912. 4 Unlike
Harrison's, 5 Zahrnt's more thorough study-based on linguistic,
• For their help in translating my text into English I should like to thank Mrs Ann RobertStiedman in Neuchatel and my friend Jean-Paul Descceudres. Work on this study began at Oxford
during a stay there in 1978, and I am therefore particularly pleased to see it published by O.U.P. For
many critical comments I am deeply indebted to the late Louis Robert.
' e.g. J. Boardman, The Greeks Overseas (3rd ed., 1980), 2.2.9. Cp. also id. in: CAH (2.nd ed.), iii/ I
(1982.), 760.
' Olxnth 1111d die Chalkidier. Untersuchungen zur Staatenbildung au( der chalkidischen Halbinsel im 5. 1md 4. jahrhundert v. Chr., Vestigia 14 (1971). See in particular pp. 12.-2.7 on the origin of
the Chalcidians. Zahrnt's book seems to have escaped Boardman's notice (see above n. 1), and is
also missing in the bibliography of other recent studies on the subject, e.g. L. H. Jeffery, Archaic
Greece. The City-States c. 700-500 B.C. (1976), 69 n. 2.; A. J. Graham, Colony and Mother City in
Ancient Greece (2.nd ed., 1983), p. xxii.
' Strab. 7, fr. 11, and 10. 1. 8. Zahrnt, Olynth, p. 12., quotes also Polyb. 9.2.8. 2. according to whom
both Athenians and Chalcidians took part in the foundation of the Greek cities around Olynthus.
The ref. to Athens-albeit 'hard to explain' (F. W. Wal bank, A Historical Commentary 011 Polybius
(1976), 164)-is not necessarily a mistake (pace Zahrnt). At least one Athenian colony, Brea, is most
likely to have been established in Chalcidice (cp. D. Asheri, A]Ph., 90 (1969), 337-40). For further
literary testimonies see D. W. Bradeen, A]Ph. 73 (1952.), 358 n. 12. .
' Cl.Qu. 6 (1912.), 93-103, 165-78.
' Contra Harrison's theory e.g. A. B. West, The History of the Chalcidian League (1918), 7-u
(afrer having found the idea 'interesting': Cl.Ph. 9 (1914), 2.4). Nevertheless, W. C. Gomme's
statement that 'Harrison has not been followed by later scholars' (A Historical Commentary to
Thucydides, i (1945), 2.03 n. 1) is unjustified, for at that time he already had some followers: e.g.
U. Kahrstedt, A]Ph. 57 (1936), 46 n. 5; 42.6 (cp. also Hermes 81 (1953), 86), and the excavators of
Olynthus themselves (cp. below n. 18). A little later, R. M. Cook, JHS 66 (1946), 71 n. 38, expressed
the opinion that 'Harrison may be right in denying the connection of Cha leis with Chalcidice'.
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6
archaeol ogical, and historica l evidence --has been favourab ly received,
despite the fact that nobody, including Zahrnt, question s the part played
by Eretria, Chalcis' neighbou r, in the coloniza tion of western Chalcidice.7 Yet, whilst S. C. Bakhuizen has declared himself quite convince d
8
by Zahrnt's argumen ts, K. Rhomio poulou seems to be a little more
sceptical,9 emphasi zing the need-al ready stressed by the late N. Kondoleon10-t o re-open the dossier of the Greek coloniza tion in Chalcidice.
This paper does not aim to re-exam ine all of the material. That would
be too great a task and probably useless, for neither the literary
testimon ies nor the linguistic and archaeol ogical data are sufficient to
11
enable a definite conclusi on to be drawn. The present enquiry is limited
to the calendar of Olynthu s, the chief city of the Chalcidi an state.
The safest clues for the determin ation of any Greek populati on's
precise origin are provided by its calendar . Suffices to recall that a
compari son of the calendar of Byzantiu m with those of the Megaria n
colonies in the Pontus enabled K. Hanel! to state beyond doubt that this
12
city was also a colony of Megara, a fact not mention ed in the sources.
J. and L.
' See e.g. E. Meyer, Mus.Helv. 30 (1973), 248; T. Schwertfeger, Gnomon 46 (1974), 260.
Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1974, 243, no. 347 give an account of Zahrnt's thesis, without judgement.
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more
• Chalcis-in-Euboea: Iron and Chalcidians Abroad, Chalcidian Studies 3 (1976), 14, and,
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10, 1963 (1964), 76, where he hints to Harrison's theory.
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The calendar of Olynthu s provides the best, if not only, opportun ity to
ascertain the homelan d of the people Herodot us calls the XaAKicS,Kov
y/vo,.13
Despite its potentia l importan ce, the calendar has so far only been the
nobject of minor studies. Unknow n at the time of E. Bischoff's fundame
14
has
it
,
tal article on the Greek calendar s in Pauly's Realency clopiidie
escaped notice in the new book of reference on the subject, publishe d in
15
1972. Elements of it were first revealed in a series of deeds of sale dating
from the beginning of the 4th century BC which were uncovere d by the
America n excavati ons at Olynthu s and publishe d by D. M. Robinso n
16
b~tween 19~8 and 1938. At first, Robinso n realized that he was dealing
17
with an loman calendar that had some specifically Euboean traits. By
1933, with no explanat ion for his sudden change of opinion, he
18
subscr~bed to Harrison 's thesis. This meant that instead of emphasizii:ig
the pomts of contact between this calendar and the one from Chalcis and
its western colonies, he sought to discover in, or rather, to introduc e into
19
the text, non-Ioni an features. On the other hand, D. W. Bradeen
expressed the opposite view as early as 1952, consider ing the calendar of
Olynthu s as the 'most conclusive proof of the Euboic origin of the
20
Thracian Chalcidi ans' . Why is it that, thirty years later, the tradition of
Chalcidi ce's coloniza tion by Euboean s from Chalcis is less accepted
than ever? It would appear that Bradeen himself is partly responsi ble for
proves
" Hdt. 7. 185. 2; 8. 127. According to Zahrnt, Olynth, pp. 12--13 this expression positively
Euboea.
in
leis
Cha
with
Thrace
in
Chalcidians
linking
tradition
the
of
nothing
knew
that Herodotus
i11/ Bp4KT/S
In his opinion, the silence of Thucydides (e.g. 1. 58. 2) about the origin of the Xa>.K,llijs
reasonable to
would mean that he, too, was unaware of such a link. However, it would be just as
assume that both authors felt it was unnecessary to mention it as it was common knowledge.
" RE x (1919), 1568--1602, s.v. Kalender.
11
A. E. Samuel, Greek an~ Roman Chronology: Calendars and Years in Classical Antiquity
no. 77,
(1972). Cp. the important review of this book by J. and L. Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1973, 68--73,
the Olynthian
who add the Olynth1an month-nam es Hippion and Pantheon. There is no mention of
Decalendar in the interesting series of papers on Greek heortology by J. Sarkady, Acta Class.Univ.
and, most
brecen. 1 (1965), 11--20; 5 (1969), 7--19; 6 (1970), 9--16; 7 (1971), 13--20; 8 (1972), 3--9;
recently, 21 (1985), 3--17.
ii
" Published in T APA from 1928 to 1938 (only one of them in the Excavations at Olynthus,
(1930), 101).
,- TAPA 62 (1931), 47.
the fact
'" This change can be inferred from M. Gude, A History ofOlynthus (1933), 4 n. II, and
Robinson (in
that his acceptance of Harrison's theory failed to provoke any comment by the editor,
Olynthos,
contrast to Excavations at Olynthus, v (1933), vii-viii). In RE xviiilt (1939), 325ff. s.v.
beyond all
Robinson says nothing about the calendar and his approval of Harrison's thesis is there
doubt.
1
identified with Macedonian Artemisios). Even
• Sec e.g. T APA 65 (1934), 124 no. 3 (Artemision
47ff. nos. 5--6), which both point mainly
(1938),
69
APA
(T
Pantheon
and
the appearance of Hippion
to Euboea, does not seem to have shaken his conviction.
in his
"' A]Ph. _73 (1952), 365. Very probably Bradeen had already expressed the same opinion
Chalcis,
for
Regulation
Athenian
The
Balcer,
M.
J.
by
quoted
1947,
of
d_1ssertat1on
uned1t~d
accepted by
Hmoria Emzelschr. 33 (1978), 22 n. 62. Bradeen's conclusion has been expressly
n. 37.
F. Gschnitzer, Wien . Stud. 68 (1955) ( = Zur griechischen Staatskunde (1969)), 295
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this situation. On the one hand, he did not examine the calendars of
Chalcis and Eretria attentively enough with regard to their connection
with the principal Ionian calendars and, therefore, failed to prove the
specifically Euboean character of part of the Olynthian calendar. On the
other hand, he-perhaps intentionally-omitted one non-Ionian monthname and refused to consider another as sound evidence, despite
Robinson's belief that both belong to the calendar. Thus, Zahrnt was
able to reject the proposal of a Euboean origin of these populations as
being based only on the Ionian names of months. He then took the
21
existence of two non-Ionian names as proof to the contrary.
It is, therefore, necessary to begin with these two elements, or rather,
with the documents that are supposed to reveal their existence. Secondly,
the Ionian names of months found at Olynthus shall be examined.
Finally, an attempt shall be made to complete this calendar of the
Chalcidians in Thrace from texts that, so far, have not been used.

THE ALLEGEDLY NON-IONIAN NAMES OF MONTHS

A month named Herakleios has been said to appear in a deed of sale
found in 1938. 22 The inscription in question is painted, not engraved, on
a piece of sandstone, and is therefore very hard to read. With the help of
the formula in use at Olynthus, Robinson deciphered the first three lines
as follows:
[Eh:6,. TVX~ dya]8[77.]
[.... ]µ.£,, 1fpaK[AEio,]
[.... ] Mo,payEVTJS'- .. 23
The restoration of the word 'HpaK[AEws] has no clear justification. The
month-name derived from that of Heracles is well known in the Dorian
world,24 where it has a specifically Dorian (and Aeolian) ending.
However, an example of the Ionian form 'HpaKAEwv, found in an
25
inscription from Stratonicaea in Caria, has long been known. Admittedly, the calendar of this mid-3rd century BC Seleucid foundation is
" Zahrnt, O/ynth, p. 2.1.
" T APA 69 (1938), 56 no. 9, pl. VII. Cp. R. Flaceliere and J. and L. Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1939, 4745, no. 168; D. I. Lazaridis in: Geras Antoniou Keramopoullou (1953), 161 n. r, no. 1.
'' In compliance with that formula I would suggest two further additions: before µ.,{s (I. 2.),
[ouv~), or [w~), before Mo,payiv71s (I. 3), who must be the eponymic priest, ['I.p,us).
" e.g. in Delphi (Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, pp. 71ff.), and in Chersonesus Taurica,
where this month-name may be put in relation with Heraclca Pontica, Chersonesus' mother-city.
Cp. Hanel!, Megarische Studien, pp. 193 (not in Byzantium itself), and 202.. Herakleios must have
existed in Callatis, too (for its calendar see Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1973, 70, no. 77).
" See Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, p. 133, who seems to believe that it is the only
month-name known in that city so far. For other month-names attested there see below, n. 2.6.
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Ionian in appearance only, since it is made up of elements borrowed from
the calendars of Rhodes 26 and Halicarnassus. 27 The latter is probably the
source of the name Herakleon itself. The existence of this month-name
in a city like Stratonicaea, founded on the borderline of the Doris in the
Hellenistic period, does not really make its presence in the old Ionian
calendar of the Thracian Chalcidians less surprising, for the latter shows
no signs of Dorian influence.
If, then, it could be proven that Olynthus possessed a month named
Herakleon, it would have to be considered either as a foreign element or,
more likely, as a relatively recent innovation. However, it is unlikely that
such a month was ever part of the Olynthian calendar. It seems clear that
the correct reading is not '.lfQQ.!f[AE-], but '.lfQq.~[wv]. The kappa of the
copy is, in reality, an iota.
The month-name Heraion is not widely known. In lonia, it occurs in
a few cities, notably Phocaea with its colony Lampsacus, Magnesia on
the Maeander, 28 and Amyzon in northern Caria, 29 but not at Miletus, nor
at Samos-despite its important cult of Hera. 30 Outside lonia, the name
occurs on the island of Tenos. Of greater relevance to the present
investigation is the mention of the name Heraion (h"i.paovos) on an
inscription from Eretria, published in 1934. 31 Strangely, Tt was omitted in
all later discussions about this month-name. 32 As will become apparent,
the calendars of Eretria and Chalcis must have been very similar, if not
identical. The cult of Hera, though important in Eretria, 33 was particu,. See J. and L. Robert in: Melanges ls. Levy (1953), 560 n. 3 and Fouilles d'Amyzon en Carie, i
(1983), 100, 167 n. 33, for Diosthe6n and Thesmophori6n (Diosthyos and Thesmophorios in
Rhodes).
v Cp. J. Hatzfeld, BCH 44 (192.0), 70-2.. Both the Dorian and Ionian forms seem to have been in
use, at least for some month-names, in that border-city (cp. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology,
p. n3 with the additions made by Robert, Bu/1.Epigr. 1973, 70, no. 77).
28
See Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, Index of Months, s.v. Herai6n; for Lampsacus
add J. Treheux, BCH 77 (1953), 435-8 (cp. Bu/1.Epigr. 1973, 72., no. 77).
29
Robert, Fouilles d' Amyzon, i 2.17ff. no. 2.8 (cp. also p. 100). There is a possible, but rather
dubious, attestation of Herai6n in the Lycian city of Hippoukome: cp. L. Robert, BCH 1o6 (1982),
317 n. 29).
'° It is likely that the month Pelusi6n, which does not exist elsewhere in Ionia, not even in the
Samian colony of Perinthus, was consecrated to this goddess: cp. F. Bilabel, Die ionische
Kolonisation, Philologus Suppl. 14 (192.0), 162. n. r. For an interesting discussion of the Samian
calendar see L. D. Loukopoulou, 'Contribution l'histoire de la Thrace Propontide du rant la periode
archa,que' (unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Lausanne).
1
IG xii, Suppl. 549. This Eretrian month-name and the Herai6n ofTenos were immediately put
'
together by W. P. Wallace, Hesperia 5 (1936), 280 (with n. 6 on the similarities between the two
calendars). Cp. also J. Sakardy, Acta Class. Univ. Debrecen. 7 (1971), 19.
32
So not only by M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion I 3 (1967), 428 and Samuel,
Greek and Roman Chronology, p. 98, but even by Robert, Fouilles d' Amyzon, I. 2.2.1 and still by F.
Graf, Nordionische Kulte (1985), 407.
" A festival in honour of Hera is attested there by the /ex sacra IG xii 9, 189: see Fr. Sokolowski,
Lois sacrees des cites grecques (1969), 18off., no. 92., I. 2.7 (Ka8a1r<p 'Hpcfo,s}. For a probable mention
of this deity in the Archaic inscription JG XII 9,1273-4 see E. Vanderpool and W. P. Wallace,
Hesperia 33 (1964), 386 (cp. M. Guarducci, Epigrafia Greca I (1969}, 2.2.2. n. 1; F. Cairns, ZPE 54
(1984), 152).
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larly significant at Chalcis, where the image of Hera is found more often
34
on coins than that of any other female deity. In any case, the whole of
Euboea seems to have played a considerable part in spreading the cult of
'
l
·
35
this goddess, known also as Hera Eu b oea. It 1s a most certain,
therefore, that Chalcis possessed a month named Hera(i)on. If so, what
could prevent one from deducing that the Heraion read instead of
Herakleios at Olynthus was taken directly from Chalcis in Euboea?
The case of the month Hyperberetaios is quite different. Robinson has
reconstructed it from a fragmentary inscription which must also be a deed
of sale. 36 The text as restored by the editor runs as follows:
'Ec/J iepew<; '1pxwvo<; [ 'Y7TEpf3epe-]
-ra{ou 1TEfL1TTTJL £1Tp[{aTo . .. ]
LlepKuM871, L'TpaTw[vo<; 1Tapa]
J4vnAEWVTO<; 14,\K[tµ.axou]

[lower part lost]
Considering that the name of a month must precede the number of the
37
day, that month-names ending in -Taio, are very rare, and, finally, that
the size of the missing piece--which can easily be calculated thanks to
the decoration of the stone38-corresponds to a length of seven or eight
letters, Robinson's reconstruction is certainly correct for the most part.
39
The sale undoubtedly took place in Hyperberetaios. What strikes the
observer who examines a photograph of the inscription is the fact that,
unlike all the other deeds of sale from Olynthus, the text does not date
40
from the beginning of the 4th century BC. The nearly horizontal
>< See J. Babelon, Rev.Num. (1946), 1--6 and above all T. Hackcns in: M0rkholm and Waggoner
(eds.), op. cit. (n. u), pp. 63-9 and Picard, op. cit. (n. u), pp. 14-15. Cp. D. Knoepfler, BCH 103
(1979), 187; 105 (1981), 326 with n. 154.
" See e.g. K. Kerenyi, Zeus und Hera. Urbild des Vaters, des Gatten und der Frau (1972), 92-uB.
Neither he, nor N. Valenza Mele, MEFRA 89, 1977, 495ff., are aware of the existence of a month,
name Heraion at Eretria, which is a very important clue for the antiquity of this cult in Euboea.
According to a schol. ad Ap. Rhod . IV II38 (p. 307, 16 Wendel), the island was consecrated Hera:
~ 8, Evffo,a /,pa <<rT< TD "HP'l-· An inscription recently fou~d at Hisriaea reveals,_for the first nme, the
existence of a deme with the name of Heraion in the territory of that city (Cairns, loc. cir. pp. 136,

w

144).

TAPA 69 (1938), 55 no. 8 with pl. Vl.8.
The month-name XpuTTa"ios (for its meaning, see J. Kalleris, Les anciens Macedoniens II 1
(197 6), 562 n. 1), is known only at Lamia (cp. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, p. Bo), and
would have to be excluded because of space, if its presence in Chalcidice were, historically, at all
36

37

possible.
38 A disc (or shield?), above the broken moulding indicates the middle of the stele.
39 The last letter read by Robinson must be a iota rather than a rho. The formula with wv~/ouv~ is
the most usual in rhe Chalcidian deeds of sale, whereas the Amphipolitan ones normally have
,1rplaTo, For the latter, see e.g. Sy/loge (2nd ed.), 832 (nor in the 3rd ed.); Lazaridis, loc. cir. (n. 22),;
BCH 85 (1961), 426-34 nos. 1-3. I therefore propose to read 1r,µ1rTT/ ,1r_1 [8,Ka· wvfJ.
., Even Robinson who rends to dare everything to pre-348 BC proposes a general dare to the 4th
cent. BC. His belief that Olynrhus ceased to exist after 348 BC (adopted by Zahrnr op. cir. u6), has
been challenged by L. Robert, REA 37 (1935), 521 ( = Opera Minora Ill (1969), 1570; cp.
Bull.Epigr. 1976, no. 141).
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branches of the sigmas and the small round letters are characteristic of the
mid-3rd century BC. 41 Even if this document could be proved to have
come from Olynthus, it would not yield much information about the
calendar in use by the Chalcidian state before its conquest by Philip II
and its annexation by Macedonia.
In fact, the Olynthian origin of this inscription is far from certain. It
was found near the village of H. Mamas, about five kilometres to the
south-west of the ruins of Olynthus. 42 It is true that several inscriptions
from Olynthus have been found in this village, including the famous
treaty of the Chalcidians with the king Amyntas. 43 On the other hand,
many stones found at H. Mamas come from the ruins of PotidaeaCassandraea, about eight kilometres distant. 44 Examples of this are the
stele of an Athenian cleruch,45 and at least one decree from Cassandraea.46 The inscription under discussion has thus, a priori, as much
chance of coming from Cassandraea as from Olynthus. Robinson
himself, though not so much troubled by the presence of the month
Hyperberetaios as by the indication of the date number which would be
unique in the acts of Olynthus, considers its attribution to this city as
'possible but not probable'. 47
One might reasonably argue that the attribution of the Hyperberetaios
inscription to Cassandraea only leads to shelving the problem instead of
solving it, since the decree found at H. Mamas shows that the
Cassandraeans did not use the Macedonian calendar, to which the
month Hyperberetaios certainly belongs. 48 However, it is here that
chronology becomes important. It is generally accepted that the decree in
question dates from the period between 287/ 6 and 281 BC, i.e. the years
when Lysimachus had control over Macedonia, for it mentions the priest

1
Yer, a later date seems possible as the lettering is not very different from that of the recently
'
published letter of Philip V to Amphipolirans (A ncielll Macedonia, ii (1977), 151--67 with pl. 17
= SEC XXVII 245).
" See Robinson, loc. cir. (n. 36).
" Sy/loge (Jrd ed.), 135; H. Bengtson, Die Staatsvertriige des Altertums II: Die Vertriige der
gr,echisch-romischen Welt von 700 bis 338 v. Chr. (2nd ed., 1975), 231 (wi th earlier bibliography).
" See A. J.B. Wace, BSA 21 (1916), 12-13. There is no evidence for a Hellenistic settlement at H .
Mamas itself, pace Robinson, loc. cit. (n. 19), 60 n. r.
" Robinson ibid. 58, no . 11. Cp. Bull.Epigr. (1939), 170; J. A. Alexander, Potidaea, its History
and Remains (1963), 77, 120 n. 88; RE Suppl. X (1965), 624 s.v. Poteidaia (Meyer). The provenance
of the srele is now confirmed by a series of tombstones of Athenian cleruchs found at Poridaea itself
(K. Rhomiopoulou, AAA 7 (1974), I9(>--8; cf. Bull.Epigr. 1976, 458).
.. Sy/loge (3rd ed.), 380, now re-edited by D. Feissel and M. Seve, BCH ro3 (1979), 299-300 no. 34
(SEC XXIX 600).
" Loe. cir. (n. 36) .
" For this exclusively Macedonian month-name, see Kalleris, op. cir. (n. 37), 571. Pace Zahrnr,
op. cit. 21, Hyperberetaios is not arrested in Crete, where the form is Hyperberetos: cp. Samuel, op.
Clt. (n. 15), 175.
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49
of this king as eponymous magistrate and the month Demetrion. On
the other hand, it is clear that the Hyperbereta ios inscription can hardly
be dated before the middle of the 3rd century BC. The intervening period
was one of the most turbulent in the history of Cassandrae a. The death
of Lysimachus was followed two years later by the tyrannical rule of
Apollodoru s, which in turn was followed, probably in 276 BC, by
50
Antigonus Gonatas' long siege and successive conquest of the city.
This victory must have led to various institutiona l reforms resulting in a
51
stronger royal control and a 'Macedoniz ation' of the city. Although the
decree about the Asklepieia of Cos in 242 BC shows that they still called
52
themselves KaaaavDpEtS and not MaKES6vEs a.1ro KaaaavDpE{as, the
same document proves that from then onwards the Cassandrea ns
considered themselves Macedonian s to the same extent as, for instance,
53
the people of Pella or Amphipolis . Does this not indicate that, willingly
or otherwise, they had to exchange their Ionian calendar for that which
,
was in use not only at Pella, the capital, but also in far-off Amphipolis
54
Macedonia?
in
else
everywhere
doubtless
and
an old Ionian colony,
Stones appear to have travelled over considerabl e distances in this
region 55 and one cannot exclude the possibility that the inscription from
H. Mamas which mentions the month Hyperbereta ios came from
another Macedonian city. Antigoneia, for example, situated some thirty

" L. 1-2: 'Erp t,p,ws -roii Aua,,.,axo[u] l-r<fL'7<1{ou, L1'1/L'1'TP<wvos. The date can be considered as
certain: see C. Habicht, Gottmenschentu m und griechische Stiidte (2nd ed., 1970), 49 no. 17 (cp.
144ff., 253ff.). Recently, G. Mihailov, ad SEG XXIX 600 has wondered 'whether one should nor
read 'TLfL'7<1{ou L1'1/L'1-rp,wvos (Timesios, s. of Demerrion)'. It seems to me that the usual interpretation
of Demetrion as a month-name is preferable since eponymic magistrates are usually mentioned
without father's name. Moreover, I do nor know any example of L1'1/L'1'TP{wv as a personal name .
50 See H . Berve, Die Tyrannis bei den Griechen (1967), 391-2, 709; RE Suppl. x (1965), 628-31 s.v.
Poreidaia-Kassa ndreia (Meyer). Add to the bibliography quoted there: A. Fuks, Anc.Soc. 5 (1975),
71 and n. 27; J. A. Alexander in: Ancient Macedonia, i (1970), 127-46.
" The same point of view has been expressed by Alexander in: Ancient Macedonia, i. 130 with n.
14.
" It is true that C. Habicht, Gnomon 46 (1974), 491 n. 1, proposes the reading MaK•Owv [a1T<>
Ka]aaav[opdas], rather than M. [a1T<> 9,] aaaA[ov{K'JS] in the dedication /G vii. 2482 (L. Vidman,
Sylloge inscriptionum religionis /siacae et Sarapiacae (1969), 27 no. 50). If this amendment (which is
not new: cp. Alexander in: Ancient Macedonia, i. 131 n. 17), turns our robe correct, it will have to be
seen as a late exception to the rule according ro which 'les Cassandreens ne sont jamais appeles
Macedoniens': J. and L. Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1971, 457, no. 405; see also RE Suppl. x (1965), 631 s.v.
Poreidaia-Kassa ndreia (Meyer).
53 R. Herzog and G. Klaffenbach, Asylieurkunden aus Kos, Abh.Berlin (1952), 15ff., no . 16 (SEG
xii. 373), II . 5-'7· About this document and three further decrees from Amphipolis, Pella, and
Philippoi see now F. Papazoglou in: Ancient Macedonia, iii (1983), 195ff., esp. pp. 202-5.
54 Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, p. 139, fails to deal properly with this question (as D.
M. Lewis, Cl.Rev. NS 25 (1975), 71, points out), assuming that ' the Macedonian calendar, that is,
the calendar which might be called "pure" Macedonian, as it worked in Macedonia itself( ... ), is
very poorly attested'. In Amphipolis, we know at least the months Gorpiaios (SEG xii. 373, I. 20),
Dios (BCH 85 (1961), 427, no. 2), and Xandikos (Bull.Epigr. 1969, no. 372). Unfortunately, the
calendar in use at Philippoi seems to be still completely unknown.
" See L. Robert, Rev.Phil. 13 (1939), 135 ( = Opera minora, ii. 1288).
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kilometres to the west, seems to have been founded at the beginning of
the reign of Gonatas and to have grown rapidly to a city of some
importance. 56 However that may be, it is definitely nonsense to try to
introduce, as Zahrnt did, a Macedonian name into the Ionian calendar
of the Thracian Chalcidians .

THE SEVEN MONTH-NA MES POSITIVELY ATTESTED AT OLYNTHUS

The names of seven months are clearly recorded in the deeds of sale from
Olynthus. According to Zahrnt, these Ionian month-nam es do not
constitute a sufficient proof for the Euboean origin of the Thracian
Chalcidians , revealing no more than a general relationship with the
Ionians. 57 How valid is his statement?
It is true that some of the Olynthian month-nam es are very widespread
58
in the Ionian world. Apatourion and Lenaion are not only known in
59
Euboea-at both Chalcis and Eretria-bu t also in most Ionian cities.
Interestingly , neither of them is known in the Athenian calendar, despite
the fact that both Apatouria and Lenaea are major festivals in Athens as
60
almost everywhere in lonia and the islands. Another month-nam e
62
61
known at Olynthus, Targelion, seems to have been truly Panionian.
There is, however, a minor difference in spelling which has to be pointed
out more forcefully than it was by Zahrnt. In Athens as in most cities of

" See Robert, Rev.Phil. 13, pp. 143-6 ( = Opera minora, ii. 129671). lts localization ,;ear modern
Nea Kallikrareia (Zahrnt, Olynth, p. 155), has been confirmed by C. Avezou's observations: see
Feissel and Seve, BCH 103, p. 249 with n. 75.
57
Zahrnt, Olynth, p. 21.
" The_ ,latter is arrested at Olynthus by the deed of sale TAPA 62 (1931), 47ff., no. 3. For
Apato,mon see TAPA 59 (1928), 225, no. 1; 65 (1934), 128, no. 4, and Excavations at Olynthus ii
'
(1930), 101.
tourion
Apatoureon-Apa
s.v.
Months,
of
Index
Chronology,
Roman
and
" See S:mueJ, G;eek
and Lena1on-Le11a1on, and L. Robert, Rev.Phil. 5z (1978), 244 (to whose list add Olynthus and
Paros; for the latter see M. Worrle, Chiron 13 (1983), 352ff.). Ar Chalcis the month is arrested by the
Erernan inscription /G xii. 9, 207, I. 58 (cf. II. 26"""7 for A11va,wv in both cities), while its existence at
Er_erna rests on the restoration of /G xii. 9,223 (H. H . Schmitt, Die Staatsvertriige des Altertums, Ill:
Die Vertriige d~r griechisch-romischen Welt van 338 bis 200 v. Chr. (1969), 577). I offer the
f~llowing tentative reading of II. 4-'7 (cp. Sy/loge (3rd ed.), 955, I. 1): [/L'lvos fL<V ----- ,v Na[w,]
a,au[,.,]vwv-rwv Ew[---- KUL 'TOU o,ivos, ;v o' 'Ep,nda, /L'1]vos )ba-roup,wvos [,rpo,8ouA,u6v-rwv (?) 'TWV

fLE'Ta [)I ]pXEO<lfLUV'TOS VaC,
"' According to Hdr. 1. 147 the Apatouria festival was originally celebrated by all Ionians but
subsequently fell into disuse in Ephesus and Colophon. For a possible explanation of the absence of
rh,~ month-name at Athens, see G. L. Huxley, The Early lonians (1966), 31; D. Roussel, Tribu et
Ctle (1976), 153-4.
" T APA 62 (1931), 42ff., no. 2; 69 (1938), 47, no. 3.
" Though absent in the complete calendar of Magnesia on the Maeander (see Samuel, Greek and
Roman Chronology, p. 114), it is now attested in lasos: see G. Pugliese Carratelli, ASAtene 47-48
(,969-'70), 404-5 (cp. Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1973 70, no. 77, and no . 433) .
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Ionia, the name is always spelt with a theta, Thargelion, while in
Olynthus it is spelt with a tau. This spelling appears to be characteristic
of a small region including Delos,64 some other Cyclades, and southern
Euboea as far as Chalcis. 65 The occurrence at Oropus, an Eretrian colony,
of the personal name Tapyf>..wc; is noteworthy in this context. 66 The
same spelling is now also attested at Chalcis. 67 Thus, even if only the
three month-names Apatourion, Lenaion, and Targelion were known,
one could speak of a remarkable correspondence between the Olynthian
and the Chalcidian-Eretrian calendars.
Fortunately, there is more material at our disposal. Let us first examine
the two Olynthian month-names not attested in Euboea, namely
Artemision and Kalamaion. 68 If the Euboean calendars were extant in
their entirety, this absence would be quite disturbing. However, there are
still so many blanks in the list of Euboean months-names, that one may
reasonably assume that, originally, both names occurred in Chalcis and
Eretria. With regard to the first, Artemision, the great popularity Artemis
enjoyed in Euboea in general and Eretria in particular is well known. 69
Moreover, the month-name Artemision is actually attested in the
immediate neighbourhood of Euboea, i.e. in the islands of Andros and
Tenos, both of which were under Eretrian rule in the Archaic period. 70
Judging from the evidence presently available, Artemision was almost a
Panionian month, only missing in the somewhat aberrant calendar of
" See N. Ehrhardt, Mi/et und seine Kolonien (1983), 398 n. 412.
" See F. Durrbach, Inscriptions de Delos, Comptes des Hieropes (1926), 191 ad no. 290, I. 72; cp.
also P. Bruneau, Recherches sur les cultes de Delos a l'epoque hellenistique (1970), 11 n. 1.
65
TaPY'l)uwv is attested ar Tenos as well as ar Chalcis (see Samuel, Greek and Roman
Chronology, pp. 98, 102). fr must have been in use in Andros, too (Liddell-Scott, s.v., wrongly
attributes to Andros the Bapy..,>.,wv of rhe Parian inscription IG xii. 7, 135; for another mistake
concerning the Andrian calendar see below n. 80).
66
/G vii. 3498, II. 32, 46 (inventory from the Amphiaraion, c. 200 BC). The name is unlikely to be
of Attic or Boeotian origin and provides a very interesting clue for the existence of a month
Targeli6n ar Ererria, Oropus' mother-city (cp. D. Knoepfler in: Archeologia, Les dossiers de
l'archeologie 94 (1985), 50-5).
'' Hellenistic rombsrone published by A. Choremis, A.Deft. 28 (1973), Chron. 295 (SEG xxvii.
567). The reading Tapyr/Mov, instead of I'apy..,Mov (ed.), is absolutely certain. For the name, cp. E.
Sittig, De Graecorum nominibus theophoris (1911), 57.
68
T APA 65 (1934), 124ff., no. 3 (Artemisi6n), 7 (Kalamaion). The former has since appeared in a
deed of sale from Torone: M. Karamanoli-Siganidou, A.Deft. 21 (1966), Chron. 152---, (SEG xxiv.
574; cp. Bull. Epigr. 1968, 328 and, for the price of rhe house, J. W . Graham, Phoenix 23 (1969),
347ff.).
69
See e.g. M. P. Nilsson, Griechische Feste (19()6), 238-40; more recently and wirh new
documents, D . Knoepfler, BCH 96 (1972), 283-301 and CRA/ 1988 (forthcoming); Picard, Chalcis,
(cir. n. 11) pp. 218-21.
"' Artemision is the only month known so far in Andros: see Samuel, Greek and Roman
Chronology, p. 105. On the possible archaeological evidence for this Ererrian rule over Andros see
J.-P. Descceudres, Ant.K. 16 (1973), 87-8 (contra: Bakhuizen, Chalcis-in-Euboea, pp. 23, 29-31,
proposing an early 4th-cent. BC date for this dominarion--erroneously, I believe: cp. Mus.Helv. 37
(1980), 190-1).
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Athens. Kalamaion, on the other hand, is much less common. It is
known at Miletus and its many colonies, 72 but not in the Samian
calendar to which it may have originally belonged, since it is attested at
Perinthus, a Samian colony. 73 In the wake of Bischoff's article, some
scholars have confidently taken Kalamaion as being attested in Euboea
itself. 74 However, E. Preuner had demonstrated long before that the
inscription on which Bischoff based his assumption actually comes from
Ceos. 75 Nevertheless, since the festival of Kalamaia was certainly
celebrated in most Ionian cities, in honour of either Aphrodite or, more
likely, the Eleusinian goddesses, as at Athens, 76 the presence of this
month-name in Euboea and adjacent islands would in no way be
astonishing. 77 Therefore, the Kalamaion of Olynthus may well also be of
Euboean origin.
There are two further month-names in the Olynthian calendar,
Hippion and Pantheon, 18 both very interesting for the question at hand.
The former is only attested in Euboea, at Chalcis as well as at Eretria. 79
However, as not all Ionian calendars are completely known, the name
may, one day, turn up elsewhere, e.g. in Andros. 80 It definitely does not
exist in Athens, Delos, Miletus, Samos, or in any other city of lonia. It is,
thus, a Euboean peculiarity. This is further confirmed by its presence in
71 In the Athenian calendar
the month corresponding to the Ionian Artemision is Elaphebolion,
i.e. another name related to the goddess Artemis. Artemision is now attested in Amorgos (Ergon
(1985), 84-5).
72
See Ehrhardt, Mi/et, pp. u3, 399 n. 143 (for Miletus}; u6, 407 n. 198 (Cyzicus}; 118,413 n. 247
(Olbia). It must also have existed in the neighbouring city of Priene (cp. Samuel, Greek and Roman
Chronology, pp. 118-19).
73 In rhe Dorian form Kalamaios (Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, pp. 88-9). For its
removal from rhe list of months in Samos see C. Habicht, AM 72 (1957), 215 n. 63; L. Robert,
Hellenica u-12 (1960), 209 n. 2. However, according to Loukopoulou, op. cir., (n. 30), Kalamaion
remained in rhe Samian calendar as late as rhe 2nd cent. BC when it was replaced by Metageitnion.
" Bischoff, RE x (1919), 1583, 1591; id., RE xih (1922), 2321, s.v. Kyklios-Kykleion; followed by
W. Sontheimer, RE xxii/J (1953), 828-9 s.v. Posideon; xxiiih (1959), 2o63, s.v. Pyanopsion."See also
Sarkady, Acta Class.Univ.Debrecen. 1 (1965), 12; Nilsson, Gesch. gr. Rei., i. 468; Samuel, Greek
and Roman Chronology, p. 98.
75
AM 49 (1924), 139-42 (/G xii Suppl. 236, with Appendix u7). Cp. J. and L. Robert, Bull.Epigr.
1973, 70, no. 77 and D. M. Lewis, Cl.Rev. 25 (1975), 70.
'' For rhe Athenian Kalamaia, see L. Deubner, Attische Feste (1932), 67f.
77
It seems likely that not only in Ceos, but also in Andros, Mykonos and perhaps Naxos, the
calendars included a month named Kalamaion.
,, T APA 69 (1938), 47ff. nos. 4-5 (Hippi6n), 6 (Pantheon ).
" For Eretria see /G xi (not ix as stated by Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, p. 98), 1o65b,
found at Delos. For Chalcis: /G xii. 9,207, I. 37 (on I. 39, rhe restoration [Tou '/1r1r,w]vos 1-'-T/vos ws
'Ep,Tp«is ayova,v is very probable). For this month-name, which must be put in relation with
Poseidon Hippies, cp. N. Robinson, Cl. Qu. 34 (1984}, 9.
80
Pace RE xxii/i (1953), 828, s.v. Posideon (Sontheimer), the month Posideion is not attested in
Andros: the inscription referred ro by Sontheimer has only Artemision. On the other hand, rhis
month is known in the neighbouring islands of Ceos and Tenos, making a future appearance of
Hippion there very unlikely (that these two names are incompatible is suggested by the absence of
Potidaios in the Aeolian calendars in which Hippodromios is attested).
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Rhegium, a colony of Chalcis. It is true that it occurs there in the Dorian
form Hippios, instead of Hippion, 81 but this can easily be explained. The
inscri~tio~ which mentions it dates from the end of the 2nd century BC,
by which time Rhegium had been thoroughly 'Doricized' .82 Yet, while its
language was a mixture of Dorian and Ionian elements, the political and
religious institutions remained closely related to those of the mother83 Th.
.
.
pace Za h rnt, 84 t h e presence of the Euboean month
1s exp lams,
city.
Hippios in this colony of Chalcis.
Final confirmation of the Euboean origin of the Olynthian calendar is
provided by the m~nth-name Pantheon, known only from Olynthus and
from the Eu?oean co)ony of Neapolis in Campania. 85 Once again,
Zahrnt has tned to avoid the obvious conclusion by arguing that the two
month-names attested there so far, Lenaion and Pantheon are furnished
by inscriptions of the Roman period. 86 However, in 'this case the
ch~on_ology is ~f no importance. Suffices to recall the example of several
M1les1an colonies which kept the calendar of their mother-city until the
3rd century AD. 87 The Neapolitans, too, remained true to the customs
they had inherited from the city's founders, as Strabo emphasizes. 88 The
scholars who have dealt with the problem of the month-name Pantheon
at Neapolis in relation to the cult of <Bhoi IIavrEs consider it a Hellenistic
innovation 89 and maintain this opinion for the case of Pantheios which
is also known from Lesbos and Pergamum. 90 They have all been u~aware
of the appearance of the name Pantheon at Olynthus. This remarkable
" JG xiv. 612 (Sy/loge (3rd ed.), 715); re-edited, with a photograph, by G. Manganaro, Koka/os 9
(1963), 206ff. (cp. J. and L. Robert, 8111/. Epigr. 1965, 495), and C. Turano, Klearchos 10 (1968),
103ff., no. 12.
. " See G. Vallet, Rht!gion et Zancle (1958), 77-8, 377ff., who does not mention, however, the very
mtcresnng case of Hippion-+Hippios.
" Cp. Thuc. 6. 5. 2, speaking of Himera, a colony of Rhegium: cp. W. Gomme, A. Andrewes, and
K. Dover, A Historical Commentary to Th11cydides, iv (1970), ad foe. The fidelity of the inhabitants
of Rhegium to their Greek origins is stressed by Strab. 6. 1. 2.
"' Zahrnt, O/ynth, p. 22.
" JG xiv. 759, I. 16; cp. 760, I. 4, for Lenai6n (Samuel, Greek a11d Roman Chronology, p. 13).
Both decrees have been published anew by G. Nenci, PP 7 (1952), 396, 400.
06
Olynth, p. 21.
,- Sec Ehrhardt, Mi/et, p. 124.
88
Strab. 5. 4. 7. Cp. also Srat., Si/11. 5. 3. 133-'7. On the Euboean origins of many institutions at
Neapohs see most recently L. Breglia Pulci Doria in: Nouvelle contribution al't!tude de la societe et
de la co/o11isatio11 eubt!ennes, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard 6 (1981), 80-1. On Aristaios' cult at
Pithecusa and the phratry of Aristaioi see M. Frederiksen, Campania (1984), 55.
89 e.g. H. L. Ahrens, Rh .M. 17 (1862), 333; U. von Wilamowitz, Der Gla11be der Hellenen , ii (3rd
(1930), passim; RE xviii. 3 (1949), 747, s.v.
ed.) (1959), 341-2, quoting F. Jacobi, llo.v-res
Panthe1os-Pantheon (Z1ehen); M. P. Nilsson, Die Entstehung 1md religiose Bede11t11ng des griechischen Ka/enders (2nd ed., 1963), 60.
•• Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, pp. 126 (Pergamum), and 128f. (Lesbos). Cp. H . G.
Buchholz, Methymna (1975), 230, for an interesting comment on Lesbian and related calendars. For
a pseudo-Pantheos at Laodicaea in Caria see L. Robert in: Laodicee du Lycos: Le Nympht!e (1969),
252.
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correspondence between the Olynthian and the Neapolitan calendars
can only be explained by a common origin of both colonies. Pantheon
must have been an old Euboean month-name, even if there is, as yet, no
direct mention of it in Euboea (an indirect clue is provided by the
occurrence of the personal name Ilav8rns at Eretria).
So much for the seven month-names attested at Olynthus. The
missing five have still to be accounted for. This number can be
immediately reduced to four since the first part of this study has shown
that the very dubious Herakleios can be replaced by the more attractive
Heraion.

THE FOUR MISSING MONTH-NAMES

So long as the calendar of the Chalcidians in Thrace was deemed
original, it could not be completed by comparison with related calendars.
Now that its Euboean origin has been established, this task can be
tackled. Of course, it will be necessary to proceed with caution as
calendars of neighbouring and closely connected cities are not necessarily
identical. Divergences sometimes do appear, even in the case of mothercity and colony. 91
One name which can almost certainly be included in the list of
Olynthian month-names is Anthestherion, a month that can be con93
sidered truly Panionian. 92 Moreover, it is actually mentioned in Eretria.
Another almost certain complement to the seven or eight known
names is made possible by a recently discovered inscription. It has not
yet been published a:nd I owe my knowledge of its contents to
G. Despinis. 94 It is a deed of sale of the Olynthian type discovered near
the village of Vrasta between Olynthus and Acanthus. The site is likely·
to be that of the important city of Stolos,95 which belonged to the
original territory of the Chalcidians. No doubt the calendar used at
91 Cp. P.
harneux, BCH 81 (1957), 197-202 on the Argive calendar, with many references to
other examples. For the probable identity of the calendars of Paros and Thasos see M. Worrle,
Chiron 13 (1983), 354f.
'" Cp. Nilsson, Die Entstehung, p. 60. All of the Ionian calendars that have survived complete
contain this month-na me, except for that of Smyrna which is a special case since it is only known in
a later, Roman , form: see L. Robert, REA 36 (1938), 23-8 ( = Opera Minora, ii. 789---91).
'" JG xii. 9, 189 (cp. n. 33), II. 9-10. The existence of this month-name at Eretria seems to have
escaped the attention of I. R. Metzger in: Eretria. Fo11illes et Recherches, vi (1978), 86-7.
. " I am most grateful to him for this communication (in Litt., 4 Oct., 1978). The inscription, found
m 1968, is mentioned by Zahrnt, O/ynth, p. 19 n. 37; p. 246 n. 398, but without any indication
concerning the month. Cp. also A.Deft. 24 (1969), Chron. 292.
'' The site had yielded one or even two very fragmentary deeds of sale before: S. Pelekidis, A.Dell.
9 (1924-25), para rt. 39-40 with figs. 8-9. They were attributed to Sermylia by S. Robinson, T APA 59
( 1 928), 2.28-9 (cp. TAPA 69 (1938), 49). For the identification of the site as Stolos see Zahrnt
'
O/ynth, p. 2 44 .
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Stolos was the same as that of Olynthus and Tarone. The inscription
from Vrasta supplies a month-name not yet encountered in the calendar
of the Chalcidians, i.e. Bouphonion. This is very welcome information,
as it confirms its Euboean origin. So far, Bouphonion is only attested at
Delos, Tenos, and Carystus in Euboea. 96 The other islands and cities of
the Ionian world had the month Boedromion or Badromion instead. 97 It
therefore appears necessary to introduce Bouphonion and not Boedromion into the calendars of Chalcis and Eretria, contrary to what many
scholars have believed in the past on the basis of the inscription from
Ceos which was erroneously attributed to Euboea. 98
The assumption that the Olynthian calendar is of Euboean, or more
precisely, Chalcidian origin leads to the discovery of one further monthname used by the Chalcidians in Thrace. A Hellenistic decree published
at the very beginning of this century provides evidence of a name at
Chalcis which appears to be unique in the Ionian world. 99 Only the first
three letters, OAY, and the last ones, QNOl:, are extant, separated by a
gap of about three letters. The first editor's restoration was 'O,\v[v0t]wvoS',
that is to say, a name in relation to Olynthus. There is no need to point
out the foolhardiness of such a hypothesis. Since Olynthus was not given
to the Chalcidians before the 5th century BC, it is impossible to imagine a
cult of the hero Olynthus at Chalcis in a period as early as that to which
the creation of the calendar must belong (i.e. the Dark Ages at the latest).
Unfortunately, this restoration has often been reproduced as a fact, 100 and
even A. E. Samuel in his recent handbook 101 is still unaware of the correct
solution proposed long ago by A. Wilhelm: 'O,\v[µm]wvoS'. 102 Wilhelm's
restoration tallies with the fact that Zeus Olympios was among the
See Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, pp. 98-102. For its place in the year cp. I. E.
Stephanis, 'EmaT. 'E11er. cp,>.. Ex. flav,maT. Bwaa>.ov{KTJ~ 22 (1984), 551ff., who, without cogent
reason, hesitates to grant that Bouphonion at Carysrus fell in the beginning of autumn as it certainly
did in Delos ( = Attic Boedromion ), and probably in Tenos, too.
97
For the latter form see Sarkady, Acta Class.Univ.Debrecen. 7 (1971), 18. An original form,
Batromion, is now attested in Paras (Ch iron 13 (1983) , 355).
98 So Bischoff (cir. n. 74), and followers. It is the very reason for which this scholar 'omitted the
Bouphonion of Carysrus from his considerations' (Sa muel, Greek and Roman Chronology, p. 99),
since Bouphonion and Boedromionl Badromion cannot coexist in the same calendar.
99
G. A. Papavasileiou, A.Ephem. 1903, 24 no. 4 (JG xii. 9, 900b). The reading, which I have
checked more than once in the Chalcis Museum, is absolutely certain.
100
See e.g. RE xviiilI (1939), 325, s.v. Olynthion (Sontheimer). For the shortcomings of
Sontheimer's articles in the RE see J. and L. Robert, Bull. Epigr. 1941, 231 no. 8). The month-name
O/ynthion was also accepted-though with reservation-by D. M. Robinson, T APA 62 (1931), 47.
10 1
Greek and Roman Chronology, pp. 98-9. Though referring to the IG edition (where Wilhelm's
restoration is adopted in the text itself), Samuel gives the month as not integrated, or speaks of
Oly(nth)ion, still on the basis of Bischoff, RE x (1919), 1583, 1591, who did not know this ed.
(published in 1915).
102
A.Ephem. 1904, 103 ( = KL. Schriften, iih (1984), 128). Cp. Bradeen, A]Ph. 73, p. 365 n. 43;
H. Schwab, RE XA (1972), uo6, s.v. Zeus; S. C. Bakhuizen, Studies in Topography of Chalcis-inEuboea, Chalcidian Studies 1 (1985), 89.
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The Calendar of Olynthus

principal deities of the Chalcidians, who used his sanctuary as an
epiphanestatos topos for the exposition of their public records. 103 One
may guess that the Eretrians, whose territory was bordered by a Mount
Olympus, sacred to Artemis Olympia, 104 also worshipped Zeus Olympios and perhaps the hero Olympos, the son of Heracles and the Nymph
Euboea. 105 Olympian was a traditional month-name in the city of
Chalcis, whence it must have spread to its colonies.
At this stage, no definite conclusion is possible with regard to the last
of the four unknown month-names. As shown above, Cassandraea, the
former Potidaea, had a month Demetrion, 106 from which we may deduce
that the calendar used in this city was of the Ionian type. At first sight,
this seems a little odd, since Cassandraea, founded on the site of a
Corinthian colony, belonged to the Macedonian kingdom. However,
Diodorus reports that the people settled there by Cassander were either
survivors from destroyed Olynthus or inhabitants of Mende and other
cities on Pallene, 107 that is, people of Euboean origin. Chalcis and Eretria
probably used what was essentially the same calendar. Common to both
were not only the--widespread-month-names Anthestherion, Apatourion, Lenaion, and Targelion, but also the most particular Hippion
as well as the somewhat rare Heraion. Therefore, it seems probable that
Demetrion at Cassandraea is, in fact, an old Euboean month-name
which belonged to the calendar of the Chalcidians (and Eretrians) in
Thrace. It is comparable with the Boeotian Damatrios, 108 and-unlike
the Demetrion mentioned at Athens by Plutarch 109--cannot have been
created in honour of Demetrius Poliorcetes, for the name appears at
Cassandraea in an inscription dating from the reign of Lysimachus,

Demetrius' most implacable enemy. As suggested by W. Dittenberger, it
must relate to the cult of Demeter. 110

114

10
> According to the Athenian decree R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical
Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century (2nd ed., 1975), 138ff. no. 52 (now re-edited in IG i (3rd
ed.), 40), 11. 61-2.; cp. also I. 35, with a mention of the epidekaton to be paid to Zeus Olympios at
Chalcis. Five large Doric capitals of poros may belong to the temple of that sanctuary: see
A. Choremis, AAA 7 (1974), 35-43. For the testimony of the coinage, cp. Picard, Chalcis, p. 10.
104
IG xii. 9, 2.60.
10
• Apollod. Bibi. 2.. 2.. Surprisingly, N. Valenza Mele in: Recherches sur Jes cultes grecs et
/'Occident, i (1979), 39-40, overlooks the presence of the month-name O/ympion which provides
important evidence for the cult of Zeus Olympios in Euboea.
106
See above, nn. 46 and 49.
107
Diod. 19. 52.. 2.-3. For Mende see Livy 31. 54. 14. Cp. Zahrnt, O/ynth, pp. II5-17; 2.03-4.
Rightly, Alexander, Potidaea (cit. n. 45), p. 95 points out that 'the presence of citizens of
neighbouring towns in Potidaea-Cassandreia suggests the possibility of solving Chalcidic questions
through further excavations on the site' (see also id. in: Ancient Macedonia, i (1970), 12.7).
10
• See P. Roesch, Etudes beotiennes (1982.), 41-2.. Otherwise, this month-name is not widely
attested: to the cities and confederacies quoted by Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, Index of
Months, s.v. Damatrios/ Demetrios/ Dematros, add Orchomenos in Arcadia, whose calendar is now
known in its entirety: see L. Moretti, Riv.Fil. III (1983), 47-52.; Bull.Epigr. 1984, no. 2.04.
109
Plue. Dern. 12.. 1. For other literary testimonies on ·this month-name and further comments see
Habicht, Gottmenschentum (cit. n. 49), pp. 49-50, 155, and, more recently, F. Landucci Gattinoni
in: Religio e politico nel mondo antico (1981), u5ff.; S. R. F. Price, ]RA 70 (1980), 37-8.

CONCLUSION

The examination of the calendar used by the main cities of Chalcidice-Olynthus, Tarone, Stolos, and also Cassandraea-has provided no
reason whatsoever to question, as Zahrnt did, the Euboean origin of the
Chalcidians in Thrace. On the contr'ary, Strabo's statement has been
vindicated, since it could be shown that many month-names attested at
Olynthus and elsewhere in Chalcidice are characteristically Euboean.
Furthermore, the close similarities between the Olynthian and Euboean
calendars have enabled them to be completed with some confidence by
comparison with each other.
There is one final piece of evidence, namely the idiosyncratic numbering system used in the deeds of sale from Chalcidice. 111 In a paper
published in 1969, J. W. Graham demonstrated that this remarkable
system, with the sign X for the number ten, was of the same nature
and origin as the Etrusco-Latin one. 112 Such a relationship is hardly
coincidental and can only be explained by Chalcis' colonization. This
provides not only a welcome confirmation of the Euboean origin of the
Chalcidians in Thrace, but also an interesting chronological clue,
suggesting that the establishment of the earliest Greek settlements there
belongs to the Geometric-or perhaps Protogeometric-rather than
Mycenaean period as proposed by Zahrnt. However, a final decision on
this point will have to await the.publication of the important discoveries
made by the Australian team at Torone. 113

Post scriptum. Since 1985, some new deeds of sale published by M.
Hatzopoulos, Actes de vente de la Chalcidique centrale (1988), have
confirmed the Euboean origin of the Chalcidians in Thrace and have
improved our knowledge of their calendar: see D. Knoepfler, 'Le
calendrier des Chalcidiens de Thrace, Essai de mise au point de la liste et
de l'ordre des mois eubeens', Journal des Savants 1989 (forthcoming).
Ad Sy/loge (2nd ed.), 196 = Sy/loge (3rd ed.), 380 n. 2; RE iv (1901), 2767, s.v. Demetrion, no. 3.
Although Zahrnt, Olynth, p. 2.0 mentions the Olynthian numbering system, he does not
discuss the problem of its origin and meaning.
11 2
Phoenix 2.3 (1969), 347-68.
11
' See Bradeen, A]Ph. 73, p. 380 ('More exact knowledge must await the excavation of Torone,
or some similar site'). Meanwhile, see the preliminary reports published in Ergon, Prakt., AJA, and
BCH from 1975 onwards.
11 0
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Greek Colonists and Delphi~:PETER LONDEY

(Australian National University, Canberra)

THE PROBLEM

Herodotus records that sometime between 520 and 5IO BC, the disaffected Spartan Dorieus decided to leave Sparta. 1 He was the younger son
of King Anaxandridas, though by the king's first wife. He had been
passed over in the succession struggle in favour of Cleomenes, older than
Dorieus but a child of the late king's second wife. Dorieus could not bear
to stay under the rule of Cleomenes, so, with Spartan acquiescence, he
took some men and went off to found a colony in Africa.
As a result of either internal politicking at Sparta 2 or simply petulance
on his part, Dorieus departed 'without consulting the oracle at Delphi as
to what land he should go and settle in, nor doing any of the things
which were customary' .3 Despite his failure to consult Delphi, Dorieus,
still according to Herodotus, succeeded in settling in the KaAAtaTos xwpos
in Libya, but two years later was expelled by the native inhabitants.
Returning to Sparta, he organized a new colonizing venture, to Sicily.
This time he did obtain Delphic advice, though he failed to keep to the
plans which had oracular approval. 4 Consequently, he did not succeed
and met his death, we are told, in a war between Sybaris and Craton.
A possible inference to be drawn from this episode, and in particular
from Herodotus' account of it, is that, by the late 6th century BC at least,
consultation of the Delphic oracle was a normal, even mandatory,
prelude to a colonizing venture. 5 By itself, Herodotus' evidence is scant
and it tells us nothing about the practice in the 8th and 7th centuries BC.
Did Delphi play a special role in Greek colonization? Did most or even
all Greek colonists consult the oracle before setting out, and, if so, when
did this practice begin?
• I would like to thank Dr D. H. Kelly for his comments on the draft of this paper.
' Hdt. 5. 39""48. On Dorieus, see A.S.G. von Stauffenberg, Historia 9 (1960), 181-215. The
accuracy of the details of the story need not concern us here.
' Thus W. G. Forrest, A History of Sparta 950-192 B.C. (1968), 85.
' Hdt. 5. 42. 2 .
' Herodotus evidently accepts the Sybarites' explanation, which he reports at" 5. 45. 1.
' ce e.g. A. J. Graham, Colony and Mother City in Ancient Greece (1964), 25.
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Of the range of possible views, I set out the three key ones as a basis
for discussion:
(a) Throughout all or most of the great period of colonization
(c. 750-500 BC) prior consultation of the oracle at Delphi was a
normal part of a colonizing venture, either in a serious bid to get
useful information, or simply to gain divine sanction for the
venture.
(h) This is all myth, and the idea that Delphi had any special role in
colonization developed, at the earliest, in the 6th century BC.
Delphic colonization oracles from before the second half of the
7th century BC are later inventions.
(c) Those colonists who came from one group of mother-cities made
consistent use of Delphi from an early period; those from other
mother-cities visited Delphi rarely if at all, preferring to consult
oracles elsewhere.

Greek Colonists and Delphi

According to Thucydides they first sought and obtained approval
from Delphi. 9 A less certain case is that of the Parian colonization
of Pharos in the Adriatic, in or after 385 BC. 10
This paper is chiefly concerned with the second period, during which 139
colonies are known to have been founded. 11 Of these, extant oracular
responses from Delphi are associated with just fourteen, or fifteen if we
include Dorieus' ill-fated Sicilian venture. These are listed in Table 1, 12
which shows that eight were to the west, five to the Aegean and
Propontis, one to Africa, and one to the Black Sea.
There is some other ancient evidence for the actual responses in the
form of general comments on Delphi's role. These will be considered
below.
TABLE r. Delphic colonization responses, c. 750-500 BC
Colony

Oracular
responses

Mother-city

THE EVIDENCE

Before analysing modern views on the subject, let us briefly survey the
available evidence, which is scant. Of greatest importance is the corpus
of extant colonization oracles, which we may separate into three
chronological periods: 6
(a) The legendary period and the Dark Ages. For this period we have
a range of responses, such as those to Cadmus and those relating
to Athenian settlement in the eastern Aegean. 7 These cannot be
genuine: the events are often legendary rather than historical, the
routes of transmission are dubious and, most importantly, the
archaeological evidence at Delphi makes them chronologically
impossible. They are of interest to us here only in so far as they
may help illuminate the reasons why such responses were
it) vented. 8
(h) The major period of colonization, broadly defined as being
between 750 and 500 BC.
(c) The 5th century BC and later. Here we find one well attested
example of Delphic sanction for a colony foundation. In 426 BC,
the Spartans founded the colony of Hera cl ea in T rachinian Malis.
' I depend here, as all must now in dealing with Delphic responses, on J. Fontenrose, The Delphic
Oracle (1978), 240-416.
7
Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, pp. 3594>0, Ln; 381- 2, L69-71 ; 391- 2, L102. Cp. Vitr. 4. 1. 4.
Other responses reported for this period may be traced through Fontenrose's index , p. 439: '2c. City
and colony foundations' .
8
See below on the foundation of the Macedonian state.
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Syracuse
Rhegium
Zancle
Croton
Tarentum
Gela
Thasos
Byzantium
Cyrene
Abdera
Elaeus
Alalia
Heraclea Pont.
Chersonese,
Thracia~
Dorieus in Sicily

Foundation date
Literary

Archaeol.

733

750/ 725
730/ 720
730/ 720
725/ 700
72 5/7oo
725/ 690
650
625/ 600
625 / 600
600
600

44
45-51
43
25
93
94-5

Corinth
Chalcis
Chalcis
Achaea
Sparta
Rh odes/ Crete
Paros
Megara
Thera
Clazomenae
Teos
Phocaea
Megara

7o9
706
688
c.650
668, 659
632
654

10_9-II
121

Athens
Sparta

561/ 556
c. 510

27, 3I
32
42
28-31
34-8
40-1
55, 57

c. 565
c.560

575 / 550

Sources: for oracular responses, Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle (1978); for foundation dates,
Graham, CAH iii/ 3, pp. 160-2.

1
'
Thuc. 3. 92. 5; Fontenrose, Th e Delphic Oracle, p. 246, H6.
"' Fontenrose, Th e Delphic Oracle, pp. 248-9, H14.
11
A.J. Graham in: CAH iii/ 3 (2nd ed., 1982), 160-2.
" The dates are those of Graham in: CAH iii/ 3, pp. 160-2.
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MODERN OPINIONS

There was a time when Delphi's role in colonization was not only
accepted but rationalized and embellished. We may turn to E. Curtius for
a particularly extravagant formulation:
the whole matter of colonization stood under the special guidance of Apollo ...
The topographical knowledge of the priests was so accurate, that they were
always able to ascribe the ill success of a colony, for which it was endeavoured
to make them responsible, to a misunderstanding of the divine words ... It
cannot have been but that in the plans of the oracles all shipping news was very
accurately preserved in writing, that the results of all new voyages were placed
side by side, and that it was endeavoured by means of maps of the different
countries to understand the situation of the coast-lines already occupied, as well
as of those still vacant and suited for settlements.13
The last century has seen a steady attack on such grandiose views of
Delphic operations, and the generally accepted position that had
emerged by the middle of this century could be summarized as follows:
that it was usual, if not obligatory, for colonists to consult Delphi before
setting out, but what was sought from the god was a sanction for action
already decided on. Delphi was not a purveyor of geographic knowledge,
but rather of divine consent. 14 However, as early as 1954, J. Defradas
argued that Delphi's supposed involvement in 8th and 7th century BC
colonization was essentially the product of Delphic propaganda of the
later 6th century BC, as well as of the local embellishment of foundation
tales. 15 No doubt colonizers from the start did seek the support of gods,
but not at Delphi, in a period when 'la gloire du sanctuaire de Delphes ne
depassait guere Jes frontieres de Phocide' . 16 Defradas dates the rise of
Delphic fame to the mid-7th and the height of its influence to the 6th
century BC. His views are not stated explicitly, but he would appear to
opt for 6 50 BC as the earliest date from which colonizers are likely to have
consulted Delphi. 17 Once this became common, Delphic Apollo was
able to usurp the role of the local gods to whom earlier colonizers had
turned. 18
" The History of Greece (trans. A. W. Ward), ii (1869), 37, 42; cp. the similar views in A. BoucheLeclercq, Histoire de la divination dans l'antiquite, iii (1880), 132. The 'Colonial Research Bureau'
at Delphi survived to appear in H. D. F. Kitto, The Greeks (1951, 1957), 83. Curtius's views also met
with trenchant criticism: see K. Christ, Von Gibbon zu Rostovtzeff (1972), 77.
14
Thus H. W. Parke and D. E.W. Wormell, The Delphic Oracle i (1956), 49-51 and Graham,
Colony and Mother City, pp. 254i; cp. also CAH iii/3 (2nd ed., 1982), 1444i. Like Parke and
Wormell, Graham stresses that the religious aspects of founding a colony contributed much to the
need for divine sanction.
" Les Themes de la propagande delphique (1954), 233-57, 288.
16
Ibid. 256.
17
Cp. P. Amandry, Rev.Phil. 30 (1956), 278 n. I.
18
Defradas, Les Themes, pp. 9-17 believes in a 'litterature delphique' , created as part of a process
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Most recently, J. Fontenrose has examined the corpus of Delphic
responses afresh and rejected almost all those concerned with colony
foundations. He concludes that
there is no oracle on the founding of an overseas colony that is at all likely to be
genuinely Delphic; and indeed it is unlikely that Delphi was active before 600 in
either directing or sanctioning colonies. It was the stories of city-founding,
developed by poets and logographers, who wrote ktiseis of cities, that introduced oracles which directed the founders, often in obscure language. 19
Finally, mention may be made of two views which see early colonization oracles as neither universal nor non-existent. H. W. Parke and
D. E.W. Wormell note that the first 8th-century BC group of colonies
whose foundation is linked with Delphi were founded by Corinth,
Achaea, and Chalcis, all three reasonably close to Delphi; and that the
colonies in question lay to the west, allowing easy access to Delphi on
the way .20 In the 7th century BC, oikists came from further afield to
consult at Delphi and did so even when setting out in other directions. 21
W. G. Forrest argued more adventurously that in the second half of the
8th century BC Delphi was taken up as a sanctuary of prestige and
influence by the states on the Chalcidian side of the Lelantine War. 22
Thus, Delphic responses are associated with colonies of Chalcis and
Corinth but not with colonies founded in the same period by Eretria,
Megara, and Miletus. Only with the foundation of Byzantium by
Megara, traditionally in 668 BC or 659 BC, is there an extant foundation
oracle associated with a colony of one of the latter group. If Forrest's
argument is sound, it becomes difficult to argue that the colonizing
oracles are inventions of the 6th century BC.
UNIVE~SAL CONSULTATION OF DELPHI?

The view that at any period all or nearly all colonists consulted Delphi is
amounting ro inrellecrual and historical imperialism on the part of the Delphic priests who aimed,
for example, to establish that various other cult centres (including some shown archaeologically to
be older than Delphi) were offshoots of the Pythian sanctuary.
''' Fonrenrose, The Delphic Oracle, p. 142. According ro Fontenrose the earliest genuine
colonization oracle is Delphi's approval of the Athenian colonization of the Thracian Chersonese
under Miltiades-as recorded by Nepos 1. 1. 3 (whose version he sees as more reliable than the
elaborate tale given by Hdt. 6. 354i: see ibid. 305, Q111).
'' Parke and Wormell, The Delphic Oracle, i. 78. The colonies are Syracuse, Rhegium, Zancle,
and Craton. Parke and Wormell do not note the presence ofTarenrum, a Spartan foundation, in this
early group, perhaps because they are inclined to reject the oracular responses connected with it (ibid.
i. 71-3).
" e.g. Gela (founded from Rhodes and Crete), Thasos (Paras), Byzantium (Mega ra), Cyrene
(Thera), etc.
" Historia 6 (1957), 160-75, esp. pp, 164-9. Forrest also argues that the oracles concerning Craton
and Tarentum fit his hypothesis. Cp. CAH iii/ 3 (2nd ed., 1982), 308-10. It is generally assumed that
states which were not consulting Delphi were consulting other oracles instead.
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difficult to sustain. It has already been stated that few colonization
oracles are extant: of colonies founded between 750 BC and 500 BC,
scarcely one in ten can boast a Delphic response. Thus the vie~ that
consultation of Delphi was normal must rest on general statements m the
sources of which the most unequivocal can be found in Herodotus and
Cicero. 23 Yet neither these nor other passages cited can just.ify the
conclusion. 24 'in Herodotus' story Dorieus' failure to consult Delphi is
one of a series of failures to observe law or custom. Herodotus indicates
that, in Dorieus' position, the nomos-fearing man would consult Apollo'.
or some god at least. This does not imply that consultation at Delphi
was a universal practice. 25 Unlike modern historians, 26 Herodotus does
not draw the conclusion that Dorieus' first venture failed because he had
not consulted Delphi.
'Indeed, what colony did Greece ever send into Aeolia, Ionia, Asia,
Sicily, or Italy without first consulting the oracle at Delphi,_Do?ona, or
Ammon?' asks Cicero. 27 Little is known of support for colomzat10n from
Dodona or Ammon, but that scarcely justifies the conclusion that we
have evidence here for universal consultation at Delphi rather than
elsewhere.

A 6TH-CENTUR Y BC INVENTION?

The first question to be addres~ed her~ is that of ~he date of ~oun_dat!on
of the Apolline oracle at Delphi. A maJor element m Defradas s re1ect1on
of the early colonization oracles is his view that Delphi was not a
sanctuary of sufficient importance to attract enquirers from other states as
early as the 8th or early 7th century Bc. 28 This is not the place to deal with
23

Hdt. 5. 42. 2; Cic. Div. i. 1. 3.
.
..
e.g. Callim. Ap. 55--'7, speaks of Apollo as the god concerned with the founding of cme~, but
does not particularly seem to be singling out the Delphic Apollo in thi_s (cp. Defradas, Les Themes,
p. 235 ; L.R. Farnell, The Cults of the Greek States, iv (1907), 161ff.). S1m1larly, Menander Rhetor II
17 (442 Spengel) names Apollo as the god whose oracles had sent out colonists, but specifically
includes Apollo Smintheus and Apollo at Miletus. Celsus ap. Origen, c. Cels. 7. 3 adds oracles of
Zeus. Other passages, such as Lucan, Phars. 5. 1o6-8, mention the Delphic Apollo's role m
colonization but do not make it universal. Aelius Aristides 2. 40 (12 Dindorf) does say that the
Pythia 'sent ~en throughout the earth, to Ionia, to Pon~us, to Cyrene, to th~ ends of the world', but
again there is no explicit suggestion that every 01kist _consulted . Delphi. Th_e altar of ApoHo
Archegetes at Sicilian Naxus (Thuc. 6. 3. 1) does not by itself provide much evidence for Delphic
involvement in colonization.
25 Pace Graham, Colony and Mother City, p. 25.
26
e.g. Parke and Wormell, The Delphic Oracle, i. 152.
.
" Div. 1. 1. 3. See Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, p. 143 who suggests that this passage has
contributed more than any other to Delphi's reputation for sanctioning colonies.
. .
" Les Themes, pp. 27,111. Similarly, Fontenrose's rejection of 8th- and 7th-cent. BC colomzanon
oracles partly rests on his unwillingness to accept an early date of oracular operations at Delphi (op.
cir., pp. 140-1).
24
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Defradas's arguments from literary evidence, 29 but a brief survey of the
archaeological evidence does seem to be in order.
Delphi was clearly occupied, though perhaps not as a sanctuary, by
the 9th century Bc. 3 From early in the 8th century BC an increasing
number of bronze votive figurines are found, as well as parts of tripods
and cauldrons,3 1 suggesting that by then the site had become a sanctuary.32 That its importance was more than just local is indicated by the
presence of Corinthian pottery of the second and third quarters of the 8th
century Bc33 and of bronze figurines probably originating. from as far
afield as Corinth, Sparta, and northern Greece. 34
Given that the earliest foundations with which Delphi is associated
are Syracuse, Rhegium, and Zancle--all founded in the last third of the
8th century BC--oracular tradition and archaeological evidence at Delphi
appear to fit together very well. The mother-cities involved were, with
the exception of Sparta, from central Greece, and the presence of Spartan
and Corinthian votive material offers some corroborating evidence.
The conclusion then must be that chronology alone is not a sufficient
reason to rule out as fictional any of the reported colonization oracles of
the 8th century BC or later. Fontenrose's reasons, however, for rejecting all
colonization oracles from before c. 600 BC are based less on chronological
considerations than on analysis of the form and content of the extant
responses. 35 The extant responses are divided into four categories:
(a) 'Historical', i.e. attested by an author in whose lifetime they were
given, or by a near-contemporary inscription (75 responses);
(b) 'Quasi-historical', i.e. all other responses which purport to be
historical and to have been delivered after 800 BC (268 responses);
(c) 'Legendary', i.e. responses said to have been delivered before 800
BC, and those from folk-tale and fable (176 responses);
(d) 'Fictional', i.e. responses clearly intended as fiction (16 responses).36
The groups are then analysed by classifying each response in terms of
content and form. 37

°

" Les Themes, pp. 28-IIo; cp. Amandry's criticism, art. cit. (n. 17), pp. 269--'74. Defradas depends
on arguments from silence in Homer and Hesiod and on the assumption that the Homeric Hymn to
Apollo should be viewed as Delphic propaganda.
,. The remains are scanty, but some occupation seems certain: L. Lerat, BCH 85 (1961), 352--'7.
" See C. Rolley, F.d.D. vh: Monuments figures: Les Statuettes de bronze (1969), 17-103, esp. the
summary, pp. 101-3.
" Cp. J.N. Coldstream, Geometric Greece (1977), 178---9.
" Lerat, BCH 85, pp. 338-52.
" See Rolley, op. cir. (n. 31).
" Fomenrose, The Delphic Oracle, pp. 142-4. I hope to return elsewhere to a full discussion of
Fontenrose's methods and proposals.
" Ibid. 7---9.
'' Ibid. 13-41.
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By analysing each group of classified responses statistically, Fontenrose aims to use his 'Historical' group, i.e. the group of most reliably
attested oracles, to define the likely profile of the genuine response. He
concludes that the genuine response was usually a cult instruction or a
sanction. Similarly, the 'Legendary' group is used to exemplify responses
that are not genuine, so that he then has a tool for testing the
genuineness of each response in the 'Quasi-historical' group by asking
whether it resembles rriore the typical 'Historical' response or the typical
'Legendary' response. The 8th- and 7th-century BC colonization oracles
all fall within the 'Quasi-historical' group. By Fontenrose's test, every
one belongs with the 'Legendary' group.
Methodical though this is, there are problems. First, statistical analysis
of materials which have been so very selectively preserved seems of
dubious value. Just 75 responses-and none before the 440s BC-are to
represent for us the whole history of the Delphic oracle. This sample is
then divided into as many as twenty-four categories to arrive at the allimportant set of percentages. Secondly, Fontenrose's technique of testing
depends heavily on the exact wording of the oracular response as it has
come down to us. We may well view with suspicion a response such as
that given to Archias of Corinth before he founded Syracuse:
Somewhere in the misty field of the sea where Ortygia lies by Thrinakia
Alpheios' bubbling mouth intermingles with Arethousa's streaming watersprings,38
or that given to the Chalcidians who founded Rhegium:
Where Apsia, most sacred river, falls into the sea, and as one enters it the female
weds the male, a city found thou there, the land of Auson is thy gift. 39

It is surely possible that fanciful versions of responses, such as these, may
serve to conceal genuine consultations of the oracle and genuine, if rather
simpler, responses from it. 40 In the particular case of colonization oracles,
it must often have been so, supposing Delphi was in fact consulted. The
fact of the consultation was well known, indeed publicized, among the
colonists; but the exact responses of the oracle were not so commonly
made public. The unwritten words of the response would have offered a
field for rumour and embroidery, even among the original colonists. In
that way, we might find a genuine response translated, perhaps quite
quickly, into a fictionalized response. That the consultation itself was
,. Paus. 5. 7. 3 (trans. P. Levi); cp. Diod. 5. 3. 5; Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, p. 278, Q27.
39
Diod. 8. 23. 2 (trans. C. Oldfather); Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, pp. 279-80, Q33.
Diodorus's source may be Timaeus. The riddle was solved by a vine (feminine) entwined about a
fig-tree (masculine).
'° Cp. Amandry, Rev.Phil. 30, p . 279, in the context of the Cyrene oracles: 'Que le texte des
oracles soit apocryphe ne prouve rien contre l'authenticite d'une intervention de !'oracle'.
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invented seems far less likely, at least at the time of colonization. This
means that, while Fontenrose's method allows some evaluation of
responses as transmitted, it is no guide as to whether Delphi was
originally consulted.
Finally, while the responses in Fontenrose's 'Historical' group are
generally fairly prosaic, we should perhaps be cautious in assuming that
the Pythia never resorted to colourful, figurative or even obscure
language. A certain level of such language may have been accepted and
expected, not as a means of avoiding error or aiming actively at
ambiguity, but simply as part of the psychological ambience of communicating with the god.

INVENTED ORACLES

It might be suggested, then, that from as early as the 8th century BC some
colonizers did consult the oracle at Delphi prior to departure, but that
this never became universal practice. The waters are muddied, however,
by the fact that some colonization oracles were also undoubtedly
invented. A likely example is that of the oracles associated with the
supposed foundation of the Macedonian state by exiles from Argos.
These exist in various forms, e.g. the oracles to Caranus or Archelaus on
where to settle, or to Perdiccas on where to build his capital. 41 Although
Perdiccas probably was an historical figure of the 7th century Bc, 42 the
whole story of the Argive origin of the Macedonian royal house is
unlikely to be true. 43 Caranus and Archelaus are certainly legendary
figures. 44 Why were these oracles invented? At various times in the 5th
and 4th centuries BC, Macedonian rulers saw advantages in emphasizing
their Greekness, and in particular, the Greek descent of the royal house.
The three kings with most interest in this were Alexander I, Archelaus,
and Philip 11. 45 Central to this process was the claim to Argive descent,
and the inclusion of Delphic responses could be used to bolster or at least

" See Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, pp. 374-5, L50-1 and N.G.L. Hammond and G.T.
Griffith, A History of Macedonia, ii (1979), 7-10.
42
Cp. Hdt. 8. 137-9.
0 Hammond in: Hammond and Griffith, History of Macedonia, i. 432-5; ii. 3-4, accepts the
story, but is surely too credulous about Alexander I's ability in the early 5th cent. BC to prove his
descent from a 7th-cent. BC Perdiccas of Argos (Hdt. 5. 22). The suggestion that Argive Temenidae
testified for him is unsupported by the sources. E.N. Borza in: Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History
and Topography Presented to Eugene Vanderpool (1982), 12-13, rejects the story of Argive descent
as a fiction devised, or at least put about, by Alexander I.
" Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, p. 375, L51.
" See Borza in: Studies in Attic Epigraphy, p. 13.
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to enliven that claim. The different versions of the oracle may perhaps
represent different stages in the development of the story. 46

LATER CONTACTS WITH DELPHI

One might expect that colonists who had consulted the oracle before
setting out would remember this early connection between their colony
and Delphi and that their descendants would continue to maintain a
relationship with the sanctuary more enthusiastically than those from
colonies founded without the approval of the Delphic god. Of course,
this may have occurred in ways now invisible to us, such as the dispatch
of theoroi or visits by private individuals.
To examine all the dedications at Delphi known from literary or
epigraphic evidence would be a mammoth task. A more manageable one
is furnished by the interesting set of evidence of 4th-century BC contacts
with Delphi provided by the inscribed lists of contributions, public and
private, to the rebuilding of the temple of Apollo. These were of two
kinds: compulsory contributions, i.e. the obolos provided by member
states of the Amphictiony, and voluntary ones, i.e. eparchai provided by
states outside the Amphictiony and by individuals. 47 The majority of
eparchai of which records are preserved are from individuals. The lists
are, however, very fragmentary.
As mentioned earlier, one might envisage a situation in which there
was a group of mother-cities which regularly used the oracle, but in
which only a few of the resulting oracular responses survive. The colonies
whose foundation was blessed by Delphi continued to value their ties
with the sanctuary, with the result that their citizens were more likely in
the 4th century BC to make private contributions to the temple building.
Though only a sample of contributions survives in the inscriptions, the
evidence seems to fit this picture. Only fifteen or sixteen colonies are
represented, in most cases by individual citizens (see Table 2). Of these,
twelve or thirteen are colonies of the mother-cities with Delphic responses associated with their colonial foundations (cp. Table r).
Further investigation is needed to see whether the view that there was
some such Delphic 'family' of cities can be sustained. Obviously,
changes may have occurred over time. To return to where we began, one
final comment is possible on the case of Dorieus. If his failure to consult
Delphi was considered odd and remiss (as Herodotus implies), then this
" This is a common view, but different writers (e.g. Parke and Wormell, The Delphic Oracle, i.
63-4; Hammond and Griffith, History of Macedonia, ii. 10--rr) propose different sequences of
invention. There is disagreement also over the date when the process started.
47
See G. Roux, L'Amphictionie, Delphes et le temple d'Apollon au IV' siecle (1979), 146-64.
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Colonies and mother-cities

Colony

Mother-city

Contributions by colonists

Syracuse
Ambracia
Corcyra
Torone
Phaselis
Parion

Corinth
Corinth
Corinth
Chalcis
Rhodes
Paros (with Miletus,
Erythrae)
Megara
Megara Hybl.
Selinus
Thera
Cyrene
Athens
Miletus
Miletus {Strab. 17.
801-2; cp. CAH iii/ 3
(2nd ed.), 37-8.b

F 3. i 40-1; B ro1f., no. 6. ii. 20-5
F 4. ii. 19-20
F 9. iia. 6-8; B 84f., no. r. iia. 3-4
B 99£., nos. 5, 17-19
F 3. i. 72-3

Heraclea Pont.
Selinus
Heraclea
Cyrene
Euhesperides
Chersonese
Sinope
Naucratis

F 4. iii. 1-3
F 3. iii. 15-20
F 3. i. 46-'7
F 66. 2-9
F 3. iii. u-12; B 99f., nos. 5, 8-12
B 99f., nos. 5, 4-'7
F 4. ii. 9-u {cp. text at B 96, no. 2).3
F 9. iib. 13-16

F 2. 1-6; 3. i. 37-9, 3. ii. 21-6

Note: F=F.d.D. iii/ 5; B= J. Bousquet, BCH 66--'7 (1942- 3), 84ff.
' The case of Apollonia (F 3. i. 76--'7, 3. ii. 1-22) poses problems of identification. E. Bousquet (F
ad foe.) proposes Apollonia in Epirus, Corinth's and Corcyra's Illyrian colony. Roux, L' Amphictionie, p. 163, on the other hand suggests-more convincingly-Apollonia Pontica, a colony o(
Miletus.
" The Croconnesian at B 99, nos. 5, 7--9, could be emended to produce a citizen of Proconnesus,
another colony of Miletus; however, Bousquet (loc. cit.} rejects this solution, preferring to postulate
a Croconnesus in the north Aegean.

was not because all Greeks consulted Delphi before colonizing, but
rather because Dorieus was Spartan, and Sparta was one state which did
have close ties with Delphi. 48
" Parke and Wormell, The Delphic Oracle, pp. 83--94. Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, p. 271,
Q8, is prepared to accept some genuine Delphic ratification of Lycurgus' laws.
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In the lands to which they travelled to settle, Greek colonists of the
historic period found the results of a previous process that had already
involved colonial settlement and that was therefore of both economic
and social relevance. Its chronology can be defined at least in relative
terms. The study and reconstruction of this process aims at understanding how self-conscious it was and at interpreting how, and to what
degree, foreign contacts--evidenced on the archaeological level by
growing quantities of Mycenaean pottery-influenced die internal dynamics of the Italian populations. These were influences which the Greeks
recast and formalized in their own epics and myths. The material
evidence will be used in this paper to determine whether these contacts
were due to economic motivations, such as the creation of an external
market for the products and activities of the indigenous communities.
We will also consider whether the situation of the native people and the
foundation of the colonies were dependent on each other.
The archaeological evidence, particularly in recent years, has tended to
reduce gradually the gap between the latest Greek products of the second
millennium and the first of the historic era. The memory of the past, even
if it was dressed up in epic, appears to have been based on the concrete
and uninterrupted knowledge of Italy by the Greeks since the 14th
century BC.
The Middle Bronze Age inhabitants of South Italy did not live in
expectation of the first ships to bring them foreign products. In fact,
contact between Italy and the East extends back to much earlier periods,
as is suggested by some artefacts as well as by certain tomb-constructions. There is evidence that around the middle of the second millennium
the communities of the Apennine culture entered a process of stabilization and increased complexity. The variety of forms, the specialization of
ceramic containers, the relative abundance of metal objects, and the
established nature of some settlements all indicate that people were no
longer restricted to a purely subsistence economy. Permanent stockbreeding (which included cattle) and agriculture were added to seasonal
• Trans. from the Italian by Jean-Paul Descreudres and E. G. D. Robinson.
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and transhumant past?ralism, with the consequent storage of the
surplus.'
At the same time, but with greater complexity, Mycenaean society ·
was developing in Greece. The Mycenaeans' search for raw materials
reflects the needs of a complex society. Access to the East seems to have
been precluded or limited by Minoan interests, at least until Crete formed
part of the wider Greek sphere. The West seems, therefore, to have been
an enforced choice. Since time immemorial, the natives had occupied
settlements near the coast: for fishing, to provide links in transhumance,
or as ports of call for the occasional sailor exchanging obsidian from the
Aeolian islands and, perhaps, amber from the Baltic. The earliest Greek
imports found in Italy come from these coastal sites. 2 They date to the
middle centuries of the second millennium and occur in quantity in the
area between the Gargano and the istand of Vivara in the Gulf of Naples.
The greatest concentration appears to be in the Aeolian archipelago. So
far, no such finds are known from the Ionian coasts, Sicily, and the
Tyrrhenian coasts. In a second phase, datable to the 14th and 13th
centuries BC, the distribution of imports widens to include south-western
Sicily, Sardinia, Central Italy (on both the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian
sides), besides filling the gaps on the Ionian and southern Tyrrhenian
coasts. This middle phase also shows a greater complexity in its
components, among which one can isolate a Cypriot presence as
evidenced by metal objects. In the final two centuries of the second
millennium, the incidence of Mycenaean objects decreases, but the area
in which they occur broadens to include both North Italy up to the Po
plain and the internal tributary zones of the old ports. It seems that
indigenous products influenced by Mycenaean models can be related to
this period of wider diffusion.
The permanent Mycenaean presence on the Italian peninsula is a
hypothesis which is still to be proved, despite the discovery of clay
statuettes with a ritual function at Scoglio del Tonno near Tarentum. 3
The find seems too isolated to constitute secure proof. The impact of
foreigners and their needs on the natives will therefore have to be
conducted entirely through the internal analysis of the indigenous
communities. As mentioned previously, these communities exhibit a
notable degree of dynamism and sophistication. Requests for products
on the part of the Mycenaeans probably caused a more rapid development of society, one which was more directly orientated towards external
outlets. Natural products were exchanged and characteristic forms,
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especially of metal objects, found a wide distribution even before the
arrival of the first Mycenaean imports. This seems to indicate that the
natives possessed and were progressively improving the necessary means
of production, including an organized use of their territory. 4 This could
have led to an initial differentiation between farmers and pastoralists. It
seems reasonable to assume the existence of a class of metalworkers who
were probably itinerant. Similarly, in ceramic production we can posit
the existence of a special class of workmen on the basis of techniques
used from the middle of the second millennium. Later, the appearance of
painted pottery, under the influence of Mycenaean imports, demonstrates a high degree of specialization.
Exchanges with the Mycenaeans, even if they were not always based
on direct contact, must have led to the emergence of individuals who
organized such activities within the indigenous groups. Although what
we know of the settlements does not seem to allow us to recognize any
organizational differences, the presence of swords, either Mycenaean or
of Mycenaean inspiration, could indicate that their bearers were distinguished within their respective societies. There is no doubt that during
the Final Bronze Age in southern Calabria, individuals used characteristic
and specialized armaments. 5
For the second millennium, evidence of religious activity (which
generally reveals something of the nature of social organization) is scant
and difficult to interpret. The only certain evidence comes from the
entrance of the Grotta di Pertosa, where miniature clay vessels were
found in large numbers. 6 The uniformity of these offerings suggests that
the worshippers formed a homogeneous group. On the other hand,
outside the cave a deposit of bronze objects was found which dates to a
later period. It includes arms and personal ornaments, signs, perhaps, of
an emerging social differentiation amongst the adherents of the cult.
The sudden end of the Mycenaean age in Greece has been variously
attributed to natural catastrophes, epidemics, the 'descent of the Heraclidae', and to social upheavals. What is certain is that it eliminated the
external markets for Italian products. Archaeologically, this situation is
demonstrated by the lack of imported objects in Greece. However, there
appears to have been no interruption to the trade routes between the
indigenous communities. The continuing, if rudimentary, existence of
foreign contacts is attested to by a few imported objects and, above all,
by the emergence of iron-working. This technology was not native to
Italy, despite the occurrence of rich iron deposits in Central Italy and

' For a survey of Italy in the second millennium see R. Ross Holloway, Italy and the Aegean,
JOOD-700

B.C. (1981).

' For the most recent account of Mycenaean finds in Italy see L. Vagnetti (ed.), Magna Grecia e
mondo miceneo, Atti XX/1 CMGr. 1982 (1984).
1
Cp. K. Kilian below, pp. 455-"7 [Ed.]

• See A. M. Bietti Sestieri, D.Arch., NS 4h (1982), 39"""60.
5
See for this and generally for the Final Bronze Age in Calabria F. Lo Schiavo and R. Peroni, Atti
XXI Riun.Sc.llPP 1977 (1979), 551~8.
' See B. d'Agostino in: B. d'Ago~tino (ed.), Storia de/ Vallo di Diano, 1 (1981), 39"""61.
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elsewhere . The introducti on of iron-work ing was probably due to the
7
Euboeans rather than to the Phoenicia ns or other Eastern groups.
during
If the trade routes of the second millenniu m remained the same
the Iron Age, then what is new in this period is the much greater ease
with which different aspects of the·materi al culture can be distinguis hed.
Needless to say, the diversity of the products does not necessaril y reflect
8
ethnic difference s amongst producers or users.
The macrosco pic division is that constitute d by the differen~e in
funeral rites: inhumatio n as opposed to cremation . Inhumatio n is
quantitati vely dominant from Cumae to the Straits, where it constitute s
the main distinguis hing element of the Fossakultur. Within this culture
there are variations , as evidenced by the multiple interment s in chambers
cut into the rock in southern Calabria or the stone tumuli which cover the
fosse on the northern Ionian coast. This latter form of burial has parallels
in Apulia. The basic form is very simple and consists of a rectangula r pit;
the kind of cover varies, depending on the local availabilit y of suitable
material. Through time the internal organizati on of the cemetery
becomes increasing ly distinctive , until one has individual s and, more
9
rarely, groups of people distinguis hed by the external aspect of the grave.
Within this 'inhumati on zone' cremation prevails in a number of
places, namely-l eaving aside Capua-Po ntecagna no and, linked to it,
the coastal settlemen ts of Arenosola and Capodifiu me, as well as the
important inland centre of Sala Consilina . It is possible that the
occasiona l use of the rite at Satrianum in turn was derived from Sala
Consilina. In modern Basilicata the cremation document ed at Timmari,
at the end of the second millenniu m, does not seem to have been
continued elsewhere in the first two centuries of the first millennium . The
same seems to be true in Calabria, where the cases of cremation go back
to the Final Bronze Age (Amendol ara, Tropea, Oppido Mamertin aCastellace ), while for the Iron Age the only evidence seems to be in the
10
necropolis , otherwise a fosse, of Sant'Ono frio di Roccella Jonica. That
the rite of cremation was not familiar to the populatio ns of South Italy is
demonstra ted at Sala Consilina , where the little pits that contain the ash
- See M. Gualtieri, 'Iron in Calabria in the 9th and 8th centuries B.C.' (Ph.D. thesis,
Pennsylvania, 1977).
8
See for this and generally for the Early Iron Age: B. d'Agostino in: M. Pallorrino et al. (eds.),
Popo/i e civi/ta de//'Italia antica, ii (1974), u--91; R. Peroni in: V. Bianco Peroni,/ rasoi ne//'Italia
continenta/e, PBF 8h (1979), 192.-2.00.
' See e.g. P. Gastaldi, Ann.A.Star.A nt. 1 (1979), 13-57: channels separating the graves, possibly
remains of foundations for fence-palings; A. Bottini, Principi guerrieri de/la Daunia de/ VII secolo:
Le tombe principesche di Lave/lo (1982.): 'zones of respect' around the tomb, left clear of
contemporary burials.
'" See B. Chiarrano, N.Sc. 35 (1981), 491-539.
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urns are rectangul ar in plan and lined with stones, in a manner highly
11
reminisce nt of the inhumatio n tombs.
It is not by accident that this examinati on has started with the
evidence of the cemeteries , as they are the source of most of our
informatio n. Very few settlement s have been explored, and even fewer
have been properly published . The discovery of a necropolis suggests the
existence of a nearby settlement , and informati on on the quantitati ve
compositi on of these settlement s at a particular date can be deduced
from the contempo rary burials.
The continued use of Bronze Age trade routes sometime s brought a
continuity of settlemen t. In other instances, to judge from the cemeterie s,
the settlemen ts seem to have moved, but always within the limits of the
flexibility of the system, i.e. the basic divisions, related to the geomorphologica l districts, remain unchanged . The principal changes concern
the increased number of known sites and of occupied spaces. At the
same time, the possibility of identifyin g cultural traits allows us to see
how the different communit ies were connected .
A few cases may be cited to illustrate these findings, along with the
example of the cremating nuclei in Campania which has already been
mentioned . The first concerns the people of the Cairano-O liveto Citra
culture, who lived along the natural passages between the Adriatic and
12
T yrrhenian Seas in the valleys of the Ofanto and Sele rivers. Another is
provided by the distributio n of painted pottery decorated with the
characteri stic a tenda motif, first produced in the inland areas of modern
Basilicata . From there, it is distribute d right up to the northern Ionic
coast, and to the west, into the Diano valley where local imitations also
developed . In this context one can also recall the area of the use of
multiple grotticelle, or fibulae with a wide leaf bow, characteri stic of the
territory of Sybaris.
The connectio ns within South Italy formed part of a larger system,
13
reaching at least to Central Italy. From cremation burials at sites of
coastal Etruria and their territories come vases with a tenda decoratio n
and bronze fibulae with four spirals, all dating to around the middle of
the 8th century BC. This a tenda ware suggests the existence of a traffic,
probably in raw materials, like iron, and in agricultur al or pastoral
products. The route between inland Lucania and Etruria can be traced by
pockets of cremators along the Gulf ·of Salerno.
Most Early Iron Age cemeteries were not used after the period of the
" See B. d'Agostino and G. Bailo Modesti in: d'Agostino (ed.), Storia de/ Vallo di Diano, i. 63-83
and 85-12.2. respectively.
12
G. Bailo Modesti, Cairano ne//'eta arcaica: L'abitato e la necropoli (1980).
" On the contacts between Etruria and South Italy see most recently F. Delpino in: M. G. Marzi
Costagli (ed.), Studi di antichita in onore di Guglielmo Maetzke (1984), 2.57-"71.
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foundatio n of the Greek colonies. It is the Greek colonies which
interrupt, or profoundl y modify, the ways in which the local people were
organized . 14 The organizati on of society, already noticeable at an initial
stage in the Bronze Age, becomes more distinct with the stabilizati on of
the settlement s.
The first diversifica tion depends on function and is linked to sex and
age. The difference between male and female burials is immediate ly
obvious, apart from all else, by the weapons in the former and the
ornament s and domestic utensils, like spindles and kitchen knives, in the
latter. During the course of the 8th century BC social developm ent occurs,
which can be seen.in the difference s, both quantitati ve and qualitativ e,
between the grave-goo ds of upwardly mobile people and those of the rest
of the populatio n. These upwardly mobile people could be either male or
female. It was not until the later Iron Age, in the course of the 7th century
BC, that the various social groups stabilized.
One must bear in mind that the available evidence is exclusivel y
funerary. This means that modern interprete rs have assemblag es at their
by those people
disposal which have undergon e an ideologica l selection
15
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The presence of various types of short swords with embossed scabbards indicates the existence of individual s engaging in single combat.
Sometime s their armour is completed by decorated sheet-bron ze greaves.
These individual s seem to be distinguis hed from those who simply
carried spears, although spears were also carried by swordsme n. Different
types of spears have been found, and the smallest of them could well
have been used for hunting rather than for combat. The lack of horse bits
makes it likely that all these warriors were on foot. The combat chariot
seems to have come into use at a later date. Body armour was probably
made of leather, of which no traces have survived.
Female interment s generally include kitchen knives, domestic containers, symmetric ally arranged fibulae, and spindle whorls made of clay.
The presence of the spindle at Sala Consilina indicates links with the
cremating people of Etruria. The clothes of the women could be enriched
with buttons of sheet-bron ze. Individual s can be differentia ted by the
presence of multiple examples of grave-goo ds, spirals in gold wire, or
imported glass beads and scarabs.
Males of the 9th and 8th centuries BC were either warriors or engaged in
other activities, but they were not differentia ted in death. The existence
" Cp. P. G. Guzzo, D.Arch., NS 4h (198:t), 146- 51.
" Cp. G. Gnoli and J.-P. Verna nt, La M ort, Les morts dans Les societes anciennes (198:t).
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of specialize d metalwork ers is demonstr ated by the distinctive characteristics of some objects. Similarly, the use of the wheel and of painted
decoratio n by potters indicates that a specialize d ceramic industry
existed. Yet, amongst the tomb-gro ups it does not seem possible to
distinguis h the grave of a potter or metalwork er. Only in few cases have
tools which seem to have been used for the working of wood been found.
Observati ons such as these demonstr ate how poorly the funerary evidence reflects reality.
In this context it is interesting to note the evidence relevant to the
storage of agricultur al products in the later Iron Age in the Cairano16
0 liveto Citra culture. Storage containers have been found in both male
and female graves. It appears that, as a result of the widening of
economic contacts, control of primary products had passed from the
females to the males, even though agricultur e had not become an
exclusivel y male domain. Iron sickles are present in both female and
male tombs. This reflection in the tomb-grou ps of productiv e rather than
warlike activities is the result of an economic developm ent that has made
these objects worthy of the grave.
Another distinguis hing sign is the placing in tombs of imported
objects which attest to contacts between the locals and the first sailors of
the historic era. These imported objects, which were not all ornament s
like the scarabs mentioned above, appear in both male and female
graves, but are more commonly found with females, at least in northern
Calabria. This pattern is in apparent contradic tion with what has already
been proposed, but the contradic tion dissolves when one recalls that the
basic element of indigenou s society in the Iron Age was the family.
Within the family, or among those members in pre-emine nt positions,
there was equality. A similar situation prevailed with regard to specific
functions which were divided between the sexes. It is probable that while
the actual contacts with foreigners were undertake n by men, the products
involved were the result of activities carried out by females, such as
agricultur e.
The exploitati on of timber resources is another activity which may
have assumed an 'economic ' importanc e with the new foreign contacts,
and there is archaeolo gical evidence for the tools needed for this work,
like axes and chisels. Not surprising ly, these objects seem exclusivel y
relevant to males. Their inclusion in the grave was a response both to the
economic importanc e of the work and to its consequen t social characterization.
While the native people of South Italy do not seem to have progresse d
past a system based on kinship relations in their social organizati on, the
Greeks portrayed them as 'peoples' under the authority of 'kings' who,
16

See Bailo Modesti, Cairano.
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for the most part, were hereditary leaders. 17 Such a portrayal seems, in
fact, more relevant to the period before the first colonies on the Italian
peninsula, but it is worth recalling that the name of at least one king has
been passed down: Hyblon, the Siculan king who negotiated with the
Greeks over the founding of Megara, and whose name became attached
to the new settlement, Megara Hyblaea.
Interpretation of the literary sources for the periods before colonization
is far from simple, if only because the ancient authors themselves are
rarely in agreement. 18 The Greek historians reconstructed the supposed
history of the peninsula a la grecque. In most accounts, as Pliny coarsely
reveals, the native people of Italy are assigned a common, if legendary,
Greek origin. Thus the Enotri, named after their first king Enotrus, are
supposed to have migrated from the fabled Arcadia in the heart of the
Peloponnese, seventeen generations before the Trojan War. The Ausonians, who appear to be even more ancient inhabitants of the peninsula,
are assigned a hybrid Greek origin, named after Auson, son of the Greek
Odysseus and the Italian sorceress Circe. In the 12th century AD, Tzetzes,
in his commentary on Lycophron, records a different tradition which
makes Auson the son of ltalus, king of the Enotrians and thus of
Arcadian descent.
The Greeks distinguished two periods in the prehistory of South Italy.
In the first, the inhabitants were all known as Enotri, living in small
settlements on high ground, in fertile areas suitable for herding, yet not
densely populated. The Ausonian population seems to have existed at
the same time, judging from the rather fragmentary evidence such as the
name Auson for the southern Tyrrhenian or Ausonian foundation of
Temesa. 19 The capital of the Enotri is recorded as having been at
Pandosia.
In the second period, during the reign of Italus, the Enotri multiplied
and subdivided into groups named after their first leaders-Itali, Morgeti,
and Siculi. While the Choni lack an identified eponym, they are said to
have originated from, or have been organized by, the Enotri. Contradicting the information given by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Aristotle states
that Italus was the first king to make his people sedentary, accustoming
them to agriculture and stabilizing their institutions.
This 'naturalistic' concept of the historic development which takes the
form, as it were, of a tree trunk with three branches, seems to have
resulted from the observation that areas inhabited by the Morgeti, Siculi,
and Choni were all within Italia which, according to Antiochus, was the
17
For the literary sources see F. Cordano, Fonti greche e latine per la storia dei Lucani e Brettii e
di altri genti indigene de/la Magna Grecia (1971).
18
See ibid.
19
See G. Maddoli, Studi ltaliani di Filologia Classica 49 (1977), 267"""74.
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name that succeeded Enotria. In view of the contradictory ancient
sources, the exact definition of these various territories seems more a
problem of philological technique than historical criticism. However, it
must be emphasized that the earliest experiences of Greeks in Italy,
which Antiochus claims to record, referred to populations which
appeared so different from each other that they were distinguished by the
names which have been passed down to us. The indigenous people were
probably also conscious of the differences and are most likely to have
explained them in genealogical terms. A legendary Greek descent was
almost certainly foreign to them even though it cannot be excluded that
they kept some memory of their earlier contacts with the Mycenaeans.
What the indigenous people called themselves is unknown-the names
which have come down to us all seem to be Greek.
Despite these uncertainties, the geographic distribution of the indigenous people was, according to the Greeks, as follows: from Metapontum
at least as far as Velia was the Enotrian littoral; the Choni occupied the
region of Siris while also occupying a 'city' called Chone, founded by
Philoctetes, in another zone, and turning up on the Tyrrhenian. The
Morgeti and Siculi lived around Rhegium, from where they occupied
parts of Sicily. According to another tradition, Siculus, the eponym of
this people, was a former inhabitant of Latium. Linguistic research has
shown that the language of the Siculi, at least in the historic era after
Greek colonization, belongs to an older period than Latin. There is, then,
some measure of documentary evidence for this version of the tradition.
For the other peoples of the peninsula, epigraphic remains do not appear
before the end of the 6th or the beginning of the 5th century BC, i.e. at a
time when it becomes difficult to distinguish between the 'Enotrian'
heritage and the effects of 'Samnitization'.
As regards the reliability of these literary traditions, Antiochus and
Aristotle document the existence of 'studies' of ancient events in the
territories occupied by the Greeks. It is quite possible that the early
colonists had access to some 'histories' of the indigenous people,
although one might wonder whether there was an interest to actually
record them. Rather than at the time of colonization itself, knowledge
regarding the natives could have been gathered in previous generations
by people on exploratory voyages. Such voyages are documented both by
archaeological discoveries and by references, or hints, in the literature. 20
Besides, the trading partnerships which were established during the 7th
and 6th centuries BC between the colonies which were by then settled and
expanding, and the surviving natives of the inland zones, could have
produced an awareness and knowledge of the native traditions. Even if
,. See E. Wiken, Die Kunde der Hellenen von dem Lande und den Volkern der Appenninhalbinsel bis 300 v. Chr. (1937); P. G. Guzzo, Arch.Star.Calabria 47 (1980), 13-35.
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particu lar reason .
It seems likely, therefo re, that on the penins ula only in the latest
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of the natives. In Sicily, the case of Megar a, founde d with the consen
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which archae ology offers.
" Cp. C. Bencivenga Trillmich below, pp. 365~ [Ed.]
" See E. Kunze, O/ympiabericht 7 (1961), 2.07-10.
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(University of Lecce)

In many ways, the 5th closely resembles the 7th century BC. The native
populations which, in the 8th century BC, seemed to have gradually
settled in fairly large centres, were again on the move. In the course of the
7th century BC, the founding of the Greek colonies along the coast and
their territorial consolidation provided a powerful incentive for the
transformation of long-established native agglomerations into protourban centres. Yet, several sites which had flourished in the early stages
of the Iron Age disappeared during this same period. Their disappearance, too, has been linked to the emergence of the Greek colonies. The
constant need for the Greeks to enlarge their urban space and their
territory must have forced a substantial part of the native population to
leave and to move further and further away from the new settlements.
Thus, the natives of Incoronata-S. Teodoro, for instance, appear to have
moved to Pisticci, leaving their original domiciles behind. 1 If, as some
believe, the same occurred at 'Greek' lncoronata, the theory according to
which the native labour in this 'emporium' permanently coexisted with
the Greeks would have to be discarded. 2
Similarly, a number of native sites are known to have been abandoned
in the course of the 5th century BC. There is, for instance, no material
datable to the 5th century BC from the native settlements in the areas of
Tre Contini, Marcellino in the territory of Roccanova, and Castronuovo
S. Andrea. 3 In contrast to the extremely rich documentation we have for
the Archaic period, the evidence is lacking altogether from about 470 BC
onwards and does not resume before the second half of the 4th century
BC. From that time, the archaeological evidence almost regains, in terms
of the number of objects found, the level known in the Archaic period. 4
• Trans. from the Italian by Jean-Paul Descreudres.
' J. de la Geniere, MEFR 82. (1970): 62.1-36. See also D. Adamesteanu, La Basilicata anti ea: Storia
e monumenti (1974), 490ff.
2
Adamesteanu, ibid. For a bibliography on lncoronata see M . Castoldi (ed.), I Greci sul Basento:
Mostra degli Scavi archeologici all'Incoronata di Metaponto r97r-r984 (1986), 2.13-14.
' See for this archaeological zone Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, pp. 131"""7; G. Tocco in: Atti
XX Riun.Sc.JIPP 1976 (1978), 87ff.
• Also in this area is the necropolis of S. Brancato di Sant'Arcangelo where excavations are
presently under way. It appears to belong practically exclusively to the second half of the 4th and the
beginning of the 3rd cent. BC.
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Alongside Tre Confini and Marcellino we have, on the left bank of the
river Agri and almost opposite Roccanova, a second example, that of the
necropolis of Alianello in the Cazzaiola region. 5 This important cemetery
goes back to the second half of the 7th century BC, but has yielded
nothing to indicate that it was still iri use after the first quarter of the 5th
century BC. Although the phases of the settlement to which it belongs are
still unknown, it is obvious that it must have been abandoned some time
in the first half of the 5th century BC, and there is no evidence whatsoever
to suggest that it continued to exist somewhere in the vicinity. 6
Carpine di Cancellare, north-east of Serra di Vaglio, is another
example. Here, too, no archaeological material can be dated after _the
first half of the 5th century BC and, again, there is no evidence of a
subsequent resumption of the settlement anywhere in the vicinity, apart
from a small group of dwellings on the south-east side of the site. 7
Likewise, the small settlement of Pisciolo on the Ofanto in the territory
of Melfi ceases to exist around the middle of the 5th century BC or shortly
after. 8 It is located in a hilly and particularly sandy area and thus lacks
good agricultural land. Yet, throughout its existence the centre maintains
an appearance of considerable wealth, comparable in many ways to
ancient Garaguso in the Cavone valley. 9 Clearly, the site owed its wellbeing to the fact that it lies on important transit routes such as the future
Via Appia. 10 It seems most likely that its population was forced to move
out at this time, subsequently to become part of Daunian Melfi. 11
It is nevertheless worth mentioning, as I have done whenever the
discussion has turned to demographic questions and to the lack of
documentation for the 5th century BC, that both Pisticci and Pisciolo
represent exceptions to the rule. Though situated on the outskirts of the
region under discussion, there is no doubt that both sites were very
wealthy, particularly in the 5th century BC. 12 They differ inasmuch as

Pisticci continues to exist into the 4th whilst Pisciolo's occupation ends
around the middle of the 5th century BC.
So far, the discussion has regularly and almost exclusively mentioned
the importance of the Greek influence. From now on, it will be necessary
to take into account also the impact of the Etruscan culture, either from
nearby Campania or from Etruria itself, via Campania. 13 Etruscan
elements can be observed as early as the 7th century BC in several native
centres in the Agri and Sinni valleys, 14 and are abundantly documented in
the Melfi region. The number of Etruscan bronzes of the 6th and 5th
centuries BC discovered in the Chiucchiari necropolis at Melfi and in
other sites of the region is so great as fo equal that of imported Greek clay
vessels. On the evidence of the grave-offerings from the Chiucchiari
necropolis, the 6th century BC has been considered the floruit of this
centre. Now, taking into account the Greek and Etruscan imports found
in the cemetery of Pisciolo and other sites nearby, it is becoming clear
that the 5th century must also be considered a time of great wealth.
The Melfese has long been seen to include, in addition to Pisciolo, the
centres of Leonessa, Banzi, Lavello, and even Ruvo del Monte. 15 These
native sites were part of the Daunian culture of the Melfese, except for
the last, where both Daunian and Enotrian elements developed simultaneously. Though geographically belonging to the Melfi area, Ruvo
really forms the border between the Melfese and the Pot_entino. In all
these centres, the first half of the 5th century BC is well represented with
local products as well as with Greek and Etruscan imports. 16 In a certain
sense, it could be said that life developed here along similar lines as in the
centres nearer the Greek coast of Metapontum and Heraclea, or-after
Heraclea's foundation-in several native centres in the Agri and Sinni
valleys. Montescaglioso, Pisticci, and Garaguso can all be added to the
list of Hellenized native centres, although they have, so far, failed to
yield any Etruscan imports. Proof of these profound transformations can
be found in the cemeteries. In the 6th and 5th centuries BC native wares
and Greek imports are almost always represented in equal numbers.
The native site of Serra di Vaglio on the Basento illustrates these farreaching transformations most clearly. 17 Here, a proper town plan was
adopted as early as the second half of the 6th century BC, putting an end
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' For a first general account on the situation in this area see E. Lattanzi in: Atti XVl/1 CMGr.
1978 (1979), 32.8-9.
6 See A. Bottini
and M. Tagliente, B.d.A. 2.4 (1984), II1--16; M . Tagliente, MEFRA 97 (1985),
159-91.
7
See Tocco in Atti XX Riun.Sc.IIPP, p. no; D. Adamesteanu in: Atti Centro Studi e
Documentazione sull'Italia Romana, iii (1970-1), 130.
8 G. Tocco in:
D. Adamesteanu et al., Popoli anellenici in Basilicata. Exhibition catalogue,
Naples (1971), 117--2.8; Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, pp. 169-86; A. Bottini in: E. Lattanzi
and M. Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica in Basilicata 1964--1977: Scritti in onore di Dinu
Adamesteanu (1980), 316ff.
9 See J.-P. Morel,
CRAI 1974, 37Q-95 (with bibliography) . For the new evidence which Attilio
Tramonti's excavations in the settlement area and in the votive deposit have produced, see
A. Bottini in: Atti XXIV CMGr. 1984 (forthcoming).
10 On
transhumance in this area see E. Gabba and M. Pasquinucci, Strutture agrarie e
allevamento transumante nell'ltalia romana (1979).
11
For these changes and movements in an area as fertile and rich in freshwater sources and rivers
as the eastern part of the Melfi territory see A. Bottini, Principi guerrieri della Daunia de/ VII secolo:
Le tombe principesche di Lave/lo (1982.), 95ff.
12
See my reports in: Atti IV--XVII CMGr. (1965--77).
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13 For an overall account which includes the Basilicata see M. Tagliente
in: G. Pugliese Carratelli
(ed.), Magna Grecia: Lo sviluppo politio, sociale ed economico (1987), 135--50, and in: Lattanzi and
Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica, pp. 17--2.9.
" E.g. Alianello and Chiaramonte (seen. 6). For Armento cp. D. Adamesteanu in: Atti M.Grecia
u--12. (1970-1), 83-92.; La Basilicata antica, pp. 159ff. For the Melfese see Bottini in: Lattanzi and
Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica, pp. 313ff.
" See Bottini in: Attivita archeologica, pp. 313ff.
16
A. Bottini, N.Sc. 35 (1981), 183--2.88.
17 The
bibliography for Serra di Vaglio keeps growing rapidly. Most useful therefore is the
summary by G. Greco in: Lattanzi and Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica, pp. 367--404.
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the confusion characterist ic of native agglomerati ons of the 8th and
7th centuries BC in which residential areas intermingle d with burial
grounds. To judge by what has so far been uncovered, a main street in
the middle of the plateau formed the axis from which on either side
18
smaller arteries departed at right angles (Pl. 6). The main axis was
flanked by rectangular buildings of either religious or public character.
The architectura l terracottas and antefixes that decorated these buildings
in the second half of the 6th and the first half of the 5th century BC were
of Metapontin e types. 19 In addition to these, there is also a local type of
antefix in the shape of a gorgoneion (Pl. 7.1). The impact of the Greek
culture of the Metapontin e coast is not only reflected in town planning
and architecture , but also in a number of other documents such as 20a
C,
graffito--'A lexas'-on the foot of an Attic cup of the type Bloesch
21
Painter.
Talas
the
by
vase
or in imported vessels such as a
On the other hand, a local kiln was producing perfect imitations of
Metapontin e terracottas in Serra di Vaglio as early as the middle of the
6th century BC. 22 It would be difficult to say whether the craftsmen who
produced such imitations were Greeks from the Metapontin e coast or
fully Hellenized natives. The large antefixes in the shape of gorgoneia
that must have decorated the various rectangular buildings along the
central axis can be attributed to their workshops. Greek presence or, at
least, Greek influence in Serra di Vaglio goes back to the early 6th century
BC, as is clearly reflected in the superb Ionic frieze (Pl. 7.2) that originally
decorated an imposing monument, the large foundation blocks of which
23
have recently been discovered on the south slope of the mountain.
A second kiln was found in the southern part of the settlement and
belongs to the late 5th century BC. It was used for the production of
drinking vessels. Whilst the whole range of shapes typical of the period is
represented, the glaze of this local ware is of inferior quality and
carelessly applied.
As I have shown elsewhere, Serra di Vaglio must have assumed the role
of a phrourion on the route that links Paestum with Metapontu m-as
24
did Cozza Presepe, Pomarico Vecchio, and Pisticci.
to

Adamesteanu, art. cit. (n. 7), pp. 121-5; La Basilicata antica, pp. 144ff.; Greco, Joe. cit. (n. 17).
Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, p. 153; Greco, art. cit., pp. 372ff.
"' For a good reproduction of the graffito see Adamesteanu, La Basilica ta antica, p. 153.
21 For a first illustration of this vase see Adamesteanu et al., Popoli anellenici, p. 78, pl. 28.
22 Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, pp. 153ff.; Greco, art. cit., p. 375.
23 For the excavation of the monument to which the frieze belonged see Greco, art. cit., pp. 372-3.
The frieze was first discussed by F. Ranaldi , Ricerche archeologiche nel/a Provincia di Potenza,
1956-1959 (1960), 24ff. Further to the observations made by D. Mertens in: Lattanzi and Padula
(eds.), Attivita archeo/ogica, pp. 58ff. see now E. Fabbricotti in: Atti M.Grecia 18-20 (1977-9),
11

19

149ff., and esp. pp. 151ff.

" The discussion about the phrouria in the Metapontine area started in 1973. See
D. Adamesteanu in: M. I. Finley (ed.), Problemes de la terre en Grece ancienne (1973), 49-61. For
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The moment of truly great transformat ions in the world of the natives
comes with the 4th century BC and especially its second half. In my
opinion, the entire series of fortifications which are characterize d by
isodomic masonry, by the use of quarry marks in the shape of Greek
letters inscribed on the worked surface of the blocks, and by the fact that
their foundations are sometimes not very deep, but strongly bonded
instead, dates to the second half of the 4th century BC and was built by
25
Greek-train ed gangs of natives. The various attempts to attribute these
fortification systems to an earlier period, i.e. to the 5th century BC, have
26
proved unsuccessful. In the Potentino region, these fortification s are so
similar to each other as to suggest that they were built under one and the
same command and by the same gangs. As I have proposed in the past,
the command in this central area might have been exercised by the
archon Nymmelos, whilst the gangs could all have been formed by
members of the same ethnic group, the Utiani. The fortification s of Serra
di Vaglio, of Torretta di Pietragalla (Pl. 8), and of Satrianum, as well as
27
the first structures in the sanctuary of Mefitis at Rossano, exhibit the
same characterist ic features and can all be attributed to the same gangs
working under one single command. Furthermor e, it is highly probable
that the same man, Nymmelos, was responsible for the foundation of the
largest Lucanian sanctuary in the central part of the region, at Macchia di
Rossano. 28 That the masons who created the fortification s of Serra di
Vaglio, Tortetta di Pietragalla, Satrianum, and Crocia Cognato must
also have been involved in the first constructio n phase of the Rossano
sanctuary is obvious: the blocks are cut in exactly the same way, and the
Greek letters inscribed on them are always the same. On the outskirts of
this 'Potentine' area, at Garaguso for instance, the way the blocks are cut
29
is slightly different, but their surface treatment is identical. The same
can be said of Muro Lucano, especially of the workmansh ip of the
gate. 30
Serra di Vaglio cp. Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, p. 150 and now also id. in: Pugliese Carratelli
(ed.), Magna Grecia (cit. n. 13), pp. 122-9.
25
The arguments in favour of this view which I first expressed in 'Nummelos: Archon o basileus
lucano?' in: In memoriam Constantini Daicoviciu (1974), 9-21, have recently been clinched in my
'Poleis e comunita indigene' in: Pugliese Carratelli (ed. ), Magna Grecia, pp. II5-34.
26
Cp. M. Gualtieri, N.Sc. 32 (1978), 383ff.; D. Girardot and M. Gualtieri, N.Sc. 34 (1980), 103ff.
27
A detailed study of this 'Greek type' of fortification is still outstanding. For the various dating
proposals see Ranaldi, Ricerche; A. Maiuri in: Atti I CMGr. 1961 (1962), 17; M. Napoli, Atti I
CMGr., pp. 207-8; R. Ross Holloway, Satrianum (1970), 12-14; D. Adamesteanu in: In memoriam
Constantini Daicoviciu {1974); id., La Basilicata antica, pp. 19()--6; Greco, loc. cit. (n. 17).
" For a discussion of the structural characteristics of the sanctuary's first phase and of the other
monuments in the region of Potenza see my paper on Nymmelos (cit. n. 25).
29
I am grateful to Attilio Tramonti for providing me with this information.
"' Both at Garaguso and at Muro Lucano-and especially at the latter's north gate---the blocks
are worked in a way very similar to that used at Crocia Cognato. For Muro Lucano see now
E. Lattanzi in: Atti XXI CMGr. 1981 (1982), 268.
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So much happens in the second half of the 4th century BC in Lucania
that one is forced to reassess the relationship between the natives and the
Greek world along the coast. Looking, for instance, at the contempora ry
31
Greek fortification s of Metapontum and comparing them with those of
Serra di Vaglio one cannot but notice the superior quality of the latter.
Whilst the former consist largely of repairs and restorations , those erected
by the natives are creations ex novo, solid and imposing. It is in the
second half of the 4th century BC that the natives awaken and start to
play, at least for a short period, an important part in the history of Magna
Graecia. 32 Until the 5th century BC it had been the Greek world which
pushed from the coast towards the inland; from the 4th century BC
onwards, and especially from its second half, the pressure is reversed. The
native populations pressed towards the Greek colonies of the Ionic Gulf,
33
using the same routes, i.e. the large river valleys. Hitherto, the native
populations had always lived within their fortification s. From now on, in
a totally new and unpreceden ted move, they frequently leave their
fortified centres to live in the countryside , like citizens of a Greek polis.
The more our research of the native centres and their territories intensifies, the greater is the number of abodes and sanctuaries that come to
light far from the main centres. In some cases, these abodes are grouped
together to form small villages. These are practically always situated near
a freshwater source or a river and in areas which are fertile enough to
provide a livelihood.
For the second half of the 4th century BC, the most important groups of
farms so far discovered are those near Moltone di Tolve and those in the
region of Madea in the Agri valley. Furthermor e, there are those
discovered at Porcara in the territory of S. Chirico Raparo, and, finally,
34
those found most recently at Seroto at the foot of Albano di Lucania. In
some instances a single farm stands on its own. A case in point is a farm
situated east of Venosa. Its history is well documented , owing to the
existence of a small cemetery in which a tomb of the late 5th/early 4th
35
century BC stands out for the wealth of its offerings.
The great importance of the grave-goods found in such country
cemeteries lies in the fact that they reveal the existence of pottery
workshops operating in these remote areas, as far away from the
workshops in the Greek colonies as from their 'branches' established in
native centres closely linked to Greek colonies, such as those of the

Roccanova or the Prima to Painters. The artistic language of the painters
working for the native farms in the countryside can be compared neither
with that of the Greek cities, nor with that of the native centres on whose
territories these farms are located. Of the numerous examples known, I
36
should like to mention only the vases from Porcara (Pl. 9.1-2) and
37
Seroto (Pl. 9.3). The interest of the red-figure vases from Seroto lies not
only in their style, but also in their unparalleled , somewhat confused,
interpretatio n of Greek myths: Greek myths represented by Lucanian
craftsmen operating in the middle of nowhere! And yet, these country
burials are not poor: one grave contained twelve vases, and another
twelve were found in a warrior tomb that also included a bronze vessel.
Who was the painter of these vases? To me, he looks like a local man
who had learnt 'something' of Greek painting. To whom could the
scenes with sea monsters be attributed? The same situation exists also
with regard to the small and remote necropolis of Porcara, belonging to a
hamlet of modest farmhouses . The grave-offerings are not poor, but the
red-figure vases they include can hardly be attributed to any of the
38
painters distinguishe d by A. D. Trendall. While some subjects approach the style of the 'Roccanova Group' or of the 'Primato Painter', the
origin of the 'school' to which this 'Painter of the Porcara Thiasos'
belongs remains obscure.
What we have seen enables us, I think, to draw some conclusions with
regard to the question of the relationship between Greeks and natives in
Basilicata. These aim not to put forward any novel proposal, but rather
to clarify a few points that have emerged in the course of twenty years of
research, both in the field and at the desk.
The first conclusion concerns the speed with which Greek civilization
penetrated the hinterland. Obviously, this speed was only possible
because of the existence of the river valleys linking the coast to the
inland, especially that of the Agri. It is clear that, from the very first
contact onwards, the zones that are far from both the coast and the rivers
remain always apart, lacking the sort of developmen t common to all the
39
other, more accessible, areas.
From the very moment the first Greek colonies were established, the
same valleys always retained their function as main channels through
which the coast pushed inland. In the 4th century BC and especially its
second half, the direction of this push is reversed: it is the time when the
native populations start to develop a new self-awaren ess, a phenomeno n
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" D. Adamesteanu in: AAVV, Metaponto, i, Suppl. to N.Sc. 2.9, 1975 (1980), 2.42ff.
" Cp. Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, pp. 2.o6ff.
" Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica, II9.
34
For the first groups of farmhouses see my report in Atti XV CM Gr. 1975 (1976). Those found in
the area of Seroto di Albano di Lucania have been reported by A. Bottini at the 1985 Congress in
Taranto.
" Bottini in: Lattanzi and Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica, p. 32.5 with n. 50.

See D. Adamesteanu in: Atti XV CMGr. 1975 (1976), 52.7-8, fig. 29. 1-2..
Cp. n. 34. I am indebted to Dott.ssa Elvira Pica for all the information she has provided.
38
A detailed study of the group from Porcara is in preparation.
" On the problem of the roads of inland Basilicata see my paper 'Poleis e comunita indigene' (cit.
n. 2.5).
36
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which also occurs in Sicily at the time of Ducetius. 40 This is the period
when Lucania reaches its greatest expansion, and when the Lucanians
assume a leading role in the history of Magna Graecia. Their supremacy
did not last beyond the second half of the 3rd century BC. 41 As both small
and large native centres vanished, the first Roman colonies were established in strategic positions: Venosa and Grumentum .
'° See D. Adamesteanu, Kokalos, 8 (1962.), 167-98.
" For the end of the Lucanian supremacy in the 3rd cent. BC see now A. Pontrandolfo, / Lucani
(1984}. Cp. also F. Sartori in: Atti XV CMGr. 1975 (1976), 83-137.

Characteristics of Greek Coloniz ation in
Thrace::C.M.DAN OV

(University of Sofia)

Taking the term 'Thrace' in its widest sense, i.e. in the sense used in the
Classical age, one could say that the coast of Thrace begins in Chalcidice
and that it stretches as far as the delta of the Danube. This paper aims at
pointing out some characterist ic features in the developmen t of a few of
the more important Greek colonies along these Thracian shores. For
chronologic al reasons, it is best to start with the westernmos t region.

AEGEAN THRACE

Of the cities situated on the Aegean coast between the mouths of the
rivers Nestus and Hebrus (today the Mesta and the Maritsa), Abdera
shall be considered first. 1 What is known about its history is based
more on written-epi graphic and numismati c-than on archaeologi cal
sources.
As is well known, it was founded in 654 BC by Clazomenae which
appears to have been on good terms with Miletus. At the time it founded
Abdera, Clazomenae took part, with other cities, in extending and
strengthenin g Naucratis, the Milesian colony in the delta of the Nile.
Further evidence for the good relationship between Clazomenae and
Miletus is provided by the foundation of Cardia by Miletus on the
northern shore of the Thracian Chersonese. 2 There can hardly be any
doubt that there existed an agreement between Miletus and Clazomenae
which regulated questions concerning the spheres of colonial expansion
and economic and political influence along the southern shores of
Thrace.
The location of Abdera was well chosen: not far from the mouth of
• Coming from distant Thrace, 1 should like to thank the organizers of this Congress for their
warm hospitality and congratulate them on their well-timed initiative.
' See Der Kleine Pauly, i (1962.), 6, s.v. Abdera 1 (Danov), and above all C. M. Danov,
Altthrakien (1976), 2.6ff., 162.ff., 183, 192., 2.2.0, 2.93ff., 2.96, 300, 309, 349-51, 356ff.
' See U. Kehrstedt, Beitriige zur Geschichte der thrakischen Chersones (1954), 6ff. nn. 7, 8, 18; 10,
r3ff. n. 2.9; 16 n. 39; 18 n. 47; 2.3 n. 2.5; 41ff., 53ff.
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the Nestus, on a convenient bay which abounded in fish and other
marine fauna, and with a hinterland rich in resources both above and
below ground. Yet, this first Abdera did not survive very long, for it soon
fell victim to the frequent attacks of the Thracians. Herodotus deals with
these events in one single sentence, stating that Timesius, the founder,
was driven out by the Thracians. 3
The favourable site of the first Abdera and its swift achievements in its
short period of existence were remembered by the Ionian Greeks. This
explains why, when a little more than a century later-under the threat
of the Persian aggression-many Ionians sought new homes on the
Aegean shores of Thrace, Abdera was founded again. This second
Abdera had a remarkable, though not always calm and harmonious,
development. Contrary to what some ancient writers state, its major
threat came not from the floods of the Nestus, but from the neighbouring
Thracian tribes. Thanks to Pindar's second paean, dedicated to the
Abderites, a good deal is known about Abdera's struggle with its
Thracian neighbours. 4
Before giving a brief description of Abdera's early history, it may be
appropriate to say a word about the origin of its neighbours Maroneia
and Aenus. Maroneia, established near the ancient Thracian settlement
of Ismarus, appears to have been founded at about the same time as
Abdera, by Ionian settlers from the island of Chios. 5 Its hinterland was
even more famous for its fertility than that of Abdera, with rapidly
developing wine and timber industries. 6 Equally rich in resources was the
sea along this part of the Thracian coast.
Aenus is the third important Greek colony in this region. 7 The name is
neither Greek nor Thracian and suggests that a settlement existed in this
place before the Thracians built one of their chieftain's residences
nearby. 8 It was called Poltymbria ('City of Boards') and appears to have
been destroyed by the Aeolian colonists from Lesbos and Cyme who
founded the Greek city of Aenus at the mouth of the Hebrus.
In Abdera, too, the first encounter of Greeks and Thracians must go
back to the pre-colonization period. This seems to be proven by the
legend according to which the city was founded by Abderos, the son of
Hermes--or, according to some sources, Poseidon-and a favourite of
Heracles. When the latter came to Thrace to capture King Diomedes'

man-eating horses, Abderos tried to help him. Alas, he was torn to pieces
by the wild beasts, whilst Diomedes perished in the fight with Heracles.
Abderos appears to be a non-Greek, possibly Semitic, name which may
reflect a more distant past and a time when Phoenician seafarers and
merchants visited these places.
The following, peaceful, phase in the history of the relationship
between Abdera and its Thracian neighbours, finds its expression in
Pindar's paean and its reference to the cult of Apollo Derainos. The
epithet Derainos is Thracian and proof of early borrowings on the part of
the Abderites from the Thracian pantheon, and there are other allusions
in Pindar's paean to the amalgamation of Ionian and Thracian elements
in the spiritual, especially religious, life of Abdera.
Another feature that appears to be characteristic of the colonies along
the shores of Aegean Thrace is their close relationship with their mothercities. This closeness can be observed in many spheres of life, as a look at
the coinage of Teos and Abdera may illustrate. From the beginning of
the 5th century BC, Abdera minted some of the most beautiful silver coins
in the Greek world. It is not difficult to see that the engravers of the
Abderan mint followed Tean models. A seated griffin appears on coins of
both cities-though the Abderan griffins are more frequent and of a
higher quality.
Of special importance with regard to the relations between Abdera and
Teos is a fragment of a Greek inscription from Teos. 9 It sheds light on the
relations between the two cities in the sphere of sacral law in the
Classical period. The fragment in question provides the continuation of
a text which was found and copied in T eos three centuries ago by
William Sherard, then British Consul in Smyrna. Whilst this first
fragment makes no mention of Abdera and its inhabitants, the new
fragment names them frequently. It clearly indicates their obligations,
ensuing from sacral laws which tie the citizens of Teos and Abdera to
each other, being of the same stock. The text is known as Teiorum
Dirae, i.e. the curse or conjuration of the Teians. The original was kept
in the state archives of Teos, with an exact copy in the state archives at
Abdera. The injunctions it lists are directed against several kinds of
offences and crimes. In summary, the curses are directed against those
who

3

169.
• Cp. Danov, Altthrakien, pp. 26ff., 51.
' For Maroneia, see Der Kleine Pauly, iii (1969), 1044-5, s.v. (Danov), and Danov, Altthrakien,
pp. 183, 187ff., 192, 348ff.; for lsmarus cp. C. M. Danov in: f.tudes historiques a /'occasion du XI
congres international des scie11ces historiques, Stockholm 1960 (196c), 8-12.
6
On the devastating effects of lsmarian (Maroneian) wine see Hom. Od. 9. 4off.
' See Der Kleine Pauly, i (1962), 177, s.v. Aines 1 (Danov).
' Cp. Hom. II. 4. 520.
I.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

engage in magic,
threaten the supply of food for the city,
do not submit to the authorities,
betray their country,
infringe public order by land or by sea,
' See P. Herrmann, Chiron

11

(1981), 1-30.
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(f) assist strangers performin g acts directed against the vital interests

of Teos and Abdera.
Of the three Greek colonies along the Aegean coast of Thrace on
which this paper focuses, Abdera continued to hold the first place during
the 4th century BC. Skilfully manamvri ng between the contradic tory
interests of the Diadochs, it managed to preserve its independe nce and
democrati c order. Neverthel ess, it was-toge ther with Aenus and Maroneia-serio usly affected by the social, economic , and political crisis
which shook the Hellenistic world in the 3rd century BC. An inscriptio n
dated to the first" half of that century is particular ly instructive in this
context. 10 It promises a generous reward to anyone who informs the
authoritie s of any plot or conspiracy directed against the state.
Abdera displayed also a great deal of skill and flexibility in its relations
with Rome. An inscriptio n found in Abdera and dated to the year 166 BC,
i.e. two years after the battle of Pydna, is a particular ly eloquent
11
document in this respect. At the same time, the inscriptio n provides
evidence for the traditiona l ties which Abdera still maintaine d with its
mother-ci ty Teos. When the Thracian king Cotys put forward a 'hereditary claim' to Abdera and its territory, the citizens of Abdera resorted to
the delegates of Teos who successfully intervened in their favour before
the Roman Senate.

PONTIC THRACE

One of the main characteri stics of the Greek colonizati on along the
coasts of Thracia Pontica and that of Scythia Minor is the predomin ant
part played by Miletus. Of the eight cities establishe d along the coast of
the western Pontus, six were founded by Miletus, the remaining two by
Megara. Moreover , the Megarian colonies were founded not by Megara
itself, but by colonies of Megara: Callatis (today the Romanian port of
Mangalia) by Heraclea Pontica, Mesambri a (today Nessebur, on the
northern entrance of the Bay of Bourgas in Bulgaria) in a joint effort by
Chalcedon and Byzantium .
The earliest and most important Milesian colonies were lstrus and
Apollonia , founded in the last decades of the 7th century BC. Considerably later, at the beginning of the 5th century BC, Milesian colonists
founded Odessus, Tomi, and Dionysop olis (today Varna, Constan~a,
and Balcik).
Both the Milesian and the Megarian colonies appear to have been
'" See C. M . Da nov, lsto riceski Pregled . 3h (1946- 7), ·12.9-41, esp . pp. 135ff. (in Bulga rian).
" Sy/loge (3 rd ed.), 656, esp. the first fi ve lines.
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founded with a view to taking advantage of the fertile Thracian
hinterland . The founders of Mesambr ia must also have had in mind the
favourable condition s that exist in this region for obtaining salt. It is not
by coincidence that in the early 5th century BC Apollonia establishe d a
colony nearby (modern Pomorie). Its name, Anchialos , means 'near the
sea', but also 'salt pans'. These salt pans, which are still in intensive use
today, were the main reason for bloody conflicts between Apollonia and
Mesambri a. An inscriptio n dated to the 2nd century BC from Istrus
provides informati on about one of these conflicts in which Istrus
intervened in favour of its 'sister' Apollonia .
The relations between the Greek colonies on the west coast of the
Black Sea and the Thracian populatio ns of the hinterland form a12 special
chapter. Since it will be dealt with in detail by Maria Coja, a few
general remarks will be sufficient here,
In their political relations with the outside world the Greek colonies
along the shores of Thracia Pontica were rarely actively connected with
the major political events that occurred in the Mediterra nean. As a rule,
their radius of action seems to have been limited to the Black Sea. The
trade relations of these cities are a different matter. In this respect, the
radius of action was considera bly larger. This explains why the relations
of these cities with the Thracians of the hinterland were constant and
intensive. It seems to me that the relations between Greeks and
Thracians along the coast of Thracia Pontica in the Hellenisti c period
were friendlier than those between the Hellenes and the Getae at the
same time. This is suggested by several inscription s found in Apollonia
and Mesambri a, but also by the fact that the Greeks adopted a number
of gods originally belonging to the Thracian pantheon. A particular ly
good example for this is the adoption at Odessus of the Thracian god
Darsalas as the city's supreme deity.
" See below, pp. 1 57ff.

Greek Colonists and Native Populations 1n
Dobruja (Moesia Inferior): The
Archaeological Evidence~:MARIA COJA

(Institute of Archaeology, Bucarest)

Ancient literary sources provide only scant information about the
colonies of the western Black Sea, i.e. the coast of the present Romanian
province of Dobruja. Although the fragmentary information related by
such authors as Hecataeus of Miletus, Herodotus, Thucydides, Strabo,
1
pseudo-Scymnus, and Eusebius forms a useful starting point, it has, on
the whole, been left to archaeology to reconstruct an historic picture of
the life of bo_th Greek colonists and the native population in Dobruja. In
the following, I shall briefly present the main discoveries that have
allowed us to gain some idea about the economic, social, and political
life of the two communities in the pre-Roman period.
There is now evidence to suggest that at the time of the second wave
of colonization in the Black Sea in the 7th and 6th centuries BC, the
native populations had reached a stage in their development that made
contact and firm relations with the Greeks mutually beneficial, especially
in economic terms. The native population consisted of Thracians in the
Balkans, of Getae on the western coast at the mouths of the Danube, and
of Scythians in the north. As early as the first half of the first millennium
BC both Thracians and Getae formed separate and clearly defined
populations, organized in tribal associations of considerable economic
and political strength. The Greeks, thanks to their advanced urbanization, were able to provide these relations with a certain structure, without
which the coexistence between natives and colonists would have, in the
long run, been impossible.
Archaeologically, the situation is well illustrated by the site of
Babadag. This Early Iron Age fortification has been researched since
1962. The citadel is built on a high terrace overlooking the lake of
Babadag which belongs to the string of lakes south of the delta, to the
• Trans. from the French by Jean-Paul Descreudres.
' Hecaraeus of Milerus fr. 172 (F.Gr.Hist. i. 28); Hdt. 2. 33; 4. 78, 93~; Thuc. 2. 96. 1, 97. 1-5;
Srrab. 7. 3. 12-14; pseudo-Scymnus 761-72 (Mi.iller, GGM i. 226ff.); Eusebius apud Hieron. Chron.
95b (Helm).
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reoccup ied after the end of the 7th century AD. The same is true for the
small city of Argamu m, whilst the two other centres are now comple tely
buried under modern cities. Only their cemeteries have to some extent
been accessible. Istrus has thus provide d the richest and most suggestive
discoveries. 5
In recent years, the problem of Istrus' foundat ion date has been
debated . Althoug h it is generally agreed that it was the first among
Miletus ' colonies on the west coast of the Black Sea, it is still unresol ved
whethe r Eusebiu s' date of 656 BC is preferab le to that given by pseudoScymnus who places it at the end of the 7th century BC. So far, the
archaeo logical materia l found in the earliest level in the north-e astern
zone (sector X) has not allowed the questio n to be definitely settled. The
earliest datable finds are fragmen ts of Rhodia n pottery which, accordi ng
to the studies of M. Lambri no, S. Dimitri u, and P. Alexan drescu, go back
to c. 630 BC, i.e. to a time in between the dates given by the literary
sources. 6 In any case, Istrus appears to be a fully viable centre at the end
of the 7th century BC. At T omis, on the other hand, archaeo logical
evidence suggests that the colony was founded toward s the middle of the
6th century BC. Accord ing to traditio n, Callatis was founded at the same
time. Despite its relative abunda nce, the archaeo logical materia l both
from the citadel and the cemeter ies does not go back beyond the early 4th
century BC. 7
In Istrus, seventy years of research have brough t to light an impressive
city
amount of evidence of all categories: three Greek and two Roman
8
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earliest remains have led to the distinct ion of three main occupa tion
levels belonging to the Archaic period, between 630 and 513 BC. Level I is
well attested in several places in the western part of the city, above all in
zone X, and compris es remains of modest dwellings. In the sacred area
this level is represe nted by Rhodia n and commo n East Greek pottery
14
dated 630-575 sc.
Our own investig ations have led to some importa nt conclus ions
concern ing the urban organiz ation at the beginning of the 6th century
15
thoroug hfare
BC and, more particul arly, to the discove ry of the earliest
known so far. This 'street I', more than nine metres wide and with its
curb partly extant, formed the outer limit of the city to the south and
west. It represe nts the first channel of commu nication between the
harbou r, which is assume d to have been situated to the south, and the
Getic hinterla nd. 16
The first defence system belongs to level II and was erected around 575
ructure of mud
BC. It consists of a socle made of local schist and a superst
bricks. Its overall thickne ss is 2.20 m, to judge by the better preserv ed
portion s. It enclosed the inhabite d area which a quarter of a century
earlier had been bordere d by street I, now running inside the wall circuit.
At the same time a second street (II) was opened up, again parallel to the
wall but outside it and thus resuming the function of street I. It is
possible that whilst the first defence system was being built, work also
started in the sacred area toward s the tip of the peninsu la which probabl y
17
represents the acropol is of the city .
While the Archaic level II can be dated to c. 575-550 BC, level III
covers the remaini ng time span until the destruc tion in 514 BC. It is the
period during which the housing appears to have been extreme ly dense in
the western zone of the so-called plateau . It is worth noting that the first
pottery kilns appeare d around the middle of the 6th century BC in the
north-w estern corner of that area. From then on they present an
uninter rupted sequence to the end of the Hellenistic period, forming a
18
veritabl e Kerameikos. It should also be noted that beside abunda nt
finds of Greek pottery , fragmen ts of Getic ware have been discovered
through out the Archaic level and in every area of excavat ion. From the
C. Preda and H. Nubar, Histria, iii (1973).
Alexandrescu,
S. Dimitriu in: Condurac hi (ed.), Histria, ii. 19-131; ead., RA 1973, 23-30;
Histria, iv; P. Dupont, Dacia, NS 27 (1983), 19-44.
Dacia, NS 18
" M. Coja, Dacia, NS 5 (1961), 213-32.; ead., Dacia, NS 6 (1962.), n5-38; ead.,
(1974), 2.83-8.
" S. Dimitriu, St.C.lst. 16 (1965), 663-'74.
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15
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earliest level in zone X come a few fragments that can be assigned to
phase III of the Babadag culture. 19 They attest to the actual presence of
Getae, though the role they were playing remains unclear as these finds
do not appear to be·concentrate d in any particular area . In this context it
is perhaps worth mentioning some of the recent discoveries made in
Argamum, situated on Cape Dolojman north of lstrus. They include a
thin layer of about 15-20 cm, directly above the natural rock, which
contained remains of hut floors and rubbish pits belonging to phases II
and especially III of the Babadag culture. It appears to have been
interfered with by the first Archaic level, containing among other East
Greek pottery a fragment of a Rhodian bird-bowl datable to the end of
the 7th century BC. As has been pointed out, here for the first time is
evidence of a pre-colonial, native population of a site that subsequently
became a Greek colony. These observations have led us to hypothesize
that this small colony was founded at approximately the same time
as Istrus, thus confirming the- information related by Hecataeus of
Miletus. 20
At Istrus there is evidence of a major disturbance occurring towards the
end of the 6th century BC. In zone X, for instance, occupation appears to
have been interrupted by a violent fire. The time corresponds with
Darius' expedition in 514/r 3 BC against the Scythians who were moving
towards the south of the mouths of the Danube. As Herodotus relates,
the Getae tried to hold their own against the great Darius, but were
before long defeated. The charred level found in lstrus' zone X might
well be related to this event. It is covered by deposits of the Classical
period. Similarly, the temple of Zeus Polieus in the sacred area was
reconstructed in the 5th century BC, but the most telling evidence comes
from the Archaic city wall. It was destroyed at the same time, as is clearly
shown by the mass of mud bricks below the Classical levels. Only in one
segment, which might correspond to a possible South Gate, does the
wall appear to have been reconstructed. Towards 480 BC, a new defence
system was built. It was made of stone and cut with its main, western,
side across the area that had been protected in the Archaic period. All
these observations suggest that the city suffered widespread destruction
at the time of the Persian expedition. 21 This raises the question as to
where the Getae, who felt strong enough to offer resistance to the Great
King, had their main tribal centre. Recent archaeological discoveries
suggest that it must have been situated in the northern part of Dobruja.
" See Dimitriu in: Condurachi (ed .), Hist ria, ii . 127, pls. 65-8.
P. Nicorescu, Bulletin de la Section Historique de l' Academie R oumaine 25 (1944), 95-101 ;
M. Coja, Buletinul M onumentelor lstorice 3 (1972), 33-42; ead. in : Actes du 2me Congres
International des F.tudes du Sud-Est Europeen, ii (1972), 268-74.
21
Co ndurachi , in: Omagiu Lui C. Daicoviciu, pp. 117-26.
20
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As mentioned above, the principal seat of the tribal association at
Babadag ceased to exist in the course of the 7th century BC- at the same
time the Hallstatt fortress at Beidaud was being repaired . It lies in an area
south of the mouths of the Danube which has yielded a large number of
finds from the Iron Age and appears to have flowered during that period.
As the archaeological evidence implies, sites such as Tariverde, Sinoe,
Vadul, Nunta§i, and !stria Sat were most prosperous in the middle of the
6th century Bc. 22 lstrus kept close links with the mixed Greco-native
populations of these settlements and one may well wonder if consequently it was itself embroiled in the Persian-Scythi an conflict. It seems
difficult to find another explanation for the attack and the destruction it
suffered at that time.
An ensuing period of calm lasted to the middle of the 4th century BC
and seems to have led to a general upturn in the economy of both the
Greek and the native community. The Odrysian kingdom came into
being at that time 23 and its borders are said to have reached the mouths of
the Danube. It was the political system into which the Getic tribes of the
north formed themselves and it grew to reach considerable strength in the
4th century BC.
Not unexpectedly, lstrus was among the cities on the Black Sea which
experienced a period of great prosperity. Among the principal monuments which go back to this time are: a new stone wall which cuts the
town into two without, however, affecting the residential quarters; 24
significant remains of houses in the north-western zone and in the areas
previously occupied by the Archaic town wall; 25 a rebuilding of the
temple of Zeus Polieus in the sacred zone. 26 In the potters' quarter new
workshops were the result of an upturn in the ceramic industry. 27 From
the beginning of the 5th century BC lstrus minted its own coins: silver
drachmae as well as a small coinage of bronze.28 On the political level,
Aristotle relates that a revolt against the oligarchy led to the creation of a
democratic form of government. 29
From Tomis there is Attic pottery of the 5th century BC. 30 So far,
nothing that goes back to that period has been discovered at Callatis,
which instead has produced a great number of finds dating from the 4th
22

C. Pred a, Thra co-Dacica 3 (1982), 19-24.
V. Parvan, Getica (1926), 51; Pippid i, Din istoria Dobrogei, i. 166 n. 27.
" Cp. M . Coja, St.C.lst. 15 (1964), 383-400; cad. in: Coja and Dupont, Hist ria, v. 42ff.; ead. in :
Leriche and Trezin y (eds.) , La Fo rtification, pp. 95-103.
" See M. Coj a, Dacia, NS 14 (1970), 99-u7.
26
See Pippidi, loc. cir. (n. 17).
" See Co ja in: Coja a nd Du po nt, Histria, v. 4off.
28
See Preda and Nubar, Histria, iii .
29
See E. Condu rachi , Buletinul ~tiinJific al Academiei R .P.Rom,ne 1 (1949), 117-25; id., Hist ria, i
(1954), 25; Pippidi, Din istoria Dobrogei, i. 178.
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See I. Sto ian, T omitana (1962), 13ff.; C. Scorpa n, Pontica 7 (1974), 191 ff.
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century Bc. 31 Particul arly notewo rthy is the recent fortuito us discove ry of
a sacred area which include s remains of temples and altars built in the
32
purest of Greek techniq ues. The most valuabl e finds have been made in
its cemeter ies dated to the early 4th century BC . Beside the tomb with a
vaulted chambe r known as the 'Scythia n Tomb', a second tumulu s has33
been discove red contain ing a funerar y chambe r and dramas (Pl. 10.2).
Toward s the north, where the main Greek cemeter y lies, and in close
proxim ity to the fortifica tion, some importa nt remains have been
uncover ed. Among them is the famous tumulu ry burial with the papyrus
(Pl. 11.1- 2), surroun ded by cremati on burials in cists. One of these
contain ed a great number of miniatu re figurines made of gilded terraco tta
(Pl. 12). 34 This cemeter y remaine d in use through out the Helleni stic
period as is shown by a number of burials in stone sarcoph agi. The
pottery and above all the terraco tta finds suggest the presenc e of a
number of highly skilled craftsm en at Callatis . The recent discove ry of a
strongh old in its territor y is worth noting. It has two success ive walls, of
which the first was built in the 4th century BC, whilst the second seems to
have remaine d function al to the end of the Helleni stic period. The
pottery , both Greek and native, reflects great comme rcial activity made
35
possible by the fertility of the land.
For our knowle dge of the native populat ion in the late 5th and the 4th
is a series of cemeter ies.
centurie s BC, our main source of informa tion 37
36
and Murigh iol38 on the
,
Enisala
Jos,
de
They include Nunta~ i, Corbu
39
coast, and Satu Nau, Bugeac, Canlia, and others in the interior and in
the Danube valley (see Fig. 2). On the coast, the burials usually compris e
much Greek pottery and suggest a mixed Greco-n ative populat ion. In the
interior , the presenc e of preciou s Greek vases reflects the intense comme rcial relation s the Getae maintai ned with the Greek colonie s on the coast,
and demons trates that there was conside rable cultural intercha nge.
Althoug h inhuma tion still occurre d as an excepti on, incinera tion had
become the rule in cemeter ies of both tumular y and level types (Pl. 13.1in
2). A most extraor dinary exampl e is the tumular y burial at Agighio l
C. Preda , Callatis (1963).
A. V. Radulescu and coll aborators, unpubl. excava tion repo rt.
C. Preda, Dacia 6 (1962.), 157-72..
C. Preda, Dacia 5 (1961), 2.75ff., figs. 1-3.
arheoloA. V. Radulescu , N. Cheluta-G eorgescu, and M . Muntean-Barbulesc u, Sa11tier11/
167-'74.
gic A lbesti (1978); id., M ateriale ; i cerceta ri a rheologice , O rad ea (1979),
Thraco-D acica 2.
" M . lrimia, Po ntica 1 (1968), 193-2.34; 6 (1973), 7~2.; 13 (1980), 66-u8;
ba§tinase a Dobrogei in a
(1981), 37- 52.; Po ntica 16 (1983), 69-148; ' Arheologia §i isto ria populatiei
do ua epoca fierului' (u np ubl. Ph .D. thesis, Bucharest 1985) .
37
See G. Simion, Peuce 2. (1971), 63-12.9.
(1956) , 2.47-54; 5
38
See E. Bujor, St .C. Ist . 7 (1956), 2.43, 2.52.; M ateriale ; i cercetari arheologice 3
" See
12
See
n See
" See
is See

(19 58), 32.5-530; 8 (1962.), 2.97-300; Dacia, NS 2. (1958), 12.5-41.
" See Irimi a, loc. cit. (n. 36), and Pontica 7 (1974), 75-138.
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north-e astern Dobruj a, not far from the Danube . Built of stone, it
compris es three chambe rs and a dramas . Two skeleto ns were found in
this tomb: a male in the main chambe r and a woman in the adjacen t
room that commu nicates with the first. The third chambe r contain ed the
remains of three horses. The sacrifice of horses is part of a burial rite that
has general ly been attribut ed to the Scythia ns, but it was also practise d
among Thracia ns and Ge~ae. The refined constru ction techniq ue of the
Agighiol tomb, the wealth of its funerar y offering s, and the burial rite
they reflect suggest that its owner was a 'prince '-possi bly a Getic rather
than a Scythia n chieftai n.
These cemeter ies, which appeare d quite suddenl y in the second half of

s. 13-2.7; D. Berciu,
~, See I. Andriesescu, R evista de preistoria ;i antichitaJi nationale 1 (1937), pl
II~52.
(1969),
50
K
G
Ber.R
Dacia, NS II (1967) , 331- 8; id .,
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the 5th century BC, became extremely numerous in the 4th, and some of
them were used until the end of the 3rd. They attest to the economic and
social evolution of the Getae. Similarly, there is a large number of
settlements (almost two hundred) known to belong to this period. Only
a few of them have been excavated, and then only summarily, as most
are covered by rural buildings of the Roman and Byzantine period.
The wealth of evidence provided by these settlements and cemeteries
leads one to speculate about the organizatio n of the population and the
possible existence of a tribal centre. Among the known sites Be§tepe is
perhaps the best candidate. Surrounded by earth walls this site lies near
the lower Danube (the so-called Sfintul Gheorghe). Several trenches laid
across the fortification system in 1974 revealed that its builders had taken
the
advantage of the natural defence offered by one of the hills and that
41
This
BC.
centuries
3rd
and
4th
the
in
refuge
site had been used as a
means that it is contempora ry with the last phase at Beidaud which lies
nearby to the south-west. Similarly, the princely tomb mentioned above
is only twenty kilometres distant. It seems justifiable to assume that a
tribal residence with politico-adm inistrative functions existed in this
area.
Looking at the archaeologi cal evidence from the 5th to the mid-4th
century BC as a whole, one comes to the conclusion that the two main
communitie s, the Getae and the Greeks, coexisted peacefully and that
each of them was living within its own 'social organizatio n. The
Odrysian state provided a common authority, nominally rather than
practically. 42 The quantity of Greek products found in native contexts is
the result of considerabl e commercial activity, which in turn reflects good
neighbourly relations. There is also evidence to suggest that Getae were
permanentl y living in the Greek city: their handmade pottery is easily
identifiable. It tends to imitate Greek prototypes, particularly with regard
to shapes. 43
The period of tranquillity appears to have come to an end shortly after
350 BC when Ateas led the Scythians into the region south of the
Danube. Their advance was met with resistance by the Getae who were
led by an unnamed rex Histrianorum. After the death of the Getic leader
in the battlefield, Ateas actually succeeded in establishing himself in the
south, which provoked Philip II's expedition. In the ensuing battle,
which probably took place near lstrus, Ateas was defeated and died
shortly afterwards: the Macedonia n kingdom was extended to the lower
Danube.
" Cp. G. Simion, Posebna Izdanja 2.4 (1975), 2.37-52.; id., Peuce 6 (1975), 31-7.
" Cp. Coja, loc. cit. (n. 2.4) and C. M. Danov, Tracia antica (1976, Romanian trans. of Drevnja
Thrakya, 1969), 385ff.
" See M. Coja in: Actes du zer Congres International des f.tudes Balkaniques et Sud-Est
Europeennes, ii (1970), 335-51.

On the archaeologi cal level, this event is reflected in the destruction of
lstrus' main monuments . Among them is the Classical town wall which
was completely demolished, right down to its foundations . In the sacred
area, a layer of charred earth has been observed beneath a number of
Hellenistic altars and some architectura l fragments bearing a dedicatory
inscription to the Theos Megas and dated to the first half of the 3rd
century BC. 44 The destructions were so widespread as to necessitate a
complete reorganizati on of the urban space. A new, imposing city wall
was built of large blocks, in the purest Greek technique. It was more than
three metres wide and encompasse d a third of the area that had been
45
occupied in the Archaic period. The zone that remained outside this
new wall was surrounded by a secondary fortification. Only 1.20 m thick
and built in the usual technique, it followed the circuit of the Archaic
wall. 46 As for residential buildings, their foundations were laid according
to a new technique which consisted of filling the foundation trenches
with alternating layers of clay and ea_rth. These are the so-called 'Olbian
47
foundations '; they remained in use until the Roman period.
At Argamum the situation is not unlike that observed at lstrus: there is
evidence of destruction around the middle of the 4th century BC with a
48
subsequent partial rebuilding of the town wall.
The radical transformat ion of the urban space that can be observed at
both lstrus and Argamum has led us to believe that the preceding
destructions were caused by the Macedonian expedition against the
Scythians led by Philip II in 339 BC. A different interpretati on of the
archaeologi cal evidence has been put forward by D. M. Pippidi who
49
argues in favour of a later date. According to him, the destructions must
be related to the conflict that took place in 313 BC between Lysimachus
and the cities on the western coast of the Black Sea under the leadership
of Callatis.
Whichever interpretatio n will stand the test of time, it remains an
undeniable fact that the Greek cities and the Getae of Dobruja were
seriously affected by the expansion of the Macedonian kingdom. The
integration of Dobruja into its confines eventually entailed far-reaching
changes in the balance of forces between Greeks and natives, particularly
with regard to their social and political evolution. In lstrus' western zone,
for instance, where archaeologi cal research is more advanced than
elsewhere, it appears that housing became progressively denser throughCp. Pippidi, lnscripfiile din Scythia Minor, i. 2.83ff., no. 145.
" C. Preda and A. Doicescu in: Condurachi (ed.), Histria, ii. 2.97-32.9; Coja in: Leriche and
Treziny (eds.), La Fortification (cit. n. 15), pp. 95-103.
.. Coja, loc. cit. (n. 45).
'' See Coja, Dacia, NS 14, pp. 99-u7.
48
See Coja, loc. cit. (n. 2.0).
" I Greci nel Basso Danubio (1971), 46ff.
44
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out the Hellenisti c period and that the number of Getae residents
now
proportio nally increased. Though still handmade , their pottery
50
shape.
to
regard
with
especially
influence,
shows strong Greek
Apart from the fortificati on system, there are several public monuments to attest to urban developm ent in the Hellenisti c period. In this
context, special importanc e must be attached to the discovery of
architectu ral fragments belonging to the entablatu re of the temple
dedicated to the Great God (Theos Megas) in lstrus' sacred zone.
Originally a local divinity, the god was adopted by the Greeks and given
a place of honour in their pantheon.
Another important point concerns recent numismat ic discoverie s.
They suggest a Scythian presence from the late 3rd to the 2nd century BC
in Dobruja, and more precisely in the region extending from Callatis to
Odessus. The coins in question must have been minted in one of the two
cities, and were issued by the Scythian basileis Ailios, Kanites, Sariakes,
1
Tanusa, Akrosas, and Charaspes_.5 It seems possible that this apparent
Scythian enclave is the reason why literary sources often refer to Dobruja
52
in the Hellenisti c period as Scythia Minor.
Equally noteworth y are two inscription s, both found in lstrus, with
the names of two Getic leaders: Zalmodeg ikos (3rd century BC) and
53
Rhemaxo s (2nd century BC). Both bear the title basileus. As appears
from the text of the inscriptio ns they represent the Getic authority to
which the Greek cities, and lstrus in particular , were bound as protectorates. Yet, their place of residence, possibly in one of the fortresses in the
Danube valley, remains unidentifi ed. Nor has it been possible to locate
the residence of their great successor in the 1st century BC, King Burebista,
54
who succeeded in uniting all Getae by founding the Geto-Dac ian state.
His kingdom extended to the north and the west of modern Romania
and included the rich coast of the Black Sea from Olbia to Apollonia . In
the middle of the 1st century BC it constitute d the only military and
diplomati c power capable of opposing the Roman advance towards the
lower Danube. The disintegra tion of the kingdom after his death
allowed the Romans to reach the Danube and ultimately led to the
creation of the province Moesia Inferior.
I
I

I

50 See Coja, lac. cit. (n. 43).
" Cp. V. Canarache, St.C.lst. 1 (1950), 213-57.
" Strab. 7. 4. 5.
53 D. M. Pippidi, Epigraphische Beitriige zur Geschichte Histrias (1962), 75-88; id., Contributii la
istoria veche a Romaniei (2nd ed., 1967), 167-85; id., lnscripJiile din Scythia Minor, i. 68"""72, no. 8.
54
On Burebista see most recently I. H. Crisan, Dacia, NS 24 (1980), 5-17; D. M. Pippidi, Dacia, NS
25 (1981), 255~2.

Greeks and Libyans in Cyrenaica::ANDRE LAROND E

(Universit y of Paris-Sorbonne)

Hellenism developed on African soil for thirteen centuries, from 640 BC to
1
AD 643. The immense period which separates the landing of the
Theraeans from the arrival of the conquerin g Arabs has left us with a
document ation that is difficult to interpret in regard to the relations
between colonists and native populatio ns. The Greek literary sources
provide us with a reliable, but fragmenta ry document ation. They do not
systematic ally address specificall y Libyan questions; this is even more so
2
with the epigraphic al document ation. The East Libyans, on the other
3
hand, have not left us a single written document . Under these circumstances it is not easy to interpret the archaeolo gical material, although
the progress achieved by fieldwork in the chora has led to a new
approach in this area.
4
Leaving aside the question of the arrival of the Greeks in Cyrenaica ,
and without addressing the question of the region's position within the
Roman Empire, this paper considers the relations between Greeks and
Libyans from the Classical to the late Hellenisti c period, i.e. through five
centuries of history.
A superficial examinati on of the texts and inscriptio ns could lead to
the impressio n that the relationsh ip between Greeks and Libyans was
essentially one of conflict. This impressio n is summariz ed by a clause in
Ptolemy Soter's Diagramm a (321 BC) on the subject of the strategoi: 'in
the case of war any active citizen can be chosen. If there is a war other
than Libyan, the Ten Thousand will decide if the strategoi on duty will
be retained or not; if they decide in the negative, the selection can include
all active citizens'. 5 In times of peace the strategoi had to be at least 50
years old; 6 it is therefore clear that the Libyan war represents the first
• Trans. from the French by Jean-Paul Descreudres.
1
In view of the fact that the Theraeans spent 2 years on the island of Platea and 7 years at Aziris
before founding Cyrene in 631 BC, the year 640 marks the arrival of the first Greek colonists on
African soil. Cp. F. Chamoux, Cyrene sous la monarchie des Battiades, BEFAR 177 (1953) 124.
2 See A. Laronde, Libykai Historiai, t.tudes d' Antiquites Africaines (forthcoming ), introduction.
For the literary sources cp. Chamoux, Cyrene, pp. 169, 207.
1
Cp. most recently R. Rebuffat, Libya. Ant. u-12 (1974-5), 166.
' See for this question S. Scucchi, in: Meditarch. 2 (forthcoming).
' SEG ix. 1, II. 28-31.
' SEG ix. 1, I. 28. On this age clause see P. Roussel, Etudes sur le principe d'anciennete dans le
monde hellenique, Memoires de l'Institut 43h (1942, but pub!. in 1951).
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departure from the rules. The second and more exceptional case is
represented by a conflict other than Libyan, that is, by a threat from
overseas. The recently concluded w 4 r against Thibron had demonstrated
that this possibility was quite a real one. What remains to be explained is
the term 'Libyan war', which could either mean war against the Libyans
or (and this ought not to be overlooked) against the other Greek cities in
Libya. 7 As a matter of fact, the adjective 'Libyan' applies also to the
Greeks settled in the Jebel Akhdar. 8 Admittedly, this last type of conflict
was probably rare, though this cannot be proved. One might conclude
that the wars between Greeks and autochthones were the natural form of
conflict in the region. What now remains to be investigated is the
frequency of such wars. Thucydides informs us of the Libyan attack in
414 BC against Euhesperides only because Gylippus happened to be on
the coast of the Greater Syrtis at that time. 9 Gylippus repelled this attack,
though others must have occurred at fairly regular intervals, if we are to
believe Pausanias. He reports that the arrival of Messe.nians, evicted from
Naupactus after the Athenians' defeat in 404 BC, contributed to the
defence of Euhesperides. 10 Again, the interest focuses on the Messenians
and not on Libya, the mention of which is almost incidental.
A Cyrenaic inscription of the 4th century BC belongs to a completely
different context. For prosopographical reasons I am inclined to date it to
c. 330 BC. 11 Five Cyrenaic strategoi offer Apollo the tithe of the booty
carried off from the Macae and the Nasamones, two populations that
lived on the periphery of the Greater Syrtis. 12 The Greeks therefore appear
in an offensive position, at a great distance from the Mediterranean zone
north of the Jebel Akhdar.
In the 3rd century BC a completely different war flared up on the eastern
approaches of the region, when the revolt of the Marmaridae forced
Magas to abandon his expedition against the Egyptian ruler Ptolemy
13
Philadelphus in 274 BC .
Thereafter, it was not until the period of Augustus that a long series of
conflicts broke out and set ablaze the entire interior of the region, from
the Nasamones on the Greater Syrtis to the Marmaridae of the eastern
desert (cp. Fig. 1). It started with a major war, the Marmarikos
Polemos, 14 shortly after 4 BC. 15 It is known through two decrees from
On these conflicts, espec iall y in the 4th cent. BC , see Laronde, Libyk ai Historiai, eh. 3.
' Cp. So ph . El. 702; Paus. 6. 19. 10.
' Thuc. 7. 50.
10
Paus. 4. 26.
11 SEC ix. 77; cp. Laronde, Libyka, Historiai, eh. 3.
12 Cp. J. Desa nges, Catalogue des tribus africaines de l'An tiquite classique a l'Ouest du Nil
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Cyrene: one for Phaos, the son of Klearchos, who went to Rome in the
middle of winter to ask for help, 16 the other for Aleximachos, son of
Aiglanor, who distinguished himself heading the troops of the city . 17 A
passage in Dio Cassius that has long been misunderstood, 18 confirms the
seriousness of the events and the arrival of a detachment of the legio III
Augusta as well as of troops recruited in Egypt. A period of calm returned
in AD 2, when a Pausanias, priest of Apollo, was praised by L. Orbius. 19
The conflict resumed in the Greater Syrtis when L. Cornelius Lentulus,
proconsul for Africa, was ambushed by the Nasamones 20 before P.
Sulpicius Quirinius succeeded in defeating the enemy in AD 6 or 7. 21
It seems possi9le to detect some characteristic features in these
membra disjecta. Most importantly, the conflicts implicate, without
exception, the large tribes of the south which reappear with remarkable
consistency. Now, these are precisely the populations whose number22
and original life-style Herodotus emphasizes, contrasting them with
tribes such as those of the Asbystae or of the Auschisae that lived near
Cyrene and adhered to Cyrenean customs. 23
Another trait common to all these conflicts is that they break out in
times of serious disorder in Cyrene itself. The wars at the end of the 5th
century BC occur shortly after the fall of the Battiads and the ensuing
troubles that beset the republic due to a split between aristocrats and
democrats. 24 Similarly, the wars in the 4th century BC cannot be
dissociated from the long conflict that first set Barca and then Cyrene
against Carthage. The most symbolic episode of this conflict was the
self-sacrifice by the Philaeni brothers. 25 I have shown elsewhere that what
was really at stake in this conflict was control over the caravan routes
from the deep interior of Africa and their trading centres on the coast, i.e.
the transsaharan trade and its luxury products. 26
The revolt of the Marmaridae against Magas in the 3rd century BC is
16 OG/S 767. 7-12..
Instead of W. Dirtenberger's text which is out of date, see now Robert, Opera
minora, ii. 112.3.
17
G. Pugliese Carratelli, ASAtene 39-40 (1961-2.), 2.80--3, no. 105; see J. and L. Robert, Bu/1.Epigr.
1964, 567, for a restoration of several important passages.
18
Dio Cass. 55. 10a. 1 (I. Melber); cp. Desanges, loc. cit. (n. 15).
" Cp. L. Robert, Hellenica 1 (1940), 7-17; 2. (1946), 142.-5, with pl. 2. (important corrections of the
text published in SEG ix. 63); id., Hellenica II-12. (1960), 542.-55; F. Chamoux in: Recueil Plassart
(1976), 47-57.
;,i Cp. Eusthatius, Paraphrase of Dionysius Periegetes 209-210 (Muller, GGM ii. 2.53). For a
commentary on this text which had hitherto remained unnoticed see Desanges, art. cit. (n. 15),
p. 198.
21
Florus 2.. 31.
22
Hdt. 4. 172.-8.
" Hdt. 4. 17of.
" Cp. Laronde, Libykai Historiai, eh. 3. For a different point of view, see L. Bacehielli in:
G. Barker, J. Lloyd, and J.M. Reynolds (eds. ), Cyrenaica in Antiquity, BAR Im. Ser. 2.36 (1985),
1-14.
25
Sall. lug. 79; Val. Max. 5. 6. 4; Pompon. Melas 1. 7.
26
See Laronde, Libykai Historiai, eh. 9.
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obviously linked to the confrontation between him and his half-brother,
Ptolemy Philadelphus. The Libyans hoped to take advantage of this
conflict, just as the Cyreneans would have, if Magas had not taken
precautionary measures in the form of draconian security laws prior to
leaving his capital. 27
Finally, the difficult situation at the end of the Republican period that
involved all countries in the Mediterranean accounts for the conflicts of
which Augustus became aware when Cyrenaica fell under his control
after his victory at Actium. 28 Under these circumstances, it would be
tempting to interpret these wars-which we know about often only by
chance--as scattered parts of one and the same problem. Its duration
could be understood as a reflection of the unyielding antagonism
between the conquering colonists who came from overseas to establish
an agricultural system based on a sedentary way of life, and the native
pastoral nomads who were determined to defend their threatened
territories and runs, unwilling to be forced back into the infertile areas
further south. The length of the conflict could then be explained by the
fact that the forces involved were of equal strength until the Arab
conquest brought about the victory of pastoral nomadism.
This interpretation would imply that the two groups had minimal
contact with each other. The question of contact is of sufficient
importance for us to try to define it with greater precision.
The first problem to be addressed by archaeologists is whether it is
possible to distinguish specifically Libyan elements amongst the ancient
remains. For a long time archaeologists have preferred, in Cyrenaica as
elsewhere, to study the large complexes of urban monuments. By the
same token, the travellers have left us with a number of observations, but
on the whole their notations are characterized by much subjectivity, due
partly to their somewhat biased sources of information and partly to their
ignorance of any elements characteristic of the Libyan civilization. A
case in point are the walls termed 'recinto libico' by G. Haimann,29
which can be found in various parts of the region and of which dressed
stones set at fairly regular intervals are typical. There is every reason to
think that they are dry walls which have lost their fill. They could be
interpreted as cattle-pens or sheep-folds, unless they simply served as
field boundaries. Any interpretation, however ingenious, remains purely
hypothetical.
It seems preferable to start with a ~urvey of construction forms that
occur in the chora, paying special attention to their geographical
distribution. Such an enquiry has never been conducted systematically,
27

28
29

Polyaenus, Strat. 2.. 2.8.
P. Romanelli, La Cirenaica Romana (1943), 75f.
Cirenaica (2.nd ed., 1886), 58f.
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but we possess a sufficient body of information to allow us to delineate a
first sketch, which will subsequently need to be elaborated and corrected.30
There are dwellings scattered on both the intermediary tableland and
the coastal plain. These dwellings are made up of buildings grouped
around a closed courtyard of rectangular ground-plan. A pyrgos built of
carefully drafted stones forms the strong point of any such complex, the
other buildings which are of a lighter construction, with quarry stones for
the lower and cob walls or sun-dried bricks for the upper parts.
Sometimes, remains of agricultural installations, such as a press, have
also been found. Often a cistern was built within the nearby quarry from
which the construction material had been extracted, and in some cases a
rock-tomb has been noted. These installations occur on the hillocks of
the lower tableland or on the hills at the foot of the first escarpment on
the coastal plain. Good examples are the sites of Gariet Sidi Omran
below Cyrene and Eluet Baya west of Apollonia. 31 Defensive preoccupations do not seem apparent: the pyrgos could just as well have served for
the stockin~ of the harvest.
With the exception of the surroundings of Cyrene and the western
extremity of the spur overlooking the wadi el Cuf, where the same kind
of scattered dwellings can be found, the upper tableland offers a
distinctly different picture. It is occupied by a series of large villages most
of which lie in the northern part or even on the edge of the escarpment
overlooking the lower plateau. Starting from the east, one notes Bettamer, Marazigh (Pl. I4.I), Gubba, Tert, Mgernes, and, west of Cyrene,
Beida and Messa. 32 Each of these villages is situated within a basin of
good arable land, well irrigated thanks to the numerous sources that
occur along the edge of the upper plateau (Pl. I4.2). One only needs to
look at the map of agricultural potentials to understand immediately the
reason for the position of these ancient settlements. 33
Yet, it is remarkable that ancient installations are much less dense in
the region of Ghegab, only 24 km to the south-east of Cyrene, particularly in view of the fact that the rural resources of this region are just as
good as those of the area of el-Gubba or of Bettamer situated further to
the east. It appears that the reduced number of permanent settlements in
this region must be due to human factors.
30
I have undertaken this enquiry in the course of the expeditions conducted by the French
Archaeol6gical Mission in Libya, in collaboration with the Libyan Dept. of Antiquities ro which I
should like to express my grarirude.
31
On Garier Sidi Omran see Laronde, Libykai Historiai, eh. 13; for Eluer Baya cp. F. Chamoux,
B.Ant.Fr. (1980-1), 33f.
" Cp. R. G. Goodchild, Tahu/a lmperii Romani, Sheer H. I. 34, Cyrene (1954).
" Cp. the map of agricultural potentials: Soil and Water Resources Survey for Hydro-agricultural
Development, Eastern Zone, scale 1:2.50,000 (1972.).
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Now, it is interesting to compare this observation with Plutarch's
account of the tyranny of Nicocrates in Cyrene between 88 and 8I Bc. 34
Aretaphila, forcibly married to the tyrant, spent her time planning how to
get rid of the husband she despised. To achieve this end, she came to an
understanding with a Libyan prince, Anabus. 35 He carried out a number
of surprise attacks against the Cyreneans until Aretaphila managed, by
means of trickery, to hand him the tyrant. Plutarch mentions secret
conversations between Aretaphila and the Libyan leader, which means
that the latter must have lived not far from the city, in a region where the
nomads were wont to settle periodically.
One could raise the objection that Anabus' presence so far north must
have been due to some war operation. However, to interpret the event in
this way would ignore an important and constant feature of Cyrenean
nomadism; namely, that the nomads of the Jebel Akhdar travel over
large distances within an economic system that is not simply pastoral,
but agro-pastoral. 36 All the accounts by travellers and geographers agree
on this point. Until recently, the nomads tilled the soil in the area to the
south-east of Cyrene. They sowed wheat and barley at the time of the
first autumnal rains, at the beginning of October. Later, and still
depending on the rain, some members of the tribe left and went to sow in
the region of Mekili, about 90 km to the south. Their stay in the south
lasted until April, when they started to return northwards, as the southern
pastures progressively became more bare.
This traditional movement, which combines agriculture and stockbreeding, was complemented by another movement which aimed at
alleviating the shortage of water and pasture at times of severe drought.
Rather than going further south it turned to the east, to the area between
Tobruk and the Egyptian border, i.e. about 250 km from Cyrene.
Whatever itinerary was adopted, the runs were regularly frequented to
protect the traditional rights.
These large movements explain why ancient authors always seem
rather imprecise in their location of Libyan populations. Thus, pseudoScylax37 places the Marmaridae between Apis (modern Marsa-Matrouh)
and the Hesperides (modern Benghazi), a location confirmed by Pliny the
Elder; 38 Diodorus does not contradict this, locating the same population
between Egypt and Cyrene. 39 Strabo, for his part, indicates that the
Marmaridae were expanding towards Cyrenaica and that their territory
" Plue. De mu/. vir. 19.
" On both person and name, see 0. Masson, Antiquites Africaines 10 (1976), 53.
,. Cp. D. L. Johnson, Jabal al-Akhdar Cyrenaica, Research Paper 148, The Univ. of Chicago,
Dept. of Geography (1973), 52.-9.
'' Pseudo-Scylax 108 (Muller, GGM i. 82.).
38
Plin. HN 5. 5. 5.
" Diod. 3. 49. 1.
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extended as far as the oasis of Ammon. The verb he uses, 1rpoaxwp lw ,
correspo nds very well with the moveme nts of the nomads as I have just
describe d them.
These nomadic · tribes must not be confused with the smaller tribes
practisin g
living in the north that had become sedentar y and were
41
at the
that
agricultu re, as Diodoru s explicitly confirms in a passage
adopted
had
same time explains Herodot us' statemen t that these tribes
42
the Cyrenea n customs . Leaving aside the question s of language and
cultural influence for the time being, I am inclined to think that the way
of life of these tribes was a result of natural conditio ns favourab le to
sedentar y life rather than of Greek influence.
In an often misunde rstood passage, to which F. Chamou x has recently
43
offered an enlighten ing commen tary, Diodoru s makes a clear distincof
tion between this first group, the nomadic tribes, and the large tribes
44
but
s,
pillagers to the south. He consider s the nomads to be shepherd
adds that they, like the farming Libyans, are not complete ly without
civilization. 45 The pillaging Libyans of the south, however , are a
complete ly different matter, and because of their strangen ess he devotes a
longer descripti on to them.
It follows then that antagoni sm existed more between sedentar y and
nomadic populati ons than between Greeks and non-Gre eks, or farmers
and shepherd s. Both sedentar y and nomadic populati ons required the
same good land, but an arrangem ent could be establish ed between them:
witness the capture of Thibron by Libyan chariots between Barca and
Euhespe rides that put an end to his escapade . This episode shows that
an agreeme nt between Greeks and Libyans could be firm enough to
survive even in troubled circumst ances such as those experien ced by
46
Cyrene between 324 and 321 BC. The same cannot be said of the
southern tribes, who were prevente d access to the fertile lands north of
the Jebel Akhdar by the nomadic and sedentar y farmers and shepherd s
already establish ed in this area. This explains why the large southern
tribes remained the irreconci lable adversar ies of the Greeks as well as of
the northern Libyans. This, as Diodoru s recognizes, is where the dividing
line really lies.
Under these conditio ns it would be quite pointless to seek any sign of
purely Greek installati ons within the permane nt settleme nts north of the

Jebel Akhdar. It is much more likely that these sites were inhabite d by a
mixed populati on, partly Greek-sp eaking, partly Libyan. How could a
line be drawn between Greek colonists , Hellenized Libyans, and Libyans
who had kept their own language , since these differences would not have
prevente d them from sharing an identical life-style?
high
In contrast to these permane nt settleme nts, the places on the
47
--concisterns
or
springs
e--from
tableland where water was availabl
sisted of no more than a few pyrgoi and some funerary monume nts.
Midway between Faidia and Slonta to the south-w est of Cyrene, the
pyrgos of Sidi Mohame d el-Homr i offers a most interestin g, though not
unique example . 48 One of the most remarka ble sites in this respect is to
be found south-ea st of Derna, not far from Martuba , in a place called elArdam. It had an excellen t water supply which is still in use today, and
there is a complex of buildings which are quite different from those
found in the villages in the centre of the Cyrenea n territory . The ancient
village is very small, but more importan tly, there is a sheep-fo ld and three
large, monume ntal tombs in the form of a heroon (Pl. 14.3). A funerary
chamber raises above a stepped socle of circular or rectangu largroun dplan. Inside, the chamber is subdivid ed into superimp osed compart ments, while its exterior is decorate d with engaged semi-col umns. The
characte ristic
Doric order to which they belong shows the Ionic influence
49
and size
quality
The
of Cyrene's architect ure in the Hellenistic period.
s
dwelling
the
of
ty
of these buildings form a stark contrast to the mediocri
the
had
families
few
which belong to the nomadic zone. Clearly, only a
desire and the means to erect such funerary monume nts for themselves.
These reflect their close links with the Greek poleis, and above all with
Cyrene.
These sites, situated in the steppe zone, raise the question of the
nature of relations between Greeks and natives at times when there were
no tensions. Just like the Greek colonists, the Libyans could sell their
products either in the cities or to the merchan ts who visited the ports
along the coast. These products were from the fields as well as from
stock-far ming and included meat, cereals, skins, and live stock. Among
Cyrenea n horses 50
the most notable of these products were the famous
51
and silphium , a speciality from the arid zone. On the other hand
everybody, whether nomadic or sedentar y, needed the products that were
On the water resources of the region, see M . Marchetti , ldrologia cirenaica (1938).
Cp. Laronde, Libykai Historiai, eh. 13.
by
•• Cp. A. Laronde, CRA/ 1985 , 93-rr6. An analysis of these monuments is bei ng undertaken
in
A. El Gerbi at the So rbonne as part of his doctoral thes is which dea ls with the funerary architecture
176,178,
Cyrenaica. For rhe tomb ar gasr Zeirun, see also S. Srucchi , Architettura Cirenaica (1975),
fig. 170.
"' Cp. Chamoux , Cyrene, pp. 2. 30-7.
.
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See most recently F. Chamoux in: Barker, Lloyd, and Reynolds (eds.), Cyrene, pp. 165-'72.
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either manufactured in or traded through the Greek cmes of Libya,
including tools, weapons, and ceramic items. 52
This complementary relationship was both the cause and the result of
a neighbourly intercourse that explains why the Cyrenean onomastic is
much more varied than one might have expected. 53 0. Masson has
shown that Libyan names are fairly common in Cyrene. 54 My own
prosopographical research 55 reveals that these names were used in
alternation with purely Greek names within the same family. In other
words, not everyone with a Libyan name is necessarily Libyan, nor does
a Greek name imply a purely Greek origin of its bearer. 56
A famous clause in Ptolemy Soter's Diagramma indicates that 'those
men shall be citizens who are born of a Cyrenean father and a Cyrenean
mother, those who are born of Libyan mothers from this side of the
Catabathmus and Automalax'. 57 This right of intermarriage must have
applied first to women from other Greek cities in the region, but
undoubtedly also to native Libyans. The geographical limits mentioned
in the Diagramma clearly allude to the latter case. As has long been seen,
the Catabathmus corresponds to the modern gulf of Solloum (cp. Fig. 1)
which forms the traditional boundary to the east and which is now the
border between the modern states of Libya and Egypt. 58 Automalax, on
the other hand, must be located at the bottom of the Greater Syrtis,
slightly to the east of the 'Altars of the Philaeni' which constitute another
traditional boundary between Cyrenaica and T ripolitania. 59 It does not
necessarily follow that these borders were those of the Cyrenean territory
in 321 BC. These two coastal points simply represent the outer limits of
the runs used by the tribes with whom Cyrene entertained continuous
relations. The granting of this right of intermarriage reveals, above all,
continuous close relations which united Greeks and both sedentary and
nomadic Libyans who operated within an agro-pastoral system to the
north of the Jebel Akhdar.
A list from el-Gubba, situated 44 km east of Cyrene, gives an interesting
glimpse of what the composition of the male population of a kome could
" Cp. Chamoux, Cyrene, pp. 240-3. J.-J. Maffre is preparing a study which will show the
importance of imported pottery from Athens in the 4th and 3rd centuries BC, as well as the existence
of local imitations.
53
Cp. the observations made already by Chamoux, Cyrene, p. 223.
" In: D. M. Pippidi (ed .), Assimilation et resistance a la culture greco-romaine dans le monde
ancien: Travaux du Vlme Congres International d'f.tudes Classiques, Madrid r974 (1976), 377-87;
for an expanded version of the same paper, see Antiquites Africaines 10 (1976), 49-62.
55 See A. Laronde, Prosopographica Cyrenaica (unpubl. thesis Sorbonne, Paris, 1977).
56 For the occurrence of the name A,flus in Athens, see J. and L. Robert, Bull.Epigr. 1961, 264.
57 SEC ix. 1, II. 2-3.
58 Cp. P. Romanelli, Rend.Pont.Ace. 16 (1940), 215-23 (repr. in his In Africa ea Roma (1981),
107-15).
59 Cp. R. G. Goodchild, BSR 20 (1952), 94-IIo (repr. in J. Reynolds (ed.), Libyan Studies: Select
Papers of the Late R. G. Goodchild (1976), 155-J2).
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have been. This list, which I date to the 2nd or 1st century BC, identifies
ninety individuals by name and father's name. 60 The group is too large
to represent a body of magistrates, and appears to be related to the
optimum size of a sedentary population that could have lived off the land
at el-Gubba. 61 I am therefore inclined to interpret the list as a fraction of
the Cyrenean civil body established in this village. The names and patronyms of only seven individuals suggest native origin, i.e. 7.7 per cent of
the total number. Nineteen individuals have a name or patronym of purely
Cyrenean character, i.e. 17.1 per cent· of the list. The remainder of the
names cannot be distinguished. The essentially Greek character of this
kome is obvious, though unexpected in view of its distance from Cyrene
and of the existence of tribal runs in between. This demonstrates the
dispersion of the Greek presence and its interpenetration with the native
element.
This mingling must have had an effect on cultural forms, especially in
regard to religion. Three manifestations seem to be significant in this
respect. First, the frequenting of cult places in the chora, especially in
caves or near water sources. It will be sufficient to mention the rock
sanctuary of Budrasc, which S. Ferri studied some time ago. 62 It lies three
kilometres west of Cyrene and consists of several chambers cut into the
rock where a large number of terracotta heads and figurines have been
found. These bear testimony to a cult of a female divinity, protectress of
the harvest and possibly linked to water sources. 63 Far from being
unique, 64 this sanctuary undeniably includes local elements, and these
are even more obvious in the sanctuary of the ploughs at Hagfa el
Khasaliya, discovered by S. Stucchi whilst he was surveying the wadi
Senab. 65 On the side of the valley, a terrace forms a temenos which gives
access to a chamber cut out of the rock and decorated with innumerable
ploughs. Here again, the divinity (or divinities) venerated must have been
linked to the fertility of the fields.
Thanks to chance discoveries in the area surrounding Cyrene, as well
as at Martuba, south-east of Derna, a series of Hellenistic marble reliefs
is known, the publication of which is being prepared by E. Fabbricotti. 66
These upright panels all represent a scene. which is divided in two by a
wavy line. The lower zone, which must represent the interior of a cave,
00

SEC ix. 348.
Cp. Libyan Arab Republic: Ministry of Agricultural Development, Agricultural Development
Projects (cyclostyled fasc., 1975), according to which 272 farming projects were planned for this
sector, each of 25 ha.
62
Notiziario Archeologico (Ministero delle Colonic) 3 (1922), 20, figs. h-t; 95---9.
63
Stucchi, Architettura Cirenaica, p. 533, points out that some of the hydraulic installations in
this sanctuary appear to be of a late date.
" Cp. the useful list established by Stucchi, op. cit., pp. 107-n.
65
Libya. Ant. u-12 (1974-5), 253, and V. Purcaro, Libya Ant. II-12, pp. 287-94, with pl. 83.
66
In: Cirene ed i Libyi (cit. n. 43).
61
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shows an assembly of seated or standing divinities; the upper zone
alludes to the area outside the cave and depicts pastoral scenes with
horses, oxen, goats, etc. In addition to Zeus Ammon, Demeter and Kore
appear in the company of other divinities, all of whom are of chthonic
67
character. These scenes recall the African dii Mauri and bear witness to
the originality as well as to the syncretic character of the cults common to
the Greeks and Libyans. Finally, one may wonder to what extent the
famous series of female half-statues , both iconic and non-iconic, can be
68
said to be characterist ically Libyan. These occur on sarcophagi and in
funerary chambers of the necropolis at Cyrene as well as on the tombs in
the chora. Chamoux has observed that the non-iconic series represents
the original aspect of these representati ons and has correctly pointed out
the important role played by the stele in funerary rites, particularly in
69
Thera, Cyrene's mother-city . One is tempted to add that this influence
could have been combined with African burial rites, particularly with the
use of stones erected on tombs, which were destined to substitute the
soul of the dead. 70
To summarize, Greeks and Libyans have entertained relations
throughout the Classical and Hellenistic periods that are far richer and
much more intense than the few scattered sources would at first lead one
to believe. Contacts and exchanges must have been the rule, not the
exception.
This is not to deny the existence of conflicts nor the awareness of
differences. Every challenge of the equilibrium between the nomadic and
the sedentary populations , every encroachme nt on cultivable land or on a
pastoral run immediately entailed a violent riposte. This is as true in the
first century of colonization as in the 4th century BC when Cyrene
expanded and aimed at controlling the transsahara n trade routes.
in the
Internal troubles offered the tribes opportuniti es to intervene, as
71
These
BC.
century
rst
the
of
case of Prince Anabus at the beginning
intervention s themselves reflect the close ties that united all the inhabitants of the Jebel Akhdar, with the exception of the large tribes to the
south that remained hostile towards both the Greeks and the northern
Libyans.
This network of varied and intense relations accounts for the endurance of the civilization in Cyrene throughout thirteen centuries of history.
Most of the time it remained in harmony with the Libyan world, which
in turn retained its original structure and a culture to which the colonists
from overseas were not altogether indifferent.
See most recently G. Camps, Berberes: Aux marges de l'histoire (1980), 208-14.
L. Beschi, ASAtene 47-8 (1969-70), 133-341.
•• Cyrene, pp. 298f.
"' G. Camps, Aux origines de la Berberie: Monuments et rites funeraires protohistoriques (1961 ),
554.
" Cp. above, n. 35 .
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The Coloniz ation of Australia: An
Aboriginal Perspective~:MICHAEL WILLIAMS

(Brisbane College of Advanced Education)

I shall start by briefly examining some of the philosophie s and ideologies
held by the British at the time they came to Australia, then proceed to
have a look at some of the views expressed in British and European
literature about Aboriginal people in Australia, before going on to a
much more anecdotal style to talk specifically about Queensland , where
I come from, and its reserve system, the conditions that exist there, and
some of the stories that have been handed down to me through my
family. These stories are part of a very rich and vibrant oral communica tion within Australia's Aboriginal society. Hopefully, this anecdotal
style will give a more human flavour to the issues raised first.
From the very start, I would like to make one point clear. This paper is
from a single Aboriginal person's perspective. I want to make that point
very clear because there is too much tendency still in Australia for people
to look for 'the' view, what is 'the' Aboriginal problem, 'the Aborigines' ,
'the' solution, etc. This approach denies the extremely diverse nature of
Aboriginal society in Australia.
A lot of people are quite comfortable with the view that, yes, there are
Aborigines in Australia, that there is an Aboriginal culture-bu t it seems
to exist in some exotic society somewhere in the centre of Australia, up
in the Kimberley in the north-weste rn area of Australia, in the Northern
Territory, and in the northern part of Queensland . Those Aboriginal
people like myself who happen to live in the coastal areas, in Brisbane,
Sydney, Melbourne, Tasmania, etc. are considered to be 'not real'
Aborigines. This irks a lot of Aboriginal people. In fact, Aboriginal
people and Aboriginal culture exist right across the length and breadth of
Australia.
Another curious thing that has happened to Aborigines in Australia is
that ever since the Europeans, the British, have been coming to Australia
they have described us in varying terms. In the early stages we were called
• The following text is a slightly shortened and edited version of Michael Williams's lecture,
taken from the tape recording made by the Sydney University Television Service at the time of the
Congress. [Ed.]
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Indians, then natives, and then various percentages: quarter-caste,
eighth-caste, even down to one thirty-secondth part Aborigine! Aboriginal people use different names to refer to themselves and to others. In
New South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania they call themselves 'Koories', while in Queensland the term 'Murries' is fairly well accepted,
particularly in the south. Whites are called 'Gubbas' in New South
Wales, 'Dugais' or 'Migloo' in Queensland. In my particular language,
the Gorang Gorang language, we use 'Gibbee' for ourselves, and whites
we call 'Wan'. Both 'Wan' in my language and 'Migloo' refer to ghosts
as well which indicates the colour of the skin.
There are a few other terms that I would like to run through quickly
and these are terms that Aboriginal people by and large find rude or
offensive. To start with, the use of the word 'Aboriginal' as both a noun
and an adjective is wrong in my opinion. I think it should be Aborigine
the noun and Aboriginal the adjective. 'Aboriginal people' is another
term worth mentioning-not because it is offensive, but to demonstrate
a point. Somebody questioned the use of such a mouthful to talk about
Aboriginal people and said why don't we just use the term Aborigines.
Well, I think we should use that term because it reminds people that
Aborigines are people. This might sound a bit ridiculous and taking the
point a little bit too far, but I don't think so. Quite often when I am
travelling around the country I amuse myself by asking a local: 'Oh,
when did the first people come to live in this country around here?' (not
specifically: 'when did the first people come to settle in this town').
Invariably, the response is 'Oh, about 1850 I think, or 1830--something
like that'. When I then say, 'Well, what about the Aborigines? They have
been here for tens of thousands of years. Aren't they people?', they
answer, 'Oh, I'm sorry I didn't mean that', or something to this effect. So,
the use of the term Aboriginal people is in fact a reminder that Aborigines
are people.
There is a language and a terminology used in Australia which raises a
question referred to by Frantz Fanon in his classic book on anticolon.ialism, Wretched of the Earth (1967): 'Because i~ [colonialism] is a
systematic negation of the other person and a furio:is determination to
deny the other person all attributes of humanity, colonialism forces the
people it dominates to ask themselves the question constantly: " In
reality, who am I?".'
When the Europeans became interested in moving out into the world
in the 15th and 16th centuries they were supported by ideology, and
when the British came to Australia they carried with them the ideology
put forward by a philosopher of the name John Locke. In 1690 Locke
had written that
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Europeans understood that after the fall of man God gave the world to mankind
in common to the use of the individual and rational and that man first moved
ab~ut the land in an absolute state of nature in which his only inherent
md1v1dual property was the labour of his body. When he used his body to gather
t~e spontaneous produce of the earth, the produce became his, when he removed
himself from the state of nature, located himself in one place and cultivated the
earth this gave him further property.
So, if the inhabitants of any land had shown that they were using it in
a way ~hat was n _g ht and proper in the eyes of the British, i.e. that they
had built roads, villages, and cultivated the land, they were considered to
have property rights over the land. On the other hand if the inhabitants
did not display these trappings of civilization they wer; considered not to
have any property rights and their land was declared to be terra nullius
no pers?n's land. By the time the British were showing an interest i~
Australia they had these theories of property to support them. If a region
had not already been seized by a rival European power, one of the
Europe~n state~ w?uld acquire it in one of the three following ways: by
persuading_the md1genou_s inhabitants to submit themselves to European
?verlordsh1p, b~ p~rchasmg from them the right to settle part or parts of
tt, or by occupying 1t on the basis of having discovered it. The former two
applied to situations where the indigenous inhabitants were seen to
possess some rights over the land. They had advanced beyond the state
of nature and had settled in villages. The third situation occurred where
the inhabitants were seen to have advanced only to a stage where they
gathered spontaneous produce of the earth and wandered the land in
small family groups. This applied to Australia.
The British considered Australia terra nullius and Captain James
Cook took p_ossession of Australia for Britain in 1770. They then
proceeded to invade Australia and took possession of it without seeing
the need ~o make treaties with the Aborigines or give them any
co~pensat1on for the overrunning of their lands. This was the manner in
which the British acquired Australia.
I s~all now look at what effect this has had on the Aborigines and the
relationship between black and white since Captain Phillip came to
;~~~hsh ~he first British colony in New South Wales in 1788. When
tlltp sailed to Australia he was instructed to 'endeavour by every
·
· h t he natives
·
to open an intercourse
means
possible
and to conciliate
wit
.
.
· · · a II our subjects to live in an amity and kindness
· Joining
t h.etr
h affe ct tons m
. .
. . II y, t he Abongines
wn the m , · Inma
were not too keen on coming
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Bennelong. Bennelong is an interesting person and I will return to him
and another important man, Permulwoy , shortly.
A statement by William Dampier, who visited the west coast of
Australia in 1688, is characterist ic of the attitudes that existed at that
time towards Aboriginal people. He.describe d Aborigines as 'the miserablest People in the world'. Cook, in 1770, said of the Aborigines:

their intrusion onto their lands. Bennelong seems to have taken the view
that since they were here to stay it was better to find out more about
them. He remained around the colony which he visited quite regularly,
and eventually Captain Phillip built him a small dwelling on what later
was called Bennelong Point-whe re the Sydney Opera House now
stands. On the other hand, Permulwoy started to form a view that in
many respects could be considered to be the first protest by an Aboriginal
person about the issue of land. I do not propose to deal with the issue of
land rights in any great detail, but I think that Permulwoy was the first to
demonstrate how important land was. He took the view that there was
only room for one of us here, and he proceeded to try to drive the British
from his lands. He waged quite an effective guerrilla campaign against
the British for about ten or twelve years, until 180I. Attacking with great
skill, he succeeded in terrorizing the British who at one stage thought he
could not be killed by firearms.
Some of the views that Aboriginal people began to form about the
Europeans have been gleaned by the historian Henry Reynolds from
various diaries and writings by squatters and settlers. There were also
escaped convicts and castaways from shipwrecks who lived with Aboriginal groups, sometimes for up to fourteen or fifteen years, and they were
able to report back an Aboriginal perspective. By and large, news about
British society travelled very fast and way beyond the extent of the
frontier in Australia.
A Tasmanian Aborigine talking to George Robinson thought a ship
was a small island. Aborigines in Western Australia thought that it was a
winged monster and in other areas ships were described as huge birds or
trees growing in the seas. Early British explorers-- or tourists as one might
call them today-witn essed European goods, such as steel axes, buttons,
handkerchie fs, etc., being traded way beyond the frontier. In south-west
Queensland , an early pioneer-Br itish pioneer-w as told that steel axes
had preceded his arrival by something like thirty years. European animals
also created some consternatio n. Cattle and horses strayed from British
settlements, and firsthand sightings of them created varying responses. A
South Australian group described cattle as 'beings with spears on their
heads'. There is a wonderful story here about an Aboriginal group's first
contact with cattle. It is told by an Aborigine from the Gurindji people in
the Northern Territory, quoted by Frank Hardy in his The Unlucky
Australians (1972), and displays what I think is one of the most
endearing qualities of Aboriginal people, their tremendous sense of
humour. The man tells how his grandfather , going out with other
hunters, came across the track of 'men with split hoofs'. They followed
the trail right down to Watti Creek, where they found these cattle:

from what I have said of the Natives of New-Hollan d they may appear to some
to be the most wretched people upon Earth, but in reality they are far more
happier than we Europeans; being wholly unacquainted not only with the
superfluous but the necessary Conveniences so much sought after in Europe,
they are happy in not knowing the use of them. They live in a tranquility which
is not disturb'd by the Inequality of Condition: The Earth and sea of their own
accord furnishes them with all things necessary for life.

It is interesting to see how the views changed as time went by. Captain
Watkin Tench, who came to Australia with the First Fleet in 1788, wrote
a thousand times I wish that those European philosophers whose closet
speculations exalt a state of nature above a state of civilization could survey the
phantom which their heated imaginations have reigned. The savage roaming for
prey amidst his native deserts is a creature deformed by all these passions which
afflict and degrade our nature unsoftened by the influence of religion and legal
instruction.

In 1799, a missionary said:
they are truly the most wretched and deplorable beings my eyes have ever yet
beheld. I think the Greenlanders and Labradorians or the inhabitants of Terra de
Fuega cannot be more sunk to a level of brute creation than they. Oh Jesus,
when shall the rays of thy eternal gospel penetrate the gross darkness of their
minds and illumine their benighted souls?

An early British settler in the Hunter Valley wrote:
how is it that the abject animal state in which the Aborigines live should place
them at the very zero of civilization constituting in a measure the connecting
link between man and the monkey tribe for really, some of the old women only
seem to require a tail to complete the identity.

These are some of the views expressed about Aborigines -not auguring
too well for relationship s between them and the British. The two men
mentioned above, Bennelong and Permulwoy , were probably the first
Aborigines to have real contacts with the British arriving in Australia.
They both belonged to the Bidjugal group which lived around Sydney.
Captain Phillip encouraged them to visit the colony regularly and in the
first instance these two men probably shared the same curiosity about the
British and what this new society represented. Later, Bennelong and
Permulwoy began to form markedly different views about the British and
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plexion of that film was changed, and that's one of the things that
irritate me, that constantly written material and film footage are being
edited to make them more palatable to the viewing audience. So we are
constantly getting situations where the story that Aboriginal people want
to present is not presented in those formats and it is only at times like this
Congress, I guess, that you hear some of the things that went on.
Thankfully, there is a growing body of literature that is beginning to
address these issues and to put oral history onto paper.
In 1938, white Australians celebrated the 150th anniversary of British
occupation in Australia. A group of Aboriginal people held a day of
mourning and, at the same time, they put forward what we know as the
Aboriginal Manifesto. Its three main demands were: that miscegenation
was made legal, that Aboriginal children be given the right to be
educated the same way as Europeans, and that Aborigines be allowed to
assimilate and to become like Europeans. The interesting thing is that at
that time, no whites would have a bar of it-whilst today, if the same
manifesto was put forward, no Aborigine would have a bar of it.
It wasn't until after that manifesto, in the early 1940s, that Aboriginal
people were legally allowed into Australian schools. They had been
attending schools before, but it had been at the whim and fancy of the
parents of the other children. A little humorous story which I owe to Eric
Willmot may be in place at this point. In Queensland, he tells us, they
had a particular school entry test. It worked like this: candidates were
asked to put their right arm on top of their head and to touch their left ear
with the right hand. Candidates unable to touch the ear were deemed
either too young or unfit to go to school; those who managed went to
primary school-and those with underarm hair were sent to high school!
Aboriginal people fought in both World Wars-and returned home to
their land without citizenship rights. It was not until 1967 that Australians voted in a referendum to give Aborigines citizenship rights and the
right to vote. They also fought many wars here, on their own land, and
dyed Australia with their blood and we don't have monuments saying
'Lest We Forget' erected to Aboriginal people. If there is one thing I
would like to see done it would be for Aboriginal groups to begin
erecting some kind of memorial to these wars, or dealing with that issue.
Aboriginal people have maintained their pride. We have hung on to
our humanity, we have seized our opportunities in education. The
conclusion of a book written by a friend of mine is very insightful:
The problem of the Europeans and their inability to understand themselves has
always amazed Aborigines. From first settlement Aborigines exclaimed at the
senseless brutality of European society, the excesses of authoritarian control,
and the drive for conformity. Indeed, Aboriginal society presented a challenge to
the long-held beliefs and concepts of the human soul and its relationship to the
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land. While Aborigines thought that their society was superior to the invaders
they also und~rstood _chat there would never be an opportunity to become part of
European s~c~ety while the Europeans held strange ideas about them. In the eyes
of the Abongmes the ~uropeans may have had a superior technology but they
used this technology m a senseless obliteration of the landscape they did not
~nderstand. To Aborigines, therefore, Europeans are a shallow people who are
m constant f?ar, not only of the people whose land they have appropriated but
of the land itself. They are also afraid of external forces who will in turn
expropriate their illgotten gains. Until Europeans have learned how to cope with
these problems and have resolved them they will remain a problem for
Aborigines.
Just one last little story before I close. I have mentioned Eric Willmot. He
was recently appointed to a senior academic post in Queensland and an
acquaintance of mine who comes from northern Queensland met
a~other member of the academic community, knowing that this person
did not approve of this appointment, and this person went up and said
'Oh, isn't it wonderful that Eric's got this job?' There was a mumble:
mumble, mumble and then a little step closer and the person said, 'He's
only a quarter-caste, you know'. So it seems it doesn't matter what
heights Aboriginal people reach, how well they equip themselves in their
chosen pro~essions-they still are brought back to asking this question
that I ment10ned at the start: 'In reality, who am I?'.
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... in many other ways this Baijini contact had a profound effect on
native life. It prepared them for a later contact with other alien
groups, taught them the elements of trade and, what was most
important, made them aware of the existence of people other than
themselves. 1

PREHISTORIC BACKGROUND

The first humans colonized the Australian continent some 40,000 years
ago, during an early phase of the last Ice Age when climatic conditions
were probably wetter than at present. 2 People later had to survive the
rigours of the full Ice Age 18,000 years ago, which was a period of great
aridity causing sand dune development throughout much of inland
Australia and low sea-levels which connected both New Guinea and
Tasmania to the Australian continent. Even so, the first colonists had to
reach this super continent by a sea voyage at least 100 kilometres long,
traversing the deeps of the Timar Sea and other barriers between it and
mainland South East Asia.
These people would have experienced a different landscape to the
present one and would have seen and probably hunted the now extinct
giant marsupials such as the rhinoceros-sized Diprotodon and the threeand-a-half-metre-high kangaroo-like Macropodids. It is possible that,
through their burning activities, humans greatly. affected the vegetation
• I should like to thank Mr Ric Reid, Australian Inst. of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra, for
linguistic advice; Mr Bob Collins, Darwin, for demographic information, and Dr Rhys Jones,
Australian National Univ., Canberra, for discussing with me the ideas in this paper. I am grateful to
Ms Pauline Dempsey who typed the MS and to Ms Adrienne Richards for preparing the maps.
' R. M. and C. H. Berndt, Arnhem Land: Its History and its People (1954), 38.
See R. Jones, Annual Review of Anthropology 8 (1979), 445~6 and J. P. White and
O'Connell, A Prehistory of Australia, New Guinea and Sahu/ (1982.).
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of
pattern and may have caused profoun d changes includin g extincti ons
3
many of the biggest animals .
The stone technol ogy of these Pleistoc ene people consiste d of
scraper s, probabl y used to manufa cture wooden tools such as spears and
digging sticks. In norther n Austral ia and New Guinea they also had
hatchet -like tools. Some 5,000 years ago, soon after the sea-leve l had
n
stabiliz ed to its present level, a signific ant change occurre d in norther
it
and
time
first
the
for
d
appeare
Austral ia. Bifacial ly flaked stone points
4
is probab le that these were armatur es for hunting spears. These and
other speciali zed stone tools, such as hafted chisels, may have been
invente d indepen dently or may have been introdu ced from outside
Austral ia by unknow n colonis ts from adjacen t Asia. That some such
contact did occur is indicate d by the arrival of the semi-do mestica ted
dog, the dingo, some 3,500 to 4,000 years ago. This animal is biologic ally
5
related to the wild dogs of India.
Modern Aborigi nes have a distant memory of this event, but have
transpo sed it into the mytholo gical realm whereb y an ancestr al spirit
dingo (called Kula Kula in the Gidjing ali languag e) is posited as having
travelle d across an already formed landsca pe and created named features
of
in it. 6 ln the region of the Blyth river in norther n Arnhem Land some
approxi
ned
abando
these are archaeo logical shell midden s which were
7
mately 1,500 years ago.
Despite the reality of these intermi ttent contact s with the externa l
world , it is likely that, taken as a whole, Austral ian Aborigi nal culture
and its anteced ents had develop ed largely in isolatio n in Austral ia and
had a deep integrit y as a distinct ive cultural system with roots extendi ng
of
back in an unbrok en sequenc e from the late Pleistoc ene. This sense
is
pe
landsca
ian
antiqui ty and intense connect ion with the Austral
the
over
all
where,
celebra ted by Aborigi nes in their religiou s system
contine nt they believe that the humans , the animal world, and indeed
ancestra l
the landsca pe itself have been formed in a single creative act by
8
they
Thus,
time'.
spirits in some indefini te time referred to as 'The Dream
see themsel ves and the land as indissol ubly linked.
The geograp hic focus of this case study is Arnhem Land, though other
areas in the Northe rn Territo ry will be cited where relevan t (cp. Figs.
1-2) . Arnhem Land, formall y a reserve but now owned by Aborigi nal
people, lies in the tropics between 133 and 137 degrees East and 12 and
See R. Jones, Australian Natural History 16 (1969), 2.2.4- 8.
2.()(M).
See R. Jones (ed.), Archaeological Research in Kakadu National Park (1985),
See K. Golian, 'Prehistori c Dingo' (unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, Canberra, 1980)
Cp. B. Meehan, Shell Bed to Shell Midden (1982.), 167-8.
7
Ibid.
32. (1961) , no. 2.; 33
8
Cp. W. E. H. Stanner, Oceania 30 (1959), nos. 2., 4; 31 (1960), nos. 2., 4;
(1962.), no. 4; 34 (1963), no. r.
'
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South East Asia and Australia

it
14 degrees South and covers some 81,000 sq km of land. Climati cally,
year
is signific antly influenc ed by the monsoo n winds which arrive each
of
from the north-w est between January and April, droppin g in excess
ast
the south-e
1,000 mm of rain during that time. In the dry season, when
rain falls. The
no
almost
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Novem
and
May
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blow
trade winds
Land is
Arnhem
.
dryness
and
heat
extreme
of
time
a
is
end of this period
an area of great ecologi cal diversit y ranging from the beach-e dged coastal
plains to the dramati c sandsto ne cliffs of the escarpm ent, where some of
the great gallerie s of Aborigi nal rock art are to be found. The area
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provides varied and abundant food resources in a wide range of habitats,
such as freshwater swamps, monsoon thickets, blac~ soil plains, and
mangrove forests.
The Aboriginal people of this region practised a fully fledged hunting
and gathering subsistence economy. The men hunted wallaby, geese,
and other game with their spears and caught fish with spears, traps, and
nets. The women hunted small game such as reptiles, including the
goanna (Varanus sp.) and the freshwater tortoise (Chelodina sp.),
collected many species of shellfish, and gathered numerous plant foods,
especially yams and other tubers, fruits, and nuts.
The population density in Arnhem Land ranged from two persons per
square kilometre in the richest estuarine mouths down to one person per
forty square kilometres in the harsher sandstone plateau of the south.
The inhabitants lived in band-sized communities ranging between
twenty-five and one hundred people, but with considerable seasonal
variation depending upon the abundance of resources. Groups of bands
spoke the same language and these language communities ranged in size
from as small as one hundred and fifty to five or six hundred individuals.
In Arnhem Land there was great linguistic diversity with at least twentysix language groups comprising one hundred to one hundred and twenty
dialects being spoken; it is perhaps one of the most linguistically diverse
regions of the world. Linking these language groups were complex
systems of ceremonial exchange involving shared religious ceremonies,
the exchange of wives, and the linking of distant trading partners by
means of religious and utilitarian objects such as spear points, ochre, and
boomerangs. 9
Descriptions of this culture come to us from mid-19th century
historical accounts and from anthropological texts recorded early in this
century .10 Unlike most parts of Australia, this society was not overly
disrupted by the arrival of Europeans, and thus contemporary Aboriginal
people in Arnhem Land continue to practise many of the economic
activities and most of the religious practices of their forebears. Analyses
of their economy, social structure, and languages have been published in
recent times. 11
' Cp. D. Thomson, Economic Structure and Ceremonial Exchange in Arnhem Land (1949).
See e.g. L. Leichhardt, Journal of an Overland Expedition in Australia from Moreton Bay to
Port Essington (1847), and W. B. Spencer, The Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of Australia
10

(1914).

" See e.g. D. F. Thomson, Proc.Pr.Hist.Soc. 5 (1939), 2.09-2.1; R . M. Berndt, Djanggawul: An
Aboriginal Religious Cult of North-Eastern Arnhem Land (1952.); L. R . Hiatt, Kinship and
Conflict: A Study of an Aboriginal Community in Northern Arnhem Land (1965); G. Chaloupka in:
P. J. Ucko (ed.), Form in Indigenous Art: Schematisation in the Art of Aboriginal Australia and
Prehistoric Europe (1977), 2.43-59; J. Heath, Nunggubuya Myths and Ethnographic Texts (1980);
J.C. Altman, ' Hunter-gatherers and the State: The Economic Anthropology of the Gunwinggie of
North Australia' (unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, Canberra. 1982.); Meehan, Shell Bed to Shell Midden.
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COLONIZ ATION AND MYTH

According to Aborigina l tradition in north-east ern Arnhem Land, the
original ancestral beings arrived there from the sea:
the Djanggawul Brother and his two Sisters, greatest of all the Ancestral Beings,
arrived by bark canoe at Port Bradshaw, Jelangbara. They took from the canoe
their sacred objects, and the conical ngainmara mat. They then set about
doing this they
establishing the religious cult they had brought; but before
12
.
Aborigines
day
present
the
of
rs
predecesso
produced the
In a series of songs the same Aborigina l inhabitan ts of Arnhem Land also
tell about people who visited their coastal shores at the beginning of the
historical period. According to C. H. Berndt the Baijini people were early
traders from the East Indies, who arrived after the Djanggaw ul had
13
peopled the region with human beings. They are thought to have come
so early that today they are regarded more like mythologi cal spirits
contempo raneous with the major ancestral beings:
All along the north coast and on adjacent islands, from Blue Mud Bay to Elcho
Island, special sites are said to have been associated with them. There are certain
and various places
rocks that symbolise a wrecked Baijini boat, or a lost anchor,
14
stay.
their
during
occurred
that
are named after incidents
There is no known archaeolo gical evidence confirmin g the visits of the
Baijini, whoever they were, to northern Australian shores.
On the basis of document ary historical sources, archaeolo gical remains, and Aborigina l oral history, the colonizati on episodes that
occurred in northern Australia may be divided into different categories , as
described below. Each of these had different characteri stics and consequences both for the colonizer and in terms of their impact on the
indigenou s populatio ns.
SEASONA L COLONIS TS: THE MACASSA NS

The Macassan s came to northern Australia to procure specific products
of which the most important were a range of holothuria ns (sea-slugs, seaas 'trepang'
cucumber s, and sea-worm s) known from the Malay teripang
15
mer.
beche-deas
mar
da
bicho
e
or from the Portugues
In general, these traders came from the south-wes t of the Celebes
Berndt, Arnhem Land, p. 32..
" Ibid. pp. 33-4.
14
Ibid. p. 34.
15 See esp. C. C. MacKnight, The Voyage to Marege: Macassan Trepangers in Northern
Australia (1976).
12
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(nowaday s in Indonesia ) to collect 'trepang' which they dried and sold as
a prized item to the Chinese. The Macassan s travelled to northern
Australia at the beginning of each wet season in their sailing vessels or
'praus', when the winds were blowing from the north-wes t. After a
season of work they left in April on the south-east erly breezes which
heralded the onset of the dry season. It is clear that this industry was a
substantia l one in the early 19th century, for Matthew Flinders observed
a large number of praus and men on the Arnhem Land coast in February
1803. 16 According to Pobassoo , chief of six of these praus: 'sixty praus
belonging to the Rajah of Boni, and carrying one thousand men, had left
Macassar with the north-wes t monsoon, two months before, upon an
expedition to this coast; and the fleet was then lying in different places to
17
the westward , five or six together' . It is known from historical literature
that the Macassan s had been coming to northern Australia for several
hundred years until early this century. Some archaeolo gical data for
similar activities extend back beyond this time span to some 5oo--600
years ago, 18 though so far this date has not been universally accepted.
The Macassan traders came to northern Australia with their own
technology and with their own food, in order to harvest particular
resources but not to establish permanen t settlemen ts. They negotiated
agreements with certain Aborigina l groups for the use of specified
beaches and stands of mangrove forests, the latter providing an essential
smoking and tanning ingredient in the preparatio n of 'trepang' for the
distant Chinese markets. Individua l Aborigina l men and women occasionally visited the Macassan Islands; and some men even married
Macassan women. Conversel y, modern investigat ions indicate the presence of certain genetic markers within the coastal Arnhem Land population which could be derived from south-east Asian sources, indicating
19
some sexual contact between the visitors and Aborigina l women.
These relationsh ips were casual and did not result in any known pattern
of intermarri age or absorptio n of Macassan men into Aborigina l kinship
networks.
Macassan relationsh ips with Aborigina l people are remember ed by the
latt~r as being relatively amicable until towards the end of the trading
penod when the circulatio n of alcohol appears to have disturbed some of
the goodwill that had existed before. People in Arnhem Land today
continue to speak favourabl y about the Macassan visitors, and though
almost none except the very oldest men would have actually met them
" Voyage to Terra Australis, ii (1814), 2.30.
" Ibid.
18
See MacKnight, Voyage, pp. 98-9.
19
Cp. e.g. R. L. Kirk and R. T. Simmons in: R. L. Kirk and A. G. Thorne (eds.), The Origin of the
Australians (1976), 32.9-46 and 307-2.8, respectively.
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face to face, many had known individual s who had interacted with the
visitors from the north.
Macassan visits did not have permanen t effect upon Aborigina l life in
terms of settlemen t patterns or changed economy. Their influence did not
result in the establishm ent of tropical agricultur e or in the casual
20
maintenan ce of Asian plants such as domestica ted rice or coconuts.
The archaeolo gical manifesta tion of their presence is negligible. Extant
at certain places are rows of stones used for supportin g the metal vessels
in which trepang was prepared and areas surroundi ng these structures
sometime s contain pottery sherds and metal objects (Pl. 15.1). Some of
21
the pottery was porcelain derived directly from Chinese manufactu rers.
Tamarind trees (Tamarindu s indicus), also brought to northern Australia
by the Macassan s and planted there, have flourished on the northern
coastline, often growing adjacent to known Macassan sites. Nowaday s,
Aborigines acknowle dge the origin of these trees and they themselves
plant them since their branches provide excellent shade. The bitter-swe et
fruit they bear is pleasant to eat and, when infused in :water, to drink.
Througho ut their contact with northern Australia, the Macassan traders
constructe d and maintaine d a series of reliable freshwate r wells. Some of
these are still known and maintaine d in central Arnhem Land and
designated Mankater ra rralila, Macassan well.
Substantia l evidence for Macassan influences in northern Australia is
derived from the culture of the contempo rary Aborigina l populatio n.
Many Macassan words are still used in Arnhem Land languages, for
example bandiyerra (from Latin, banderus = flag, via Portuguese).
Many Macassan items were also incorpora ted into Aborigina l material
culture: dug-out canoes, long pipes for smoking tobacco, calico, iron
used to make spears, harpoon heads, and digging tools. Rice and alcohol
were added to the Aborigina l diet. Tobacco became greatly sought after
and money, called rupiya (derived from rupee), was incorpora ted into the
economic system. Some ceremonia l objects come from Macassan
sources. The representa tion of an Indonesia n mast, for example, is
22
still used in ceremonie s in central Arnhem Land. Furthermo re, song
cycles performed today relate images of Macassan life, and certain ceremonies-p articularl y those associated with mortuary practices -have
23
been influenced by Macassan equivalents.
In archaeolo gical terms, the implicatio ns of the adoption and use of
some of these items is considerab le. Dug-out canoes instead of those
"' See

J.

Golson in: D.

J.

Mulvaney and

(1971), 196-2.38.
21
22
23

See MacKnight, Voyage, pp. 80-1.
See Hiatt, Kinship, p. 6.
See Berndt, Arnhem Land, p. 16.

J.

Golson (eds.), Aboriginal Man and Environment
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manufactu red from bark allowed hunters to venture further from the
mainland in order to exploit sea and island resources,24 such as dugong
and turtle, and to establish wider social relationsh ips. Indeed, J. Urry
and M. Walsh have argued that during the Macassan contact period,
Aborigina l people became more mobile and that they 25developed a
Macassan -based language as a pidgeon, or trade, language. As a result,
they could communic ate with Aborigina l people with whom in preMacassan times they would not normally have had any social contact.
Remnants of this language are still spoken by some old people in
Arnhem Land today.
The art of Arnhem Land allows some useful insights into the way in
which Aborigina l inhabitan ts perceived the culture and society of the
Macassan traders. From the galleries of western Arnhem Land comes the
image of a Celebes house (Pl. 15.2) and a Malay kris or sword in its
sheath (Pl. 15.3). A bark painting executed by Madaman from Yirrkala in
1965 and now held in the Museum of Australia, depicts two praus and a
series of trepang pots under a tamarind tree at a site called Baramuda on
Melville Island. The black figures are Aborigine s, the others, Macassans.26
Arnhem Land Aborigine s appear to have responded more to the
stimulus of a new culture than did the visiting Macassan s to their new
experience. In a sense, Macassan camps must have resembled some
contempo rary mining settlemen ts in northern and western Australia, viz.
groups of men brought together in an alien place for a limited time to
carry out a specific task. When that task is done, they return to their 'real
world', leaving behind the debris of their visits as rich material for the
archaeolo gists of the future.
LIMPET SETTLEM ENTS: MID-VICT ORIAN OUTPOST S

A second type of colonizati on which occurred in northern Australia
could be labelled 'real colonies' but they have also been described as
'limpet settlemen ts' .27 These ventures were meant to be long lasting or
even permanen t and were part of a broader plan to establish and
maintain a British military and political presence in the area. These
colonies were miniature versions of their parent society which was either
" See F. G. Rose, Classification of Kin, Age Structure and Marriage amongst the Groote Eylandt
Aborigines: A Study in Method and Theory of Australian Kinship (1960).
25
Aboriginal History 5 (1981), 91-108.
,. Illus. in MacKnight, Voyage, pl. 3.
" See G. Blainey, The Tyranny of Distance (1966), 82.-95; J. Allen, 'Archaeology and the History
of Port Essington' (unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, Canberra, 1969); id., Historical Studies 15 (1972.), 341~0.
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Britain or British colonies already established m southern Australia,
especially in New South Wales.
In northern Australia, several settlements of this type have been
documented. Fort Dundas was established on the north-western portion
of Melville Island on 26 September 1824. It failed, and in June 1827, Fort
Wellington was constructed on the mainland at Raffles Bay on the
Cobourg Peninsula. Following the demise of this venture, yet another
attempt was made on 3 November 1838 at Victoria in Port Essington.
This colony survived for ten years but finally it, too, ended in failure,
with the total withdrawal of all Europeans.
Victoria was a microcosm of a mid-19th-century English town, but
one entirely transported to the tropics. 28 It boasted soldiers, docks, a
hospital, a cemetery, lime kilns, brick pits, and cottages for married
couples with quaint Cornish chimneys. The people tried their hardest to
pursue an English life-style, one cut away from the local Aboriginal
population at least at the formal level. They suffered because they were
unable (or unwilling) to adapt to the special conditions of the tropical
savannah. The soldiers continued to wear dress uniforms, manufactured
from wool, with high collars; their wives covered themselves with
copious drapery typical of Victorian England. Cyclones and malaria
disrupted their lives and many died there, as the headstones in the
graveyard testify. Their agriculture failed. Everything at Victoria
appeared to be running down all the time. Its inhabitants were almost
entirely dependent on supplies from southern Australia and India.
When the British left Victoria they set fire to the wooden buildings and
bombarded the town from their departing ships. These measures were
taken to prevent the local Aboriginal population from making further use
of any of the facilities.
Archaeological remains related to this period of settlement in northern
Australia are substantial. At Victoria itself, its masonry walls and the
footings of buildings, set out according to the original town plan, look
like the ruins of a town in the bush (Pl. 16.1-2). There have been few
changes to these since the settlement was abandoned, except those to do
with decay and the re-establishment of the natural vegetation.
Some evidence at Victoria documents outside influence. The Cornish
chimneys in the married quarters, for example, were built by a group
of Cornish masons living there, as is known from historical records
(Pl. 13.2). 29 The embossed prunts of Chateau Margau wine bottles are
possibly the remains of wine brought there by the French ships Astralable and Zelee under the command of Commodore Dumont d'Urville in
28
29

Cp. Allen, op. cit. (n. 27).
See J. Allen, Cornish Archaeology 6 (1967), 68-73.
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1838, the French hoping to establish a colony there themselves
(Pl. 17.1)_30
The colonists at Victoria appeared to have had little organized policy
to settle the hinterland. Aborigines did come to the settlement however,
supposedly because they were curious to see these pale people who had
suddenly arrived on their land and perhaps to acquire some of the goods
they had brought with them. They did not work in the town, but
provided some food such as fish and kangaroos for· the settlers, in
exchange for European goods. The archaeological reflection of this
exchange between Aborigines and Europeans is of great interest. Empty
wine and brandy bottles, dumped by the colonists, were retrieved by
Aborigines, flaked into tools, and eventually discarded on Aboriginal
camps or middens in the area (Fig. 3). In a shell midden about three
kilometres away from the ruins of Victoria, a piece of flaked glass has
been found on which the words 'Vieux Cognac 1815' were embossed. 31 A
pile of tiny glass flakes found in association with a Victorian brooch in
the earth underlying the doorstep of a cottage once inhabited by a soldier
and his wife is perhaps an indication of some integration of Aborigines
and Europeans which actually took place at Victoria but which was not
recorded in the official records.

3. Victoria: Aboriginal implement made from the thick base of a glass
bottle (1: 2, after photo by Allen)

On his way to Victoria in December 1845, Dr Ludwig Leichhardt
travelled through the Alligator rivers region of western Arnhem Land,
where he saw herds of buffalo. 32 These ungulates had been brought to
northern Australia from South East Asia by the British and even before
the settlement collapsed some had escaped into the bush. After the
closure of Victoria, the buffalo herd was set free to join their, by now,
30

See Allen, op. cit. (n. 27).

31

Ibid.

" Leichhardt, Journal (cir. n. 10), p. 502.
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feral companions. Paradoxically, probably the most significant impact
flowing from this period of colonization, apart from disease, has been the
ecological effect of rapidly increasing buffalo numbers over the past 130
years.
Another faunal legacy was a herd of banteng white-rumped cattle
which still roam wild in the Cobourg Peninsula-by now the only
natural population of this animal in existence in the world.

PASTORAL COLONISTS: THE 'COWBOYS' OF THE AUSTRALIAN
SAVANNAH

This important phase of colonization in northern Australia came not
from the sea as all previous attempts had done, but across land from the
south. This intrusion was not organized as a government colony.
Individual settlers, at first few in number, came with herds of cattle and
horses. These people had already adapted themselves to some extent to
the new and often harsh landscape. They practised open range pastoralism, often acting beyond the law of the land. To protect themselves
they had percussion rifles, not muskets. This was the first time in the
north that the colonists were competing directly with Aborigines, both
for land and watering points. Similar competition had already resulted in
tragedy for the Aboriginal populations in the southern part of the
continent.
These new colonists were often lone men. In many cases, their initial
reaction to the local Aboriginal population, probably because of a
combination of fear and insecurity, was violence. Transcripts recording
the evidence for land claims in the Northern Territory over the past few
years are filled with evidence of killings and massacres of Aborigines by
pastoralists. These Europeans were often described as 'wild' by Aborigines. However, the period is not one of total gloom. As these 'wild'
white men settled on a particular piece of land and began to appreciate
how dependent they were upon Aboriginal knowledge and co-operation,
they, as contemporary Aborigines say, became 'quiet'. For many of these
men their only sexual contacts were with Aboriginal women. Some
acquired Aboriginal wives and settled down to found families which still
bear their names. Groups of Aborigines, usually all closely related and
certainly using the same language, attached themselves to particular
pastoralists who were squatting on their traditional land, and there
developed a relationship from which both black and white could derive
benefits.33 In some cases these men provided practical and legal protec33

See C. Anderson, Mankind 13 (1983), 473---98.
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tion for the Aborigines from further harassment by other pastoralists,
police, and government officials.
In other areas of the north, Aboriginal people congregated around
buffalo processing camps, timber mills, and mines. There they hunted for
the Europeans and here, too, often took their names. In fact, whole
Aboriginal families took their names from such people. For example, the
Huddleston family from the Pine Creek Wagiman community, takes its
family name from George Huddleston, a white pastoralist living west of
the Daly river about fifty years ago and for whom the present George
Huddleston Senior worked when he was a boy. This adoption of
European surnames was not necessarily associated with genetic descent.
It sometimes simply indicates a long-term work association. During
this same period many of th,e white pastoralists themselves became
Aboriginalized and this was demonstrated by their life-style, their diet,
and the way in which words and phrases were incorporated into their
speech. This phenomenon is still highly visible in the Northern Territory
today. 34
Archaeological manifestations of the early period of pastoral colonization are common in the Northern Territory, including rolls of barbed
wire, stone foundations, stockyard uprights, and even cases of ammunition.35 So far, these have attracted little attention from researchers. A few
mining sites have been investigated (Pl. 17.2),36 as have some buffalo
processing camps, 37 but a great deal more systematic work needs to be
done before any real concept of the extent and value of this material can
be developed. To contemporary Aboriginal people who have lived for
most of their lives on cattle stations, this archaeology is of considerable
significance.
EPILOGUE

During the past half-century, a fourth wave of colonists have settled in
northern Australia. The speed with which Darwin has been rebuilt and
the establishment there of major facilities are clear indicators that this
settlement is intended to be a permanent one, finally incorporating the
north with the rest of the Australian nation. Darwin now has a
population of 65,000; that for the Northern Territory as a whole is a mere
141,000. Of these, 20 per cent are Aboriginal.
Parallel with the development of the Northern Territory and indeed
" Cp. K. McKenzie, 'Yorky Belly' (Film: Australian Inst. of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra , 1981).
" C. Holmes, Walkabout Apr. 1963, 10.
16
See e.g. D . Gillespie, ' lmarlka: Historical Archaeology and a Fossicking Econom y Site in the
Top End of the Northern Territory' (unpubl. M .Litt. thesis, Armidale, 198 5).
" E.g. McKenzie, ' Yorky Belly'.
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integral to it, has been another phenomenon, namely the recolonization
of substantial areas by Aborigines who had previously lived in centralized government and mission settlements, cattle stations, and camps on
the fringes of towns. The life-style associated with this return to the land
is different in many ways from the traditional past, in that it involves the
use of trucks, two-way radios, motor boats, and a variety of European
material goods. Aborigines, in many cases, have been able to return to a
life on their traditional lands because of the passing of the Aboriginal
Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976, which allowed Aboriginal
groups to claim areas of land before a Land Commissioner. Many of
these claims have been successful and others are pending. At present,
approximately 30 per cent of the Northern Territory is owned by
Aboriginal people.
Interestingly, the most resilient elements of Aboriginal culture have
proved to be in the intellectual sphere-the network of kinship relationships, religion, and language. Most change has occurred in their diet,
material culture, and settlement patterns. Arnhem Land is a fascinating
place, where the interaction between the 'native' population (the Aborigines) and newcomers is a continuing process. The Aboriginal people
have gained experience and strength through their contact with outside
people and have been able to maintain considerable social cohesion,
whilst at the same time choosing to make dramatic changes to many
aspects of their daily life. This process does not necessarily mean,
however, that Aboriginal people in Arnhem Land and elsewhere in the
Northern Territory will end up living like white Australians. At least for
many years to come, Aborigines in the Northern Territory will maintain a
distinctive life-style whilst participating in the majority culture.
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Emergence of New Cultural Forms

Heritage and Colonization: An
Iconographical Analysis
•

JANICE L. CROWLEY

(University of Tasmania, Hobart)

The purpose of this paper is threefold. Firstly, it will define iconographical analysis and describe its use in classifying the designs of conservative
artistic traditions. Secondly, four motifs occurring in Minoan and
Mycenaean art will be analysed and the question of indigenous artistic
creations as opposed to the transference or migration of motifs from
foreign traditions discussed. lconographical analysis will be seen to
provide a measure of the level of acceptance of the foreign motif into the
indigenous tradition. Thirdly, in order to increase the understanding of
the processes involved and, more particularly, of the role played by the
artist, eight examples of pre-colonial and early colonial art in Australia
will be examined.

ICONOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS: DEFINITION

lconographical analysis is the method of defining artistic motifs by
(a) describing the detail of the constituent elements;
(b) describing the behaviour of these elements in relation to each other
and of the motif in relation to other motifs in extended compositions;
(c) tracing the development of the motif within the artistic tradition.
The identification of motifs with their distinctive details and predictable
behaviour and the tracing of their regular usage can only proceed when
there are established artistic traditions. Such traditions are found in the
Bronze Age civilizations of the eastern Mediterranean, Egypt, and the
Mesopotamian areas. In such traditions, aesthetic appeal and interest in
innovation are not matters of primary consideration. The demands of
religious beliefs on the people, and the requirements of the particular
social structure evolved in accordance with those beliefs, are the major
factors which dictate the subject-matter and form of the art and which
pressure the artist to maintain the traditional representation.
lconographical analysis does not, however, come to an end with the
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classification of motifs by describing their distinctive detail, precise
usage, and development. The classification can itself form the basis for
research in two areas: iconographical interpretation and social and
historical studies.

bull's head as lowered in the rush 5 or as flung up, perhaps giving spring to
the leaper for the vault. 6 A catcher may stand behind the bull ready to
help the landing of the leaper. 7 The danger of the bull sports is expressed
by the failure of the leap, by goring, as on the Boxer rhyton, 8 or by
trampling (Pl. 18.2). 9
In summary, the motif of the bull sports is indigenous to Minoan and
Mycenaean art. It comprises a series of subsidiary motifs, each with their
accepted variants but all giving a predictable depiction of this dangerous
and exhilarating exploit.
An example of a transferring motif which makes its way into Aegean
art is the 'master of animals'. It has its origins in the Early Dynastic art of
Mesopotamia where the various 'contest scenes' are among the most
frequently used motifs. 10 They include the figure of a struggling hero,
who may be naked or a bull man who subdues beasts, usually lions or
bulls, by holding them rampant or turning them upside-down. A
Mesopotamian cylinder seal found in the Knossos palace, uses motifs
derived from the Early Dynastic repertoire (Pl. 18.3). The struggling hero
is the bull man: he subdues rampant bulls on either side. The rampant
bulls and lions in saltire are also part of the 'contest scene' repertoire.
When the design motif of the 'antithetical group' 11 is used to render
the 'contest scene', the new combination is called the 'master of
animals', as, for instance, on a LH II/ III jasper signet ring from Mycenae
(Pl. 18.4). Here various details are true to the original Mesopotamian
motif, such as the 'antithetical group', the use of lions as the appropriate
animals, and the hero subduing the animals by holding them either
rampant or inverted. The Aegean details are: a decidedly Mycenaean
visage with beard, close-cropped hair, Mycenaean greaves, 12 and a
variation of the Minoan cinch belt and short skirt. This variation omits
the codpiece and has a girdle rather like the girdle of the original naked
hero who has now become so powerful that he lifts both great beasts
clear of the ground.
In summary, the 'master of animals' is a motif of Mesopotamian
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FOUR MOTIFS OF BRONZE AGE AEGEAN AR T 1

Representations of the bull sports are generally considered to be typical
of Minoan art. They include the motifs of bull-hunting and grappling,
bull-leaping, and where the leaping fails, the goring or trampling of the
leaper. The bull-leaping motif is best known from the Taureador fresco
at Knossos,2 where the leaper vaults a magnificent running bull. The
standard version of the motif can be seen on a LH IIIB seal from the
Pylos palace (Pl. 18.1). The bull is represented in flying gallop, a regularly
used motif which conveys the speed and power of an animal by
depicting all four limbs clear of the ground, the forelegs thrust forward,
the hind legs back. The leaper is executing a forward somersault over the
full length of the bull's body from a take-off point in front of the bull and
is shown at the point where the mid-air roll has been completed and the
descent has begun for the landing behind the bull. The leaper's legs are
not shown in contact with the bull's back and then bounding off, as
some have proposed. 3 Indeed, the bull's back would not be there to land
on, since its headlong rush would have carried it well beyond the leaper
somersaulting above.
The leaper is shown with the dress and hair-style of the Minoan male,
tight-belt (the usual codpiece may be lost in the broken portion),
jewellery, and long flowing ringlets. The sex of the leaper cannot be
distinguished from the outline. However, if the convention of white for
female and red-brown for male bodies holds consistently throughout
Minoan and Mycenaean art, the Taureador fresco at Knossos and the
Bull-leaper fresco at Tiryns 4 would indicate that there were both male
and female bull-leapers.
Variations to the bull-leaping scene can include the position of the
' The term 'Aegean art' is here used to include the artistic traditions of the Western sphere
(Cycladic, Helladic, Minoan, and Mycenaean, but particularly the latter two), since it is necessary to
have a convenient name for juxtaposing these traditions against those of the East, especially the
Egyptian and the Mesopotamian. The problem of differentiating Mycenaean from Minoan is not
addressed here.
2
A. Evans, The Palace of Minos, iii (1930), fig. 144, and pp. 203-30, for a full discussion of the
sports. Seals showing the bull-leaping motif are CMS i. 79, 82,137,152,200,342,378,408; vh. 517,
597, 638, 674; vii. 109; xii. 284.
3
Evans, Palace, iii. 221-2. The bronze figurine, fig. 155, apparently shows a leaper landing on the
bull's back but there are difficulties with the composition.
4
H. Schliemann, Tiryns (1886), pl. 13.
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' CMS i. 152.
' CMS i. 200, 408.
7
Evans, Palace, iii. 222-3. Some depictions also show a leaper poised before rhe bull, e.g. CMS i.
305.
8
Ibid. iii, fig. 157.
' S. Marinatos, Crete a11d Mycenae (1960), pls. 178-80. Cp. also CMS i. 314.
10
See especially H. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals (1939), 52-6, and P. Amiet, La Glyptique
mesopotamienne archaique (1961), 146-52.
.
11
In its simplest form this motif consists of rwo figures, each being the mirror image of the other,
posed about a central figure or symbol.
12
M. Lang, The Palace of Nestor at Pylos, ii. The Frescoes (1969), 45, pls. 15, 16. Other 'master
of animals' examples on seals are CMS i. 163, 356; vh. 594, 657, 669; vii. 173; viii. 147; ix. 153.
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origin which has migrated to the Aegean and has been accepted into the
art to the extent of being rendered with distinctively Aegean features.
The next step, in studying motifs transferring or migrating from one
artistic tradition to another, is to investigate whether iconographical
analysis can help measure the level of penetration of the foreign motif
into the indigenous tradition.
In the Mesopotamian tradition celestial symbols are among the most
pervasive of small-scale motifs. The three which concern us here are
defined in E. Porada's terminology as 'sun disk' (a plain disc), 'star disk'
(a star encircled by a disc star), and 'disk in crescent' (a crescent drawn
below the star ·so that the latter seems to rest on the crescent) .13 The
Mesopotamian cylinder seal from Knossos (Pl. I8.3) shows the combination motif, the star disc in crescent, in its standard position in the
upper part as if in the sky above the figures.
These celestial motifs are found also on some signets in the Aegean. A
LH II gold signet ring from Mycenae (Pl. I8.5) shows the star disc and
crescent separated and subtended by wavy lines. The motifs are used in
the correct position in the composition of the seal design, but the detail
of placing the crescent separately on its side is not true to Mesopotamian
usage. The wavy lines are an Aegean creation which may copy the zonechanging lines of fresco 14 or which may have been inserted to subtend the
celestial symbols, since the crescent has been displaced from providing
this service.
A large gold signet ring from Tiryns (Pl. I8.6) shows the star disc in
linear form but with the crescent incorrectly upside-down. Again, the
positioning in relation to other motifs is correct, and this is enhanced by
marking off the upper area by a zone-changing line. The placing of four
foliate symbols, which have sacred connotations in the Aegean, within
the area occupied by the star disc and crescent also shows Aegean artists
have an understanding of the import and usage of the motif in the
Mesopotamian tradition.
However, because of both their relatively infrequent use and their
failure to take on any significant Aegean modifications, the star disc and
crescent motifs must be considered to have reached only the first level of
penetration of the indigenous art, a level I propose to call the 'intrusive
element'.
Another example of a transferring motif is the Minoan 'genius'. A gold
signet ring from Tiryns shows four Minoan 'genii' in procession t,owa_rd~
a seated human figure (Pl. I8.6). Note the upright posture of the gemus
and its role in bearing vessels in procession, both details which imbue the

creature with human characteristics. Further, the 'genius' with the waist
cinched in by a Minoan belt and with the typical sway back of figures in
Aegean frescos looks decidedly Aegean. The vessel carried is a ewer of
distinctively Minoan shape which has religious associations in Crete and
this, too, helps suggest a Minoan origin for the motif.15
_
As A. Evans first proposed, 16 and as M.A. V. Gill has now shown with
convincing detail, 17 the Minoan 'genius' began as the Egyptian hippop~tamus goddess Thoueris. 18 The Egyptian motif always shows Thouens
standing upright, with the heavy protruding belly of the hippopo~am~s
quite clear. She wears a crocodile cape down her back, which is
sometimes rendered as a life-like crocodile, sometimes simply as a scaly
.
.
appendage. 19
In Crete, the Thoueris motif appears for the first time on an ivory
scarab found at Platanos (Pl. I8.7), whilst a seal from the Old Palace at
Phaestos shows the first identifiable Minoan 'genius' (Pl. I8.8). The
'genius' already holds the water ewer with foliate symbol, but clearly has
the hippopotamus body and head of Thoueris as well a~ the scaly ca~e
variant in place of the crocodile as known from Thouens amulets. It is
only much later in the Late Minoan period that the changes _to. the
cinched-in waist and more leonine head appear. 20 In the later depictions
another detail is recorded which links the Aegean with the Egyptian
motif. The 'genii' on the fresco at Mycenae have white skins and so, if
the skin colour reveals sex, the Minoan 'genius' is female, as was
Thoueris. 21
Thus, with the regular usage and complete Minoanization of this
motif, not simply a transference but a migration has occurred. The
foreign motif has penetrated the indigenous art to a very deep level, a
.
.
level I propose to call the 'incorporated element'. .
Proceeding from the definition of iconograph1cal analysis and its
application to the art of the Bronze Age Aegean, we n_ow come to
consider related social and historical issues. When askmg how the
transference of motifs could have occurred, we can see that the direct
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13
Corpus of Ancient N ear Eastern Seals in North American Collections, r. The Collection of the
Pierpont Library (1948), xxv .
" Lang, Frescoes, p. 2.18. This may also be indicated in the seal CMS v. 199.
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See V. Sturmer in: P. Darcque and J.-C. Poursat (eds.), L'lconographie minoenne, BCH Suppl.
(1985), u9-34 [ed.].
16
Evans, Palace, i (192.1), 199-2-00; iv (1935), 43o-67.
1
' M.A. V. Gill, AM 79 (1964}, 1-2.1; AJA 74 (1970), 404~.
1
• For a different interpretation see now C. Baurain in: Darcque and Poursat (eds.), L'Iconographie, pp. 95-u8 [ed.].
19
The crocodile cape is seen in the astronomical ceiling from the tomb _of Senmut:
K. Michalowski, The Art of Ancient Egypt (1969), pl. 51. The scaly cape can be seen m the amulet
example W. M. F. Petrie, Amulets (1914), pl. 40.2.36g:z..
..
...
.
"' Compare the seal examples CMS i. 172., 2.31, 2.32., 379; ii/ 5. 32.1; v. 2.09, 440; vn. 95; vni. 65; ix.
12.9; xii. 2.12., 302..
.
21
Marinaras, Crete and Mycenae, pl. XLIII (fresco fragment from Mycenae). White may also be
used to signify a fantastic creature like the griffin, e.g. Lang, Frescoes, pls. 54· :z.oc. C6; 5 5· 2. 1a. C46;
S. Marinaras, Excavations at Thera, vi (1974), col. pl. 8.
15
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copying of an imported piece can be one avenue. The Mesopotamian
seal from Knossos and the Egyptian scarab from Platanos (Pl. 18.3, 7) are
examples of just such imports bringing the Eastern motifs into the
Aegean. For the rest, contact between peoples must provide the opportunities for transference. The observations of travelling personnel, court
officials, merchants, sailors, and itinerant craftsmen can begin the
communication. The role of rich monarchs in acquiring tribute, bestowing gifts, and contracting dynastic marriages can provide opportunities
for cross-fertilization in art. Migrations, invading armies, the deportation
of prisoners of war, or the resettlement of refugees can also facilitate
motif transference. Colonization is a special case, in that it provides
long-term opportunities for communication and assimilation. However,
in all these examples of contact the role of the artist is crucial. What
pressures are there on the artist who comes to work with a new subjectmatter? The much more abundant source material from Australia's
colonial heritage can help us here.

EARLY COLONIAL ART IN AUSTRALIA

The eight examples chosen come from the early colonial holdings of the
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery in Hobart. 22
The first is an engraving from the official account of Captain James
Cook's third voyage published in 1784 (Pl. 19.1)). 23 It shows a native of
Tasmania, then called Van Diemen's Land. The original drawing is John
Webber's and the engraving was made by J. Caldwall. The facial
features are clearly idealized, with the noble brow, wide clear eyes,
aquiline nose, and finely modelled lips-though it is true that the nose is
a little heavy and the lips rather full, both details which are closer to the
actual physiognomy of the Tasmanian Aborigine.
The second is an engraving from the Atlas, published in 1800, of
Jacques Julian de Labillardiere, who was one of the naturalists on the
expedition under the command of Bruni D'Entrecasteaux, sent to the
Pacific in search of La Perouse, who had gone missing between Botany
Bay and Tonga in 1788 (Pl. 19.2). 24 The original drawing is by Piron, the
engraving was made by Jacques Louis Copia. Here the native figures
both in their proportions and musculature owe much to European vision
and little to the actual physical detail of the inhabitants of Van Diemen's
22

My thanks go to the Art Gallery staff, particularly Mr Lance Cosgrove.

J. Cook and J. King, A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean (1784).
" J. J. de Labillardiere, Atlas pour servir ala Relation du Voyage ala Recherche de La Perouse
21

fait par Ordre de l'Assemblee Constituante pendant Les annees 1791, 1792 et pendant la 1ere et la
2de annee de la Republique Franfoise (1800) .
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Land. 25 Two details suffice for illustration. The muscular torso of the
mature male in the figure of the old native and the amazon's body and
pose of the woman carrying a child seem to belong more to some
Neoclassical canvas by David than to natives of the Tasmanian bush.
What pressures have been at work on the artists to produce such
distortion in these aboriginal portraits? A closer look at the training of the
artists and their cultural milieu may begin to provide the answers.
John Webber was born in London but received his early training in
Berne (Switzerland) where his father was a sculptor. His teacher was John
Louis Abedi, a German painter and engraver who was well known for his
picturesque views of Switzerland. From Berne, Webber went to Paris to
continue his studies and thence to the Royal Academy in London. While
there, he gained his appointment as artist to Cook's expedition, a role he
fulfilled with astonishing productivity. His illustrations kept many of
London's best known engravers, among them J. Caldwall, busy for
several years in the production of the 1784 publication. Both artist and
engraver worked under the influence of the Academy and were imbued
with the ideas of the innocence and nobility of the primitive peoples.
Similar artistic and cultural ideas held sway in France. Little is known
of Piron who drew the original, but Jacques Louis Copia was a wellknown engraver. However, in France, the spirit of the infant Republic
gave added impetus to the idealization of the ancient Greeks and
Romans and the primitive peoples as possessors of the virtues which
loyal citizens should admire.
Thus the first pressure on the artists is clear. It is bias produced by their
artistic training and the cultural milieu. Europeans depicting new peoples
and their customs in this period did so according to the artistic tenets of
Neoclassicism and the philosophical concept of the noble savage. 26
The second pressure is that of producing an accurate copy. In both
these cases the final work was executed by a second artist, the engraver,
who had not seen the original subject-matter and was therefore open to
further error.
An early attempt at depicting a possum is represented by a drawing by
John Webber, engraved by P. Mazell, again from the publication of
Cook's third voyage (Pl. 19.3). In portraying this totally unfamiliar
animal the artists have made it far too large, have the wrong shape for the
body and tail, and have mistaken the details of the head and limbs.
Another leaf from Labillardiere's Atlas shows a black swan drawn by
" The level of accuracy in the depiction of natives is discussed in N. J.B. Plomley, The Art
Bulletin of Tasmania (1983), 38-47.
26
The inAuence of Neoclassicism and the concept of the noble savage are both treated fully in
B. Smith, European Vision and the South Pacific (2nd ed., 1985), 1ff. (see also pp. 148-50 for soft
and hard primitivism and pp. 317-26 for the opposing view of the ignoble savage).
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Piron and engraved by Peree (Pl. 19.4). This was much easier. The swan
was a known bird and so shape and body details are accurate. Adding
the different aod startling new plumage colour, black, was a relatively
simple task.
It would appear that when the artist is dealing with the totally
unfamiliar, the level of inaccuracy of detail is liable to be high. These
errors are likely to increase when the copy is made by a second artist who
has not seen the original model. 27
Joseph Lycett, a convict artist, painted scenes of New South Wales
and Van Diemen's Land and had many of them published as engravings
and issued in monthly parts in London during 1824-5. 28 In his watercolour of Mount Dromedary on the river Derwent near Hobart (Pl. 19.5)
he had made a careful attempt to paint the contours of the hills
accurately and has made a fair attempt at the gum trees and other flora.
When Lycett prepared the engravings for publication, certain subtle
changes were made (Pl. 19:6). The contour of the hills has been changed
and the paddocks by the river have become grassy meadows with more
farmhouses. The trees have been altered, with the dead tree quite
removed, and in the foreground shrubs and lawns are shown, rather than
the bush and rocks of the original painting.
What has caused the changes? 29 After all, the artist attempted to record
the Tasmanian landscape accurately and was fairly successful in the
original painting. He made the engravings himself, so he knew they were
not true to the original. His background and aspirations bear some
scrutiny here.
Originally a portrait painter and miniaturist, Lycett was convicted of
forgery and sentence·d to fourteen years transportation to New South
Wales. He arrived in Sydney in 1814 and after being convicted again of
forgery he turned his artistic talents to more acceptable pursuits, drawing
plans for a church and painting landscapes for the governor. These
artistic commissions helped secure him first a conditional, and then a
full pardon, and he returned to England in 1822 where his engravings
Views of Australia were published two years later. He must have seen
this endeavour not only as providing an income but also as being his
entree into respectable society. The title-page declares that the book is

'Dedicated by Permission to The Right Hon. Earl Bathurst, by J. Lycett,
Artist to Major General Macquarie, Late Governor of those Colonies'.
This artist then has had to make his work acceptable to both patrons
and purchasers, pressures that might nowadays be termed market forces.
Lycett initiated the changes in order to cater to an English clientele
whose taste in landscape-art ran more to pleasant fields and ordered trees
and gardens than it did to untidy gum trees and the unfamiliar vistas of
the Australian bush. 30
The last two examples are from the hand of the painter John Glover
who emigrated to Tasmania in 1831 at the age of 64. He began his sketch
book 97 on 22 March 1832 and Plate 19.7 shows one of the pages. He has
divided it into eight sections to provide maximum opportunity to sketch
the myriad forms of these strange Australian trees. His fidelity to detail is
no less apparent when he turns to sketch the native peoples (Pl. 19.8). In
body, face, and pose they are a faithful record. The accuracy comes as a
surprise considering Glover's background. He was a man of property in
England and already a successful painter when he emigrated to Tasmania. His painting style had been shaped by the pastoral idealism of
Claude and the picturesque views of Poussin. One might have expected
an elderly and established painter to have brought his former painting
style and vision to the new land, and simply to have continued with it.
Instead, in his sketches Glover made a sincere and successful attempt to
accommodate his new subject-matter. The large oil paintings developed
from these sketches do show traces of European influence but nevertheless are among the finest examples of early Australian art. 31 It would
seem that a good artist can resist many of the pressures just mentioned.
In summary, the Australian experience provides a paradigm of the
pressures on artists who work with exotic material, while allowing that
the skill of a fine artist can resist such pressures. The pressures are error,
copy, bias-both artistic and cultural-and market forces including
commission and clientele.
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27
Similar pressures were placed on the artists when they came to depict the strange flora of these
new lands. For the development of the 'typical landscape' and its implications for European art see
Smith, European Vision, pp. 4ff. and 11-18, 203-12, for a discussion of the influence of Joseph
Banlcs and Alexander von Humboldt.
28
J. Lycert, Views in Australia (1824). See also R. Rienits and T. Rienits, Earl-y Artists of
Australia (1963}, 183-9.
29
Some changes occur because of the transference from one medium to another, in this case from
the softer edges of water-colour to the firmer lines of engraving.
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"' B. Smith, Australian Painting, 1788-r970 (2nd ed., 1970), 2er-3.
" J. Gleeson, Colonial Painters r788-1880 (1971), 98-100; Smith, European Vision, pp. 32--"7.

On the Divergence of South Italian from
Attic Red-figure Vase-painting::A.D. TRENDALL

(La Trobe University, Melbourne)

It is generally agreed that the local production of red-figured vases in
South Italy began somewhere around the middle of the third quarter of
the 5th century BC. This event was plausibly associated by A. Furtwiingler with the founding of Thurii in 444/3 BC, 1 but the recent
excavations at that site have so far failed to produce much in the way of
confirmatory evidence. On the other hand, the discovery in 1973 of
potters' kilns at Metapontum has shown conclusively that the Amykos
Painter and his immediate followers, the Creusa and Dolon Painters,
must have worked there in the later 5th and earlier 4th centuries BC. 2 Still
more recent excavations, under the direction of J.C. Carter, in the areas
immediately around the city, have brought to light several other vases
attributable to the Pisticci and Amykos Painters, including some of the
former's earliest known works, and, in consequence, it now seems likely
that their workshop was located at Metapontum from a comparatively
early date. The finds from Policoro, the ancient Heraclea, which include
the name-vases of the Policoro Painter and other important pieces related
in style to his work, suggest that there may have been a workshop at that
site as well. 3
Not long after the Pisticci Painter began producing his vases, a second
school of vase-painters made its appearance at Tarentum, under the
• This lecture was originally delivered at the Beazley Colloquium in London at the British
Museum on 25 June 1985 and was repeated, in a somewhat modified form, at the First Congress of
Classical Archaeology in Sydney on 12 July. Only a small proportion of the material used to
illustrate the lecture can here be reproduced. I am deeply grateful to all the authorities concerned for
permission to publish vases in their collections.

' Meisterwerke (1893), 150; Masterpieces (1895), 108; for recent excavations, see AAVV, Sibari, i,
Suppl. to N.Sc. 1969; Sibari, ii, Suppl. 3 to N.Sc. 1970; Sibari, iii, Suppl. to N.Sc. 1972; Sibari, iv,
Suppl. to N .Sc. 1974.
' See AAVV, Metaponto, i, ii, Suppl. to N.Sc. 1975 (1980) and 1977 (1983). A short account is
given in D. Adamesteanu, Metaponto (1973). The excavations supported by the Univ. of Texas at
Austin, under the direction of Prof. J.C. Carter, in collaboration with the Soprintendenza
Archeologica, are recorded in the series 'Excavations at Meraponro', of which the fascicules covering
1976-82 have so far been published.
' See in particular N. Degrassi, B.d.A. 1965, 5-36; id. in: B. Neutsch, Herakleiastudien, RM Ergh.
II (1967), 193-231, pJs. 50-80.
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leadership of the Painter of the Berlin Dancing Girl, who was closely
followed by the Hearst and Sisyphus Painters. Thus, by the end of the
5th century BC, we have two well-established schools of vase-painting in
South Italy. At first they were close together in style, and the products of
this period are often conveniently referred to in general terms as Early
South Italian, although the first might more properly be designated Early
Lucanian and the other Early Apulian. It was not long before the two
fabrics developed clearly defined styles of their own.
The first Early South Italian vases are closely modelled upon Attic
prototypes, especially vases from the Polygnotan Group by such artists as
the Christie or Peleus Painters,4 some of whose works have been found in
Apulia. The Tarentine school tends to reflect the more monumental style
of artists like the Kleophon and Dinos Painters, and later of the painters
of volute-kraters like the Kadmos (Pl. 20.r), Pronomos, and Talas
Painters. Vases by all three have been found in Ruvo and should
therefore have been accessible to the local painters. 5 The influence of the
Meidias Painter is less immediately apparent, though his manner of
treating drapery had its effect on some of the earlier 4th-century BC
painters; the pattern-work of some of the minor Attic artists (like the
Marlay Painter, one of whose skyphoi was found at Tarentum) is copied
on the Aura skyphos. 6
The 4th century BC saw a decline in the political significance of
Athens, and the contraction of Etruscan power coincided with a drop in
imports to Etruria from Greece. In consequence Athens was forced to
seek new markets for its wares 7 and it looked to South Russia (Kerch),
North Africa (Cyrene), and Spain (Ampurias). This brought about some
changes in the choice of subjects-e.g. Europa or Arimaspians and
griffins appeared on the Kerch vases, and the Hesperides on those
destined for North Africa. With the rise of locally made wares in Magna
Graecia, the demand for Attic imports rapidly fell off, and comparatively
few vases of the 4th century BC have been found in South Italy, with the
exception of a group of kraters, often with symposium scenes, imported
by the Campanian city of Saticula (S. Agata dei Goti). These were at first
thought to be South Italian and indeed gave rise to the so-called fabric of
Saticula, 8 but are now recognized as Attic. Some 4th-century BC Attic,
• Beazley, ARV 102.74i4.
' e.g. Ruvo 1093 by the Kadmos Painter (Beazley, ARV u84, no. 1); Naples 32.40 by the
Pronomos Painter (ARV 1336, no. 1); Ruvo 1501 by the Talos Painter (A R V 1338, no. 1).
6
For the Marlay Painter, see Beazley, AR V 12.76ff.; his skyphos Taranto 50936 (A RV 12.78, no.
2.7) has similar pattern-work to that of the Aura skyphos Sydney 53.30 (Trendall, LCS 70, no. 352.);
cp. also the skyphoi listed in Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, B/CS Suppl. 41 (1983), 2.6, nos. 353a-c.
7
See B. R. Macdonald, AJA 85 (1981), 1594>8.
8
E. M. W. Tillyard, The Hope Vases (192.3), 18-2.0; J. D. Beazley, Greek Vases in Poland (192.8),
754i; id., JHS 63 (1943), 70; see also A. D. Trendall in: D. Kurtz (ed.), Beazley and Oxford (1985),
33-4.
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especially by the Meleager Painter and his followers, has been found in
the area of Montesarchio and also at the Etruscan city of Spina in the Po
delta (where South Italian is very rare), but elsewhere it is hardly to be
found at all. Changes, therefore, which were taking place in the 4thcentury BC wares of mainland Greece do not necessarily find parallels in
South Italian, where the conditions were completely different, and where
export markets were not a matter for consideration. South Italian vases
are seldom found far from the area in which they were manufactured and
were hardly ever exported overseas-less than r per cent of the extant
total has come to light outside Magna Graecia.
As has already been noted, the first locally made South Italian vases
were closely modelled on Attic prototypes, and initially were often
regarded as Attic. In his review of CVA Louvre 5, J. D. Beazley makes
the following comment: 'M. Pottier says it is often difficult to distinguish
Attic vases from ltaliote. I think he exaggerates; the two fabrics are
frequently confounded, but unreasonably, for there can seldom be any
doubt.' 9 Not everyone, however, is possessed of Beazley's acute eye and
wide knowledge, and confusion between the two still exists, though to a
lesser extent, despite the far greater wealth of published material in the
area.
One might almost be forgiven for regarding some of the earliest of the
Pisticci Painter's vases as Attic, 10 but their discovery near Metapontum,
as well as slight differences in the drawing of the drapery and in the
appearance of the fired clay and the black glaze, suggest they are of local
make. It was not long before the two styles began to draw apart
significantly and major divergences to manifest themselves; by c. 400 BC
each was developing along clearly different lines. At this period we are
still primarily concerned with the vases made in Apulia and Lucania; the
Sicilian school does not seem to have begun until the end of the 5th
century BC, again with close stylistic affiliations with later 5th-century BC
Attic, and the fabrics of Campania and Paestum, both of which reflect a
strong Sicilian influence in their earlier stages, not before the second
quarter of the 4th century BC. The divergences manifest themselves in
shape, in both figurative and ornamental decoration, in function, and in
other ways. Here our primary concern will be with shape, style, and
subject-matter.
Perhaps the most characteristic shape in Apulian-the one that springs
' ]HS 48 (192.8), 2.7of.
0
e.g. Trendall, LCS 14-15, nos. 1-9; Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983), 5, nos. 2.a-9b, where some
of the recently found vases from Metapontum and the surrounding area are listed. To these should
now be added a hydria from Pantanello, t. 2.12., and a lebes gamikos from t. 95-for information
about which I am deeply indebted to J.C. Carter. Three other hydriai: Louvre G555 (CVA 9, III rd,
pl. 51.9), one in a private collection in New York, and another in a private collection in Berne should
be added to the list of the Pisticci Painter's early works. All three show two or three draped women.
'
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naturally to mind when one thinks of that fabric-is the .volute-krater
(Pls. 20-22). It is worth noting in passing that this shape is virtually
confined to Apulian and Lucanian-it is not found at all in Sicilian or
Campanian, and very rarely in Paestan, where three of the four known
examples belong to the Apulianizing phase. 11
Most of the Attic prototypes which provided the models for the
earliest South Italian volute-kraters have been found in Ruvo. They are
by the Kadmos (Pl. 20.1), Pronomos, and Talas Painters. 12 In Athens
production of volute-kraters ceased around c. 380 BC, but continued at a
steadily increasing pace in Apulian throughout the life of that fabric; in
Lucanian volute-kraters are comparatively rare in the early stages but
appear more frequently in the later. 13 In Apulian, the earliest is by the
Painter of the Berlin Dancing Girl (Pl. 20.2) and we may follow the
progress of the shape 14 through the work of the Sisyphus Painter (Pl. 20.3)
11
Paestum 3212.8 is probably by Asteas, but it is in such a battered state that a more positive
attribution is difficult (RVAp. i II3, no. 2/ 149, pl. 64a). The two in Naples: 32.48 (A. D. Trendall,
Paestan Pottery (1936), fig. 62; id., The Red-figured Vases of Paestum (1987), 344, no. 3/€3c, pl.
22.4c; K. Schauenburg, RM 62 (1955), pls. 48.1; 49.1) and another, unnumbered and in a fragmentary
state (A. D. Trendall, BSR 27 (1959), 25, no. A348; R VAp. i, no. 3/ 629), are both Apulianizing. To
these may now be added a third on the European market, representing Phaon. It is by the same hand
as Napies 3248 (RVAp. i. 449-51, no. 3/63oa, pl. 2.41d).
12 Seen. 5. One of the latest Attic volute-kraters is the magnificent example from t. 136 in the
Valle Pega at Spina (P. E. Arias, RIA, NS 4 (1955), 95ff. figs. 2-3, 5-n, 23-4, 41-52.). Dr Ian McPhee
attributes it to the Painter of Athens 122.55 (Beazley, ARV 1435), and places it in the second decade
of the 4th cent. BC. It has open-work handles, and the lower part of the body is ribbed (cp. Ruvo
1494, by the Painter of the Birth of Dionysos, where the ribbing is on the upper half) .
" Good examples of early Lucanian volute-kraters may be seen in (i), Ruvo 1095, by the Amykos
Painter (Trendall, LCS, no. 243); (ii), Malibu 85. AE. 101 by the Palermo Painter (shortly to be
published by Marit Jentoft-Nilsen), representing (a), Hermes, Apollo, Artemis, and Leto, (b), four
draped youths; (iii), Taranto 8263, by the Karncia Painter (Trendall , LCS, no. 280); (iv), Ruvo 7694,
by the Karneia Painter (LCS, no . 281). The first has black open-work handles; on the other three the
handles are decorated with black-figure ivy. Three volute-kraters have been attributed to the Creusa
Painter (Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983), 46, nos. C22.-4); of these one is fragmentary,
the other two (Toledo 81.110: CVA 2, pls. 91-3; Leningrad 361), have handles deco rated with ivy.
The Dolon Painter seems to have decorated only one volute-krater (now in the ' H .A.' collection in
Milan (Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983), no. D16), the handles of which arc also
decorated with black-figure ivy. For later volute-kraters, see Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41
(1983), 613-14 (Choephoroi Painter); 688 (Roccanova Painter); 788,794,849, 849a, 850,875 (Group
of Naples 1959); 912., 917, 926-36a (Primato Painter). Most of those by the Primato Painter have
mascaroon handles after the later Apulian fashion.
" The developments in the shape and handles of early Apulian volute-kraters are well illustrated
by the following vases: (i) scroll-volutes, decorated with ivy; no swans' heads on shoulder: Taranto
14o639, by the Painter of the Berlin Dancing Girl (Trendall, RVAp. i. 435, no. 1/ 12a; Atti XVI
CMGr. 1976 (1978), pl. 113; here Pl. 20.2); Munich 32.68, Ruvo 1096, Warsaw 1422.96, all by the
Sisyphus Painter (Trendall, RVAp. i, nos. 1/ 51-3); Geneva 15036, by the Tarporley Painter (RVAp. i.
no. 3/ 43 ). To these must now be added the magnificent Sisyphean volute-krater recentl y acquired by
the J. Paul Getty Museum in Malibu (85. AE. 102), showing (a) the binding of Andromeda and the
pact between Perseus and Cepheus, (b) two nude youths between two women. It will shortly be
published, together with its Early Lucanian counterpart (85. AE. 101), by Marit Jentoft-Nilsen; the
two admirably illustrate the similarities and differences between the two styles at the beginning of
the 4th cent. BC. Their reverses are here published on Pl. 20.3 and 4; (ii) volutes in black-glaze with
scrolls or open-work: Taranto from Gravina (Trendall, R VAp. i, no. 2/i); Taranto 8264, Ruvo 1494,
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and his 'Early Ornate' follower, the Painter of the Birth of Dionysos
15
(Pl. 21.1), up to the time of the Iliupersis Painter (Pl. 21.3-4), who
seems to have been responsible for at least two momentous developments: (i) the application of masks to the volutes, 16 which up to that
time had been either done in black open-work or decorated with ivy; and
(ii) the introduction of a female head in a floral setting, 17 still rather
tentative in its first stage, on the neck (Pl. 21.4) of the obverse. The latter
was to become one of the most characteristic elements of Apulian vasedecoration. The appearance of floral patterns has been credibly associated with the Greek painter Pausias, who seems to have specialized in
floral work. 18 His influence can possibly be seen in some mid-4th-century
BC mosaics, like those from Eretria and Sicyon, but it was in Apulia that
the floral style seems to have reached its highest development. It is
characteristically found on the necks of volute-kraters (Pl. 22.1-2), but it
can spread at times to cover almost the entire vase, as on the Kiel hydria
and many others. 19 This floral style was transmitted to Paestum by the
Aphrodite Painter20 and is found in later Campanian, e.g. in the T. T.
Group, 21 as well as appearing regularly on Gnathia vases. We see it again
on the borders of the Pella hunting mosaic, in which there seems to be at
least some measure of Apulian influence, and in the famous bronze krater
from Dherveni, 22 which appears closer to Apulian models than to Attic.
The further development of the volute-krater may be seen in the work
Brussels A 1018, all by the Painter of the Birth of Dionysos (Trendall, R VAp. i, nos. 2/6, 7, 9);
Le111ngrad 585, by the Painter of the Long Overfalls (R VAp . i, no. 4/r 40). Naples 2411, by the Painter
of the Birth of Dionysos (R VAp. i, no. 2/ 8), has black-figure ivy on the volutes, with swan heads;
Ruvo 1088, by one of his followers (R VAp. i, no. 2/23), has black-figure ivy without swan heads.
15
The earlier volute-kraters by the lliupersis Painter have either (i) black open-work scrolls, e.g.
Leningrad 577, Milan, ' H.A.' coll. 377, Naples 3223 (Trcndall, RVAp. i, nos. 8/i-3), or (ii) ivy, e.g.
Milan, 'H.A.' coll. 239, and with a radiate star on the reverse, B.M. F277 (RVAp. i, nos. 8/4-5).
Thereafter there are figured scenes or masks on the volutes (R VAp. i, nos. 8/7-12.). All have black
swan heads on the shoulder.
" It should be noted that mascaroons also appear on a volute-krater once on the Bari market
(Trendall, R VAp. ii, 1043-4, no. 4/i4oa; here Pl. 21.2), by the Painter of the Long Overfalls; it is a
late piece, contemporary with the early work of the lliupersis Painter whose influence in this regard it
probably reflects.
17
On Boston 1970.2.35 (Trendall, RVAp. i, no. 8/ II, pl. 61.3; here Pl. 21.4); a head of Pan
between two lions, reminiscent of the earlier animal friezes on the necks, appears on Vatican AA 2
(RVAp. i, no. 8/13).
18
On Pausias and floral-painting, see in particular M. Robertson, A History of Greek Art (1975),
486ff., and Trendall, R VAp. i. 189 (where refs. are given to the principal publications of the mosaics
from Sicyon, Eretria, and Pella).
19
The Kiel hydria B 562 is the subject of a detailed study by K. Schauenburg, ].d./. 99 (1984), 12760, where many of the other 'floral' vases are also illustrated.
"' E. Greco, II Pittore di Afrodite (1970), pls. 1, IV.
21
e.g. Naples 132442 (Trendall, LCS, pl. 221.1).
22
'E. I'wup17 . ·o Kpar~pa~ TOU .d,p{Jmou, B,{J>.. J4817v. J4px- 'Er. 89 (1978); Robertson, History of
Greek Art, pp. 482ff., pl. 141b.
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of the Lycurgus Painter; 23 he is one of the last of the Apulians to use
volutes without applied masks, and from his time onward we note a
steady increase in the size of these vases, as well as a much greater
elaboration in the decorative pattern-work, which now begins to appear
not only on the neck, but also on the handles around the volutes. This
progression is clearly to be seen in the work of the Darius and
Underworld Painters, and in that of the Canosan school, especially the
Baltimore, Arpi, and White Saccos Painters. We should also note that in
the later 4th century BC female heads begin to appear on the reverses of
these vases, replacing the stelai, and that such heads are also frequently
used as the sole decoration on vases of smaller dimensions. They are
mostly female (Pl. 22.1), although occasionally a male head (Hermes,
Orpheus, Pan, satyr, youth) appears. It is not easy to identify the female
heads-one is inscribed Aura, 24 some clearly represent Aphrodite, and
others seem to represent amazons (Pl. 22.2). At least on the minor vases,
it does not seem that the painter always had a particular person or deity
in mind.
Another feature very characteristic of Apulian is the reflecting poolperhaps of Attic inspiration, although far from common on Athenian
vases. 25 It appears on vases by the Iliupersis Painter, like Louvre K3 or
Boston 1970.235 (Pl. 21.4), is popular with the Lycurgus Painter, and
even more so with his followers. Also noteworthy are the rock-piles on
which various figures are seated, and which are very characteristic of
Apulian, appearing in a somewhat different form in the western fabrics. 26
There is little difference to be observed in the treatment of bell- and
calyx-kraters, except that in Attic the latter, especially in the LC Group,
tend to show a considerable elongation of the body and a preference for
Dionysiac themes. More interesting is the column-krater, a shape which
in Athens faded out around 380 BC, but continued in Apulian throughout
the life of that fabric, though it is not found in Sicily and the West. In
both Lucanian and Apulian it apppears from the start; in the latter fabric
it would seem to have had a particular appeal to the native market, since
for quite a long time people dressed in native costumes are represented
only on vases of this shape. An excellent example will be seen on B.M.
F 174 (Pl. 23.1), by the Sisyphus Painter, which shows a woman pouring
23 Trendall, RVAp. i 416f., nos. 16/10, l l , 14, have black open-work; 16/12 ivy, 16II6 laurel, and
16/13, 15, 16a mascaroons. Nos. 16/41-4 have mascaroons; 16/45 ivy, 16/ 46 plain black, 16/54
mascaroons; 16/ 55 red-figure ivy on one side, relief medallions on the other; 16/81-2 black openwork. After this, mascaroons are used almost without exception.
24
On B.M. F 277 by the Illiupersis Painter (Trendall, RVAp. i. 193, no. 8/5). On female heads on
Apulian vases, see Trendall, R VAp. ii. 646ff. (with bibliography).
" For an Attic prototype cp., from the second quarter of the 4th cent. BC, the Attic pelike by the
Heracles Painter, B.M. 1901.7-10.5 (Beazley, AR V 1472, no. 3), showing satyrs attacking a maenad
sleeping beside a rocky pool.
26
See Trendall, LCS 207, 3o6.
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a libation from a nestoris-a purely local shape--to a native warrior
standing beside his horse, while another looks on. Perhaps here we may
digress for a moment to look more closely at the vase held by the
woman. It is usually designated by the word nestoris27- though this was
certainly not its ancient name--or by its Italian equivalent, trozzella.
The shape appears commonly in Messapian and in its regular form
consists of an ovoid body with two high-swung handles, decorated at
the top and at the front, where they join the body, with circular discs,
bearing various patterns. It is in early Lucanian, where contacts with the
native tribes of the hinterland were perhaps closer than at Tarentum, that
the first examples of this shape in red-figure are to be found. The earliest
is by the Amykos Painter; 28 it has side handles and tall upright ones, but
without the discs, which are characteristic of the other nestorides
(Pl. 23.4). They appear on two slightly later works by the same painter
(Pl. 23.2) and thereafter come into general use. Apulian red-figure vasepainters tended to shun this shape, and it did not appear until well into
the second quarter of the 4th century Bc. 29 Of particular interest are a set
of three such vases by the Varrese Painter (Pl. 23.3), with applied heads of
Orpheus on the discs. The shape was never popular in Apulia and was
probably produced primarily for the native market, which may have
become dissatisfied with column-kraters as a substitute.
Of the other vases of larger dimensions, the most significant is the
amphora, together with its close relatives like the loutrophoros and the
barrel-amphora. As characteristic examples of the two types of red-figure
amphorae most commonly found in Greece at the end of the 5th century
BC-though seldom after that date--we may cite a neck-amphora by the
Suessula Painter30 and an amphora of panathenaic shape found in the
Athenian Agora. 31 Both varieties are transmitted to South Italy. The
,., On the nestoris, see G. Schneider-Herrmann, Red-figured Lucanian and Apulian Nestorides
and their Ancestors (1980); also K. Schauenburg, J.d.J. 89 (1974), 137ff.
28
Boston 1971.49 (Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983}, 14, no. 137b}; the two later
examples are Richmond 81.71 (ibid. 15, no. 188a, pl. 11 . 2-4), and one in the Geddes collection in
Melbourne (L.1:0; ex Sotheby, Sale Cat. 13-14 Dec. 1982, no. 298 ill. on p. 105 = Trendall, LCS
Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983), 390, no. 188b). lt should be noted that there is a nestoris in the
Guarini collection at Pulsano, with the upper panels decorated in the white-ground technique. It is
published as Lucanian by L. Todisco in: Antichita de/la collezione Guarini (1984), 58, no. 1, with
col. plate and pls. 65-6, but the figured decoration looks to be purely Attic, and we may have here
the work of an Attic vase-painter on a local Apulian shape, as on the two fragm entary red-figure
vases in the Getty Museum at Malibu, discussed below by Marit Jentoft-Nelsen. Compare the
curious red-figure vase in Naples (Trendall, LCS 5, no. 16; K. Schauenburg, }.d./. 89 (1974), 165, fig.
32 ), which is un-Attic in shape but seems ro be the work of an Attic artist.
" The earliest Apulian red-figured nestorides come from the workshop of the Hoppin Painter, e.g.
Naples 2315 (Trendall, R VAp. i. II}, no. 5/ 84), and 2326 (R VAp. i. II}, no. 5'296). The three by the
Varrese Painter are Trendall, R VAp. i. 143, no. 13/ 34, and Suppl. i. 46, nos. 13/34, 1-2, pl. v. 1-2).
" Louvre S 1677 (Beazley, AR V 1344, no. 1).
" Agora P. 10.554; P. E. Corbett, Hesperia 18 (1949), 3o6-8, pls. 73-4; the last example is
considerably later and belongs to the Kerch style (K. Schefold, Untersuchtmgen zu den Kertscher
Vasen (1934), 3, no. 1, pl. 30), but is in very poor condition.
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neck-ampho ra appears in Apulia only at the very beginning 32of that
fabric, in an example by the Painter of the Berlin Dancing Girl, but is
common in Campania and at Paestum, where the panathenaic type does
not occur, though another variety with a handle arching over the mouth,
generally called a bail-ampho ra, is popular in Campania and goes back
there to the days of black-figure. In Apulia it is the amphora of
panathenaic shape that comes into regular use. It follows much the same
lines of developmen t as the volute-krate r, its decoration becoming
increasingly elaborate as the century moves on, when such vases often
reach a metre or more in height. They are decorated with a figure or a
head in a floral setting on the shoulder, and with mythologica l or
funerary scenes on the body. Parallel developmen ts will be seen in the
loutrophoro s (Pl. 22.3), the bodies of which may be ovoid (convex) or
cylindrical (concave); in the latter case the elaborate handles may be
omitted, to give us what is usually known as the barrel-amph ora . Other
shapes which undergo modificatio n in South Italy are the two types of
situla, modelled on bronze prototypes; the tall lekythos, which reaches
dimensions unknown in Attica; the lebes gamikos, which, notably at
Paestum, is provided with a lid in three or four elements, of considerabl e
complexity, as well as being decorated with plastic heads; the skyphoid
pyxis, popular in Sicily, especially at Lipari, but also found in Apulia and
at Paestum, again in ever-increasing size. Lastly, a passing reference may
be made to fish-plates, which are derived from Attic models. They are
found in all fabrics except Lucanian, and may be distinguishe d from
their Attic counterpart s by the fact that the bellies of the fish are turned
towards the central depression and not the outer rim. In general, Apulian
fish -plates have ornamental patterns inside the depression, those of the
other fabrics do not.
Of shapes peculiar to South Italian, we have already referred to the
nestoris or trozzella; to it may be added the 'patera', or dish with
knobbed handles, 33 found only in Apulian. These sometimes reach a
diameter of 70 cm, which suggests their use was funerary rather than
practical. This view is supported by their frequent appearance in naiskos
and stele scenes. Other shapes of less importance include the so-called
duck askos and the bottle, the latter again very common in Sicily.
From the above survey it will be seen that almost immediately after the
rise of the local fabrics, the potters proceeded to go their own way in
regard to shape. We have mentioned the Apulian predilection for floral
decorative patterns, and there are several others, such as the black and
yellow lozenges,34 which play an important role in ornamentat ion.

Crossed squares alternating with meanders are a general phenomeno n,
but in South Italy the Apulian quartered square (as on Pl. 22.I) is typical
and remains in constant use after c. 370 BC, when saltires and upright
crosses become less popular.
When we come to the subject-mat ter of South Italian vases, we cannot
fail to be struck by the predominan ce of funerary motifs, especially on
the huge Apulian volute-krate rs and amphorae, reaching up to one and a
half metres in height. Those from the Canosan area and the workshop of
the Baltimore Painter (Pl. 22.2 ) and his followers provide the most
outstanding examples. They remind us distantly of the great Geometric
vases from the Dipylon cemetery at "Athens, some four centuries earlier.
They represent, though in a different medium, the grave monuments that
have come down to us from Tarentum and other sites in extremely
fragmentary form. They obviously played a very important role in the
cult of the dead and are often infused with mystic elements derived from
Orphism and Pythagorean ism, where special emphasis was placed on the
hereafter. This funerary symbolism comes to play an infinitely greater
role in South Italian red-figure than in Attica, where there are no close
parallels in pottery and where the stelai of the 4th century BC are more
closely concerned with family life and are of a more private character.
The series of naiskos vases from Apulia, numbering over one thou35
sand, has recently been studied in detail by H. Lohmann, and it will be
sufficient here to refer to a few examples only. The canonical decoration,
for volute-krate rs, amphorae, or loutrophoro i, consists of a naiskos scene
on the obverse, with a stele scene on the reverse. Two of the earliest
examples are by the Iliupersis Painter, whose innovations in patternwork and decoration have already been noted; they are Leningrad 577
and B.M. F 283 (Pl. 21.3), both of which show on the obverse a youth by
a laver in a naiskos, and on the reverse four figures grouped around a
stele. The composition is a little less rigid than on later examples, where
the figures are generally grouped more formally in a chiastic arrangemen t,
of which Leningrad 577 gives a good prototype.
In the second half of the century, the number of figures within the
naiskos may increase to as many as five, and a good deal of added
colour, especially orange and deep red, is used to heighten the effect,
which at times is very close to that of Gnathian polychrome . That the
scenes on these funerary vases were inspired by actual grave monuments
seems reasonably clear from the fact that sometimes the naiskos has a
frieze of triglyphs with sculptured metopes. Outstanding examples may
36
be seen on two loutrophoro i recently on the London market. The
metopes on these are decorated with Greeks and Amazons (Pl. 22.3), very

" Lecce 571 (Trendall , LCS 7, no. 1/i3). His other two amph orae a re both of panathena ic shape:
T a ra nto 14o602 and 14o638 (Trendall , R VAp. i. 434-5, nos. 1/ 9a, 12b).
" See G. Schneider-Herrm ann, Apulian Red- fig ured Paterae, BICS Supp l. 34 (1977).
" Cp. Trend all , RVAp . i, pls. 64-5; Suppl. i, pl. 19.3-4.

" Grabmiiler au( unteritalischen Vasen, AF 7 (1979).
,. See Trendall , RVA p. Suppl. i. 7If., nos. 18/ 16d, e, pl. x .3-4. For th e sculpture fragments, see
J.C. Carter, The Sculpture of T aras, Trans. Am.Philos.Soc. NS 65 /7 (197 5), passim.
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similar to those on actual fragments from grave monuments found at
Tarentum. The originals were in a soft limestone, which would have
been covered with white stucco to simulate marble, and this practice is
imitated on the vases by the use of added white for the monument and
the figures within it. Such scenes are also to be found on hydriai, and an
amphora in the museum of Taranto gives us a third form of grave
monument-an actual statue of the deceased, standing on a plinth by
itself. 37 A barrel-amphora in Basel adds a touch of sardonic humour to
the scene, where Hermes psychopompos comes to conduct a young man
to the world below, but he refuses to go. 38 In Paestan and Campanian the
funerary monuments are usually of much simpler form-a stele or an
Ionic column rising from a plinth, with mourners grouped around,
although at Cumae, under Apulian influence, a few naiskoi make a
somewhat later appearance, but they were clearly not the standard local
form of monument.
The mourners hold a wide variety of objects in their hands (cp.
Pl. 22.2-3)-phialai, paterae, mirrors, rosette chains, fans, etc., sometimes Dionysiac, thyrsi or tambourines. Their funerary symbolism has
been the subject of a good deal of recent study, notably by H. R. W.
Smith in his remarkable work Funerary Symbolism. That many of these
objects have such significance is undeniable, but it is perhaps better not
to press this too far, since in many instances, and especially on the
smaller vases, such objects are little more than routine items.
Also significant in this context are the so-called Underworld vases,
which show Pluto and Persephone in their palace in Hades, surrounded
by a selection of the denizens of the Underworld. The well-known krater
in Munich is perhaps the most famous example. It treats the subject on a
very elaborate scale and introduces an Orphic element in the figure of
Orpheus himself, who seems to be leading in a family, probably of
initiates. He appears regularly in such scenes, and on one occasion, on a
highly remarkable vase in Basel, manifests himself in front of a seated
poet in a naiskos. Such vases testify to the strength of the Orphic cult at
Tarentum and in Apulia. 39
After funerary scenes, perhaps the next most important are those
associated with Dionysus. All fabrics produce large numbers of vases
with genre scenes of this nature-Dionysus with his followers, or with
Pan, Eros, and others. We must not forget that Dionysus was also god of
'' 9265 (Trenda ll, R VAp. ii. 887, no. 27'234, pl. 340.5).
BS 484 (Trenda ll, R VAp. Suppl. i. 174f., no. 28/ 86f; M. Schmidt, Ant.K. 27 (1984), 34-40, pls.
8-10).
" For Underworld vases, see in particular M. Pensa, Rappresentazioni dell'oltretomba nella
ceramica apula (1977), and K. Schauenburg, RM 91 (1984), 359-87, with a good selection of
illustrations on pls. 94-124. For the Orphic cult, see M. Schmidt in: Atti XIV CMGr. 1974 (1975),
105-37, pls. 1-17.
38
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drama, and one of the more interesting aspects of South Italian
iconography is to be found in numerous vases with scenes associated
with the theatre. 40 Many show Dionysus in the company of a maenad, a
papposilen, or a satyr, with a comic mask, which may be suspended
above or held in the hand of one of the figures represented (Pl. 24.3);
sometimes satyr plays are depicted, as on the Cyclops krater in the British
Museum (Pl. 24.1) or the Milan krater with the stealing of Heracles' club
and bow; 41 others give us illustrations of that very typical South Italian
comic drama, the phlyax play, often identifying the characters by means
of inscriptions or even showing the actual stage upon which the play was
performed. This looks to have been a rather impromptu kind of struc_t~re,
probably set up out of doors, since one such vase (Pl. 24.2) shows a hvmg
.
.
tree pressed mto service as a stage prop.
Two Paestan vases, both signed by As teas, depict a dramatic scene
taking place in front of a loggia-like structure, which seems to draw its
inspiration from a stage background. One is the Madness of Heracles
krater in Madrid, the other a hydria from Agropoli, now in Paestum,
showing Proetus giving the letter to Bellerophon in the presence of
Stheneboea and her attendant. 43 A fragmentary Sicilian krater in Syracuse
shows a scene from the Oedipus Tyrannus on a stage, with columns in
the background. 44 On the whole, however, South Italian vase-paintings
illustrate tragedies rather than represent them. We are frequently shown
the tragic fate of the hero or heroine, which could not have been part of
the actual performance on the stage. This often takes place in the
presence of the paedagogus, or old retainer, 45 who will subsequently
~

40
Sec A. D. Trendall and T . B. L. Webster, Illustrations of Greek Drama (1971). [Cp. also
C. Dearden below, p. 233. Ed.]
41
B.M. 1947.7-14.18 (Trendall, LCS 27, no . 85, pl. 8.1; Trendall and Webster, Illustrations, p. 36,
no. 11. u); Milan (Illustrations, p. 38, no. 11. 13).
" See A. D. Trendall, Phlyax Vases, BICS Suppl. 19 (1967); Trendall and Webster, Illustrations,
pp. 127ff. The Bari krater is published and discussed by F. G. Lo Porto in: A. Cambitoglou (ed.),
Studies in Honour of Arthur Dale Trendall (1979), 107-10, pl. 29 ( = Trendall, RV Ap. i. 400, no.
15'28, pl. 140.5).
" These two vases have recently been dealt with in some detail by S. Gogos, 0.Jh. 54 (1983), 5970, where they are illustrated in figs. 1.a-b and 3. See also Trendall and Webster, Illustrations, p. 102,
nos. 111.3 and 44.
" Syracuse 66557 (Trendall and Webster, Illustrations, pp. 66ff., nos. 111.2, 8; Trendall, LCS
Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983), 276, no. 98a, with the recent bibliography). [Cp. also C. Dearden
below, p. 240. Ed.]
" On the paedagogus in Apulian vase-painting, see F. Chamay and A. Cambitoglou, Ant.K. 23
(1980), 4off. The Berlin Chrysippus krater (1968.12), is no. 1 in their list (pl. 14.2); the Antiope krater
is in the Geddes collection in Melbourne (A 5: 4; ex Sotheby, Sale Cat. 10-u Dec. 1984, no. 365):
see A. D. Trendall in: H. A. G. Brijder et al. (eds.), Enthousiasmos: Essays on Greek and Related
Pottery presented to). M. Hemelrijk, Allard Pierson Ser. 6 (1986), 157-66. The Geneva Melanipppe
is now published in: C. Aellen, A. Cambitoglou, and J. Chamay, Le Peintre de Darius et son milieu,
Hellas et Roma 4 (1986), 190"-9; the Deianeira krater is published by M . Cavalier and L. BernaboBrea, II Castello di Lipari e ii Museo Archeologico Eoliano (2nd ed., 1977), no. u9; see also
C. Weiss, Griechische Flussgottheiten, Beitrage zur Archaologie 17 (1984), pl. 13; L. Bernabo-Brea,
Menandro e ii teatro greco nelle terracotte liparesi (1981), col. pl. Ill.
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relate the event to the chorus and survivors. If the myths per se were
being depicted, he would have no place in the scene; when he is present,
it is difficult not to see some connection with a stage performance rather
than a simple representation of the myth. Good examples may be seen in
the Berlin Chrysippus or the Melbourne Antiope (Pl. 24.4_), but they can
be widely multiplied. Another is probably to be seen m the Geneva
Melanippe; the Sicilian Deianeira krater is a perfect illustration of the
Trachiniae of Sophocles, in which all the principal characters appear,
and the development of the plot foreshadowed. It would have made a
.
.
splendid poster.
While it is clear that many of the scenes can be associated with known
Greek dramas-and anyone brought up in a colony will recognize the
local hunger for the latest motherland productions (cp. the story o~ ~he
Athenian prisoners in Syracuse, who won their freedom by rec1tmg
passages from recent plays by Euripides)-many do not correspond at all
closely with extant dramas and may well reflect 4th-century BC plays by
writers like Astydamas (or indeed local dramatists) whose works are
almost completely lost to us. They are known to have written tragedies
which treated the old legends in a different manner-the Medea kraters
in Munich and Princeton (Pl. 22.1) are probably reflections of such
plays. 46
Another noteworthy feature of vase-painting in South Italy, and
especially in Apulia, is the artists' predilection for the less well-known
myths. The great heroes of Attica, such as Theseus ~nd Heracles, do
appear (see e.g. Pl. 23.4), but with far less frequency, smce they_seem t_o
have had less appeal to the inhabitants of a world largely outside their
particular sphere of activity. It is not altog~ther easy to_ understand why
Apulian artists, especially the Darius Painter and his colleagues_, so
frequently depict myths not found elsewhere--f~r example, ~alhsto,
Melanippe, Niobe, the daughters of Ani~s, Ch_rys1ppus, ".'-m~~1on, ~n_d
Zethus-some of which indeed have resisted mterpretatton, but 1t 1s
clear that they had access to a wealth of mythology which we no longer
possess, and it is to our better understanding of th~s fi~ld that South
.
Italian vase-painting makes such an important contnbut10n.
Of the contemporary scene we see but little--the presence of warriors
wearing native armour, or of women dressed in what are clearly nonGreek costumes (Pl. 23.r), sheds some light upon the local inhabitants as
distinct from the Greek colonists, 48 as well as indicating at least some
.
See A. D. Trendall, Princeton University Art Museum Record 43 (1984), 5_-17. .
., See Trendall, RVAp. ii. 484 , 494. The subj ect of no. 18/ 59 has now been 1dent1fie~ as Anms
with his three daughters, Elais, Oino, and Spermo. See for a discussion of its interpretanon, A. D.
Trendall in: E. Bohr and W. Martini (eds.), Studien zur Mytholog,e und Vasenmalere,. Konrad
.
Schauenburg zum 65. Geburtstag am r6. April r986 (r986) , 165- 8.
.. See A. D. Trendall, Gli Indigeni nella pittura italiota (1 971); M. Dewa1lly, MEFRA 94 (198 2),
46

581--623.
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degree of fusion between the two peoples; such objects as the so-called
xylophone 49-perhaps the platage of Archytas, a musical instrument in
the nature of a rattle--which makes a very frequent appearance on
Tarentine vases (see e.g. Pl. 22.3), illustrate elements that are distinctly
non-Attic. Some vases show scenes of conflict between Greeks and
natives. Perhaps the head of a warrior inscribed APX on a bell-krater now
in Liverpool 50 testifies to the presence of Archidamus of Sparta, brought
across by the Tarentines to aid them in their struggle with the Lucanians,
but slain at the battle of Manduria in 338 BC. Alexander the Great has
been identified on an Apulian krater showing a bearded figure pursuing a
Persian. 51 However, it may only be a general version of an episode from
the Persian wars, since the Alexander is bearded, though one should not
rule out the possibility that an account of his physical appearance had
not reached the remoter West at the time the vase was painted.
The steady increase in the size of South Italian vases enabled their
painters to indulge in grandiose compositions and this brought about an
interest in the problems of perspective and foreshortening. As early as the
end of the 5th century BC this is apparent in such a vase as the Cyclops
krater in the British Museum (Pl. 24.1), where the Cyclops in the
foreground is foreshortened, while Odysseus and his companions are
tiered behind in receding planes. If we look at the famous Patroclus
krater by the Darius Painter, 52 some sixty or more years later, we see the
development of perspective in the treatment of Nestor's couch, the logs
of the funeral pyre, the woman with the hydria, but they are seen as a
series of independent studies, which lack cohesion. Herein lies one of the
great weaknesses of South Italian composition-the inability to organize
a unified picture space. The failure to give due attention to the
requirements of different shapes means that, as D. von Bothmer has
pointed out, 53 the pictures tend to lose their close organic relationship
with the surface on which they are painted, as well as that sense of
proportion and careful balance of the individual component parts which
characterized their earlier Attic prototypes. This is perhaps why many
scholars have preferred the South Italian fragment to the complete vase,
since the former enables us to study the drawing in all its purity, without
external distraction.
The pottery of the Greek colonists in South Italy has not on the whole
had a very good press. When it has not been completely brushed aside, it
has been called 'provincial' or stigmatized as a 'sorry appendix' to Attic
., Trendall, RVAp. i. 315-1 6, 404, no . 15/ 44a; see also E. Keul s, AJA 83 (1979), 476f.
50
Trendall, RVAp. ii. 654 , no. 22/ 47, pl. 241.3 .
" Naples 3256 (Trendall, RVAp. ii. 496, no. 18/ 40); see also H. Metzger, R EG 80 (1967), 312ff.;
T . Holscher, Griechische Historienbilder des 5. und 4. Jhs . v. Chr., Beitriige zur Archiiologie 6
(1973), 174ff. and L. Giuliani, Ant.K. 20 (1 977), 26ff.
" Naples 3254 (Trendall, RVAp. ii. 495, no . 18/ 39, with bibliography).
" Arts in Virginia, 23/ 3 (1983), 29ff.
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vase-painting. One should not, however, judge South Italian by the
standards of early Attic red-figure--the world of the 4th century BC is far
different from that of the early 5th-and, when set beside the contemporary Attic products, South Italian vases can at least hold their own and are
certainly more interesting as regards subject-matter . They reach a high
level of technical competence and there are some quite outstanding
works. The stronger inclination to the florid and the baroque, as well as
to vases of huge dimensions, is understandable in a colonial world,
where artists strive to outdo the products of the motherland, are less
bound by centuries of established tradition, and are perhaps encouraged
by their surroundings to a more exuberant manner of expression. The
vases we have considered illustrate bold experiments in the rendering of
perspective or of shading, and a greater interest in the use of polychromy
and purely decorative elements; they offer us as well a remarkable range
of subjects associated with mythology and with the legends that
provided the themes of Greek drama. We are also given glimpses of local
life, customs, and costumes, and a great deal of light is shed upon the
funerary practices of the time and the emphasis given to the life hereafter
and to the cult of the dead.
South Italian vase-painting began in the later 5th century BC, by
following closely in the steps of Attic. Very soon afterwards divergences
manifest themselves, and by the time we reach the early 4th century BC
we can hardly confuse the two styles. In my opinion it should be held to
the credit of the Western Greeks that they were prepared to establish their
own conventions and follow their own path. They have transmitted to
us a wealth of fascinating material and revealed something of the
complex life of their world, for which literary and inscriptional sources
are almost completely lacking. We can learn much from the study of
South Italian vase-painting and it is encouraging to see that it is slowly
gaining the recognition it richly deserves.

Fourth-C entury Tragedy in Sicily: Athenian
or Sicilian?::C. W. DEARDEN

(Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)

It would be fair to say that one of the best-remember ed moments in
Sicilian drama is tied to the fate of those Athenian soldiers taken alive at
the catastrophic conclusion of the Sicilian expedition. Plutarch records
the story that the hard-pressed prisoners were freed if they could recite the
choruses of Euripides' plays. 1 This story is generally acknowledged to
indicate the Syracusan delight in, and desire for, the tragedies of
Euripides. Not often mentioned is the converse that, as Euripides' plays
were not popular at Athens, to judge at least by the number of times they
were victorious, the Syracusans clearly had a more catholic view of
tragedy and took delight in the new developments that Euripides had
spearheaded. That the Athenians were also conscious of Euripides'
impact in Sicily is implied in the, admittedly dubious, story recorded by
the scholiast on Aristotle's Rhetorica that the poet himself was sent to
2
Syracuse to negotiate the release of the prisoners.
If Euripides was the main influence at the end of the 5th century BC,
Aeschylus had played an equally important role in the middle years with
his successive visits to Sicily. 3 His Women of Aetna was performed in
Syracuse in 476 BC to celebrate the founding of the city of Aetna, and his
Persae was also produced there either before or after its presentation in
Athens in 472 BC. He returned there later and died in Gela in 456/ 5 BC. It
is clear that by then tragedy had already become a strong force in the
• The following abbreviations are used in addition to the usual ones: /GD= A. D. Trendall and
T. B. L. Webster, Illustrations of Greek Drama (1971). MG= M. E. Mayo (ed.), The Art of South
Italy: Vases from Magna Graecia (1982). MOMC=T. B. L. Webster, Monuments Illustrating Old
and Middle Comedy (3rd ed. by J. R. Green), BICS Suppl. 39 (1978) . MTS=T. B. L. Webster,
Monuments Illustrating Tragedy and Satyr Play, BJCS Suppl. 20 (1967). PV = A. D. Trendall,
Phlyax Vases, BICS Suppl. 19 (1967). Sechan = L. Sechan, Etudes sur la tragedie grecque dans ses
rapports avec la ceramique (repr. 1967). Snell= B. Snell, Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, i
(1971).
1

Plut. Vit. Nicias 29. 2.
Scholiast on Arist. Rh. 1417'.18.
' For Aeschylus' career in Sicily see vita Aeschyli 9-II, 18; Plut. Vit. Cim. 18. The testimonia can
be found in U. v. Wilamowitz, Aeschyli Tragoediae (1914), 3-18, and C. J. Herington, ]HS 87
(1969), 74-82. On his influence see M. Bock, Gymnasium 65 (1958), 402-50; M. Griffith in:
R. Dawe, J. Diggle, and P. E. Easterling (eds.), Dionysica (1978), 105-39. For a discussion of 5thcent. BC Sicilian drama see T . Guardi, Dioniso 51 (1980), 25-47.
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artistic life of the island. Evidence of that may be found in the rebuilding
4
of the theatre in Syracuse around 460 BC to the plan of Damacopus. The
theatre, subsequently regarded as the oldest and most beautiful in
Magna Graecia, is credited by its most recent excavators with all the
elements of the fully developed Classical theatre-a long low stage with
steps up to it, three doors, a hall behind for changing, and Cheironian
klimakes reaching out into a trapezoidal orchestra. 5 In short, Syracuse
was in the vanguard of theatrical design and must have been of
considerable dramatic influence for Sicily as a whole.
While the main direction of influence in the 5th and 4th centuries BC
seems likely to have been from Athens to Sicily, there is some evidence of
a reverse movement. Carcinus I is claimed by the Suda as a native of
Acragas who subsequently emigrated to Athens. While that claim is now
largely discounted, there is little doubt that, later, the family had close
connections with Sicily. 6 His grandson, Carcinus II, son of that Xenocles
who defeated Euripides' Trojan trilogy in 415 BC, though apparently
spending most of his life in the court of Dionysius in Syracuse, won a
victory at the Dionysia in Athens in 370 BC. Within a few years,
Dionysius himself was successful at the Lenaea. In 356 BC another
Syracusan, Achaeus, won at the Lenaea and another tragic writer
Antiphon, also from Dionysius' court, seems to have had Athenian
connections. 7
What was the drama like that was being produced in Sicily? In the
opinion of ancient authorities, the poets who worked there in the 4th
century BC were pale imitations of Aeschylus and Euripides. The vita
Euripidis, for example, records Dionysius I as paying a talent to the heirs
of the deceased Euripides to acquire his pen, lyre, and writing tablets,
8
which he subsequently placed in the temples of the Muses. An
alternative version claims that it was Aeschylus' writing tablets he
acquired, hoping to be inspired and possessed by them. 9 The Euripidean
connection is emphasized also in the story of Athenaeus describing an
10
interchange over dinner between Dionysius and Aristippus. The latter,
being requested to take his pick of three courtesans, recalled the
difficulties Paris had experienced in a similar situation and chose all
three. He justified his action with a line from the Bacchae. Clearly, the
drama of Euripides was common currency, at least in the tyrant's court in

Syracuse, and he and Aeschylus were seen as the most important
dramatic influences.
Vase-painting from about 400 BC gives clear evidence that Euripidean
themes were being repeated by different artists at approximately the same
time and strongly suggests that dramatic productions in South Italy were
their inspiration. These vases are early Lucanian and Apulian in fabric,
11
not Sicilian, so they give an indication of themes in South Italy. Even
so, it is hard to believe that productions in Sicily were markedly different.
Aeschylus' influence in Magna Graecia is exemplified by a veritable
deluge of vases, dated 360-340 BC, seemingly inspired by the Choephori
and the Eumenides and, though such vases are less frequent at the turn of
the century, there are sufficient to indicate that the older playwright's
influence was still strong. 12
The mixture of Aeschylus and Euripides sets the tone. Sophocles, or
Sophoclean themes, are rarely illustrated suggesting that he was considerably less popular in the West. An Attic calyx-krater by the Phiale Painter,
apparently illustrating the Andromeda of Sophocles and contemporaneous with it, found its way to Sicily, and is interesting for its kalos
13
inscription praising Euaion, Aeschylus' son. The only other early
illustration of his plays to have survived is the presentation of the
Antigone theme on a Lucanian nestoris by the Dolon Painter of 380-70
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' On the theatre in Syracuse see now L. Polacco and C. Anti, JI teatro di Siracusa (1981).
' Ibid. 167-87, with plans 2.2.-4.
' Snell 128-31. He is said by the Suda to have come from Acragas but the balance of probability is
that Thorikos was his home. Cp. also Snell 2.10-15 on Carcinus II. On the confusion over the various
tragic poets with the same name see T. B. L. Webster, Hermes 83 (1954), 2.94-308.
7
Snell 193~.
• Vita Eur. 5 recording Hermippos (frag. 73b F.Gr.Hist. 3.52); see Snell 2.4~, esp. 2.41, T 10.
' Snell 2.41, T 11.
" Ath. 12. 544e.
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What can we say of local playwrights in this early period? There is
little that can be assigned to them with any confidence from the vaseillustrations. A fragment of an Apulian bell-krater associated with the
15
Black Fury Group may reflect the production of a local play. The scene
represents Thalia, Hephaestus' daughter, being carried off by Zeus
disguised as an eagle. According to the myth, she was deposited in Sicily
where she gave birth to the Palici, the twin boys worshipped in the
neighbourhood of Mount Aetna, to whom in early times human
sacrifices were offered. 16 The theme is local: the elaborate drapery
11
A full list of plays of this period includes Aiolus: /GD iii. 3. 4 (Lucania n hydria by the Amykos
Ptr., c. 410 BC); Alcme11e: /GD iii. 3. 6 (Apu lian calyx-krater by the Ptr, of th e Birth of Dionysus,
c. 400-390 BC); Antiope: /GD iii. 3. 14 (Lucanian pelike by the Policoro Ptr., c. 400 BC); Heraclidae:
/GD iii. 3. 2.0 {Lucanian pelike, Policoro Group, c. 400 BC), and /GD iii. 3. 2.1 (Lucanian columnkrater, PKP group, end 5th cent. BC); Medea: /GD iii. 3. 34 (Lucanian hydria by the Policoro Ptr.,
c. 400 BC), and /GD iii. 3. 35 (Lucanian bell-krater by the Dolon Ptr., 400-380 BC); Sthe11eboea: /GD
iii. 3· 45 (Apulian Stamnos by the Ariadne Ptr., 400-390 BC); Theseus: /GD iii. 3. 51 (Apulian
Stamnos by the Ariadne Ptr., 400-390 BC).
12
See /GD iii. r. 3-12, for examples. See also R.R. Dyer, JHS 89 (1969), 38ff., a nd A. KossatzDeissmann, Dramen des Aischylos ai,( westgriechische11 Vasen (1978).
11
Beazley, AR V 1017, no. 53; /GD iii. 2.. 1-3.
" /GD iii . 2.. 4. For the popularity of Sophocles in Athens in the 4th cent. BC see J. McK. Camp 11,
Hesperia 40 (1971), 302.-;7.
" Trendall, RVAp. i. 7, no. 17; see also Kossatz-Deissmann, Drame11, pl. 5.1; MG 87, no. 17.
16
Der Kleine Pauly, iv (1975), 42.6, s.v. Palikoi (Meister).
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suggests a dramatic production, and the whole points to a local
playwright.
There is only one native Sicilian poet of whom we have much
knowledge for this period, the tyrant Dionysius I. He became a tyrant in
405 BC-a man of erudition who both wrote poetry himself and attracted
a galaxy of poets and philosophers to his court. To Greek eyes, however,
he was a typical tyrant, surrounded by his personal bodyguards, protected within his fortress of Ortygia, in short, a figure to distrust and
denigrate. The sources abound in stories intended to illustrate both his
capriciousness and his lack of felicity in writing tragedy. 17 The neatest of
these is Therriistius' remark that his most authentic tragedies were not
those he wrote but those he played out in his life. The hostility of the
sources makes it difficult to evaluate his real ability. None the less, he did
win first prize in Athens in 376 BC with his Ransom of Hector, even if the
festival was the Lenaea. He was widely read by later authors which
indicates that his tragedies stood the test of time. Tzetzes claims, and
there is no reason to doubt him, that Dionysius' plays had been
performed a number of times in Athens but previously had only been
awarded second or third prizes. We may do well to recall Euripides'
record in this respect and to remember that it was no mean feat for
Dionysius to have his plays performed in Athens at a time when revivals
of the older playwrights were becoming more commonplace. 18 The
criticism of his plays was widespread and trenchant, from Lucian
through Philip of Macedon to Cicero, who remarks pithily 'musicorum
vero perstudiosum accepimus, poetam etiam tragicum-quem bonum
nihil ad rem'. 19 Nevertheless, they all knew his work.
Of the little that survives of his plays, Webster's description of
'pomposity and flatness' is not unfair. He has a liking for strange words
which recalls Aeschylus, but it is difficult to go much further, given the
paucity of evidence. Diodorus is a little more informative. 20 He records
that after the victory of The Ransom of Hector a member of the chorus
hurried home to Syracuse to announce the news, in the hope of a rich
reward. The significant point is that Dionysius is apparently still
following the 5th-century BC fashion of Aeschylus and Euripides of

writing choruses for his plays. Yet, the titles of hi"s plays suggest that he
was not averse to looking elsewhere for his themes. Certainly, the
Alcmene is a Euripidean theme. It was popular, and both Ion and
Astydamas wrote on it, too. 21 Less popular was the Ransom of Hector.
Aeschylus seems to have dramatized the story in his Phrygians and that
play may have been revived after his death, probably being referred to in
Frogs 912.22 It surfaces in vase-painting on an Apulian calyx-krater of
400-390 BC by the Black Fury Painter (or one of his followers), where the
elaboration of the costumes suggests inspiration from a dramatic production.23 It reappears in the mid-4th century BC on a fragment of Apulian
Gnathia with Priam kneeling as he pleads for his son's body-again,
whether the illustration looks back to Aeschylus, or more clearly to
Dionysius is unclear. 24 The tyrant's other titles, Adonis and Leda,
introduce new themes to the tragic repertoire--themes which were more
popular with comic poets of Middle and New Comedy. 25 The birth of
Helen from the egg, if that is what was included in the Leda story, can be
illustrated both from comedy where Webster suggested the possibility of
tragic parody, and from a neck-amphora by Python from Paestum which
illustrates the myth. 26 Either may have been influenced by Dionysius'
play.
A contemporary of Dionysius, and put to death by him, was
Antiphon. According to pseudo-Plutarch, he produced plays in his own
right but also helped Dionysius to write his. 27 If this is the case, his
themes seem to have been taken from the more standard tragic repertoire:
an Andromache, a Me/eager, and a Jason. The Meleager theme seems to
have covered the famous boar hunt and the fatal love story of Meleager
and Atalanta. The theme was the same as that of Euripides, and both
plays were known to and discussed by Aristotle. 28 Nothing is known
about the Jason theme. Vase-illustrations tend to concentrate on Medea,
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17
For the testimonia see Snell 2.4o-6. For a succinct appraisal of his role in Sicilian history see
M. I. Finley, Ancient Sicily (1979), 74ff.
18 From 386 BC onwards the dramatic festivals
at Athens were enlarged to allow for the
performance of an old tragedy: see /G ii (2.nd ed.), 2.318; A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramatic
Festivals of Athens (2.nd ed., 1968), 72., 99. Earlier than this was the decree granting to anyone who
desired it the right to produce Aeschylus' plays at the Dionysia, see Philostr. VA 6. n; PickardCambridge, op. cir., p. 86. Anecd. Bekk. 309 suggests, however, that it was the new tragedies that
drew the crowds. See also Webster, loc. cir. (n. 6) and G. Xanthakis-Karamanos, Studies in Fourth
Century Tragedy (1980), 153, with an excellent discussion of the trends of tragedy in the period.
19
Lucian, Ind. 15; Plut. Vit. Tim. 15. 7; Cic. Tusc. 5. 2.2.. 63.
"' 15. 741ff.
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" See Snell 98, 5a-8; 200, 1d.
22
Cp. Ar. fr. 678, with its reference to Phrygians.
" Trendall, RVAp. i. 7, 8, pl. 53-4- Both fragments are published in MG 84-6, nos. 14-15. The
Black Fury Ptr. is responsible also for an illustration of the Oresteia (Trendall, RVAp. 7. 13); the
(all,sto (RVAp._7.
25; MG 89, no. 19), Telephus (RVAp. 7. 14, pl. 54.3; MG 90, no. 20). Also
rom the Group 1s an 1llustrat1on of a now lost play with Athena, the daughters of Cecrops who are
huding themselves off the Acropolis, a third daughter Pandrosos who is caring for the snake-baby
;;;~hthonius in a basket, and Cecrops himself (Trendall, RVAp. ii. 1074, no. 7/22.a; MG 88-9, no.

n.

" MG 2.61-2, no. II 9.
" Adonis as the title of a tragedy is known for Ptolemaeus Philopater (Snell 283), but it is much
mor_e frequent in comedy, with plays by Araros (POxy 2659), Nicophron, Plato, Philiscus,
Anriphanes. Comedies on Leda were written by Eubulus and Sophilus while Alexis wrote a Swan
which may be relevant.
'
: See PV 18; /GD iv. 26; for the neck-amphora from Paesmm M. Napoli, Paestum (1970), pl. 98.
Pseudo-Plutarch X orat. l. 833C (Snell 194, T 7).
21
Anst. Eth. Eud. 1239•. 37; Rh. 1379•. 13.
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but a late Apulian vase from the workshop of the Darius Painter shows
Jason galloping up on a horse to threaten Medea in her chariot. 29 To the
right, Selene--protectress of witches-wheels her horses next to an .
Erinys or Lyssa, and on the ground lies the body of a child. Sechan argues
that all these details may be derived from Euripides, 30 but the nonEuripidean elements in the illustrations are so strong that a different
version of the theme seems a more plausible source.
Dionysius died in his hour of glory as a result of the party to celebrate
his victory. For other plays of the early years of the century we are thrown
back on the indications of vase-painting alone, and largely on a series of
vases recover~d from the Fusco cemetery in Syracuse. Among them is a
vase ~f th_e Duce Group displaying a performance that appears to have
been inspired by_ the play in which Dolan, the Trojan spy, was seized by
~dy~feus an? Diomedes ~nd butchered after they had promised to spare
him. The highly dramatte theme appears again on the name-vase of the
Dolan ~ainter. 32 I:e_re t~e use of lopped trees, typically employed by
va~e-painters to distingmsh stage trees from real ones, can be seen as a
pointer to stage inspiration for the painter.
This latter vase incorporates a strong sense of burlesque and thus links
with the productions of comedy in the early 4th century BC in Sicily. Two
early p~lyax vases, one from Sicily, the other with strong Sicilian
co~nect10ns, are all the evidence we have for this type of performance.
Neither of them provides much insight into what earlier performances
ma_y have b~en like ?r how they might be connected to performances of
Ep1ch~rmus _works in the 5th century BC. The earlier of the two vases, by
the Dirce Painter, depicts Zeus, apparently deep in thought, holding a
t~underbolt in his_ hand, while to the left is a slave carrying a basket on
his head and holdmg a bucket of wine; to the right stands an unmistakably male phlyax, wearing a female mask and playing a flute. 33 Both
Zeus ~n? the sl~ve ~ear the same mask. The parallels with Old Comedy
are stnking and mdicate that performances were strongly influenced by it.
The other vase was probably painted by one of the craftsmen who
e~igrated to Campania. 34 His Sicilian origins are implied by the name
S~kon bestowed on the central character, as the adding of names is a
highly unusual feature in Campanian. The phlyax holds a long key of
the sort normally held by priestesses and stands between two welldressed women; an indication of rocky ground is given at their feet but
there is no further clue to aid the interpretation of the scene.
29
30

"
"
"
"

Panathenaic amphora Naples 3221: see Sechan 404, fig.
Sechan 404.
Syracuse 36332: Trendall, LCS 204, no. 31.
London F 157: Trendall, LCS 102, no. 533.
Madrid 11026 (mid-4th cent. BC): PV 82.
Calyx-krater by the Sikon Ptr. (c. 370-360 BC): PV 91.

121;

MTS TV 9.
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Hitherto, phlyax performances throughout Magna Graecia have
usually been considered to be itinerant, with ad hoe stages erected for
particular performances. There has been nothing to suggest that Sicilian
phlyax was any different in this regard. However, the latest excavators of
the theatre at Syracuse have argued for the existence of a permanent stage
of the type illustrated on so many phlyax vases as early as the Archaic
period .35 I have commented elsewhere on the permanence or otherwise of
phlyax comedy, 36 and would only add here that if Sicilian phlyax did
have its origins in the late 6th/early 5th century BC, it makes no
impression on vase-painting, except for the two illustrations just discussed, until the period 340-30 BC when more settled conditions
prevailed in Sicily. This is in sharp contrast to mainland Italy where
phlyax vases are well represented from 375 BC onwards. In default of
other evidence one might be tempted to argue that comedy was less
popular in Sicily during the earlier years of the century, but the number of
comic terracottas of Sicilian provenance from the period 375-350 BC
shows this to be a false inference. 37 Few are earlier than c. 375 BC and
nearly all of them are Attic or copies of Attic. From the middle of the
century, the number of vases increases, while the supply of comic
terracottas is enormous, even discounting the vast quantities from
Lipari. 38 While Attic originals still remain popular, Sicilian variants and
~he occ~sional Sicilian original are now found, implying a growing
mterest m local plays and productions.
There is little direct evidence of the other form of classical drama, the
satyr play. The Maron Painter provides the first Sicilian evidence for it on
the reverse of a vase from Lipari, dated to the second quarter of the 4th
century BC. 39 The theme of the obverse is the marriage of Heracles and
Deianeira. The reverse of the vase shows a papposilenos named Simas
da~cing vigorously to the flute-playing of Thalia, the muse of comedy,
while a satyr named Skrgos moves to the right. The names are presumably theatrical and bear witness to the continued existence of satyr
plays. 40
" Polacco and Anti, II teatro, pp. 157ff.
For_ a more detailed discussion of phlyax comedy see C. W. Dearden in: J. H. Betts et al. (eds.),
St~ftes rn Honour of T. B. L. Webster, ii (forthcoming).
For terracottas from Sicily see MOMC 35, 105, 137-58, l90'-2,
38
See L. Bernabo-Brea, Menandro e ii teatro greco nelle terracotte liparesi (1981), and M.
C~;aher and L. Bernabo-~rea, I/ Castello di Lipari e ii Museo Archeologico Eoliano (2nd ed., 1977).
Cavalier and Bernabo-Brea, Ii Castello, pls. II9"'"20; /GD iii. 2. 11 (without illustration). [Cp.
1 A. D. Trendall above p. 227 with n. 45. Ed.].
as~
If Thalia here is the muse of comedy then this may be taken as evidence for comedy and satyr
1 performed together at a festival, with the possibility of tragedy also if the obverse can be
Pdays
a <led. The m_1xture of papposilen and comedy recurs in PV 87 where comic maenad and phlyax play
on opposite sides of the see-saw, while in the middle stands a papposilen (though minus the usual
white flocks on his tights). A vase in the Gabil Gabib group from Sicily adds the possibility of
tragedy again with Phrixus and, ro his left, a papposilen: Trendall, LCS 601, no. 96.
36
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The satyr tradition is continued in the Lipari terracottas where satyr
mask and papposilenos as flute or lyre player are frequently found. 41The
production of these terracottas began around the middle of the 4th
century BC and continued for a hundred years, testifying to an intense
interest in drama in the islands. The newly published material from
Morgantina parallels that from Lipari and exhibits a similarly long
history. 42 In both traditions, tragedy, comedy, and satyr play are all
represented and found together, suggesting that the close connection
between the various forms that we are familiar with from Athens was in
no way foreign to the Sicilian experience of drama in this period.
One other dramatic form, native to Sicily and probably of only local
concern until the time of Plato, should not be ignored. Mime had two
main exponents, Sophron and Xenarchus. It is not clear that either of
them lived in the 4th century BC, though Photius maintains the latter
wrote at the court of Dionysiu·s, recording that the tyrant instructed the
poet to write in mockery of the cowardly people of Rhegium. 43 Clearly,
mime is seen as a vehicle for political propaganda, which suggests that it
had widespread popularity and influence. Its popularity is attested by the
ease with which Plato was able to buy a copy of Sophron's work 44 and to
sleep with it under his pillow while he introduced the mimes to Athens.
The themes of it seem to have been a mixture of everyday life and
mythology. The titles of Sophron's works suggest the former, e.g.
Women of the Isthmian Games, and The Tunny Fishermen, with
emphasis presumably placed on characterization rather than plot construction.45 They were written in Doric, as befitted a home-grown genre,
but if Xenophon's account of a mime performance at the house of
Callias in Athens is indicative of the general run of mime then it could
include anything from acrobatics to sophisticated character playing like
the performance of the love of Dionysus and Ariadne he describes.46 The
Baker statuette gives some idea of the latter form: its relationship with
drama is indicated by the Ruvo askos where mime takes its place on the
vase with comedy and satyr play. 47 Indeed, it may well be that elements
of mime crept into performances of phlyax; just as Aristophanes on
occasion used speciality dancers to enliven the end of his play, so at least

one phlyax vase illustrates what appears to be a circus-type tumbling act
performed by a woman without a mask. 48
From the middle of the 4th century BC onwards we have no names of
tragic writers. The last we hear of is Carcinus II who, we are told, spent
some time under Dionysius, until the return of Dion to Syracuse c. 357/ 6
BC. 49 Some of his themes echo the great tragedians-he wrote a Medea,
an Oedipus, an Orestes-but others are those that 4th-century BC
playwrights were more intrigued by: Achilles, Aerope--which made
Alexander of Pherae weep 50-Semele, and Tyro. Often the interests of
Carcinus and Astydamas appear to coincide and frequently rape and
adultery, excitement and adventure, are the elements to the fore. It is not
known whether all, or indeed any, of these were actually produced in
Sicily, but at least one fragment deals with Demeter's search for her lost
daughter and ties it to the fields of Aetna, suggesting that he had an eye
to a local audience. 51
Vase-painting suggests a similar delight in startling drama. Rape was a
theme in Euripides' Antiope which the Policoro Painter illustrated very
early in the 4th century BC. 52 The same theme recurs in the second quarter
of that century on a vase by the Dirce Painter, which, from its use of trees
to indicate a cave, could be an illustration of an actual production. 53 It is
not only Euripidean drama, however, that suggests love of excitement
and adventure. There are a series of Sicilian vases that are unique in
South Italian painting (with the exception of phlyax) in that they portray
the stage on which the action is set. The earliest of them is the name-vase
of the Maron Painter. 54 On the carefully delineated stage stand the
characters in stage dress and identified by name. They are: Maron
presenting to Odysseus the wine with which he will subsequently
intoxicate Polyphemus, to the left Opora (Harvest or Autumn: cp.
Aristophanes' Peace), to the right Ampelis (the spirit of wine). These are
certainly unusual figures for 5th-century BC tragedy but in keeping with
the tone of the 4th, especially the tone of New Comedy. It is difficult to
see what kind of tragedy might evolve from this particular set of
circumstances. Certainly, the painting's tone is tragic, and we may
suspect, with Webster, the genre of performance as being hilarotragoedia, made popular by Rhinthon at the end of the century.
A second possible example of the type is a Sicilian vase in Leningrad
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" See Berna bo-Brea, M e11andro e ii teatro greco, pl. 1x.
See M . Bell III , M organtina Studies, i. Th e T erraco ttas (1981) . For the later group from
Fo ntana Caldo at Butera see D. Adamastea nu , M on .Ant. 44 (1948), 62.3~9.
'·' s.v. Rheginous.
" Suda s.v. Soph ron, Diog. Laerr. 3. 18.
" Fo r the Tunn y Fisherman see PV 191 which may be a n ill ustration of mime. A fragment of one
of Soph ron's m_imes is preserved: D. L. Page, Greek Literary Papyri, i (1942.), no. 73. It appears to
describe a magic ceremony taken from contempo ra ry life.
46
Xen. Sym p. 2., 3, 7, and 9.
" Fo r the Ruvo askos see PV 135. For the Baker statuette and a discussion of mime da ncers see
D. B. Tho mpson, AJ A 54 (1950), 371 ff.; cp. also Trendall , R V Ap. i. 7, 53.
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PV 96; cp. PV 80 where the woman is masked. For the sons of Carcinus see Ar. Vesp. 1498ff.
" Diog. Laerr. 2.. 63 . See Snell 2.10-1 5.
'° Aelian , V H 14. 40.
" Snell 2.13- 14, F 5.
" See /GD iii. 3. 14.
53
Calyx-krater Berlin F 32.96 (c. 380-370 BC): /GD iii. 3. 15.
,. Calyx-krater Lipari 2.2.97 (mid-4th cent. BC): /GD iii. 6. 2..
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dated to the third quarter of the 4th century BC. 55 It depicts a drunken
Heracles lying before a screen(?), over which appears a round-faced,
beardless man who pours wine or water on the recumbent hero. Satyrs
and maenads, equipped with double flute and lyre, dance round. The
tone here is much less tragic, and Heracles' face recalls the faces on
phlyax, as Trendall notes, though the costume makes it clear that it does
not belong to that genre. Again, the growing influence of local drama
seems to be apparent.
A stage depiction of what is clearly a tragedy is to be found on the
famous calyx-krater in Syracuse by the Cappodarso Painter. 56 The
painting is somewhat worn but it illustrates the Oedipus theme. The
floor of the stage is shown and its background consists of four white
Doric columns. To the left, a messenger in typical tragic costume is
depicted, in the centre Oedipus himself, gravely listening to the message
and plucking at his beard in perplexity. To the right is locasta, drawing a
veil over her face, presumably in anguish at having understood the
import of what the messenger is saying. More puzzling is the female
figure beyond her who has turned away from the main scene and is
supporting her head in her hand. Webster suggests that she is an
attendant also in despair, and that, if this is Sophocles' version of the
play, she_must be in despair over the death of Polybus, not Iocasta's
realization of what death implies. But if what we are shown is an actual
scene from the play as presented, we hardly want the audience distracted
from the reaction of locasta by an attendant's reaction to a less
important death. Even more surprising is the presence of the children on
the scene. Sophocles gains maximum pathetic effect by refraining from
introducing them until the final moments of the play. Possibly, the vasepainter has chosen to include them here to remind us of that final scene.
Equally possible, and perhaps more likely given the painter's apparent
desire to indicate that this is an actual theatrical performance, is that we
are dealing with a different version of the Oedipus theme. It is worth
remembering that Carcinus II wrote a play of that name.
A more elaborate stage depiction is to be found on a calyx-krater from
Lipari of 350-330 BC. 57 An apparently beardless man to the right of the
scene wields an axe with which he threatens a young man. The latter
seizes his arm in supplication, while an older man with a sword both
protects the young man and seeks to prevent the blow. To the left are
two women, elaborately dressed and wearing crowns, who show no fear

Fourth-Century Drama in Sicily
or surprise at the attack-indeed, one appears to be offering a _bowl to
one of the men. The scene has been identified by Trendall as set m Argos
where Polynices and Tydeus, both exiles, were promised by Adrastus the
hands of his daughters prior to the expedition of the Seven against
Thebes. On their simultaneous arrival at the palace they fought each
other in front of the gate for a sheltered place to pass the night. In the
process the two were identified by Adrastus as th~ Boar and the Lion to
whom he had promised his daughters. The story 1s not one known from
earlier drama and again we may suspect a local playwright: there is no
doubt that the theme contains the excitiµg and romantic elements and
striking scenic effects common to late 4th-century BC productions.
Sicilian illustrations of tragedy, and indeed comedy, end in about 320
BC. One final tragic example takes us back to a Euripidean theme,
though the actual play is unlikely to have been his. Andromeda, an ever
popular theme in South Italy, appears towards the end of the period on a
Sicilian calyx-krater by the Hecate Painter. 58 She is shown fastened to a
rocky archway, rather than to the tree trunks that are conventional for the
older version. That may not, of itself, be significant but the presence,
along with the usual Perseus, of a figure holding a spear (possibly
Andromeda's fiance, Phineus) is certainly unusual. It suggests a new
version of a well-worn theme incorporating, yet again, the romantic
aspect.
The romantic is picked up in phlyax and coupled with the ever
popular exploits of Heracles. Two elaborate vases, one from Leontini
and the other from Centuripe, make the point. 59 In the former, Heracles
seems to have seized and unveiled Auge, who has sought the protection
of the goddess by whose altar she is standing. This is the usual
interpretation, with the woman to the right described as a nurse watching
with a self-satisfied smirk, and the old phlyax to the left as Auge's father
who has sought to see she remained childless. Eubulus wrote a comedy
called the Auge in the mid-4th century BC and this may be what is
illustrated here, though the return of Alcestis from the Underworld would
fit the details of the illustration equally well. The stage setting, which is
so similar to that on tragic vases, is repeated in somewhat simplified form
on the second vase. Heracles is dressed again in tights, short chiton, and
lionskin but this time his hand is to his head, as if he is in some
perplexity when faced by the woman opposite him. To his right stands
60
Hermes with his staff-ready to guide the hero to the Underworld?
That drama was alive and flourishing in Sicily in the first three-quarters

55

Leningrad 2079: Trendall, LCS 604, no. 104; pl. 237.
Syracuse 66557 (3rd quarter 4th cent. BC): IGD iii. 2. 8 where it is attributed to Sophocles' play.
See also A. D. Trendall above p. 227. Ed. ].
57 Bernabo-Brea, op. cir. (n. 38),
pl. n, where it is identified as the Madness of Lycurgus. See
LIMC i (1981), s.v. Adrasros (Krauskopf).
56

,.. Caltagirone, no inv. (3rd quarter 4th cent. BC): IGD iii. 3. 13.
" PV 79 (from Leontini); PY 95 (Centuripe).
60 The stage setting is repeated on a fragmentary vase from Agrigento and on a number of others:
see PV 88, 98, 101.
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of the 4th century BC is clear from the effects it had on vase-painters.
Some of the theatrical inspiration certainly derived from Athens, though
we should not underestimate native Sicilian dramatists. Their impact can
be seen in the next generation. Of the leading poets of that time
Philemon came from Syracuse to become a rival worthy of Menander. In
the course of his long and distinguished career he took at least one look
at his homeland from his adopted home of Athens, with a play called the
Sikelikos. Perhaps less renowned today was his tragic counterpart
Sosiphanes who displayed his native Syracusan talent in writing some
seventy-three tragedies (according to the Suda) and winning seven
victories (presumably in Athens) in the reign of Alexander the Great. 61
Even in satyr play a Sicilian made the record books. Python of Catane
accompanied Alexander to Asia and entertained his troops with a satyric
drama in which he ridiculed Harpalus and the Athenians-and this at a
celebration of the Dionysia on the banks of the Hydaspes. 62
61

Snell 2.61-3.
Snell 2.59-60. For his play Agen Satyrikos see D. F. Sutton, The Greek Satyr Play (1980), 75-81,
84-5, 138, 144, 150, 152., 154, 157.
62

Two Vases of South Italian Shape by an
Attic Painter::M. JENTOFT-NILSEN

(]. Paul Getty Museum, Malibu)

In r98r several groups of vase fragments were donated to the antiquities
collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum. Among these were some
'fragments of two Attic red-figure vases of unusual shape' .1 During the
sorting and reassembly of the fragments it became apparent that the style
of drawing was late Attic, c. 440-430 BC, 2 and that the shape of the two
vases was not simply unusual but unique in the history of Attic pottery
(Figs. r-2). They appear to combine vase shapes used in South Italy.
One is immediately reminded of the nestoris, a type of vase which was
very popular first in Lucania-beginning around 430-420 BC-and then
in Apulia from about 375-350 BC. 3 Similarities in shape can also be
discerned in the native Messapian trozzella 4 and in the Daunian brocca,
• Professor Dale Trendall spent several weeks during the spring of 1985 as Guest Scholar in the

J. Paul Gerry Museum. During his stay, he had the opportunity to examine the rwo vases which are
the subject of this paper. I am especially indebted ro him for generously sharing his observations
about them and providing many helpful suggestions and refs. It is a special pleasure to participate in
the Congress that honours him. It must be emphasized that this study is only preliminary due to the
fact that at the rime of rhe delivery of the paper at the Congress, conservation work on the two vases
had not yet been completed. The lips and handles, particularly, were still in fragmentary state, and
fills for some missing areas of the bodies yet to be added. Thus, the figures in the text show the pots
at a midpoint of conservation. Full and detailed publication, illustrating them in completed state,
will be forthcoming.
' 81. AE. 183. A and B; said to be from South Italy. Anonymous donation. Some of the extant 175
fragments bear evidence of ancient repairs.
2
Various scholars who have seen the fragments agree that the clay, painting, and glaze are Artie;
those who have seen only photographs have also thought them Artie. Some of the fragments are
darker than the adjoining pieces, suggesting that the vases may have been exposed to fire. The results
of thermoluminescence tests of samples from both the burnt and unburnt fragments corroborate their
antiquity. The two vases, incomplete because of missing areas, are being painstakingly reassembled
by Lisbet Thoresen, conservator at the Getty, who has also provided the drawings of their
anticipated reconstruction. For the time being, measurements are necessarily approximate. Vase A:
diam. of body 34.5 cm; estimated h. to top of handles 35 cm; to lip 19.5 cm. Vase B: diam. of body
36 cm; estimated h. to top of handles 41 cm; to lip 2.5.5 cm.
1
G. Schneider-Herrmann, Red-figured Lucanian and Apulian Nestorides and their Ancestors
(1980), deals at length with this particular vase shape and its development.
' For the distinctly conical neck and squat body, cp. e.g. Taranto 134909: Schneider-Herrmann,
op. cir., figs. 9-9a. ore also the rays at the base as on Brindisi 369: Schneider-Herrmann, figs. 101oa. Both of these lack, however, the wide lips of the Gerty vases. Broader lips, more suited for
decoration, are characteristic of Apulian nestorides: Schneider-Herrmann, figs. 73""'94·
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J. Paul Getty Mus. 81. AE. 183. A, preliminary reconstruction drawing

CJ
2.

J. Paul Getty Mus. 81. AE. 183. B, preliminary reconstruction drawing

which has a squat, round body, broad lip, and a wide, flat handle. 5
Attached to the body and neck of each Getty vase are two handles which
find a particularly close parallel in the handle of a 5th-century BC
' Lecce 543: CVA, pl. 2.6. Several examples are in the museum at Foggia: see E. M. de Juliis, La
ceramica geometrica de/la Daunia (1977), pls. 74-9, 105A. Some 6th-cent. BC olla shapes also bear
similarities: de Juliis, pls. 1-4, especially the footless, globular vases nos. 22-8; two of them, nos. 22
and 24, should be noted for their plastic elements with horn-like projections: see also pl. 108A and
cp. below n. 7.
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Daunian cup. 6 Each handle rises well above the neck, is punctuated near
the top by three holes in a triangular arrangement, and is surmounted by
two horns. 7
An unattributed vase in Naples, believed to be Attic, is related in
shape to the South Italian nestorides. In addition, like the Getty vase B,
it depicts a scene from the Iliupersis. 8 A piece in the Guarini collection is
of unusual interest. 9 Also of a nestoris or trozzella shape, it, like the
Getty vase A, depicts a pursuit. On its obverse shoulder is a youth
between two fleeing women. Most remarkable is the delineation of the
figures on a white ground, a technique well known in Athens but not in
South Italy. Its pattern work includes rays at the base as well as olivewreath, egg, and tongue patterns, as on the two Getty vases.
Because of its extremely curious shape, a vase now in Milwaukee
should also be noted. 10 It has a very low, broad body. The shoulder has a
figured scene while the body is undecorated. It stands on a small, low
foot, has a spout similar to that of a so-called baby-feeder, a handle on
either side, and one, in the shape of a swan's head, at the neck.
The Getty vases were apparently made as a pair since they complement each other in decoration and shape. Each vase has a double register
of figure decoration separated by an egg pattern on the body, an
arrangement well suited to their shape. Such a combination frequently
occurs on calyx-kraters by the Polygnotans. 11
The neck is encircled by a band of horizontal back-to-back lyrepalmettes (Pls. 25.r; 26.r), a motif used to great effect by the Niobid
Painter, 12 possibly the teacher of Polygnotos. Rays extend outward
around the bottom of each vase (Pl. 26.4).
6
Detroit, Inst. of Fine Arts, 77. 95: M. E. Mayo (ed.), The Art of South Italy: Vases from Magna
Graecia (1982), no. 146.
- M. E. Mayo, to whom my thanks are due for the reference, tells me that the term 'horned' for
such projections occurs in F. P. Johnson, The Farwell Collection (1953), 27, Y35, 36.
' Naples, no inv. number: Trendall, LCS i. 5, no. 16, where Trendall in his discussion and listing
of Attic precursors of Lucanian wares points out that 'the shape is unusual for Attic';
K. Schauenburg, j.d.l. 89 (1974), 165, fig. 32; L. Ghali-Kahil, Les Enlevements et le retour d'Helene
(1955), 96, no. 82. bis, pl. 71.1. Unlike the Getty vases, it has a substantial foot but, like them, has
rays at the base.
' I owe this reference to I. McPhee (Melbourne). L. Todisco in: Antichita della collezione
Guarini (1984) classifies it as Lucanian, but both Trendall and McPhee feel it is Attic, dating to
about 430 BC.
10
It was through photographs in the Beazley Archive that I learnt of this vase. I am grateful to
D. von Boehmer who kindly informed me about its present location and previous history: ParkeBernetsale, 5 Apr. 1963, lot 105; formerly Hearst Collection 5637, and Chapter of Durham Cathedral,
England. He advises me that the vase has been much restored . My thanks go to R. Dorneman of the
Milwaukee Public Museum for the following information: Nu52.7 of acc. 18782.; h. 2.6 cm; diam.
30 cm. To be published by W. Moon in a CV A of collections in Wisconsin.
11
J. Oakley in: H. A. G. Brijder (ed.), Ancient Greek and Related Pottery: Proceedings of the lnt.
Vase Symposium in Amsterdam 1984 (1985), 119-27.
12
Ferrara 2891: Beazley, AR V 602, no. 2.4; 1661; Oakley (cit. n. n), fig. 1. I am grateful to
E. Knauer for providing the following refs. for additional examples of similar horizontal lyre-
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On A, which is the slightly better preserved of the two vases, the upper
register shows scenes of pursuit-another feature reminiscent of the
Polygnotans. 13 A central winged figure flanked by two pairs of draped
women originally made up the scene on the obverse. The two women on
the left flee in that direction, their arms outstretched in alarm, while
keeping their eyes directed to the winged pursuer (Pl. 2 5.2). He is most
likely to be Boreas who, in his short chiton and with winged feet, chases
after two now missing women. One of them would have been Oreithyia.
On the reverse, four youths in short chlamydes flee a winged female
(Pl. 25.3, 4), in a composition no doubt representing the pursuit of
Cephalus by Eos. In some details of their dress and accoutrements, the
youths mirror each other. The figure furthest left is barefoot and wears a
pileus. He carries a club in his right hand while his left is raised in a
gesture of flight. The second, wearing a broad brimmed petasos and
high-laced sandals, raises his left hand and carries two spears in his right.
Eos wears a long peplos and a hair covering, probably a saccos like those
worn by the women on side A. The fourth figure is Cephalus. As he
sprints off to outrun his pursuer, his petasos slips down behind his neck.
He attempts to discourage her with his spears. The last figure, bareheaded, barefoot, and also carrying a pair of spears, flees while looking
back toward Eos.
Contrary to the fright and flight motif above it, the lower frieze depicts
a scene of revelry. Twelve youths, wreathed and either nude or partially
draped with short cloaks, cavort about the lower body of the vase.
The mouth has a wide lip, painted on both sides. Its outside is
decorated with an egg and an olive-wreath pattern, the latter enclosed
within a border of leaves. Another pursuit scene appears to be the subject
of the frieze on its inside (Pl. 27.1).
On the strap of the one partially preserved handle (Pl. 27.3), appears a
man clad in a himation, between a meander pattern and the remains of a
palmette below, an egg-pattern border and a palmette above. The
palmettes on other Attic vases. Nolan amphorae, on which Knauer tells me the instances are among
the earliest, around the belly: the Berlin Painter (Beazley, ARV 201, no. 64); the Pan Painter (Beazley,
ARV 553, no. 39). Cup: the Ashley Painter (Beazley, ARV 455, no. 9). Calyx-kraters, on which rhe
pattern occurs most frequently, just below the lip: Altamura Painter (Beazley, ARV 590, no. 12);
Niobid Painter (Beazley, ARY 602, no. 20; cp. 613, nos . 1 and 3); on the lip itself: Harrow Painter
(Beazley, ARV 274, no. 39); below the lip: Chicago Painter (Beazley , AR V 628, no. 1; cf. the Achilles
Painter: Beazley, AR V 991, no. 53); the Peleus Painter (Beazley , ARV 1038, no. 1); manner of the
Peleus Painter (Beazley, ARV 1041, no. 6).
13 Lucanian vase-painters, following Attic tradition in their early work, included abduction scenes
in their repertoire. Three vases by the Pisricci Painter particularly illustrate this: bell-krater once Hope
2o6 (A. D. Trendall, Early South Italian Vases (1974), pl. 2a); bell-krater Dresden 3522 (pl. 2b);
pelike Taranto 50941 (pl. 2c).
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surviving portions of the two horns have white tips above volute/tendril
patterns. The parts of the handles to which the horns were originally
attached are lost, except for some very small fragments, one of which
clearly preserves its chequer-board pattern-work.
On the very fragmentary upper register of vase B (Pl. 26.1), there are
scenes from the Iliupersis. The obverse depicts an armed warrior menacing two female figures (Pl. 26.2), clearly the motif of Menelaus' recovery
14
of Helen after the Greek defeat of the T rojans. The composition is
much like that of the Parthenon metopes, to which both vases must be
close in date. 15 On the left is Menelaus, barefoot but wearing a helmet
and corslet; his sword has fallen from his hand but has not yet hit the
ground. It is a theme well known in vase-painting. The closest parallels
are on a column-krater, 16 a bell-krater, 17 and a fragment with a scene of
similar composition. 18 Standing between Menelaus and Helen, Aphrodite launches a small, wreath-holding Eros from her hand to deter
Menelaus. The goddess wears a diadem and holds a lotus-tipped sceptre
in her left hand. Helen's figure is more fragmentary than those of
Menelaus and Aphrodite. She moves in a long stride to the right but,
although she looks back over her shoulder and holds a fold of drapery,
she does not appear to be terribly concerned. In the large gap to the left of
Menelaus, there were two figures, one of which was a fleeing woman;
most of the upper half of her torso is extant but only one foot and a piece
19
of the hem of her dress remain from the lower half. Of the figure on the
far left only a small piece of drapery survives. The lack of any movement
in the drapery suggests that it is part of a standing figure.
On the far left side of the reverse of the upper register (Pl. 26.3) a
bearded man wearing a richly bordered and embroidered garment is
seated on an altar. His right hand holds a staff or sceptre while his left is

" The depictions of Helen and Menelaus (whether with or without Aphrodite and Eros), are too
numerous to cite here; for the mythology and an illustrated compendium, with bibliography, of its
repr~sentauons in various media see Ghali-Kahil, op. cit. (n. 8), and J.-M. Moret, L'Ilioupersis dans
la ceram,que italiote (1975), 31-41. For additional consideration of the iconography as well as
discussions of related refs. in the sources, see also P. Clement, Hesperia 27 (1958), 47-'73· Two
~ore examples in the J. Paul Gerry Museum that have since come to light should be noted here:
~agments of an Attic red-figure vase, 76. AE. 44, and a fragment of a Roman relief, 75. AA. II3: see
·15Hamma, Getty. Mus.]. n (1983), 123-8, figs. 1-2, 6-'7.
Parthenon north meropes 24-5, dated to 447-440 BC: F. Brommer, Die Parthenon-Skulpturen
,
11
~?9), pls. 40-1, and p. 23, fig. 16, for a vase parallel; also Ghali-Kahil, op. cit., pl. 65.2-3.
Sotheby (London), Sale Cat., 12 December 1960, lot 150.
17
Louvre G 424 (Beazley, AR V 1077, no. 5; CVA, pl. 23.4-6; Ghali-Kahil, op. cit. p. 88, no. 66,
P1· 63.3).
"M arcopoulo collection: Ghali-Kahil, op cit., p . 93, no. 74, pl. 63.2.
19
Forward of the foot is the rivet hole for an ancient repair. The adjacent fragment has the
companion rivet hole.
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held to his forehead in a gesture of despair. In view of the other scene
from the Iliupersis, we can reasonably assume he is Priam. 20
On the right half of the reverse, a helmeted nude male runs in pursuit
of his defenceless victim who attempts to escape on horseback. The two
can be identified as Achilles and Troilus, in a scene which is well known
from other vase-painting. 21 In front of the horse is Polyxena, Troilus'
sister, depicted at the moment of dropping a water jug she had brought
to the same fountain. 22
Like vase A, the lower register of B also shows twelve figures, both
whole and fragmentary (Pl. 26.4). Most are running women, barefoot and
wearing garments that are either bordered or partially patterned.
The outside of the lip, of which more than half is missing, is decorated
with the same patterns as the lip of vase A. On the inside (Pl. 27.2),
portions of seven figures, both male and female, are preserved. An altar
similar to that on the vase's reverse is partially extant.
The few handle fragments of B (Pl. 27-4) are decorated in the same
manner as the handle of A (Pl. 27.3). All the fragments of the handles
from both pots have, together, provided enough material for a firm
reconstruction of their original appearance.
There seems no doubt that the two vases are Polygnotan in their style
of drawing, decorative devices, motifs, and scenes. 23 Further study in
relation to additional comparative material must await the completion
of the conservation of the vases.
The oddity of the vases' shapes invite several questions. Two concern
their function and the identity of their painter. Less likely to be resolved
is the origin of their shape. Was it adopted by an Attic potter who
directly knew of native South Italian vase shapes, either through his own
travels abroad or from exports from South Italy to Greece? Is it a shape
that did occur in Attic pottery but that has not been previously apparent
to us because only a few fragments are extant? Were the pots made by an
Attic workshop producing vase shapes specifically for the South Italian
"' A somewhat parallel figure on a cup by the Brygos Painter supports this assumption: Louvre
G 152. (Beazley, ARV 369, no. 1; 1649). On the Vivenzio hydria by the Kleophrades Painter, Priam

sits on an altar, holding his head with both hands, while the dead Asryanax lies on his lap (Beazley,
AR V 189, no. 74; 1632.).
21
See LIMC i (1981), 74ff., s.v. Achilles (Kossatz-Deissmann).
22
For a comparable, although not identical, scene: hydria B.M. 99.7-2.1.4 (Beazley, ARV 2.97, no.
5; CVA, pl. 78.4) . For Polyxena at the fountain: Leningrad 62.8 (Beazley, ARV 2.10) ; also hydria
fragment in Mykonos (Beazley, AR V 2.47) .
23 The Polygnotan style of drawing can be observed on the faces of
some figures : e.g. note the
similarities of the facial profile and expression of the male to the left of Eos compared to those of a
figure on a Stamnos by Polygnoros: Oxford 1916.68 (Beazley, ARV 102.8, no. 6; CVA, pl. 30). The
facial characteristics of figures drawn by Polygnotos himself are delineated by S. Matheson in: Greek
Vases in The]. Paul Getty Museum 3, Occasional Papers, 2. (1985), 101-14. Comparisons for some
of the dotted hems of garments, wreaths, and the fold lines of drapery can be found on a stamnos
from the workshop of Polygnotos: C. Isler-Kerenyi, Stamnoi (1977), 84-5.
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market? Or was it a special commission from a South Italian traveller in
Athens-someone telling a workshop he wanted something unusual, a
pa rticular shape 'like they have back home' but with an Attic painter's
decoration? Whatever answers may be forthcoming, these two odd vases
remind us of our tendency to think first and predominantly about East to
West influences while too readily discounting possible influences of the
other direction, West to East.

Between Greek and Native: The Xenon
Group~:E. G. D. ROBINSON

(The University of Sydney)

The Xenon Group was assembled and named by J. D. Beazley in 1947. 1
The great majority of the vases, black-glazed and decorated in applied
red, were produced in the 4th century BC. 2 They have been found mainly
in that area conventionally known as Peucetia. 3 South of a line drawn
between Metaponto, Gioia de! Colle, and Fasano, the fabric is virtually unknown. There are two examples in the museum at Lecce, said
to be from Taranto 4 but I know of none with a secure provenance from
there. 5
The earlier vases have come almost exclusively from Peucetian
cemeteries, from Monte Sannace northwards to Ruvo di Puglia. 6 Further
north, early vases are found at Canosa, but elsewhere in Daunia only

• For permission to publish photographs of vases in their care I thank G. Andreassi (Bari ),
A. Bottini (Potenza), D. Hausmann (Fra nkfurt), M . E. Mayo (Richmond), S. R. Mongeon (Boston),
and M. Vickers (Oxford). In addition to the usual abbreviations, I have used the following: Ceglie
Peuceta, i = M. M. Marin et al., Ceglie Peuceta, i (1982). Nestorides = G. Schneider-Herrmann, Redfigured Lucanian and Apulian Nestorides and their Ancestors (1980). Yntema 1982=D. Yntema,
'Notes on Greek Influence on Iron Age Salemo', in: Studi di Antichita 3 (1982), 83-131. Ynrema
1985 = D. Ynrema, The Matt-painted Pottery of Southern Italy (1985).
1
Beazley, EVP 218ff.
2
The dare for the beginning of the Xenon Group production is still uncertain. Beazley stated that
'This Apulian fabric begins in the late part of the fifth century', but his observations concerning the
Attic Sr. Valentin vases and the sessile kantharoi of the Xenon Group did nor pretend to have a
chronological precision (loc. cir.). S. Howard and F. P. Johnson, AJA 58 (1954), 191ff., add little
to a precise typology or dating of rhe later Attic and lraliore sessile kantharoi. See also F. P. Johnson,
The Farwell Collection (1953), 58f.; Agora, xii. u5f.
' Usually equated with the present-day province of Bari .
' CVA Lecce 2, pl. 55.1 and 4 (inv. 884); 55.2 and 5 (inv. 883). Also a skyphos in Toronto said to
be from Taranto: J. W. Hayes, Greek and Italian Black -Gloss Wares and Related Wares in the
Royal Ontario Museum (1984), no. 198.
' With one possible exception: a shape 2 oinochoe of very late shape seen amongst the records of
the Soprinrendenza Archeologica at Taranto: TA 2o6729, with a stated provenance of Taranto
(F. 202 11. N.O.)
6
.
• There is a sprinkling of early Xenon Group from eastern Lucania: see e.g. F. G. Lo Porto, Ci11ilta
tnd,gena e penetrazione greca nella Lucania orientate, Mon.Ant. 48, ser. misc. i/ 3 (1973), pl. 26.1,
no. 2 (Ptsticci). I have not seen rhe material from Lavello and other recently excavated sites in the
Melfese: cp. A. Bottini, D.Arch. NS 3/ 1 (1985), 59ff.
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sporadically until about 330 BC when one or more very prolific workshops
seem to have started operating there. 7
The shapes are small. The bulkiest is the so-called kantharoid,
reaching a maximum height of c. 16 cm (e.g. Pl. 28.1). Low-handled
sessile kantharoi were also popular. Several varieties of oinochoai were
produced, including the shapes 1, 2, 86, and 10. Olpai are rare, and the
chous (shape 3), so common in red-figure and Gnathia, is almost
unknown. 8 Plates, dishes, skyphoi, lekanides, and a variety of miniature
vases complete the range. There exists also a large group of stemless
cups, many with swans painted in their tondi, named the Red Swan
Group by Beazley. 9 They are so close in both style and technique that I
can see no reason for continuing to separate them from the Xenon
Group.
Since its original assembly, the Xenon Group has been much
neglected, 10 despite the fact that most excavations of 4th-century BC
settlements and cemeteries in Peucetia, Daunia, and eastern Lucania
have produced examples of the fabric. 11 The vases are most frequently
met in tombs of the second half of the 4th century BC. This was a time
when an explosion of Tarentine culture seems to have been taking place
in native Apulia, to judge from the enormous increase of ltaliote redfigure and Gnathia pottery in tombs, and the likelihood that workshops
of both fabrics were established in native centres at around the same
date. 12 Thus, the Xenon Group has often been taken for a native reaction
to the culture of Tarentum-an attempt on the part of the natives to
imitate, or simply assimilate, features of colonial Greek fabrics.
It is this assumption, and its implications for the relationship between
the colonial Greeks and their native Apulian neighbours, that this paper
aims to consider. The Xenon Group appears a good vehicle through
which to investigate these links, as the vases stand neatly between the
7
Amongst the tombs of the last third of the 4th cent. BC from Salapia, now in the Foggia
Museum, there are a great many Xenon Group vases of a characteristic northern type. For a
preliminary account of the excavations see F. and S. Tine, Arch.Stor.Pugl. 2.6 (1973), 131ff. M y
thanks to Fernanda Tine for allowing me to view this material in Foggia. Most of the Xenon Group
vases that have appeared on the market in the last decade seem to have come from this region of
Puglia.
• The following two are the only examples known to me: Bari 2.0754, from Conversano tomb 9
(A. M. Chieco Bianchi Martini, N .Sc. 18 (1964), roof£., fig. 57, no. 2.1); Bari 5833 (unpubl.) .
9 Beazley, EVP 2.2.3f.
10
But note: M. C. Rogate Uglietti , Quad.Tic.Num.Ant.Class. (1976), 75ff.; ead., Not . Milano
19"-2.0 (1977}, 75ff.
11 The three best known tomb-complexes containing Xenon Group pottery are from Gioia del
Colle, Conversano, and Ceglie del Campo: B. M. Scarfi, Mon.An t. 45 (1961 ), 145££.; Chieco Bianchi
Martini, lac. cit.; Ceglie Peuceta, i.
12
Trendall, RVAp. i. 45of. For Gnathia: J. R. Green, Gnathia Pottery in the Akademisches
Kunstmuseum Bonn (1976) ; id., AA 1977, 551££. ; id. in: M . E. Mayo (ed.), The Art of South Italy:
Vases from Magna Graecia (1982.), 2.57. For Messapia: Yntema 1982., esp. pp. II9ff.
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indigenous series and Greek pottery. The decoration takes the same sort
of simple geometric and floral motifs that can be found on 'mixed style'
Peucetian vases-much of it probably borrowed from the subsidiary
ornament of black- and red-figure--but applies it light-on-dark, after the
Greek fashion.
The shapes are principally of Greek inspiration. Space prevents me
from examining each individually, and thereby demonstrating how little
the Xenon Group potters owed to the ltaliote red-figure and Gnathia
range. The shapes are often generically similar, but the version considerably different. For example, the Red Swan Group produced 'stemless
cups', but not the same version found in red-figure and Gnathia .
The name-vase of the Xenon Group in Frankfurt (Pl. 28 .1) is
typologically the earliest example of the 'kantharoid' . 13 It is unusual in
two respects. Except for representations of swans inside stemless cups,
figured decoration is rare in the Xenon Group, and this is by far the most
elaborate scene. 14 Inscriptions are even less common. 15 It is, however, the
shape of this 'kantharoid' that I intend to examine in detail.
To find the source of this shape, one has first to turn to the pottery
produced in non-Greek Apulia. The kantharos or olletta has a long
history in the south of Italy; 16 its development in Peucetia has been
sketched by L. Forti. 17 While Peucetian pottery is yet to receive the
detailed treatment accorded the Messapian and Daunian series, 18 it is
clear that by c. 400 BC the olletta has a lengthy pedigree in the Bari area,
stretching back several centuries. It seems to have been a cherished shape
there, as D. G. Yntema has pointed out. 19 There is a good deal of
variation in the shape in the Bari area, due probably to the number of as
yet unidentified workshops operating there. The fact remains that
parallels (e.g. Pl. 28.2) for the Xenon Group kantharoid are to be found in
the same area as the vast majority of the kantharoids themselves, i.e.
Peucetia, and more specifically the Bari district. 20
" 1.N. 541 (A. Furtwangler in: M elanges Nicole (1905), 159ff. = Kleine Schri(ten z, pp. 13off.;
Beazley, EVP 2.19, no. 1).
14
By the same hand: kantharoid Berlin 4500 (K. Schauenburg, Ant.K. 5 (1962.), 51ff., pl. 2.r.4- 5).
" Other examples: B.M. 47.8--6, 48: CVA 7, 1v Eb, pl. 4.2. (a small sessile kantharos); M . C.
Rogate Uglietti, Not .Milano I9"-ZO (1977), 75££. (a stemless cup in the possession of the
Soprintendenza Archeologica per la Lomba rdia); a remarkable skyphos, an abecedarium , in a Ba ri
private collection (unpubl.).
16
The wide chronological and geographical span of this shape is amply demonstrated in Yntema
1985, form 14 (olletta ).
17
L. Forti, Arch.Stor.Pug/. 2.7 (1974), 12.3ff. esp. pp. 131 and pl. 3. 8-12..
" Most recently: Yntema 1985 (more specifically for the earlier periods); E. M . De Juliis in:
AllAPXAI: Nuove ricerche e studi sulla Magna Grecia e la Sicilia antica in onore di Paolo Enrico
Arias (1982.), 123 ££.
19
Yntema 1985, p. 462..
20
Note esp. the Peucetian black-glazed kantharoi of the second half of the 5th cent. BC (see
below, n. 38) .
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A small group of Attic red-figured kantharoi may, however, also be
involved. Beazley grouped together thirty-one of these vases as the Class
of Bonn 94, 21 dating it to the end of the 5th and the beginning of the 4th
centuries BC. (Pl. 28.3), contemporary with the early Xenon Group
kantharoids. A general similarity in the shapes will be noted, and the
appearance of plastic heads on both the Attic and Xenon Group vases
seems to confirm a link. 22 The Attic vases have a protome at the junction
of either handle with the mouth; satyr heads are common, negroes rarer. 23
Protomes on the Xenon Group kantharoids are placed at the junction of
the handle with the body of the vessel, but the types are similar. One
finds satyrs, 24 negroes, 25 and a female type. 26
To clarify this link, the history of the Class of Bonn 94 must be
examined. B. A. Sparkes has dealt with what he calls the 'Perseus shape'
kantharos, 27 deriving it ultimately from mastoi of the 6th century BC. The
shape seems to have been abandoned around 430 BC, a vase in Boston
(Pl. 28.4) and another in Brussels being the latest known examples. 'In
the precise form in which we have it here', says Sparkes, 'it has little
further history' .28 He is, however, prepared to link the shape directly to
the Class of Bonn 94 kantharoi, produced twenty to thirty years later.
This putative connection may yet be confirmed by the discovery of
vases to link the last of the Attic stamped kantharoi with the first of the
red-figure. However, another explanation for the appearance of the Class
of Bonn 94 kantharos shape should be considered. Could the Attic potter
have been influenced by a native Apulian shape? A process may have
been at work in Apulia, similar in nature (if not in scale) to that which
produced the Nicosthenic amphorae, the kyathoi, kantharoi, and halfBeazley, ARV 136off.; Beazley, Paralipomena 484.
Others have suspected a link of some sort, e.g. Beazley, EVP 221; B. A. Sparkes, Ant.K . II
(1968), 8.
" Satyrs: Bari 6291; Bonn 94; Cracow (Univ.) 305; Naples 3079, 3085, 3151, 3157, 3168. One satyr,
one negro: Naples 3160. Access to the vases in the Museo Jatta at Ruvo is notoriously difficult. All
of the Class of Bonn 94 kantharoi appeared to me, as I peered through the glass, to have satyr heads,
save Ruvo 754, where the protomes are missing. I was able to inspect the vases in Bari and Naples
more closely; all the satyr heads may have come from a single prototype.
24 Bari 1124, 3076, 5667, 6843, 6846, 8696 (the lower section of this vase is ribbed); Berlin 4500;
Ruvo 336, 502; Monopoli 361 (Coll. Leonardo Meo-Evoli).
" Taranto 8292 (lower portion ribbed), from a tomb at Ceglie del Campo discovered in 1898:
Ceglie Peuceta, i. 42, 50, with bibliography; Taranto 138186, from Rutigliano: Atti XVI CM Gr. 1974
(1976), pl. 115; Taranto 138451, from Rutigliano (unpubl.); Matera 12770, from Fontana dei Marroni
(unpubl.); Ruvo 976.
26
Taranto 150576, from Canosa tomb 1, 25 /311980 (see below, n. 50); Bari 5662, 6845, 6848; Ru vo
974; once Englefield (Beazley, EVP 219, no. 3); Frankfurt I.N. 541.
" Ant.K. II, p. 8; the history of the Class of Bonn 94 kantharos had been sketched by J. D.
Beazley, Greek Vases in Poland (1928), 7of.
" Ant.K. II, p. 7.
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cylinder stands in Athens over a century earlier. The phenomenon is not
entirely unknown in South Italy. 30
A simple statistical survey is brought to bear on this question. Taking
Beazley's seven chapters devoted to the late 5th century BC, 31 the
proveniences, plotted by shape, have been divided into four groups:
Greece and the Aegean, Italy, the Far West (Spain and France), and the
East (in an arc extending from South Russia to Cyrenaica). Within Italy,
the proveniences have been divided into five groups: Northern Italy,
central and southern Etruria, Campania, Apulia, and Sicily. There are
many obvious problems with a survey such as this, relating to attribution, chronology, publication, rates of recovery, documentation of
findspot, and others. 32 Keeping these inherent limitations in mind, some
interesting patterns none the less emerge (Figs. 1-6).
2

29

60

50

Sicily 1
Apulia 5
Campania 6
Etruria 6

Northern
Italy 25

21

22

The Far West

I.

The East/
N. Africa

G rcece/ Aegean

Italy

Proveniences of Attic red-figure vases of the late 5th cent.
709 vases)

BC

(total of

" E. Langlotz, Gymnasium 84 (1977), 423ff., apparently shares this opinion. For the Nicosthenic
vases see most recently T. B. Rasmussen, Ant.K. 28 (1985), 33ff.
'O See e.g. the curious red-figured vase in Naples (no inv.): L. Ghali-Khahil, Les Enlevements et le
retour d'Helene (1955), pl. 71.1; K. Schauenburg, j.d.l. 89 (1974), fig. 32; Trendall, LCS i. II/ 5, no.
r6. It might have been inspired by a contemporary shape made in the Bari district: see e.g. Atti XVI
CMGr. 1974 (1976), pl. II5 (Rutigliano tomb 9) and many unpublished examples in the museum at
Bari said to be from Valenzano (e.g. 7958, 7959, 7962, 7963). Cp. also A. D. Trendall above, p. 233
n. ,29 and M. Jentofr-Nilson, p. 245.
1
Beazley, ARV, chs. 7o-6 (and the additions Beazley, Paralipomena 477-88).
" Cp. J. Boardman, Expedition 21/ 4 (1979), 33ff.
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2. As fig. 1: white-ground lekythoi only (total of 105)

Taken individually, most shapes differ markedly from the overall
pattern present in Fig. r. As one would expect, the white lekythos stays
overwhelmingly in Greece, and almost exclusively in Attica (Fig. 2). 33
The loutrophoros and the nuptial lebes show a similar pattern. The squat
lekythos is proportionally very popular in the East, rare in Italy (Fig. 3). 34
The (stemmed) cup has a different pattern. It is common in the Far West
and in Italy, rare in Greece and the East (Fig. 4). The proportions within
Italy are interesting. While Etruria received 13 per cent of the surveyed
Attic red-figure found within Italy (Fig. 1), it has produced 60 per cent of
the cups. The distribution is hardly surprising: it is well known that Attic
cups were popular with the Etruscans well before the end of the 5th
century BC. Of the surveyed oinochoai of shape 2, 99 per cent have been
found in Italy, 97 per cent of those at Spina (Fig. 5). Shapes 4 and 7 show
a similar pattern, as do some black-glazed types. The stemmed dish, for
example, is not found in Athens after the first half of the 5th century BC,
but apparently continues to be made and exported to Spina in large
numbers down to the end of that century and beyond. 35 Finally, the
kantharoi of the Class of Bonn 94 (Fig. 6) . All examples of known
provenience have been found in Italy. Within Italy, one vase was found
at Nola in Campania, the rest all come from one site in northern
33
Cp. D. C. Kurtz, Athenian White Lekytlioi (1975), 136ff. Where it is found in large numbers
outside Attica, an explanation is felt necessary: see e.g J. R . Green and R. K. Sinclair, Historia
Z.Alt.Gesch. 19 (1970), 515ff. See also the comments there on miniature choes, and J. R. Green, BSA
66 (1971), esp. pp. 2.2.3ff.
" For thoughts on the distribution of Attic pottery in the East: K. De Vries, AJA 81 (1977), 544ff.
" Agora, xii. 138 n. 1; see ibid. 142f. for the stemmed plate.
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Peucetia, Ruvo. 36 For the unprovenienced vases, circumstantial evidence
points the same way: there are two in the Museo Provinciale at Bari and a
third in private hands in the same city; there are a further six in the old
collections in the Museo Nazionale in Naples. Many hundreds of vases
and other objects were collected in Apulia last century by the agents of
the kings of Naples, and now reside in the Museo Naziona.le without
provemence.
Whether or not the Class of Bonn 94 drew its inspiration from Apulia,
we can say with some confidence that it was exported principally to
Apulia, where the popularity of a local shape, similar in size and form,
assured it a good reception. 37
"' It must be pointed out that very little is known about the native pottery of Ruvo in the 5th and
4th cent. BC. Even for the 7th and 6th cent. BC, the situation is far from clear: Yntema 1985, pp. 332ff.
The centre was probably producing pottery in the south Daunian tradition, although Peucetian
Geometric pottery is well-represented at the site: D. G. Yntema, BABesch. 54 (1979), 16ff. and fig. 15.
By the later 6th cent. BC, the site apparently had become 'Peucetian' (see B. d' Agostino in: M.
Pallottino et al. (eds.), Popoli e civilta dell'Italia antica, ii (1974), 238, and M. D. Marin,
Arch.Star.Pug/. 30 (1977), 35ff. According to D. Yntema, there is some reason to believe that at
Ruvo, as in the Bari district, wheelmade banded and black-glazed pottery was produced in the 5th
cent. BC (personal communication).
37
The statistical basis for this argument is admittedly slender. Beazley believed that all the Attic
kantharoi were made by a single potter; it could therefore be argued that the commercial connections
of thi potter brought these vases to Peucetia more by accident than by any elaborate design. Cp. e.g.
the works of the Achilles and the Phiale Painters which are very common at Gela, or the products of
the Washing Painter and his circle in Campania: B. R. MacDonald, 'The Distribution of Attic
Pottery from 450 to 375 BC: The Effects of Politics on Trade' (Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Pennsylvania,
1979), 196. For Attic pottery in Apulia in the 5th cent. BC see V. C. Di Bari, Rend.Line., ser. 8/ 36
(1981), 197ff.; cp. also F. Giudice in: AllAPXAI: Nuove ricerche e studi sulla Magna Grecia e la
Sicilia antica in onore di Paolo Enrico Arias (1982), 279ff.
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6. As fig. r: kantharoi of the Class of Bonn 94 (II vases)

Assuming an Apulian inspiration, a clearer idea of the model should
be formed. The Peucetian ollettalkantharos usually has a more bagshaped profile and a higher foot than the Attic kantharos; the variation
in their forms is bewildering, and the single example presented in Plate
28.2, with double-rolled handles, illustrates one variety only. The best
candidates for the model may be a series of Peucetian black-glazed
kamharoi, known from tomb-groups at Ceglie de! Campo, Bitonto, and
Valenzano. 38 Whatever the model, the Apulian shape was probably not
translated literally in Athens, but rather modified before being sent back
to Italy. The Xenon Group kantharoid incorporated elements of the
imported shape, notably the plastic decoration.
It is possible that metal vases, now lost, were involved in the
transmission of the Apulian kantharos shape to Athens. The plastic
heads may point in this direction. Elsewhere in South Italian pottery, one
often suspects that metal vases had a role to play. One thinks of the
instances in Apulian red-figure where the shapes depicted are not
otherwise known from the archaeological record in Apulia until a later
period, or not at all. 39
In examining the origin of shapes of the Xenon Group, space restricts
me to one further example, the oinochoe of shape 2. Its ultimate
derivation is to be sought in Greece; what remains to be seen is whether
" Bitonto tomb 14: Atti XXI CM Gr. r98r (1983), pl. 55.2; Valenzano tomb 10: Taras 5/I (1985),
pl. 34, no. 197; Ceglie del Campo tombs Al and FXI: Ceglie Peuceta, i, pls. 1-4. Note also the local
black-figure kantharos from Ceglie: Ceglie Peuceta, i, pl. 9.
"' This is a subject to which I plan to return elsewhere.
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the transmission was direct, or mediated by a colonial Greek workshop.
The earlier Xenon Group shape 2 oinochoai (Pl. 29.1) tend to have a
simplified egg-and-dart pattern painted on the shoulder, suggesting a
possible derivation from red-figure. 40 Attic red-figure is, however, an
unlikely candidate. The Xenon Group oinochoe is strongly articulated,
with a flat shoulder and considerable emphasis on the junction of the
shoulder and neck; in these respects it resembles the Attic shape of the
middle of the 5th century BC, but by the end of the century these
characteristics have been lost in Attic as the form moves towards the
elongated shape of the early 4th century Bc. 41 The Attic development in
black-glaze is less well documented, but seems to follow the figured
pottery closely .42 Influence from Apulian red-figure can probably be ruled
out, as the shape does not appear before the time of the Varrese Painter,
and bears no relation to the Xenon Group version. 43 The Gnathia series
begins too late to be relevant to this discussion.
The best parallels are to be found in a series of black-glazed, ribbed
oinochoai of shape 2. Whether of exclusively Metapontine origin or not,
this version was certainly made in Metapontum, as fragments have been
found in the Kerameikos there, dated to the first quarter of the 4th
century BC. 44 The shape is also attested in tomb-groups from eastern
Lucania and Apulia. The earliest is from Pisticci, to be dated c. 420 BC
(Pl. 29.2); 4 s later examples come from Pisticci46 and Montescaglioso. 47 In

'° e.g. Richmond 81.82. and 81.83: Mayo (ed.), Art (cit. n. 12.), p. 303, nos. 157-8; Torino 4438:
C~ A (1), 1v B, pl. 1.1; Matera u853: Lo Porto'. Civilta (cit. n. 6), pl. 2.6.1, no. 2.; Bari 1437.
. 1 A. Lezz1-Hafter, Der Schuwalow-Maler: Eme Kannenwerkstatt der Parthenonzeit (1976), 9ff.
M1d-5th cent. BC: e.g. pl. 70 (Mannheim Painter); late 5th cent. BC: e.g. pl. 162 (Painter of Ferrara T.
2.64). Early 4th cent. BC: the 'Fat Boy' Group (Beazley, AR V 1484ff.).
" Cp. Agora, xii. 60; Lezzi-Hafter, Schuwalow-Maler, p. n, and n. 59.
" Trendall, R VAp. i. 13h51, 151a. The shape is extremely rare in Apulian red-figure: 131I74,
18/ 373, 2.4/ 302. are the only other examples.
" See D'Andria in: AAVV, Metaponto, i, Suppl. to N.Sc. 1975 (1980), 355ff. It should be pointed
out, however, that not all pottery found connected with kiln deposits ar Metaponto was actually
made there: see F. D'Andria in: E. Lattanzi and M. Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica in Basilica/a
1964-1977: Scritti in onore di Dinu Adamesteanu (1980), II7ff.
" Metaponto, Antiquarium inv. 2.012.5; unpubl. From Pisticci (1968), Matina Soprano, tomb 1.
Found with vases by the Pisticci Painter, close to the Pisticci Painter, and by rhe Amykos Painter:
Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BICS Suppl. 41 (1983), nos . 8oa, 84a, 84b, 100a. My thanks ro Dr A. De
Siena for allowi~g access to the vases, and to Dr A. Bottini for permission to publish the jug. The
tomb also contained a stamped, black-glazed sessile kantharos (inv. 2.0124), very close in form to the
earliest sessile kantharoi of the Xenon Group. Some of the objects from this tomb are mentioned in:
D. Adamesteanu et al., Popoli anellenici in Basilica/a, Exhibition catalogue, Naples (1971), 2.1ff.
.. e.g. Matera n852, from Pisticci tomb 13: Lo Porto, Civilta, pl. 2.6.1, no. 1. The tomb is dared
c. 380 BC, and also contains a Xenon Group shape 2. oinochoe (Civilta, pp. 176f.).
" e.g. Matera 9863, from Montescaglioso tomb 9: Lo Porto, Civilta, p. 189, pl. 37.5; dared c. 380360 BC.
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Apulia, findspots include Monte Sannace (Pl. 29.3), Rutigliano, and
Canosa.so In all cases, they were associated with Lucanian red-figure. In
fact, a Lucanian red-figured vase in Zurich, associated in style with the
Anabates Painter, may also echo the shape.s 1
One more example of the ribbed shape has recently been published. It
was found in a tomb of the greatest importance for the Xenon Group,
discovered in a rather unlikely place: Nocera in Campania.s 2 It contained
four Attic red-figured vases of the period 440-420 BC, an amphora by the
Amykos Painter dated 430-410 BC, and a skyphos of uncertain attribution. G. d'Henry rightly identifies the black-glazed oinochoe as 'probabile fabbrica protoitaliota';s3 one might be even more specific and apply
the label 'probable Metapontine manufacture'. The same tomb yielded
another, more astonishing find: a shape 2 oinochoe with decoration in
added red.s4 This must surely be a very early Xenon Group vase. Its
appearance in this tomb is unexpected for two reasons. First, because
Xenon Group vases rarely travelled outside south-eastern Italy, and
second for the early date of the tomb-group.ss The circumstances of this
find suggest that Xenon Group pottery must have been made already by
410 BC, and possibly earlier. The finds from Rutigliano point in the same
direction. Tomb 9 (1976), for example, contained kraters by the Amykos
and Sisyphus Painters with two oinochoai, a sessile kantharos, and a

" Scarfi, Mon. Ant. 45, figs. 85, 89 (tomb 5, no. 5). M. D. Marin in: Ceglie Peuceta, i. 68 n. 2.7,
and 134 questions, rightly in my opinion, Scarfi's dating of the tomb to the mid-4rh cent. BC. I would
dare the tomb early within the last quarter of the 5th cent. BC. The oinochoe shape 2. is close in shape
to the example at Pisricci (see above, n. 45), less developed than rhc Canosan oinochoe (below, n.
50). Another ribbed oinochoe of shape 2. has been found in tomb 6 of the new excavations at Monte
Sannace: Atti XVJI CMGr. 1977 (1979), pl. 63.r.
" Tomb 77= Atti XVII CMGr. 1977 (1979), pl. 61.2.. I assume this vase belongs to the second
deposition, dared to the second quarter of the 4th cent. BC (Atti XV CMGr. 1975 (1977), pl. 52.2.).
" A chamber tomb was discovered at Canosa in 1980, known as the Ipogeo Le Noci or the
Tomba dei Vimini. For notice of the find: E. M. De Juliis, St.Etr. 49 (1981), 458f.; id. in: Atti XIII
Conv.Studi Etr.ltal. r980 (1984), 13ff., pl. 3-4. Prof. De Juli is, then Soprintendente at Taranto, very
generously allowed access to the tomb-group and discussed its contents with me. The shape 2.
oinochoe appeared in cella A in association with an early bell-krater of the Anabatcs Painter
(Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, B/CS Suppl. 41 (1983), 40, no. AS) and two unattributed red-figure skyphoi
(Lucanian?). In the later interments (cella B, first and second depositions), the Lucanian red-figure is
replaced by Apulian: Trendall, R VAp. Suppl. 1 (1983), 4/i 49a, 6/9oa.
·
" Zurich 2.651: CVA 1, pl. 31.1-5 = Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, B/CS Suppl. 41 (1983), no. 42. (A37).
12
G. d'Henry, Ann.A.Star.Ant. 3 (1981), 159ff.
" Ibid. 166, no. 10, figs . 2.9 and 31.1.
" Ibid. 168, no. 12., figs. 30 and 31.2.. A ribbed black-glazed shape 2. oinochoe and a smaller
Xenon Group shape 2 oinochoe occur together in other tomb-groups, e.g. at Pisticci (see above, n.
46) and Monte Sannace (tomb 6, see above, n. 48); they may have been linked in ritual.
." A possible example from outside Apulia and eastern Lucania is a sessile kantharos now in
Tirana, from the Belshi tomb: L'arte albanese nei secoli. Exhibition catalogue, Museo Nazionale
Preistorico Etnografico 'Luigi Pigorini' Roma (1985), 58, no. 22.5.
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kantharoid of the Xenon Group. 56 If the tomb had one deposition only,
it cannot have been much later than 410 BC.
The Nocera tomb also raises the suggestion that production of Xenon
Group vases may actually have begun in Metapontum. Apart from one
locally made ritual vase, the tomb contained only mainland and colonial
Greek pottery of the highest quality. While the Xenon Group jug could
have come from a native centre in Apulia, 57 one must note the
exclusively Greek origin of all the other imported vases, the quantity CJf
Lucanian red-figure from Campania, 58 and the apparent lack of other
native Apulian products in Campania at this time.
There is some evidence to strengthen the claim that Xenon Group
vases were first produced in Metapontum. One dump in the Kerameikos
at Metapontum (scarico 4) is dated to the first quarter of the 4th century
BC on the basis of red-figured pottery probably by the Anabates Painter. 59
The dump also yielded sherds attributed to the Xenon Group: a fragment
from a sessile kantharos and another from a cup, decorated in red and
white. 60 Xenon Group decoration usually takes the form of a thick,
orange clay-paint, often covered with a red wash. 61 In the recently
discovered 'Ipogeo dei Vimini' at Canosa, cella A contained a bell-krater
by the Anabates Painter and two sessile kantharoi of the Xenon Group; 62
they are, typologically, the earliest examples known to me. One is
decorated in red and white paint. 63 The use of these colours in
combination is otherwise virtually unknown in the Xenon Group, 64 and
the coincidence with scarico 4 at Metapontum is highly suggestive: an
early Xenon Group vase decorated in red and white, found with pottery
of the Anabates Painter.
56
Atti XVI CM Gr. 1976 (1978), pl. u5. Both oinochoai have a thin band of decoration below rhe
shoulder, like the vase from Nocera. Compare their shape with that of what I rake to be an Attic
black-glaze jug on the third row, third from the left.
57
Possibly by the overland route that had been in use for many centuries: see M. Mazzei, Taras
1/r (1981), 17ff.
58
See Trendall, LCS i, ii, passim.
" D'Andria in: AAVV, Metaponto, i (cir. n. 44), p. 434, no. 345.
60
Ibid. no. 348. I rely on D' Andria 's attribution of the fragmentary cup ro the Xenon Group, as no
drawing or photograph is published.
61
This wash is presumably the same substance widely used as miltos on the reserved portions of
such vases.
62
See above, n. 50. Sessile kantharoi: Taranto inv. 150540, 150541. The sessile kantharos from
Rutigliano tomb 9 (above, n. 56) is similarly early in shape.
63
Taranto inv. 150540. Side A: only the zone above the carination is decorated; it is divided into
three panels, each containing a horizontal scale pattern (with a line down the centre of each scale)
and each bounded by a vertical row of dots between two vertical linc:s. The decoration is executed in
white paint, with the central panel washed a deep red.
.. An unpublished sessile kantharos in Bari (inv. 6857) forms one exception. Three stemless cups
from the tomb at Ceglie del Campo (see above, n. 2.5) may also have been decorated in this way, but
their paint is much faded. One (Taranto inv. 82.56) shares the scale pattern with the sessile kantharos
from Canosa. The only other example of this pattern in the Xenon Group comes from the same
tomb at Ceglie del Campo, on the ribbed Xenon Group kantharoid inv. 82.92..

The excavations in the Kerameikos at Metapontum produced so
much of interest that the few Xenon Group fragments have passed
largely unnoticed. Yet, their discovery is of considerable significance.
One must first contemplate the possibility that Metapontum was not
only the source of many of the group's shapes, but also produced the idea
of decorating these shapes in applied paint. In a wider context,
assumptions concerning 'Greek' and 'native' pottery are thereby questioned. If this pottery was first produced in Metapontum, could it have
been made mainly for native Italians? How was the fabric transplanted
to native workshops: by an immigrant Greek, by a Peucetian trained in
Metapontum, or were the Metapontine overpainted vases simply
imitated in native Apulian workshops which already possessed the
technology to make black-glazed pottery of such quality? If the fabric
was first made in a native centre, what is the significance of its
subsequent manufacture in Metapontum: are we dealing with native
influence in Metapontum, or a Metapontine attempt to sell a style of
pottery known to be favoured by some of the indigenous groups? The
'Greek' and 'native' dichotomy should not be overemphasized. The
Xenon Group may not be evidence for a lengthy process of culture
change: a couple of days journey was all that separated a potter in
Metapontum from what was probably a profoundly Hellenized centre
like Ruvo, and these ceramic ideas could have been spread by one
person.
Production at Metapontum continued into the later 4th century BC:
scarico 5 produced a plate of the Red Swan Group; 65 scarico 3 contained
what appears to be the lower part of a Xenon Group mug. 66
The sources of only two of the Xenon Group's shapes have been
discussed above. None the less, these examples suggest a pattern of
contacts which is confirmed by the rest of the Group's production: Greek
influence in the late 5th century BC is not coming from the only Greek
colony in Apulia, Tarentum, but rather from either Athens or Metapontum.
Athens is implicated by the kantharoid vases in a rather intimate
relationship with the natives of central Apulia. Clearly the Peucetian
coast was not just a staging-post on the increasingly important sea route
north in the Adriatic. It was, at least for pottery, a market important
enough to manufacture red-figured vases to Peucetian tastes. The
involvement of Metapontum does not come as a complete surprise,
given the amount of early Lucanian red-figure in central Apulia. The
apparent absence of Tarentine input is of some importance. The
65

D' Andria in: AAVV, Metaponto, i (cir. n. 44), pp. 435, 437, no. 369, fig. 70. The dump is dated
late in the third quarter of the 4th cent. BC.
66
Ibid. 42.7, no. 3106, fig. 65. The dump is dated to the 3rd quarter of the 4th cent. BC (ibid. 42.2.).
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standard view of the Xenon Group, as a poor dependent of T arentine
pottery, has obviously to be modified.
Are any wider conclusions to be drawn from this absence? Considerable caution is necessary. Tarentine red-figure was certainly circulating in
central Apulia in the late 5th century BC. The linking of pottery exports
with politics can be dangerous. The export of Attic red-figure at the time
of the Peloponnesian War, for example, seems to have been little related
to contemporary political and military alliances. 67 Let us, nevertheless,
briefly review what is known of the relations between Greeks and natives
in 5th-century BC Apulia, using several much-quoted passages from the
ancient literature.
Pausanias mentions a monument raised at Delphi by Onatas of
Aegina on behalf of the T arentines, to celebrate a victory over the
Peucetians and Opis, king of the Iapygians. 68 This event is usually dated
70
around 465 BC, 69 although attempts have been made to place it later.
Some decades earlier the Tarentines had raised a similar monument at
Delphi for a victory over the Messapians. 71 Herodotus and Diodorus
Siculus describe more fully the hostilities of the late 470s, a war between
the Messapians and Tarentum (aided by the Reggians), which saw the
Tarentines and their allies roundly defeated. 72 There was clearly considerable conflict between Tarentum and the native populations of Apulia in
the first half of the 5th century BC. For Salento, Yntema has shown that
this tension is apparently reflected in the archaeological record: from
around 470 BC down to the early 4th century, contact between Tarentum
and the Messapians appears to have been vastly reduced.73
It is more difficult to generalize for Peucetia, further from T arentum
and archaeologically rather less well-known. If the events described by
Strabo are placed in the 440s and 43os, 74 we have the Tarentines, allied
with the Peucetians and Daunians, fighting the Messapians for Heraclea.
These alliances are, however, better situated a century later. 75 More
relevant is the famous passage in Thucydides where the expedition of
Demosthenes and Eurymedon to Syracuse in 413 BC is described. 76 The
Athenians marshalled at Corcyra, then set sail for the coast of Messapia;
there, they 'renewed an old alliance of friendship' with the local ruler
67

MacDonald, 'Distribution' (cir. n. 37), pp. 12ff., 193ff.; id., AJA 85 (1981), 159ff.

68

10. 13. 10.

EA A v (1963), 691 f., s.v. Onatas (De Martin is) . See also L. Beschi in: A ITAPXA I : Nuove
ricerche e studi sulla M agna Grecia e la Sicilia antica in onore di Paulo Enrico Arias (1982), 227ff.
"' e.g. G. Nenci, Ami.Pisa 6/3 (1976), 719ff.
" Paus. 10. 10. 6.
72
Hdt. 7. 170; Diod. Sic. 11. 52.
" Yntema 1982, pp. 112ff.
" Strab. 6. 3. 4.
" See J .-L. Lamboley, MEFR A 95 (1983), 523 ff.
·• Thuc. 7. 33. 3-4.
69

Artas. 77 Assistance was forthcoming from the Metapontines, who also
had an alliance with Athens; further help was obtained from the
Thurians, where the pro-Spartan party had recently been removed from
power. The Tarentines naturally did not figure amongst the list of
Athenian allies; elsewhere Thucydides specifically records the hostility of
Tarentum towards Athens.78
If the Metapontines and Messapians (and possibly the Peucetians)
were confronted by an expanding T arentum towards the end of the 5th
century BC, a common enmity may have been connected with these
various alliances at the time of the Peloponnesian War. . There was no
reason for all 'Greeks' to be united against 'natives'; indeed, these
racially based terms may confuse, ·rather than clarify, the discussion.
From the earliest times, native people had probably been living and
working in the city and territory of Tarentum; non-Greek names are
79
attested at Tarentum, although their numbers are admittedly small. In
any case, conflicts with the native tribes of Apulia were probably of
political and territorial, rather than racial nature. The Xenon Group may
best be viewed in this light: the sources of Greek influence which inspired
the production were the result not of the geographical proximity of Greek
culture in the form of Tarentum, but rather of more complex political
and commercial forces at work in Apulia at the end of the 5th century BC.
There is clearly much to be done before these and other forces are
understood. 80 Subjects such as the size and nature of the chora of
Tarentum remain disputed, and current assumptions and approaches to
such questions may be inappropriate. 81 We must expect that Tarentum
related differently with various groups of native people, and that these
webs of contact were complicated and fluid. The Xenon Group is one
small class of evidence, but its fuller understanding can only aid future
syntheses of the history of this part of Italy.
n On this alliance, see C. Pagli ara, Ann.Lecce 4 (1967-9), 31ff.; C. Santoro in : Studi di storia
Pugliese in onore di Giuseppe Chiarelli, i (1972), 31ff.; id., Studi in memoria di Gabriele Marzano,
Ric.St.Brindisi 12 (1 979), 45ff.
~ 6. 34. 4- 5; 94. 2; 104. 2.

"' L. Moretti in: Atti X CMGr. r970 (1972), 42.
"' M. Torelli, Studi Storici 18 (1 977), 45ff.; F. Ghinani, Riv.lt.Num. 84 (1 982), 3ff.
" See e.g. E. Greco, Ann.A .Star.Ant. 3 (1981), 139ff. esp. pp. 144f.

Athens-Sicily-Campania: Warriors and
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This paper explores a possible instance of contact and influence between
Athens and Campanian communities in Sicily and South Italy in the
Classical period, from the evidence supplied by military equipment.
Athenian interest and ambitions in Magna Graecia in the second half
of the 5th century BC grew progressively from trading and diplomatic
contacts 1 to the setting up of a colony and finally to full-scale invasion
and an attempt at empire. Trade and alliances need not have exposed the
West to Athenian military influence. The establishment of the colony at
Thurii in 444 BC is, therefore, more important for the present study. 2
Although Athens was only one of several contributing states, she was
later to claim that the majority of the colonists had been Athenian.
Athenian culture, then, would have been strong in the new settlement,
and military equipment would surely have been transported to the
colony along with craftsmen skilled in its production. 3
In 427 BC Athens sent a large armed force to Sicily and established a
base at Rhegium in response to appeals for help for Leontini.4 Thucydides states that the Athenians already wanted to find out whether the
whole of Sicily might come under Athenian control. As it turned out,
little was achieved but their interest and the threat they posed had been
noted. 5
Accounts of the subsequent expedition in 415-413 BC are to be found
6
tn Thucydides and Diodorus. From the former , one can gain an
impression of the enormous scale and magnificent preparations made for
1
Trade is indica ted by vase proveni ences. Allia nces were made with Segesta in 458/7 BC, and with
Leonuni and Rhegium probabl y a bout 443 BC; the la st two treaties were renewed later in 433h BC.
Cp. R. Meiggs and D . Lewi s, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions (1969), 80-2. , no. 37; 1716, nos. 63-4; C. W. Forna ra, Archaic T imes to the End of the Pelo po nnesian War (1977), 137-9, nos.
12.4-5.
' Diod. 12.. 9-1 1. 35 .
' In 413 BC Thurii supplied 700 hoplites a nd 300 javel in-th rowers m the Athenian rein fo rcements
on their way to Sicil y (Thuc. 7. 35. 1).
• Thuc. 3. 86. II5 ; 4 . 2. . 2..
' Thuc. 4. 59-65, for the speech of Hermocrates and the reaction in Athens.
' Thuc. 6-7; Diod . 12.. 82.- 4; 13. 1-34.
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the expedition. Thucydides emphasizes its unusual size and the public
and private expenditure involved. 7 The situation in Sicily and her
resources at the time are contrasted with those of Athens, only recently
recovered from the effects of the first part of the Peloponnesian War. 8
In the end, 5,100 hoplites were sent of which at least 1,500 were
Athenian citizens, the rest allies and mercenaries. 9 Another 1,200 were
among the reinforcements despatched in 413 BC. 10 Each Athenian hoplite
was responsible for providing his own equipment and, according to
Thucydides, at the time of their departure, they aimed to outdo each
other in their arms and armour. 11 The expedition as a whole is described
as the 'most costly/ expensive' (1roAvTEAWTaT17) and the 'finest-looking'
(EimprnwTaT17) . It seemed more like a brilliant show put on by Athens to
impress foreigners with her strength and power, than a practical fighting
force setting off on campaign . It is compared to the forces which were
sent to Epidaurus and Potidaea, and it is in the poverty and ordinary
nature of their equipment, not their scale, that they are considered less
impressive. Unfortunately, Thucydides does not add any further details
of the specific items carried by the hoplites, but by means of the artistic
representations of the time we can try to fill this gap in his information.
Before leaving the literary evidence it is worth emphasizing that none
of this material made its way back to Athens after the final defeat in 413
BC. Thucydides states that the Syracusans got spoils from Nicias' forces
after the surrender at the river Assinarus, while Diodorus is a little more
explicit: 'the Athenians ... were forced to surrender their equipment and
themselves to the enemy ... . the Syracusans set up two trophies, and
nailed to each of them the equipment of the generals', that is, presumably the arms and armour of Nicias and Demosthenes.12 What did the
Syracusans do with all this equipment? According to Diodorus, they gave
some booty to Gylippus' Lacedaemonians, they decorated their temples
with arms and armour, and they gave 'appropriate' gifts to the best
soldiers.13 Some pieces of Athenian equipment, then, may have been
passed on to do service with new owners, while other items will ha ve
survived on display in the sanctuaries.
' Thuc. 6. 21-3 and 25 for Nicias' estim ates o f th e fo rce required.
8
Alcibiades denigrates the Si cili ans and their hoplites (Thuc. 6. 17 . 2-5), but hi s cla ims are
countered by Nicias (Thuc. 6. 20) . In the first battl e outside Sy rac use, 260 Sy rac usa ns a nd thei r all ies
were killed, and the Ath eni ans acquired a rm s and armo ur from th eir bodi es (6. 71. 1) . As a result of
this defeat H ermocra tes proposed to spend the winter tra ining the hoplites better and prov id ing
equipment for those who did not have any (6. 72. 4). The Athenian recovery in the period between
421 and 415 BC is recorded by Nicias (6. 12. 1) a nd by Thucydides him self (6. 26. 2).
• Thuc. 6. 43; 700 thetes were also sent to fight as hoplites o n boa rd the ships.
10
Thuc. 7. 20. 2; 7. 42 . 1.
11
Thuc. 6. 31.
12
Thuc. 7. 86. 1; Di od . 13. 19. 3, cp. a lso 13. 21. 6.
13
Di od . 13. 34. 4- 5.
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The equipment of other forces present may also have had some impact
later. Approximately 2,000 Athenian allies were ~art of the fir~t force,
along with Argive, Mantinean, and other mercenaries, and the remforcements too, included non-Athenians. 14 Some of the islanders changed
sides just before Demosthenes' force surrendered. 15 They pre~umably
were able to keep their equipment but the rest will have lost theirs along
with the Athenians. On the Syracusan side, the 1,600 allies who came
16
from the Peloponnese in 413 BC brought hoplite equipment with them.
Although this would have been seen by the Syracusans, they would not
have acquired it at the end of the fighting and so its influence may have
been shorter-lived. In any case, it is harder to gain an idea of the
appearance of these forces from the art, and so we shall concentrate on
the Athenians and their hoplite armour.
The shield constituted the most important and characteristic piece of
armour for the hoplite. Its basic design seems to have changed little over
time. It was circular, slightly convex with a flatter rim, and measured
roughly one metre in diameter, depending on the length of the hoplite's
left arm which passed through a padded, bronze arm-grip near the centre,
while his hand held a cord hand-grip just inside the rim opposite.
Essentially, it was made of wood and probably covered with leather on
the inside and a bronze facing on the outside, though some simply had a
bronze rim. A figured blazon, also in bronze or paint, usually decorated
the outside.
The features of the shield which change in time and can be traced
through the Archaic and Classical periods include the arm-grip and its
attachments, the hand-grip or grips, the inner fittings and the interior and
exterior decoration. 17
In the second half of the 5th century BC, the arm-grip generally consists
of a broad, central loop off which one often still finds trapezoidal
plaques to attach the grip to the body of the shield. The bands which
regularly ran from the centre to the rim on earlier shields are still present in
the third quarter, but are very rare by the fourth; and the floral termination
at the rim itself is no longer included. 18 Instead of these plaques and
bands, other more rounded attachments become popular by the late 5th

w Thuc. ~ 43; 7. 2~ 2, 31. 2, 31. 5, 35. 1.

" Thuc. 7. 82. 1.
1
• Thuc. 7. 19. 3- . In
4
4 14 BC, however, Himera had had to suppl y equipment fo r some of
Gylippus' men (7. I. 3).
.
.
1
' The conclusi ons which fo llow are based on a n extensive study of 250 shields o n 181 Amc redfigure and white-ground vases of the 3rd quarter of the 5th cent. BC a nd 45 shields on 23 vases o f the
last quarter.
18
e.g. stamnos London E44 8 by the Achilles Painter (Beazley, ARV 992, no. 65; 1677; Beazley,
Paralipomena 4 37 ).
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century BC, and floral patterns, especially palmettes, often replace them
altogether. 19
By the end of the century, the vase-painters had lost interest in the
hand-grips and the studs, tassels, and threads which first appeared on 5th
century BC shields, but a few still include them, and we can assume that
they were still necessary, though not yet fully understood by us. 20
Decoration is regularly given to the outside surface of the shield, but
by the second half of the century the range of blazons is more limited and
less exciting than earlier, with the snake, star, lion, and wreath as the
commonest devices. 21 On the inside, areas are decorated with black glaze
in simple bands or all over, or to create a wreath or wheel. By the late 5th
century BC, the inside of the shield is more highly decorated than the
outside. A tongue pattern just within the rim is very common and
elaborate figured scenes are portrayed, such as Pegasus Scylla or a
22
'
'
.
h1ppocamp.
Whether such decoration was painted or sewn on leather,
or woven or embroidered on cloth, is unknown.
The rim itself was often decorated with a guilloche pattern in the
Archaic period. Some of the Classical fragments also show this feature. 23
I? the third quarter, however, the Athenian vases tend to display plain
nms and only a few, on already elaborate shields, have dotted bands, a
battlement, or wave pattern. 24
Vase-paintings, therefore, offer a wealth of detailed information for
the shield, suggesting that it will have offered the Athenian hoplite
heading for Sicily ample scope, both inside and out, for lavish decoration
in bronze, paint, or needlework, if not more precious metals like gold and
silver. 25
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Greaves were certainly not as popular in the second half of the 5th
century BC as they had been earlier, and there is a strong possibility that
when money was short they were omitted from the panoply. 26 Unlike the
often highly decorated Archaic greave the Classical greave was, in
general, simply modelled to fit the anatomy of the leg. It reached from
above the knee to the ankle-bone and was clipped around the leg
without ties or straps. 27 Like all bronze body-armour, it was probably
lined and padded, especially in the knee area. 28
It is difficult to identify greaves in many of the artistic representations,
as they follow the shape of the leg so closely. In vase-paintings of the
third quarter of the century, over half the greaves are indicated by two
lines for the edge and out-turned lining at the top and bottom. Their
presence is clear, though the number of examples is small. By the end of
the century they are rarer still and poorly drawn. 29 The few occasions on
which greaves are represented with Victory or on a trophy would suggest
that they still did symbolize a part of the hoplite's equipment, but the
overall dearth of artistic evidence, in minor works as well as major
sculpture, makes it unlikely that many of the Athenians in Sicily would
have had them. They seem to have been regularly worn only by
mercenaries and perhaps the rich. 30
It was probably only such men who could afford the luxury of a
bronze muscle-corslet, modelled closely to copy the torso at front and
back. These corslets developed out of the Archaic bell-corslet and its
improved form earlier in the 5th century BC. 31 By its end the type was well
established, but it remained rare and expensive. On vases it is always
more heavily associated with heroic or mythological figures than with

19

e.g. squat lekythos Naples RC239 by Aison (Beazley, ARY II74, no. 6; Beazley, Paralipomena
460; Beazley Addenda r66); loutrophoros Amsterdam 2474 by the Talos Painter (Beazley, ARY 13:;9,
no. 4).
20
e.g. neck-amphora Ferrara T 422 by the Peleus Painter (Beazley, ARY 1039, no. n; 1679;
Beazley, Paralipomena 443; Beazley Addenda 156); cup Berlin F2531 by Aristophanes (Beazley, ARY
1318, no. 1; 1690; Beazley, Paralipomena 478; Beazley Addenda 181) .
21
Snake: e.g. Nolan amphora New York 41. 162. 109 by the Westreenen Painter (Beazley, ARY
1006, no. 6). Star: e.g. pelike Warsaw 198559, compared by Beazley to the Painter of Louvre G433
(Beazley, AR_Y 1343, middle; Beazley, Paralipomena 482). Lion: e.g. pelike Boston 03. 79 3 by the
Kleophon Painter (Beazley, ARY II45, no. 37; Beazley, Paralipomena 456; Beazley Addenda 164).
Wreath: e.g. calyx-krater Adolphseck 77 by the Kekrops Painter (Beazley, ARY 1346, no. 1; Beazley,
Paralipomena 482; Beazley Addenda 183).
22
Wreath and wheel inside: e.g. volute-krater Bologna 275 by Polygnotos (Beazley, ARY 1029,
no. 18). Figured scenes: e.g. pelike Athens 1333 near the Pronomos Painter (Beazley, ARY 13 37, no.
8; Beazley, Paralipomena 481; Beazley Addenda 183).
23
e.g. Spartan shield from Pylos, Athens Agora Mus. inv. B 262 (Hesperia 6 (1937), 346-8, figs.
10-12); shield from Olynthus, Salonica Mus. inv. 38. 335 (D. M. Robinson, Excavations at
Olynthus, x. Metal and Minor Miscellaneous Finds (1941), 443-6, fig. 27, pls. 135""7).
" e.g. Athens 1333 (see above, n. 22); hydria Karlsruhe 259 by the Painter of the Carlsruhe Paris
(Beazley, ARY 1315, no. 1; 1690; Beazley, Paralipomena 477; Beazley Addenda 18o).
23
Gems, rings, and coins only occasionally add further information; they do not contradict the
conclusions based on the vases. Sculpture is of little assistance as many details must have been left

by the sculptor for the painter to fill in: note, for instance, that the arm-grip is omitted on the
apobates North xv11. 57 on the Parthenon Frieze (F. Brommer, Der Parthenon(ries (1977), pl. 73) and
throughout the frieze from the temple of Athena Nike, except perhaps on block o (J.d.I . 65-6 (19 501), 138-9, 161-5; B. S. Ridgway, Fifth-Century Styles in Greek Sculpture (1981), pls. 56-60).
" The dates suggested for published greaves cover the early 5th cent. BC and then the 4th, so that
there appears to be a gap in the evidence at this time, but this could be deceptive.
27
e.g. London £448 (see above, n. 18). An extraordinary instance of strap-on greaves occurs on a
skyphos by the Xenotimos Painter, c. 430-420 BC (B.d.A. 65/6 (1980), 1-6, cover and fig. 5.10).
28
Padded anklets are depicted on vases from the 1st half of the 5th cent. BC, but they disappear
later: e.g. cup Vienna IV 3694 by Douris (Beazley, ARY 427, no. 3; 1652; Beazley, Paralipomena 374;
Beazley Addenda 116).
" A sample of 281 vases from the 211d half of the 5th cent. BC with illustrations of armour offered
only 18 pairs of greaves on 16 vases in the 3rd quarter and three individual greaves in the fourth.
' Greaves were worn by Cyrus' Greek mercenaries in 401 BC (Xen. An. 1. 2. 16).
11
·
The remains of a rare mid-5th cent. BC breast plate, said to have been found in Metapontum,
arc now in the Antikenmuseum Basel (i nv. 223): K. Schefold, Meisterwerke griechischer Kunst
(r960), 57, 216, no. 242; E. Berger, H. A. Cahn, and M. Schmidt, Kunstwerke der A11tike aus der
Sammlu11g Kiippeli (1963), Br; K. Schefold, Fuhrer durch das Antikenmuseum Basel (n.d.), 27f., no.
19.
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ordinary hoplites. 32 In sculpture at this date and later, it is often worn by
cavalrymen and not hoplites. 33
For Classical hoplites, the standard form of body-armour was the
linen-corslet, constructed of multiple layers of linen and sometimes
reinforced with metal scales. 34 Even this corslet is seldom represented in
the second half of the century and one finds, in vase-painting and
sculpture, a whole array of more lightly clad and poorly protected
warriors. Study of these has been complicated in the past by the idea of
'heroic' or 'artistic nudity', but a case can possibly be made for trusting
the artists to represent the real situation. Hoplites were no longer so
heavily armed at the time of the Peloponnesian War as they had been
during the Persian Wars. 35 A few certainly did wear body-armour in the
form of corslets of linen or bronze over a tunic, but a larger number wore
instead thicker, patterned tunics or short skirts, 36 or merely their normal,
everyday clothes from civilian life-that is, various tunics and cloaks. 37
These garments will have supplied little or no protection in battle, and
many hoplites may have accidentally or deliberately become nude or
semi-nude in action. 38 The interpretation of such apparently ill-equipped
fighters as heroes when the context is by no means obviously heroic, is
questionable. 39
The final item of armour worn by a hoplite was a helmet, and here too,
a move towards lighter equipment providing less complete protection
can be detected. The standard and long-established types, the Corin" It is worn e.g. by Kaineus on the Stamnos Brussels A134 by Polygnotos (Beazley, ARV 1027, no.
1) and by Hector on the neck-amphora Vatican 16570 by the Hector Painter (Beazley, ARV 1036, no.
1; 1679; Beazley Addenda 155).
" e.g. on the marble lekythos Athens, Nat. Mus. 835, dated to the late 5th cent. BC (A. Conze,
Die attischen Grabreliefs (1893-1922), no. 1073, pls. 218-19) and on the Academy relief Athens,
Nat. Mus. 3708, dated to the early 4th cent. BC (G. A. Christopoulos (ed.}, 'lrrropta Tou 'E}Jrr,v,Kov
.Ovov,, iii/z (1972), 88-9.
" Linen-corslets outnumber muscle-corslets on 5th-cent. BC Attic vases by about eight to one
(this figure is based on a study of 402 linen-corslets and 48 muscle-corslets}. Cp., for a basic linencorslet, London E448 (see above, n. 18) and for the scaled version the calyx-krater Ferrara T300
(2892) in the manner of the Peleus Painter (Beazley, ARV 1041, no. 6; 1679; Beazley, Paralipomena
443; Beazley Addenda 156).
35
Cp. J. K. Anderson, Military Theory and Practice in the Age of Xenophon (1970), 24-8, 41-2.
36
For the patterned tunic, see e.g. Boston 03.793 (cp. above, n. 21). For the short skirt over the
tunic, see e.g. the Stamnos Munich 2415 by the Kleophon Painter (Beazley, ARV II43, no. 2; 1684;
Beazley, Paralipomena 455; Beazley Addenda 164).
37
e.g. the stele of Chairedemos and Lykeas, Piraeus Mus. 385: R. Lullies and M. Hirmer, Greek
Sculpture (2nd ed., 1960), pl. 184.
38
A study of 10 vases from the 3rd quarter of the 5th cent. BC, chosen because they portray
hoplites in action (in one case against a Persian}, revealed the following range of dress: a linen-corslet
with a tunic (7); a muscle-corslet (1}; a tunic (3); an exomis (3); a chlamys (2}; a patterned tunic (2};
naked (14). Only one in four men, therefore, has true body-armour. On 3 vases from the late 5th cent.
BC no one has a corslet, two men wear tunics, one a chlamys, and seven are naked.
" For an apparently ordinary combat scene including five hoplites, probably three peltasts, and
one cavalryman from the late 5th cent. BC, cp. the fragmentary and unattributed calyx-krater
Sarajevo inv. 28 (CVA, pls. 44-5). I intend to pursue this issue elsewhere.
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thian, Chalcidian, and Attic, did not remain unchanged in form or
popularity, and hybrid forms were created.
.
The Corinthian helmet has been thought to have died out soon after
40
the Late Archaic period, since no originals have been dated much later.
However, it remains popular in art, with over a quarter of all helmets in
ordinary scenes on the Athenian red-figure vases being Corinthian in the
second half of the 5th century BC. By the 4th century BC it certainly seems
to have fallen out of everyday use and to have become even more heroic,
but a case may be made for its continued production before then. The
Late Archaic forms are sometimes reproduced carefully alongside the
more debased ones though, interestingly, its position on the wearer's
head changes: after c. 480 BC no Corinthian helmets are depicted worn
down over the warrior's head. Instead, the regular position is at an angle
on the crown of the head, and once or twice the vase-painters even add
the detail of the necessary chin-strap. 41 There does, therefore, seem to be
a possible mainland parallel through the 5th century BC for the surviving
Apulo-Corinthian helmets known from the West.
The Chalcidian helmet, on the other hand, oddly disappears from the
vases after c. 420 BC, and is very rare later in other media, probably
because it was never strongly associated with a particular divine or heroic
figure. It had been developed as an improvement on the Corinthian type
in the 6th century BC, with large ear-cuttings and, later, hinged cheekpieces.42 The benefits to be gained from such refinements were presumably now provided by the pilos.
The Attic helmet appeared in the 6th century BC as Athena's helmet,
and it maintained its association with that goddess and female warriors,
the Amazons. 43 In time, it became a more realistic helmet, after being
little more than a skull-cap at the start. It acquired a neck-guard and
cheek-pieces, sometimes even a nose-piece, similar to those of the other
types. 44 Its distinguishing feature throughout was its projecting frontlet,
which in the late 5th and early 4th centuries BC, regularly ended in a
'" Cp. E. Kunze in: G. Bruns (ed.}, Festschrift fiir Carl Weickert (1955), 16-17. An extremely well
preserved example of one of the Late Archaic forms exists in Munich, Antikensammlungen inv. no.
4330a: Mii.Jb. 16 (1966}, 231-3, figs. 17-18.
" See e.g. the Stamnos Capua, Mus. Campano inv. 7530 by Polygnotos (Beazley, AR V 1028, no.
5) and the neck-amphora Paris S1677 by the Suessula Painter (Beazley, AR V 1344, no. 1; 1691;
Beazley, Paralipomena 482; Beazley Addenda 183). The necessary holes for the strap are also found
on some of the surviving originals; cp. Olympiabericht 3 (1938-9), u3, and R. Hannah's unpubl.
doctoral dissertation, 'The Representation of Greek Hoplite Body-armour in the Art of the Fifth and
Fourth Centuries BC' (Oxford, 1983), 26.
" e.g. Enkelados' helmet on the calyx-krater Ferrara 44893 (Beazley, ARV 1680-1; Beazley,
Paralipomena 446; Beazley Addenda 158).
" On Athenian vases of the 5th and 4th cent. BC Athena is associated with over half of the Attic
helmets, while in the period from c. 500 to c. 425 BC those worn by her and by Amazons account for
over 70% of the helmets of this type.
" e.g. the rider West v1. 11 on the Parthenon Frieze (Brommer, Parthenonfries, pls. 18-20).
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button or roll, sometimes developed as a spiral or volute, at the side. 4s
Surprisingly, it became more common in ordinary scenes on the vases
during the second half of the century and later. A few apparently ordinary
hoplites also wear it on sculptured reliefs. 46 Although not a single
original has survived, it is entirely credible as a type.
The so-called Thracian helmet was invented later than the others, at
the time of the Persian Wars. It is popular on Athenian vases in a variety
of forms, usually characterized by a ridged crown and peak over the face.
Like the Chalcidian, it declines drastically in the late 5th century BC,
although it does not disappear altogether. 47
If the close-fitting helmets were no longer so popular in the late 5th
century BC, what would the average Athenian hoplite have chosen to
wear? The answer must be the pilos, the conical or hemispherical bronze
cap which was based on a felt cap in common use. 48 It only protected the
top of the skull and required a chin-strap, sometimes a neck-strap at the
back, to keep it on. 49 It first appears in association with hoplites on Early
Classical vases, but in the second half of the century its popularity
increases dramatically from about one fifth of helmets in ordinary scenes
in the third quarter to about half in the late 5th and in the 4th centuries
BC. The late 5th century BC is the period in which it appears most
frequently on Attic grave-reliefs.so It was presumably cheaper to make
than the other helmets, both in the quantity of bronze required and in the
skill needed for its manufacture. Sheer lack of financial resources after the
Sicilian disaster may have further boosted its popularity.
In short, the Athenian hoplites in Sicily were more than likely
equipped with piloi, a few Attic and Corinthian helmets, and very few
Chalcidian or Thracian ones. Body-armour was probably also a luxury
for most, with very few bronze corslets, more linen-corslets, and some
patterned tunics. Greaves were an optional extra. Most men would have
had to use their everyday clothes. The main defensive item was the
shield, and each hoplite would have had his own. This item, then, and
the helmets and corslets, would have attracted the great private expenditure mentioned by Thucydides. Piloi tend to be simple and only

decorated with wreaths, but the other helmets and the corslets seem to
have offered surfaces for fine crests and plumes, relief work, inlay, and
gilding.s1 Even the scales of linen-corslets could be alternately silvered
and gilt, and paint and needlework were always possible.s2 It may seem
extraordinary to us that so much effort and such valuable materials were
employed on items which were going to be damaged or lost in use. One
can only deduce that the Greeks did not share this opinion.s3 Public
show and one-upmanship were strong motivating forces, and the
impression left in the West by such elaborate armour must have been
deep and lasting.
Among the allies of Athens in the Sicilian expedition were Campanians, who were brought into the conflict as mercenary cavalrymen in 414
BC.s4 Who were these Campanians?
According to Diodorus, the 'Campani' were formed in 438/7 BC.ss The
historian would appear to be referring to a body of native Samnites who
had grown sufficiently numerous and distinctive to take on an individual
identity. They were different from the Etruscans of Capua, in whose
region they lived, different from the Greeks of Cumae and Neapolis on
the coast, and, as plain-dwellers at least, different from the hill-dwelling
Samnites. It is possible that Diodorus' note on their formation stands for
a formal recognition of the Campani by the Capuans in 438/7 BC.s6 But
even if it does not signify that, the Capuans were forced to acknowledge
the native presence fifteen years later, when their city was taken by the
Campani.s7 In 421/0 BC, the Greeks at Cumae suffered a similar fate.s 8
The brief notices of Livy and Diodorus on these events suggest a
wholesale takeover by the Campani of both cities, with death or slavery
for the original inhabitants. That some, however, escaped to Neapolis is
clear from the account of Dionysius of Halicarnassus.s9 Neapolis itself
did not remain immune from this native unrest, for although it remained
Greek in character, as Strabo stresses, it nevertheless appears to have
admitted some Campani, perhaps before 400 Bc. 60
The effect, in cultural terms, of the Campanian domination of Capua
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•• e.g .. the helmet held by a Victory on the parapet of the temple of Athena Nike, Athens,
Acropolis Mus. 1013 and 1003 (Ridgway, Fifth-Century Styles, (cit. n. 25) pl. 81).
"" e.g. the Victory relief Athens, Acropolis Mus. 3173 (Anderson, Military Theory, pl. 11).
47
e.g. the neck-amphora New York o6. 1021. II6 by the Lykaon Painter (Beazley, ARY 1044,
no. 1; Beazley, Paralipomena 444; Beazley Addenda 156).
48
e.g. the calyx-krater in Sarajevo (see n. 39).
" e.g. the unattributed calyx-krater Vienna IV 984 (CVA 3, pl. 104.3).
'° e.g. the stele for Sosias and Kephisodoros, Berlin Staatliche Museen, Antikensammlung no.
1708 (K29): Anderson, Military Theory, pl. 12. Cp. also the series of Boeotian reliefs with hoplites
wearing piloi, e.g. Thebes no. 54 (wi th the rare but not unique addition of a neck-guard): W. SchildXenidou, Boiotische Grab- und Weihreliefs archaischer ,md klassischer Zeit (1972), 41f., no. 43;
Christopoulos (ed.), op. cit. (n. 33), iii/1. 387.
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" For an example of a Chalcidian helmet with a griffin in relief on the side of the crown and a
palmctte and Aoral scroll in the front area, cp. Sofia, Arch. Mus. inv. no. 4013: I. Venedikov and
R. A. Higgins, Thracian Treasures from Bulgaria (1976), 49-50, no . 188.
" For painters included among the manufacturers of arms and armour cp. Xen. Hell. 3. 4. r7.
" Cp. Xen. Mem. 3. 10. 9-15, for elaborately worked and gold-plated corslets, and An. 3. 2. 7 for
the idea of fighting in one's finest armour. (Sec also Ael. VH 3. 24.)
" Diod. 13. 44. 1-2. M. Frederiksen (ed. N. Purcell), Campania (1984), 139.
' Diod. 12. 31. r.
• Frederiksen, Campania, pp. 137-9.
" Livy 4. 37. 1-2, cp. 28. 28. 6; Strab. 5. 4. 3 (C242).
Diod. 12. 76. Cp. Strab. 5. 4. 4 (C243) and Livy 4. 44. 12; Frederiksen, Campania, pp. 138-9.
"' Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15. 6. 4.
~· Strab. 5. 4. 7 (C246); Frederiksen, Campania, p. 139.
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and Cumae remains difficult to assess. To what extent did the region 'go
native'? That coinage continued to be minted in the name of Cumae has
been taken by some to indicate that Greeks remained in influential
positions in Cumae after its takeover. Doubts have been cast on this
belief by N. K. Rutter, who proposes that the coinage of Cumae may
have been issued from Neapolis, under the influence of the Cumaean
refugees. 61 All the same, Strabo asserted the survival of many traces of
Greek organization in Cumae's institutions, and he hints at intermarriage, albeit of a rapacious kind, between the Campani and the Greeks .62
The fact that the Campani went to Sicily as a cavalry force is itself, as
emphasized by M. Frederiksen, an early indication of the degree of Greek
influence apparent among the new masters of Capua and Cumae, so
soon after their assumption of power. 63 We shall return to this issue
shortly, but first let us see what happened to the Campani in Sicily.
After the Athenian defeat in 413 BC, the Campanian mercenaries found
no one to hire their services until 410 BC, when the Carthaginians brought
800 of them on to their side to fight for Segesta. 64 Another force of
Campani arrived in Sicily in 406 BC to fight on the Carthaginian side,
while the original body transferred its allegiance to the Sicilian Greeks of
Acragas. It was not long, however, before both forces were combined
under the Carthaginians to fight against Acragas. 65
By 405 BC these Campani formed part of the Carthaginian army
battling against the Syracusan Dionysius. Given their mercenary status, it
is not at all surprising to find them bribed over to Dionysius' side in the
following year, although their task was not to fight their former
employers, but to help Dionysius secure his tyranny in Syracuse. T he
tyrant rewarded them, but then left them to fend for themselves. This
time they found their way to Entella, where they gained control of the
city and forcibly introduced intermarriage with the Greek women in a
manner strongly reminiscent of their takeover of Cumae some sixteen
years earlier. 66 In 403 BC other Campani were given the city of Catane by
Dionysius, only to be moved from there to Aetna in 396 BC to strengthen
the tyrant's position in the face of a renewed Carthaginian attack. The
Campani in Aetna kept their alliance with Dionysius, despite overtures
from the Carthaginians to forsake their allegiance with the tyrant and
despite the presence of the Entella Campani in the Carthaginian army.
As Diodorus tells the story, this unusual steadfastness of the Campani of

Aetna was not a result of innate loyalty on their part, but was due to the
facts that Dionysius had taken the precaution of keeping some of their
number as hostages and that their best soldiers were already in Syracuse. 67
This last episode is worth noting, because in his overtures to the
Campani of Aetna, the Carthaginian leader Himilco is reported as
emphasizing the distinctness of the Greeks as a race from all other races,
including, by implication, the Campanian race. In other words, these
Campani, who can still be counted first-generation Campani twenty-five
years after the takeover of Cumae, were not Greeks.
Does the material evidence offer any further clues to their cultural
status? Unfortunately, the archaeological record in Sicily is scant. It has
been collated by A. Tusa Cutroni, dealing with the coins of the Campani
in Sicily, 68 and more recently by G. Colonna who refers to other remains
of these people. 69 What little there is dates mostly from the period of
Timoleon, in the second half of the 4th century BC. At that time,
Hellenizing tendencies (e.g. in the form of coinage with Greek helmets as
a type, a hybrid corslet, and Greek vases among the grave-goods) need
hardly surprise us, since this material is the product of seventy years of
stable settlement by the Campani among the Sicilian Greeks. Only one
piece of evidence was assigned by Colonna to the 5th century BC, namely
the well-known bronze statuette of a Samnite warrior in the Louvre, said
to have come from Sicily. 70 However, other scholars date this piece to the
3rd century BC. 7 1 Whatever its date, the statuette is useful for illustrating
the degree to which native Samnite traits were retained, in the form of the
thick tunic, the broad belt, and the triple-disc corslet, such as has been
found in ltaly. 72 Other elements were distinctly Greek, such as the
Chalcidian-type helmet and the greaves. If the piece is of the 5th century
BC, it is remarkable how soon the Greek elements were adopted; if it is
later, it is just as remarkable how long a combination of Greek and
Samnite elements survived.
Thanks to the fact that contacts between Campania and Sicily were
not one-way, we do have clearer images of the Campani as warriors on
the red-figure vases of Campania. It is now evident that Sicily was the
source of both the Campanian and the Paestan schools of red-figure vase-

61
Cam panian Coinage 475-380 BC (1979) , 6, 95-'7· Contrast B. d 'Agostino in : M. Pa llottino et
al. (ed s.), Popoli e civilta dell' Italia antica, ii (1974), 193-4.
62
Strab. 5. 4. 4 (C243).
63
Frederiksen, Cam pania, pp. 146-8.
64
Diod. 13 . 44. 1-2, 55. 7-8, 62. 5.
M Diod. 13. 80. 4, 85. ~ 88. 5.
66 Diod . 13 . II O. 5-7; 14. 8. 6-9. 3, 9. 8-9.

,.. Diod. 14. 15. 3, 58. 2, 61. 4-6.
: Kokalos 16 (197o), 25o-6 7 .
Kokalos 26-7 (198er-1), 157-83, esp. pp. 174-80.
Colonna, Kokalos 26-7, pp. 176- 7. C p. E.T. Salmo n, Sa mnium and the Sa mnites (1967) , 130,
PI· ll(a).
., e.g. R. Bianchi Bandinelli and A. Gi ulia no, Les Etrusques et l'Italie avant Rome (1973), figs.
2 87-8.
de., Cp. P. Connoll y, Hannibal and the Enemies of Rome (1978), 24, 26. Conno ll y dea lt with the
It~~1~ment of this type o f co rslet at the 6th British Museum C lassica l Colloquium ' Aspects o f
ich ulture' in 1982, but I a m a wa re o f his comments onl y th ro ugh a p re-print of his pape r, fo r
ic I am grateful to Mr N . Purcell.
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painting. 73 Production in Sicily appears to have begun at the end of the
5th and the beginning of the 4th century BC, which makes it difficult to
avoid_seei1:1g it linked in some way to the Athenian disaster in 413 Bc. 74
Even in th_1s early stage the products of the Chequer Painter's workshop
found their way to the coast and hinterland of Campania. It is still not
known just when Sicilian potters and painters migrated to Italy, but the
very e~rly export trade bespeaks interest in the area of Campania. It is
tempting ~o r_ega:d_ this interest as a result of the presence of Campanian
mercenanes in Sicily at that time.
By th~ middle of the 4th century BC, three principal groups of
Campaman workshops are discernible, one in Cumae, the other two in or
around Capua. The CA Painter in the former, the Libation Group in the
lat~er~ sta~d out for devoting a notable proportion of their output to
paintings involving warriors whose dress is the same mix of Greek and
Samnite elements already identified in the Louvre statuette. 75 More
comple_te than the statuette, the warriors on these vases are portrayed not
o~ly with a helmet, triple-disc corslet, belt, tunic, and greaves, but also
with a large round hoplite-like shield and a spear at hand (Pl. 30.1-2).
The helmet is of particular interest, distinguished by its feathers and
crest, as t~e statuett~'s originally had been. This time it is predominantly
of the Attic type, with the extended frontlet. Although the decoration is
noted by Livy as a characteristic feature of Samnite armour in an early 3rd
cent_ury B_c ~ontext, 76 it occurs earlier in these Campanian paintings, and
earlier still m Athenian vase-paintings. 77 There can be little doubt that
the Campa~i borrowed the practice from the Greeks. When they
borrowed 1t 1s a more difficult question, but the Sicilian expedition may
well have provided an excellent opportunity for influence. It was
probably on such an occasion that the Campani borrowed the Attic
helmet. 78 The Libation Painter clearly depicts the helmet in the form into
whic~ it_ had developed by the late 5th century BC, with the frontlet
terminating over the ear in a roll (Pl. 30.1). This is different from the form
of the helmet given to Athena on the Thurian-influenced coins of
Campania, where the cheek-pieces are absent, and the frontlet terminates
. point
· overt he ear. 79 Another source must have provided the influence
ma
to dep!ct the helmet in an up-to-date form. The Sicilian expedition of the
Athenians would seem to fit the bill best.
'' Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BlCS Suppl. 41 (1983), 89-90.
., Cp. B. R. MacDonald, AJA 85 (1981), 159-68.
•, Trendall, LCS 398-426, 451r94; Suppl. 1 (1970), 72-(,, 8o-f,; Suppl. 2 (1973), 220-5, 228-38;
Suppl. 3 (1983), 196-206, 213-32.
'' Livy 10. 39. 12.
" e.g. column-krater Berlin inv. 3199 by the Hephaisros Painter (Beazley, AR V u 14 , no. 9;
Beazley, Paral,pomena 452; Beazley Addenda 162); pelikc Athens 15882 by the Academy Painter
(Beazley , AR V II24, no. 1).
8
'
Cp. above.
"' Rutter, Campanian Coinage (cir. n. 61), index s.v. helmets, Athenian.
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Another source for images of Campanian warriors exists in the form of
contemporary tomb-paintings from South Italy. Such paintings are
probably best known from the very large number discovered in the
vicinity of Paestum in Lucania, but a smaller number has been excavated
in Campania, particularly at Capua. 80 Despite some thematic and
stylistic links between these two series, 81 we shall refer here only to the
Campanian group. Some justification for this limitation may be found in
the fact that we are seeking images of Campani, not of Lucani, and that
differences exist between the two series of tomb-paintings, both in their
architectural setting and in the comparatively restricted range of themes
displayed in the Campanian group. 82
Of the Campanian tomb-paintings published by F. Weege in 1909 and
by W. Johannowsky in 1971, fourteen, all from Capua, provide illustrations of warriors. 83 Most represent the warrior returning victorious from
battle and one actually depicts a battle. 84 The typical Samnite corslet is
not present, although it does appear in Paestum. 85 Instead, the short,
belted tunic alone or the Greek linen-corslet is represented. The helmets
are either of the Attic or the Chalcidian type. The latter prevails in a form
of which actual examples have been found in South Italy. 86
If we combine the evidence of vase- and tomb-paintings of warriors
from Campania, does a clear picture of their cultural character emerge?
The medium of vase-painting and some of the armour are Greek, but the
rest of the armour and dress, and perhaps even the medium of tombpainting are Italic. 87 The result is a culturally mixed image. Are we
dealing with Hellenized Samnites, or with Oscanized Greeks? Are these
terms too extreme? Should we, instead, acknowledge that the images are
of Campani, neither pure Samnite nor pure Greek in culture, but
including members of both races and, if we take Strabo seriously, some
of mixed race, by the 4th century BC?
•• For bibliographical references to both series and for the history of their excavation and study,
cp. E. H. Corrigan, 'Lucanian Tomb Paintings Excavated at Paestum 1969-1972: An Iconographic
Study' (Ph.D. diss., Columbia Univ., 1979) 21-(,0.
" Corrigan, 'Lucanian Tomb Paintings', pp. 59, 537-8, discusses the possibilities that one artist
may have painted particular walls in both Capua and Paestum, and that the theme of the returning
warrior may have gone to Paestum from Campania.
" Corrigan, 'Lucanian Tomb Paintings', pp. 59-60.
" F. Weege, ].d./. 24 (1909), 100-13, nos. 5- 14; W. Johannowsky in: Atti XI CM Gr. r97r (1972),
375-82, nos., 3, 8, 13, 16.
14
Johannowsky (cir. n. 83), no. 13.
" e.g. S. Moscati, Italia sconosciuta (2nd ed., 1972), 202 .
16
Cp. J.·P. Mohen, RA 1970, 214-20.
" _To posit Etruscan influence in the Campanian and Paestan tomb-paintings seems no longer
possibk after Corrigan's arguments to the contrary ('Lucanian Tomb Paintings', pp. 51, 534"""7).
Greek '.nAuence would be a better idea, if only Greek forerunners existed, for there does appear to be
a d:bt in the tomb-paintings to the formal language of Greek art (op. cit., 50-r, 534, 548--9, and the
various comparanda noted for the motifs in chs. 3-8) . No Samnite parallels can be posited to support
a purely native stimulus, but then the paintings are produced in racially mixed societies, and the
impetus for the paintings appears to grow from that mixture of native and Greek elements.

Greek Influence in the Adriatic: Fifty Years
after Beaumone:·
FRANCESCO D' ANDRIA

(University of Lecce)

The phenomenon of the Greek presence in the Adriatic is so complex
that it is impossible even to deal with the fundamentals in one lecture,
such is the length of the period and the number of populations involved.
The aim of this paper is to discuss a few problems on which the most
recent archaeological excavations have thrown new light. 1
Fifty years after its appearance, R. L. Beaumont's paper on 'Greek
influence in the Adriatic Sea before the fourth century B.C.' remains
fundamental for the study of both the literary sources and the archaeological material. 2 It is only in the last fifteen years, since the Congress on
the Adriatic was held in Lecce in 1973,3 that archaeological exploration
in Greece, Italy, Albania, and Yugoslavia 4 has significantly intensified.
The ever-increasing amount of new material now calls for a fresh look at
the different phases of the Greek presence and the contact between the
Greeks and the native populations in this region.
In Albania, the establishment in 1976 of the Centre of Archaeological
Research of the Academy of Sciences in Tirana and a new museum
organization have provided an impetus to research which has already
yielded remarkable results for the coastal centres of Epidamnus (Durazzo), Oricum, and Apollonia, as well as for the centres in the Genusus
(modern Skumbin) and the Aous (modern Viosa) valleys. 5
• Trans. from the Italian by Jean-Paul Descreudres and E. G. D. Robinson.
1 For their generous hospitality
and for offering me the possibility of studying the finds from recent
excavations I should like to thank the director of the Centre for Archaeological Research of the
Academy of the Sciences of the People's Republic of Albania, Muzafer Korkuti, and colleagues at
the Centre: Skender Anamali, Neritan <;:eka, Damian Komara, Selim Islami, Aleksandra Mano, and
Frano Prendi.
Nore the following abbreviation: L'arte albanese=L'arte albanese nei secoli. Exhibition
catalogue, Museo Nazionale Preistorico Etnografico 'Luigi Pigorini' Roma (1985)
' ]HS 61 (1936), 159ff.
' L'Adriatico tra Mediterraneo e penisola balcanica nell'antichita, Atti Congr. lnt. Studi S.E.
Europeo, Lecce-Matera r973 (1983).
• See B. Kirigin below.
' See the numerous papers and excavation reports that have appeared in lliria since 1971; AAVV,
Les lllyriens: Aperfu historique (1985); F. Drini, Bibliographie de /'archeologie et de l'histoire
ancienne d' Albanie, r972-r983 (1985).
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In Epirus, recent research-especially at Vitsa and Arta-has clarified
many aspects of the Greek presence in the Early Iron Age and shown that
this presence was above all commercial in nature. 6
On the Adriatic coast of Apulia, the University of Lecce has in the last
ten years developed a research programme for which the discovery of the
Iapygian settlement at Otranto has provided a precise point of reference. 7
The excavations at Otranto have produced the earliest evidence for
Greek presence in an area which pseudo-Scylax called the aT6µ,a Tov
)18p{ov KoA1Tov 8 and which, at the boundary between the Ionian Sea and
the Adriatic, forms a natural bridge between Italy and the Balkans and a
meeting-point of the sea and land routes that join continental Europe
with the Mediterranean.
The Greek presence in this area (for the early phases of which the
excavations at Otranto have produced important new evidence) is part of
a historical process which has its roots in the Bronze Age. As was fully
demonstrated at the Taranto Congress of 1982 on the Mycenaeans, the
Adriatic and the Straits of Otranto were much affected by Mycenaean
visits which seem to have led to the development of closer contacts
between the native populations on either side of the sea. 9 A good
illustration of this phenomenon is provided by the tomb at Torre S.
Sabina on the Adriatic coast north of Brindisi. 10 Typologically, the
tumulus recalls Albanian models, whilst among the vases found in the
tomb some are Mycenaean, and others are of local manufacture,
showing how elements of Balkanic origin have been incorporated into
the local style. A painted jug reminds one of the fact that the matt-paint
technique continued to be used in areas at the periphery of mainland
Greece.
These were the conditions which led to much more regular exchanges
in the succeeding period of the Early Iron Age. In the levels of the native
settlement at Otranto dated to Iapygian Early Geometric (i.e. to the 9th
century BC) there are many fragments of a particular type of burnished
pottery, decorated with oblique grooves on the shoulder. This ware was
6

See I. Vokotopoulou in: Atti Conv. Atene, ii (1984), 77-100.
For the publication and interpretation of the material from the Otranto excavations see F.
D'Andria in: Salento arcaico (1979), 15-25; id. in: Atti VIIJ Conv. Comuni Mess. Peuc. Da1mi,
Alezio 1981 (1983), 138--9; id. in: Forme di contatto e processi di trasformazione nelle societa
antiche, Atti Conv. Cortona r98r (1983), 287-95; id. in: Atti Conv. Atene, ii (r984), 101-16; id. in:
Studi di Antichita 4 (1983), 221-4; G. Semeraro, Studi di Antichita 4, pp. 125-212. The Iapygian
pottery from Otranto has been studied by D. Yntema: see Studi di Antichita 3 (1982), 63-82 and
'The Matt-painted Pottery of Southern Italy' (Ph.D. thesis, Utrecht, 1985), 45-150. For a discussion
of the new evidence from Otranto with regard to the distribution of Devollian pottery see
M. Korkuti, Iliria 15/r (1985), 1o6-9.
8
14. 27. A similar phrase is used by Pliny (HN 3. 100: 'ad discrimen loni et Hadriatici maris').
' See Atti XXII CMGr. 1982 (1983).
1
° F. G. Lo Porto, B.d.A. 48 (1963), 125ff. [Cp. also K. Kilian above p. 461 with n. 94-Ed.]
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imported from central Albania where similar types have been found, e.g.
in the tumulary necropolis of Pazhok. 11
After making its first appearance in Salento as early as the 9th century
BC, Corinthian pottery occurs in considerable quantities from the 8th
century on. The limited excavations at Otranto alone have yielded about
600 fragments that can be attributed to the Middle Geometric II period.
The chevron skyphos is represented, but the most common vessel is the
so-called protokotyle which marks the transition to Late Geometric I and
of which two varieties are found in the same levels: one with painted
decoration in the handle zone, the other glazed all over. Besides the
Corinthian material there is a group of vases that exhibit different
technical and decorative characteristics and that can be attributed to the
Euboeo-Cycladic sphere.
The notable presence of Greek material in the first half of the 8th
century BC is not limited to Otranto. The same phenomenon can be
observed throughout southern Salento and the Cape of Leuca. The
Straits of Otranto were clearly part of a zone in which Greek material
circulated in the first half of the 8th century BC, with an intensity
unparalleled anywhere else in Italy. Thus, the archaeological documentation appe.a rs to confirm the account given by the literary sources of
the early Euboean presence on Corcyra and the Straits, and of the
foundation of Oricum in the Bay of Valona, just opposite Otranto.
Taken together, the literary sources and the archaeological evidence
make it clear that there were commercial interests which brought these
first Greek prospectors-Euboeans first, but also Corinthians-to this
area, at a time when a similar presence is attested in Sicily and north of
the Straits of Messina. These interests were based on the zone's strategic
position at the confluence of the sea routes coming from the northern
Adriatic and the Aegean, and on the landing-places on the Straits, where
it was possible, without sailing further north, to exchange goods like
amber from the Baltic, iron from Istria and Slovenia, silver from Illyria,
and possibly bitumen from the surface deposits in the Aous valley. To
these products Beaumont adds the roots of the iris, which was used in
Corinthian perfumes and is found in the Narenta and Orin valleys.
Furthermore, there were the products of grazing in this zone which was
characterized by transhumance.
In the Balkan hinterland of Oricum, recent excavations have failed to
produce any evidence of such activity. Clearly, the Greeks did not come
to the Straits of Otranto in order to trade with the natives of the
hinterland. These maintained the traditional structures of a pastoral
society and were unwilling to barter with the Greeks.
On the other hand, matt-painted pottery with a characteristic decora". N. Bodinaku, lliria 12/ 1 (1982), 53-89.
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tion of hatched triangles continued to reach Salento in the first half of the
8th century BC. This ware can be found from Macedonia to Illyria and
has been named 'Devollian' by Albanian archaeologists. 12 The examples
found at Otranto seem to come from south-eastern Albania, corresponding to the Devoll valley and the Korea basin. Alongside the painted
pottery there is also a ware made of grey clay, its incised decoration fill ed
with white. This comes from northern Albania, north of the river
Skumbin, and is part of a large class of incised Balkan pottery, typical of
Glasinac,: and Kosovo, where painted pottery was not produced. 13
And yet, these finds are not the result of commercial exchanges. The
presence of this pottery is better explained by the movement of individuals and their personal possessions from the eastern to the western shore
of the Straits. The emergence of the same decorative motifs in the
contemporary pottery of South Italy-belonging, as the stratigraphic
sequence at Otranto has shown, to lapygian Middle Geometric-must
be attributed to this process of migration by small groups coming from
the Albanian valleys. Once settled in Italy, they continue to make their
pottery and decorate it in the traditional way, in a relationship of
exchange and integration with the populations already settled there.
It was not before the 7th century BC that a fundamental change in the
situation occurred, when the entire area became part of a system of
relationships polarized by the two Greek colonies of Corcyra and
Tarentum and determined by continuous contacts between Greece and
the West. Protocorinthian imports are now associated with another type
of pottery, decorated with bands, and with the hydria and the krater as
the two most characteristic shapes. Of East Greek inspiration, this ware
is part of a widespread phenomenon, whereby the output of any colonial
workshop is diffused only within the limits of the colony's own
hinterland. Recent excavations in Corcyra have revealed a vigorous local
production of this pottery.
By the middle of the 7th century BC, Illyria too appears to be involved
in an evolutionary process that mainly affects the small centres along the
lower reaches of the Viosa River, but that also penetrates inland in the
upper valley of the Genusus up to Selc,:e. As N. C::eka has shown, all these
settlements are now the recipients of a considerable amount of Greek
imports, and in particular of Corinthian transport amphorae and of banddecorated pottery, identical to that found in Apulia. 14 The barter activity

that develops in the Illyrian villages in the 7th century BC reveals a new
attitude to the Greek world and is characteristic of a phase which, in
relation to Corcyra's expansion northwards into the aToµa Tov .:4.8pfov
Ko,hrov, could be called 'pre-colonial'. The Greek interest in the region,
aiming at the exploitation of the mineral resources of Illyria and at the
strategic position of the Straits, soon led to more frequent contacts and to
more systematic exchanges between Corcyrans as well as Corinthians on
the one hand and native populations on the other. These exchanges are
reflected in the even distribution of the band-decorated pottery over an
area that encompasses Illyria, Salento, and the Epirote regions, i.e. the
natural hinterland of the Corinthian colonies. This is the region where, in
the last quarter of the 7th century BC, commercial contacts resulted in the
setting up of a colony at Epidamnus, followed twenty years later by the
founding of Apollonia. This opens a new phase in the history of the
Greek presence in the Adriatic.
The recent excavations at Epidamnus (Durazzo) have furnished new
information on this first colonial implantation. The earliest levels have
revealed painted pottery of Devollian type, thus confirming the testimonies of Thucydides 15 and Appian 16 according to which the site chosen
by the colonists must already have been occupied by an indigenous
settlement. It also seems certain that there were local pottery workshops,
the leading fossil being the skyphos with rays at the base, a local
imitation of Early Corinthian prototypes. 17
Among the remains that go back to the earliest phase of the colony of
Epidamnus are some objects of remarkable artistic quality, such as the
fragment of a limestone sculpture (Pl. 31.1-2) . 18 It is 20 cm high and
stems from a kind of pilaster decorated with figures in relief, late
Daedalic in style. Above the reliefs on the lower part of the fragment are
the remains of further figures which must have been about three times
larger than those below. The fragment probably comes from a throne, the
legs and back of which were decorated with figures in relief. It is a unique
example, which recalls the decoration of the arms of Archaic thrones,
while the profile figures within frames are reminiscent of the small shrine
model from Sardis. 19 The Epidamnus fragment probably belonged to a
statue of an enthroned divinity, perhaps the earliest cult-statue of the
colony.
A second object of great importance for this phase is a fragment of a
louterion-stand decorated with relief panels representing mythological

12
Fo r a summ a ry of the problems related to this type of pottery see now A. Hochstetter, PZ 37
(1982), 201-19. The material is published in: Z. Andrea, Th e Illyrian Culture of the Tumuli in the
Korra Basin (1985 ; in Alba nian, with English summary).
" See Shqiperia arkeologjike (1971), pl s. 50-1; L'arte albanese JI , fig. 105 .
" In : Forme di contatto e processi di tras(ormazione nelle societa antiche: Atti Conv. Cortona
r98 r (1983), 203-18.

" l.
16

24. 2.

BCiv. 2 . 39.
" H. Hidri , Iliria 13/i (1983), 137ff., pls. v1, XI.I , to mb 28.2.
18
V. Toci, Studia Albanica 2 (1965), 79-81, fi g. 54; L'arte albanese 42, fig. 165.
" G. M . A. Hanfmann, From Croesus to Constantine (1975), 12- 13, fi gs. 23--6.
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scenes and bordered by a hatched cornice. 20 The male figure to the right,
with Daedalic hairstyle and large eyes, has a pointed profile and is
holding a spear and a crown in his hands. Each of the two female figures
to the left is wearing a heavy himation, finely decorated with a netpattern. Their hairdo is characterized by three large locks. The models of
these figures must be sought in Corinthian-Peloponnesian art of the last
quarter of the 7th century BC, and in particular in metal and ivory reliefs
such as the bronze cuirass with the representation of Apollo and female
divinities, or bronze shield reliefs, also from Olympia. 21 Another vase
fragment with the representation of the judgement of Paris comes from
the same mould and has been known for some time. 22 It was found on
Corcyra and along with two other fragments from Kardaki, also products
of a Corcyran workshop, allows the frieze to be reconstructed. The
fragment from Epidamnus is yet another example of the diffusion of
Corcyran products in the area.
A recent discovery at Valesio, on the Adriatic coast just south of
Brindisi, belongs to the same sphere. It is the rim of a large pithos
decorated by means of a cylindrical matrix, of a type derived from
Corinthian models of the last quarter of the 7th century BC. 23 There are
some padded dancers and a monkey, as on a fragment from a painted
vase of local manufacture in Ithaca. 24
For the Greek presence in the Adriatic from the 6th century BC onwards
there is a great deal of evidence, and further documents are being added
by new excavations in Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia, and Albania. As for the
latter, the recent exhibition of' Albanian Art through the Centuries', held
in the Museo Nazionale Preistorico Etnografico 'Luigi Pigorini' in Rome,
offered a rare opportunity for a wider public to become aware of some of
the important discoveries made in the last few years.25
What was shown in Rome represents, of course, only a very small
portion of the rich pottery finds made above all in the cemeteries of
Apollonia and Epidamnus, as well as in a number of inland centres. Even
so, it raises some fundamental questions, complementing the information already made available in Iliria, where A. Mano has published
material from Apollonia 26 and where H. Hidri's recent paper deals with a
large selection of finds from the cemetery of Epidamnus. 27

In the second half of the 5th and the beginning of the 4th centuries BC
the figured vases are predominantly imported. Most of them are Attic,
but there is also a notable quantity of Italiote red-figure, among which
the famous amphora by the Amykos Painter. 28 The beautiful pelike from
Amantia shown at the exhibition can be attributed to the same
Protolucanian workshop. 29
Among the most interesting pieces shown in Rome was a neckamphora with the representation of an amazonomachy on the obverse
and an owl between olive-branches on the neck (Pl. 31.3). 30 The pink
clay with small inclusions of mica is typical of the many other vases
found in the necropolis of Epidamnus and the quality of the diluted
glaze is another characteristic feature . On the reverse a young woman
holding a mirror is seated between a satyr and another female figure
(Pls. 31.4; 32.1) . As already noted by Trendall, 31 the style of the painting
exhibits many links with the Dirce and the Naples 2074 Painters.
Trendall places the vase within the Campanian sequence, observing that
a firm attribution to a specific hand could only be proposed on the basis
of a closer examination of the vase itself. His comparison between the
seated figure on the reverse of the amphora and the corresponding figure
on the Dirce Painter's krater in Syracuse with the ambush of Dolon is
particularly convincing. Features common to both vases include the way
the drapery is rendered and in particular the dotted decor_a tion of the
himation. 32 A similar treatment of a nude profile figure can be observed
on another amphora, also from Epidamnus. It is decorated with a scene
of a funerary offering that takes place inside an aedicula, with a single
male figure seated outside. 33 Again, the characteristics of clay and glaze
recall the Durazzo group, and it is difficult to insert the scene in the series
of Apulian representations of naiskoi and funerary offerings.
Another neck-amphora from Epidamnus is technically much inferior
to these two vases (Pl. 32.3-4). 34 It has a lotus-palmette motif on the
neck and twisted handles, and the scene on the main side shows a
soldier, who wears a pileus and carries a spear, standing next to a
column, in front of a spinning woman. The figures are clumsy in their
accentuated gestures, and the drawing style is characterized by closely
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), M. Zeqo, La N uova A lbania 5 (198 5), 30, fig. 3.
21
See fo r the cuirass K. Schefold, Fruhgriech ische Sagenbilder (1964), 2.8f., fi g. 5 [a b o M .u.M. 40
(1969) , no. 140, wi th col. pl.-Ed .]; fo r the sh ield reli efs E. Kun ze, A rchaische Schildbiinde r, OF 2.
(1950), esp. Beil. 6. 1-2..
22
V. G. Kall ipolit is, R A 1968, 2.5-35, fi gs . 1-3.
21
S. Weinberg, H esperia 2.3 (1954), 10f., pls. 2.5-7.
" M . Robertson, BSA 43 (1948), pl. 39.
" See L'a rte albanese. The fo llo wing obse rvations on a few, mostl y un publi shed, red-figu re vases
show n in the ex hibitio n a re dedicated to the guest o f hono ur o f this Congress, Prof. A. D. T rendal l.
"' Iliria 1 (1971), 103-2.08.
'' See n. 17.

Trendall, LCS Suppl. 2., BICS Suppl. 31 (1 973), 157, no . 247a; L'arte albanese 48, fig . 190. See

a 1so N. <;:eka, Apolonia e Ilirise (1982.), u9--2.08, with fig .
fi
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L'arte albanese 48, fig . 191; S. Anama li, Iliria 2 (1972), u o, pl. 21. Amo ng the numerous other
nds from Albania of ltaliote origin or influence, an arula of T a rentine type is pa rticula rly
noteworthy: L'arte albanese 7 5, fig. 2 83 .
:: Shqiperia arkeologjike (1971), pl. 105; L'arte albanese 46, fig . 181.
Trendall, LCS Suppl. 3, BI CS Suppl. 41 (1983), 100.
" For a s1m1
. ·1ar rendering of th e drapery see a pyxis in Ragusa: F. Giudice, Cron.Arch .Ist .Art. 5
(1966), 72-6.
: Shqiperia arkeologjike (1971) , pl. 104.
L'arte albanese 49, fig. 192 .
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spaced, small, and rather stiff brush-strokes. 35 Together with other,
similar examples in the museum of Durazzo this amphora points by both
its technical characteristics and the provincial style of Italiote derivation
to the existence of a local workshop at Epidamnus. It seems to have
started producing red-figured vases under the impact of imported Italiote
vases at the beginning of the second quarter of the 4th century Bc. 36 Its
average production is exemplified by our amphora, whilst the vase with
the representation of an amazonomachy shows that it could also reach a
considerably higher quality level. What seems most important with
regard to this group-and in particular the amazonomachy amphora-is
the stylistic link to the Dirce Painter which Trendall was the first to
observe.
The Dirce Painter, like the Chequer Painter, was active in the first
quarter of the 4th century BC. The strong Attic component in the latter's
work led Trendall to think he might have been an Athenian who came to
Sicily towards the end of the 5th century BC. 37 From these two masters
derived, according to Trendall, not only the Campanian painters of the
second quarter of the 4th century BC (such as the Painter of Naples 2074,
the Eros and Hare Painter, and the Revel Group), but also a Siciliote
tradition. The origin of all the Western fabrics is to be found in Sicily
between the end of the 5th and the beginning of the 4th centuries BC and
it is highly probable that the workshops of both the Dirce and the
Chequer Painters were localized in Syracuse. From here, vase-painters
start around 380-70 BC to move towards Italy's west coast and Campania.38
The discovery of the vases at Durazzo reveals another direction of the
expansion of the Dirce Painter's workshop: towards the Adriatic. This
tallies well with Syracuse's presence in the Adriatic at this time and its
founding of Lissus in Illyria, of Issa opposite the Dalmation coast, and
finally of Ancona. 39 It was the aim of Dionysius the Elder to incorporate
" The earliest examples of Etruscan red-figure, too, are characterized by similar attempts ro
imitate the way Attic painters represent drapery: sec F. Gilotta in: Contributi al/a ceramica etrusca
tardo-classica, Quad. Centro St.Arch.Err.It. 10 (1985), 25-35.
"' Spectrographic analysis of overpainted vases dated to the 3rd cent. BC found at Lissus has
revealed that these imitations of Apulian models were produced in workshops at Epidamnus: see
N. Nosi and F. Stamati, lliria 11 / 1 (1981), 191-209. For Adriatic imitations of Gnathia ware see
P. Cabanes in: L'Adriatico tra Mediterraneo e penisola balcanica 11e/l'A11ticbita, Atti Congr. /nt.
Studi S.E. Europeo, Lecce-Matera 1973 (1983), 194ff.; and in: B. Kirigin (ed.), Issa, Exhibition
catalogue Split (1983), 6ff. For the discovery at Epidamnus of remains of pottery kilns including
misfired vases and moulds for Megarian bowls see H. Hidri, J/iria 6 (1976), 245-53.
'' Trendall, LCS i. 194.
"' Ibid. For a recent and detailed account of the problems regarding the relations between
Campanian and Sicilian workshops see F. Giudice in: G. Pugliese Carratelli (ed.), Sika11ie: Storia e
civilta de/la Sicilia greca (1985), 243~0. Among the imports from Campania found in Albania the
red-figure pelike from Epidamnus attributed by Trendall ro the Eros and Hare Painter is particularly
important: LC Suppl. 2, BICS Suppl. 31 (1973), 184, no. 6oa.
"' See L. Braccesi, Grecita adriatica (2nd ed., 1977), 185ff.
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the whole of the Adriatic area into a Syracusan sphere of commercial and
political influence. The emergence at Epidamnus of local workshops
under Syracusan influence can be seen as a result of this policy.
The local workshops at Epidamnus, and also at Apollonia where the
initial phases of the production remain to be discovered, continue during
the second half of the 4th century BC at which time they form part of the
general Apulian koine that influenced the entire Adriatic region. This is
well illustrated by a tomb at Belshi, near Elbasan, on the banks of the
Skumbin river (the ancient Genusus) and thus directly linked to Epidamnus. Besides the remarkably rich metal objects which suggest that its
owner belonged to the aristocracy, the numerous red-figure vases,
undoubtedly imported from Epidamnus, provide further information
about the development of these local workshops. Among the characteristic pieces are some askoi (Pl. 33.r-2) of a particular shape, unknown in
Apulia itself, 40 and an oinochoe (Pl. 32.2) decorated with a female head
in profile. 41 Both with regard to its shape and to the egg pattern around its
neck the oinochoe is a companion to an example found in a tomb at
Epidamnus. 42 From local workshops also come a series of skyphoi, of
both tapered and ovoid form. By their profile heads and by the style of
their draped figures (Pl. 33.3-4) they are closely connected with Apulian
models. In particular, there are many links with painters derived from the
Baltimore Painter and the Arpi Group who, as Trendall observes,
probably worked in Canosa. 43 This Apulian centre now appears, on the
basis of vase-painting and funerary architecture, to have played a major
role on the route which linked Apulia with Macedonia through the
Genusus valley.
Just as they did from Greek colonies in Italy, new workshops of vasepainters seem to have spread out from Epidamnus towards the inland
regions where there was a strong demand for their products. Some pieces
found at Skodra in the north of Albania clearly illustrate the characteristics of these provincial workshops, with their stylized rendering of
tendrils and palmette motifs (Pl. 34.r-2) and their schematic, almost
caricature-like representations of female profile heads (Pl. 34.2-3). 44
The identification of ceramic production centres at Epidamnus,
Apollonia, and even in inland sites opens a completely new horizon for
.. L'arte albanese 57, fig. 221.
'' Ibid., fig. 218.
" Ibid. 56, fig. 214.
" Trendall, R VAp. ii (1982), 860. For the Arpi Painter see E. M. De Juliis, Magna Graecia 11-n
(1976), 1-4. Among the many Apulian vases found in Albania, Trendall mentions a pelike by the
Schlaepfer Painter, an artist who worked in the mid-4th cent. BC under the influence of the Dijon
Group (RVAp. i. 245 , no. 155 )
.. L'arte albanese 56, figs. 216-17. Workshops producing rather crude imitations of the red-figure
pottery made in the colony existed also in the hinterland of Apollonia, as an amphora from
Mavroves decorated with a female head in profile shows: B. Davraj, Iliria u/i (1981), 81, pl. v111.3.
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the study of the red-figure pottery produced in other Adriatic areas and
especially of the rather heterogeneous series found in the northern part of
the Adriatic, from Ancona to Adria and Spina in the Po delta. 45 While in
many of these workshops the Etruscan influence seems to prevail, the
study of the vases found in Albania will help to clarify the impact of
Apulian and Italiote elements, especially in the area of Ancona and
Numana, which were directly linked with the southern Adriatic by the
colonies established on the islands off the Dalmatian coast.
The red-figure vases from Albania present yet another facet of those
local wares from northern Greece, Macedonia, and Elis which Trendall
and his pupils have been studying, emphasizing the complexity of the
relations in which the Attic component often merges with influences
from Southern Italy. 46
45

See B. Felletti May, St.Etr. 14 (1940), 43ff.; and in: EAA i (1958), 290-3 , s.v. Alto-adriatica ,

ceram1ca.

"' For the production of red-figure vases in north-western Greece sec l. McPhee, BSA 74 (1979),
159~2. The recent discovery at Vaste near Otranto of a lekythos of the same type confirms tha t
these objects were distributed mainly in the southern Adriatic. For the pottery of Olynthus and
Macedonia see: l. McPhee, BSA 76 (1981 ), 297-308; for the workshops in Elis: A. D. Trendall and
I. McPhee in: AflAPXAI. Nuove ricerche e studi sulla Magna Grecia e la Sicilia antica in onore di
Paolo Enrico Arias (1982), 470-2.

The Greeks in Central Dalmatia: Some
New Evidence~:BRANKO KIRIGIN

(Archaeological Museum, Split)

It has been repeatedly observed that Dalmatia played a secondary role in
the Greek expansion. 1 Two main reasons have been proposed for this:
the shortage of fertile land with a consequent lack of interest by the
Greeks in agrarian colonization, and the strong Liburnian thalassocracy
in the Early Iron Age. 2 The scarcity of archaeological evidence is largely
due to insufficient field work. Although there has been constant interest
in Greek antiquities in the area for more than a century, 3 there have been
no substantial excavations of the Greek colonies. Systematic surveys
have only recently been undertaken.
It appears that the Greeks established their first colonies on islands,
since they were-as they still are-less densely populated than coastal
areas and not as dangerous to colonize. The founding of Cyzicus,
Thasos, Corcyra, and Pithecusa suggest that this formed a general
pattern in the early periods of colonization. 4 It is noteworthy that all of
these islands, with the exception of Thasos, are rather small. It took
these colonies some time before they were able to establish a presence on
the coast. The same 'model' can be observed in the east Adriatic, notably
in central Dalmatia.
The central Dalmatian islands and the coast, i.e. the central part of the
east Adriatic (Fig. 1), attracted the Greeks after their expansion in the
Straits of Otranto and the Po valley. They first settled on the islands of
• This paper is dedicated to my father, who was born in Australia.
Note the following additional abbreviations AMS = Archaeological Museum Split; GCBI= Godi!niak Centra za balkanolo!ka ispitivanja (Sarajevo); HAD=Hrvatsko arheolo!ko dru!tvo
(Zagreb); V AHD = Vjesnik za arheologiiu i historiju dalatinsku (Split).
1

M. Nikolanci in: IX kongres arheologa Jugoslavije, Materijali 12 (1976), 14~8 (with a
summary in French).
2
M. Suic, VAHD 55 (1953), 73-4 (with a summary in French); S. Batovic, VAHD 68 (1973), 4774 (with a summary in Italian); id. in: L'Adriatico tra Mediterraneo e penisola balcanica
nell'antichita, Atti Congr. Int. Studi S.E. Europeo, Lecce-Matera r973 (1983), 67-85. For earlier.
contacts on the Adriatic see N. Petric in: Putevi i komunikaciie u praistoriji, Materijali 16 (1980), 2142 (with a summary in English).
1
An extensive bibliography is given by L. Braccesi, Grecita adriatica (rnd ed., 1977), 383-422.
• See A. J. Graham, ]HS 91 (1971), 35-47.
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r. Central Dalmatia: native populations and Greek colonies

Korcula, Hvar, and Vis in the Archaic period and then again in the Late
Classical period. Elsewhere on the east Adriatic coast Greek activity was
limited to trade: with the Liburnians and Histrians in the north while in
'
7
the south emporia were established at Narona, 5 Budva, 6 and Ulcinj.
Some archaeological and topographical problems associated with the
Greek presence in Dalmatia that have been recently discussed among
Yugoslav scholars, and some results of the author's and his team's work,
will be presented in this paper.

' Dolina rijeke Neretve od prethistorije do ranog srednjeg vijeka, HAD 5 (1980): N. Cambi,
PP· 127~53 (_~irh a summary_in English); M. Nikolanci, pp. 155--60 (with a summary in German);
B. Gabntev1c, pp. 161-7 (with a summary in French); B. Kirigin, pp. 169- 72. (with a summary
in English).
6
D. Rendic-Miotevic in: Opuscula Archaeologica 4 (Zagreb, 1959), 5-47 (with a ummary in
French).
'. D. Bo~kovic, P. Miovic, and M. Kovatevic, Ulcinj I, Arheoloski institur, knjiga 16 (1981 ), 7
(with a summary in French).

The problem of the location of the Cnidian settlement of Corcyra
Melaina on this island has not yet been solved. There has been much
discussion but it is obvious that only a systematic survey of the entire
island, covering an area of 279 sq km, will provide a satisfactory answer.
D. Rendic-Miocevic has recently called attention to a series of bronze
coins with the head of an elderly bearded(?) male to the right on the
obverse and a lion's head to the right on the reverse (Pl. 35.1-2). These
bear no inscription and weigh 16.5 g., which suggests that the series
might represent the coins of the Cnidian colony on Korcula. 8 RendicMiocevic dates these coins to the middle of the 4th century sc 9 and
points out that their lion heads are similar to those on the coins of
Cnidus. It is worth noting, however, that of the ten known coins of this
type none has been found on the island of Korcula: eight are from Issa,
one is from Hvar, and the exact provenance of the one formerly in the
Stockert collection is not known.
The small collection of Hellenistic and Illyrian silver and bronze coins
assembled in the last century by F. Kalodjera from Blato, on the west side
of the island, 10 shows great variety, ranging from the 4th to the 1st
century Bc. 11 It can be safely assumed that Kalodjera collected everything
in the area as there are coins which cannot be read or identified. The fact
that no single series or issue prevails might indicate that there was no
autonomous colony to strike its own coins.12
' Diadora 9 (1980), 2.2.9-"50 (with a summary in French).
'' Ib,d. , p. 2.39, fig. 4; p. 2.44. It must be borne in mind that, if rhe Cnidians did found a colony on
Korfola (pseudo-Scymnus 42.8; Srrab. 7. 5. 5; Pliny, HN 152.), ir was founded in rhe early 6th cent.
BC: see R. Kari6c, GCBI 7 (1970), 125 (with a summary in French).
'' Now ar the AMS.
11
Five silver coins have been published by P. Lisifor in: Radovi filozo(skog (akulteta u Zadru, ii
(1963), 74-81, figs. 1-5 (with a summary in French): a 4rh-cenr. BC Corinthian stater, rwo
tetradrachms of Alexander rhe Grear, one rerradrachm of Nicomedes Epiphanes found at the sire of
Dubovac near Blaro, and one Athenian tetradrachm from rhe 2.nd cent. BC found at Vela Luka (sire
Gradina ). Other coins from this collection are: a small silver coin of Alexander rhe Great, a 4th(?)cent. BC silver coin of Siphnos, a 3rd-cent. BC coin of Neapolis in Campania, 2. bronze coins of
Rhodes (one 304 BC, rhe other 88-44 BC), 4 Carthaginian bronze coins (of which 3 date from 300-2.64
BC, whilst the fourth, also from the Sardinian mint, is later), two 4rh-ccnt. BC coins of the Adriatic
Hcraclea, 4 silver and 1 bronze coin of Apollonia, daring to the 3rd and 2.nd cent. BC, 8 silver and 4
bronze coins of Dyrrhachium (all different), 1 bronze coin of Maroneia (after 48 BC), 1 coin of
Corcyra (?), 2 bronze coins struck by rhe Illyrian king Ballaeus and 5 bronze coins which arc hard to
identify. Four of them are most probably from Illyrian mints. Other coins from this collection are
Roman. Note also a tetrabol of Hisriaea on Euboea dared after 313 BC, found by chance in the city
of Korfola: P. Lisifor, VAHD 61 (1963}, 152.-3 (with a summary in French).
." P. Visona in: Proceedings of the 9th lnt. Numismatic Congress, Bern (1979), 681 nn. 14-15,
thmks that the 3 bronze coins with rhc head of Apollo and rhc ear of corn with rhe legend
KOPKYPAIQN could have been issued by rhe first lssaean settlement at Lumbarda on the east end
of _Korfola. One of these coins is thought ro be from Lumbarda and one is from Issa. Cp. RendicM,otev,c, Diadora 9, pp. 2.35-9, fig. 3, who thinks that this problem is still open to debate.
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HERACLEA

The location of 'Heraclea with a port', which is only mentioned by
pseudo-Scylax, remains an enigma. 13 According to him, it lay on the
eastern Adriatic coast. It was first thought to be at Salona on the coast
which faces the central Dalmatian islands. 14 At the same time, others
argued for a location on the island of Hvar. 15 Later, it was located in the
Bay of Rogoznica on the peninsula running from Sibenik to Trogir, 16
where, according to pseudo-Scymnus and others, the Hillei lived,
descendants of Heracles' son Hillo. 17 An analysis of pseudo-Scylax's
Periplus leads M. Suic to believe that Heraclea was situated more to the
south, towards Corfu, 18 and his interpretation has been supported by J. J.
Wilkes. 19 Recently, a new location has been proposed by RendicMiocevic who thinks that Heraclea might have been on the site of
modern Vela Luka at the end of a deep bay on the west side of the island
of Korcula (Fig. 2). 20 All these possibilities have arisen due to the
relatively large number of mostly mid-4th century BC coins found in
Dalmatia which bear legends with the name of Heraclea in several
variants. 21 Most of these coins have been found on the island of Hvar,
with Stari Grad (ancient Pharos) yieldin&,_147, modern Hvar 45 coins. 22 A
hoard from Murter, an island between Sibenik and Zadar, contained a
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Distribution of coins from Heraclea in central Dalmatia

13

Periplus, eh. 2.2..
" See F. Lanza, 'Le origini primitivi di Salona Dalmatica-Heraclea lllirica', Atheneo Veneto
(Jan.-Feb. 1889), 18. Among other things, he mentions ' moire monete con la legenda HPA o
HPAKAE trovate in passato nella campagna di Salona ed a Cittavecchia dell'isola Lesina'
(Cittavecchia is now Stari Grad, Lesina is Hvar); G. Alatevic, Bulletino di archeologia e storia
dalmata 2.7 (1904), 2.8, 33·
" See e.g. J. Brun~mid, Die lnschriften und Munzen der griechischen Stiidte Dalmatiens (1898),
54; B. V. Head, Historia Numorum: A Manual of Greek Numismatics (1887), 2.86.
16 See G. Novak in: Strena Buliciana (1924), 657, who believes that Heraclea could not be located
on an island.
17
Pseudo-Scymnus 405 (Muller, GGM i. 2.13); Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4. 539. Cp. Kati6c, GCBI 7,
pp. n6-18.
" M. Suic, Rad ]ugoslavenska Akademij Znanosti i Umjetnosti 3o6 (1955), n1-85, esp. p. 142..
" J. J. Wilkes, Dalmatia (1969), 11 n. 2..
20
Diadora 9, p. 2.35 .
21
See Brun~mid, lnschriften, pp. 54-8, pl. 111. 46-52.; Visona (c ir. n. 12.), p. 681.
" From Stari Grad and its chora: 49 coins from the Skudljivac hoard (cp. Visona [cir. n. n],
p. 682.), 26, from the collection of the Dominican monastery at Stari Grad (cp. Z. Dukat and I.
Mirnik, Vijesti muzealaca i konzervatora Hrvatske 2.8/3 (1979), 6, nos . 2.3-37; 7, nos. 73-82.; II, no.
165, with a summary in English). A further 58 coins, most probably from Stari Grad, are listed by
S. Ljubic, Popis arkeologickoga odjela Nar. zem. museja u Zagrebu 1 (1890), 17-18, nos. 135-44,
146-50. Fourteen come from the former A. Ilijic collection from Stari Grad (now at the AMS). From
modern Hvar, Novak, Joe. cir. (n. 16), lists 2.6 from the Machiedo collection (now in the AMS; a reexamination of the collection revealed that there are actually 30, not 26 coins) and 9 from the Marchi
collection. The former collection Butic (now at the AMS) has 6 of these coins.

further 15 coins. 23 Five or more have been found on the island of Brac, 24 3
come from Issa, 25 2 from Korcula, 26 and 'molte' from Salona. 27 The
provenance of a considerable number of such coins held in different
collections both in Yugoslavia and abroad is not known. 28 All these
coins appear to have been struck in a very limited period of time. Those
found in the hoard at Skudljivac on Hvar are associated with coins of
Pharos (57 coins) and with Pharos coins that are overstruck with either
IONJO (5 5 coins) or LJ/ (2 coins). 29 All this is rather thought-provokingyet remains, for the time being, without explanation.
" K. Stockert, Num.Z. (1919), 12.7; M. Thompson, 0. M0rkholm, and C. M. Kraay (eds.), An
1nventory of Greek Coin Hoards (1973), 421.
I " I. Mirnik, Vijesti muzealaca i konzervatora Hrvatske 2.8/J (1979), II, 15-16. He lists 14 but it
oaks as if hardly more than 5 are from Heraclea
: At the AMS , former collections Zanella and ·Dojmi.
,., See above, n. 10 (former collection Kalodjera).
See above, n. 12.
ke"' A quantitative sun:ey of the coins of Heraclea is being prepared by M. Bonatic-Mandinic,
eper
of the numismatic collection at the AMS.
29
H For the Skudljivac hoard see Visona, Joe. cit. (n. n). The P. Tipic collection from Vis includes a
eraclea coin which is overstruck.
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The site of the Parian colony of Pharos, founded in 385/4 sc, lies at the
head of a long bay on the north side of the island facing the largest fertile
plain on the Dalmatian islands. 30 This plain is separated from the rest of
the island by a high mountain range, thus forming a well-defined
geographical unit. According to a recent proposal put forward by
M. Zaninovic, the division of the fertile land east of Pharos into
rectangular lots measuring rooo x 200 m might go back to the Greek
period. 31 It had hitherto been believed that this subdivision was of
Roman date. A systematic survey which is still in progress has made use
of detailed maps and aerial photographs, 32 thus enabling a foot of
c. 30.4 cm length to be established as the measure used. The basic unit of
the land division was a lot of 180 plethra measuring 1 x 5 stadia
(c. 180 x 900 m), with possible subsequent subdivisions. The grid covers
an area extending six kilometres to the east of the town of Pharos and
does not incorporate the fertile plain of Jelsa (Fig. 3). It is best preserved
in the middle of the plain to the north of the villages of Doi and Vrbanj .
The omphalos must have been situated outside the town of Pharos
which, itself, occupied parts of two lots. Its town walls are not parallel to
the grid of the land division. One possible location of the omphalos is
the site of Jurjevac, some 200 m to the west of the town (Fig. 4), where a
Hellenistic and Roman cemetery was discovered in the 19th century.33
An inscription from the area also refers to the land division. 34
The quality of the land in the plain differs from place to place,
possibly determining the variety of land use. 35 As for the inhabited sites,
the survey has revealed only two possible homestead farms of Hellenistic
date: one on the south at Kupinovik, 36 the other to the north at Duge
The most fertile area in central Dalmatia is the plain between Trogir and Srobref on the littoral
facing Braf and Solta (cp. Fig. II).
31
A.Jug. 2.0-1 (1980-1), 91-5.
32
It was started in 1980. The final results will be published in due course.
" See Bulletino di archeologia e storia dalmata 18 (1895), 70-2.; F. Bulic, 'Antike Graber in
Starigrad auf der lnsel Lesina', Mitt. Zentr. Kom., NF 2.1 (1895), 185.
" Brun~mid, Jnschriften, p. 2.0 n. 5.
" The edges to the north and east are very rocky and are not suitable for vineyards but for olives,
as is the narrow part in the middle of the plain between Doi and Vrbanj. There is more usable land
on the southern slopes which are still covered with olive trees. The best land is south-east of Pharos
before Doi and Vrbanj. It appears that the topography has not changed during the last three
millennia, but it is evident that the construction of new roads and the redivisions of land since the
Middle Ages have modified the landscape and affected the original Greek land division, though not
its main outlines. It is expected that excavations between the present land lots will give a more
complete picture of the original Greek subdivisions.
36
A Greek tombstone was found here in 192.4: cp. M. Nikolanci, Diadora 9 (1980), 2.2.3-4, no. 13.
Excavations at this site, which exhibits a continuity from the Hellenistic period to Late Antiquity,
have been conducted under the direction of M. Zaninovic. Cp. M. Saric, Arheololki pregled 2.2.
(1981), 69-"71, pls. 50-1.
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Njive 'Levantika' (Fig. 3). The rest are Roman villae rusticae, some of
which lay in the area outside the regular grid, on the slopes or by the sea.
Two coin hoards, one from the 4th, 38 the other from the 2nd century Bc, 39
were found on the Vrbanj line (Fig. 3).
Two layouts have been suggested for the town of Pharos (Fig. 4). The
better attested one describes a rectangle of 150 x 100 m (Fig. 4: A), 40
while the other assumes an extension to the south and west which brings
the total surface area of the town to four times the figure of the first
suggestion (Fig. 4: B). As yet, there is not sufficient archaeological
evidence for this latter assumption to be substantiated. 41 It has been
deduced, therefore, that the number of colonists sent by Paras to Hvar
must have been limited, and that, at least at the beginning, the colonists
must have been rather rich. 42
This raises the question of the relationship between the colonists and
the natives. M. Nikolanci has suggested that the Greeks were familiar
with the island from the Archaic period 43 and that the Parians founded a
colony named Anchiala on Hvar in that period, 44 even though he admits
that there is no archaeological evidence from the Archaic period on the
island. Before the arrival of the Parians in the early 4th century BC, the
region of Stari Grad had been protected by a system of hill-forts (Fig. 3),
which indicates that the fertile plain was of importance to the natives .
The ancient historical sources 45 and an inscription46 give a dramatic
account of the struggle that arose one year after the Parians had settled .
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,. This sire was discovered in Jan. 1985. lr is rhe only sire with exclusively Hellenistic material
including riles, pirhoi, and or her pottery. No architectural remains were found. The name
'Levantika' is ours and alludes ro rhe Levantine olive trees that grow on the sire.
"' Visona, loc. cir. (n. 12) .
" I. Marovic, GCBI II (1976), 2.34-43 (with a summary in French).
~, N. Dubokovic-Nadalin i, 0 fazama rawitka kulture na Hvaru (1965), 13.
" B. Gabrifevic, VAHD 68 (1973), figs. 5-'7 (with a summary in French). During a field survey in
1981 of the south-eastern part of rhe city plan as reconstructed by Gabrifevic, we found no
indications of city walls, only pottery and loom-weights, which might indicate rhe presence of
workshops extra muros.
'' It would be interesting ro srudy rhe reasons for the Pa rians ro have made such an attempt.
M. Suic, Ziva antika 2.7/i (1977) , 165 (w ith a summary in French), makes the point rhar such a small
serrlcment would nor enable a community of more than 50 families ro subsist.
" Hvarsk, zbornik 1 (1973), 105-2.3 (with a summary in English).
" Cp. Sreph. Byz., s.v. Anchiala.
" Diod. 15. , 3. 4- 15. 14. 2.: 'While these events were raking place (i .e. Dionysius rhe Elder joining
wnh the Molossians and Illyrians in Epirus], rhe Parians, in accordance with an oracle, sent our a
colony to rhe Adriatic, founding it on the island of Pharos, as ir is called, with rhe co-operation of
the tyrant Dionysius ... Ar the conclusion of the yea r, in Athens Diotrephes was an archon and in
Rome the consuls elected were Lucius Valerius a nd Aulus Mallius, and the Eleians celebrated the
Nm_ety-ninth Olympiad, rhar in which Dicon of Syracuse won the "sradion". This year [384 BC] the.
Panans, who had settled Pharos, allowed rhe previous barbarian inhabitants ro remain unharmed in
an exceedingly well fortified place, while they themselves founded a city by the sea and built a wall
about it. Later, however, the old barbarian inhabitants of the island rook offence ar rhe presence of
the Greeks and called in the Ill yrians of the opposite mainland. These, ro a number of more than ten
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The Greeks, with the help of the Syracusan fleet, were victorious, and it
seems that they lived in peace afterwards and collaborated with the
natives, at least until the First Illyrian War in 230 BC. As mentioned
above, the archaeological evidence suggests that only a small number of
Parians settled at Pharos. A considerable amount of labour was needed
to cultivate the chora of the city, whether it extended to Vrbanj or further
east to Tatinja glavica. It is probable that this labour was supplied by the
natives. The onomastic evidence from an inscription 47 and the native
burial custom attested on the south slope of the hill-fort St. Vid, with
radially placed tombs containing Hellenistic jewellery, 48 suggest coexistence between Greeks and natives. The social and economic unrest on the
island in the middle of the 2nd century BC, which caused the Pharians to
send a delegation to the mother-city Paros, can be seen as the result of a
number of factors. These include the rise of the Illyrian kingdom,
especially from the second half of the 3rd century BC onward; the two
Illyrian wars with Rome in 230 and 219 BC, particularly the second war
which Rome victoriously ended at Pharos by defeating Demetrius of
Pharos and demolishing the walls of the city; the rise of Issa, an ally of
Rome; the appearance of the Delmati on the coast of central Dalmatia· 49
and the massive resurgence of piracy in the Adriatic. The Pharians we~e
given a warm reception, and a delegation was sent to Delphi to ask the
oracle what to do to save the community of Pharos. Finally, the Parian
Prassiepis was sent to Pharos to reorganize the life of the settlement, as is
recorded on two fragments of a civic inscription found in 1837 and 1906
inside the city walls at Stari Grad. 50 The result may have been the
minting of a new series of bronze coins of Pharos. 51
In addition to Pharian coinage, which was first struck in silver and

later only in bronze, 52 coins of other Greek colonies in the east Adriatic,
coins of the local Illyrian king Ballaeus, Greek coins of the cities of
mainland Greece, the Ionian islands, Macedonia, South Italy, Sicily, and
Spain have been found in the area, 53 reflecting communication and
exchange with other regions of the Mediterranean. A hitherto unpublished tombstone inscription found in the 19th century, or at the
beginning of this century, shows that there were connections between
Pharos and Syracuse in the 3rd century BC: AP/1:TO<f>ANHI: AP/1:TO<f>ANOY 1:YPAKOI:101: (Fig. 5). 54 The only other two tombstones
known from Pharos, found east of the city at Kucisce (1:EAJNQ
IMllOKAEO) and at Kupinovik (KOMQN <f>IAOBENILJO), both
designate citizens of Pharos. 55
A different picture is provided by the fertile area from Vrbanj to Jelsa.
Although this area has not yet been systematically surveyed, there is
reason to believe that it did not come under the direct control of the
Parians, at least not in the 4th century BC. It has been demonstrated that
the regular Greek land division did not cover this area, nor did the
Romans incorporate it later, despite the construction of villae rusticae.
The native hill-forts of the area seem to form a separate system. The
situation at Tor is most interesting, where a typical native Iron Age
fortification wall precedes the building of a tower (Pl. 35. 3). A trench
excavated there in 1967 and 1968 yielded local and Greek artefacts,
ranging from the 6th to the 2nd centuries BC. 56 At 230 m above sea level,
the site overlooks the fertile plain of Jelsa, the Stari Grad plain, and the
channel between the islands of Hvar and Brae. It is part of the natural
boundary line formed by the mountain range to the east, now called
Plame. There have been many discussions among Yugoslav scholars as
to whether this watch-tower was Greek-belonging to the Pharians--or
whether it was an Illyrian tower. 57 The style of the masonry indicates
Greek origin and all agree that it was built somewhere between the end
of the 4th and the end of the 3rd centuries BC, during a period of
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thousand, crossed over to Pharos in many small boats, wrought havoc, and slew many of the Greeks.
But the governor of Lissus appointed by Dionysius sailed with a good number of triremes against the
light craft of the Illyrians, sinking some and capturing others, and slew more than five thousand of
the barbarians, while taking some two thousand captive.'-Trans. C. H. Oldfather, The Loeb
Classical Library (1954).
" ',f,d.pw, a,ro 'laoaawwv Ka< -rwv av,,.,_..d.xwv -ra o,r,\a .. .' (CIG ii. 1837c; Brun~mid, Inschri(ten,
p. 16, no. 3). The ladasinoi were the strongest Liburnian tribe dwelling around Iader (modern Zadar):
sec M. Suic, Diadora 8 (1975), 5-28 (with a summary in French) .
." OROS MA THIOS PYTHEOU (see Brun~mid, lnschri(ten, pp. 19f., no. 5). It is thought that
this name could be lllyrian: cp. D. Rendic-M iotevic, VAHD 53 (1952), 31-2 (with a summary in
French). PYTHIEA, which is mentioned in Ap. Rhod. Argon. (4. 565), could be the former name of
the island, and could be connected with the name of the modern village of Pitve situated some 2 km
south-west of Jelsa in the mountains; cp. Nikolanci, Hvarski zbornik 1, pp. 105-23.
" M. Nikolanci, Popis spomenika otoka Hvara (1958), 58. There is no evidence for this site
today, said to be at Zahum, but some traditions remain among the inhabitants of Vrbanj who
mention a tomb in which a golden eai--ring with a negro head was found.
" Cp. Wilkes, Dalmatia, pp. 13-36.
50
Brun~mid, lnschri(ten, pp. 17-19; L. Robert, BCH 59 (1935), 489-513; id., Hellenica u-12
(1960), 505-41, pls. 15-16; J. Bousquet, BCH 85 (1961), 589-608; Nikolanci, art. cit. (n. 1), pp. 15r
60.
" Marovic, Joe. cit. (n. 39).
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" Brun~mid, lnschri(ten .
" Altogether, 44 coins are known : see S. Ljubic, Arkiv za povijesnicu Jugoslavensku 2 (1852),
2o6-8; Faria Citta Vecchia e non Lesina (1873), 9 and in op. cit. (n. 22), pp. 2-4, 9, II, 12, 14, 17-25,
27, 29, 31, 34; Dukat and Mirnik, loc. cit. (n. 22).
" Now AMS inv. no. A5528. It is 53 cm high, 33 cm wide, and 9 cm thick. The letters are 1.65 cm
high.
" Nikolanci, art. cit. (n. 36); p. 219, no. 9; p. 223, no. 13.
"' M. Zaninovic, Opuscula Archaeologica 7 (Zagreb, 1982), 61-;,6 (with a summary in English).
Zaninovic thinks that the finds date from the 4th to the 3rd cent. BC. However, the bronze pin (pl. r.
1 3) could be dated to the 6th and the fibula (pls. 1. 5, 6, n) could be from the 5th cent. BC. It is of
local, or possibly Liburnian, manufacture. Two bronze coins have been found in a single stratum of
c. 50--80 cm depth, together with many animal bones, sea snails, and shells, as well as a hearth, but
the documentation is inadequate.
Nikolanci, art. cit. (n. 1), p. , 50, and Suic, Joe. cit (n. 42), think it is a Greek (Pharia n)
fortification, but Zaninovic, Joe. cit. (n. 56) considers it to be lll yrian.
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5. Pharos: tombstone of Aristophanes, son of Aristophanes, from

Syracuse

considerable disturbance and unrest in this part of the world. The tower
was built to protect the settlement on the north slope below it, where
houses were cut into solid rock. 58 These houses have not yet been
excavated.
51

Zaninovic, Opuscula Archaeologica 7, pp. 62, 76.

The situation on the island of Vis-ancient Issa-is very different from
that on Pharos. The island is located in the very heart of the Adriatic and
has always been an important strategic point. The topographic map
presented here (Fig. 6), though still incomplete, 59 shows the distribution
of known prehistoric, Greek, and Roman sites. The site of the Greek
colony of Issa is situated on the west side of the northern bay, the largest
and safest natural port in Dalmatia. The fertile zones, covering some
1,000 ha, lie inland and are surrounded by mountains; they are also at
some distante from the city. The topographical evidence indicates that
the island was not heavily populated in the Bronze and early Iron Ages,
i.e. before the arrival of the Greeks. 60 According to Nikolanci, it is
possible that an Archaic Greek settlement had already been established
on the same location. 61 A fragment of a stone relief with the head of a
kouros was found here, 62 and a fragment of a terracotta head of
Dionysus(?) is also thought to be from Issa. 63 Four Corinthian or EtruscoCorinthian alabastra and two aryballoi were discovered there and it
seems that they belong to grave groups found near the Roman baths (Fig.
7). 64 Also from this site are an Etruscan bucchero kantharos, 65 two Attic
black-figured lekythoi, 66 and a terracotta of a seated goddess. 67 Nikolanci
also notes that, in 1854, Ljubic excavated a wall of polygonal blocks on
the south side of the city, to a depth of two metres, and he suggests that
this wall could have been Archaic. 68 Today, it is no longer visible and the
fortifications of Issa which can be seen are of rectangular, typically
Hellenistic, masonry blocks. 69
The layout of the city presented here (Fig. 7) is based on a photogrammetric study made in 1984 by the University of Ljubljana. 70 As the city
' The field survey is srill in progress.
"' The four hill-forts nored are very small, no bigger rhan rhose on Pharos.
In: V. Mirosavljevic et al. (eds.), Adriatica praehistorica et antiqua, Miscellanea Gregorio
Novak dicata (1970), 381-2 n. 19 (wirh a summary in French)
" M. Nikolanci, VAHD 68 (1973), 102-3, no. 8, pl. XI.I (wirh a summary in French) .
., Nikolanci, VAHD 68, pp. 90-1, no. 1, pl. 11.2.
64
Nikolanci, VAHD 68, pp. 1o6-7, no. II, pl. 19. For rhe rwo Archaic rombs see id., VAHD 7<r-1
(1977), 149-53 (wirh a summary in French). Cp. also P. Lisi~ar, A.Jug. 14 (1973), pl. 2.p-b for one of
rhe rwo aryballoi.
.
65
Nikolanci, VAHD 68, pp. 107-8, no. 12, pl. 18.3.
16
Lisifar, A. Jug. 14, pl. 4.IIa-<:, 12a-b.
" Nikolanci, VAHD 68, pp. 101-2, no. 7, pl. 16.1.
' Loe. cir. (n. 61). Cp. S. Ljubic, Archiv fur Kunde osterreichischer Geschichtsquellen 12 (1859),
33-4.
•• A. Faber, Prilog kronologiji fortifikacija u primorskom 1/iriku, Jadranska obala u protohistor'fl' (~976), pl. 3.1 (ir is nor rhe inner face of the east tower but the outer face of the western
ort,fication wall).
M "TI lr diffe~s_, rhough nor greatly, from the layouts published by Ljubic, art. cit. (n. 68), p_L 3;
· Abram1c in: V. Lebzelter, VAHD 47-8 (1924-5), 23, fig. 1; E. Dyggve, Grcka kolonn:.ac11a u
61
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Hellenistic cemetery
Hellenistic fortifications
Roman baths
Roman theatre
5 Hellenistic port
6 Roman port
7 Roman Forum

8 Traces of houses
9 Hellenistic and
Roman furnace

10 Cistern
11 Spring
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7. Plan of the ancient site of Issa
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has barely been excavated, little is known about its structure. 71 It covers
an area of some ten hectares, which makes it the largest Greek settlement
known in Dalmatia.
Most of the archaeological data comes from the cemetery which lies
on the site of Martvilo, next to the western walls of Issa. It suffered
considerable damage from the middle of the last century until 1976,
Dalmaciji, Urbs (1958), 101, no. 1; B. Gabritevic, Anticka lssa-Arheolo!ko-povijesni prilog za
urbanistilko-regulacionu osnovu grada Visa (1958), 108, fig. 2 (a very important account on Issa
with a summary in French); id., Prilozi povijesti umjetnosti u Dalmaciji 17 (1968), fig. on p. 12; id.
(en. n. 41), p. 152., fig . 3; M. Nikolanci, VAHD 63-4 (1961-2), 61, fig. 2a (the fullest account on the
H:llenistic cemetery, with a summary in French).
' It has been suggested chat the agora was at the seaside and that the houses were on the slope
above it. Cp. the works of Gabritevic (n. 70).
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r. Hellenistic necropolis at Mertyllo, Issa ( 1975-80 ): grave types and finds ( B. Kirigin and P. Popovic, Hellenistic Necropolis at Issa,
rescue excavations 1955, 1976, 1979, 1980; a preliminary report)

TABLE

Import
No. of grave
Year of
excavation
Date (BC)
Looted
documentation
incomplete
Documentation
complete
Type
Skeletons

Local (with some import)

XI 24

STONCA

55 80 76 62
III III III Ill

22

80
III

76
Ill-I[

Not datable
VA XII 16 19 Ill IV

14

6

79

76

76

55

111-ll

111-ll

111-11

II

55
II

79 79 55 55
II II II 11-1

9

18 V

76

79 55

11-1

I

#

#
#
0

Pottery
oinochoc
skyphos
pclike
small Stamnos
ungucntarium
bowl
plate
jug with handle
lekane
aryballos

#

3

#

t

II

V

#

4

6

8

3

2

2
2

6

I2
I2

5
3

2
2

2
8

#

#

#

4

8

4
3

#

#
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2
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7
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4
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2
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7
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#
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#
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# #
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3

8

4
4
6

2
2[

16 16 42
2

2
2

2
2
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I
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I

I
I
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lebes
lamp
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3

I
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4
15

I

Metal
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4

frag.
2

2

4

2?

2

2

mirror

2

nail
linger ring
bracelet
necklace

4

ring

fibula
knife
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4
3

Coin

2

2

2

,,
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pottery
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6

7
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7
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TABLE 2. Hellenistic necropolis at Martvilo, Issa ( r976-r980 ): offerings m
children's graves

Mostly local fine-ware is found in tombs after the end of the 3rd century
Bc. 78 Heaps of crushed sea snails and fragments of kitchen pottery found
next to some tombs attest to the existence of particular burial rites. This
kind of burial practice has not been observed anywhere else in the Greek
world. It is possible that it was derived from the local Dalmatian practice
of which there is evidence at several sites dating from the 6th to the 4th
centuries BC. In the territory of the Delmati and on the island of Brae,
family chamber tombs include weapons and jewellery and some pottery,
whereas in the territory of the Liburni, grave- goods include jewellery and
pottery, but no weapons. 79 This variation is probably due to a different
level of social organization at Issa and among the Delmati and the
Liburni.
Z. Mikic has recently carried out an osteological analysis of some
hundred skeletons from the Martvilo cemetery .80 His general conclusion
is that the Issaeans belonged to the Mediterranean dolichocephalic type,
tall and heavily built. This seems to be more characteristic of the local
inhabitants of this region than of the Greeks, who were also a Mediterranean type, but small and gracile.
The epigraphic evidence on tombstones confirms the situation in the
family chamber tombs. 81 Of thirty-nine preserved inscriptions, nineteen
have more than two names of deceased individuals; in one case there are
as many as twelve names. Seven inscriptions are fragmentary and may
have named more than one person. The other ten have only one name. In
~ost cases it is clear that all the deceased belonged to the same family,
t.e. father, mother, their children, and their husbands or wives. In some
instances, however, it is not possible to trace direct relatives by blood.
Such _cases could indicate that the families in Issa were not only
orgamzed through direct blood relations, but also through property.
The ~nomastic evidence provided by tombstones as well as by public
and votive inscriptions shows variety. There are 129 individuals from
Issa, whose last names are always in the genitive case (Doric). Next to
pure Greek names, such as Aristophaneos, Lysimachos Theodoros
N"k
· and-most common of all-Dionysios, there are Illyrian
'
1 a1a,
names'
such as Kallen, Zoilos, Zopiros, Annaios, Drossos, Patronos, Sabathiros,
and Tyros. There are also names which are found in South Italy (e.g.

308

Grave no.
Type of grave
Date (BC)
Jug with handle
Skyphos
Unguentarium
Oinochoe
Guttus
Bowl
Terracotta
Strigilis

2/76

r2/79

r5 /79

17/79

21/ 80

III

III

IV

III

III

3rd c.
3

3rd c.

2nd c.

l

l

2ndc.
2

l

l

l

l

l
l

l
l

2
l

l

when rescue excavations were started. 72 The results of the campaigns in
1955,73 1976 and 1979, 74 and 198075 will be briefly summarized. First, all
of the 40 tombs which have been excavated are from the Hellenistic
period, i.e. c. 330-50 BC (see Table 1). Of these, 34 are family chamber
tombs. In every chamber there are two or more adult skeletons. One
tomb has a single adult burial, but it is not a chamber tomb. Children
were buried separately, in single graves-of which five have been
excavated-and with different offerings (see Table 2). 76 From Table 177 it
appears that the same vase types were offered with every burial, i.e.
oenochoe, pelike, skyphos, small stamnos, and unguentarium. This last
vessel type is more frequent in later tombs. Other offerings are sporadic
except, perhaps, lamps and strigiles. No weapons were found, although
there were four knives in tomb 6/76. Till the end of the 3rd century BC,
most, if not all, of the offerings were imported from different parts of
South and North Italy, Sicily, and Greece, indicating widespread trade.
72 N. Cambi, B. Kirigin, and E. Marin, VAHD 75 (1981), 63-83. The same paper was published in
R.d.A . 4 (1980), 81~1, figs . 1-14 with 3 plans. For earlier excavations see also Nikolanci, art. cir.
n. 61), pp. 57-87.
73 Nikolanci, art. cit. (n. 61), pp. 57-87; B. Kirigin in: Materijali X kongressa jugoslavenskih
arheologa, Mostar z980 (in press).
" Cambi, Kirigin, and Marin, loc. cit. (n. 72).
" B. Kirigin and E. Marin, VAHD 78 (in press). The English version will appear in one of the
forthcoming volumes of R .d.A.
76 The tomb typology is given in Cambi, Kirigin, and Marin, VAHD 75, pp. 64--'7; id., R.d.A. 4
(1980), 83.
7' Kirigin, loc. cit (n. 73). The other known tombs of the Hellenistic period (e.g. those excavated
in 1982 and 1984 at Martvilo) belong to the same type and have similar grave goods. For prelim.
reports of the 1982 and 1984 campaigns see B. Kirigin, Obavijesti HAD 15/i (1983), 22, and 16/3
(1984), 46--'7. In 1983, another ancient cemetery was excavated on the east side of Issa where a new
hotel was built. It yielded 249 tombs dating from the middle of the 4th cent. BC to Late Antiquity. 98
tombs belong to the Hellenistic period and they are similar to the ones at Martvilo. See the prelim.
report: B. Kirigin, Obavijesti HAD 15/3 (1983), 27-30.

( '~-~o~ the local fine-ware see B. Kirigin, Issa otok Vis 1< helenistil:ko doba (1983), 1er-u, fig. 9
~x I itmn catalogue with a short summary in English). On Hellenistic pottery in Yugoslavia see my
~ 0 ~. review: 'Tipovi helenistitkih posuda na tlu Jugoslavije', in Keltoi, exhibition catalogue
1~, Jana _(1984), 83---6, fig. 2 .
5
., Kingin, loc. cir. (n. 73 ).
" To be_published shortly.
kn CaGmb,, Kirigin, and Marin, VAHD 75, pp. 71-80; id., R.d.A. 4 (1980), 85-8, with a list of all
own reek inscriptions from Issa.
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Dorotheos), Thebes (e.g. Euareos), or in the Peloponnese (e.g. Lykiskos).82
In the fertile areas of the island a land division system could not be
traced, as was possible on Pharos. Except for Velo poje, all areas are
rather small and this could be the reason why there was no land division.
Alternatively, it could be that the land was distributed by an ancient
inheritance system going back to the time before the colony was
founded.
This leads to the difficult question of the colony's foundation date. 83
A settlement existed in the Archaic period, but whether it was a Greek
colony is unknown. Apart from the archaeological material dated to the
6th century BC, which is Corinthian and Etruscan, and from two redfigured vases of the middle of the 5th century BC, there is no firm evidence
for the presence of Greeks on the island before c. 330 BC. All the
archaeological evidence gathered through chance finds, excavations, and
field surveys on this site have not yielded a single fragment from the
middle of the 5th to the middle of the 4th centuries BC. On the other
hand, pseudo-Scylax mentions a Greek colony on the island by the first
half of the 4th century BC (or possibly even earlier). 84 At a later date,
pseudo-Scymnus mentions a Syracusan colony on the island. 85
In conclusion, there appears to have been an organized society of
Greeks and Illyrians at Issa in the Hellenistic period, divided into three
Doric tribes. Protected by the Romans, they struck their own bronze
coins, had archons, hieromnamones as yearly magistrates, and a board of
logistai, strategoi, and a grammateus. The main products were wine,
said to be one of the best in the ancient world, 86 and pottery, notabl y
amphorae of an east-Adriatic type, 87 of which some 10,000 fragments
were found in 1983 during the rescue excavations of the east cemetery of
Issa (Vlaska njiva). 88

THE ISSAEAN EXPANSION: LUMBARDA

310

82 The onomastic evidence from Issa, Pharos, Lumbarda, Tragyrium, and Salona will be presented
by E. Marin and I. Britvic in the forthcoming Oxford Lexicon of Greek Personal Names (ed. P. M.
Fraser}.
83 Most Yugoslav scholars think that the colony of Issa was founded by Dionysius th e Elder of
Syracuse in the early 4th cent. BC, before the Parian colony on Pharos was established in 385 / 4 BC: see
Nikolanci, art. cit. (n. 61). For the opposite view see e.g. G. Woodhead, Klio 52 (1971), 503ff.
" Periplus, eh. 23 (M iiller, GGM i. 29f.}.
85
413-14 (Miiller, GGM i. 213).
86
Ath. 1. 52.
87 This type of amphora has been found on 64 underwater sites on the east Adriatic coast and is
the most frequent of all amphora types found, similar to the ' Rep ublicaine Ill ' and 'Lamboglia 2'
types. A shipwreck at Vela Svitnja on the north side of the island of Vis has yielded 638 amphorae of
this type: see D. Vrsalovic, 'Arheolo~ka istrazivanja u podmorju istofoog Jadrana' (unpubl. MS.
Zagreb, 1979), 225-8, 348-56, pls. 5.1-6, 6.r-6, 7.1-9.
88
Kirigin, loc. cit. (n. 73).

3II

The famous founding-inscription, the 'Lumbarda psephisma' was found
on top of a hill called Koludrt at Lumbarda on the east side on the island
of Korcula at the end of the last century. A recent proposal to date it to
the first half of the 3rd century BC 89 corresponds well with the offerings
found in several poorly excavated tombs in the valley some hundred
metres to the south of where the inscription was found (Fig. 8). 90 No
remains of this Issaean colony are visible. On the Koludrt hill a large
cistern, measuring 17 x 10 x r.90 m, was partly excavated. It seems to
have been in use in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. 91 As no field
surveys have been undertaken, there are no data for the land division
mentioned on the psephisma, according to which some 200 colonists
received 4.5 plethra of cultivated land each, as well as land for a house
within the city walls. 92

TROGIR, STOBREi'.:, SOUN

The most fertile area in Dalmatia is the stretch of land between the
modern towns of Trogir (Tragyrium) and Stobrec, (Epetium), bounded
on the north by the high Kozjak and Mosor mountains. The only natural
pass to the hinterland between them is at Klis (Fig. 9). This northern area
is dotted yvith more Bronze and Iron Age hill-forts than any other region
in Dalmatia. 93 Contact with the Greeks started in the 6th century BC,94
but it seems that the Greek settlements, the Issaean 'cities in league with
them, Epetium and Tragyrium' ,95 were not founded before the end of the
3rd century BC, when the Illyrian kings Scherdilaid and Pleurat (217-181
BC) were, like Issa, in alliance with Rome. It is hard to believe that
Epetium and Tragyrium could have been founded earlier or later than the
mentioned period as Rome was at war with the Illyrians and Issa was an
ally of Rome. 96
" D. Rendic-Miotevic, A.Jug. 6 (1965), 77ff.; Woodhead, Klio 52, pp. 508-11. Braccesi, Grecita
adriatica, pp. 310-13, thinks it is from the early 4th cent. BC.
90
Kirigin, loc. cit. (n. 73).
91
D. Rendic-Miotevic, VAHD 68 (1973), 133-41, pls. 22-6 (with a summary in French).
92
According to Zaninovic, A. Jug. 20-r, p. 93, who has seen aerial photographs of this area, some
regularity in the land division can be observed.
93
See l. Babic in: Putevi i komunikacije u praistoriji, Materijali 16 (1980) , 61---7 (wi th a
topographical map and a summary in German).
" See Nikolanci, VAHD 68, p. 95, no. 3 (a bronze bowl), 99, no. 5 (a golden bracelet), 103, no. 9
(a Corinthian pyxis).
" Polyb. 32. 9 (referring to 158/7 BC).
96
See Wilkes, Dalmatia, pp. 13-28. For an earlier foundation date see Rendic-Miotevic, A.Jug. 6,
p. 79, and Braccesi, Grecita adriatica, pp. 310-17.
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Tragyrium (Fig. 10) is located on a small flat island between the
mainland and the island of Ciovo (ancient Boa), on the west end of the
Salonitan gulf. The presence of an Illyrian settlement is suggested by the
recent find of local Iron Age pottery under the foundations of a
Hellenistic house. 97 Hellenistic fortifications are known from several
places on the east side of the island and enclose an area of about 3,0004,000 sq m. 98 On the mainland, there is a fertile plain with traces of a land
division which could have been incorporated into the Roman Ager
Salonitanus. 99 Recently, Hellenistic fine-ware pottery has been excavated
inside Tragyrium (not yet published). A public inscription mentioning
the board of logistai and a grammateus, 100 a relief of a seated woman at
work, 101 and a votive altar dedicated to Hera are finds which have long
been known. 102
The site of Epetium is situated on the north slope of a small rocky
peninsula facing the fertile Zrnovnica Bay (Fig. rr). Traces of a
fortification wall with a gate have been excavated, together with
Hellenistic fine-ware and with amphorae of the Issaean type. 103 The
fortifications enclose an area measuring about 250 x 170 m.
An inscription found at Salona (modern Salin) and dated to 56 BC
suggests the settlement was established by Issa. 104 Prior to this, in the late
2nd century BC, Salona was a port (l1rtvEiov) of the Delmati, according to
Strabo. 105 Some fragments of 'Megarian' bowls and lamps, 106 along with
portions of five vases of Issaean production, 107 are known from the late
Hellenistic period.
Unfortunately, not much research has so far been devoted to the
reconstruction of the Greek presence on the mainland of central Dalmatia. Generally speaking, however, the colonies that Issa established at
Tragyrium, Epetium, and Salona mark the end of proto-urban life
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97
I. Babic, Prostor izm edju Trogira i Splita-k11/turn ohistorijska studija (1984), 32 (wit h a short
summa ry in French).
98
I a m indebted to lvo Ba bic who has kindl y p rovided the info rma tion with rega rd to the
Hellenistic fo rtifica tions at Trogi r.
99
Babic, Prostor, p. 46 n. 11.
100
Brun~mid, lnschriften, p. 31.
101
M . Gorenc, Antikna skulptura u Hrvatsk oj (1952), pl. 26 (with a summa ry in English).
102
I. Mirnik, A .Jug. 15 (1975), 38-41. As fo r th e fa mous relief o f Ka iros fro m Trogi r, a recent
in vestigation has sho wn that it was brought to Trogir in th e Middle Ages: see N. Cambi,
M ogucnosti 10/r (1980), 956-7.
A. Faber in : Prinosi odjela za arheologiju (1983), 17-32, pls. 1-5 (with a summary in English ).
1
°' W. Kubitschek, Jahrbuch fur Altertumskunde 1 (1907), 78- 85; M . Abramic, VA H D 47/8
(1924-5), 3~. pl. 1; D . Rendic-Miot evic in: Studi Aquileisi (1953), 77-80; M . Suic, VAHD 68
(1973), 181-94 (wi th a summa ry in French).
105
7. 5. 5.
106
C. C lai rmont (ed .), Excavations at Salona, Y ugoslavia (r969-r972) (1975), 185~, fig. B, nos .
23-38; 214-15, p l. 48 (wi th a usefu l historica l account on the last t wo centuries BC at Sa lo na).
10
' Unpubl.
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TABLE 3. Greek silver coins in the Archaeological Museum, Split, 6th-first half
5th century BC
City

Date

Denomination

500-450 BC
385-375 BC

tetradrachm
triobol

l

4II-350 BC

tetradrachm

l

4II-350 BC

trihemiobol

l

480 BC

l

3

No.

References

North Greece
Abdera

Thasos

E
::,

·;:;

uncertain
(Thrace?)
Maroneia
Amphipolis
Neapolis

450-400 BC
424-358 BC
4II-348 BC

tetradrachm
tetradrachm
triobol
tetradrachm
triobol

Akanthos

424-400 BC

tetradrachm

l

392-379 BC
392-379 BC
500-480 BC

tetradrachm
tetradrachm
tetradrachm

l

Olymhos
Sermylia
Mende

424-258 BC

tetradrachm

l

lstros

400-350 BC

drachm

2

Cherronesos

500-480 BC

diobol

l

Thrace

480-350 BC

tribol

2

467-465 BC

tetradrachm

l

467-465 BC

didrachm

l

455-449 BC

tetradrachm

3

OJ

...C
OJ

·o
C

C.

c. 450 BC

0..

t.IJ

l

l

l
l

Ol

""'0
C

Ol

ii:
,.;
H

E
0
0

...

0
0
0

,..,

l
l

~

.g
'"u

·-

>-.

~

"
w
"E

w
~
0
~

~

V,

Oil
C:

~:,

~,
"C:u ·~
'"E
0

0::

.;

"0

-0

0

::!

:t ~

D

I
I

Head 218
Head 190
Head 176, Sear
1416
Head 183, Sear
1367
Head 183
Head 186
Head 184, Sear
1287
Head 187, Sear
1409
Head 235, Sear
1669
Head 222, Sear
1354;
from ex
collection
Machiedo (Hvar)
Head 222

Central Greece

..0

·c E

~

0
0
N

Head 218
Head 220, Kraay
428, Sear 15 52;
from ex
collection
Fanfogna
(Trogir)
Head 228, Sear
1751
Head 228, Sear
1755

0

Athens

Head 3II, Sear
2516
Head 312, Sear
2522
Head 312, Sear
2521
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TABLE 3.-continued

TABLE 3.-continued
No.

City

Date

Denomination

Athens

449-413 BC

tetradrachm

2

400-350 BC

tritartemorion

l

400-350 BC

tetartemorion

3

400-350 BC

hemitartemorion

l

393-300 BC

tetradrachm

5

379-371 BC
371-338 BC

triobol
stater

l

Lokris Opuntia 387-369 BC

obol

l

Leukas

450-420 BC
420-350 BC

trihemiobol
didrachm

l

stater
stater
stater

l

Dyrrhachium

475-450 BC
400-350 BC
400-350 BC

Aigina

510-490 BC

drachm

Thebes

Corcyra

Peloponnese
Corinth

319

l

l

3
10
l

510-490 BC

tetrobol

l

480-456 BC

triobol

l

404-340 BC

triobol

l

500-430 BC
400-350 BC

tetrobol
didrachm

l

Sikyon

360-330 BC

hemidrachm

2

Argos

490-480 BC

tetrobol

l

370-330 BC

diobol

l

l

References
Head 312, Sear
2526
Head 314, Sear
2 542
Head 314, Sear
2 544
Head 314, Sear
2 545
Head 314, Sear
2537
Sear 2396
Head 297, Sear
2398
Head 285, Sear
2325
Sear 2272
Head 279, Sear
2277
Sear 2004
Sear 2017
Head 266, Sear
1890
Head 332, Sear
1855
Head 332, Sear
1856
Head 333, Sear
2596
Head 333, Sear
2607
Head 336
Head 337, Sear
2626
Head 346, Sear
2774
Head 366, -Sear
2663
Head 367, Sear
2792; from ex
collection
Machiedo (Hvar)

City

Date

Denomination

Arkadia

480-465 BC

tetrobol

l

Head 372, Sear
2672; from ex
collection
Fanfogna
(Trogir)

Asia Minor
Knidos

530-520 BC

obol

l

Kraay 626, Sear
3542

uncertain
(Knidian
Chersonesos ?)
Tarsos

530-520 BC
4th cent. BC

obol
obol

2
2

Methymna

C.

400 BC

drachm

l

Klazomenai

380-350 BC

drachm

l

380-350 BC

tetradrachm

l

415-365 BC

drachm

l

Sear 3542
Head 613, Sear
56 50 and 5660
Head 486, Sear
4291
Head 491, Sear
43 17
Head 491, Sear
4314
Head 434, Sear
3693

400-268 BC
400-350 BC

didrachm
didrachm

l

400-350 BC

didrachm

2

400-350 BC

didrachm

l

400-350 BC

didrachm

l

Kroton

550-480 BC

stater

I

Metapontion
Herakleia

400-350 BC
370-350 BC
370-350 BC

stater
diobol
obol

l

Sinope

South Italy
Velia

No.

l

l
l

References

Head 74
Head 74, Sear
453
Head 74, Sear
456
Head 74, Sear
454
Head 74, Sear
456; from ex
collection
Fanfogna
(Trogir)
VAHD 68 (100),
16
Sear 406
Sear 392
Head 60, Sear
392; from ex
collection
Machiedo (Hvar)
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TABLE 3.-continued
No.

References

City

Date

Denomination

Thourioi

425-400 BC

sixth stater

l

Head 71, Sear

425-400 BC

stater

l

Head 71, Sear

420-380 BC

didrachm

l

Head 48, Sear

438
435

Taras

334

Hyria,
Campania

400-335 BC

didrachm

l

Head 32, Sear
249; from ex
collection
Fanfogna
(Trogir)

Sicily

Syracuse

425-413 BC

tetradrachm

l

Head 153, Sear

321

the biggest island in central Dalmatia (395 sq km) and the closest to the
mainland, but it has no large fertile plains. 'Et capris laudata Brattia' 113 is
mountainous, yet has no springs. The sites of Bronze and Iron Age
settlements on this island by far outnumber similar sites on Hvar and
Vis. 114 At Vica Luka, in the west bay of the island, a rich 5th- and 4thcentury BC cemetery was excavated in 1907. The finds include locally
made arms, pottery, and jewellery, as well as imported pottery and glass
gems. 11 5 The site lies in a valley below a Bronze and Iron Age hill-fort
called Rat which has yielded an Archaic Greek pottery fragment 116 and
numerous fragments of local ware, all found in a single small trench. 117
According to this evidence, it seems that a strong native community
existed on the island. A similar situation exists on the neighbouring
island, Solta, the smallest in the central Dalmatian archipelago (52 sq
km) . 118 Together with Brae it represented the limit of the expansion of
Greek settlements towards the fertile area of the Sinus Salonitanus.
Though contacts had been established as early as the Archaic period, the
setting up of actual colonies proved impossible till the 3rd century BC.

936

Akragas

415-406 BC

diobol

l

Head 105, Sear
748

Total

88

Australia, where he worked as a miner and died of silicosis in 1926. Left on their own, his wife and
son decided in 1927 ro return to their mother-country where they settled on Hvar. Later, my father
wrote a novel on the history of our family in Australia: J. Kirigin , Na kraju duge ['At the End of the
Rainbow'] (1979).
1
"

conditions, and introduce a higher level of social and economic organization.108
As indicated earlier, there is not much evidence for the presence of the
Greeks in Dalmatia in the Archaic and Classical periods. Future research
will have to pay much more attention to this problem. It is hard to
believe that there was no contact, and a look at the preliminary list of
Greek silver coins in the Archaeological Museum at Split is encouraging
(Table 3). The exact provenance of most of them is not known, but there
is no doubt that they all come from Dalmatia, probably from the central
region. 109 The collection of eighty-eight silver coins suggests, as did the
two collections mentioned above, 110 that contacts with the Greeks were
established as early as the late 6th century BC. 111
Finally, the island of Brae (ancient Brattia) will be examined. 112 It is
108

M. Suic, Anticki grad na istocnom Jadranu (1976), 9-88.
I would like to express my gratitude to Ivan Marovic and Maja Bonafo':-Mandinic who have
provided me with this important information.
110
See nn. I I and 53.
"' Seen. 94·
112 It is from Brat that my grandfather, Kuzma Kirigin, left for Australia at the very beginning of
this century, one of 3,252 Dalmatians (cp. V. Mikacic, Comparative Analysis of Demographic and
Socio-Economic Characteristics of Yugoslav and Other Immigrants in Australia, Australian Papers,
Edvard Kardelj University of Ljubljana (1983), 23). He settled in Boulder near Kalgoorlie in Western
109

Pliny, HN 3. 130.
D. Vrsalovic, Brai:ki Zbornik 4 (1960), 44-71.
I. Marovic and M. Nikolanci, VAHD 70-1 (1977), 5-55 (with a summarY. in French).
116
Nikolanci, VAHD 68, pp. 104ff., no. 10, pl. 17.2.
"'To be pub!.
118
'O linta ' in Greek sources. See F. Oreb, Vijesti muzealaca i konzervatora Hrvatske 14/i~
(1975), Io6-?.
11
•
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Some Observations on Greek Art in
Western Asia after Alexander's Conquest
MALCOLM A. R. COLLEDGE

(Westfield College, University of London)

The conquest of western Asia by Alexander the Great in the decade
before his death at Babylon in 323 BC brought profound political and
cultural changes for Greeks and Asiatics alike. These cultural readjustments had interesting effects on architecture and art which are the main
concerns of this paper. One of these effects is somewhat ironic and has
hitherto been insufficiently appreciated. 1
The ramshackle Achaemenid Persian empire vanquished by Alexander
had been exceedingly diverse. Its many cultures had roots that stretched
back deep into the distant past. They continued to flourish under
Achaemenid control with little or no interference from the central Persian
government based in south-western Iran. In all essentials, the culture of
Egypt had been developed during the later fourth and third millennia BC,
as had that of Mesopotamia, with its Sumerian, Babylonian, Assyrian,
and Neo-Babylonian phases, and its offshoots in adjoining lands. The
material circumstances of north-west India, as exemplified in the great
city of Taxila, were still basically those of the Harappan civilization of
the later third and earlier second millennium BC. Some elements of the
Anatolian cultures, such as the 'megaron' hall, went back to this period,
although those which flourished under Persian rule there, as in much of
Iran, generally did not go back much beyond the beginning of the rst
millennium BC and some developed later than this. The Persians
themselves were late on the scene, arriving as part of a general Iranian
tribal influx southwards from central Asia into Iran in the two or three
centuries before rooo BC. They continued their wanderings until they
reached that part of south-western Iran that was to be named after them.
Meanwhile, from around rooo BC, western Asia Minor was being
colonized by outsiders, namely the Greeks, whose highly individual
culture began to affect those of their Anatolian neighbours from around
600 BC, with interesting and sometimes hybrid results.
From 546 BC onwards, the Persians, under Cyrus, Darius, Xerxes, and
1

Useful recent books on Alexander's conquest, with bibliographies: J. R. Hamilton, Alexander
th e Great (1973); R. Lane Fox, Alexander the Great (1973), and The Search for Alexander (1980).
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their successors, created the Achaemenid empire which entailed the need
for a royal architecture and art. Realizing their own cultural heritage was
rather modest, they incorporated numerous elements from the cultures of
their subjects, especially Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian, Lydian, and Greek.
The rich amalgam that ensued became classical Achaemenid art. T he
Greek elements were wholly subordinated to this profoundly oriental
style.
Architecture, art, and an official coinage of gold darics and silver sigloi
of properly Achaemenid style were created primarily in south-west Iran at
Pasargadae, Susa, Ecbatana (Hamadan), and Persepolis. Elsewhere, this
style had little impact; older cultures continued to flourish, albeit in new
phases. Among them was the Greek art of western Anatolia, the
influence of which penetrated ever wider and continued to produce such
examples of hybrid work as local governors' (satraps') coin issues and the
well-known tomb of the local ruler Mausolus of Halicarnassus. Building
forms were Asiatic and normally executed in mud brick, timber, and
limestone, while art still had the millennia-old characteristics of linearity,
love of detail, and representations that were only schematized approximations of nature. 2
The arrival, therefore, of Alexander and the Greeks as the new masters
of western Asia for three centuries to come posed an enormous cultu ral
challenge. Greek architecture had its own forms and methods, and a
preference for white marble as a material. Greek art, from the Classical
period onwards, aimed at a close imitation of nature, unlike oriental art.3
Now there were Greek colonists and Greek administrators scattered
across western Asia and Greek kings to lead them. 4 What cultural impact
would they have, particularly as regards architecture and art?
Full discussion of this is not possible here, but perhaps some
observations may be made by examining the opening phases, especially
the period of Alexander himself and that of his immediate successor in
western Asia, Seleucus, from c. 330 to 280 BC.
With Greek control established by Alexander, the simplest approach
would have been to impose all things Greek everywhere. There are signs
of a certain amount of effort being expended in this direction. Politically,
Alexander appointed Greeks and Macedonians to many top posts: as
provincial governors (satraps), army commanders, and treasury officials.
2
No satisfacto ry acco unt of the Achaemenid empire yet ex ists. Useful recent contributions,
particula rl y on th e material culture of western Asia include: W. Cul ica n, The M edes and the Persians
(1965); H . Frankfo rt, T he A rt and Architecture of the Ancient Orient (4th ed., 1970), eh. 12; C. A.
Burney'. From Village t~ Empire (1977); D. Stro nach, Pasargadae (1978); M. C. Root, The King and
Kingship m Achaem emd Art (1979); J. M. Cook, The Persian Em pire (1983).
3
See on this e.g. A. W. Law rence, Greek Architecture (3rd ed ., 1973); C. M . Robertson,
A History of Greek Art (197 5).
• Use ful recent general history of the Helleni stic wo rld : E. Will , Histoire politique du monde
hellenistique, i- ii (2nd ed ., 1979-82).

Western Asia after Alexander's Conquest
In the sphere of architecture, there are no remains in western Asia that
may be unequivocally assigned to him. Historians record the foundation
of nu merous Greek settlements and colonies, mostly called Alexandria.
This name may often have later been altered as there is historical and
archaeological evidence for refounding or renaming, such as Charax
Spasin u near the head of the Persian Gulf or Antiochia Margiana (Merv)
in central Asia. The original settlements were probably laid out with the
Greek, 'Hippodamian' grid plan of streets meeting at right angles, as
were the later townships on these sites (some of whose plans may go
back to Alexander's day) and the capital Alexander himself founded in
Egypt, Alexandria. 5 There are further signs of production of Greek
character with regard to art. Some of the sherds of Athenian black-glaze
pottery of the later 4th century BC found here and there might constitute
imports from Alexander's day. More revealing, however, is work executed in the East. In western Iran, still dominating the city of Hamadan,
the ancient Ecbatana, is a colossal stone lion of Greek execution, now
legless from the futile attempts of a medieval Persian ruler to move it. It is
thought by some to be a monument erected by the distraught Alexander
to commemorate his close and dearly beloved companion Hephaestion,
who died ingloriously off the battlefield from a bout of excessive
drinking at Ecbatana and whose main memorial was raised by Alexander
at Babylon . Of rather more abiding importance was Alexander's introduction of, or rather his intention to introduce, a universally acceptable
empire-wide coinage on the Athenian standard, with the silver issues of
greatest importance, and associated gold and bronze. A full and proper
study of his coinage has yet to be made, but it is clear that the most
important types, each in differing denominations, were these:
(a) a gold stater, with a helmeted head of Athena on the obverse and
standing winged Nike on the reverse;
(b) a silver drachm and tetradrachm, with the head of the young
Heracles in lion-skin headdress and a left-seated Zeus on a throne
on the reverse;
{c) a bronze unit, with an obverse similar to the silver and, on the
reverse, a bow in a case and a club.
These were issued from mints scattered across the western half of his
empire. The replacement of the varied coinage of the Achaemenid empire
was a colossal task, which was undertaken vigorously. 6 In these areas of
C ' For appointments a nd fo undatio ns see Hamilto n, Alexander, passim. Fo r settlements: M . A. R.
olledge, Parthian Art (1977) 32- 4 (with references).
See in general: Hamilton, Alexander; Co lledge, Parthian A rt . Fo r the coin age: see esp. A. R.
Bellinger, Essays in the Coinage of Alexander the Great (Ameri can Numismatic Society, Numis~t'c_Studies, II , 1963); M. Thompson in: B. Ba rr-Sh arra r (ed .), M acedonia and Greece in La te
as 5 ical and Early Hellenistic T imes (National Gallery of Art, Washington, Studies in the History
of Art 10, Symposium Series, 1; 1982), u3-21.
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activity, at least, Alexander revealed an intention to introduce things
Greek.
None the less, this is not the whole picture: far from it. To begin with,
Alexander showed a great interest in preserving those oriental and Asiatic
institutions that could serve his interests, to the considerable chagrin of
many of his Macedonian and Greek entourage. He showed respect fo r
the conquered and their previous administration in many ways, including
the appointment of Persians as satraps. He certainly respected the palace
of Persepolis during his four-month stay there early in 330 BC. The
burning of it that occurred in May of that year may have indeed resulted,
as certain writers say, from drunken tomfoolery. Both Arrian and local
cuneiform documents confirm that he ordered the restoration, at Babylon, of the adjoining shrines of the great god Marduk, the towering
platform (ziggurat) called Etemenanki, and its associated temple, ESagila . Furthermore, there is evidence of the survival of local art forms,
such as figurines and pottery. Thus, much that was oriental was
preserved. 7
In addition, Alexander introduced the idea of fusion between Greek
and oriental. Towards the end of his campaign, in 324 BC, he prayed
publicly for 'harmony and partnership in rule between Macedonians and
Persians'. Earlier that year practical expression had been given to this
ideal by a mass wedding between Macedonians and Persians in Susa, as
well as the presentation of wedding gifts to those of his troops who had
taken native spouses. Alexander himself more than fulfilled the policy by
taking a second wife, Darius' eldest daughter Barsine, in addition to the
Sogdian princess Roxane, and possibly even a third. Furthermore,
descriptions of the enormous monument he built at Babylon for his dead
comrade Hephaestion, which recalled with its five storeys the towering
Mesopotamian ziggurats and which exhibited a mixture of Greek and
Persian arms at the top, indicate a hybrid work. This fusion extended to
certain of the coins produced with his permission, notably the Persicweight issues of Tarsus, and the issues of Babylon, the lightweight 'lionstaters' of the satrap Mazaeus, and still more strikingly the continuation
of darics and double-darics (and probably sigloi, too), albeit with slightly
Hellenized designs. 8 In general, Alexander supported architectural and
artistic activity of three kinds: Greek, Asiatic and hybrid.
After Alexander's death, western Asia eventually fell to his general
Seleucus, who by 305 / 4 BC had tired of this lowly status and, like his
1 See
in general: Hamilto n, Alexander. Fo r Persepo li s: ibid. 88-9; fo r E-Sagila: Arr. Anab . 3. 16. 4;
7. 17. 1-4; Stra b. 16. 1. 5; S. Smith, Babylonian Historical Texts (192.4) 117ff.; A. K. Grayson,
Assyrian and Babylonian Ch ronicles (1975), passim ; S. B. Downey, Later M esopotamian Religious
Architecture (forthco ming), chapter on Ba bylon.
8
See in general: Ha milto n, Alexander, pp. 133f., 143, 146. Co inage: Bellinge r, Essays, pp. 61-'76
and esp. pl. 111. 1, 3, 4, 6.
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fellow successors, was calling himself 'king' . He reigned until 281 / 80 BC,
and was succeeded by his son Antiochus I. With Greek control now
stabilized and the Seleucid dynasty established, what cultural effects
would emerge?
A purely Greek input, emanating from both monarch and settlers,
clearly continued. Seleucus energetically maintained the policy of city
foundation, with the usual 'Hippodamian ' grid plans of streets, most
notably with his two new capitals of Seleucia-on-th e-Tigris in Babylonia
and north Syrian Antioch-on-th e-Orontes. The former was founded in
307 BC and is now under excavation, which has revealed eight houses per
block between streets. The latter was created around 300 BC and is less
well known. Seleucus commissioned a famous statue from the sculptor
Eutychides of Sicyon for this city, a personification of the Fortune
(Tyche) of the city as a goddess seated with Orontes at her feet, now
known only in Roman versions. In 300 BC Seleucus founded the north
Syrian town of Dura-Europos , laid out on a grid plan. In addition, it may
have been he who founded the site at the junction of the Kokcha and
Oxus rivers in northern Afghanistan, the ancient name of which is lost
and which is therefore known by its modern name, Ai Khanum. 9 The
first phase of the Greek theatre of Babylon also appears to belong to this
period. Seleucus may have commissioned the original portrait from
which a bronze head now in Naples is copied, if it has been correctly
identified as representing him. Furthermore, Seleucus adopted Alexander's numismatic policy, extending the number of mints and establishing tighter control over them. Along with his fellow successors, he
introduced the placing of his right profile on the obverse of his coins,
which was an important innovation. 10
At the same time, attention to and production of work of an Asiatic
type was maintained. As local documents reveal, Seleucus followed
Alexander in repairing the great sanctuary of Marduk at Babylon by
ordering further removals of dust from the temple of E-Sagila. At
Persepolis, below the platform of the now ruined palace, a building
arose, the so-called 'Fratadara' temple, the plan of which incorporates a
late Achaemenid Persian development, a 'centralized square' hall with
four columns and surrounding corridors. On its door-jambs are reliefs
which recall those of Persepolis. They depict a prince(?) holding a ritual
bundle of rods ('barsom') and a princess. 11
What of Alexander's policy of fusion? Few among his entourage felt
' See C. Rapin, below [ed. ].
" See in general: Colledge, Parthian Art, passim ; Do wney, Later Architecture. For the T yche see
T. Dohrn, Die Tyche von Antiochia (1 960), and, more recentl y, M . Robertson, A History of Greek
Art (1975), 470-2., pl. 15oa-b. For the po rtraits of Seleucus I see no w A. Ho ughton, Ant. K. 2.9 (1986),
52.ff.
11
See in general: Colledge, Parthian Art. For Babylon see n. 7.
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any sympathy for it. Most resented their shotgun marriages at Susa so
much that, as soon as he was safely dead, they repudiated their new
spouses. Seleucus was an exception, keeping Spitamenes' daughter
Apame as his wife. In his administration, Greeks naturally continued to
feature prominently, and the settlers became elites in their townships; but
there was some integration as orientals were employed at various levels.
Such fusion is exemplified in some of the architecture erected under
Seleucus' aegis, most notably at the north Afghan township of Ai
Khanum where the buildings can be divided into two main groups: one
of Greek typology, the other exhibiting fusions between Greek and
Asiatic forms. 12 A similar integration of Greek and oriental elements can
be observed in certain of Seleucus' coins, especially those which continue
Alexander's series of the lion-staters and of the darics and double-d arics,
although these did not outlast him. 13
What is the art-historical significance of this observation in the longer
term? With their fostering of the Asiatic and the hybrid alongside the
Greek, Alexander and Seleucus set the pattern for centuries to come.
Ironically, it was adopted by the Greeks' own conquerors, the Iranian
Parthians, who spearheaded an oriental backlash and pushed for a time
to the west towards the Euphrates. The purely Greek input gradually
weakened, as did the purely oriental. As a result, the field was left to the
hybrid during the 1st century BC, when the Parthians were consolidating
their empire--which still contained Greek-speaking communities- and
when the Romans were removing the last Seleucid rulers, adding Syria to
their holdings. Styles of a mixed type, essentially oriental but strongly
Hellenized, a revival, in fact, of ancient oriental art in a new guise, spread
across what was now the Parthian empire and adjoining lands. The art of
this empire is called 'Parthian' for reasons of convenience; it was not a
creation of the Parthians as such. Though not a direct product of Greek
art, it is none the less based on a development initiated by the Greek
rulers Alexander and Seleucus. 14 It was their policy of fusion that pointed
the way towards the extinction in western Asia of the pure H ellenic
tradition which they had introduced and the absorption of Greek art into
the hybrid styles associated with the Parthian world.
12
See Rapin, below.
.
" See in genera l: Colledge, Parthian Art (with refs.); Downey, Later Architectu re (w ith refs.).
" For Parthian art in general see: Colledge, Parthian Art.

Greeks 1n Afghanistan: A"i Khanum
C. RAPIN

(Swiss Institute, Rome)

At his death in Babylon in 323 BC, Alexander left one of the largest
empires in antiquity, having added to Macedonia, Greece, and the Greek
cities of Asia Minor all the non-Hellenic territories that until then had
belonged to the Achaemenid empire. Alexander's military expedition to
the Far East started in 331 BC, after the conquest of Egypt and the battle
of Gaugamela, which sealed the downfall of Achaemenid power. This
opened to the Greeks the gates of the Orient as far as Central Asia and
the Indus valley in north-west India.
Until recently, knowledge of the eastern provinces of Alexander's
empire was limited to a few literary and numismatic sources. It is only in
the last thirty years that archaeological research has been undertaken,
especially in Afghanistan, 1 but also in Pakistan and in the Soviet
Republics of Tadjikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan. 2 It has provided the first material evidence of the encounter,' through Greek
colonization, between Orient and Occident (Fig. 1).
The Graeco-Bactrian town of Ai Khanum is one of the most representative Greek colonies in Central Asia. 3 Except for some traces of pre-Greek
and post-Greek occupation on the southern end of the acropolis, the site
belongs to the Hellenistic period and can be dated from the end of the
4th or the beginning of the 3rd to about the middle of the 2nd century BC.
Having conquered the Achaemenid empire, Alexander and his successor in the East, Seleucus, were well aware of the difficulties caused by
' For a general survey, cp. W . Ball , Archaeological Gazetteer of Afghanistan-Catalogue des sites
archeo/ogiques d' Afghanistan (1982).
' P. Bernard, ].Sav. 1979, 237-56; B. A. Litvin skij and I. R. Pitchikj an , R A 1981, 195-216; and
Acta Arch.Hung. 28 (19 83), 25-83; P. Bernard in: History of Civilization of Central Asia, ii . T he
Development of Sedentary and N omadic Civilizations (forth coming), chs. 3-4; G. A. Koshelenko,
Drevnejishie Gosudarstva Kavkaza i Srednej Azii, Arkheologija SSSR (1985).
' The exca vatio ns have been conducted between 1965 a nd 1978 by the French a rchaeologica l
delegation in Afgh anistan, under the direction of Paul Berna rd , who m I wish to thank here fo r his
most valuable help in the prepa ration of this paper. See S. Veuve, BC H ro6 (1982), 23, and C. Rapin ,
RA 1987, 41 , for the bibliograph y of the site, and add: P. Bernard in: 150 Jahre Deutsches
Archiio/ogisches Jnstitut 1829-1979 . Festveranstaltungen und internationales Kolloquium (1981),
1 08-20; Scientific American 2 6 ( 982), 148-59; Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum , iv. Les Mo nnaies hors
4 1
lresors: Questions d'histoire greco-bactrienne, MDA FA 28 (1985).
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gigantic size and the diversity of its populations, and could not ignore
its economic potential. Recognizing the strength of the ancient customs
and institutions, they decided to integrate them into their colonization
policy, in order to consolidate their authority. Even so, Hellenization
remained the most powerful tool for the unification and the maintenance
of administrative stability throughout the empire.
Bactria and the other eastern provinces of the Seleucids, i.e. Aria,
Arachosia, Sogdiana, and, for a while, north-west India, had direct
contacts with the western Hellenic world from the end of the 4th century
to 245 BC. The colonists who arrived during this period included
functionaries, soldiers, and artists.
The never-ending feuds between the Seleucids and the other Greek
monarchies of the Near East, and the consequent weakening of the
Seleucid kingdom, resulted in the secession of the Parthians on the Iranic
Plateau in the middle of the 3rd century BC and, almost simultaneously,
of Bactria, under the leadership of the local Seleucid satrap, Diodotus.
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From that time on, Bactria evolved politically apart from the Western
world. The following description of Ai Khanum will nevertheless show
how deep and strong the links remained between the Graeco-Bactrians
and their mother-country. It will also explain how the Greeks integrated
themselves in the Far East and why their influence in the oriental arts was
still clearly felt more than three centuries later.
Unlike Bactra, Ai Khanum is not situated on any of the great Asiatic
routes, such as what was later to become the well-known Silk Road that
led from China to Bactra and the Occident, or the road that linked the
Indian capital Taxila to Bactra and, through it, to the western commercial network. Ai Khanum is located in the eastern part of Bactria at the
confluent of the Oxus, today called the Amu Dar'ya which forms the
frontier between Afghanistan and the USSR, and an affluent of the left
bank, the Kokcha river. The plain which it controlled is limited to the
south and east by the Badakhshan range.
The colony of Ai Khanum, whose Greek name remains unknown, had
an essentially military function. It acted as a frontier fortress, keeping
watch on the nomadic tribes to the north and the mountain people to the
east, to whom the fertile plains of the Oxus valley were a permanent
temptation. At the same time, it was an important economic centre. Its
revenues derived mainly from agriculture and mining. Large plains,
fertilized from prehistoric times by complex irrigation systems, provided
its agricultural resources,4 while lapis lazuli, precious stones, gold,
copper, or iron, were washed in the rivers and mined in the Badakhshan
mountains. 5
The choice of Ai Khanum's site was determined by the same
requirement as that of most Hellenistic towns in the Orient, such as
Dura-Europos and Seleucia-on-the-Tigris, namely the association of a
citadel with a lower tQwn and the proximity of a river. The main
settlement was established in the lower town (Pl. 36.1), limited to the
west and south by the confluence of the Amu Dar'ya and the Kokcha, to
the north by a strong city wall (Fig. 2), and to the east by the acropolis,
rising 60 m above the plain and constituting the upper town. The general
plan has the shape of a triangle measuring 1.8 km from north to south
and 1.5 km from east to west. An important part of the built-up area lay
beyond the northern limit of the walls.
The military function was based on a fortification system which
included a citadel, a rampart, 6 and an arsenal. The rampart ran along the
' P. Genrelle, £tude de geographie historique de la plaine d' Ai"Khanoum et de son irrigation
depuis les temps antiques, Memoires CNRS URA 10h (1978) .
' P. Bernard and H.-P. Francfort, £tudes de geographie historique sur la plained' Ai Kharioum
(A(ghanist_an), Memoires CNRS URA 10/ 1 (1978), 49-51.
P. Leriche, RA 1974, 231-;,o; id. et al., BEFEO 68 (1980), 64"""75, pls. 25-8, 39-40; P. Bernard,
CRAJ 1980, 457--9; P. Leriche, Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum, v. Les Remparts et monuments associes,
MDAFA 29 (1986).
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Plan of Ai Khanum (courtesy Delegation archeologique frarn;aise en
Afghanistan)

southern and western river's terrace, across the eastern slope of the
acropolis and, on the north, through the open plain, where it was
strengthened by rectangular towers and a moat. The eastern spur of the
acropolis was occupied by a citadel of c. 100 x 150 m which was
protected by a moat. Some modest dwellings might be interpreted as the
lodgings for the garrison. Equipment and weapons were produced and
stored in a large arsenal in the lower town.
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A network of canals, connected with the irrigation system of the plain,
supplied the running water throughout the lower town. A natural spring
fed a stone fountain next to the Oxus river, outside the western wall of
the city. 7
The civil buildings of the city were concentrated in the lower town.
Except for the palace, they were all oriented parallel to the main street
which ran along the foot of the acropolis, from the northern gate of the
city towards the south. The recently discovered constructions, mainly
west of the street, were distributed according to the main functions of the
city. In the centre, various monumental buildings served the administrative and public life of the city: the royal palace, a sanctuary, two
mausoleums, a gymnasium and, on the eastern side of the street, a
theatre. The southern part was occupied by a residential quarter reserved
for the ruling class of the colony. So far no evidence has been discovered
about the location of the industrial quarters and the residential areas of
the indigenous population.
By function and architectural form each building belongs to one of
two main categories: the one of western, the other of eastern tradition. 8
The most imposing monument is the palace, covering a rectangular
area of 350 x 250 m on the western side of the main street. It has been
extensively, but not completely, excavated. 9 In the last phase of its
existence, i.e. in the second quarter of the 2nd century BC, it was
remodelled around a main courtyard which itself dates back to a previous
period. The access to the palace was provided by a propylaeum situated
on the main street, 10 from which a curved street led to the propylaeum of
the courtyard.
The rectangular courtyard measures 137 x 108 m and was lined with
four porticoes, totalling n8 columns crowned by Corinthian capitals. At
the centre of the southern side a monumental porch gave access to the
interior of the palace. 11
The core of the palace, south of the main courtyard, was made up of
three architectural units, linked together by a network of corridors.
Directly south of the courtyard stood the main building, a square
construction divided into two pairs of identical units by two corridors
that cross at right angles. 12 The eastern unit comprised two audiencehalls, the western two chancellery offices (Pl. 36.2).
' P. Bernard, CRA! 1976, 303-13; P. Leriche and J. Thoraval, Syria 66 (1979), 171-2.05; Leriche,
op. Clt. (n. 6), pp. 32.-8.
' P. Bernard, Journal Asiatique 1976, 2.45-75; id. in: Fouilles d'Ai' Khanoum, i. MDAFA 2.1
(1 973), II4-2.o.
· ernard, CRAI 1968, 2.64-71 ; CRAI 1970, 301-10; CRAI 1971, 385-4o6; CRA/ 1974, 2.89-93;
.d 'PB
1
."a';; M. Le Berre in: Fouilles d'Ai' Khanoum, i. 17-83, pls. 1-u, 2.0-84.
MD · Guillaume, Fouilles d'Ai' Khanoum, ii. Les Grands Propylees sur la Rue Principale,
AFA i.3 (1983).
. 45 (1968), u1-51; CRAI 1967, 312.-16.
",, P
p. Bernard, Syr,a
· Bernard, CRA! 1969 , 314-2.1.
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The south-western side of the palace was occupied by two contiguous
residential buildings. 13 Though differing from each other in size, both
follow the same plan, which is characteristic of the Graeco-Bactrian
house in general. It comprises a forecourt with the living quarters grouped
on its southern side. Besides other amenities, like fireplaces, some houses
were equipped with bathrooms, in the Greek fashion. Generally, these
comprised three sections: a cloakroom, the bathroom proper where one
washed oneself, and the room for the heating of the water. The rooms
were paved with limestone slabs or pebble mosaics (Pl. 36. 3) . The
mosaic in the cloakroom of the main palace apartment is particularly
impressive, with its decoration of floral figures and sea creatures. 14 This
type of pebble mosaic is a continuation of a technique which was
popular in Greece in the 4th and 3rd centuries BC.
A spacious square courtyard extended north of the south-western
residence. 15 It was enclosed with four Doric porticoes and, on its north
side, was connected with a large room of the treasury, which functioned
as a library. The private character of this courtyard seems obvious: here,
the inhabitants of the palace could enjoy a walk under the porticoes and
read the manuscripts kept in the library.
On the eastern and western sides of the main courtyard stood the
economic buildings. The eastern building served as the treasury of the
palace. 16 There, the raw materials for the palatial workshops were
stocked, including garnet, turquoise, crystal, asbestos, and above all
lapis lazuli-for which Ai Khanum controlled the only mines exploited
in antiquity. Jewellery, stone plates, ivory, incense, olive-oil, and other
valuables were also kept there, together with the most important deposit,
the cash reserve. All was stored in vases, and the contents of each vessel
was written on its shoulder (Fig. 3). These inscriptions, Greek by
language and formula, bear testimony to a highly developed system of
financial organization which was clearly a legacy of the Seleucid
administration. 17 The Greek origin of this system is confirmed by its
similarity with practices known from the treasury of the sanctuary of
Apollo at Delos. A unique inscription mentions the supervision of the
quality of silver by a dokimastes, another describes various operations
with regard to oil amphorae and bears a date, the importance of which
will be emphasized later. On the other hand, an Aramaic ostracon related
" P. Be rna rd , CRAI 1971, 4o6-1 4; CRAI 1975, 168-80; CRAI 1976, 288-93; id . and
BEFEO 63 (1976), 6-25, pls. 1-2, 7-10.

J.-C.

Liger,

,. Cp. n. 13 .
" P. Bernard, CRA I 1978, 446-7; CRAI 1980, 448-50; P. Garczy nski, BEFEO 68 (1980), 3lr43,
pls. n-16, 32-3 .
1
' Be rn ard , CRAI 1978, 447-60; CRAI 1980, 437-46, 448; id. and C. Rapi n, BEFEO 68 (1980), 1038, pls. 6-10, 29-31; Rap in, RA 1987, 41-70.
P C. Rapin, BC H 107 (1983), 315-72; Berna rd , Fo uilles d'Ai" Kh anoum , iv. 99-100.
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3. Greek label on a vase of the treasury discovered near the 'temple with
indented niches' (courtesy Delegation archeologique frans:aise en Afghanistan) . 9 :10

to the delivery of wine and discovered in the area of the 'temple with
indented niches', reflects the existence of a local economic administration. Unlike the labels from the treasury, it belongs to an oriental current.
Its closest parallels are the late ostraca from Nisa in Parthyene, dated to
the 1st century BC.
The complexity of its plan clearly indicates that this group of
buildings was the seat of the political power. The exceptional dimensions, as well as the richness and the monumental character of the
ar_chitectural decoration, are more in accordance with a real capital than
with a town of merely local importance.
The dualism of the architectural settings in the eastern unit, with two
similar audience-halls and two sets of offices, seems to point to a
particular organization of the political power. The practice of joint rule
by a king and his son or an associate was well known in the GraecoBactrian and Inda-Greek kingdoms. The royal character of the palace
does_ ~ot exclude the existence of a local and largely autonomous
administration. The stately residence near the palace, on the western side
of the main street, could have been the official residence of a local
magistrate. 18
It is remarkable that the palace, like many of the most important
m?numents of the city, was rebuilt on a large scale some time before the
middle of the 2nd century BC. Such an expensive construction pro1'

Bernard, CRA/ 1980, 451-2; S. Veuve et al ., BEFEO 68 (1980) , 46-50, pls. 18, 34-5.
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gramme can only have been carried out in a city which was at the zenith
of its power. Among the few sources that refer to late Graeco-Bactrian
history, Justinus-transmitting Trogus' account-mentions the rise of
King Eucratides. 19 He is said to have come to power in Bactria at the
same time as King Mithridates I in Parthia, i.e. in 171 BC, and that he
invaded India. He was killed by his son in 145 BC on his return to Bactria
from one of his Indian expeditions. His coinage, minted in Greek style
and standard, is remarkable for its abundance and for an issue of twentystater coins, the heaviest known in antiquity (Pl. 37.1). 20
Several archaeological finds, especially from the treasury, confirm the
association between India, Eucratides, and Ai Khan um, and suggest that
it was his capital. One inscription bears the date of the year 24 of a long
reign which is certainly that of Eucratides, and which corresponds to 148
BC. Moreover, a number of objects stored in the treasury came from India,
among them an encrusted disc of shell with the representation of an
Indian myth, probably that of Dushyanta and Sakuntala (Fig. 4), Indian
agates, and various precious stones,21 as well as Mediterranean coral that
had been carved in India. Some of the vases kept in the treasury
contained Indian square punch-marked coins from the region of Taxila.
They are likely to be part of the booty of Eucratides' expeditions south
of the Hindu Kush. 22 The absence of any inscriptions later than c. 145 BC
and evidence of destruction by fire in several public buildings are very
probably indicative of the end of Eucratides' rule and of the capture of Ai
Khanum by nomadic invaders. The progressive conquest of Bactria by
these invaders is evidenced not only at Ai Khanum but also by a few coin
hoards and the reports of a Chinese ambassador towards the end of the
2nd century BC.
This economic and historical context explains the exceptional dimensions of the last palace of Ai Khanum. Its plan does not appear to follow
any Western model. The combination of large courtyards and closely
linked administrative, economic, and residential units rather evokes
oriental traditions of palatial architecture. 23 The local pre-Hellenistic
models of this Graeco-Bactrian architecture are still unknown, but close
parallels can be found in palaces of the Achaemenid period, such as
Darius' palace at Susa, or the royal palaces of Persepolis. In turn, these
palaces were influenced by Mesopotamian palaces of the Neo-Babylo19
41. 6.
"' Bernard, Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum, iv. 101.
21
For the discovery in Rome of a piece of furniture decorated with precious stones (agates and
crystals) similar to those found in the treasury of A¥ Khanum see Cima in: M. Cima and E. La Rocca
(eds.), Le tranquille dimore degli dei: la residenza imperiale degli horti Lamiani. Exhibition
catalogue, Rome (1986), 105-44, esp. no, pls. 19-20.
22
On the karshapanas, see Bernard, Fouilles d' Ai Khanoum, iv. 76.
23
Bernard, Journal Asiatique 1976, 252--'7, figs. 2-3.
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4. Indian plaque from the treasury (courtesy Delegation archeologique

franc;:aise en Afghanistan)

nian periods, and especially by Nebuchadnezzar's palace in Babylon,
with its reception courtyards, administrative and residential units, and its
system of long corridors. Not surprisingly, the palace in Ai Khanum has
much in common with these palatial buildings, which were still visible
when Greek architects came to Central Asia in the wake of Alexander's
conquest.
Whilst the Graeco-Bactrian architects built the palace of Ai Khanum
according to an oriental plan and used local techniques like flat roofs and
mud bricks for the walls, 24 they also introduced some typically Greek
amenities, like the baths. Their keenness to lend a certain Greek flavour
to the basically oriental building is further reflected in the Greek porticoes
and the Greek tiles and antefixes.
The arsenal measured 100 x 140 m and was located to the south of the
" Bernard, Journal Asiatique 1976, 246-52; id. in: Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum, i. 7-r5.
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lower town, along the eastern side of the mam street. Its plan, too,
derives from an oriental model. 25
The palace and the arsenal demonstrate that the Greeks imposed their
political and military power without destroying oriental traditions. Other
monuments, however, are of purely Greek conception. A gymnasium, a
theatre, and funerary monuments built for prominent citizens inside the
city reveal the cultural presence of the colonists.
The gymnasium covers a large area north of the palace.26 In its last
period, its main structure was a square building measuring roo x r oo m
with long rooms and columned exedras aligned around a central
courtyard. To the south, there is another large courtyard and a pool. The
plan recalls both Greek and Graeco-Bactrian traditions. The identification of this architectural complex, devoted to the tranmission of Greek
culture, was confirmed by the discovery of an inscription which states
that two brothers, Triballos and Straton, dedicated it to Hermes and
Heracles, the traditional patrons of Greek gymnasia.
27
The presence of a theatre testifies to the same cultural heritage. Built
against the north-western slope of the acropolis, it conforms in both plan
and location with Greek models, with the exception of three loggias
fitted into the cavea. A similar disposition probably appears only in the
theatre of Babylon. These loggias were undoubtedly reserved for the high
magistrates and for the rulers living in the palace. They bear witness to a
hierarchical structure of the city's society. With its 35 tiers over a radius of
42 m the theatre could seat over 5,000 people: more than the theatre of
Babylon, and hardly fewer than that of Epidaurus.
In accordance with classical custom, the necropolis of Ai Khanum was
situated outside the city walls. An upper-class family tomb has been
excavated. It is a half-buried mausoleum containing sarcophagi and urns
disposed in vaulted loculi aligned along an axial passage. 28 Three urns
containing the bones from older sarcophagi bear inscriptions with the
names of the deceased: TOV µ,tKpov Kat T~S µ,tKpas, Avaav{ov 'Ia,8wpas
and Koaµ,ov. Two other tombs have been explored inside the fortifications, in the area north of the palace. 29 The earlier one is an example of a
typical Greek heroon. It was built for a certain Kineas, probably one of
the first leaders of the city, as we learn from a Greek epigram discovered
on the spot (Pl. 37.2). 30 The same epigram states that a copy of the
" Berna rd , C RA/ 1980, 452--7; F. Grenet, BEFEO 68 (1980), 51--{)3, pls. 19-23, 36-8.
"' S. Veuve, Fouilles d' Ai' Khanoum , vi. Le Gymnase (forth co ming); P. Berna rd, C R A/ 1975, 18993; C RAI 1976, 293-302; C R AI 1978, 421---9; Veuve et al. , BEFEO 68, pp. 5--{), pls. 2-3; id., BEFEO
63 (1976), 40-5, pls. 6, 15-17.
21
Berna rd, CRA/ 1976, 314- 22; C R A/ 1978, 429-41.
28
Bern ard, CRA/ 1972, 608-25 .
29
Berna rd , CRA/ 1967, 310-12; C R AI 1975, 180---9; H .-P. Francfort a nd J. -C. Liger, BEFEO 63
(1976), 25-39, pJs. 3-5, II-14.
30
L. Ro bert in: Fo uilles d'Ai' Khanoum, i. 207-37, pls. 108---9 ( = C R A / 1969, 416-57); Bernard et
al., Fo uilles d'A i' Khanoum, i. 85-102, pl s. 85---96.
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famous Delphic aphorisms which define the Greek ideal of man's
behaviour through the different ages of his life was dedicated by a person
of the name Klearchos in the sacred area marked by the heroon. It is
probable that this Klearchos-who composed the dedicatory epigramis identical with the well-known Greek philosopher Klearchos of Soloi, a
disciple of Aristotle. His interest in oriental religions must have induced
him to embark on this long journey to the East.
Although stone inscriptions are very scarce, other documents give
evidence of the spread of the Greek language and Greek literature. A
papyrus and a parchment, or rather the impression which their text,
written in ink, left in the earth, have been discovered in a room of the
31
treasury, which probably served as the palace's library. The first is a
highly specialized philosophical dialogue, probably by Aristotle (Pl.
37.3). It can be dated to a bout the second quarter of the 3rd century BC.
The second is an unidentified poetic or theatrical fragment. Not only
philosophy, but also Greek tragedy and comedy were familiar to the
Graeco-Bactrians, a fact proved by the existence of the theatre and of a
fountain gargoyle representing a typical mask of Greek comedy (Pl.
38.1). 32 That Greek continued to be in common use until the very last
years of the city is also made clear by the financial labels found in the
treasury: their script, closely related to that of the Alexandrian chancellery, shows an unadulterated form of official Hellenistic Greek.
The twenty-seven personal names mentioned in the inscriptions reveal
the presence, among Greek colonists from Macedonia, Thessaly, Thrace,
and elsewhere, of people of local stock. These Bactrians appear mainly
a. civil servants employed in the treasury. They knew how to write Greek
33
and operated like any other treasurers in the Greek world.
Where the native population lived is still uncertain. The excavations
have discovered only a few luxurious houses which must have belonged
to the ruling class. One of them, measuring c.65 x 35 m, is situated south
of the palace in a residential quarter that comprises a total of about fifty
large mansions. 34 Another house, in the plain outside the northern city
wall, is even larger and measures c.roo x 70 m. 35 All houses follow the
0 cal Graeco-Bactrian scheme, already observed in the residential build1~~s of the palace. Characteristically, there is a courtyard in front of the
hvmg quarters, the rooms and corridors of which are grouped around a
c~ntral living-room. This plan, unknown in Greece, probably expresses a
hierarchical structure of the family, with its members and dependants

!

:: Bernard, CRA/ 1978, 45 6--{)o; P. H adot and C. Rapin, BC H III (1987), 225--{)6.
Bernard, CRA/ 1976, 310-1 3; Leriche and Thoraval, Sy ria 66, pp. 196-8; Leriche, op. cit. (n. 6),
pp. 87~,
: F. Grenet, BCH 107 (19 83), 373 - 81.
Bernard, CRA/ 1968, 272--{); CRA/ 1969, 321--{); C R A / 1970, 310-16; Journal Asiatique 1976,
2
5?,--66, figs . 6--7.
Bernard, C RA/ 1974, 28 1 --7.
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34°
strictly subordinated to the family head. Private furniture is scarce, and
walls and floors appear to be without any decoration. In accordance with
oriental fashion , carpets and tapestries must have been preferred to
architectural embellishments. Banquets could have taken place on the
ground. Yet, some Greek habits are present everywhere. The bathrooms
have already been mentioned. In addition, the best part of the instrumentum domesticum corresponds to Hellenistic forms and techniques. 36
Some of the kitchen pottery is clearly derived from Western types: 37
double-eared amphorae, plates, imitation kraters, Megarian bowls, as
well as grain-mills and a wine-press. Other purely Greek artefacts include
ink-pots, loom-weights, lamps, Laconian keys, and sundials. 38
Like literature and the instruments of daily use, the official arts, such
as sculpture, reveal similar Hellenic traditions and models: a herm,
discovered in the gymnasium (Pl. 38.2),39 a funeral stele with an ephebe's
portrait, 40 a woman leaning on a pillar,4 1 a standing male wearing a
crown. 42 Plaster moulds representing Greek deities explain how Greek
models were able to reach Ai Khanum (Pl. 38.3). 43 Monumental clay
sculpture, a rare Hellenistic technique attested, for instance, in N icocreon's funeral pile at Salamis, was also borrowed from the West by
the Graeco-Bactrian artists. 44 They improved and refined it, making it
one of the most favoured techniques of Buddhist art in Central Asia and
India.
To round off the picture of the city's life, religious practices and
personal beliefs may be briefly examined. Unlike the Graeco-Bactrian
coins, with their purely Greek pantheon, the sanctuaries of Ai Khanum
suggest that the oriental beliefs played a major part. Representations of
divinities in the form of small terracotta, ivory, or bone figurines are not
very numerous (Pl. 38.4). Some of them depict a nude or clothed female
divinity adorned with jewels in an iconography that appears to be of
local Bactrian tradition. Other divinities attested, both Hellenistic and
Near Eastern, include Isis and Cybele, goddess of nature, identified on a
silver disc of Graeco-Oriental style (Pl. 39.1). 45 No Indian or Buddhist
36 P. Gouin in: Fouilles d' Ai Khanoum , i. 195-201; H.-P. Francfort, Fouilles d'Ai" Khanoum, ii i.
Le Sanctuaire du Temple a Niches Indentees, ii. Les trouvailles, MDAFA 27 (1984); 0. Guillaume
and A. Rougeulle, Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum, vii. Les Petits Objets, MDAFA JI (1987).
37 J.-C. Gardin in: Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum , i. 121-88, pls. u 3-43.
38 See S. Veuve, BCH 106 (1982), 23-5 1.
" Bernard, CRAI 1967, 319-21.
"" Bernard, CRAI 1972, 623-5 .

" C RAI, 627-<; ,

" Bernard, CRAI 1969, 341- 4.
" Bernard, CRAI 1971 , 432-5 .
" Bernard, CRAI 1967, 319; id. in: Fouilles d'Ai Khanoum, i. 189-<;3, pls. 104-'7.
45 Francfort, Fouilles d' Ai Khanoum, iiih. 93- 104, pl. 41.
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cults were practised at Ai Khanum, although Indian religious symbols
appear on Inda-Greek coins and on a coral pendant. 46
The religious architecture suggests a similar dichotomy between the
official pantheon and actual practice. With the exclusion of the mausoleums, none of the three excavated temples seem to present Hellenic
features. A sacred platform in the open air that dominated the city from
the south-western corner of the acropolis must be attributed to a purely
Iranian cult. 47 More problematic is the interpretation of the type of
worship in the other two sanctuaries. The first was discovered outside the
northern rampart, 48 the second on the western side of the main street, just
south of the palace's propylaeum. 49 Both are similarly organized, with a
plan that is not classical at all and which suggests the celebration of
syncretic cults. The 'temple with indented niches' (Pl. 39.2) is a square
building standing on a three-step podium, its fac;ade being decorated
with indented niches, whence its name. The interior is subdivided into a
pronaos opening into a cella, where the cult-statue stood, and which was
flanked by two narrow 'sacristies'. Like the sanctuary of the acropolis,
the podium manifests an Iranian origin, while plan and external
decoration derive from Mesopotamian models. The plan of the GraecoParthian temples of Artemis-Nanaia, Atargatis, and Adonis at DuraEuropos present the closest analogies.50 The divinity of the central cella
was represented by a monumental acrolithic statue of which only a
sandalled foot and some other small fragments have survived. It certainly
represented a syncretic Graeco-Oriental deity, whether male or female, in
a style which is evidently Greek.
The discovery of Ai Khan um illustrates for the first time the reality of
an original culture that emerged as a result of Alexander's conquest of the
East. Its most striking feature is the fidelity to its Hellenic origin, subtly
intertwined with a number of oriental influences. The imported objects
from the West were few, and exports from Bactria to the Mediterranean
world practically non-existent. The volume of commercial exchanges
between the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom and the West during the Hellenistic period was therefore never of importance. Yet, the penetration of
cultural influences from the Greek world was on a much larger scale and
persisted to the end, securing the vitality of Hellenism in these remote
colonies. This is the conclusion that can be drawn from a stylistic
analysis of the last capitals made in Ai Khanum, which imitate Western
models of the first half of the 2nd century BC.
;
"
.,
"

R. Audoin and P. Berna rd, Rev.Num . 16 (1974), 6-41.
Bernard, CRA/ 1976, 3o6-7 .
Bernard, CRA/ 1974, 287-<;; CRAI 1976, 303- 7.
Bernard, CRAI 1969, 327-54; CR AI 1970, 317-47; CR AI 1971, 414-31; CR AI 1974, 294-8.
On the religious architecture, see: Bern ard , Journal Asiatique 1976, 266-73, fi gs. 10-11.
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What happened to the Graeco-Bactrian civilization after 145 BC, when
Eucratides died and the nomads invaded the Central Asiatic provinces?
At Ai. Khanum, the Greek population seems to have abandoned the
town and, with it, the Greek institutions disappeared. 51 The palace, the
gymnasium, the theatre, the main temple, and other official monuments
were used as quarries for building material or occupied by squatters.
Before the end of the 2nd century BC, the Greeks had retreated from
Bactria to the region south of the Hindu Kush, where they settled in the
colonies that already existed there. Around 50 BC, the last Inda-Greek
kingdom was replaced by a new empire. It was founded by the dynasty
of the Kushans, issued from a people of nomadic origin and of Iranian
language. Under their rule the arts flourished, particularly the GraecoBuddhist sculpture of Gandhara. The prosperity and the high degree of
cultural development of the different provinces of their empire are
reflected in a new surge of urbanization, with towns like Begram (the
ancient Alexandria of the Caucasus) and Taxila, the Indian capital of
the Punjab. One of their main achievements was to open up the area to
international trade, something the Graeco-Bactrians had failed to do. T o
the north, the Silk Road, thanks to which the western world could be
supplied with Chinese products, was established shortly after the
destruction of Ai Khanum. To the south, a direct maritime route was
opened by which the luxury products of India could be brought to the
Near East and the West: across either the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea,
or the Persian Gulf and Mesopotamia.
" A silver ingot, found in the treasury where the plunderers had been active, bears an inscription
of unknown script and language, proof of the introduction of a nomad administration and language:
cp. Rapin, BCH 107, p. 349, no. 30 (with bibliography).

Town Planning in the Greek Colonies of
Sicily from the Time of their Foundations
to the Punic Wars~:A. DI VITA

(Italian School of Archaeology, Athens)

The problem of the foundation and the development of Greek colo~ies
in Southern Italy and Sicily has been a major concern for archaeologists.
In Sicily, work on the primary colonies of Naxus, Syracuse, Megara, and
Gela, and the sub-colonies of Casmenae, Selinus, Himera, Acragas,
Camarina, and Morgantina has supplied so much information that the
problem of the rise and the development of Greek town planning can be
best followed in Sicily (Fig. 1).
Greek colonization of the 8th century BC in Italy was initiated by the
search for metals, as the traditional eastern sources began to dry up. With
an emporium strategically placed for this trade at Al Mina in the East, it
should come as no surprise that the enterprising Euboeans established
Pithecusa. It was close to the metal-rich regions of Italy already known
to the Mycenaeans. The establishment, around 760 BC, of this Euboean
colony in the Tyrrhenian probably followed earlier contacts and
exchanges, as the Italic ex-votos at Olympia seem to demonstrate. The
first consequences of this foundation must have been an increased flow
of people from the Greek world towards the West and a renewed and
much more precise knowledge of the coasts of Southern Italy and Sicily.
According to Ephorus, the Euboean Theocles (or Thucles) was driven
onto the coast of Sicily by winds and so started the colonial movements
towards the island (apud Strabo 6, C267). These were coasts which,
according to the Cumaean historian 'were not visited by his compatriots
even for commerce' (µ,riSe KaT' eµ,7roptav). What was Theocles' intended
destination when this disaster befell him? The most likely answer is
Pithecusa, or, at least, those areas of Tyrrhenian Italy to which the
• Trans. from the Italian by Jean-Pa ul Descreudres and E. G. D. Ro binson. A detailed and up-todate bibliography to this paper ca n be fo und in: G. Pugliese Carratelli (ed.), Sikanie: Storia e civilta
del/a Sicilia greca (1985), 4 12- 14 . Fo r the more recent archaeologica l fi nds in respect of both the
colonies in the West and their mother-ci ties see ASAtene 5~1, 1981-3 (1983-4) tn which the
Proceedings of the Internatio nal Congress 'G recia, Italia e Sicilia nell ' Vlll e Vil seco lo a. C.',
organized by the Italian School of Archaeology at Athens in 1979, have been publ ished .
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journey in a small penteconter could be made profitable with a cargo of
metals and alum.
According to the ancient sources, the first colonists to reach Sicily in
the second half of the 8th century BC were mainly Chalcidians, Corinthians, and Megarians (though, generically, Ionians and Dorians are also
mentioned). They founded, in Thucydides' order, Naxus, Syracuse,
Zancle, Leontini, Catane, and Megara. The Thucydidean chronology
(Naxus 734 BC, Megara 728 BC) now seems too low to explain the
presence of Greek pottery by the middle of the 8th century BC in Siculan
territory far from the sea, at sites like Modica. In view of the fact that
Sicily could offer the Greeks of the 8th century BC nothing they did not
produce at home, or which could justify the dangerous journey in a small
light penteconter, an intense 'precolonial' presence on the eastern coast
of Sicily seems unlikely.
One cannot, therefore, reject the hypothesis that the Thucydidean
dates refer to the formal recognition of a new political-legal entity by the
old poleis of mainland Greece. The chronological priority of Syracuse
over Megara given by Thucydides on the basis of the 'official' dates
could be explained by the fact that, of the two roughly contemporary
colonial foundations, the Corinthian settlement developed more vigorously and was the first to be awarded the recognition from mainland
Greece that made the Corinthians of Sicily the .EupaKoaioL, the Syracusans.

-:§_

It is possible that there were two traditions, one of which relied on the
date of the arrival of colonists in a more distant past. In this context, the
example of modern Melbourne, already mentioned by T. J. Dunbabin in
his fundamental work, The Western Greeks, is worth considering.
Melbourne was first settled by a handful of private citizens, colonists
from Tasmania, a1ro{KoL, to use the ancient Greek word. Officially, 1985
marks the 150th anniversary of Melbourne's foundation. In reality,
however, Melbourne did not exist in 1835. In May 1836 it had only
thirteen inhabitants, and the official name of the settlement was not
bestowed until 1838. In modern encyclopaedias, the foundation date of
the city varies: the Larousse and the Swedish encyclopaedia give 1835,
the Encyclopaedia Britannica and the Italian Treccani have 1837, while
a pamphlet issued by the Melbourne City Council records 1837 as the
date of the establishment of the city's roads. M. Strizic and D. Sanders's
~ok Melbourne, a Portrait (1960) states that the settlement was only
incorporated' .ls a town in 1842, and declared a city only in 1847. This
means that only in 1847 was Melbourne seen to have all the elements
necessary for city life, including a cathedral.
Apart from the interesting fact that there is little agreement on the date
of the 'birth' of Melbourne at a distance of a mere 150 years, there is, for
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our purposes, a very significant observation to be made. Two distinct
chronologies exist for Melbourne. The 'local' chronology treats the
foundation date as the date when the first colonists took possession of
the land. The 'international' chronology looks more to the recognition of
the new urban entity of Melbourne as a city by the older colonies, by
England, and hence the rest of the world.
Returning to the Greeks in Sicily, it seems quite likely that their first
settlements could have occurred in a different order and at an earlier time
than is suggested in the orderly and coherent chronology of (Antiochus)Thucydides. Some recent discoveries, such as the oldest necropolis at
Selinus, are consistent with this hypothesis. It is interesting to consider
briefly the identity and number of these protocolonists, and the type of
urban organization they left behind.
The first colonists to reach Sicily were certainly not to be counted in
their thousands. In this context, a passage in Herodotus (4. 153) appears
to be highly significant. According to him, Thera was colonized by
Lacedaemonians and Minyae travelling in boats using thirty oarsmen
(triconters). In turn, the Therans, about a century after the foundation of
the first Sicilian colonies, reached Libya and founded Cyrene in two
penteconters, i.e. with not many more than one hundred people.
These protocolonists were guided by leaders who knew the way and
were not simply adventurers. There is no doubt that the bulk of the
colonists were of lowly rank-peasants, seamen, and a few artisans.
They entrusted themselves to whoever was able to appeal to their
imagination with promises of a better life across the sea. The leaders had
both the ability and the means to organize such an expedition, as well as
the authority-or perhaps the charisma-to keep people from different
family groups, and often from different cities, united. Amongst the
departing group, the oikists (and usually the oikists alone) were of an
'upper class', usually a hereditary class of landed aristocrats. Like
Archias, the founder of Syracuse from the powerful Corinthian Bacchiad
family, these leaders were sometimes related to the dominant yev71 of the
motherland. In the new colony, their memory would often be perpetuated in a heroon in the agora.
What kind of 'city' did they leave behind in Greece? Megara Nisaea,
born only a short time before from the voluntary synoecism of the five
principal villages of the Megaris, was barely at the beginning of the
'experience urbaine', to use R. Martin's term. While we know considerably more about centres like Eretria, Corinth, and Argos, there is no
sound evidence that a true polis existed in Greece by 750 BC. By polis 1
mean a system that imposes a cohesive order on the land, with a clearly
defined programme of community life in which habitations, communal
space, and monumental areas are integrated and harmonize according to
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a precise plan. Instead, the centres in the motherland were made up of
groups of dwellings clustered around water sources, with their cemeteries
nearby and linked by roads which, as a rule, simply followed natural
routes. It is worth remembering that this was the· sort of pre-urban
experience that arrived in Sicily with the Greeks in the 8th century BC,
and that they would certainly have adapted this experience to their new,
dynamic, and substantially egalitarian communities.
Achieving self-sufficiency in food production must have been among
the most pressing tasks these communities were facing. Equally essential
was the establishment of a secure presence in a territory that usually had
to be conquered and defended, even if the less developed military
capability and material culture of the indigenous people made them
fairly vulnerable adversaries.
The early colonists occupied fertile areas which had good water
supplies and which were large enough to satisfy the present and future
needs of the Greeks and the pacified natives who joined them. Vast areas
were dedicated to the gods of their homelands, to keep the tradition of
the community they had left behind. The areas given over to the gods
who protected the colony were usually far from the cultivated plots.
Naturally, sacred land should not interfere with the partition and
cultivation of the fields which were, after all, the main reason for the
colony's creation.
Other spaces were designated for civic and communal activities and
given a central location in relation to the cultivated plots on which every
colonist would have built a house for himself and his family. We see, in
short, the development of the agora or agorai, the spaces where people
would meet to make decisions and engage in commerce, both individual
and communal. The cemeteries were placed further away, outside the
area considered essential for the life of the new colony. The territories
had to be based on the natural lines of defence in order to protect the
cultivated fields of the new community. We know that the Greeks were
masters in adapting their needs to the morphology of their land, without
the violent alterations of nature that were systematically carried out by
the Romans.
All of this is exemplified in the Greek cities of Sicily, the locations of
which show the features characteristic of all the colonies in the West.
They were usually placed on small peninsulas or on easily defended hills
nea_r the sea, with large plains behind them. They could be on coastal
plains protected by hills or even in flat country. Proximity to rivers was a
prerequisite as they ensured defence, drinking water, ports, and inland
communication.
From the beginning, the area occupied was always quite large,
som etimes
·
more than 100 ha. The same area, two or three generations
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after the arrival of the first colonists, would be occupied by a settlement
laid out on orthogonal road axes and on blocks of dwellings of equal
size.
That the first colonists at Syracuse and Megara occupied a very large
space is demonstrated by the locations of the earliest cemeteries, far from
the outer limits of even the late Archaic- Classical settlements. At
Megara, this has been documented with certainty by excavations on the
southern hill.
These areas are much larger than the space that the original colonists,
who certainly did not number more than a few hundred, would ever have
been able to occupy with a settlement of urban type. The same can be
observed in the many sub-colonies which, in the following centuries,
repeated the experiences of the first colonies. At Himera, Camarina, and
Acragas, for example, the earliest cemeteries are located so far from the
settlement of the 5th century BC, that there can be no doubt that the area
claimed at the time of foundation was not planned to be occupied by an
' urban' structure.
With regard to Megara, we now know that around one hundred years
after its foundation, towards the middle of the 7th century BC, the central
quarters of the city assumed a monumental form that was to remain
essentially unchanged right down to the destruction of the city in 483 BC
(Fig. 2). The city plan had principal axes running east-west and another
main road north- south, with minor roads crossing them. Together, they
delimited the monumental area of the agora. Excavations have revealed
the remains of thirteen houses that can be assigned to the 8th century BC .
They were aligned either to the large western axes or to the smaller
north-south roads. Neither the area of the agora nor the streets have
revealed traces of occupation that would precede the reorganization of
the city in the middle of the 7th century BC. The combination of these
factors must place the existence of some axes, a communal space, and
certain alignments right back to the time of the colony's foundation. It
seems certain that every house of the 8th century BC was established on
an open space which later, say around 650 BC, was enclosed by walls. It
is likely that common land became, by right, public property, and that
the division between public and private was clearly defined in legal
terms. Houses of the 8th century BC have also been found at Syracuse,
aligned with parallel roads. As at Megara, they simply consist of one
room and a courtyard. Due to the proximity of these houses to each
other, Syracuse had a more urban appearance. This observation alone
demonstrates how difficult it is to trace a general history of colonial town
planning. Instead, one has to follow the development of ind ividual
urban plans. Given the adaptation and flexibility towards the surround-
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ings that all the sites show, it is necessary to examine the development of
each urban plan.
To recapitulate: at Megara Hyblaea the houses in the area of the agora
are too close together to have formed part of regular KA~poi, and too far
a~art to speak of an urban setting. These houses infer the presence of
either a few privileged people or, more likely, employees of communal
authorities, settled on limited plots of land close to the most important
· area. By contrast, the earliest houses at Syracuse are grouped
corn mumty
togeth~r. The area to which they belong is vast. Consequently, it seems
_likely that the city was formed, like Corinth, by small clusters of
welling~ ~rouped around water sources and occupying naturally privileged positions.
fi In conclusion, it would not seem too hazardous to suppose that the
r st partition of all the territory acquired by the colonists was of an
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agricultural nature with the exception of a few areas of common use-the agora, the temene of the gods, and the necropoleis.
Such a view would both explain and be confirmed by the fact that the
earliest cult places known to us (at sites such as Selinus, Himera, and
Acragas) lie outside the colony's centre. They are placed so as not to
interfere with the egalitarian partition of the land into plots which
constituted the property of individuals and of the community as a whole.
Acragas seems to be typical in this respect (Fig. 3). Its sacred buildings are
to be found in two eminent positions: on the hill of S.Nicola, which rises
in the heart of the chosen area and which therefore also attracted the
government buildings of the community, and on the hills bordering the
fertile valleys at the foot of the acropolis to the south. These valleys were
initially exploited simply as agricultural land, with little more than a
sprinkling of farmhouses. Later, they were transformed into that marvellous city sung by Pindar.
Like the other great cities of Sicily, Acragas benefited from a major
revolution in political, juridicial, and urban terms. This brought about
the geometric organization and the monumentalization of urban space.
The colonial poleis of Sicily and Magna Graecia had, without doubt,
pride of place in the elaboration of a planned urban arrangement which
was completely new in the ancient world. Their primacy was perhaps
partly due to the lack of importance of the rights acquired by private
citizens in the areas to be urbanized.
Naturally, in the sub-colonies, which were endowed with a precise
scope, the situation is quite different. Casmenae is typical in this regard
(Fig. 4). It was founded in the Hyblaean mountains by Syracuse in the
middle of the 7th century BC, as an advance fortress in Siculan territory.
As a military colony, Casmenae was completely pre-planned, perhaps
even down to the number of inhabitants, around seven to eight thousand
on 60 ha. Placed on an inaccessible plain, the city could not develop and
its monumentalized c-0mmunal areas were reduced to a minimum. It was
conceived and realized along the principles of strict isoimoria. The
builders of Casmenae seem to have mainly turned their attention towards
making the city impregnable and to the accommodation of as many
citizen-soldiers and their families as possible. All known plots going
back to the 7th and 6th century BC are the same size.
About seventy years later, around 580 BC, the grandiose plan of Selinus
emerges (Fig. 5). This sub-colony of Megara Hyblaea was established in
the middle of the 7th century BC at a time when Megara was assuming a
monumental appearance and Casmenae was also being founded. _It
became fabulously wealthy around 580 BC, thanks to its large and fe~t~le
territory and its intermediate commercial position between Greek Sicily
and the Phoenician-Punic western Mediterranean.
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5. Selinus: plan of the ancient city on the basis of aerial photos by
G. Schmiedt (1957)

Selinus was planned, as were Syracuse, Gela, Camarina, and possibly
also Megara, on natural axes from the early days of the colony. It appears
that these axes determined certain alignments and dispositions. Selinus'
plan. is the best-known example in Sicily of the so-called axial type.
Right from the beginning, the principal settled area was on the
acro~olis hill and the Manuzza plateau. These constituted the heart of
the city, between the Selinus river to the west and the Catone to the east.
At the mouths of these rivers were the city's ports.
The early occupation appears to have been sparse, but already by the
of t~e 7~h century BC it had spread over the entire area to be covered
Y the city in the 5th century BC. The habitations, separated by large
empty spaces, were already oriented according to the natural axes of the
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hills. Where they met, at the edge of the Manuzza plateau, the earliest
necropolis was laid out.
At the beginning of the 6th century BC, the primitive habitation was
completely renewed. This is not the place to explore the numerous
changes, which are especially evident in the great temenos reserved for
the city's divinities on the acropolis by the first colonists. Around 580570 BC, this temenos was enlarged towards the east by the construction
of two terraces in the context of a true urban programme. This showed a
remarkable awareness of the local orography, pre-existing features, and
the needs of a rapidly developing community.
On the acropolis, the main north-south axis was slightly turned to
make it perpendicular to road f and extended northwards in the form of a
9 metre wide artery (cp. Fig. 6). Six blocks were laid out on either side,
each 29 metres wide and parallel to the two natural east-west axes that
delimited the sacred area on the southern part of the acropolis. These
blocks extend to the saddle that lies between the acropolis and the
Manuzza plateau and that forms a natural passage from the Selinus to
the Co tone valley.
Except for the main north-south artery (9.14 m) and the two transverse
axes, i.e. road f and the road to the south of the sacred area, which were
both c. 6 m wide, the width of all the roads varied between 3.49 and
3.85 m.
On the Manuzza, the principal axis from which, again in accordance
with the local topography, the entire plan takes its origin, stretches from
the north-western edge to the saddle and the earliest cemetery (Fig. 5).
The blocks were laid out along at least two large arteries and six parallel
roads, at an angle of 23 degrees to the blocks on the acropolis, so as to
cover the whole plateau in a rational manner.
Soon the blocks filled up with houses and despite some irregularities
which were due to pre-existing structures, such as the temenos on the
acropolis, the settlement must already have looked as though it had been
laid out on a grid system. This plan had just been realized when a
destructive event occurred, the precise nature of which remains unknown
(earthquake?). It led to the layout being revised and modified in a second
phase that can be dated between c. 560 and c. 460 BC. It principally
concerns the sacred areas on the acropolis and on the hill to the east.
The most significant episode of this phase was the construction of the
monumental terrace which covered the eastern edges of the acropolis hill.
This hill had already been terraced but was now buried under a fill of
25,000-30,000 cubic metres of sand, held back by an enormous retaining
wall, almost ten metres high, pyramidal in section, and with stairs on
both sides. The new terrace, consisting of two levels, was part of the
project linked to the construction of the grandiose temple C which took
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the place of the prumt1ve chapels in the original temenos on the
acropolis. The southern half of the acropolis became, between the 6th
and the first half of the 5th centuries BC, an area completely devoted to
religious buildings (with temples C, D, A, and 0) . The northern half was
covered with private buildings. They were built of carefully dressed
stones and were certainly amongst the finest houses in Selinus.
In the second half of the 5th century BC, the whole area between the
eastern hill and the high ground of the Malophorus also became
urbanized, forming a link between the higher quarters and those of the
ports. Dominated by the monumental crown of the temples on the
acropolis, on the Manuzza plateau, and on the eastern hill, the new city
must have filled any visitor approaching from the sea with admiration.
To conclude: at the end of this long process of urban structuring which
began at the start of the 6th century BC, Selinus was a city animated by
important public areas of distinctly monumental character. Its plan is
based on the principle of narrow blocks ('per strigas') rather than the
Hippodamian type which is characterized by a simple and functional,
yet somewhat rigid scheme that tends to lack aesthetic effect.
The principles of town planning seen at Selinus were consolidated and
refined elsewhere. This can be seen, for example, in the orthogonal plan
of Acragas, with its east-west avenues (m\aTdai) and north-south streets
(an:vo1ro{). At the end of the 6th century BC, Acragas was th us
transformed into the most celebrated city in Sicily.
The 'block' was a unit that assumed considerable importance in the
construction of the cities. This development appears to have been
favoured by the fact that the sacred areas had generally been located on
hills. Hence the valleys could be systematically urbanized without
interference from the hill sanctuaries, which were themselves transformed
into the superb temples which are so much admired today.
The plan of Acragas is of a type that was propagated in Sicily thanks
to Hieron of Syracuse and Theron of Acragas, with the refoundation of
Naxus and Himera just after 480 BC. Several decades later, Hippodamus
of Miletus would renew, formalize, and apply this type of plan in
mainland Greece.
After 480 BC, the Sicilian cities were freed from the Punic threat but
found themselves subjected to the high-handedness and violence of the
'liberating' tyrants. These tyrants were of Doric stock and for their own
immediate interests claimed to recolonize the old Chalcidian colonies.
Excavations in Naxus and Himera have revealed much evidence of their
activities.
What we find here is a complete restructuring of the settlements,
leaving only the most venerated sacred areas intact. This supposes a
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complete abolition of private property. The ancient sources indicate how
this could have happened: Hieron of Syracuse removed all the inhabitants of Naxus in 476 BC to transfer them to Leontini. In the same year,
Theron of Acragas repopulated Himera with Doric colonists. In view of
the fact that Theron had occupied Himera some years before 480 BC,
having seized it from Terillos, and that the excavations have shown the
new town plan to be dated to the decade between 490 and 480 BC, it
seems certain that the reorganization of the city can be attributed to him
(Fig. 7). The harbour quarter was enlarged and reorganized around the
new temple 'of Victory' which is oriented in relation to the temples on
the hill. Those temples remained isolated in their temenos, the southern
side of which was now bounded by one of the sixteen east-west streets.
These streets were 5.6o-6 metres wide and determined the entire layout
of Himera, delimiting the insulae which were parallel to the coastline.
Their length could be as much as 196 m whilst their width was constant
at 32 m. Just as at Selin us, the limited width of the acropolis discouraged
the establishment of north- south streets. Therefore, the entire plan was
based on one single middle axis, which runs from the presumed south
gate of the Archaic town wall to a public area (agora?) west of the
temenos. Again as in Selinus, the city spreads down both the east and
west slopes. The individual houses covered a floor area of c. 16 x 16 m,
and were bounded, to the north and south, by the streets and by a central
ambitus, to the east and west by small lanes which were usually so
narrow as to be impassable and only useful for drainage.
Notwithstanding the lack of crossings and the fact that the whole
plan hinges on a single axis, there can be no doubt that an urban plan
has been realized here which can be called orthogonal, being based on
the block as the constant module by which any building, public or
private, is defined.
At Naxus, the plan is rigidly orthogonal (Fig. 8). It is based on a series
of north-south streets and on three large avenues (1rAan{ai) running
east-west and subdividing the small peninsula into equal parts. This
plan, whilst thoroughly Hippodamian in aspect, preserves something of
the natural axes of the site: the avenue that halves the rectangular
peninsula is wider (9. 50 m) than the other two and the street that
corresponds to the ancient road to Zancle is 6.50 m instead of 5 m wide.
Nevertheless, the 'city of the tyrants', to use P. Pelagatti's term, is laid
out on the principle of rectangular blocks (per strigas), built just like
Himera with the intention of providing building plots of equal size for its
new inhabitants. The bases that jut out onto the streets at the north-west
corner of every block are apparently unique. They are proof that the plan
Was conceived and constructed without any break in continuity, the

A. Di Vita
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product of a strong political power with funds to match. It is likely that
these bases were small altars whose fires would have illuminated the
crossroads on festival nights.
Himera and Naxus are paradigms for the level that urban planning had
reached in Sicily at the beginning of the 5th century BC. Although the
Greeks of Asia Minor experienced somewhat similar conditions, there

seems little doubt that in the first decades of the 5th century BC the
western colonies presented themselves to mainland Greece as examples
of the most grandiose and significant models of urban organization yet
seen.
Hippodamus must have known of these models, but I do not intend
to discuss the very difficult question of the reconstruction of Hippodamus' work in this paper. When the Corinthian Timoleon set out, shortly
after the middle of the 4th century BC, to rebuild the cities of Sicily both
physically and morally, it was the 'Hippodamian' scheme which he
regularly applied. It was a practical scheme, characterized by an egalit~
~rian principle and by the ease and speed with which it could be
implemented. The rigidly orthogonal nature of such settlements and their
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modular repetitiveness tended, however, to generate a sense of monotony
which was often exacerbated by a rather flat urban architecture. The
concept was given new life in the great Hellenistic capitals through the
rediscovery of monumental values.
In Sicily, at any rate, there was no need for 'Hippodamian' town
planning to be reintroduced. It was already widely diffused through that
circularity which united the Greek world and which made Hellenism,
despite its many dialects, an unmistakable language.
In fact, per strigas plans of the early and middle 5th century BC at Gela
and Camarina, and the plan of Morgantina, give us the intermediate
stage in a development which stretches from Selinus to the cities of
Timoleon. For the first half of the 4th century BC, the process is
represented by Dionysius' colony at Tindari, whose extremely regular
plan survived right down to the Imperial era.
Of the Sicilian cities of Timoleon, the best known is without doubt
Camarina (Fig. 9). It was destroyed little more than a century later and
was never substantially rebuilt. The settlement of the age of Timoleon
revived and enlarged the city of the middle of the 5th century BC, with the
whole area within the walls apparently occupied by habitations enclosed
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b
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9. Camarina. Plan of the city under Timoleon
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in north-south blocks 34.50 x 135 m in size, divided longitudinally by
lanes of over one metre in width. These blocks were bounded by five
broad avenues running east-west, and by smaller streets (around 4.50 m
wide) which ran north-south. It demonstrates the extent to which the
per strigas plan had become rigid. As in all contemporary cities, from
Priene in Asia Minor to the half-Punic, half-Hellenic city of Soluntum,
the streets rise from the two rivers towards the line of the ridge. Although
facing considerable differences in altitude, these streets always remain
perpendicular to the avenues and thus produce a geometric subdivision
that does not refer to the topography of the site.
A huge north-south wall from the Ippari to the Oanis divided the
promontory from the rest of the inhabited area. From the temenos of
Athena towards the sea there was now a virtual acropolis, containing the
agora, great storehouses and the most important public buildings.
While practically nothing is known of the public buildings, there is a
good deal of information about the city's domestic quarters. A number of
extremely interesting small leaden tablets on which commercial contracts
are inscribed inform us that the new colonists brought by Timoleon from
Camarina were divided, as in the rest of Greek Sicily, into the three
ancient Doric tribes. These were further divided into ten sub-tribes or
phratries, each of which occupied an area of the city. It is also possible to
state, on the basis of recent excavations, that the houses of the farmers
were placed in the north-eastern quarter, close to the fields where they
worked. As at Casmenae three centuries earlier, there were ten houses to
each block measuring 17 x 135 m. Here the houses were made up of three
or four rooms, opening onto a courtyard to the south which sometimes
contained the kitchen. The houses of the artisans were organized along
the same lines but usually with rooms on two sides of the courtyard.
Thus, the city of Timoleon, though retaining the overall appearance of
the city of the 5th century BC-which in turn had followed that of the 6th
century BC in being adapted to the irregularities of the terrain-was
enlarged and provided with a structure of geometric precision. Within
this new uniformity, the arterial road B stands out. It was on the natural
axis of the hill and was always the principal road, the very origin of the
first town plan. It runs straight for a good two and a half kilometres and
gives Camarina a 'processional' road which, in imitation of Alexandria,
became the principal element of every Hellenistic metropolis structured
on the per strigas plan. Together with the agorai, it was the heart and
soul of the city's life .
.There is a similar road at Syracuse, which was practically refounded by
Timoleon and which became, as the capital of his kingdom, the city of
Agathocles, at the end of the 4th century BC, and the city of Hieron in the
3rd century BC (Fig. ro). The city was greatly enlarged on the mainland
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with the new quarters of Achradina and Neapolis. It is here that a series
of rectangular blocks, around 38 m in width, was built from the 4th
century BC on and especially in the 3rd and 2nd centuries. Some of them
were oriented north-south, others north-west-south-east. They were
situated on either side of what had been the major extra-urban artery of
the Archaic city. This arterial road, recently investigated by G. Voza,
continued on the mainland the old road which had divided Ortygia in
two and which, from the port Lakkios to the east, stretched in a long
straight line to the ancient cemetery of Fusco. Nearby, the first sanctuary
of Demeter and Kore was established. From the beginning of the
Hellenistic period, this road was equipped to be the principal axis of a
quarter that impressed Cicero for the richness of its monuments and
public buildings. Cicero not only records a huge forum, splendid gates, a
prytaneion full of works of art, a large curia, and a temple of Zeus, but
also numerous crossroads which spring from 'una via lata perpetua', a
single, wide road without end (Verr. 4. 53).
Despite the pillaging by Verrus, Syracuse remained a Hellenistic city
that was still very opulent and able to rival Alexandria for its monuments, culture, and refinement. Alexandria was designed by Deinocrates
of Rhodes, and was brought to life by an arterial road like that at
Syracuse. It ran for kilometres and was famous throughout the ancient
world for its great width.
In his account, Cicero has reconstructed Syracuse as the Hellenistic
capital of Hieron II; it was a Syracuse that, by Cicero's time, had been
reduced to a provincial servant by the foolishness of its last governors
and the fury of Rome.

Elea: Problems of the Relationship
between City and Territory, and of Urban
Organization in the Archaic Period::CLARA BENCIVENGA TRILLMICH

(Italian Institute of Culture, Madrid)

With regard to the relations between Greeks and natives, Elea (mod.
Velia) presents a somewhat unusual case. To begin with, the principal
source on the foundation of Elea hints at a relationship with the local
inhabitants which is anything but simple. Herodotus' passage is well
known, where it is explicitly said that the Phocaeans £KT~aavro 1r6,\,v y~sOlvwTpLTJS-, 1 that is-according to the usual interpretation-that they
'bought' the city which was in Enotrian territory. This would mean that
it already existed and that it was an Enotrian centre. In the historicalphilological discussion I must defer to the studies of those scholars more
competent in the field than myself. 2 It must be emphasized, however,
that the archaeological evidence so far produced in no way confirms
Herodotus' account. On the contrary, it clearly indicates that, apart from
the region being frequented in the Middle Bronze Age, 3 there is no trace
of either Greek or indigenous settlements in the area where Elea emerged
around 540-535 BC. 4 The whole region seems to have been uninhabited
before the arrival of the Phocaeans, and even the few Greek fragments
dating some decades before the foundation of the colony are likely to
belong to the equipment of the first colonists, rather than to a precolonial
phase as some have proposed. 5 On the other hand, Strabo--whose
source in this case was Antiochus of Syracuse--limits himself to the

T~,

• Trans. from the Italian by E. G. D. Robinson.
' Hdr. i. 167.
M. Gigante, PP 2.1 (1966), 2.85ff.; G. Vatter and F. Villard, PP 2.1, p. 183; E. Lepore, PP 2.1,
pp. 2.58ff. (with full bibliography); G. Pugliese Carrarelli, PP 2.1, pp. 7ff.; J.-P. Morel in : F. Krinzinger
et. al. (eds.), Forschungen und Funde: Festscbrift Bernhard Neutsch (1980), 307 n. 19.
' Morel in: Krinzinger et. al. (eds.), Forscbungen, pp. 2.99ff.; W. Johannowsky, PP 37 (1982.), 2.2.5.
• E. Greco, Magna Grecia (1980), 38; E. Greco and M. Torelli, Storia dell'urbanistica: II mondo
greco (1983), 2.15-16; Johannowsky, PP 37, p. 2.41; C. Bencivenga Trillmich, MEFRA 95 (1983),
42.8£. n. 2. 3.
' F. Villard, PP 2.5 (1970), ro8ff. (esp. pp. 12.3-5); contra J.-P. Morel, PP 2.5, pp. 132.-4, and in:
Simposio de colonizaciones, Barcelona-Ampurias 1971 (1974), 154ff.; Greco and Torelli, Storia,
pp. 215-16.
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expression T~v 'EUav KTfoa, in reference to the Phocaean foundation of
Elea. 6 There is no allusion to the double moment (EKT~aavTo 1r6,\,v ...
EKnaav Si TaVT1)v) that seems to be reflected in Herodotus' passage. 7 The
historiographical problem remains to be clarified, but the archaeological
evidence is unanimous and offers a very clear picture of the city that had
sprung up in a zone previously uninhabited, even if, evidently, it was not
a 'no man's land'. I wonder therefore, whether Herodotus' text cited
above could not be interpreted in the sense that '[the Phocaeans]
acquired in Enotrian territory a plot of land on which to build the city
now known as Elea, and which they founded after having learnt from a
man of Poseidonia .. .', a translation which, apart from all else, would
render Herodotus' discourse a much smoother one. Either way, Herodotus' testimony remains interesting for the commercial relationship
which was established between the Greek colonists and the indigenous
Enotrians, and which finds comparisons in many other traditions of
colonial Greek foundations.
In any case, the material presence of the Enotrians has not yet been
documented archaeologically, either in the 6th century BC or in later
periods, either in the city or in the territory of Elea. This territory can be
broadly defined as the small area between Monte Stella to the north
(phrouria of Punta della Carpinina and Torricelli), the massif of Monte
Gelbison to the east (phrourion of Moio della Civitella), arid Monte
Cavallara to the south (phrourion of Castelluccio), reaching practically
up to Palinuro (Fig. 1). 8 In the Elean chora there is no trace of either
Greek or native sanctuaries, let alone of settlements. This situation is in
stark contrast with, for example, the enormous richness of the contemporary chora of Paestum; it is a situation which continues even into the
Hellenistic period. The only Elean presence in the territory seems to have
been the above-mentioned fortified phrouria. They were put in place
from the end of the 5th century BC to defend the territory against the
pressure which the Lucanians were exerting towards the coast. The
remains of a farmhouse and tombs of the 4th century BC found at
Pattano must be added to these forts. They testify at least to a minimal
6. I. I.
E. Lepore, PP z.r (1966}, 258, on the subject of the two distinct traditions related by Herodotus
and Strabo on the foundation of Elea, rightly points our that: 'non forse un caso la sua [sc.
Strabo's] preferenza, in quel conresro, per la versione della fondazione in Antioco di Siracusa e ii
silenzio su quella erodorea, contrariamente all'uso di affiancare e segnala re le divergenze, che gli e
proprio per altre aree della stessa Italia meridionale e nello stesso libro'. ln this case, the information
of Anriochus as preserved in Strabo would relate in a simplified form only the essential fact of the
city's foundation, leaving out the accessory and somewhat ambiguous indication regarding the
manner of the territory's acquisition.
8 E. Greco,
MEFRA 87 (1975), 81ff.; id., Magna Grecia, p. 37; Greco and Torelli, Storia, pp. 2.r819; P. G. Guzzo, Le citta scomparse de/la Magna Grecia (1982.), 225.
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Elea and its territory (after E. Greco, MEFRA 87 (1975), 109, fig. 1)

frequentation of the territory in a later period. 9 Some remains of a villa of
the Imperial age have also been found. In any case, we can conclude that
Elea conforms perfectly to the model of Phocaean colonization, which
was not specifically agricultural but directed towards trade. This is
indicated by the ancient sources 10 and confirmed by archaeology: it was a
small territory, not particularly suitable for cultivation (except for olives
and some grape-vines), and therefore lightly populated. 11
The most interesting results of recent archaeological research in Elea
concern the urbanism of the city in the first few decades of its existence.
These results have completely revolutionized thinking on the subject
(Fig. 2). The results of the detailed study of the fortifications undertaken
F. Krinzinger have now been published, at least partially. His
investigations have involved both stratigraphical excavations and the
recording and accurate survey of the entire wall-circuit. 12 The most

?Y

' Further to the bibliography quoted in the previous note see E. Greco and A. Schnapp, MEFRA
95 (1983), 381ff. I agree with their arguments against a possible attribution of rhe fortress of Maio to
~? Luc~nians as proposed by H. Treziny in: Architecture et societe de l'archaisme grec a la fin de la
7ubltque romame: Actes du Colloque international Rome I980 (1983), I12.ff.
Strab 6. 1. 1 , 3; Just. 43 . 3. 5 .
~ E. Lepore, PP 25 (1970), 2.o-6; Pugliese Carratelli, PP 21, pp. 12-13; J .-P. Morel, BCH 99 (1975),
85} ,d., P!' 3_7 (1982.),
489-90; Greco and Schnapp, MEFRA 95, pp. 382.-3.
d F. Knnzinger 1n: Koldewey-Gesellschaft, Bericht der 32. Tagung fur Ausgrabungswissenschaft
un Bau(orschung, Innsbruck I982 (198 4 ), 2.5ff.
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2. Elea (Velia), general plan of the city (illustration courtesy of the
Soprintendenza Archeologica of the Provinces of Salerno, Avellino, and
Benevento)

surprising result is that the whole wall-circuit, including the diateichismata of the acropolis, dates to around 520 BC, i.e. just after the
foundation of the city .13 This is of enormous historical importance,
14
demonstrating that here as at other Greek colonial foundations,
provision was made within the space of a few years for the entire area of
what would become the city to be delimited and occupied. Krinzinger's
data are supported by other evidence. Firstly, one can now add to the
previously known Archaic houses on the northern and southern sides of
terrace A of the acropolis (Fig. 3), the megaron house (Fig. 4) on terrace
B. 15 Furthermore, there are the remains of houses of the Archaic period
" Cp. most recently Johannowsky, PP 37, p. 2.26.
A. Di Vita in: Atti Conv. Atene, i. 68-9.
" Bencivenga Trillmich, MEFRA 95, pp. 417ff.
14
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I
3- Elea, acropolis: terrace A (after B. Neutsch, RM 86 (1979) fold-out
fig. 18)

(end of the 6th and beginning of the 5th centuries

BC)

with polygonal

socles and walls of mud bricks, which were brought to light in the so-

called insula II of the southern quarter, 16 while on the other hand even
the blocks of the Late Hellenistic habitations in the remote site of
Vignali have been found to have had an earlier phase going back to the
start of the 5th century Bc. 17 Finally, a tomb a cappuccina, excavated by
the author in Castelluccio on the slope overlooking the small garrison of
the fortifications, 18 produced an Attic black-glazed oinochoe datable
:: W. Johannowsky in: Krinzinger et. al. (eds.), Forschungen, p. 2.03; and PP 37, p. 2.34.
Knnzinger in: Koldewey-Gesellschaft (cir. n. u), p. 2.8.
" Excavation 1978, estate of A. D' Avino.
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37 1
orial possession which was possibly still somewhat unstable. All of this
makes one think that at Elea the colony's first decades were not without
some fear of the possible reaction of the locals, possibly the same
Enotrians to which Herodotus alludes. Here we enter, however, into pure
speculation.
The whole Archaic building phase, known principally from the
excavations on the acropolis, is characterized by a somewhat irregular
urban aspect; the single nuclei present a plan which is broadly orthogonal, but they are arranged on descending terraces-an arrangement
which might at least partly 23 have been dictated by the considerable
unevenness of the terrain. 24 Around 500-480 BC, however, we see a
grandiose, monumental reorganization of the acropolis, which covered
the older houses, and which can be seen on both terraces A and B. 25 The
whole acropolis was transformed into a sacred area, with the erection of a
large Ionic temple, possibly an Athenaion, 26 and other sanctuaries (of
Poseidon Asphaleios, the so-called Ara Pagana, etc.). 27 This stage of
urbanism represents, without doubt, the phase which Di Vita has called
the 'second moment' of a colonial foundation; that is, the sort of more
rational urban reorganization commonly occurring a couple of generations after the foundation of the colony, when the occupation of the site
is fairly secure. 28 On the other hand, Elea apparently never had a
'Hippodamian' plan. A simple view of the general plan .of the city, with
all the different orientations of the various nuclei, confirms that the
orthogonal organization of the different quarters remained, but the
general plan continued to be conditioned by the geomorphology of the
city.
22

/

4. Elea, acropolis: megaron house Of\ terrace B (illustration courtesy of the
Soprintendenza Archeologica of the Provinces of Salerno, Avellino, and
Benevento)

around 450 Bc, 19 along with local black-glazed pottery. The discovery of
this necropolis confirms that by the middle of the 5th century BC the
fortification wall pushed out to this extreme point inland.
The significance for Elea, as for other Greek colonies, of this desire to
delimit and occupy, in the space of one or two generations, the greatest
possible part of the urban space, has been masterfully illustrated by A. Di
Vita in a recent paper. 2 First of all, large spaces were allocated for
gardens to supply food for the colonists; at Elea, such spaces were
probably never completely built over, even in the Roman period.21
Secondly, I would say that this considerable spreading-out of the
colonists over the urban area from such an early date demonstrates a
desire to consolidate, through physical presence, the community's territ-

°

" Typologically close to no. 103 in B. Sparkes and L. Talcott, Agora, xii. Black and Plain Pottery
(1970), 60, 243, fig. 2, pl. 5.
"' Di Vita in: Atti Con11. Atene, i. 63ff.
21
Alli Con11. Alene, i. 6~o; for Elea in particular see also Johannowsky, PP 37, p. 231 .

12

See also Di Vita in: Alli Con11. Alene, i. 68.
'-' On the other hand, at Selinus the unevenness of the terrain and the steep slope did not prevent
the realization of an orthogonal town plan. It would be interesting to compare Eleas' town plan with
that of another Phocaean city of the Archaic period to see whether this irregularity might be part of a
more general 'Phocaean tendency'. Unfortunately, we know practically nothing about the Archaic
phases of Phocaea, Lampsacus, Massalia, Alalia, Maenace, and Emporiae (Ampurias). The
situation is better known at Agathe (Agde), a colony of Massalia, which was, however, founded
towards the end of the 5th cent. BC (A. Nickels, PP 37 (1982), 271, 275-6).
" See on this most recently, Johannowsky, art. cit. (n. 3), p. 227; Bencivenga Trillmich, MEFRA
95, P· 435; Greco and Torelli, Sloria, p. 216; B. Neutsch, RM 86 (1979), 146-50.
25
Bencivenga Trillmich, art. cit., p. 428; Greco and Torelli, Sloria, p. 216; Johannowsky, loc. cit.
(n. 16).
26
During the excavation of the medieval moat in October 1979, the author discovered a fragment
of a Greek inscription dedicated to ,lt/hiva fl[oA,as]. The moat cuts through the cavea of the theatre
on the acropolis and yielded other material which, presumably, originally came from the same zone.
One may recall in this context that the theatre is partly built against the north wall of the temple's
temenos. This discovery is a welcome confirmation of the traditional attribution of the grand temple
to the city's goddess. On the subject, see E. Miranda, MEFRA 94 (1982), 163-5 (with bibliography).
"26 Greco and Torelli, Sloria, pp. 216-17.
Di Vita in: A11i Con11. Alene, i. 6~1.

Some Principal Features of West Greek
Colonial Architecture::D. MERTENS

(German Archaeological Institute, Rome)

After the great travel descriptions of Saint-Non and Houel in the 18th
century and the publications by Wilkins, Serradifalco, and Hittorff in the
19th century, 1 the work of R. Koldewey and 0. Puchstein on Greek
temples in Sicily and South Italy, published at the turn of the century,
marks the beginning of a new epoch of critical discussion of the
architecture of this area. 2 It dramatically increased the amount of factual
information about the temples by including measured drawings, descriptions, and reconstructions, and arranged the material according to
topography, history, style, and historical development.
In 1942, E. Langlotz asked-though in a rather general way-whether
there were any features typical of, and unique to, art in the Western
Greek colonies. 3 The question has since gained considerable importance
also in the field of architecture, where it has led to an ever-increasing
differentiation of architectural elements characteristic of any one region
within the area colonized by the Western Greeks. 4
Here, our aim is not so much to contribute further to this differentiation or to describe the various architectural styles region by region, but
rather to define features that are characteristic of colonial architecture in
general, using Magna Graecia as a test case.

• Refs. have been limited to the most recent and easily accessible studies.
1

For a synthesis of the history of architectural research in Sicily and Magna Graecia see
D. Mertens in: La Fortuna di Paestum, Exhibition New York-Padula (1986).
'. Die griechischen Tempel in Unteritalien und Sicilien (1899).
Cr.d.A. 7 (1942), 89ff.; id., Die Kunst der Westgriechen (1963).
H' The most important recent contributions are: G. Vallet, F. Villard, and P. Auberson, Megara
St~!(aea, le qua:tier_de l'agora archaique (1976); R. Martin, P. Pelagarti, G. Valle_r, and G. Voza_ in:
C ,a della S1c1l1a, 1 (1979), 2.2.9ff.; G. Gullini in: Megale Hellas (1983), 2.07ff.; ,d. m: G. Pugliese
arratelh (ed.), Sikanie: Storia e civilta de/la Sicilia greca (1985); D. Mertens in: Atti XXI CMGr.
81 (1 98_2.), 97ff.; id., Der Tempel von Segesta und die dorische Tempelbaukunst des
griechischen
eS t ens m klass,scher Zeit (1 98 ).
4
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I.

Importance of the colony's foundation date

The first wave of colonists in the late 8th, 7th, and early 6th centuries BC
had no established tradition of building and craftsmansh ip, since the
architecture of the metropolise s themselves was still in a developmen tal
stage. Only such general concepts of form as were intrinsic to the
colonists' homelands could be transplanted to the new country. H owever, evidence for such concepts is rarely available for the early periods,
since it requires the existence of a continuity of particular, well-defined
stylistic properties both in the motherland and in the colonies, as is the
case with the Achaean foundations . 5 Indebtednes s to an already established architectura l tradition in the motherland can be seen most clearly
in the latest colonies such as Elea, where the models provided by the
mainland were imitated in many ways, ranging from the type of wall
construction to the style of large monuments . 6
2.

Building material and local building tradition

Colonial Architecture
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century BC. Of course, this can also be seen as reflecting building
practices of the Peloponnes e and north-weste rn Greece.
Particularly widespread in the West was the mud-brick technique (Pl.
40.2), which gave rise to a sort of 'substitute technology',9 especially in
the towns of the great flood plains of the Ionian Gulf. In the wood and
mud-brick building technique, terracotta revetment is the most suitable
protection against weathering; in particular it serves to decorate and
emphasize the shape of the building. In fact, architectura l terracottas in
Magna Graecia acquired, and for a long time retained, a particular
importance in the representati on of monumenta l building work. Whereas
at the beginning they covered whole structures, including walls, in the
6th century BC they became the most important decorative part of the
entablature. Only gradually did the canon elaborated in Greece assert
itself against the wealth of variants in Western Greece which had been
made possible by the use of clay and wood.
The first generation of colonists sometimes used the simple construction methods of the aboriginal population. Thus the houses were
partially buried in soft mud or marl-clay. 10 More prestigious buildings,
such as the temples on the Motta near Francavilla Marittima (an early
sanctuary on the borders of the chora of Sybaris), were built according to
a purely Greek typology, i.e. as elongated megara, but in a technique of
posts and pise which was not in use at that time in Greece proper-so
far, this is one of the most impressive examples of a symbiosis between
native craftsmansh ip and Greek building design (Pl. 40.3). 11
In more remote or only partially Hellenized areas, simpler techniques,
together with a certain backwardne ss in planning, survived for quite a
long time. This explains the peculiar, largely wooden peripteros in the
sanctuary of Ciro, and the imitation of the Doric entablature in terracotta
in a little temple near Croton (Pl. 40.4). 12
8

The colonists were looking for what they lacked most at home,
especially wide expanses of good agricultural land. Very often, therefore,
the change of environmen t was quite pronounced , and the new geographical and geological conditions naturally influenced building techniques: the method and materials were different from those of the
motherland .
Sicily and especially Magna Graecia are distinctly poorer than Greece
in good building stone. 7 Only the region of Syracuse has a limestone that
is comparable with Greek poros; there is no marble anywhere. The
geologically recent rocks of South Italy are generally soft or irregularly
structured. The easily workable stone of Salento, which can almost be
cut with a knife, encourages and promotes a different technique of
shaping, which is both richer and more varied than that possible with
marble. The coarse shell-lime of Acragas requires stucco for protection of
its quickly weathering surface as well as for the working of all fine details
(Pl. 40.1). Different kinds of stone were often chosen in accordance with
their suitability in terms of functional and decorative qualities. Also, the
mixture of wood and stone construction remained common in the 6th

The_s~bject of this paper is not the choice of settlements, nor the layout
of Clt~es and sanctuaries. Even so, for the shaping of any building the
~uest1on whether it is linked to already existing installations or whether
It can _be conceived in complete independen ce is always of importance.
T~e kmd of restrictions imposed by cultic traditions in the old sanctuaries of the Greek motherland were rare in the colonies. Only a very few

' D. Mertens in: Neue Forschungen in griechischen Heiligtumern: Symposion Olympia 1974
(1976), 167ff.
6
R . Martin, PP 25 (1970), 93ff.
·
7 R . Martin
in: Storia de/la Sicilia, i (1979), 304ff.; I. Zaina in: L'ltalia fisica. Conosci /'Italia, 1
(1957), 8off.

G. Gullini in: Atti Conv Atene 1· 9 ff
'D
.
.
.
' . 7 .
• Mertens m: Att1 XXI CMGr. 1981 (1982), 11 5ff.
10
al/'J A De Siena in: M. Castoldi (ed.), I Greci sul Basento: Mostra degli Scavi archeologici
n;oronata di _Metaponto 1971- 1984 (1 986), 199ff.
11
• Mertens m: Att, M .Grecia, N S 21-3 (1980-2), 143ff.
12
D. Mertens in: Atti XXIII CMGr. 1983 (1986), 189ff.
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types, like spring sanctuaries such as the one at S. Biagio outside
Acragas, 13 the Malophorus sanctuary in Selinus, 14 or the Arethusa spring
at Syracuse, were likely to be affected by pre-existing conditions.
The deep-rooted mythological significance which prominent places
like Capo Colonna near Croton 15 and the Heraeum of the river Sele 16
retain through the entire pre-colonial and colonial phase, is reflected in
their special architectural shapes. Thus there are no specific differences
between these and corresponding sites in the motherland, as is also the
case in the layout of spring sanctuaries.
More informative is the selection of a site for monumental buildings,
especially temples, within the new city itself or in its chora. It obeys
criteria that are not primarily self-sufficient (e.g. cult practices for
temples) but that emanate from the context of the settlement as a whole.
Thus the rural sanctuaries of Metapontum,P Paestum, 18 and Croton 19
define the boundaries of and protect the chora of the city. The wallprotecting function of the sanctuaries in Elea 20 and Locri 21 seems quite
clear. But the most monumental example of all is Acragas, where it can
even be seen that the sanctuaries have been founded in a chronological
sequence which corresponds to their relative importance for the city as a
whole. 22 Locations of temples erected in the vast colonial cities situated
in the plains are less clearly defined. Instead, they are rigorously tied into
the whole planning system of the city. This is particularly true of the 6th
century BC to which the layout of many large complexes can be
attributed.
Most instructive is the case of Metapontum. Here the primitive sacred
buildings going back to the foundation period were replaced about the
middle of the 6th century BC by two peripteral temples occupying, side
by side and with their fronts aligned, the centre of the sanctuary. Their
orientation corresponds with that of the street grid. The direction of the
temples is thus quite clear and, of necessity, subject to the urban
planning system and not vice versa. Later buildings, like the Ionic temple
13

A. Siracusano, II Santuario rupestre di Agrigento in localita

S.Biagio (1983).

" E. Gabrici, Mon.Ant . 32 (1927); S. Tusa et al. , Sic. A ., 54- 5 (1984), 17ff.
15

AAVV in: Atti XXIII CMGr. 1983 (1986).
P. Zancani Montuoro and U. Zanotti-Bianco, L'Heraion al/a Foce de/ Sele, i- ii (1951-4).
17
D. Adamesteanu, La Basilicata antica (1974) , 16ff.; J.C. Carter, Excavations in the T erritory of
Metaponto (1974- )
18
E. Greco, D.Arch. 8 (1974-5) , 104ff.; id. , D.Arch., NS 1, 1979, 51ff.
19
See the contributions by J.C. Carter, D. Mertens, and H. Treziny in : Atti XXIII CMGr. 1983
(1986).
20
F. Krinzinger in: Koldewey-Gesellschaft, Bericht der 32. T agung fur Ausgrabungswissenschaft
und Bauforschung, Innsbruck 1982 (1984), 25ff.; M . Napoli, Guida degli scavi di Velia (197:z.), 33ff.;
M. Guarducci, PP 21 (1966), 279ff.
21
Atti XVI CMGr. 1976 (1977): 147ff. (M. Torelli); 349ff. (G. Foti).
22
Mertens, Tempel von Segesta, pp. 188f., 198f.
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in the north of the sanctuary, were again oriented in respect to cultic
demands. 23
As a rule, it could be said that the unrestricted availability of space
almost necessarily leads to a deliberate striving for a firm order based on
extrinsic criteria. 24
4. Social and political structure as a basis for the commissioning and

building organization of monumental constructions
The number, type, and size of monumental buildings are an expression
of the social and political conditions of a city. The massive temples of
Acragas and Selinus can be understood only as works inspired by the
pride of a tyrant and were feasible due to the resources available to a
tyrant. 25 Even the great Early Classical temples of Paestum, Selinus,
Himera, and Syracuse26 are examples of a rigid power structure in these
cities. On the other hand, the series of medium-sized temples, all of
approximately equal size, which were built in Acragas after the fall of the
last tyrant in virtually democratic conditions, is striking. 27 If the striving
under central authority to outdo one's predecessor in building larger and
more elaborate constructions was immense, it is quite clear from the
temples in Acragas that they were striving for a unified type, almost a
'model' temple. The Juno-Lacinia and the Concordia temples are even
built according to the same specifications.

CHARACTERISTIC QUALITIES OF COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

I.

Monumentality

Th~ most obvious characteristic of large colonial cities such as Acragas or
Selmus is the search for self-preservation and self-expression. After the
col?nists had achieved their first goal, prosperity, they manifested it in
their buildings. According to the conditions mentioned above, this
happened in different ways. 28
Generally speaking, sacred buildings as well as other public structures
~ D. Mertens, AA 1985, 6s~d Generally see: R. Martin, L' Urbanisme dans la Grece antique (2nd ed., 1974), 309ff.; E. Greco
an,, M Torelli, Storia dell'urbanistica: ii mondo greco (1983 ); A. Giulia no, X enia 7 (1 984), 3ff.
Ska H. Berve, Die Tyrannis bei den Griechen, i (1967), 142ff.; G. Gullini in: Pugliese Ca rratelli (ed .) ,
1
nie (c1t. n. ) .
4
: Mertens, Tempel von Segesta, pp. 196ff.
,. Tempel von Segesta , pp. 19 8ff.
A MFor the social and economic conditions see: R. M artin in: Atti X II CM Gr. 1972 (1973), 185ff.;
· · Burford, Proc.Cambr.Phil.Soc. 1965, uff.
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are larger than those of the mother country in terms of absolute size. This
is true not only of exceptio nally large building s like temple G in Selinus
(Pl. 4 1.r) and the Olympie ion in Acragas 29 or other large-scale periptera l
temples, but also of simpler types. A noticeab le tendency to large-sca le
forms is also observab le in the typologi cally unpreten tious megara or
oikoi without peristasis. The undivide d, one-room temple of Aphrodite
in Sicilian Naxus is as large as the temple of Apollo at Bassae. Among
the treasurie s at Olympia those erected by the Western Greeks immediately stand out because of their large size in relation to the very
simple building forms. In the West the antae temple (i~troduc~d i~to
Sicily at the beginnin g of the 5th century BC) comes by virtue of its size
alone much closer to the periptero s temple than it ever does in the
motherla nd; eventual ly, it can even replace it. 30 The large size of these
buildings finds its expressi on not only in their exterior, but affects also
their interior. The monume ntalizati on of simple oikoi or megara by
means of added columns was not confined to the exterior of the building.
Even before the peristasi s was introduc ed, central columns were placed
along the axis of the megara to enlarge the covered area (e.g. in M egara
Hyblaea , Selinus, Locri). Quite apart from their practical purpose, these
columns must have been understo od as symbols of greatnes s and
importan ce, for the central row of columns survives in the West
noticeab ly longer than in the motherla nd, where it was soon replaced by
double rows that leave the area in the middle unobstru cted . In temple BI/
II at Metapon tum and in the Basilica at Paestum (Pl. 41.2) the central
columns are of stone, like the rest of the building , whilst Ciro I presents a
very late example in wood.31
A further element contribu ting from an early stage to the monumental
characte r of temple architect ure in the West is the emphatic ally massive
use of stone. Contrav ening both technical sense and the rules of the
Doric order, huge stone columns were used conspicu ously in the temple
of Apollo at Syracuse, and the architect (or patron?) even went as fa r as
boasting about them in the dedicato ry inscripti on which he had place1
on the stylobat e--a unique case in the history of Greek archit_ecture. 3
Indeed, the column has remained , to this day, the embodim ent of
monume ntality in architect ure. The accumul ation of as many columns
as possible was the leitmotiv for the a~chitects of the ~rchaic Greek Wesf
in their temple design (Pl. 41.2) and 1t took a long time for the laws ~
proporti ons of the Doric entablat ure to have a regulatin g effect on t e
. · · . Pugliese
" G. Gruben, Die T empel der Griechen (2nd ed., 1976) , 287ff., 505 ff .; G u11 mi
m.
Carratelli (ed.), Sikanie.
Y• Merrens, Tempel von Segesta, pp. 159ff.
" Mertens in: Atti XXIII CMGr., pp. 222ff.
" M . G uarducci, Rend.Line., ser. 8, 37 (1982), 13ff.; G ruben, T empel, pp. 266ff.
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positioni ng of the columns , and a longer time still for the entire temple to
be understo od as a homogen eous and well-pro portione d creation (Pl.
41.3).

It is possible that in the race for the first stone columns Syracuse had
the adva ntage, being a colony of mighty and wealthy Corinth. Howeve r,
the stimulus provided by the motherla nd cannot have been of great
impo rtance, as the equally monume ntal stone columns of the temple of
Poseidon at Tarentu m show. 33 Tarentu m had been founded by Sparta,
which at that time had no tradition of monume ntal stone architect ure in
the sense here implied. But it is not only a matter of columns . The
decisive fact is that stone was used whereve r available , even without
specific decorativ e intent. A case in point-as suming that its dating to
the ea rly 6th century BC is correct- is the oikos in the recently excavate d
Malopho rus sanctuar y in Selinus. 34
In every case the claim to monume ntality was underlin ed by the
wealth of decorati on, which was often excessive, and to which the
architect ural terracott as mention ed above contribu ted most significantly,
mainly owing to the ease with which they could be formed. With their
unique colourin g they remain a constitu ent element of the temple in
Magna Graecia, even when all construc tional features, including the
edge of the roof, had long been built in stone and there was no longer any
techn ical justification for the terracott a revetmen t. 35
The fulfilment of new tasks through new building types: the aspect
of functionality

2.

The principal effect of the Doric temple of the Greek motherla nd is that
of a plastic form in the space surround ing it. The cult takes place in front
of the temple, either at the altar or in the temple's forecour t. Only in
special cases, such as the Apollo temple at Delphi or the Erechthe um, are
there cult areas of importan ce inside the temple. Mostly, however , the
temple cellae were not designed to hold a large number of participa nts
during the cult ceremon y itself, especially when they had the usual
double columna tion. This was different in Western Greece. We have
~lr~ady mention ed the wide inner rooms even in the simplest oikoi and
indicated that the first stage in the monume ntalizati on and expansio n
process was the extensio n of the inner space by means of columns .
~his tendency is emphasi zed by the addition of the peristasis. The
peristasis of the Archaic temple surround s the cella at a consider able
"R
" · Martin in: Atti X CMGr. 1970 (1971), 315ff.

" Cp. n. 1 4 .
Mertens in: Atti XXI CMGr., pp. u ff. ; id . in : E. Lattanzi and M . Padula (eds.) ,
Attwita
7
archeologica in Basilicata 1964- 1977. Scritti in onore di Dinu Adamesteanu (1980), 57ff.
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distance, forming actual columned halls. As regards the ground-plan the
pseudodipteros prevails. However, unlike the temples of the motherland
which--owing to the opisthodomus-possess from the beginning two
fronts of nearly equal importance, the Western Greek temple has its
entrance side clearly emphasized. In the temple of Apollo at Syracuse the
central intercolumniation opens invitingly, a large flight of steps leads up
to the front of the temple, and a second row of columns transforms its
east side into a wide reception hall. From here, large doors and
increasingly higher levels lead one first to the cella and then to the adyton
where the cult image is housed. In front of it, the naos proper lies wide
open, almost free of columns. 36
This principle remains valid for the Western Greek temple, and finds
its clearest expression around 500 BC, at which time the naos was
extended so energetically at the expense of the ambulatory that it
achieved almost hall-like proportions. To cover such broad rooms it was
necessary to develop new roof constructions, unknown in the mainland.
Another feature, equally characteristic of the Western Greek temple, was
introduced at the same time for cultic reasons, i.e. monumental staircases
leading from the entrance of the naos to the attic. 37
It is therefore quite obvious that the temple of the Greek West, both in
ground-plan and elevation, was determined much more directly by its use
and function than that of the motherland. It may remain unresolved
whether different cult customs led to this, or whether an architecture less
subject to the restrictions of the canon of form was in a better position to
satisfy the immediate purpose of a building.
A totally new type of public building, unknown in the motherland at
least in monumental form, emerges in large assembly places in the West
around the mid-6th century BC . An open building for assembl ies
accommodating approximately 8,000 people was erected in the agora of
Metapontum at the same time as the spacious street plan was laid out.
The actual purpose of the construction is not absolutely clear, but it
might have been intended for cult as well as for theatrical and political
events. 38 In similar structures of a later period, such as the ekklesiasterion
on the agora hill of Acragas, 39 or the considerably smaller bouleuterion at
Paestum, 40 the political purpose might have been predominant. The
circular rooms of the agorae of Acrae and Soluntum may be regarded in
the same way. The form of the Roman comitium has rightly been derived
from this type of structure.4 1 It is, in any case, significant that the colonies
" E. Langlotz, A .u.A . 2 (1946), 114ff.; Mertens, T em pel von Segesta, pp. 163ff.
Mertens, T empel von Segesta, pp. 172ff.
" D. Mertens and A. De Siena, B.d.A., NS 16 (1982), 1ff.; D. Mertens, Architectura 12 (1982), 93ff.
" E. De Miro , Palladio 17 (1967), 164ff.
40
E. Greco and D. Theodo rescu, Poseidonia-Paestum , ii (1983), 34ff., 79f.
1
'
C. Kra use, R M 83 (1976), 31ff.; F. Coarelli , PP 32 (1977), 166ff.
37
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of the Greek West added a completely new and important type to the
very small number of Greek building types.
So far, I have only dealt with building types that are of special
importance in the public sector of the cities, i.e. temples and buildings in
the ago ra. Without wishing to become involved in the question of urban
development, I feel that one must assess the special contribution made
by the Western Greeks with regard to both the technical resources and the
infrastructural equipment of their cities. 42 I mean in particular the layout
of broader streets of different sizes intersecting at right angles and the
network of water supply pipes and drains. The underground water
channels of Acragas were already famous in antiquity, 43 and the recent
excavations at Metapontum have brought to light an extensive and
carefull y planned network of drains. 44 Such projects presuppose highly
developed measuring techniques and are therefore important engineering
achievements. This is also true for the fortifications. While little is
known for certain of the Archaic city fortifications in Magna Graecia, the
layouts which emerged in the 4th century BC became so complex,
ingenious, and well-built that they attained, as works of art, the same
posi tion as the temple of the previous century. In most cities they are the
most important building enterprises of this time and reflect the concerted
effort of the Greek civilization to ensure its safety against the threat of the
increasingly independent indigenous population. The practical, technical way of thinking of the Western Greeks finds in these fortifications
its perfect expression . The most noteworthy among them are those of
Loc ri and Elea (Pl. 42.1) where forts were thrown against the mountainous hinterland, and the walls of Paestum (though they belong to the
period of the Lucanian occupation) with their towers and large ditches. 45
The high point of Greek fortification construction is reached with the
most ingenious and monumental structures on the Euryalos at Syracuse
!Pl. 42.2) and on the acropolis of Selinus (Pl. 43.1). 46 They are the most
important buildings of the early Hellenistic period in the West, the only
ones to reflect a concept of space as we know it from the great eastern
exa mples, such as Pergamum.
. !he last characteristic type of building to be mentioned is the theatre,
111 its Western and especially
Sicilian form. The introduction of the large,
., M .
H I amn, L'Urbanisme, pp. 309ff.; id. in: Atti XII CMGr. 1972., pp. 185 ff.; G. G ull ini in: M egale
e fas {198 3), w 7 ff.
" Diod. 11. 25 . 4.
" Adamesreanu in: D. Ad amesrea nu , D. Mertens, and F. D' Andria, Metaponto i, Suppl. to N .Sc.
29
;/975 (1980), 239ff.; Mertens, A A 1981, pp. 649ff.; cp. P. Crouch, AJ A 88 (1984), 353 ff.
See, 111 general: F. E. Winter, Greek Fo rtifications (197 1); Y. Ga rl an, Recherches de poliorcetique gr~cque (1974); A. W. Lawrence, Greek Aims in Fo rtification (1979); J. -P. Ad am, L'A rchitec~ur; mthtatre grecque (1982); in pa rticular: Krinzinge r, loc. cir. (n. 2.0); G. Va llet, F. Vill ard , a nd
•
uberson, M egara Hyblaea, iii. Guide des fouilles (1983), 97ff.
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multi-storey stage building, e.g. at letas, Segesta, and Tyndaris, added an
entirely new element to the traditiohal form of the Greek theatre. 47 An
important first step had already been taken towards the end of the 4th
century BC in Metapontum , when the cavea of its theatre was provided
with its own architectura l form. 48 Thus the theatre had become a new,
free-standin g type (Pl. 43.2). From the combinatio n of these two
elements, independen t cavea and high stage building, the Roman theatre
was later to emerge. 49 We have here one of the best examples of the
inventive and innovative powers of the Western Greek colonies. As
already observed regarding the early assembly buildings, the original
contribution of Magna Graecia to new architectura l creations upon
which Rome was to build is quite evident.

In some areas, however, especially in the Achaean colonies of Southern
Italy, there emerged from stylistic components of the most diverse origin
a characterist ic and clearly describable mixture of styles, in which Doric
and Ionic compete on almost equal terms. 53 The variously large proportion of Doric and Ionic, Peloponnes ian and Attic elements might provide
the best parameters for the definition of style. Basically, there remains a
very high degree of willingness to accept external influences, even where
the typological and functional concepts are well defined. Thus, a purely
Ionic building finds a welcome home in traditionally Doric Syracuse of
the late Archaic period. 54 The continued acceptance of new and varied
populations was characterist ic of the large colonies, and this is reflected
in the wave of Ionic architecture in the first half of the 5th century BC. It is
a phase in which one can no longer speak of the forging of various
stylistic components into a new unity, but rather of a regular plurality of
styles (Pl. 44.1-3). It is thus significant that the new contribution s in their
turn were influenced by the 'freedom' of the colonial ambience. Otherwise it is hard to understand the entablature and ground-plan of the Ionic
temple at Metapontum . 55
Thus developmen t became more rapid, in a way that would have been
inconceivable in the climate of intensive and disciplined discussion of
the motherland. Conditions in the West were too heterogeneo us and
diverse to allow for a common goal. Suffice it to bear in mind that in
Paestum and Metapontum , two cities so closely related to each other
and in constant contact throughout the Archaic period, two such
different buildings as the Poseidon temple (in Paestum) and the Ionic
temple (in Metapontum ) could be built, both in the first half of the 5th
century BC.
In such an environmen t the reflective tranquillity and concentrati on,
indeed the motivation, required to achieve the sort of goal that was
realized in Classical Athens was lacking. The developmen t in the West
was much more rapid. In fact, around the end of the 5th century BC a
point of creative exhaustion and stagnation was reached which is
comparable to that experienced in the motherland almost a century later,
at the end of the Classical period. 56 Careless execution of detail, rigidity
and impoverishm ent of the formerly expressive forms, and stagnation of
the typological evolution are eloquent testimony of this, at least as far as
the most monumenta l and most prestigious class of building, i.e. temple
architecture , is concerned .

3. 'Colonial Style'
Characteris tics of style that would be both specific to single colonies and
valid for the entire Greek West are most difficult to define. 50 There is no
'colonial style' as, for example, in the early settlements of America, nor
could there be, according to the conditions already set out. To recapitulate, the metropolise s themselves had not found their established style
before the second half of the 6th century BC, i.e. until about the end of
the colonial movement. Indeed, many colonies were able to begin
constructing monumenta l buildings so early that one can more clearly see
in them a number of experimenta l phases than can be observed in the
motherland . In Selinus one can follow the developmen t of the stone
Doric entablature over long periods. 51 In Metapontum , it even seems
possible to gain an idea of the 'petrificatio n' process of the temple, i.e. of
the process of monumenta lization and stylistic stabilization through the
gradual transpositio n of the various functional and decorative elements
into stone. 52 In the relatively young foundation of Acragas, on the other
hand, prestigious buildings were not constructed before the time when
the traditional Doric order had become firmly established.
Generally valid characterist ics are hard to define; each city must be
analysed in comparison with its neighbourin g cities and the motherland.
47 See,
in general: M . Bieber, The History of the Greek and Roman Theater (1961 ); in particular:
H.P. Isler, Quad.Tic.Num.Ant.Class. 10 (1981), 131ff.
.. Mertens, loc. cir. (n. 38).
" Cp. H. Lauter in: P. Zanker (ed.), Hellenismus in Mittelitalien: Kolloquium Gottingen 1974,
Gottinger Abhandlungen 97 (1976), 413ff.
"' For the most recent attempts see Gullini in: Megale Hellas, pp. 207ff.; id., La cultura
architettonica di Locri Epizefirii (1980); Martin in: Storia della Sicilia, i. 304ff.; Mertens, Tempel
von Segesta; id. in: Neue Forschungen in griechischen Heiligtiimern (cir. n. 5), pp. 167ff.
51
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The Architecture of Sidi Khrebish
(Berenice)
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Cyrenaica (or Eastern Libya as it is now known) is separated from
Tripolitania by the double barrier of the Syrtic Gulf, dangerous to
shipping, and the Syrtic desert. Historically there has been limited
contact between the two areas, Tripolitania falling first under Phoenician
influence and later Roman; Cyrenaica being colonized by Greeks and
still clinging to its Greek identity throughout the Roman Empire.
Cyrenaica is a relatively fertile region. Behind the narrow coastal strip
rises the Jebel Akhdar or Green Mountain, a limestone plateau with a
maximum height of 882 m. In this strip, the source of Cyrenaica's
fertility, are concentrated the major cities, Cyrene, Apollonia, Ptolemais,
Tauchira, and Berenice (Benghazi). The Jebel falls away to the west and
leaves a broad plain about 25 kilometres wide near Benghazi and to the
south it widens rapidly to merge with the Syrtic desert.
Until 1971 little was known about Berenice. No major excavations
had taken place there, largely because the ancient city was almost
entirely covered by modern Benghazi (Fig. 1). However nearby Euhesperides, the Hellenic predecessor of Berenice, was identified from aerial
photographs and major excavations were carried out by C. N. Johns in
1952-3 and G. D. B. Jones in 1968-9. 1 As a result of these excavations it
seems that Euhesperides was founded in the mid-6th century BC. It lay at
the head of an inland lagoon about two and a half kilometres north-east
of Berenice, and its excellent natural harbour, the only one in the 120 km
stretch of coast from Ptolemais, must have been a major reason for its
foundation. However, as early as the 4th century BC a distinction
between Euhesperides and its port was drawn. 2 The harbour seems to
have been silting up and new harbour installations were being built near
the sea. If the new harbour of Euhesperides and the original harbour of
Berenice are the same, then a possible location is on the west bank of the
' G. D. B. Jones, Libyan Studies 14 (1983), 109--21; id . in: G. Barker, J. Lloyd , and J.M. Reynolds
(eds.), Cyrenaica in Antiquity, BAR Inc. Ser. 236 (1985), 27-32; J. Lloyd in: Barker, Lloyd, and
Rc7nolds, op. cir., pp. 49 ff.
Pseudo-Scylax, Periplus 108 (Miiller, GGM i. 82-4).
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1. Sketch map of Benghazi showing the sites of Euhesperides and Berenice
(after R. G. Goodchild, Antiquity 101 (1952), 2II, fig. 2)
inland 'lagoon which is now the Sebka Ain es-Selmani. An additional
piece of evidence for identifying this as the site of Berenice's harbour is
the fact that the Late Roman wall seems to enclose this part of the city.
In most other North African cities the Late Roman fortifications seem to
enclose the harbour.
After the foundation of Berenice the old town of Euhesperides seems
to have fallen into disuse. Strabo does not refer to it, but speaks of 'a
certain lake Tritonias, in which the principal things are an island and a
temple of Aphrodite'. 3 The lake is presumably the Sebka Ain es-Selmani
and the island may perhaps be the rising ground behind Euhesperides
where the Muslim cemetery now stands. R. G. Goodchild mentions
statues of Aphrodite found in the vicinity. 4
According to tradition, the town of Berenice was founded in 246 BC
upon the marriage of Berenice II to Ptolemy III. 5 It occupied a low
headland called 'Pseudopen ias' by Strabo. 6 The Hellenistic walls found
1

17. 3.

2.

' Antiquity IOI (1952), 21 I.

' Just. Epit. 26. 3.

6

17. 3· 20.

during the Sidi Khrebish excavations probably define the northern limit
of the city. Finds in the centre of Benghazi during the period of Italian
occupation in the years 1923, 1932, and 1940, and even under the Turkish
castle by the modern harbour in 1914, suggest that the town extended
over the whole of the south-weste rn end of the headland. 7 The systematic excavation, which began as a rescue operation in September 1971,
continued until 1975 as a joint programme between the Department of
Antiquities of the People's Socialist Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the
Society for Libyan Studies. 8
The city was fortified from its foundation 9 and the insulae found on
the Sidi Khrebish site were laid out on an exact north-south orientation.
Only four Hellenistic insulae were uncovered in the excavations , none of
which is complete (Fig. 2). The north-south street, 7.80 m wide, was
more important than the east-west street which was 6.20 m wide. No
insula was found intact, but insula I has a maximum length of ror m
and is 51 m deep. It also contains two Hellenistic buildings, a small
temple within a walled enclosure (X) and a house (Ar). The house,
perhaps the most complete of its kind to have been found in Cyrenaica,
has six main rooms grouped around a courtyard (Fig. 3). Room r, on the
right of the entrance passage, was possibly the kitchen, to judge by the
hearth and the lined pit in the corner. On the left of the entrance was a
large open-fronte d room too damaged to allow of identification. To the
south is a group of four rooms, the most elaborate of which is room 6,
which had a fine painted doorway of sandstone with a smaller room
adjacent (see Fig. rra). This was perhaps the andron or men's quarters,
as described by Vitruvius, 10 with its adjoining bedroom. A similar but
less lavishly appointed pair of rooms (3 and 4) may perhaps be the
gynaeconitis or women's quarters. All of these four rooms face north to
avoid the midday sun and desert wind, and this seems generally to have
been the case in Cyrenaica. 11 The probable date of this house is mid-2nd
century BC.
In 96 BC the ruling king, Ptolemy Apion, died and the Romans
inherited his kingdom; but for about thirty years they made no attempt
R. G. Goodchild, Benghazi-The Story of a City (2nd ed., 1962).
' Preliminary reports have been published in: Libyan Studies, 2nd annual report (1970-1), 9; 3rd
annual report (1971-2), 7-12; 4th annual report (1972-3), 11-20; 5th annual report (1973-4), 1~23;
6th annual report (1974-5),
5-17; 7th annual report (1975-6), 1. At the time of writing the first 3
vols. of the final publications have appeared: J. A. Lloyd (ed.), Excavations at Sidi Khrebish,
Benghazi (Berenice), i-iii, Suppl. to Libya Ant. 5 (n.d .).
'' Solin. 2 7 . 54 .
,. De Arch. 6. 7. 4 .
11
C. H. Kraeling, Ptolemais, City of the Libyan Pentapolis, The Univ. of Chicago Oriental Inst.
Pub!. 90 (1962), 85, points out that in Cyrenaica the preferred position for the oecus or main room of
the house was to the south of the court.
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3. Sidi Khrebish (Berenice): building Ar, insula I (after Lloyd, fig. 8)

to administer the Greek cities. The events of this disastrous period are
recorded in a long inscription of exceptional importance found reused in
the floor of the Christian basilica. 12 The marble stele carrying the
inscription measures 461 cm in width, 97 cm in height, and 19 cm in
depth, and probably dates to 62-61 BC. It honours Apollodorus, son of
~ancrates, for his services to the city and mentions a series of crise_s
including a civil war in the late 90s, the attacks of pirate fleets in the Sos
12

See J.M . Reynolds in: Lloyd (ed. ), Excavations, i. 234~ , no. 3.
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and 70s, and perhaps negotiations with the Romans in the period when
they were establishing provincial government in Cyrenaica.
There was no notable resumption of building activity in the Sidi
Khrebish area of the city until about AD 50 (Fig. 4). Between then and the
Flavian period the roads were metalled and the number of insulae on the
site grew from four to seven. The new buildings were mainly residential
in character (17 of the 23 excavated buildings were houses). Most houses
were of the simple courtyard type usually equipped with a water cistern
(P3), but some had a peristyle (houses H and Pr). House H provides a
reasonably complete picture of a peristyle house of the Roman period
(Fig. 5). It dates to the 3rd quarter of the rst cen ury AD and was
abandoned in the early 3rd century. It was built of mud-brick walls on a
stone socle and had a central peristyle with a water cistern underneath.
The columns on the south side were somewhat larger than those on the
other three sides, which suggests we are dealing with a so-called Rhodian
peristyle. Thus, as in the Hellenistic house A, the more important rooms
must have faced north. House H shows an interesting development from
the Hellenistic house. There was no longer space for large courtyards and
all available space around the peristyle was taken up with rooms.
However, at this period, house H and other houses were simply
decorated with plain plastered walls and lime mortar floors.
The only public building of note belonging to this period is a large
peristyle of unfluted Doric columns (Lr) . It may have belonged to a
much larger complex, to judge by the inscription on the architrave, of
which four fragments survive. The language is Latin, which strongly
suggests work sponsored by the Roman government. Although built of
sandstone many architectural elements were found in pristine condition,
which suggests that the building had a short life. It was probably built at
the end of the rst century or early 2nd century AD, and its early demise
may be due to the Jewish Revolt of AD n5 which caused the destruction
mainly of public buildings. The building seems never to have been
rebuilt. Its cornice blocks were dislodged so that the wooden roof beams
could be extracted and the rest of the building fell into decay.
Three inscriptions recording decrees of the Jewish community and
mentioning their synagogue suggest that there may have been a sizeable
Jewish community at Berenice. 13 Another inscription bearing the name of
Hadrian may refer to Imperial assistance with the rebuilding in AD u7 . 14
In general the city's houses do not seem to have been affected, and the
2nd century AD seems to have been a period of great prosperity. In the
Antonine period Berenice even attempted to have the proconsular assizes
transferred from Cyrene to Berenice, although this was rejected. As
13

Reynolds, art. cit., 242-7, nos. 16-18.

" Reynolds, art. cit., 240-r, no. 9.
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Reynolds writes, 'the attempt could hardly have been made by an
insignificant city' . 15
Certainly Berenice must have been a busy trading city at this period
and its prosperity was reflected in its houses, which now began to have
mosaic floors and painted walls. In house H large quantities of painted
plaster were found scattered throughout the rooms of the south wing,
and although most of it was found in rooms 6 and 7, room 5 is also
known to have had painted walls. The finest decoration consists of a
number of square panels showing the Muses, four of whom have been
identified: Melpomene, Urania, Terpsichore, and Era to. Probably all nine
Muses were shown. The fragments indicate that the overall height of the
room was at least 2.15 m. 16 However, by the late 2nd century AD house H
seems to have been converted to a hotel, judging from the numerous
graffiti on the walls. The use of both Latin and Greek suggests a
cosmopolitan clientele.
This prosperity continued into the Severan era with more mosaic
pavements and the erection of a large and richly decorated building, W.
It had a central peristyle, mosaic pavements, and marble inlaid walls. Its
actual function is unclear, but its richness and eminent position suggest
that it may have been a public building. The later church has obscured
much of its relationship with building T to the south, and it is not certain
how the apsed structure to the south related to the peristyle.
Disaster struck the city in the early 3rd century AD in the form of a
plague. The bodies of 40 infants, 3 adults, and a child were dumped in
the cistern of house H. One by one the buildings were abandoned until
by the middle of the century hardly a house was still occupied. At about
this time a new city wall was built, reducing the city to about a quarter of
its former size (Fig. 6). The wall may well have been built to protect the
city's depleted population from the attacks of Marmaric tribes which are
known to have been harassing the eastern Cyrenaic cities and were not
suppressed until AD 268. There was little activity outside these walls
except for some industrial buildings, to judge by the vats and kilns which
nestle in the ruins of former houses.
. The last major monument on the site is the church, built before AD 550
~n ~he reign of Justinian, or perhaps a little before. It seems to have stood
10 isolation, there being no other contemporary
buildings in the vicinity.
Within its outer rectangle measuring 38 x 17.8 mare a tripartite narthex,
nave, aisles, and inscribed apse. 17 At the east end of the north aisle is the

J.

10

15

20 m

5. Sidi Khrebish (Berenice): building H, insula I (after Lloyd, fig. 17)

' Art. cit., 2. 33 .

Ex" These fragments and others will be published by D . Michaelides and E. Pye in vol. iv of the
( cauat,ons of Sidi Khrebish series. For a preliminary report see Libyan Studies, 6th annual report

1
~74-5), 10-12. (Pye) .
E :or analogies for this plan see the churches of Ptolemais in Kraeling, Ptolemais, pp. 97-100;
( ryr rae (Latrun) in J.B. Ward Perkins in: Atti VII Congr. /nt. Archeologia Cristiana , Barcelona
• 96 9), 2.2.7ff., fig. 15; Ras el Hila! in R . M . Harrison, BSR 3,. (1964), 1-16; Lamluda in Ward Perkins,
P-U6.
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baptistery with its floor paved in cipollino marble. The church was in a
commandin g position and its builders did not feel it necessary to raise
the church on the rubble of earlier buildings. Instead they dug through
the earlier structures to found it on bedrock. Perhaps because of the
pressure of the surrounding earth, in places 1.5 m above the ground level
of the church, they later found it necessary to build a relieving wall to the
north-west to protect the church.
The church remained in use until the Arab conquest of AD 645 when
the forces of Amr Ibn el Asi overcame the Byzantine garrison. There is no
doubt that life went on at Berenice as well as the other Cyrenaican towns
for some time after the Arab invasion. The church was desecrated, but
continued in use, perhaps as a fortress. Byzantine and Islamic coins attest
that the city still had inhabitants until about AD 1000. 18
No building at Sidi Khrebish can be restored in its entirety except the
peristyle of building Lr (Fig. 7). There, enough elements of columns,
capitals, and entablature were uncovered to allow an elevation to be
confidently restored. However, no column shaft was found intact and
the overall column height remains conjectural. The fragments suggest a
height of about 2.5 m which gives a lower diameter to height ratio of
r: 6. 5. The architrave blocks also carried the guttae of the triglyphs
above, and these show that the triglyphs were offset instead of being
aligned to the column below them. In the backs of the frieze blocks were
the slots for the wooden roof beams. Above them were the cornice

'"'\

0

2m

7- Sidi Khrebish (Berenice): elevation and section of building Lr (after
Lloyd, fig. 57)

18

For rhese and orher coins see R. Reece in: Lloyd (ed. ), Excavations, i. 2.1.9-32..
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blocks. In the excavation most of these cornice blocks were found at
floor level while other elements of the frieze were found about one metre
above flo;r level (Fig. 8). This suggests that the cornice blocks, which sat
on top of the roof beams, were probably dislodged when the building
was abandoned so that the timber beams could be extracted. The rest of
the entablature was left to collapse more slowly and only fell when a

C

List of architectural fragments:
L.1
L.2---4
L.5
L.6
L.7
L. 8
L.9
LI O
L.11
L.1 2
L. 13
L.14
L. 15
L.1 6
L.1 7
L.1 8
L. 19
L.2
L.21
L.22
L.23
L.24
L.25
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metre of rubble had accumulated over the floor. The back wall of the
peristyle was built in stone orthostates to a height of about I.30 m and
above that in courses of thin unbaked bricks. An arched entrance gave
access to the peristyle from the road to the south (Fig. 9). The jambs of
the arched doorway are adorned with pilasters which slope slightly
inwards towards the top. Their capitals are decorated with a debased reel

Door jambs (3 pieces)
Segments of arch
Cornice (from arch-2 pieces)
Doric capital
- - - - - - - Doric capital
- - - - - - - Inscription 'per' (3 pieces)
Cornice (2 pieces)
Inscription 'd iecti' (3 pieces)
T riglyph block
Inscription 'oste' (2 pieces)
Cornie< block
Cornice block
Cornice block
Cornice block
Door pivot
Corner cornice
Inscription ' V'
Damaged triglyph block
Cornice block
Doric capital
Upper column drum
Lower column drum
Column drum (probably upper)
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9- Sidi Khrebish (Berenice): Reconstruction of arched entrance to building

Lr (after Lloyd, fig. 59)
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motif which was a popular Cyrenaic motif in the Hellenistic period, and
also appears in very similar form in two archways at Ptolemais (Fig. ro) . 19
Indeed, the arched entrance into the L peristyle echoes many features
of earlier Cyrenaican doorways. The earliest doorway found at Sidi
Khrebish was in room 6 of building Ar, which perhaps dates to the 2nd
century BC. The jambs are very slender and plain for most of their height
and converge slightly towards the top. Just below the terminal moulding
is a double reel motif from which there hung down on either side two
vertical strips (Fig. rra). There are a number of optical subtleties about
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this doorway. As one approaches it the jambs splay outwards and the
lintel upwards. A similar type of doorway was found in building X,
although here there is a broad shallow cavetto moulding running along
the outer edge of the door-jamb (Fig. rrb). Doorways of this type with
similar reel capitals are found in the temple of Artemis (beginning of the
4th century BC), 20 the temple of Apollo Archegeta (before the middle of
the 4th century sc), 21 and the Strategeion {last quarter of the 4th century
sc), 22 all at Cyrene.

(a)

(b)

rr. Sidi Khrebish (Berenice): (a) door moulding, building Ar; (b) door
moulding, building X (after Lloyd, fig. 61)
The doorway of building Rr also reveals some peculiarly Cyrenaican
features (Fig. 12). Its lintel has a plain architrave and, as is normal, the
g~ttae are carved out of the same block. Yet, there is no frieze and no
trtglyphs corresponding to the guttae. Instead the cornice comes directly
above the guttae. Building Rr dates to the 2nd quarter of the rst century
AD. A strikingly similar doorway was found in the so-called Roman Villa
at Ptolemais. 23 It is clear that this type of doorway has a long history in
Cyrenaica. The architrave with guttae, but without a triglyph frieze
(b)
0

50

100 cm

10. Ptolemais: (a) monolithic arch under the floor of a room in the SE
corner of a Roman peristyle villa to the NW of the Triumphal Arch;
(b) ornamental arch from room 28 of the Public Building on the Streets of
the Monuments (after Lloyd, fig. 60)
19

See F. Sear in: Lloyd (ed.), Excavations, i. fig. 60.

:: S. tucchi, Architettura Cirenaica (1975), 48-50.
St uccht, Architettura Cirenaica, pp. 5off. Not all authorities agree on a 4th-cent. BC dating.
H any,_such as R. Horn, Die Antike 19 (1943), 192., and R. G. Goodchild, Cyrene and Apollonia: An
st
it ' orhrca/ Guide (1959), 47, date it to the Hellenistic period. G. Pesce, EAA ii (1959), 660,673, dates
~? t e 4th or 3rd cent. BC.
t ucchi, Architettura Cirenaica, pp. 95-100. Here
again there is no unanimity about the dating
(see SStucch
) H
. . pre fer a dating
I p 9
. to the 4th rather than to the 3rd
' · 5 n. 1 . owever, most aut h ormes
Cent. BC.

M

bu:'

K~eling, Ptolemais, p. 12.2., fig. 44, pl. 2.6A. Kraeling dates the villa to the early Imperial period,
as · Lauter, ].d.l. 86 (1971), 162., has shown, its first phase is likely to date to c. 50 BC.
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25

appears on tomb N36 at Cyrene, two tombs at Suni el Abiad, and a
tomb at Zawani. 26 S. Stucchi dates all of these to the 4th century BC.
These architectural features are all the more interesting because they
also appear on one of the few surviving monuments of AlexandriaTomb I of the necropolis of Moustapha Pasha (Fig. 13) .27 Here we see
three doorways of distinctly Cyrenaican type with inclined jambs,
capitals similar to those at Cyrene and Berenice, and an architrave
capped with guttae but without triglyph frieze above. As the Cyrenaican
buildings cited all seem to date to the 4th century BC, before Alexandria
was founded, and the Moustapha Pasha tomb has been dated to the 3rd
century BC, 28 it is likely that the architectural style derives from Cyrenaica. It has been argued that the half- and quarter-columns engaged in
piers or pilasters are 'a genuine Alexandrian invention' .29 However, even

0
0
12.

10

20

30

40

50 cm

13. Alexandria, tomb I of the necropolis of Moustapha Pasha (3rd cent.
BC); reconstruction of the south wall of the court (after A. Adriani,
Annuaire du musee greco-romain (1933-35): La necropole de Moustafa
Pacha (1936), pl. 28)

Sidi Khrebish (Berenice): reconstruction of doorway, building R1
(after Lloyd, fig. 64)
24

Stucchi, Architettura Cirenaica, pp. 71, 75ff., figs. 56, 60.
" Ibid., figs. 70-1 .
"' Ibid., fig. 62 .
•
" A. Adriani, Annuaire du musee greco-romain (I933-1935): La necropole de Moustafa Pacha
(l936), 78ff.; M. Lyttelton, Baroque Architecture in Classical Antiquity (1974), 4off.
: Adriani , La necropole, pp. 173f.
Lyttelton, Baroque Architecture, p. 42.
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this feature appears in Cyrenaica long before Alexandria was founded.
According to Stucchi the oldest example of a half-column engaged into
an anta is the temple at Eluet Gassan (early 4th century BC). 30 The
treasury of the Cyreneans at Delphi, built between 350 and 330 BC, also
has half-columns engaged into the antae (Fig. 14). 31

The Architecture of Sidi Khrebish
long-established Greek cities of Cyrenaica. There has been much discussion of late about the influence that Alexandria exercised over the
Mediterranean world in the 2nd and rst centuries Bc, 33 but that was at a
time when Alexandria was an established and influential city. By the 2nd
century BC Alexandria was as important and influential an artistic centre
as Constantinople began to be in the 6th century AD. However both
Alexandria and Constantinople underwent a period of formation and
assimilation. It has been said that 4th century AD Constantinople took
but did not give. So, too, 3rd-century BC Alexandria must have taken,
and one place from which she took much must have been Cyrenaica.
" See e.g. Lauter, ].d.I., 86, pp. 149-78 (and most recently J. S. McKenzie, 'The Architecture at
Petra: Its Chronology and Relationship ro Second Style Pompeian Wall Painting' (Ph.D. thesis,
Univ. of Sydney, 1985), 234-79 [ed.]).

, I

14. Delphi, T ceasury of the Cyreneans: reconstruction of the fas;ade (from
S. Stucchi, Architettura Cirenaica (1975), fig. 81)

The debt that Alexandria owes to Cyrene has already been pointed out
by P. M. Fraser and by Stucchi. 32 It is natural that an important new
foundation like Alexandria should attract artists and architects from
throughout the Greek world, and it is not surprising that some of its
earliest architectural influences should have been from the powerful and
'' Stucchi, Architettura Cirenaica, p. 52.
" J. Bousquet, Le Tresor de Cyrene, F.d.D. ii/ 5 (1952).
" P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (1972) 307; Scucchi, Architettura Cirenaica, pp. 187ff.

Metapontum-Land, Wealth, and
Population::J.C. CARTER

(University of Texas, Austin)

POLI$ AND CHORA

Colonists from Achaea reached the shores of the Ionian Sea between the
Bradanus and Casuentus, the modern Bradano and Basento, in the 7th
century BC, following at a distance of some fifty years the Achaean
colonizers of Croton and the Lacinian promontory. Excavations by the
Superintendency since 1965 in the urban centre of Metapontum have
verified the grid plan of the city, first revealed by aerial photography, and
brought to light private dwellings as well as the monumental public
buildings and spaces. 1 The development through time of this colonial
centre is now known in considerable detail.
No single discovery has been more provocative than that of the
cirl-ular building found under the 4th-century BC theatre. It dates in its
earliest phase to the rnid-6th century BC and has been provisionally
• The exploration of a territory such as that of Metapontum or Croton is, of necessity, a
n1ult1disciplinary undertaking and a collaborative effort. This paper was possible only thanks to the
efforts of very many hands and minds, of students and colleagues at the Univ. of Texas as well as at
other Institutions and in other nations, and of the workers from Metaponto, Bernalda, and
Montescaglioso. They have given spirit and substance to the ideal of ' international collaboration'.
F1nancial support from donors in Texas has been generous and its continuity has assured the success
of the project. Matching grants from the Nationat Endowment for the Humanities and steady
fund1ng from the Univ. of Texas were and are an essential basis for the ongoing effort. Research on
the territory of Metapontum began 20 years ago. The overall plan and many of the most important
~ascoveries are Prof. Dinu Adamesteanu's. It has been a privilege and an inspiration to work with
am and his colleagues in the Superintendency of Antiquities for Basilicata. I am grateful to his
successors, Dr Elena Lattanzi and Dr Angelo Bottini, for their enthusiastic support of the project, and
t~ Dr Antonio De Siena for aid and advice in the field . To Dr Lattanzi and Dr Roberto Spadea many
t anks for their hospitality and friendly assistance in the territory of Croton in Calabria. A full report
0 th
n e results
years of work at Metaponto will appear shortly in the Bollettino d' Arte. Since our
6rst m · ·of 12
A
ccting 10 t he Taranto Museum nearly 20 years ago, I have owed a debt of gratitude to Prof.
h: D. Trendall for his generously given help, encouragement, and for his friendship. This paper is for
am.

'M' D. Adamesteanu in: AAVV, Metaponto, i, Suppl. to N .Sc. 1975 (1980) 15. D. Mertens,
· neuer Plan des Stadtzentrums', AA 1985, pp. 645-71, summarizes
·
·
d etapom--ean
t he maior

~ v~nces made in two decades of research on the city by the Superintendency and the German
y'c aeological Institute. For the plan see also D. Mertens in: Koldewey-Gesellschaft, Bericht der 32.
agung fur Ausgrabungswissenschaft und Bauforschung, Innsbruck 1982 (1984), 22-4.

Metapontum-Population and Wealth

]. C. Carter
identified as an ekklesiasterion for the assembled citizens. The excavators estimate its capacity at 8,000. Citizenship having been restricted to
male heads of families, a population of 40,000 Metapontines may be
estimated. The resideRtial areas of the city, at the period of maximum
occupation in the 4th century BC could have accommodated roughly
12,500 persons. 2 Where would the rest of the Metapontine population
have slept?
The chora or territory of Metapontum stretched from the city inland,
bounded on the north by the Bradano, on the south by the Cavone.
Aerial photographic studies and surface reconnaissance by G. Schmiedt
and R. Chevallier, 3 as well as by D. Adamesteanu and his collaborators,4
revealed that it was regularly divided and densely populated for a
distance of some thirteen kilometres from the city walls. The total area of
the territory, between the Bradano and the Basento immediately outside
the city, is about 9,500 ha. The extension to the south between the
Basento and the Cavone adds another 9,000 ha. By 1973 some 400 sites
had been identified in this area, but Greek settlement may have
penetrated even deeper into the interior.

THE CHORA OF METAPONTUM

In 1981, a team from the University of Texas began an intensive survey of
a transect, covering an area of 42 sq km between the Bradano and the
Basento (Fig. 1). 5 For a total of 31.5 sq km, i.e. 75 per cent of the transect,
every accessible field was eventually covered, and many were visited
several times.
The aim of the survey, which was completed in 1984, was to discover
the original density of ancient settlement in a typical, large area of the
territory. The transect was oriented so as to sample all of its characteristic
' The 8,000 places may never have been filled. The building's planners simply projected such a
population. 40,000 is a maximum figure . The estimate of 12.,500 is based on the number of houses
possible in the residential area. This is 2.,496 habitations, measuring 15 x 15 m, distributed on 1o4
blocks (190 x 35 m) . A 5- or 10-member family would imply a population of either 12.,500 or 2.5,000.
R. M. Henneberg, in an unpublished demographic study based on skeletal material from the rural
necropolis at Pantanello (see our section on the necropolis below), has concluded that the fivemember family best fits the facts. A household probably included non-family dependents. Assuming
a population of 12.,500, the population density of the territory was 83.2. persons per sq km. Cp.
D. Mertens, Architectura 12. (1982.), 103. See also D. Mertens and A. De Siena, B.d.A. 16 (1982.), F·
' Caulonia e Metaponto, (1959).
' D. Adamesteanu in: M. I. Finley (ed.), Problemes de la terre en Grece ancienne (1973), 4lr61.
See also D. Adamesteanu and C. Varin, CRAI 1976, 110-2.3, and G. Uggeri, PP 2.4 (1969), 51-71.
5 C. D'Annibale in: D. Keller and D. Rupp (eds.), Archaeological Survey in the Mediterrane,m,
BAR Im. Ser. 155 (1983), 191-3; J.C. Carter and C. D'Annibale in: S. Macready and F. H.
Thompson (eds.), Archaeological Field Survey in Britain and Abroad, Society of Antiquaries of
London: Occasional Paper, NS 6 (1985), 146-57.
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The territory of Metapontum with the area of the transect indicated by
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topography. Marine terraces with pronounced ancient beach lines slope
towards the city and coastline. They are cut across by steep valleys of
tributaries, like the Venella and the Fossa dell' Acqua Fetente. Underlying
clays are covered by fertile sand and gravel on the surfaces. At the
interface between sand and gravel along the slopes and beach lines are
numerous springs. Further inland, beyond Pisticci and Pomarico Vecchio,
the clays are exposed and eroded to form that quasi-lunar landscape
which typifies the poverty of the interior of Lucania. 6
The sites in our survey area were plotted very precisely on a contour
map with a scale of I : 10,000. There are a total of 488 in the surveyed area
of the transect-a density of 15.5 sites per sq km. It is an impressive
surface pattern. What reality does it mask? What form did the ancient
settlement of the territory take, and when did it occur? The evidence
provided by surface survey alone permits perhaps unexpectedly detailed
responses to these basic questions.
The most common type of site encountered was the isolated farmstead (Fig. 2). Of the total of 488, 267 (or 55 per cent) belong to thi
category. Next in order are the tombs which number 133 (or 29 per cent).
The scatter from farm sites typically covers an area 30 m in diameter. The
distinguishing surface features are a concentration of roof tiles and
building stones, which were employed in the foundation. There is
sometimes a characteristic rise in ground and discoloration of soil left by
dissolved mud-brick walls.
The standardized method of collection employed by Cesare D' Annibale, who led the survey team, has ensured that the full range of activity
within the farmstead would be recorded. Farmsteads produce on average
100.4 artefacts per site. These included unglazed fine and table wares,
cooking ware, and storage ware. Every single farm site produced
amphorae fragments. Loom-weights, mortars, and grinding stones were
found on many. Black-glazed fine wares, which are the principal
evidence for dating the sites, comprised not only the highest percentage
of material collected, but also of that present on the sites. This is a good
indication that these buildings were not merely agricultural production
units, but also permanent habitations. 7
The location of the tomb sites in close proximity to the farms is also
highly suggestive. Tomb sites tend to be smaller, with a scatter ranging
generally from five to ten metres, but up to thirty metres for large groups.
6 See R. L. Folk and J. C. Carter in: Abstracts of the Annual Meeting, Geological Sociery. of
America (1981), 453; J.C. Carter et al. in: C. Malone and S. Stoddart (eds.), Papers in Jtali~n
Archaeology, iv/I : The Human Landscape, BAR lnt. Ser. 243 (1985), 303. Cp. also R. ebott,
Mediterranee 4 (1977), 39-50; D. Alexander in: R. Bryan and A. Yair (eds.), Badlands Ge_om~r:
phology and Piping (1982), 71; B. Kayser, Recherches sur Les sots et /'erosion en ltalie meridiona e.
Lucanie (1958).
7
See J. Pecirka in: Finley (ed.), Problemes de la terre, pp. II3-47.
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488)

The surface indicators are tiles, often of a type used principally for
tombs, and fewer sherds, usually black-glazed or red-figured. Numerous
rural burial grounds are a good (and universal) indicator of a stable rural
population. 8
Now, to the second of the basic questions, the dates of the farm
settlements. The pottery from the survey as a whole dates from the
Palaeolithic to the 13th century AD. A number of sites were clearly
occupied over spans of many centuries. Fragments of 4th-century BC
black-glazed pottery and of African Red Slip of the 2nd-6th centuries AD
do occur on the same site, but black-glazed pottery prevails on those sites
that can be identified as farm and tomb sites. Black-glazed pottery
datable to the 6th and above all to the 5th and 4th centuries BC is the
predominant fine-ware found on the farm sites (Fig. 3).
This locally produced ware, which is now the object of intensive study
by Maria Christensen, makes it possible to determine the duration of
occupation of sites and describe the major shifts in the settlement pattern
o_ver_ time. For the purposes of this paper, the results of greatest
significance are the very high density of farm sites in the first half of the
5th, but especially in the second half of the 4th century BC. In the period
1

S . J.C. Carter in: E. Lattanzi and M. Padula (eds.), Attivita archeologica in Basilica/a r964-1977:
cntt, in onore di Dinu Adamesteanu (1980), 147""74.
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350-300 BC, I33 farm sites (i.e. 63 per cent) were occupied (Fig. 4). In the
succeeding half-century that number fell to 74, i.e. 35 per cent.
If the area of the transect was typical of the territory between the
Bradano and the Cavone in the Late Classical and Early Hellenistic
periods-and previous, more restricted surveys both closer to the city and
in the same area indicate that it was 9-there would have been as many as
870 farm units operating between 350 and 300 BC. This would have
resulted in a population for the territory of between 4,500 and 9,000,
depending on the number assumed for the family, including servants and
slaves. The resulting population density, between 22 and 44 persons per
sq km, is much higher than what has previously been estimated for an
ancient territory, 10 but lower than that of many more recent rural
communities.
See e.g. R. Chevallier, RA r97r, 309-2.6.
See e.g. D. Asheri, Riv.Fil. ror (1973), 457~5, who argues that the largest part of rhe
population of Himera lived in the chora. He arrives at a figure of 16,000-17,000 inhabitants of th_e
chora which he estimates to have covered 1,185 sq km, which is 14 persons per sq km. M. P. Tesn,
Annali della Facoltii di Lettere e Filosofia, Universitii di Siena 1 (1980), 19-32., ignores much of th e
archaeological evidence and incorrectly asserts that there was no substantial rural population.
9
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It would be hard to imagine a sharper contrast between the situation
of the territory in the 4th and that in the 2nd century BC when
Metapont um was securely under Roman rule. Fewer than twenty sites in
the transect were occupied at this time. Apart from a very modest revival
in the 2nd or 3rd century AD the territory of Metapont um seems to have
been virtually deserted within a half-centu ry after 300 BC. The wealth of
Metapont um in the Classical period was produced by numerous small
domestic farm units. What they produced, and how profitable they were
at it, are questions that will be addressed below, but let us consider first
several obvious questions raised by this investigation. Even if the results
of the survey are accepted, is it not possible that the Metapont ine system
of small farmers, living on their land, may have been a unique case
among the colonies of Magna Graecia, with no counterpa rt beyond the
Bradano and Cavone? The University of Texas survey team, in close
collabora tion with the Superinte ndency of Reggio Calabria, has been
conductin g a survey of the territory immediate ly to the south of Crotone
which bears directly on this problem. Even at this early stage of the
investigat ion it is clear that Metapont um was not alone, and that the
isolated, independe nt farmstead was a major fact of Greek colonial life
along the Ionian coast of Southern Italy .11
Nothing can take the place of surface survey in defining broad patterns
of settlemen t and their developm ent in time, but survey has its limitations. As with the study of aerial photograp hs, so to a certain degree wi th
survey, an act of faith in the skill and intuitive sense of the investigat or is
required. Excavatio n alone would never have revealed the enormous
density of populatio n in the second half of the 4th century BC , or the
sparseness of the Roman period. Fundamen tal though the results are, I
suspect that for many they are somewha t abstract. Besides, there are
many questions that remain. What were the form and dimension s of
these structures we have identified as farmhouses? Excavatio n can shed a
much sharper light on the economic and social level of the occupants an_d
it should remove, finally, any remaining doubt that surface finds are a fa ir
indicator of a subsurfac e reality.

Metapon tum-Popu lation and Wealth
Fattoria Fabrizio
Survey indicated that the site known subsequen tly as Fattoria Fabrizio
was occupied in the late 6th and second half of the 4th centuries BC . It is
one of many ancient sites on the slopes of the Venella, and was chosen
because it promised to be a typical, modest farm. Of the structure there
remained the fallen roof, and the foundatio ns made of stones and tiles.
On the beaten earth floor were a number of storage, kitchen, and fineware vessels. The only object of any artistic pretension was a remarkab le
votive plaque representi ng a female divinity and a diminutiv e devotee
shouldering a large sheep. The house seems to have been suddenly
abandone d about 300 BC, with no signs of destructio n. All that remained
of the Archaic farmhouse were the roof tiles, reused in the foundatio n of
its 4th-centur y BC successor. Earlier constructi on was regularly cannibalized for building materials which must have been at a premium. As a
result, little is known of the 6th-centu ry BC Metapont ine farmhouse s.
Though about 30 per cent of the Classical sites have produced Archaic
pottery, very few purely Archaic farmhouse s have come to light (e.g. the
partially excavated example at Cugno <lei Pero).
The plan (Fig. 5) originally consisted of three rows of rooms of
modular dimensions. There was no courtyard . Its simplicity contrasts
starkly with the elaborate farmhous e excavated in 1969 by Simian Stefan

/
EXCAVAT ION OF FARM SITES

From 1966 to date, about two dozen sites identified through surveys of
the territory of Metapont um have been fully or partially excavated. I
would like to illustrate, briefly, three.
Sm

J.C. Carter and C. D' Annibale, Atti XXIII CMGr. 1983 (1986); C. D' Annibale, Magna
Graecia 19 (1984), 15-16.
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5. Plan of the farmhouse Fattoria Fabrizio, 4th cent.
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on the flat terrace land of Lago de! Lupo, a kilometr e away to the north.12
Fattoria Fa~rizio was everyma n's home in the territory of Metapon tum.

Sant' Angelo Grieco
Sant' Angelo Grieco is located thirteen kilometr es from Metapon to,
overlook ing the valley of the Basento. 13 Twelve sites are clustered
together in a radius of 400 m around a spring in what could be described
as an agricultu ral village. The large scatter produce d Archaic, Classical,
and Roman sherds in about equal proporti ons. A structure emerged that
is one of the few datable to the ISt century BC. Extensiv e use was made
of the intact foundati on of a 4th-cent ury BC farmhou se. It was briefly and
only partially occupied in the early ISt century AD before being completely abandon ed. An elegant mid-5th- century BC Doric capital and
fragmen tary inscripti on on island marble, in all probabil ity of similar
date, came from a nearby structure . The capital cannot be associated
with any temple or public building in the city. Like the reused remains of
monume ntal building s at Cozzo Presepe, Saldone, and Pantanel lo, 14 it is
tantalizi ng evidence for the existence of a series of architect urally
significant rural sanctua ries-loc ated, like the relatively intact example
at San Biago, 15 at importan t points along the Basento and Bradan o-the
major routes of commun ication with the interior.
The rst-centu ry BC farmhou se at Sant' Angelo, like all of the sites of
the Roman period, surveyed a valley and a road. The interior of the
territory , except for the valley of the Venella, had been abandoned.
Organize d around a courtyar d open to the south, the structure clos~ly
resemble d in plan the Roman tile factory at Pantanel lo, about which
more will be said later. An enormou s quantity of loom-we ights of all
periods suggests that sheep-ra ising and the wool industry was a way of
life in this corner of the territory.

San Biago, the late Roman farmhouse
The Late Roman farmhou se at San Biago made use of Classical
elements, but they were in all probabil ity borrowe d from th_e nearby
sanctuar y. It is a very rare example of ex novo Roman construc tion . T wo
small coin hoards pin the date down closely. It was in existence by AD
12

J. C. Carter, Excavations in the Territory, Metaponto 1980 (1980) . See also id., Archaeolog
y 33

(1980), 28.

" J.C. Carter, The Territory of Metaponto: 1981-82 (1982).
.
u Plat
See J. C. Carter in: AAVV, Metaponto, 11, Suppl. to N.Sc. 1977 (1983), 420, also J.
d
T aylor in: AAVV, Metaponto , ii . 263ff.; Carter, op. cit. (n. 13), p. 20.
. he
15 D. Adamestean
u, RA 1967, 19; G. Olbrich, PP JI (1976}, 376-408 ; see also id., Archaise
Statuetten eines metapontiner Heiligtums (1979) .
14
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27 5 and was probably destroye d shortly after AD 340. Apart from a small
bath unit with hypocau st there were few concessions to luxury. Fauna!
evidence indicates that here, too, sheep-raising was the major activity.
The house comman ds a superb view of the lower Venella valley and the
Basento. This was in all probabil ity the home of the vilicus of a modest
estate. What is striking about its plan is the degree to which it follows
the basic pattern, already 600 years old, embodie d in Fattoria Fabrizio .
The examples of Metapon tine farmhou ses, illustrate d or cited here,
range in date from the 6th century BC to the 4th century AD. They bracket
chronologically the settleme nt of the territory . The general similarit y of
the plans illustrates well the architect ural conserva tism of the rural
populace.

PATTER NS OF CHANGE IN THE AGRICU LTURE OF THE
TERRITO RY: BIOARC HAEOLO GY AT PANTAN ELLO

Great and rapid changes were taking place in the territory during these
thousand years, but tradition al excavati on, limited to the descripti on of
structures, would not have detected it. The results of the survey indicate
a major transform ation at the end of the 4th or beginnin g of the 3rd
century BC. In order to perceive the substanc e of change in the territory we
must consider its agricultu ral producti on at various periods. What did our
Metapon tine farmers raise?
Until quite recently all that was known of the crops and animals of the
Greeks and Romans was what could be gleaned from documen tary
sources: from Hesiod, Xenopho n, Theophr astus, Cato, Varro, and
Columella. 16 There are several modern treatises on Greek cereal production, 17 but no compreh ensive palaeobo tanical studies. Prehisto rians have
for many years included palaeobo tanists and fauna! analysts on their
teams, but with the exceptio n of Soviet archaeol ogists working in the
Black Sea area, 18 the study of the remains of plants and animals has never
been a major element of any excavati on in the Classical world.
Since 1978 the study of preserve d organic material has been an integral
part of our project. 19 This is due in large part to the expertise and
16

See K. D. White, Roman Farming (1970). There is no correspond ing treatment of
Greek
farming.
" A. Jarde, Les Cereales dans l'antiquite grecque (1925); N. J asny, T he Wheats of
Classical
Antiquity (1944 ).
18
Kruglikova et al., Kratkiye Soobscheniya o Raskopkakh i Polevykh lssledovaniyakh lnstituta
Arkheo/ogii
SSR (Moscow}, 168 (1981), 9-34.
19
L. Costantini in: Carter, Th e T erritory of Metaponto (1982), 32~; id. in: Atti XXII CMGr.
1 82 1
9 ( 983), 487-92; id. in: Malone and Stoddart (eds.}, Th e Human Landscape, pp. 286ff.
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enthusiasm of Dr Lorenzo Costantini and his group at the lstituto di
Bioarcheologia in Rome. 20
The preservation of organic material over long periods of time requires
very special conditions---ei ther an extremely dry climate, such as that
found in Egypt or the Andes, or the extremely damp, oxygen-free
environment of a bog. A bog is what Pantanello became even as it served
as a sacred spot and water supply for the Greek population of the
territory.

Z +--11----

The sanctuary
00

We began to search for the sanctuary in 1974, four years before we had
any idea that the truly great reward for our labour would be something
we could barely see. 21 The abundant water which flowed out from under
the low hill was a formidable obstacle from the beginning. The 6thcentury BC levels were below the aquafer and regular stratigraphic
excavation was impossible. In 1977, after three years of frustration, we
brought in a well-point pumping system, on the advice of Professor
Adamesteanu who had used it with success in the excavation of the city.
Once the points were in and had begun to draw water from the surface to
'wells' six metres below, we could excavate as if on dry ground.
The main outlines of the development of the sanctuary area began to
emerge (Fig. 6, Pl. 45.1). At its heart was a spring which, as pottery and
votive figurines indicated, had served as a place of worship and source of
fresh water from the late 7th to the late 6th centuries BC. A grill of tiles at
the mouth of the spring allowed the water to filter into the channels and
held back the hillside. These simple arrangements were protected by a
massive parallel wall of local conglomerate, securely datable to the early
6th century BC. Votive figurines, one of which was found upright and
surrounded by small votive cups in a small pool beside the west channel,
represent a female divinity. This is surely the sort of primitive open-air
shrine that the poet Leonidas of Taras stopped at to drink, in the 4th
century BC, and offer his cup in thanks to the nymphs.
In the second half of the 6th century BC the area to the west of the
spring was paved and partially covered by a simple shed. A period of
abandonment followed in the 5th century BC, after which the entire area
was transformed. The spring and its channels silted up and were covered
over. The eastern enclosure wall of the spring became the western
"' S. Moscati, 'Quel gene ha duemila anni', Espresso (30 June 1985), 159--61; B. Rensberger, ' 2,3 00
Year Old Seeds May Yield Information on Ancient Agriculture', Washington Post (26 Dec. 1985),

A3.
21
J.C. Carter in: AAVV, Metaponto, ii (cit. n. 14), p. 42.0, and annually in Atti CMGr. (1974 to
present) and especially 1982 (1983), 476-87.
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retaining wall of a large reservoir, measuring 12 x 12 m. It was closed on
the north by a drystone wall whose function was analogous to the tile
grill of the Archaic spring. The perimeter was completed by dikes of
impermeable clay, while a watergate on the east let the overflow escape
and kept the animals out.
The function of the reservoir or collecting basin is clear from the large
number of fragments of storage vessels which littered its stone pavement.
This was the water supply for the farm. At the same time it retained a
sacred character, as evidenced by numerous votives.
To the west of the collecting basin rose a large building which was
found in a fragmentary state. Although its precise use is not known, like
its Archaic predecessor, it was part of an architectural unit which
included the spring (now underground but ta1 ped by a well) and the
collecting basin (Fig. 7; Pl. 45.1).

7. Reconstruction of the farmhouse and stall, Pantanello (the sanctuary

area) in the period 300-250

BC

(A. Patterson)

The collecting basin began to silt up in the second half of the 4th
century BC trapping besides the pottery numerous seeds and other organic
materials on its paved floor. The water was channelled into the rivulets
and finally disappeared from the surface altogether. Near the end of the
century the sanctuary was abandoned and a farmhouse rose on higher
ground, partially overlapping the foundations of the 4th-century BC
building, and a stall was erected inside the collecting basin on the
spongy soil that filled it. A thick layer of organic materials formed a
bedding at its north end. The stall burned and masses of seeds near its
south end were carbonized. The collapsing roof of the stall sealed both
the bedding and the carbonized seeds. All were now enveloped in clay
saturated by water flowing constantly from underneath the hill as it has

for the last 2,300 years, until temporarily diverted by our excavations.
Human intervention and geological conditions combined in a highly
opportune way to preserve the seeds from the Classical period at
Pantanello.
We are able to follow this series of events in considerable detail thanks
to a very finely tu?ed stratigraphic excavation. The presence of a variety
of seeds of aquatic plants and weeds in successive strata document the
physical processes. For the calendar dates we are grateful to Professor
Trendall's stylistic analysis of the red-figured pottery and to the Radio
Carbon Laboratory of the University of Texas at Austin, whose dating of
the seeds themselves agrees very closely with that based on the pottery.

Palaeobotanical study
The. sampling of the organic material from the collecting basin was
earned out under the direct supervision of Dr Costantini. The samples
were chosen well.
What has emerged from the study of preserved organic material is a
unique record of the plant life of the ancient territory (see Table 1). There
are the seeds of olive, barley, and fig. There are grape seeds and even the
grap~s themselves (Pl. 45 .2). These are the basic agricultural crops of the
Mediterranean. 22 All are mentioned in the so-called Heraclea Tablets, a
remarkable document dated to the 4th century BC which records in detail
the agriculture of the temple lands of Athena and Dionysus some twenty
k.l1 ometres to the south. n The Tablets specify that rents for these lands
be ~aid in medimnoi of grain, which clearly implies that grain was the
ma1or product, but they do not reveal whether it was barley or wheat. We
know f~om Athenian documents that barley production was normally
much higher than wheat. Scholarly opinion has traditionally held that
barley, ~espit~ its ~reater diffusion at leait in Attica, was considered by
the anc~ents mfenor to wheat for human consumption. The relative
proportions at Pantanello, which has given us two varieties of wheat
'
.
T..
t rittcum dtcoccum (emmer) and Tr. compactum (bread wheat), indicate
hat here wheat was at least as important as barley in the last half of the
4t~ century BC. 24 Perhaps Metapontine farmers were turning to wheat
with an eye to the export trade.
The Heraclea Tablets are silent on the subject of legumes, the chickfeas, field peas, lentils, vetch, and fava beans, nor do they mention
orage crops such as alfalfa, oats, and rye, which are part of the record at
: J.C. Carter.in: Malone and Stoddart (eds.), The Human LAndscape, p. 303.

,. t·

Uguzzom. and F. Ghinatti, Le ta110/e greche di Eraclea (1968) .
· Gallo, A/1mentaz1one e demografia de/la Grecia antica (1984), 2.6ff.
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r. Pizzica-Pantanello: distribution of seeds by Level in the area of the

collecting basin

LEVEL I
Base level
(mid-4th
cent. BC)

LEVEL II
Compacted
organic
material
(early 3rd

LEVEL III
Carbonized
organic
material
cent. BC)

Cereals

Triticum dicoccum/emmer
Triticum compactum/wheat
Hordeum vulgare/barley

X
X

X

X
X

XX
XXX
XXX

Legumes

Cicer arietinum/chick pea
Lens culinaris/lentil
Pisum sativum/field pea
Vicia faba/broad bean
Vicia ervilia/bitter vetch

X
X

x

X

X

XX
X

Forage crops

Medicago [sp ]/ alfalfa
Avena sativa/oats
Lolium temulentum/rye grass

XX

X
X

x

X

x
x

X

X

X

X

X

Wild and Spontaneous Plants

Carex [sp]/sedge family
Euphorbia elioscopica/spurge
Galium [sp]/bedstraw
Lathyrus [sp]/vetchling
Polygonum [sp]/knotweed
Ranunculus [sp]/buttercup family
Rubus [sp]/blackberry
Sonchus [sp]/sow thistle
Cerotaphyllium demersum/
coontail
Zannichellia [sp]/horned pond
weed

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x
x
xxx

X

x

XXX

x

XXX

XXX

XX
XX
XX

Fruits

Ficus carica/fig
Olea europaea/olive
Vitis vinifera/grape

XXX
XXX

Note: x = present; xx = numerous; xxx = abundant.

X
X
X
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Pantanello and which must have constituted an important element in the
agriculture of the region.
However, the importance of the Pantanello deposit for the history of
the territory is not so much that it indicates the presence or absence of
certain plants, but that its stratigraphy suggests a pattern of change over
time. Caution should be exercised in drawing quantitative conclusions
from a limited sample at a single site, without support from other
sources. In this stratified deposit olive, grape, and fig were relatively more
abundant than the grains in the mid-4th century BC. Fifty years later, the
proportions were reversed. A strictly local situation, or an indicator of a
major shift in the agriculture of a region? We need other similar deposits
to enable us to answer such a question, and none so far has come to
light. However, there is another source of information which can broaden
our perspective on the problem.
The pollen evidence confirms and complements the seed record and
that of larger remains of plant life (Fig. 8): 25 the leaves, pruned branches,
and worked lumber of fir, maple, and willow, as well as grape, olive, and
26
fig. Again, it is the variation of these crop and landscape elements over
time which is of greatest interest. Taken together, the information of the
profiles describes the agricultural and environmental history of a significant part of the territory from the 6th to the ISt centuries BC.
In the Archaic period agriculture was diversified and grazing was
important, as the fauna! record confirms. Thistle and plantain are high in
this period and high levels of Liguliflorae indicate that fallow or waste
fields were numerous. Olive made its first jump in the late 6th century BC.
By the middle of the 4th century BC grazing was lighter with few goats,
some sheep, horses, and cattle. Pastoralism was virtually eliminated, as
the grazing indicators decrease markedly. There are big gains in olive,
grains, and legumes. In the absence of the goats, the maquis rejuvenates.
As with the seeds, so with the pollen, there is a major change in
relative proportions in the second half of the 4th century BC. Grain
pollens, usually underrepresented, increase dramatically, while olive
decreases. Were olive trees intentionally eliminated, in order to lower
capital outlay, or were they destroyed by invaders? Was the territory
moving toward a one-crop economy? Legumes, a revitalizer of soil for
cereal crops, are high at the beginning of this period but decrease at the
end. Does this decline in legumes indicate a gradual neglect of the fiveyear rotation of grains, legumes, and fallow which the evidence of the
Heraclea Tablets indicates was normal practice in this region of Magna
Graecia?
T " D. Sullivan in: Carter, Territory of Metaponto I981-82; id. in: Malone and Stoddart (eds.},
he Human Landscape, p. 290.
" See Costantini, Joe. cir. (n. 19).
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8. Pollen profile of grasses, cultivated plants, and grazing indicators

After the early 3rd century BC there is a sudden change in all
agricultural crops. Olive persists; cereals all but vanish. The abandonment of the territory after 275 BC, judged solely on the basis of the pollen
record, seems to have been nearly total.
No less dramatic than the demographic fluctuations of the territoryfrom a maximum density in the second half of the 4th to virtual
abandonment in the 3rd century BC-are the vicissitudes of agriculture in
the same period. The desertion of the farms occurred in a period of
political instability, but over-reliance on one crop, and the progressive
exhaustion of the soil pose their own formidable threats to the wellbeing of an agricultural society. They are factors which cannot be
ignored in any comprehensive attempt to explain historical change here
or elsewhere in the colonial world.
Crops were the backbone of the Metapontine economy, but as the
pollen profile has indicated, grazing played an important role, too,
particularly in the Archaic period. 27
For reports on fauna! evidence from the territory of Metapontum see: G. Wooldridge in: Carter,
op. cit. (n. 12.), p. 10; B. Cabaniss and S. Scali in: Carter, Territory of Metaponto 1981-82 (198 2 ), 43,
46; S. Scali, Atti XXII CMGr. 1982 (1983), 492-8. S. Bokonyi, unpubl. report 1985 .
27

The territory of Metapontum had, and still has, an unusual potential to
produce wealth in the form of agricultural products and animals. We
now have a good idea how its occupants at various times in the past
chose to exploit this potential, what crops they grew, and what animals
they raised or hunted. How successful were they at it? How much wealth
could the land produce in any period?
We now have, I believe, enough information to make some rudimentary calculations of total productivity and surplus for the second half of
the 4th century BC, when we can be reasonably sure that grain was the
principal crop. A basic assumption is that the density of farm sites in the
transect was typical of the territory at this period. In this area 22 per cent
consists of scrub-covered slopes. We shall assume that this ratio of scrub
to arable land was constant throughout the territory. Dividing the total
number of farm sites into the total area of the territory produces an
average farm site of 21.2 ha, of which 16.6 were arable. Is this a
reasonable figure? Comparison with the known sizes of farms in the
Chersonese indicates that it is. They range from 4.4 ha in the 5th to 26 ha
in the late 4th and early 3rd centuries Bc. 28 The average Metapontine
farm was large, however, by modern peasant standards. The average size
which the Agrarian Reform of 1954 made available to the present-day
farmers of the territory of Metaponto was 4. 5 ha.
Very roughly speaking, a farm of this size (16.6 arable ha) would have
produced an annual yield between 8.3 and 18.2 metric tonnes of grain,
assuming a rotation of crop and fallow with two thirds of the land
simultaneously under cultivation. The range in tonnage is the result of
assuming that the productivity of grain at Metapontum lies somewhere
between six grains and twelve for every one sown, with a sowing density
of 150 kg/ha.
The caloric yield of this grain crop would range between 27.4 and 60.1
million calories. 29 The yearly caloric requirements of a family of five,
based on FAO norms adjusted for prehistoric populations, is 4.3 million
calories. For a family of ten individuals-considering the labour requirements for 16.6 ha, a ten-member farm unit is more likely-that figure

11

(

See M. Dufkova and J. Pecirka, Eirene 8 (1970), 12.3-4. Cp. also A. Burford Cooper, Cl.]. 73
977), 168. For the evidence of Classical farms in the territory of Camarina, see P. Pelagatti, Kokalos

1

37 (1980--1), 723.
;

See for this and the following M . Henneberg and J. Ostoja-Zagorski, Journal of Anthropologi1Archaeology
3 (1984), 41--'78. The productivity (1: 3 or 1: 4) and caloric-requirement figures (1,000
of grain for a family of 5 for a year) used by M. Jameson, Cl.]. 73 (1977), 131, seem very low.
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would be 8.6 million calories. This corresponds to the following
quantities of grain required to feed an average family for one year: r.3
tonnes for the five-member family, 2.6 tonnes for the ten-member family.
· The minimum surplus that our average farm provides, i.e. the minimum annual yield minus the maximum family needs, is 5.7 tonnes or 69
per cent of the grain produced. The maximum surplus, i.e. the maximum
yield minus the minimum family needs, is 16.9 tonnes or 93 per cent of
the grain produced.
We have assumed throughout these calculations that grain was the
only product of the farm. Clearly this was not the case and some of the
plants grown were eaten by animals whose milk and flesh were finally
consumed, or whose labour went into producing grain. For very rough
estimates, however, total farm production, as well as total nutritional
needs, can be evaluated in 'cereal equivalents ' as we have done here.
The minimum surplus of the average farm (5.7 t.) equals 153 medimnoi, which in the 4th century BC would have been worth 918 drachmas.
The maximum surplus of 16.9 t. corresponds with 456 medimnoi worth
2,736 drachmas on the Delian market (about which we have detailed
information ). To give some idea of the buying power of these sums, a
typical Athenian male would spend about 4 drachmas in ten days on
food, and he could eat, pay the rent, and clothe himself for a whole year
31
for about 269 drachmas. The lowest figure for the surplus of a
Metapontin e farm was a considerabl e sum in the 4th century BC. There is
no question here of subsistence farming. Farming was profit.
Consider briefly the figures for the territory as a whole. The total arable
land from the Bradano to the Cavone would have accommoda ted, as we
have seen earlier, 869 farms of 2r.2 ha. The minimum surplus of all of
these farms is 132,957 medimnoi (worth 69 talents). The maximum is
797,742 medimnoi (worth 797 talents). The maximum surplus would
have been greater than the combined production of wheat (39,n2
32
medimnoi) and barley (363,400 medimnoi) of Attica in 329 BC. We have
not considered yet the requirement s of the approximat ely 12,500 Metapontines dwelling within the city walls. They would have consumed
about 3,250 t., or 87,750 medimnoi of grain.

cal./kg of whole
JO L. Foxhall and H. A. Forbes, Chiron 12. (1982), 46, give the figure of 2,158
hulled barley. We have used a value of 3,300 cal. for 1 kg of wheat. A 6-member family, according to
Foxhall and Forbes, consumes 15,495 cal. daily. This is extremely generous, as they admit. Our
figure for a moderately active family of five is II,832 cal. The requirement is based on the age
structure for families reconstructed from age at death distribution in the Pantanello necropolis, by
R. M. Henneberg.
" One Attic medimnos is considered the equivalent of 52..2 litres which means that one
medimnos of wheat/barley is 36.9 kg. The price of 6 drachmas per medimnos is based on the Delian
account for 282 BC: see /G xi. 158. 37 and Fox hall and Forbes, Chiron 12, Table 4. See also Jarde, Les
Cereales, p. 164. Estimates of buying power are by Gareth Morgan (unpubl. paper, 1985).
" Jarde, Les Cereales, p. 48.
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The minimum surplus-th at which assumes the lowest yield and a
family of ten per farm-woul d have been sufficient to feed the urban
population. The maximum surplus would have fed the city well and left
709,992 medimnoi of grain to sell abroad. This would have been worth
709 talents.
A rare documentar y source on Metapontum in the 4th century BC
reports that in 301 BC Cleonymus invited the Lucanians into the territory
and held the city ransom, demanding 200 girls of the best families and
600 talents of silver. 33 Historians have considered this an extraordina rily
high figure. Now we have some idea what this meant in real terms.
Cleonymus wanted slightly less than the equivalent, assuming maximum productivity , of a year's agricultural surplus from the territory.
Cleonymus' demand came at a time when, as the results of the
palaeobotan ical analysis indicate, the economy of the territory was
heavily dependent on a single crop, grain. It was also poised for a
demographi c disaster, as the survey clearly demonstrate s. He may well
have aggravated this crisis. As some modern historians have interpreted
the episode, the burden of his demand was intentionall y heavy on the
'best families', i.e. on a landed aristocracy which they presume to have
34
reaped the lion's share of the surplus from agriculture in the territory.

DIVISION OF WEALTH

How well founded are references to a landed aristocracy? Do the results
of archaeologi cal research support such a theory? How in fact was the
considerable wealth of the territory distributed? There is no single or
simple explanation , but I believe that, now, sufficient evidence exists at
least for us to begin to formulate answers to this fundamenta l question
of the structure of colonial society.

Distribution of land
We would do best to begin with the question of the distribution of the
land, the basic measure of wealth in this agricultural society. The blanket
survey of the transect is the point of departure. We have assumed that the
density of farmhouses here is very close to the ancient density and that it
is typical of the territory as a whole. When the farm sites are viewed in
relation to the varied topography of this strip they seem, at first glance, to
have been randomly scattered, except for a strong tendency to line up
along the edges of river valleys. In fact, as observed earlier, proximity to
" Diod. 20. 104. 1-3.
" M. T. Gianotta, Metaponto e/lenistico-romana (1980), 13.
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water was a major factor in the choice of site. Were it the only
consideration, however, all these farmhouses would have been grouped
naturally in villages around a good spring.
There are, in fact, village-like clusterings. 35 We have identified eight of
them in the area of the transect, but many farms are scattered over the
best wheat land of the central marine terraces where water is much less
abundant. It seems reasonable to conclude that these farmers located
their dwellings on or near the land they cultivated.
We have proof in the Heraclea Tablets that farm land in this region
was regularly divided, using standard measures. So precise are the details
spelt out in this legal document that it is possible to reconstruct on paper
the size and distribution of lots. When referring to divisions between
properties the text speaks usually of roads but also of antomoi, which
have been interpreted as unploughed strips. 36
Remains of an ancient system of land divisions have been identified at
Metapontum. The 'division lines', discovered through the aerial photographic work of Schmiedt and Chevallier as early as 1959, have left traces
on the ground. These have been described by Adamesteanu and Uggeri
as country roads or drainage canals. The system has been dated by
Adamesteanu to the early 6th century BC, making it not only the largest
but also the oldest preserved Greek land division. 37 Though some
scepticism has been voiced in the past, 38 the longitudinal division lines
do have substance. They divide the territory between the Bradano and
Basento into the longest possible strips of arable land. The central line,
which is the best preserved, bisects this area, and perhaps not coincidentally its orientation is precisely that of the underlying geological fracture
pattern, which has influenced the natural drainage of the surface. 39 Greek
surveyors were willing to exploit the advantages offered by the nature of
the terrain. These lines are clear in aerial photographs, even to the
untrained eye, and they have been confirmed, indirectly as we shall see,
through excavation. Legitimate doubt, however, remains concerning the
details of the system, particularly as there is no convincing evidence for
the transverse divisions.
The solution proposed in 1976 by Claude Vatin postulates transverse
lines which are parallel to the coast. In fact, Vatin's lines are ancient
beach lines which have left quite conspicuous ridges on the terraces, and
as the survey team has found, were dotted with numerous springs and,
consequently, ancient farm sites. Vatin justified the resulting lozengeshaped lots with a geometrical argument too elaborate to be plausible. 40
" First noted by M. Lacava, Topografia e storia di Metaponto (1891), 91, 330.
16
Uguzzoni and Ghinatti, Le tavole greche, p. 61.
'' Seen. 4.
38
E. Lepore in: Finley (ed.), Problemes de la terre, p. 46.
19
R. L. Folk in: Carter, op. cir. (n. 12.), p. 5.
'° Varin, CRAJ 1976, 120.
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The division of the territory proposed here, and I wish to emphasize
from the start the preliminary and tentative character of this proposal,
takes as its basis the distribution of farm sites in the territory. The other
major data in this reconstruction are the actual traces of the principal
longitudinal division lines identified in aerial photographs and confirmed
on the ground. We assume further that
(a) all the arable land was parcelled out;
(b) every farmhouse occupied a parcel of land;
(c) in the case of the dwelling being located in one of the half-dozen
farm villages identified in the transect, its parcel was located
nearby;
(d) where possible, the farm was located along the boundary of the
parcel, i.e. next to a thoroughfare (both for convenient access and
not to obstruct ploughing);
(e) where an area of tombs is clearly related to a farmhouse, both are
located on the same unit;
(f) the unit is in the shape of a square or rectangle of which one
dimension-the north-east to south-west one--is 210 m or a
multiple of it, and the other is either 210 m, a multiple, or half a
multiple of it.
The last, rather specific assumption is based on a consideration of
41
comparable systems of Greek land division and measurement.
The resulting division of the territory, or rather of a selected part of it,
is in effect a land plat for the second half of the 4th century BC (Fig. 9).
Alternative schemes have been worked out for the limited area bounded
by the Venella, the Fossa dell'Acqua Fetente, and on the south, by the
transect boundary (see Table 2). In a first attempt, the basic unit is
assumed to be a parcel measuring 210 x 315 m or 6.6 ha. In the period
350-300 BC, 16 per cent of the lots in this area are in this category. There
are five other sizes ranging up to 59.9 ha. The largest group of parcels (49
per cent) measure 420 x 315 m or 13.2 ha, which is a much smaller piece
of land than the average for the chora as a whole; 26 per cent are twice
this size, or four times the basic unit; 95 per cent of the parcels here are
26 ha-the size of the 4th-century BC division in the Chersonese--or
smaller. Very similar results were obtained for the second scheme which
makes use of a basic unit of 210 x 420 m. Here, the largest numbers of
lots are four units, or 17.64 ha (closer to the average).
I have avoided using the word property, since in the absence of
documentary records we can never be sure that the occupants of a house
or a plot of land were also its owners. They could have been, in theory,
tenant farmers, renters, or even slaves. This last possibility seems remote.
" F. Favoury in: M. Clavel-Leveque (ed.), Cadastres et espace rural: Table ronde de BesanfOn
ma, 1 980 (1983), 57-135.
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The farmhouses, though generally modest, evince too high a level of
material well-being to have been occupied solely by slaves. There is no
word of houses being assigned to the renters in the Heraclea Tablets,
though stalls and granaries are described, with dimensions. The strongest
evidence, however, that the occupants of the land were also its owners is
the presence of the tombs. Very many of the farmhouses in the survey, as
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noted earlier, have associated tombs. Those excavated examples such as
the small Saldone and Sant' Angelo Vecchio necropoleis were used over
two or three generations and seem to represent a single family group. We
shall, perhaps, know for certain about these when Professor Henneberg's
analysis of the skeletal material is complete. A farmer is unlikely to have
buried his parents or his children on land he might have had to leave or
have been removed from within five or ten years' time.
The picture of the rural society of Metapontum that begins to emerge
does not support the theory of a landed aristocracy. The surface
distribution of the farmhouses with their related burial grounds leaves
little possibility for vast estates. It seems to have been a well-to-do, but
also a remarkably egalitarian society. Still, some holdings were clearly
larger than others, and we can never be sure that a farmer living on one
plot did not, at the same time, control several other scattered agricultural
units-among those without farmhouses and burials-and in addition
pasture land or woods, lying outside the division of agriculture lands.
Before consigning our vision of an egalitarian rural society to the limbo
of ultimately unverifiable hypotheses, we may consider one final and
remarkable source of information which has emerged from a very recent
excavation in the territory of Metapontum.

A RURAL NECROPOLIS-DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF THE
DEAD

Salvage excavation in a former olive grove at Pantanello, 500 m to the
north-west of the sanctuary, has revealed an intact necropolis of some
255 tombs (Fig. ro). It is, to date, the largest systematically excavated
and documented necropolis in the territory of Metapontum. 42 Located as
they are at a distance of three and a half kilometres from Metapontum,
these graves are unlikely to have belonged to residents of the city. The
conclusion that they are the tombs of the rural population is supported
by the fact that a survey of an area one kilometre in radius around the
necropolis has revealed twenty farm sites belonging to the same period as
the tombs.
Many of the tombs are situated on both sides of an ancient road (Pl.
45.3). Soundings at several points revealed its dimensions and details,
such as a flanking drainage ditch filled with fragments of large vases
which had served as tomb markers.
This was a major thoroughfare leading out of the city along the valley
of the Basento into the interior. 43 The remaining tombs lined a narrow
" J.C. Carter, Atti XXlll CM Gr. r983 (1986) and XXIV 1984 (forthcoming).
" L. Giardino, Studi di Antichita 4 (1985), 5-36.
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strip of land which intersected the road at an angle. Its orientation and
that of all the tombs along it is 50 degrees west of north, i.e. precisely the
direction of the division lines of the territory. In fact when the system of
longitudinal division lines is projected from the central line into this
corner of the territory one is found to lie along the centre of the tomblined strip (Fig. u). Unlike the road it intersected, the strip left no
recognizable trace in the ground. Though their position must be inferred
from other features, surveyed boundaries exist as surely as do roads. The
strip may have been, like the antomoi of the Heraclea Tablets, simply
unploughed ground, which clearly served to divide tombs as well as
fields, for a period of several centuries.
The tombs along both the strip and the road cluster at regular intervals
in fifteen distinct groups or nuclei-roughly the same number as the
nearby farms (Fig. 12). Each contains from fifteen to forty-nine tombs.
The variety of tomb types in the various nuclei is remarkable (Pl. 46.r;
Fig. 13). There are cist tombs and sarcophagi made of stone quarried near
Montescaglioso, twenty kilometres to the north along the Bradano
Valley. The tile tombs, the single most common category, fall into three
general types: the a cappuccina tombs made with six flat pan tiles, the
vaulted tombs formed from two or three semi-cylindrical sections of well
liners, and the superimposed Laconian tile tombs commonly used for
infants. Next in order of popularity is the simple earthen grave, whose
walls are sometimes lined with painted plaster. Finally, there are the
cremations. These are all the basic types known from previous, more
limited excavations in the territory of Metapontum, with the one
exception of the rare chamber tombs, which have been found only in the
Crucinia necropolis immediately outside the city walls. 44
Each nucleus contains a wide range of tomb types. Statistical analysis
(Chi square test) indicates, however, that there is a correlation between
the nuclei and the tomb type-that there was a significant preference for
certain types of tombs in the various nuclei.
The skeletal material which is moderately well preserved is a basic
source of information for our study (Fig. 14). Preliminary ageing and
sexing of the occupants of the nuclei suggest strongly that these formed
family groups. Further work including blood-typing will, hopefully, shed
further light on their relationships. 45 The high number of infant burials,
generally underrepresented in ancient cemeteries, supports the hypothesis
that we are dealing with farm families.
The pottery from these tombs includes Corinthian, Attic black-figure
(Pl. 46.3) and red-figure, Early Lucanian, Apulian, and Gnathian wares,
as well as large quantities of imported and local black glaze. Preliminary
"' F. G. Lo Porto, N.Sc. 35, 1981 (1982), 289-391.
" J.C. Carter, Atti XXV CMGr. 1985 (forthcoming).
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1

3· Schematic drawings of the principal types of tombs in the Pantanello
necropolis: (a) inhumation, (b) cremation, (c) Laconian tile tombs,
(d) a cappuccina, (e) sarcophagus, ({) cist tomb
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study of this material indicates that the necropolis as a whole spans three
centuries, beginning in the first half of the 6th century BC (Fig. r5). The
necropolis was in use, thus, during the whole period of the Greek
occupation of the territory-and no longer. It was most intensely
frequented in the period of maximum occupation of the land in the
second half of the 4th century BC and was abandoned, together with the
farmhouses of the territory, in the first half of the 3rd century BC.
Considered individually the nuclei follow the same chronological
curve with only a few variations. One small nucleus has its major use in
the early 5th and early 4th centuries BC-when there is much lower
activity at the others. Another fades out of existence in the second half of
the 4th century, and a third starts in this period. The fluctuation in
burials in this necropolis from the early 6th to the early 3rd centuries BC
may have been conditioned by a variety of factors, but it seems clear that
they serve as a broad gauge, at least, of the varying numbers and fortunes
of the rural population during these three centuries.
The objects which accompanied a Metapontine farmer to the al di la
did not differ appreciably from those placed in the grave of a resident of
the city. We first made this observation at the Saldone necropolis, some
eight kilometres from the city walls, and it seems to be no less true here.
In terms of pottery, black-glazed skyphoi, pelikai, lekythoi, and unguentaria were the most common. Beside, there were also numerous coarse

15. The dates of tombs in the Pantanello necropolis

amphorae. Precious jewellery (Pl. 46.2), glass objects, and terracotta
figurines were exceptional (and mostly late in date), whilst the number of
m~t~l obj~cts found is truly astounding. Most typical among them are
stngils, mirrors, coins, and fibulae, but there were also more elaborate
items like lead cosmetic boxes, containing perfume bottles and scallop
~hells for mixing pigments, and a very rare example of an intricate bronze
ink-well, a unique testimony to the literacy of the rural population, in a
necropolis in which not one inscribed grave marker has come to light.
Taken as a whole the Pantanello necropolis would have to be considered
unex_ceptional in relation to the partially excavated necropoleis nearer
~he city, and to the major necropoleis of other colonial centres, but there
is considerable variation among the individual burials-in terms both of
the cost of the tomb and of the grave-goods. They range on the low end
of ~he scale from a simple inhumation in the raw earth, with one or two
ob1ects, to a tile tomb or a sarcophagus with an amphora or a blackglazed pelike.
b The h~ight of pretension, in terms of tomb structure, was represented
Y the c1st tombs. The grave-goods in most of these burials belied the

Metapontum-Popu lation and Wealth

]. C. Carter
luxury of the container: a single unglazed amphora and a black-glazed
cup were standard. But there were exceptions, such as the aged man
buried with an athlete's strigil, a crown of gilded bronze olive leaves, and
46
a large iron key centred directly over his genitals. The early 5th-century
BC tomb of a mature woman would stand out in any company. It
contained eight Attic black- and red-figured lekythoi, representing all the
principal divinities of Orphic-Pythagorea n mythology, with a particular
emphasis on Athena.
We know from the deposits of the Kerameikos at Metapontum that
several of the masters of early Lucanian vase-painting, the Amykos
47
Painter and the Dolon Painter, worked there. A good number of their
products found their way to the necropolis at Pantanello-and more
often than not they were placed in simple earthen graves like the plasterlined one belonging to a woman of middle age. A hydria by the Dolon
Painter represents a quiet scene--a meeting between a youth and maiden
and a gathering of two women, or perhaps two goddesses. One extends a
wreath over a basket filled with fruit while the other admires herself in a
mirror. Arranged around the hydria at the body's feet were a smaller redfigured lekythos with a similar figure holding a wreath over a basket, an
alabastron, and no less than five black-glazed lebetes.
It is clear that some individuals received differential treatment at
burial. Which individuals in the various nuclei and in the necropolis as a
whole were favoured? To what degree were they favoured? The Pantanello necropolis offers the elements necessary for such an investigation,
as we are dealing here not with isolated burials or a few random clusters
of tombs, but with an intact sample of 255 tombs including information
on age and sex independently determined from the skeletal material.
What we have had to invent is a quantitative method for dealing with
48
the values of tombs and grave-goods.
For each burial the cost of every item has been calculated in obols,
based on available epigraphic and other documentary evidence from the
4th century BC, most of which is from Athens. These are, of course,
approximate and much interpolation was required. We did not attempt
to assign higher values based on subjective estimates of quality. Cost
depended on material, category, and size. Stone quarried and transported
to the site was expensive, and a red-figured vase incredibly cheap by
today's standards.
The final figure for the total cost of a burial represents the financial
sacrifice that the group was able or willing to make for that member. It
should not be interpreted as an indication of the real wealth of the group,
46
Carter, op. cit. (n. 13), p. 17.
" F. D'Andria in: AAVV, Metaponto, i, Suppl. to N.Sc. 1975 (1980), 377ff.
48 The approach adopted here was in part suggested by S. Shennan, Antiquity 49 (1975), 179ff.
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Expansion and Diffusion:
Towards a Definition of Ancient Greek
Colonization

Mycenaean Colonization: Norm and
Variety~=K. KILIAN

(German Archaeological Institute, Athens)

Before one can deal with the topic of Mycenaean colonization the term
Mycenaean requires definition. It is possible to define Mycenaean
1
territories, as well as the peripheral regions, in terms of political, cultural,
and economic relationships. 2 Such a definition can be achieved through
the study of spatial distribution of material culture, the criteria of sociopolitical organization, and religious features. Subsistence activities,
movement and distribution of artefact classes, economic transactions
between border and core areas show how deeply the Mycenaean system
was integrated with the technology and organization of the indigenous
culture of border regions such as Thessaly, Epirus, and Acarnania.
The characteristic features of Mycenaean civilization can be briefly
summarized as follows:
(a) A system of territories and their unified organization in a typical
hierarchy of settlements, 3 each clustered around the residence of
the local wanax (Fig. r). 4
(b) A social pyramid under the wanax, 5 backed up by the systematic
establishment of an administrative body, possibly also the
• I should like to thank Dr J. Binder Perlzweig and the editor for assisting me with the English in
this paper.
1

See W. A. McDonald and R. Hope Simpson in: W. A. McDonald and G. R. Rapp, The
Minnesota Messenia Expedition (1972.), 117ff.; J. Bintliff (ed.), Mycenaean Geography (1977);
C. Renfrew, Ancient Civilization and Trade (1975), 14, fig. 3.
2
Research recently carried out in Thessaly by B. Feuer, The Northern Mycenaean Border in
Thessaly (1983), shows that, to the north-west, the Mycenaean border cannot have been situated in
southern Aetolia (cp. p. 199, fig. 98). Archaeological evidence and good parallels for the situation in
inner Thessaly suggest that it should be drawn through Ioannina during Late Helladic IIIA.
' For the kingdom of Pylos cp. the refs. given above, n. r; see also K. Kilian in: flpaK-r,Ka.
B' TomKoii .Ew<l'ipfou M«1C17Jv<aKuw l:1Toullwv, Kyparissia 1982 (1984), 56ff. Discrimination on the
basis of settlement size alone, as proposed by J. Carothers and W. A. McDonald, J.FieldA. 6 (1979),
433ff., is misleading: see e.g. Kakovatos which, despite its small size (1.8 ha) should not be ranked
among the smaller sites. Its importance is indicated by the presence of three tholos tombs. For the
Argolid see Kilian, art. cit., pp. 64ff., figs. 17, 18, 2.3, and in: Atti XXlll CMGr. 1983 (1986), 71ff.
' K. Kilian, jahrbuch der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenscha~en 1981, 76ff., fig. 4; J. T.
Hooker, Mycenaean Greece (1977) .
' S. Deger-Jalkotzy in: Res Mycenaeae, 7th Colloquium Nurnberg 198r (1983), 89ff.
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Hierarchy of settlements in the Argolid {Late Helladic IIIA/B)

damoi. 6 Other aspects revealing the social hierarchy include the
quality of dwelling places, tombs, diet,7 clothing, and cult rituals
partly connected with official representation of the upper or ruling
classes. 8
(c) A centralized economy of the redistributive type,9 based on
extensive agriculture and involving stock-breeding, particular storage methods using pithoi and specialized containers such as stirrup
amphorae, three-handled stamnoi, and alabastra, for the packagDeger-Jalkotzy, Res Mycenaeae, pp. 90f.
Angel, S. Bisel, and S. Dietz, Nationalmuseets Arbejdsmark K0benhavn (1980), 7ff.
' The summary by E. Vermeule, Greece in the Bronze Age (5th ed., 1972.), is still helpful.
• P. de Fidio, SMEA 2.3 (1982.), 83ff.; Kilian, art. cir. (n. 4) fig. 4, and in: Atti XXIII CMGr. 1983
71ff.; A. F. Harding, The Mycenaeans and Europe (1984), 24ff., fig. 4. The new transatlantic
tendency to dispute the practicability of C. Renfrew's redistributive economy underestimates the
working of such an open-minded model in the Near East and its particular suitability for
archaeological situations with a small amount of available information.
6

7

J. L.

ing of merchandise, and prestige or labour-intensive items for
high-ranking individuals 11 or institutions such as temples.12
(d) Specific ways of thinking are reflected in representations that refer
to class-status (e.g. on wall-paintings), 13 in oral poetry, 14 in cult
practices pertaining to political authority (see, for instance, the
cult centres at Mycenae and Pylos), 15 in ancestor cults (e.g. Grave
Circle A at Mycenae and tumuli at Ephyra), and in other religious
activities, on both official and popular levels. 16
On the basis of these criteria, the coastal areas of Thessaly and the inland
plains around Larissa and Pharsala, 17 and Epirus as far north as loannina 18 may be assigned to the Mycenaean civilization from the beginning
of the Late Bronze Age (Figs. 2-3). The relatively high percentage of
handmade pottery (60-80 per cent) in those regions necessitates their
classification as border zones of the Mycenaean culture. A regression can
be observed in north-western Greece where southern Albania belonged to
the Aegean sphere in the Middle Helladic period (Figs. 4-5), 19 whilst
there was only limited diffusion of Mycenaean culture during the palatial
period (Late Helladic IIIA) when the Mycenaean 'border' was running
along Lake Ioannina (Fig. 3). 20 At the same time, Mycenaean accultur-

10 A. Leonard, BASOR 241 (1981), 87ff. Special production of ceramics to satisfy markets abroad
is yet to be proved, pace E. S. Sheratt in: J. G. P. Best and N. W. De Vries (eds.), Interaction and
Acculturation in the Mediterranean, ii (1982.), 179.
11 See W. Heick, Die Beziehungen Agyptens und Vorderasiens
zur Agiiis (1979), 97.
12 See e.g. Mycenaean ladies delivering gifts on frescos at Tiryns, Mycenae, Thebes, Orchomenos.
For gifts carried to Pa-ki-ja-ne see J. Chadwick, Documents in Mycenaean Greek, 2nd ed. (1973),
2.84ff.; S. Hiller in: Aux origines de l'Hellenisme. La Crete et la Grece, Hommage a Henri van
Effenterre (1984), 148ff.
" See Vermeule, Greece Bronze Age, pp. 167ff.; W. Taylour, The Mycenaeans (1983), II5.
" See F. Schachermeyr, Die griechische Ruckerinnerung im Lichte neuer Forschungen (1983),
38ff., 156f. See also the lyre players at Pylos and on vases: A. Dragona-Latsoudi, A.Ephem. 1977,
86ff., 93; further, the ivory lyres from Menidi and Samos.
" See E. French and K. Kilian in: R. Hagg and N. Marinatos (eds.), Sanctuaries and Cults in the
Aegean Bronze Age (1981), 41ff. and 49ff. respectively; K. Kilian, A.Karr.BI. 14 (1984), 43.
16 See in general Hagg and Marinatos (eds.), Sanctuaries and Cults;
R. Hagg in: A. Morpugo
Davies and Y. Duhoux (eds.), Linear B, a 1984 Survey (1985), 2.03ff. For the cult of the dead see esp.
G. E. Mylonas, Mycenae and the Mycenaean Age (1966), II1ff.; M. Andronikos, Totenkult,
Arch.Hom. W (1968), 35ff.
17
See above, n. 2..
11 See K. Kilian in: Traffici micenei
nel Mediterraneo: Atti de/ Convegno di Palermo, rr-12
maggio e 3-6 dicembre 1984 (1986) 2.84ff., figs. 2.-3.
19
The full range of shapes in local Minyan ceramics is represented, together with spearheads of
Sesklo type (see Kilian, Traffici Micenei, figs. 7-8), and knives of Aegean type.
20 Mycenaean
ceramics have also been found in smaller settlements, e.g. Kassope (Mus.
loannina); see also the fortification of Kastritsa, the female Mycenaean costume in a tomb at
Kastritsa, and the C1-rapiers from Perama-Mesogephyra (S. I. Dakaris in: Proc.Pr.Hist.Soc. 33
(1967), 3off., pls. 1, 2.; Prakt. 1952., 381, fig. 19, and A.Ephem. 1956, II4ff.).

K. Kilian

2.

Hierarchy of settlements in Thessaly (Late Helladic IIIA/ B, after Feuer)

ation may have increased in the Thessalian interior. 21 Interaction
between core and border areas and beyond is demonstrated by a
characteristic distribution of double axes of Aegean and Kierion type, the
latter a creation of the border areas (Fig. r r), 22 whereas linear connections
are revealed by the distribution of Mycenaean pottery. The distribution
of Aegean sword types beyond the frontier clearly indicates Mycenaean
impact in the field of weaponry or status symbols. These frontier
phenomena complete the picture of a limited cultural diffusion which is
characterized by a minimal presence of imported pottery-no more than
r per cent of all pottery found is Mycenaean 23-by a virtual lack of
jewellery, and by an absence of Mycenaean storage complexes. Neither
Mycenaean burial customs nor grave-goods are, as yet, known in areas
like southern Albania. The tumuli in these regions are the products of
local tradition and are linked to a clan-family organization that survives
until the early Iron Age. 24
W. A. Heurtley's research 25 and recent excavations at Kastanas,
21 Plain Mycenaean pottery
has been found up to Trikkala and Agrilia: see Feuer, Northern
Mycenaean Border, figs. 65, 79); for settlement pattern, Mycenaean weapons, grave-goods, and
costumes in the cist graves of Agrilia see figs. 74--9.
22
See Kilian, Traffici Micenei, n. 87.
2J Up ro Elbasan (Mus. Tirana).
" See K. Kihan in: Atti XXIV CMGr. 1984 (i n press).
" Prehistoric Macedonia (1939), 1ff.
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5. Distribution of spearheads of the so-called Sesklo type

Assiros, and Torone 26 have provided sufficient material to enable one to
proceed with the study of expansive diffusion in its archaeological
reality. On the coast, there was a settlement system based on sedentary
agriculture27-the crucial element in the Mycenaean subsistence system-and an intensive local production of Mycenaean-type pottery. 28
Pithoi appear to have been used for storage, in the Mycenaean manner. 29
26 See B. Hansel, Jb.Z .Mus.Mainz
:z.6 (1979), 167ff.; K. A. Wardle, BSA 75 (1980), :z.31ff. and
A.Delt.Chron. 31 (1976), :z.51ff.; A. Cambitoglou, Prakt. 1981, 38; Ergon 1982., 26f.; A.Rep.London
1985-6, 59f. For eastern Macedonia and Thracia see C. Koukouli in: Thracia Preistorica, Suppl.
Pulpudeva 3 (1982.), :z.31ff. (note esp. the painted Mycenaean ceramics, figs. 17-2.0, 2.3-4).
27
H. Kroll, Kastanas, ii. Die Pflanzenfunde (1983), 142.ff., figs. 18-2.1.
28 From Vardinia to Maroneio only painted Mycenaean pottery, mostly
local imitations, have
been found.
" A. Hochstetter, Kastanas, iii. Die ha11dgemachte Keramik (1984), 14:z.ff., figs. 38-9. For
Molyvopyrgos see Heurtley, Prehistoric Macedonia, p. 2.13, no. 402..
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The existence of some religious sub-systems is demonstrated by the
discovery of Mycenaean-type terracotta figurines. 30 The settlement system revealed by Heurtley in central Macedonia is characterized by a
distinct hierarchical order. To start with, there was a large fortified centre
at Vardarophtsa. This was followed by centres at Vardina, Kastanas, and
a number of smaller settlements, some of which were also fortified. The
typical Mycenaean settlement hierarchy, based on agricultural exploitation and breeding, is revealed by the geograhic distribution of the
settlements and their grades of importance. Although the architecture has
little affinity with structures of the palatial period, the variety of groundplans is surprising. 31 It is not until an advanced stage of Late Helladic
me that post-palatial settlements such as Dimini, Levkandi, and Aegira
show close similarities in their layout and in execution and standardization.32 Within Macedonia, it is possible to distinguish different kinds of
house plans and building methods, though the quality of Macedonian
dwellings is so poor that a comparison with Mycenaean core zones is
not feasible. There are no labour-intensive grave-constructions, nor
Mycenaean costumes, and the sickle types used (Fig. 6) suggest that the
harvesting techniques were not Mycenaean. 33
The fact that grain was intensively cultivated during the palatial
period should be stressed. Olive-oil was not imported, as the characteristic containers have not been found, 34 and olives did not form part of the
diet. Fluted pottery made its first appearance in the Late Helladic me
period. There is also evidence for a new breed of sheep, more varied
game,35 and an increase of lentils in the diet in this period. 36 This reflects
an alteration in economic conditions which was the result of a change in
the composition of the population, due to the arrival of immigrants.
In the Late Helladic IIIA and Br periods, Macedonia began to import
Mycenaean painted pottery, and local imitations began to appear. The
combined quantity of imports and local imitations amounts to 1 per cent
of the total pottery finds (Fig. 7). 37 The repertoire includes kylikes,
skyphoi, alabastra, smaller false-necked amphorae, piriform and stirrup
30

Heurtley, Prehistoric Macedonia, p. 231, fig. 104y.
For Kastanas see Hansel, Jb .Z.Mus.Mainz 26, figs. 6.xv1, 7.x1v; A. Hochstetter, Germania 59
(1981), 241, fig. I.
32 See K. Kilian in: D. Musti (ed.}, Le origini dei Greci: Dorie mondo
egeo (1986), 75f., figs. 5-7;
and in: Atti XX/ll CMGr. 1983, pp. 71ff.
33 For Assiros see Wardle, BSA 75 (1980), 253,
pl. 22.3; T. G. Spyropoulos, 'YaTEpoµ.uK<va,·Koi
,>J,a8tKoi 811aaupo{ (1972), 98ff., fig. 49. A sickle of lower Danubian type has been found at Kilindir:
Heurtley, Prehistoric Macedonia, p. 231, fig. 104; M. Petrescu Dimbovita, Die Sicheln in Rumiinien
(1978), 127ff., pl. 148. 268.
" It would be strange if all the oil had been transported to the north in leather containers.
35 See
Hochstetter, Kastanas, iii. 188ff., with fig. 50.
36 Cp. Kroll, Kastanas, ii. 123, fig. 22; 126, fig. 23; 131, fig. 24; 238,
fig. 26.
" Cp. C. Podzuweit, Jb.Z.Mus.Mainz 26 (1979), 203ff.; Wardle, BSA 75, pp. 25off. Percentages in
Hochstetter, Kastanas iii. 12, fig. 1; 181f. with fig. 49.
31
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7. Storage vessels in the Milazzese village on the island of Salina

jars, and Aegean-type pithoi with applied band decoration. By the end of
the palatial period, the Mycenaean pottery, both imported and locally
made, amounts to only 3 per cent of the total production. The quantity
increases to 12 per cent by the end of the Late Helladic IIIC period. It is
surprising that larger Mycenaean transport containers have not been
found. With the exception of pithoi, all pottery of Mycenaean type is
painted. In contrast to Thessaly, Mycenaean kitchenware, both fine and
coarse, is absent. Some idea of the proportional acculturation of a nonMycenaean culture may be gained from the lack of standard-sized
containers for import and export, typical of palace economy, and from
the lack of typical Mycenaean household wares or items indicative of
popular religion. Compared with those of the central regions and as far as
the range of shapes is concerned, Mycenaean painted wares are definitely
underrepresented. 38
By comparing the effects of limited diffusion with the progressive
" At Mycenae the proportion of painted !O unpainted fine wares is approximately 30:70 (see
E. French in: H . A. G. Brijder (ed.), Ancient Greek and Related Pottery, Proceedings of the lnt. Vase
Symposium in Amsterdam 1984 (1985), 12, table I. At Tiryns, building X (store facilities and livi_ng
of lower class) has, for Late Helladic IIIB2., yielded the following proportions: painted ware with
figured decoration, 4.4°/o; with linear decoration, 2.6.2.%; unpainted fine wares, 46%; coarse ware,
2.3%.
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stages of acculturation in Macedonia, the type and the mechanics of
transmission on a non-Mycenaean cultural system become evident.
Early Mycenaean imports are not represented in Macedonia 39 which
was first influenced by Mycenaean material culture and socio-political
organization during the developed palatial period. Coastal settlements of
the type known from Agios Mamas or T orone were probably the primary
nuclei for expansive diffusion . The presence of Mycenaean popular
religion, e.g. at Agios Mamas, and Mycenaean burial practices, as
evidenced at Tarone, might indicate that there was an actual Myceneaen
presence in native harbour settlements. The term 'community colony'
has been proposed for this type of settlement40 which maintained
continuous contact with the central zones, as the synchronic development of pottery styles suggests. One can only guess about the goods
delivered to the homelands. 41
South Italy, with Sicily and most probably Sardinia (Fig. 3), 42 was also
affected by expanding Mycenaean diffusion in a variety of cultural
aspects, originating from community colonies on the coast during the
palatial period. The fortifications are a striking feature of these settlements. Modelled on a type known from Tiryns 43 and Berbati in the
Argolid to Ephyra in Epirus, they occur in Coppa Nevigata, Porto
Cesareo, Torre Castellucia, Porto Perone, and Scoglio de! Tonno. 44 There
were later reflections in the fortifications of Faraglioni di Ustica and
Monte Rovella in Latium. 45 However, all the buildings wi_thin the walls
are of local design; even the central house in Scoglio de! Tonno 46 hardly
derives from Aegean prototypes. The exception is at Thapsus in Sicily47
where, according to G. Voza's latest views, 48 the eastern unit is incorpor-

" See Kilian, Traffici Micenei, fig. 7; 0. T. P. K. Dickinson in the same work.
See K. Brannigan in: R. Hiigg and N. Marinatos (eds.), The Minoan Thalassocracy (1984),
49ff.
" Harding, The Myceneans and Europe, pp. 34ff., 49f.
" For a reliable picture of the spatial pattern see Vagnetti in: L. Vagnetti (ed .), Magna Grecia e
mondo miceneo, Atti XX/1 CMGr. 1982 (1984), 9ff.; for Sardinia see also M. L. Ferrarese Ceruti in:
Tra(fici Micenei (cit. n. 18), pp. 183ff.
" J. G. Touchais, BCH 107 (1983), 760, fig. 33.
" S. M. Puglisi in: Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche della Daunia (1975), 2.2.5ff., 2.56, pl. 53C;
G. F. Lo Porro in: Traffici Micenei and N.Sc. 1963, 318ff. figs. 4, 36-44; Q. Quagliati, N.Sc. 1900,
452.ff., figs . 15, 16, plan. For Punta di Manaccore see M . L. Nava in: La Daunia antica (1984), fig.
143· For Molinella, ead. in: La ricerca archeologica nel territorio Garganico (1984), 155f., pl. ro.
" See G. Mannino in: Studi in onore di Ferrante Rittatore Vonwiller, i (1982.) , 2.79ff.
46
See most recently A. M . Bietti Sestieri in: T . Hackens (ed.), .Crossroads of the Mediterranean,
Papers Delivered at the lnt. Con(. on the Archaeology of Early Italy, Brown University, Providence,
1
98 1 (1984), 71, fig. 4b. The so-called rectangular houses of Coppa Nevigata (Vagnetti, Magna
Grecia, pls. 4-5) can no longer be analysed as they have recently been destroyed.
" For the main results see G. Voza in: Atti XIV Riun.Sc.llPP 1970 (1972.), 176ff., pl. r; Atti XV
Riun.Sc.llPP 1972 (1973 ), 133 ff., pl. 1.
41
In: Traffici Micenei.
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ated into the native village belongif\g to the Thapsus culture. The northwestern unit is dated by Maltese imports to a later stage of the local Late
Bronze Age and is also of Aegean design. Neither unit had any
Mycenaean pottery; it was only found in the adjoining necropolis. 49 The
long rectangular units along a street and around a square recall fortress
plans in Crete (e.g. Kastrokeph ala of Late Helladic IIIB date) and in
Cyprus (e.g. Maa, Sinda). 50 Thapsus might be interpreted as an Aegean
trading port, within a fairly large native settlement.
The organizatio n of the new centres certainly had political, social, and
economic implications for those areas. The economy became more
stable, as is exemplified by the quantity of cereals stored in pithoi (Fig.
7) 51 and the increased production within organized crafts. 52 The new
political system apparent in the hierarchy of settlements based on
agricultural exploitatio n-as in the Sybaris area 53-had an impact as far
as Central Italy in the late and final stages of the Bronze Age. 54 Apart
from imports, there was increased local production of Mycenaean
painted pottery, including pictorial style, during the Late Helladic IIIB
period. In addition, wasters from a kiln have been found at Termitito. 55
The earliest imitations of Aegean shapes in impasto also date to the Late
Helladic IIIB period, 56 whilst the adaption of native shapes to a local
imitation of pseudo-Min yan ware of Aegean origin appears to have
begun earlier, in the Late Helladic IIIA period. 57 During the advanced
" See G. Voza in: Archeologia nella Sicilia sud-orientale (1973), 3off.
50 Cp. E. Platakis, Kret .Chron. 2.2. (1970),
511ff., fig. 2.; 2.5 (1974), 72.ff.; V. Karageorghis, CRAI
1982., 708ff., figs. 3-5; A. Furumark, Op.Ath. 6 (1965), 103, figs. 3B, C/1, 2..
51 In the Milazzese settlement at Panarea,
the storage facilities with pithoi and local orcio shapes
are all either within or in the immediate vicinity of the single houses. The ante-rooms of huts II, Vlll,
XVI, XX seem to have been used as storerooms, at least to some extent, but still reAect aspects of
household economy. The signs on pithoi have been cautiously explained by the excavator as some
kind of potters' marks rather than ideographic signs related to the containers: see L. Bernabo-Brea
and M. Cavalier, Meligun)s Lipara, iii (1968), 2.2.off., 2.38 ff. In Calabria, R. Peroni has identified real
Aegean-type pithoi with applied band decoration, most probably in use for storing: see G. Bergonz1
et al., Ricerche sulla protostoria de/la Sibaritide, ii, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard 8 (1982.), 87ff.
" Cp. Bietti Sestieri in: Hackens (ed.), Crossroads, pp. 1IIf.; and D.Arch. 9-10 (1976-'7), 2.14ff.,
2.19ff. The amount of bronze items, such as the votive finds from Pertosa, suggests a strong surplus m
bronze working. The pot-making facilities near the huts of Punta le Terrace seem to cater for more
than the individual and normal demands: see F. G. Lo Porto in: Atti IX CMGr. 1969 (1970), 2 47·
" See Peroni in: Bergonzi et al., Ricerche sulla protostoria de/la Sibaritide, ii. 147ff.
" Kilian, Atti XX/11 CMGr. 1983, n. 180.
" A. de Siena in: Traf(ici Micenei, p. 45. A clearly Messenian touch can be observed at Termitito:
see E. French in: C. Malone and S. Stoddart (eds.), Papers in Italian Archaeology, iv/ 3: Patterns in
Protohistory, BAR lnt. Ser. 2.45 (1985), 2.97.
56 See Kilian in: Atti XX/11
CMGr. 1983, nn. 173-4 and fig. 15.
" B. P. Hallager, AJA 89 (1985), 303f., offers a very personal view, centred on Chania. His
statement that the kylikes were 'the only local shape adopted, made by Italians' is far from the
reality outside Chania; even the range of Aegean types in Italy is broader: see Bergonzi et al., op. cit.
(n. 51), 74f. Apart from Chania and Kommos, this pseudo-Minyan grey ware (LH lllA1 ) 1s also
known from Prosymna (see C. W. Blegen, Prosymna (1937), graves 2.5, 2.8, 32., 33, 36, 41, 44), a nd
from H. Elia Itonias (E. Mastrokostas, Prakt . 1963, 2.03ff.), whereby the shapes are always
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palatial period, a cultural reflux led to the formation of a two-way
system 58 of which the so-called internationa l bronzes were part. 59
Evidently, there were different nuclei for the expansive diffusion in the
palatial period: it seems that Scoglio de! Tonno was linked with
Rhodes, 60 the Metapontum area with the south-weste rn Peloponnes e 61
and perhaps also with the south of central Sicily. 62 Pottery and bronze
artefacts provide evidence of links between the Sybaris area and Crete, 63
whilst south-east Sicily and, even more evidently, Sardinia have connections with Cyprus. 64 The south Corsican stelai with swordsmen seem to
reflect another facet of socio-politic al influence or adaptation. 65
In addition to the evidence of expansive diffusion of Mycenaean
technology and organizatio n-both economic and socio-polit icaltholos tombs 66 and Mycenaean idols and Reshef figurines 67 witness to
the existence of sub-systems of Mycenaean religion.
L. Vagnetti has demonstrate d a shifting of influence from the coast to
the interior and also up to the north during the Italian Late and Final
Bronze Age (i.e. advanced Late Helladic IIIC). 68 This suggests an

Mycenaean. One must also take into account that this type of pottery was being produced from
coastal Thessaly ro the Argolid. A Cretan descendant of this Helladic ware is still to be proven. Yet
another, more complex problem is posed by the carinated bowls in grey ware, e.g. from Trebisace,
Apulia, Dimini, Athens, and Argolid-they do not seem to fit a Chania-centric view either.
Cp. R. Peroni in: Atti XX/V CMGr. 1984 (i n press).
• See A. M . Bietti Sesticri, Proc.Pr.Hist.Soc. 39 (1973), 2.o6ff. J. Bouzek, The Aegean, Anatolia,
and Europe (1985), 2.42.f., figs . 53-87, presents the types roo su mmarily, thus missing the various
connections and regional variations (sec K. Kilian, PZ 60 (1985), figs. 9-II).
'" Sec French, loc. cit. (n. 55), and M. Benzi in: AflAPXAI: Nuove ricerche e studi sulla Magna
Grecia e la Sicilia antica in onore di Paolo Enrico Arias (1982.), 2.7ff.-Hallagcr' s proposal (AJA 89)
to link Apulia with Chania does not with tand closer examination: the amphora in his fig. lll.5 from
Chania, for instance, has no more in common with the amphora from Porto Perone than the fact that
both are amphorae.
'" French, loc. cit. (n. 55).
" The peculiar vaulting of chamber rombs finds its best parallels in the western Peloponnesc. For
the first systematic surveys see V. de la Rosa, Cronache di Archeologia 18 (1979), 3ff.; R. Panvini in:
Traf(ici Micenei, pp. IIJff.; F. Tomasello in: Traffici Micenei, pp. 93ff.
" Sec L. Vagnctti in: Studi in onore di Salvatore Maria Puglisi (forthcoming); Kilian, PZ 60
(1985), figs. 11.2. and 2.0--1.
"' For Sicily sec L. Vagnetti, SMEA 7 (1968), 12.9ff., and in: F. Lo Schiavo, E. Macnamara, and
L. Vagncrri, BSR 53 (1985), 1ff.; V. de la Rosa in: Vagnetti (ed. ), op. cit. (n. 4z), p. u8, pl. 41.2., and
arr. cir. (n. 62.) pls. 14.1-3; Voza, op. cit. (n. 49), 31, figs. 85-7 (Cypriot pottery from Thapsus), and,
generally, H. W. Carling, Cyprus and the West (1980). For Sardinia see: Ferrarcse Ceruti, Traffici
Micenei, pp. 5, 10, fig. 10.5; Lo Schiavo, Macnamara, and Vagnetti, loc. cit.
" R. Grosjean in: J. Guilaine (ed.), La Prehistoire franfaise (1976), 648, pl. 3 (cp. discussion
Kilian tn: Traffici Micenei, p. 443, with fig. 2.).
"' Seen. 62..
" Kilian in: Atti XX11/ CMGr. 1983, n. 172.. For a Reshef figurine from ciacca/Selinus see
H. Seeden, The Standing Armed Figurines in the Levant (1980), 12.6, no. 18H; p. 131.
" Vagnetti, art. cir. (n. 42.), pp. 19f., fig. 5.
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increase in economic activities, eventually leading to limited diffusion 69
and further technological transactions in a two-way system. 70
In Cyprus, similar effects of Mycenaean acculturation by expansive
diffusion can be discerned (Fig. 3). The discoveries made by V. Karageorghis at Maa and Kokkinokremos 71 give the impression that the
diffusion became more specific and acquired a military character by the
end of the 13th century BC.
Bearing in mind the later architecture of Hala Sultan Tekke ' Citium ,
and Enkomi, it is apparent that the Levantine constituent became the
prime factor shaping the local civilization. 72 Therefore, the minor
Mycenaean elements might be due to cultural feedback from centres of
heavy Mycenaean influence, like Ugarit. Perhaps this is the explanation
for the limited range of early Late Helladic IIIC pottery found in
Cyprus. 73 These arguments are less revolutionary than they appear to be
when one realizes that the evidence in mainland Greece does not favour
any large-scale population movements after the fall of the palaces.
Analogous factors of expanding diffusion determine the situation at
Troy, as evidenced by painted Mycenaean wares, 74 transport containers
with their economic indications, and items such as sickles of the
Helladic type (Fig. 6). 75 It is difficult to be more precise as various Cypriot
metal types are also present in Troy. However, the planning of houses
along the fortification in Troy after the catastrophe of Troy VI has its
closest parallel in mainland Greece, and particularly in Tiryns (early Late
Helladic IIIC). 76
The spatial distribution of artefacts or artefact classes in Anatolia,
from Tarsus (mostly Late Helladic IIIC) up to Masat in the Halys bend, 77
''' See also rhe disrrihurion of amber beads of the so-called Tiryns type: Harding, Th e
Mycenaeans and Europe, pp. 82ff., fig. 23.
-,. Cp. Peroni, in: Atti XXIV CMGr 1984.
-, CRAI 1982, 708ff., and Py/a Kokkinokremos (1984) .
-, A local development of ashlar technique has been proposed by G. Hult, Bronze Age Ashlar
Masonry in the Eastern Mediterranean (1983), 61, 88ff. As V. Karageorghis, Kition (1976), 55,
rightly points our, rhe plan of rhe Cirium temples, and other features such as courtyards, are of
standard Near Eastern type. For the plan and rhe organization of the temple at Enkomi see I. Ionas
in: G. Roux (ed.), Temples et sanctuaires, seminaire de recherche 1981-1983 (1984), 101ff.
-, Cp. e.g. rhe distribution of Canaanite jars ar Kokkinokremos: Karageorghis, Py/a Kokkinokremos, p. 24, fig. 4.
-, See C. B. Mee, Anat.St. 28 (1978), 146 and in: L. Foxhall and J. V. Davies (eds.), The Trojan
War (1984), 45ff. With 98% non-Mycenaean pottery in Troy VI, the number of Mycenaean items
rallies with rhar observed in Macedonia: cp. n. 37. For a new chronological assessment sec
C. _Podzuweir in: B. Hansel (ed.), Sudosteuropa z;wischen 1600 und rooo v.Chr. (1982), 75ff.
5
See e.g. C. W. Blegen et al., Troy, iii (1953), fig. 294, C4o-6, 52-4, 56-?; fig. 295, D41-2 (oil or
wine containers), C43 (scented oil container?). For the sickles see K. Brannigan, Aegean Metalwo rk
of the Early and Middle Bronze Age (1974), pl. 15.II56-7. A strong argument in favour of a
M~cenaean presence is also provided by Mycenaean cooking vessels (see Troy, iii, fig. 295, D38-7) .
6
See C. W. Blegen et al., Troy IV (1958), figs . 321- 2, and cp. with K. Kilian, AA 1981, 162, fig .
14.
-- See Mee, Anat.St. 28, pp. 121ff. and L. Re in: Traffici Micenei, pp. 251ff.
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may be called limited diffusion (Fig. 3). Hittite and post-Hittite Tarsus
on the coast certainly served as a gateway with a strong Cypriot element
on the coast. Nevertheless, Miletus and the other coastal cities must have
had a share in the trade routes into the Hittite empire.
Various patterns have been obtained for the Near East and Egypt
during the palatial period. 78 On the one hand, local archaeological
evidence does not support acculturation; on the other, Mycenaean and
Cypriot imports are far too numerous to be attributed merely to contact. 79
It is more probable that the population included nuclear groups of
resident Mycenaeans and merchants. Since the royal records only mention Cypriot merchants from the Aegean, it seems unlikely that any
Mycenaean traders enjoyed royal protection. An idea of the extent of the
Mycenaean impact can be gained from the variety of trade, as reflected in
the different types of containers, including the whole range of Mycenaean painted pottery and tableware (Fig. 8), and in the various luxury
objects. 80 Mycenaean impact is also clearly reflected in the figurines of
various Mycenaean types found in houses and tombs, and in Mycenaean
cult vessels and figurines found in official temples, e.g. at Kamid el Lodz,
Ugarit, and Megiddo, and in special cult-rooms. 81 The vast range of
Mycenaean items and evidence of Mycenaean behaviour that goes far
beyond simple exchange patterns create a picture of fairly intensive
Mycenaean activity in the Near East, although it is not always easy to
distinguish between Mycenaean and Cypriot elements. 82
Early connections with the West may be traced by means of certain
pottery shapes during the protopalatial period (Fig. 4) when Mycenaean
kingdoms across Greece were in a formative stage and still small in size. 83
The majority of these ceramics were drinking vessels but stirrup jars have
also been found, for instance at Vivara and in the Aeolian Islands. 84 Late
'' For a recent review see M. Marazzi, D. Gregori, and G. Palumbo in: Traffici Micenei, pp. 365ff.;
see also F. Tiradrirri in: Traffici Micenei, pp. 327ff.
... See rhe recent review by A. Leonard, BASOR 241 (1981), 87ff. Cp. also V. Hankey in:
Archeologie au Levant. Recueil a la memoire de Roger Saidah (1983), 167ff.
"' Cp. B. M. Girrlen, BASOR 241 (1981 ), 49ff., and for Ras Shamra: M. Arrzy and F. Asaro,
lsr.Exp/.j. JI (1981), 37ff.
" See R. Hachmann, B.Mus.Beyr. 30 (1978), 13ff., figs. 6, 32, 36. M. Yon in: Da Ebia a Damasco
(1985), 81, and in: Roux (ed.), Temples et Sanctuaires (cir. n. 72), pp. 37ff. For rhyra see esp. J.C.
~ourtois, Syria 51 (1954), 12 with n. 4 (Ugarir); id. in: Ugaritica 7 (1978), 308ff.; G. Loud, Megiddo,
11 (1948), pl. 246.25-6. For figurines from houses in Ugarit see Courtois, Ugaritica 7, pp. 251f., figs.
55.1-13. At Deir Alla rhe Mycenaean vases have been found in a storeroom, nor in an actual culrroom: V. Hankey, BSA 62 (1967), 131ff.
., For the problem posed by rhe Cypro-Mycenaean signs engraved on vessels before firing, and on
the graffiti on amphorae of so-called Levantine origin see Courtois, Ugaritica 7, p. 278 with fig. 28.
Cp. also A. Akersrrom, Op.Ath . II (1975), 185ff., and forthe early palatial period W. D. Niemeier in:
Traffici Micenei, fig. 16.
83
Cp. K. Kilian in: llpaK-r<KO. B TomKou l:uv,fip{ou Mw<n7v<aKwv l:1ro11fiwv, Kyparissia 1982
(1984), 57f., 6off.
" See A. Cazella et al. in: Vagnerri (ed.), Atti XXII CM Gr. 1982; M . Marazzi in: Traffici Micenei,
pp. 129-58; Vagnerri, op. cit., 132ff., pls. 43-4.
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Helladic I-II pottery is reported from Punta le T errare near Brindisi; 85 one
fragment, probably Late Helladic I, comes from the dolmen at Giovinazzo86 and a Late Helladic IIB alabastron was found on the Gargano at
Molinella. 87 The extended skeletons in the chamber grave of Toppo
d' Aguzzo 88 recall Mycenaean burial customs. Some Minyan ware from
Torre Castellucia should be assigned to early contacts (Fig. 4): it cannot
be taken to be the later pseudo-Minyan ware because of its stratigraphic
context. 89 The matt-painted jars from Porto Perone, Vivara, Lipari, and
Filicudi fall partly within the shaft grave period; they may have come
from the Cyclades or the Peloponnese. 90 W. Taylour has identified
Minoan imports on Lipari, and a few items have also been found at
Vivara. 91 Hut F of Portella on Salina was distinguished by pottery dated
to Late Helladic IIB or IIIAr and by a necklace of carnelian, faience,
glass, and amber beads. 92 These finds, including the amber, originated in
the central Mycenaean zone. The general distribution of early Mycenaean items ranges from the Gargano to the Aeolian Islands and to
Vivara in the Bay of Naples. 93 The tumulus of S. Sabina near Brindisi
which starts at the end of the Early Mycenaean period must be
mentioned in this context. 94 The burial mound itself and the type of
burial are alien to South Italy in thjs period. The striking similarity with
parallels in southern Albania (e.g. at Vajze) and in Epirus (e.g. Meropi) 95
suggests the presence of immigrants who had swiftly absorbed local
cultural traits. In the same period, there were limited Italian contacts
with the southern part of the east Adriatic coast. 96
Mycenaean pottery has been found in almost every hut in the clearly
native settlements at Vivara, Lipara (in the Late Bronze Age phases), and
in the Milazzese structures at Panarea (Fig. 9), which proves that
ex1:hange was not limited to the ruling class. Considerable evidence for
trading of native pottery (and possibly other goods) at Italian ports is

~
OQ
o,'
C:'

" Lo Porro, Atti IX CMGr. 1969, p. 247; Vagnetti, Atti XXII CMGr. 1982, p. 16.
• G. F. Lo Porro, BPI 76 (1967), 162, fig. 27.
,. Sec M. L. Nava in: Vagnetti (ed.), Alli XXII CMGr. 1982, p. 44, pl. 3, and in: La Daunia
antica, p. 157, pl. 9 [see also below p. 560 with Fig. 2a. ed.].
" M. Cipolloni in: Traffici Micenei, pp. 27ff.
" See F. G. Lo Porto, N.Sc. 1963, 332, fig. 48.1-3: strata i and k.
·· See Vagnetti, Atti XXII CM Gr. 1982, pp. 14f.; Vagnetti and M. Cavalier in: Traf/ici Micenei.
" See nn, 84, 90. Cp. also Niemeier, Traffici Micenei, figs. 19, 21.
" See the discussion by Harding, The Mycenaeans and Europe, pp. 85, 92.
'' Sec the map in Vagnetti, Atti XXII CM Gr. 1982, fig. 3.
" F. G. Lo Porto, B.d.A. 48 (1963), 123ff., fig. 3. For a recent discussion ee Peroni, Atti XXIV
CM Gr. 1984- In any case, the mound is not dated by the proto-Apennine finds in the fill (illustr. by
Lo Porro, p. 12 8, fig. u).
ee F. Prendi, B111.Shken.Shoq . llh (1957), 78ff. and for other rumuli N. G. L. Hammond,
Eprrus (1967), figs. 1-2.a, b (Vodhine, Kakavi, Bodrishte); E. Andreou, Archaiologia 3 (1982), 54ff.,
plan 1.
See Peroni, Atti XXIV CMGr. 1984.
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Capo Graziano
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Milazzese
J
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I 5
• • Mycenaean vessel
•A Apennine vessel
J

•
9. Mycenaean and Apennine pottery at Lipara (Cape Graziano, Milazzese
phase) and at Milazzese on Salina

provided by the occurrence of some shapes of Italian origin across the
southern Adriatic, by a shipload of local Cape Graziano wares off
Lipara, 97 and by the local trading post on Ustica, as well as by the
mainland Apennine ware found on Lipari (Fig. rn). The undifferentiated
distribution of Aegean items of both Mycenaean and Minoan origin
indicates commercial contacts, evidently based on free exchange patterns
already familiar to the local culture systems. The Mycenaean contacts
amount to a limited diffusion, which, at least in the opening stages, had
virtually no impact on the social and political organizations of the
natives.
Turning to the southern Balkans and the Transcaucasus (Fig. 3), the
distribution of Mycenaean objects and of locally adopted Mycenaean
shapes and decorative elements reveals a particular pattern from the sha~t
grave period onwards. For later periods, double axes of the BegumstKilindir type and the disc-butted battle axe of Drajna type from Dodona
97

C. Laviosa in: Atti XXlll CMGr. 1983, p. 32.7.
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Distribution of double axes and of the Drajna battle axe

prove that there were transactions and interchanges with the Mycenaean
border areas (Fig. rn). 98 The adoption of C-type rapiers in the lower
Danube and Maritza region, the imitation of A-rapiers in Transylvania
and the lower Danube, with the local version of a B-rapier in gold from
Persinara, show that prestige objects typical of the Mycenaean ruling
class were adopted (Fig. n). 99 Similar observations could be made in
respect to horse trappings. 100
The adaptation of Mycenaean patterns on bone objects and pottery,

" See Kilian in: Tra(fici Micenei, nn. 86a, 87 .
., Ibid., n. 89.
'"' See H. G. Hiittel in: Hansel (ed.), Sudosteuropa (cir. n. 74), pp. 46f.
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the spiral-decorated hearths of Siegisvara-Wietenberg, 101 and a rudimentary settlement hierarchy 102 are evidence for a considerable Mycenaean impact caused by this sort of limited diffusion. 103 It appears that
the Mycenaean limited diffusion only affected the natives of high rank.
The golden sword of Persinara as well as the later sword of Orskovhede
(Jutland) obviously functioned as prestige objects. Beyond the frontier
areas of Mycenaean civilization, in the regions under discussion, the
processes of adaptation and acculturation seem relatively diffuse and
dim and evidently only affected a limited range of objects used by the
ruling class. In the shaft grave period, the exchange pattern only involves
items typical of the leading class in the Mycenaean mainland as well as
in Transylvania, such as the battle axe of Balsa type found near Almiros
(Fig. 12). The Mycenaeans acquired a large proportion of their gold from
the Danube area 104 and quite probably also from eastern Anatolia
(Transcaucasus?). 105 Gold was obtained through contact with the ruling
class since it was highly valued.
In conclusion, there was no homogeneous Mycenaean colonization.
Instead, there was a complex variety of expansion which can be defined
in terms of time, space, and pattern. There were commercial contacts in
the West in a pattern of free exchange, probably undertaken by
enterprising merchants during the shaft grave period, the protopalatial
stage in Greece. In the same period, along the Danube and perhaps in the
Transcaucasian area, there was royal trade which, to some extent,
included the amber trade. Afterwards, Troy appears to have been
integrated in a limited diffusion on the model of the Western pattern.
Further south, in the so-called Eastern string, the Minoan connections
apparently still operated. 106 The community colonies that can be traced
on the Macedonian and Italian coasts, in Cyprus and in Troy, are part of
the palatial system established in Greece. These community colonies
have a profound effect on their environment in terms of material culture,
economic structures, and socio-political organization, in what may be
termed expansive diffusion. In Anatolia, on the other hand, only a
limited exchange pattern can be observed. The intensive contacts with
0
' ' See B. Hansel in: Hansel (ed.), Sudosteuropa, pp. 5f., with fig. 2.; V. Vulpe, Dacia, NS 19
(1975), 70, figs. 1.1-4, 7-12.; K. Horedt and C. Seraphim, Die priihistorische Ansiedlung au( dem
Wietenberg (1971), 74f., figs. 59--60.
"'' See Beitriige zum bronzeuitlichen Burgenbau in Mitteleuropa (1982.) for the limited data

concerning settlement organization in south-eastern Europe.
10
' The stone anchors found on Bulgarian shores and the Levanto-Aegean ingots from Bulgaria
cannot, as yet, be linked to any local system. See also A. F. Harding in: A. G. Poulter (ed.), Ancient
Bulgaria (1983), 168ff.
'°' See above all A. Hartmann, Priihistorische Goldfunde aus Europa, ii (1982), 31f., fig. r;
pp. 2.2.f., fig. 4; less instructive is J. D. Muhly in: Temple University Symposium 8 (1983), rff.
'°' Hartmann, Priihistorische Goldfunde, ii. 42..
11
~ See Niemeier, Traffici Micenei, fig. 2.5.
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the Near East had been established according to local patterns of
exchange, probably by non-accredited traders. In Egypt, the flow of
Mycenaean items arrived mostly through the traditional exchange of
royal gifts. 107 After the fall of the Mycenaean palaces, when 'private'
economy had been established in Greece, contacts continued with
foreign countries. The well-organized palatial system was succeeded by
smaller local reigns, certainly less powerful in their economic expansion.
In the Levant and in Cyprus, in South Italy and Sicily, the emergence of
vigorous regional cultures overshadowed the Aegean component in the
Final Bronze Age.
110

In the cult centre of Mycenae, faience plaques with the cartouche of Amenophis III (1405/2.1367/3 BC, according to Hornung) have been found stored in a Late Helladic IIIB2. context: see
Harding, The Mycenaeans and Europe, n. 106. In Tiryns, a figurine of an ape with a cartouche of
Amenophis II was also found in a more recent context (K. Kilian, AA 1979, 405).
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The Phoenicians in the Mediterranean:::A Non-Greek Model for Expansion and
Settlement in Antiquity
HANS GEORG NIEMEYER

(University of Hamburg)

At first glance the title of this paper may appear simplistic, giving the
im pression that its author believes that Greek and Phoenician expansion
and colonization could each be seen to fit one model only. What is
meant by Greek colonization, however, is that of Sicily and South Italy
in the second half of the 8th century BC, i.e. after the establishment of, for
instance, Syracuse and Megara Hyblaea. Similarly, the Phoenician
presence in the Mediterranean offers a more complex picture. Although it
will not be possible to deal with the whole range of questions generated
• This paper is dedicated ro the memory of William Culican who was a pioneer in this field of
re~earch. It represents another step in the evaluation of the results of the excavations at Toscanos
and, more recently, Carthage. It draws partly on my 'Die Phonizier und die Mittelmeerwelt im
Zc,ralter Homers', Jb.Z .Mus.Mainz 31 (1984), 3-94, partly on a paper entitled 'El yacimiento
fcmcio de Toscanos: urbanistica y funci6n ' in Au/a Orientalis 3 (1985), 109- 2.6 . A summary of the
resu lts reached by 1978 was presented to the lnt. Symp. on the Phoenician Expansion into the
Western Mediterranean, Cologne 1979 (Phonizier im Westen, MB 8 (1982.), 185-2.o6). These papers
were provided with notes or bibliographies which I refrain from repeating here. Instead , it might be
useful to list the following recent publications pertaining to the subject at hand: P. Blome, 'Lefkandi
und Homer', Wiirz.fb.Alt .Wiss. NF 10 (1984), 9-2.2.. G. Bunnens, 'Tyr et la mer' , Orientalia
Lovanens,a Analecta 15, Studia Phoenicia 1, 1983 (1984}, 7-21, and ' I Filistei cl le invasioni dei
popoli del mare', in: D. Musti (ed.), Le origini dei Greci: Dorie mondo egeo (1985), 227-56.
W. Burkert, Die orientalisierende Epoche in der griechischen Religion und Literatur, SBHeidelberg
(1984), 1. j. H. Fernandez, 'La premiere periode de la colonisation punique Ibiza', in: The Deya
Conference of Prehistory, BAR lnt. Ser. 229 (1984), 78 5-896. H.-V. Herrmann, 'Altitalisches und
Etruskisches in Olympia', in: Atti Conv. Alene 1979, iii. 271-94. B. Kaeser, 'Zur lkonographie
fnihetruskischcr Granulationsarbeiten', Mi.i.Jb. 35 (1984), 7-40. E. Macnamara, D. Ridgway, and
F. R. Ridgway, The Bronze Hoard from S. Maria in Paulis, Sardinia. British Museum Occasional
Paper 45 (1984). H. G. Niemeyer, 'Griechische Keramik in phonizischen Faktoreien: dcr Befund der
Kampagne 1967 in Toscanos (Malaga)', in: H. A. G. Brijder (ed.), Ancient Greek and Related
Pottery: Proceedings of the lnt. Vase Symposium in Amsterdam 1984 (1985), 2.12-17. F. Rakob,
'Deutsche Ausgrabungen in Karthago-Die puni chen Befunde', RM 91 (1984}, 1-22.. W. Rollig,
'On the Origins of the Phoenicians', Berytus 31, 1983 (1985}, 79-93. C. Rolley, 'Bronzes grecs et
onentaux: influences et apprentissages', BCH 107(1983),111-32. P. Rouillard , 'Pcninsule ibcriqu~
Pheniciens et Puniques II. Publications 1978-1982', Karthago 20, 1979-80 (1982), 91-103. R. A.
Stucky, 'Anlehnung-lmitation- Kopie. Zur Aneignung orientalischer Bildmotive auf Zypern, in
Gnechenland und Etrurien', in: Archeologie au Levant: Recueil a la memoire de Roger Saidah
(1983), 205-20. M. Vegas, 'Archaische Kcramik aus Karthago', RM 91 (1984), 214-37.
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Phoenician settlements on the south coast of the Iberian peninsula

by this topic, it may be useful to define the general outlines of the matter
at hand. With this in mind, we shall start with a brief tour d'horizon of
the Phoenician settlements in the Mediterranean (Fig. 1). For a number of
reasons sites in Spain (Fig. 2) will be discussed in more detail than the
others.
Lixus lies in a strategically important position at the mouth of the river
Loukkos (Fig. 3). The remains so far uncovered date, for the most part,
from the Mauretanian era of the last two centuries BC, from Roman
Imperial times, and from the Byzantine period. It was probably a
predominantly agricultural city as well as a harbour for the export of
garum, which was produced in large quantities at Lixus. Some Archaic
material has been discovered in deeper levels and just above bedrock in
the area of the acropolis and the southern slope. The respective
stratigraphy is, as yet, unpublished and the nature of the original
settlement remains unclear. The excavator purports to have found
architectural remains from the 8th-7th centuries BC within the area later
occupied by the Roman forum. These remains are, however, difficult to
interpret and require further investigation.
South of the Moroccan Atlantic coast, on the edge of the ant:ient
world, lies the island of Mogador, where some extremely interesting
finds were excavated in the 1950s. Fragments of Attic and Ionic
amphorae date the beginning of the settlement to the 7th century BC. The
importance of the site should not be underestimated. It is, to date, the
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4. Gades: location of Phoenician settlement and necropolis (after Garcia y

3. Lixus on the mouth of the river Loukkos

best example of an early Phoenician settlement in the far West beyond
the Straits of Gibraltar. As at Lixus, the pattern and development of the
Archaic settlement remain obscure.
According to ancient tradition, Gades (modern Cadiz) was the most
important Phoenician settlement in the Mediterranean next to Carthage.
Here too, the evidence is incomplete. The spectacular finds of the 5th
and 4th centuries BC from the necropolis are well known-but of no
value for the problem at hand. The occasional stray finds are of little
assistance, unrelated as they are to any topographic or stratigraphic
context. None the less, there is sufficient indication that the original
settlement was on the outermost tip of the island (Fig. 4). There must
have been quite a prestigious architecture even in early times. This is
demonstrated by a sculptured stone raised from the waters of the San
Sebastian reef, to the immediate west of Cadiz. Initially, it was thought
to be an Aeolic capital, but closer investigation has revealed it to be a
floral finial similar to those carried by the columns in front of the wellknown terracotta shrine from Idalion in Cyprus. This suggests that there
was a pair of columns of the type that stood in front of many temples in
Syria and Palestine, such as the temple of Solomon in Jerusalem (r Kings
7. 15ff.) or the temple of Heracles-Melkart at Tyre (Hdt. 2. 477). Quite
rightly, they have often been associated with the monumental thymia-

Bellido).
teria in front of the Aphrodite temple in Paphus, as pictured on Roman
Imperial coins. V. Karageorghis has been able to prove the existence of
such columns in front of the Astarte temple at Citium on Cyprus.
Buildings of similar monumental character must have also existed in
Gades. Except for some scattered Chalcolithic traces, no finds from
Cadiz known so far can be dated earlier than the 8th century BC.
Leaving aside some Phoenician sites of minor importance and others
that are archaeologically less well known, we turn to Toscanos, the
history of which is now better documented than that of any other
Phoenician settlement in Spain. Its geographic position conforms to the
typical pattern of early Phoenician settlements (Fig. 5). Its centre lies on a
short flat finger of land extending from the hill country in front of the
Baetic cordillera and into the bay which once formed the mouth of the
Rio de Velez. In the present alluvial land, one can still ascertain the
original harbour bay where ships could easily be pulled onto a gently
sloping beach. The particularly favourable position for sea trade becomes
clear when the c. rnoo m high Zaffaraya Pass, about twenty kilometres
inland, is considered (Fig. 6). Relatively easy to reach from the coasf, it
opens the way into the area around Granada, to Cordoba, and further on
to the area around Linares with its mineral wealth.
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The last of the Phoenician sites bordering the southern coast of early
Iron Age Spain to be examined is Sexi, modern Almuiiecar. It is another
example of the typical pattern of Phoenician settlement. In what is today
an alluvial plain, but which in antiquity was an open bay, lies an
isolated island, separated from the Baetic cordillera (Fig. 7). According to
the evidence provided by a small trial trench, this was the location of the
settlement itself. The disposition of the necropoleis is also characteristic.
They are lined along the bay's mainland as if to form the periphery of an
ancient theatre. At the west end of the bay are pozzo graves from the 8th
and 7th centuries BC. Near the middle of the half-circle is a grave field ,
predominantly of fossa graves of a later period, the earliest of which date
to the 7th century BC. Single finds suggest the existence of another grave
field at the east end of the bay.
The first site outside Spain to be discussed is Utica, which has suffered
not only from being built on by the Romans in late Republican and
Imperial times but also from the silting-over of the Bagradas river. It has
been postulated that the original settlement was situated on the tip of a
land finger extending into this alluvial area (Fig. 8). Credit is due to
P. Cintas for the exploration of the necropoleis. Among the tombs he has
excavated is at least one which, although plundered and empty, can be
dated to the 8th-7th centuries BC, on the basis of typological and other
criteria.
Of the Phoenician settlements that existed on the groups of islands of
Malta (Melite) and Goza (Gaulos), according to literary tradition, none
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7. Almui'iecar (Sexi): location of Phoenician settlement and necropoleis.

Schliemann in the early 1870s and the dedication of another true
amateur, C.R. Whittaker, not to mention the efforts undertaken, and the
results obtained, by the Soprintendenza di Palermo and the numerous
pupils of S. Moscati. What is clear, however, is that Matya corresponds
exactly to the Thucydidean description of the Phoenician settlements
around Sicily: situated on promontories or little islands detached from
the mainland, thus isolated and easily defensible.
A few words will have to suffice for the settlements on Sardinia.
Although the necropoleis are now being investigated more intensively
with improved techniques, there is a dearth of evidence for the early
settlements. Nevertheless, certain generalizations can be made in comparison with the situation on the Iberian peninsula. Apart from the fact
that the geomorphological conditions on the Sardinian coast are a little
different, the pattern of settlement is essentially the same, as exemplified
by Tharros (Fig. 9). Its Archaic centre appears to be at Torre di
S. Giovanni, while the Archaic necropoleis lie towards the end of the
peninsula of the Punta Cabizza, and a later one inland near S. Giovanni
Sinis.
It is only in Carthage that the situation is completely different, both
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have so far been found. It would appear that these islands were not
particularly important to Phoenician traders of the 9th and 8th centuries
BC and that the ancient sea routes to the West followed the coast of
Sicily.
Matya, a small island in the shallow waters of the westernmost tip of
Sicily, is of little use for our purposes. The outline and structure of the
early settlement are not known, despite a four-day dig by Heinrich
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9. Tharros (Sardinia): location of later settlement {possibly identical with
8. Utica: necropoleis and supposed location of early settlement
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topographic ally and in terms of its, later historical developmen t as the
most important Phoenician colony (Fig. 10). At first sight it was just
another factory-settl ement, apparently small and situated seaward,
towards the Gulf of Tunis in the western Mediterrane an. Unfortunate ly,
one can only guess at the extension and the character of the early
settlement. Archaic settlement levels have recently been identified by
F. Rakob. It seems ironic that, after 150 years of official excavations , it
was the building of a private swimming pool that led to the discovery of
early Archaic settlement levels.
Before examining the typological similarities of Phoenician colonies, it
might be useful to consider their chronologic al framework. This will
enable them to be contrasted with Greek colonies founded in the central
Mediterrane an.
Phoenician pottery, at least in those cases in which the typological
developmen t of the forms has been investigated , offers some assistance
for the dating of the settlements. For the most part, however, we are
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Carthage: location of early Phoenician settlement and necropoleis
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dependent on Greek pottery found in the same context. It must be
assumed that the Phoenician trading fleets, on their way from the East to
the West across the Aegean and the Hellenized coasts of Italy and Sicily,
brought Greek pieces with them as exotic and attractive goods.
The state of present knowledge on the settlements on the southern
coast of Spain has recently been summarized by H. Schubart. Except
perhaps for Morro de Mezquitilla and Chorreras- both some seven
kilometres east of Toscanos- which might go back to the first half of the
8th century BC, all settlements were established between 750 and 650 BC.
This may be valid even for Gades, though evidently too little is known
concerning this important settlement.
The earliest dated pottery from Motya also belongs to this period, as
does a Late Geometric pyxis, probably made on Pithecusa. It was found
in the tophet at Sulcis on the south-weste rn tip of Sardinia and forms a
chronologic al fixed point at the end of the 8th century BC in a purely
Phoenician context.
As yet, no firm conclusions can be drawn from the recent discoveries
made in the Archaic settlement of Carthage. On the other hand, the
necropoleis have long been known. Their oldest parts rise along the
'Colline de Byrsa' and the 'Colline de Junon'. In her survey,
H. Benichou-Safar counted some 3,000 excavated tombs. Bearing in mind
this impressive number, it seems especially noteworthy that the earliest
graves date to the beginning of the 7th century BC. They are dated by the
presence of Protocorinth ian kotylae, as are other Phoenician sites. These
kotylae, characterized by rays at the bottom, represent an advanced stage
in the development of the type. The often discussed Yadamelek grave
belongs to the same chronological horizon. Its eponymous golden medallion has been dated on epigraphical grounds to the middle of the 8th
century BC, whereas the Greek imports found in the grave definitely indicate a date early in the first half of the 7th century BC. To preclude the
existence of earlier graves in the vicinity on the basis of the evidence just
outlined would amount to an argumentum e silentio. Such a conclusion
would be in contradictio n to the evidence provided by the Geometric
pottery from the tophet at Salammbo, the so-called Chapelle Cintas-if
this puzzling deposit really dates before the end of the 8th century BC.
Even after a century of research, no archaeologi cal evidence has been
published so far to support the ancient historiograp hic dating of
Carthage's foundation to 814/i3 BC, and even less to corroborate the
earlier foundation dates for Lixus, Gades, and Utica to the late 12th
century BC. Citium, on the southern coast of Cyprus, remains the only
Phoenician settlement which can be dated as early as the middle of the
9th century BC. This is, of course, related to the proximity of Cyprus to
the Phoenician motherland , and the close contacts maintained from a
period that predates the Late Bronze Age.

H. G. Niemeyer
When all this information is placed within a larger historic framework,
it becomes clear that the establishment of Phoenician settlements in the
central and western Mediterranean is a phenomenon which is more or
less contemporane ous with the Greek colonization movement in the
West. This must be borne in mind when one returns to the opening
question: are there differing models for the historically parallel processes
of Greek colonization and Phoenician expansion?
This paper presents only the Phoenician side of the problem, by
examining one example which offers important information for the
earlier period: Toscanos on the mouth of the Rio de Velez, about thirty
kilometres east of Malaga on the southern coast of the Iberian peninsula.
According to present excavation results, the settlement was founded in
the last quarter or the last third of the 8th century BC. In its initial stages,
developmental phases rapidly succeeded one another. They can be
clearly distinguished in the small area of excavation. Belonging to the
first stratum is building A of which there is only a corner (Fig. II). It is
unclear whether the function of this building was residential or commercial, although there is some evidence in favour of the former. Immediately to the north and west are public paths. To the west, the area
remained free of any construction for a distance of about fifteen metres.
In the second phase, the use of the land intensified. Building A was
expanded with extension B and joined by houses H and K (Fig. 12) .
From the many-roamed houses, only parts of the wall bases are
preserved. These were mainly made of sun-dried bricks. Older buildings
were so obviously taken into consideration when new ones were built
that one gets the impression that some sort of original plan had to be
respected. These buildings definitely served as residences.
It was not until the third phase, at the turn of the 8th to the 7th century
BC, that the large building C was erected (Fig. 13). It was composed of
three wings with at least two storeys. In comparison to the older
buildings, it was constructed with great care. An important indication of
its original function is provided by a comparison with three-winged
buildings excavated in the harbour of Motya, considered by their
excavators to have been storehouses or magazines. A comparison with
Early Iron Age warehouses such as those in Hazor, has also proved
useful. Furthermore, sherds of amphorae have been found inside building
C. In contrast to the previously mentioned buildings, it represents a
relatively impressive edifice. There were probably several such warehouses in every Phoenician settlement.
Clearly, the erection of building C represents a structurally new and
different use of the area. Whether this change was as abrupt as the
excavators' report would have us believe cannot be certain. It is possible
that storage huts made of wood and reed had already existed next to
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13. As fig. II: phase 3, with warehouse C

14. As fig. II: late 7th-early 6th cent. BC; buildings of ashlar ma~onry
erected over filled-in ditch; earlier buildings in warehouse area demolished
(only traces of buildings replacing them have survived)

houses A/ B and H, and as the new usage persevered, a more permanent
structure was erected.
To the south and east the settlement's centre was bordered by a beach
and the river bank, while the western border was defined by a deep Vshaped ditch, a 70 m long section of which i~ known. With an almost
perfect 45-degree slope, this escarpment was surely part of an expansive
defence system, later filled in and built over. The fact that every available
square metre of land had been used by the time building C was set up
would indicate that by the turn of the 8th to the 7th century BC the
settlement, limited by a rigid boundary, suffered from a lack of space.
Contrary to the attitude witnessed in the period of the earlier levels, parts
of standing structures were demolished to make room for the warehouse,
or for a stairway which connected the higher street with the pathway
along the beach.
About a century later, towards 600 BC, the central area of the
settlement experienced a thorough change which also affected the ditch
mentioned above. An architecture using ashlar masonry became common (see Fig. 14). Centuries later, in early Imperial times, this suffered
greatly under the busy hands of the Romans. The building blocks were
hewn in the same manner as those of the monumental architecture of the
Israelite kingdom, which was strongly influenced by the Phoenician
building tradition. This observation corroborates the early dating of the
ashlar masonry.
At that time, the settlement had probably already expanded to include
the west and north slopes of the bordering hills near the coast (cp. Fig. 5).
The Cerro de! Pefi6n may have originally been the site of a necropolis. A
further, expanded necropolis was on the other side of the river's mouth
on the slope of the Cerro de! Mar. The presence of an oven, possibly that
of a smith, on the slope of the Cerro de! Pefi6n above the original
settlement, is indicative of the character and function of the settlement at
Toscanos. Additionally, slag, semi-smelted residue, and bellows-pipes,
have been found. The 1984 campaign showed that these iron works
played a very important economic role in the 7th century BC.
To return to the main question of the paper: can a specifically nonGreek character in Phoenician settlements be discerned? The cities which
grew up during the Greek colonization of South Italy and Sicily are in
complete contrast. Their urban character has long been examined by
both archaeologists and historians and is universally accepted. In
determining the essential criteria that constitute the 'city' or polis,
colonies such as Megara Hyblaea and Camarina have been used as
paradigms for the rise of urbanism in early Greek culture. According to
F. Kolb, these criteria can be formulated as follows:
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(a) topographic and administrative unity of the settlement;
(b) a population of several thousand as a necessary condition for
(c) a clear division of labour and for social differentiation;
(d) a variegated building typology;
(e) an urban life-style;
(f) the settlement functioning as the central point for the surrounding
territory.

surrounding area, is a development of Weber's ideas about the role of the
market as a necessary factor for the emergence of the Stadt-the city. The
archaeological material from Toscanos and the Phoenician settlements
on the southern Iberian coast here proves particularly helpful. To begin
with, it should be stressed that, despite intensive archaeological fieldwork over the last twenty years, the existence of a Phoenician hinterland,
comparable to the chora of the Greek colonies in Sicily and South Italy,
has not been proven. However, Phoenician impact on the hinterland can
be detected. In indigenous settlements beyond the coastal mountains,
Phoenician imports have been found and certain technical advancements, for instance the potter's wheel, also found their way to the land's
interior. An increasing social differentiation in the Final Bronze Age and
early Iron Age culture in the hinterland can be seen with respect to the
waxing of these imports. To this extent, one can speak of cultural
influence in the southern Iberian peninsula. One cannot, however, speak
of a cultural conquest or of an intensive 'semitization' of the Turdetanic/
Tartessian hinterland by the string of isolated Phoenician coastal
settlements. Even less reasonable would be an interpretation that
suggests a political and territorial conquest of the hinterland. This is in
stark contrast to the Hellenization of the Sicilian and South Italian
chora. The question of the urban function of the Phoenician coastal
settlements-in the sense of a commanding role for the surrounding
area-must therefore be left open. It is precisely this last criterion which
in historical research is, quite rightly, regarded as essential for any
definition of a 'city' or polis.
As a whole, these observations lead to the conclusion that Phoenician
settlements such as T oscanos were not cities in the same sense as the
colonies of the Greeks in the West. They appear to constitute a different
'model', one which is reminiscent of K. Polanyi's 'port of trade'.
A 'port of trade' is best defined as an institution of professional trade
situated in geographic and structural terms on the border between a nonmarket-oriented society and a market economy. An important characteristic of this institution is its independence from both the hinterland and
the business leaders of the mercantile system, forming a sort of buffer
zone. At the same time, the institution functions as a meeting place for
travelling merchants of various origins. So defined, the model only takes
economic and structural aspects into account. What effect it has on the
urbanization of any given settlement remains unclear. However that may
be, archaeologically one would expect to find clear evidence of the
trading activity involving many different peoples. However, just the
opposite is true in Toscanos, as well as in similar settlements along the
southern coast of Spain, in Sicily, and in Sardinia. Both the architectural
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Let us examine to what extent these criteria-which obviously owe
much to M. Weber's ideas--can be applied to the Phoenician settlement
of T oscanos.
There was definitely topographical and administrative unity. Both the
older defence system, of which only the V-shaped ditch remains, and the
later system, which enclosed the Alarcon and the Pen6n in its walls, gave
the settlement a definite frame.
One can only guess at the number of inhabitants. The later walls
enclosed an area between 12 and 15 ha. Assuming that certain parts of
the area, especially the slopes of Pen6n, were used for industry, and with
the knowledge that a heavy population density has only been ascertained in the area's centre, an estimate of between 1,000 and 1,500
inhabitants would be reasonable. This would mean that Kolb's second
criterion is just met.
Division of labour is suggested by the iron works on the slopes of the
Pen6n, which presuppose a large number of professional workers.
Furthermore, it is more than likely that purple was produced at Toscanos. Osteological evidence indicates other professional groups, related to
the raising and slaughtering of fat stock and to meat distribution. It is
obvious that we can assume the existence of both social differentiation
and a central administration. On the other hand, the question of the
composition and structure of the population remains open. Was it
comparable to that of an ancient city or polis? Was there, for instance, an
aristocracy, however small, whose members were the settlement's
leaders? Or were the government and administrative reins in the hands of
trading agents representing the business interests of their masters in the
Phoenician mother-city in the Levant? This important problem is not
easily resolved, though there is evidence to support the latter alternative.
The presence of various building types has already been mentioned.
The determination whether the life-style was urban is another matter. On
the basis of the archaeological finds in Toscanos or elsewhere, we are not
unequivocally drawn to a conclusion in its favour. Quite logically, Kolb
emphasizes the methodological difficulty inherent in trying to establish
empirically the existence of this criterion.
The last criterion in Kolb's list, that of being a focal point for the
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evidence and the ceramic finds in the settlements and in the necropoleis
(for instance the Trayamar tombs), clearly and exclusively betray the
stamp of only one, the Phoenician, culture.
The problem becomes even more obvious in the Phoenician settlement
of Carthage. It is probably the only Phoenician settlement in the West
which corresponds with Kolb's definition of a 'city'. At first sight,
Carthage seems to fit into the scheme of Phoenician settlements already
mentioned. Its geographic situation is typical of Phoenician sites. It is on
a peninsula extending into the sea and protected from the mainland.
This is, of course, conducive to maritime trade and at the same time does
not hinder access to the immense hinterland and its fertile plains. In
Roman Imperial times these plains were famous for their abundance of
agricultural products.
A second aspect is important for our consideration of Carthage. It is
hardly coincidental that Carthage is the only one of all the Phoenician
settlements in the (western) Mediterranean for which an extensive
foundation legend has survived. The legend, with all its romantic and
fairy-tale like aspects, is the key to an understanding of Carthage's
peculiarities. It begins with an altercation between Elissa (Virgil's Dido)
and the younger Pumai/Pygmal ion. Both are children of King Mettenos/
Mattan of Tyre who dies before his heirs have come of age. The elder
sister, Elissa, is married to the high priest of Melkart and becomes a sort
of regent. The quarrel arises as Pumai asserts his right as male heir to the
throne. Thus far, individual aspects of the story may sound like a novel,
but what follows is historically quite plausible. The aristocracy of Tyre
splits into two factions, one favouring Pumai, the other Elissa. The
mercantile fleet returns from a royal mission, just in time to be seized by
Elissa and her followers. They sail to Cyprus for reinforcements and then
towards Carthage. The Phoenicians in the older settlement, Utica, as
well as the indigenous Berbers, take in the refugees. The love story of
Dido and Aeneas which then follows need not be dealt with here.
The legend is important because it indicates that Carthage had, in
contrast to other Phoenician settlements, a 'complete' population. There
was, for example, a strong aristocratic upper class leading the city. The
aristocracy, itself, would have been differentiated. The political
dynamism seen in the city's historical development could have been
generated only by such an aristocracy. Apparently, Carthage alone had
the demographic energy necessary during the Late Archaic and Classical
periods to build a territorial state similar to that of Syracuse and, later,
Rome.
This demonstrates that in the history of the Phoenician expansion in
the West, Carthage is a special case, resembling the Greek colonies in its
foundation legend. The only other possible exception is Gades, consider-

ing the fact that it maintained a certain political independence through
to the beginning of Roman Imperial times. All the other Phoenician
settlements in the western Mediterranean exhibit a pattern that is quite
different from that of Carthage. Characteristica lly, they did not expand
their territory to include a chora. Instead, they exploited their wellchosen geographic positions. Theirs was strictly a traders' strategy,
designed to facilitate the advancement of their mercantile interests. It is
no coincidence that they found little or no echo in the historic tradition.
The reasons for the disparity between the two expansions during the 8th
and 7th centuries BC are still to be identified. With this is mind, it might
be useful to consider briefly the preceding centuries during which Greece
was emerging from the 'Dark Ages' into the world of the Greek polis.
Greek society was still agrarian, whilst the picture offered by the
Phoenicians is different. Their cities had survived the catastrophe of the
sea people relatively unscathed at the end of the Bronze Age. Traces of
the Phoenicians take us back as far as the 10th century BC. The finds
made during the past few decades in Lefkandi, Knossos, Athens, and
other sites testify to close trading ties between the Phoenician cities and
the Greek aristocracy, which imported exotic luxury goods as prestige
objects. Many items were buried with Greek aristocrats. This social
exclusivity is one reason for the minimal impact these early oriental
imports had on native Greek art.
Trading contact between the Levant and the West thus goes further
back than the western Phoenician settlements. Some testimonies to this
earlier contact are:
(a) Phoenician imports in Enotrian graves at Francavilla Marittima;
. (~) the adoption of Phoenician forms in early Italian ceramic categories hke impasto rosso;
(c) the appearance of oriental motifs like the Herzsprung shield on
the grave stelai in the south-western Iberian peninsula and the oriental
bronze bowl in the Late Bronze Age find of Berzocana in Estremadura.
They all correspond chronologicall y with the trading expeditions undertaken as a joint venture by Hiram and Solomon to Tarshish 1 mentioned
in the first Book of Kings in the Old Testament. Tarshish we know to be
Tartessus in the southern Iberian peninsula. Following mercantile interests, they were attracted by the important metal deposits in Etruria,
Sardinia, and the Iberian peninsula.
This joint venture reveals another important fact we have to take into
account and which may help soothe the controversial discussion about
the provenance of the oriental merchandise exported into the Mediterranean, as well as the origin of their carriers. Taken literally, the biblical
record provides an accurate explanation of the archaeological record at
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hand, including a variety of oriental imports from northern Syria,
Phoenicia, Urartu, Egypt, etc. Furthermore, it explains the number of
oriental graffiti, taken by some to be Phoenician and by others to be
Aramaic, which already was the lingua franca of the ancient Near East in
this period.
In Homer, our earliest Mediterranean written record, the carriers of all
those imports are Phoenicians, or Sidonioi, as Homer calls them, perhaps
for metric reasons. According to him, they were the most experienced in
seamanship and trading. Along with the output of Phoenician craftsmen,
they carried the merchandise of associated powers. They were also
known to participate in joint ventures with Greek merchants as in the
case of poor Odysseus, who, in spite of his own wit, was so badly
cheated by his Phoenician partner (Od. 14. 285££.).
Leaving Carthage aside, is it not probable then that, during the 8th
and 7th centuries BC, Phoenician settlements were designed and established only to consolidate and secure these early trade relationships
which were threatened by the new and aggressive colonization movement of the Greeks? Due to the strong, unbroken Bronze Age tradition in
Phoenician culture, these trading and manufacturing settlements probably followed the old oriental Kamm model, though in a more one-sided
manner. This would have included merchants, agents, and craftsmen, in
a type of community designed to exist just outside the walls of a foreign
city, far from home. Further, there was the addition of defence works on
the border of indigenous barbarian civilizations, be they Berberian,
Iberian, Sardinian, or Elymian. These settlements appear almost anachronistic in the period under consideration, which is the period of the
climax of Greek demographic explosion, and of Greek conquest and
colonization in Sicily and South Italy.
Pithecusa was founded before the Greek colonial movement began
and, since T. J. Dunbabin, is considered to have been a primarily
mercantile settlement. It is certainly no mere coincidence that both
Phoenicians and Euboeans were able to live there together in peace, as
the results of Buchner's excavations have shown.
As we are told by the literary tradition, Phoenician trading posts,
perhaps with mixed populations, may have existed on the coast of
eastern Sicily before the Greek colonizers arrived. The Phoenician
settlements most probably followed the same pattern that could be
detected when describing the primitive settlements in the far West. They
were, as Thucydides relates, driven off in a rather hostile manner when
the Greek colonizers arrived. Their imprint will become apparent when
the Phoenician red-slip pottery found by P. Orsi at the beginning of this
century on the Ortygia Island of Syracuse and elsewhere is made
accessible for research. This pottery remained unnoticed in those days,

stored away in the basement of the Syracuse museum. It is only recently
that the historic importance of red-slip pottery in eastern Sicily has been
recognized. This discovery reflects the growing awareness of the important role the Phoenicians played in what one might call the dawn of
European civilization.
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Colonization
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The history of colonization is very much the history of its colonists. The
future colonists, usually because of problems associated with them rather
than for any positive contribution, provide much of the impetus for
colonization, especially in colonies founded as acts of state, as Roman
colonies were. The nature of the colonists and their response to their new
environment largely determine the impact of each colony. This paper
considers the rationale of post-Augustan Roman colonization and its
impact, focusing on the fragment of Roman society which formed its
distinctive element, the veteran of the professional standing Roman army
institutionalized under Augustus.
Most, if not all, colonial foundations from the time of Augustus
included Roman citizen veterans, whoever else was included. There is no
other large, identifiable group in these colonies, though the city population of Rome, a significant element in earlier colonization, may have
been included in some Italian colonies. Thus, post-Augustan colonization is essentially bound up with the settlement of ex-soldiers. Colonization was not, however, an automatic solution to veteran settlement, for
there were two other ways of providing for veterans: cash payments and
land in existing communities. Colonization, like its alternatives, was a
matter of choice---for the state, that is. Whether the soldiers had much
choice, either directly or indirectly, is more problematical. The thrust of
much modern scholarship is that the decision to colonize was primarily
taken as a way of cutting the costs of veteran discharge when the cheaper
alternative of land was available. It is not a motivation noted in
contemporary sources. It is also a common belief that colonies in the
provinces, being institutional copies of Rome, were intended to create
little Romes away from Rome to serve as centres for the integration of the
provinces into the Roman order. Tacitus attributes such a purpose to
Camulodunum (modern Colchester, Essex). 1 His later ironically mocking
' Ann. 12.. 32.; 14. 31-2..
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description of its devastation for its failure to achieve such a purpose
does not negate such intentions, but it does highlight some of the
difficulties in achieving them. Camulodunum was an extreme case, and
no other colony failed so spectacularly, but the disintegrative features of
veteran society, maximized there, applied in an attenuated form everywhere. These views on the rationale and impact of veteran colonization
must be seen in a wider context.
The army was a very large part of state expenditure and the need to
meet or alleviate its costs contributed to substantial policy initiatives, as
suggestively outlined by R. MacMullen in his paper on 'The Roman
Emperors' Army Costs'. 2 Although he does not include demobilization
costs (technically they were not borne directly by the emperor after AD 6,
but to exclude this major part of overall army costs might mislead the
unwary), their alleviation has often been regarded as underlying the
incidence of colonization. In summary, the view is the following. 3 In the
later Republic veterans were settled in colonies with confiscated lands.
Augustus, continuing the policy of settling veterans in colonies, paid
compensation for any lands that were resumed; later, because of the
financial , and political, cost of such a policy, he replaced colonial
foundations with cash payments. The financial burden thus imposed
was relieved in later periods by founding colonies whenever there were
cheap lands available, particularly when military units vacated their sites
with the advance of imperialism. This accords with the fact that maj or
colonization occurs in periods of Roman expansion and military movement under Claudius, the Flavians, and Trajan and terminates with
Hadrian, whose principate brought expansion and troop movement very
largely to an end. Clearly the availability of vacated or vacant lands (at
times perhaps vacated to allow colonization) was a sine qua non of any
decision to colonize. It is less clear that the primary motivation was cost
savings rather than some characteristic of the land itself. The significance
of any cost savings must be measured against their amount and their
context.
The grant of lands instead of money, both in new colonies and in
existing communities, seems to represent savings. When lands were
granted money was not. That is implied both by Augustus' claim to have
given land or paid money to his veterans and by later references in veteran
inscriptions to missiones agrariae or missiones nummariae. 4 In other
periods, both in the late Republic and in the 4th century AD, it was
recognized that veterans given land needed other assets, in cash or
' Latomus 43 (1984), 32.ff.
' G . Forni, II reclutamento de/le legioni da Augusto a Diocleziano (1953), 38ff.
• Res Gestae 3. 3; CIL ii i. 4056"""7; V. H o ffill er a nd B. Saria, Antike lnschri(ten aus ]ugoslawien,
N oricum und Pannonia Superior (193 8), 374- 5.
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eq~ip_ment, to turn their lands into viable enterprises. In the early
pnnc1pate perhaps the compulsory savings required of soldiers were
introduced to satisfy this need. 6
Land grants must not, however, be regarded as saving the equivalent
of money grants. There were costs, both direct and indirect, associated
with the establishment of new colonies; none is easily quantified. Part of
them must have been borne by the state. Much was notional, e.g.
surveying and building costs borne by men already employed in the
army, but there were administrative costs and materials. Augustus and
Tiberius are recorded as responsible for certain urban colonial structures. 7
At sites where there was no nucleus of past military building or little prior
existing settlement, such costs will have been significant. The land itself
was not always free. The territoria of vacated military units was not
always sufficient to provide land for the large numbers apparently settled
in new colonies. 8 Some compensation may have been paid for the extra
land, or for better land locally owned. When Nerva wished to settle
Rome's needy on Italian lands, he set up a commission to buy them,
though there was much vacant but marginal land available. 9 Rome's
veterans deserved as good a start to their new farming life as her idle city
population; under some emperors they may have got it.
It seems doubtful that the amount of savings represented by colonies
was in itself large enough in the context of overall military expenditure to
motivate colonial foundations. Was it perhaps that the budget of the
treasury set up to meet the praemia militiae required the saving of the
money grants? There is no reason to believe that this treasury, which
probably
paid any compensation made for resumed land could not meet
.
'
its commitments. From the early 2nd century the costs of veteran
?isc_harge payments were apparently met without resort to major colon1zat1on or to the lengthening of the active service period, a practice which
alleviated costs in the earlier non-colonizing period. 10 If Rome could
cope with her discharge payments from the time of Hadrian, why not in
~he colonizing period? This area of expenditure was particularly susceptible to budgeting, and Augustus had made provision for just such a
bu_d_get. When, in AD 6, he set up a separate treasury, the aerarium
mtlitare (to service discharge payments, not to cut costs), the two new
~axes_ which funded it, the I per cent sales tax and the 5 per cent
mhentance tax on Roman citizens, were integrally linked to the new 205

For the Republic, see P. Brunt, Italian M anpower (1971), 32.5 ; later, Cod. Th eod. 7. 2.0. 3, 8.
Vegetius, De re militari 2. . 2.0; when the provision was introduced is uncertai n, G . R. Watson,
The Roman Soldier (1969), 105 .
' As at Emona: see A. M ocsy, Pannonia and Upper M oesia (1974), 74ff.
1
J.C. M ann, Legionary Recruitment and Veteran Settlement During the Principate (1983), 61.
' Dio Cass. 68. 2..
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Tac. Ann. I. 17; Suet. Tib. 48. 2. ; N er. 32.. 1.
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year legionary service and the whole was carefully costed to meet
expected disbursements, 'perpetuo ac sine difficultate', according to
Suetonius. 11 Tiberius publicly noted the integral, and implicitly adequate, linkage of the two sides of the budget in rejecting a reduction of
the sales tax and in restoring the 20-year service period, because both
were necessary to meet this state burden; his later reduction of the sales
tax to half a per cent, offset by newly annexed Cappadocian revenues,
attests continued careful costing. 12 Later adjustments in expenses and
revenues, which often cancelled each other out (perhaps by policy rather
than fortune), were fairly predictable, and a rough equilibrium was easily
maintained. Thus the increase in the number of legions from 25, or more
likely 28 when the original Augustan calculation was made, to 30 under
Septimius was balanced by the lengthening of service from the theoretical 20 under Augustus to the 25-6 years of the 2nd century. Any increase
in the cash discharge before Caracalla's increase--though none is
recorded, one might have accompanied Domitian's or Septimius' pay
increases-would have significantly affected expenses, but in a way that
could be budgeted for. Caracalla's increase was accompanied by policies
which increased the rate of the inheritance tax and widened its scope,
thus surely keeping in mind the budgeted needs of the treasury funded by
this tax. Earlier fluctuations in the history of both sales and inheritance
taxes might reflect the changing needs of their treasury and have been
calculated in accordance with them. 13 The aerarium militare ought to
have been able to meet its commitments. On occasion, it is true, such
careful budgeting may have been set awry. Since, as will be detailed later,
military discharge came in peaks and troughs, not in an even flow, the
military treasury sometimes had surplus funds. The temptation to divert
surplus funds a way from their earmarked purpose is hard to resist. 14 If
such diversion occurred, the treasury would have been hard-pressed to
meet its obligations in times of peak discharge. An alternative was
needed, but was more likely found in delaying discharge payments than
in founding colonies.
In any case, the land itself, rather than any cost saving it represented,
seems a more decisive factor. Cassius Dio was not the only one to
perceive that soldiers and brigands are often only distinguished in their
activities by their acting within the law or outside it. 15 Unless linked after
their service to the civilian society from which their military life had
largely separated them, veterans might well resort to their tools of trade,

this time outside the law. It was the threat of revolutionary activity posed
by unsettled soldiers which, according to Suetonius, prompted Augustus
to his reforms of the conditions of military service, including the
discharge arrangements. 16 The precise nature of those arrangements is not
always fully appreciated. Augustus says that he established veterans in
colonies or returned them with money to their municipia. 17 The qualification is important. They were being returned to communities with
which they had some civilizing links by origin. It was no doubt hoped
that they would take up lands in their municipia; as an incentive, most
of the privileges granted to veterans only had significance if they
possessed property . 18 It is unknown how long this condition, which may
have contributed to the attested return of so many veterans to their places
of origin, was retained. It was an unrealistic expectation of veterans who,
for twenty years and more, often had had no continuing links with their
homes. It may have been its relative failure which created or favoured a
third method of veteran settlement, which also had the effect of linking
veterans to existing communities, i.e. the grant of lands in existing
colonies and municipia. Its continuing existence through the 1st century
is attested in incidental references, mainly in the liber coloniarum and
the surveying manuals, which reveal neither its origins nor its extent. 19
The practice may have existed under Augustus. The complaints of the
Pannonian legionary mutineers that they were being dragged on discharge into different places, where, in the name of lands, they received
swamps and uncultivable mountains, should not be restricted to grievances at the prospective colonization of nearby Emona, hut extended to
all existing patterns of veteran settlement in different places. 20 Much
vacant land in Italian municipia qualified as swamps and mountains; its
marginality had turned it into bona vacantia and made it available. The
point is that all three known patterns of veteran settlement stressed the
linkage of veterans to an existing community. The veteran preference
was for something else. The mutineers of AD 14 wanted cash, on the
spot, and unencumbered with restrictions. The state preferred to put
them on the land in existing communities, in line with the long-standing
wisdom that land and other communal ties provide a stake in, and thus
attachment to, the existing order.
At certain times that p~eference was given added cogency. It is the
rhythm of veteran discharge, together with the availability of land, which
does much to explain the Roman settlement programmes, both in new
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colonies and in existing communities. Recent attempts to calculate the
numbers annually due for discharge from the legions agree on a number
just above 100 per legion, i.e. about 3,000 to 4,000, granted 25 to 30
legions between Augustus and Septimius. 21 There will have been a
comparable number of auxiliaries. If this statistical figure had ever been a
reality, the proportion who squandered their cash pensions and turned to
disruptive practices would have represented a relatively minor and
dispersed threat to the Roman order. But discharges did not come in a
tidy and even flow. Just as in the late Republic, it was the simultaneous
discharge of large numbers which exacerbated the threat and led to
colonization. The systematization of the standing army under Augustus,
far from obviating such simultaneous discharge of large numbers, did
much to institutionalize it. The peaks represented by the Augustan
discharges of 30 BC and 14 BC never perhaps worked themselves out of the
system. 22 Other peaks may be presumed to flow from specific recruiting
drives, especially before and after civil and foreign wars, as well as from
the creation of new legions. Our state of knowledge allows no easy pinpointing of such peaks in individual legions and areas, but a case study
of the pattern flowing from the Augustan peaks is highly suggestive of a
link between such peaks and colonization.
The expected legionary peak discharge after 14 BC, granted the 16-year
service period then established, would come in AD 2. It is normally
assumed, from the failure of Augustus in his Res Gestae to note any
payments to his veterans in this year and from the complaints of the
Pannonian mutineers in AD q, of 30 or 40 years of service, that veterans
were not discharged at this time. It is more likely that only a proportion
of those eligible were discharged in AD 2, being paid off either in lands in
existing communities or in cash from the state treasury, neither being a
charge on Augustus' private wealth. A major recruiting drive at thi s time
helps to explain the difficulties in finding recruits in AD 9. A partial
discharge in AD 2 would lead to another peak in AD 22, taking into
account the new 20-year service period, though the scale of the peak of
14 BC would be much reduced. Tiberius' major recruiting drive in the
provinces in AD 23 reflects an equally major demobilization noted for this
year. 23 The apparent settlement of veterans at Narona, Scarbantia, and
some Italian towns may be related to it, without revealing its full
extent. 24 Settlement was in existing communities not in colonies because
Tiberius' stay-put foreign policy had not made new or vacated lands
available.
21
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The next peak, granted a less than rigid adherence to the 20-year
service period before it stabilized by the 2nd century at 25-26 years,
would coincide with the Claudian colonies at Camulodunum and
25
Agrippinensis. Other Claudian colonies, whose foundation dates are
not secure, may be contemporary and relate to the same peak, but by
now particular areas and legions had their own peaks. The next peak in
this cycle, due in the mid-7os, may be represented by the Flavian colonies
in the Balkans and in Africa. The absence of colonies in the German
provinces is due to the disruption to the pattern caused by the fate of the
German legions in the wars of AD 69-70. Here there was no peak.
The next peak, expected around the end of the 1st century, may relate
to some colonies in the Balkans, in Africa at Thamugadi, and in Britain
at Glevum, but a century of military history had established new cycles
and peaks. In Africa, however, where the original pattern was least
disturbed, the cycle seems to have continued. In AD 198, an exact year in
the 25-year cycles from AD 23, the estimated number of veterans
discharged from III Augusta is over 300, well above average. 26 No colony
was founded, but Thamugadi, which was founded just after the peak of
AD 98 and centuriated into about 700 lots, 27 suggests a link between peak
discharge periods and colonization in the earlier period. Elsewhere, the
se~tling ~f 3,000 legionaries in Cyrenaica c. AD u 7, though not a year in
this particular cycle, also links peak discharge with colonization. 28 Even
if the numbers sent to Cyrenaica, perhaps spread over more than one
colony, represent an extreme case, large numbers could not be accommodated simultaneously in old communities without concomitant
economic, social, and perhaps ideological, dislocation. Colonies were
the most viable way of attaching such numbers of veterans to the civilian
order.
If peak discharge is so closely related to colonization, why did major
colonization end, since peak periods of discharge, being a structural
component of the military system, must have continued, even if
flattened out, both chronologically and regionally? First, our lacunose
historical record need not note all veteran colonies; also, some later
known colonies, thought to involve merely titular colonial status, like
Mursa under Hadrian, may have included a settlement of veterans. 29 As
:well, veterans may have continued to receive land in existing communities, a fact which would find little echo in our sources. Secondly, with the
virtual end of expansion and of the movement of legions, there was less
" Tac . .Ann. 12. 27, 32; for the other colo nies, M ann, Legionary Recruitment, p. 60 .
. " CIL iii. 18o68; M a nn , Legionary Recruitment, pp. 56, 60, with other cases o f legionary
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of the large, unencumbered land necessary for colonies. Under Trajan
and Hadrian, where there was land, as in the areas of Cyrenaica and
Jerusalem devastated and depopulated in warfare, colonies were still
founded; but under M. Aurelius the legionary site vacated at Troesmis
was not utilized for a colony. 30 Most important, however, were changes
in patterns of military recruitment and life. 31 Soldiers were increasingly
recruited from areas near their garrison sites and were closely attached to
the communities which grew up around those permanent military bases.
In a sense it was a return to the Augustan alternative of sending men
back with cash to their home towns, and these were home towns from
which the veterans had never been deracinated, unlike their Augustan
counterparts. They were attached by origin, by their military life, and, no
doubt it was hoped, by the lands they would buy with their discharge
money-thus the explicit permission to veterans to buy land in the
province in which they had served, while refusing it to serving soldiers. 32
In such circumstances, veterans, even in large numbers, were less likely to
be unsettled and a threat to the social order. Indeed, the fact that similar
circumstances pertained in Spain and in Asia from an earlier period may
partly explain the absence of major post-Augustan colonization in those
regions.
Thus, colonization was one of the mechanisms by which the state
mitigated the potentially disruptive effects, and perhaps the costs, of
peak discharges of veterans when vacant lands were available and until
the patterns of military recruitment and life joined veterans more closely
to existing urbanized communities. None of this is to deny specific, more
positive, aims for individual colonies, though their very variety suggests
the absence of any overriding positive impetus. Although some colonies
were founded amongst recently conquered or hostile natives, as propugnacula imperii in the earlier Republican sense, and here veterans were
especially appropriate colonists, relatively few were established in such
areas, despite the ready availability of agri captivi. Colonization was not
at the leading edge of Roman imperialism. The example of the
devastated Camulodunum was one of the lessons of history which Rome
on the whole preferred not to repeat. Most colonies, perhaps all, were
founded on vacated or unworked lands. 33 Here they must be viewed in
the context of general concessions tied to the productive farming of
unworked lands. Veteran colonies, like all veteran settlement, formed a
major part of such programmes, not because veterans were potentially
better farmers, but because they formed a large, relatively cohesive and
M ann , Legionary Recruitment, p. 65 .
Forni, El reclutamento, updated in ANR W ii/J (1974), 339ff.; Mann, Legionary Recruitment,
pp. 63ff.
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potentially disruptive group at the immediate direction of the state; in
this, now and especially later, they were like barbarian tribes, whose
reception and settlement in the empire form a closer parallel to colonization than is allowed if one stresses the 'Roman' elements of colonization.
Finally, many colonies in the provinces, though not in Italy, played a role
in the municipalization and civilization of the Roman empire, but
colonies were only one conduit, and not the most significant one, for the
flow of peoples, ideas, and cultures, Roman and non-Roman, around the
empire. The precise impact of colonies in specific environments and at
different times will have varied greatly, particularly with local factors,
such as the way in which veterans were linked to other sections of the
population. But some generalizations, deriving from the nature of veteran
life, may delineate the direction of veteran impact.
Certain demographic considerations tended to lessen the numerical
impact of veterans and their descendants. One is leakage, always to be
expected and a major determinant, too little regarded, in the success
or failure of all colonies. In Roman colonies of this period, where
the decision to become a colonist was probably that of the state not
of the colonist, and where the land grants were in practice alienable, 34 the
degree of leakage will have been significant. Tacitus noted that the
veterans settled at Tarentum and Antium in Italy returned to the
provinces where they had served. 35 This is an extreme case, for few, if
any, of the veterans had any connection with these sites, far away from
their area of service, and probably from their original homes. Yet even
where the colony was in the same region as that of service, the lure of the
familiar remained, perhaps stronger in not being shielded by the tyranny
of distance. The veterans settled at Savaria who resettled at Carnuntum,
where their old legion had moved, offer a model. 36 Such leakage was
minimized in colonies founded at vacated legionary sites, particularly
when the departure of the legion and the establishment of the colony
were simultaneous. Yet many of the veterans, even at old legionary sites,
had no previous contact with those sites, for epigraphy records veterans
from different legions at many colonial sites. 37 The fact that the closest
legion predominates in the epigraphical record may even suggest that
colonists from other units left more readily. Even in the case of veterans
from the legion which had vacated the site, the ties of many will have
been not to the site but to the legion, its life, and its hangers-on, all of
which had moved with its cash economy to the new site. The ties of

)I)

31

"
''
"
''

Mann , Legionary Recruitment, pp. 57f.
Ann. 14. 27.
Mann, Legionary Recruitment, pp. 32, 61 with further examples.
M ann, loc. cir., has tables a nd anal yses for specific regions; cp. also Tac. Ann. 14. 27.
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some were, of course, to the nucleus of pre-colonial veterans already
settled near the sites. 38 Relative numbers cannot be quantified.
Many who stayed soon died. Studies of life expectancy, though
somewhat impressionistic, seem to show that it rapidly shortened fo r
soldiers after their discharge, at least in some regions. 39 They often left no
descendants. Tacitus says that veterans, not being accustomed to tie
themselves by marriage and rear children, left behind them homes
without children. 40 That was not universally true. Legionary recruits who
give their origins as castris attest a contrary life-style; with the stabilization of military life their numbers increased through the 2nd century.41 A
recent study of relationships recorded on sepulchral commemorations
shows that veterans and serving officers and men at Lambaesis lived in
strong nuclear family networks comparable to those in civilian populations. Other military populations show different levels of nuclear famil y
dedications, with legionaries in the north-western provinces and the
equites singulares (adlected from provincial units to the corps in Rome)
showing very low proportions. The authors seem justified in judging the
decisive factor to be the degree of attachment to the area of service.42
That being so, family relationships in most colonies, granted the lack of
close attachments already noted, would lie much closer to that of the
equites singulares than to that of the veterans of Lambaesis, who chose
to retire in their place of service and often birth. Incidentally, the
Lambaesis example shows why colonies were no longer needed.
All of this tends to suggest that veterans and their descendants formed
a diminishing proportion of the colonial population. Still, granted the
large number of original colonists, the veteran factor will have remained
important, at least in the short term. What was its likely impact?
.
What distinguishes veteran colonists under the principate from military colonists in earlier Roman colonies and in those of most other
societies is that they had spent all their adult lives, twenty-five years or
more, in an institution which was a total society in itself, one whose
ideology, practice, and myths stressed its particular esprit de corps and
its insulation from, and superiority to, the rest of society. They had had
little experience of generating wealth, except by force, and their needs
had been provided by a bureaucracy, of which they were the major
instrument. A veteran colony was a less than ideal agent for the
integration of subject peoples into Roman civilian society or for the
,. M ann , Legionary Recruitment , pp. 61f., perhaps overplay ing the role of pre-colonial veterans
in the state decision to found colonies.
" Watson, The Roman Soldier, pp. 151ff.
'° Ann . 14. 2.7.
., Fo rni , El reclutamento, p. 12.8, and ANRW ii/ 1. 389.
" R. P. Saller and B. D. Shaw, JRS 74 (1984), 12.4ff. The general criticisms by J. C. Ma nn , JR S 75
(1 985), 2.04ff., actuall y strengthen this part of their a rgument.
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successful pursuit of wealth produced by independent enterprise. The
perception, on both sides, of military men as purveyors of violence and
intimidation in legal and extra-legal form, persisted everywhere, though
varying in its magnitude with local conditions. 43 It was preserved by
patterns of life which stressed the internally cohesive and partly alien
nature of the veteran micro-society: much inter-military marriage and
testamentary bequests; segregated quarters; military clubs. 44 Local integration, where it occurred, will have been a slow process. In the mean
time, the inward-looking, artificial veteran societies, with their bureaucratic past, even allowing for some farming experience before and during
service, 45 will have tended to inhibit the processes, based on traditional
local power structures, which, in areas not dislocated by alien and
restricting settlements, led to prosperity and an effective Romanization
by emulation. A Roman-British town, like the Cirencester of Cogidubnus, was a better model for prosperity and Romanization than the
Roman colonies in Britain. Veterans offered too much of the vis, too
little of the bona pacis.
What, more positively, did veterans have to offer? They were what the
Roman army had made them, moulding them out of a variety of ethnic,
cultural, and social backgrounds into a new society. They had become a
version of Roman society, defined by their use of Latin, by their
adherence to Roman public religion, by their familiarity with Roman
myths and Roman administrative practices, by their taste for Roman ·
public spectacles, and overall by their policing and fighting roles. In
private, they retained aspects of their individual cultural heritages, but it
was their Romanness (in its particular form) that brought them together
in the heterogeneous Roman army and which kept them together in their
alien colonial sites. Thus they brought to colonial sites all of these
aspects of Roman life, and furthered them with the Roman forms of
institutional government and the public structures which went with
them. This was, however, a partial copy of Rome. Colonial civilization,
like its colonists, was not derived from the upper classes. Earlier Roman
colonies, according to Tacitus, 46 included legionary tribunes and centurions with their men, and that, he implies, was no longer the case.
Exceptional cases of primipilares in colonies do not prove him wrong. 47
" The opposing articles of B. Shaw and E. Fentress in Opus 2. (1983), 133ff. and 16r ff., stress
respectivel y the coercive a nd the integrative aspects of milita ry-civilian relatio ns.
44
R. MacMullen, Historia Z .Alt.Gesch. 33 (1984), 442.. N . Lewis, TAPA 38 (1980), 139ff.,
exemplifies non-coloni al veteran links.
" R. MacMullen, Soldier and Civilian in the Later Roman Empire (1967), eh. 1; Shaw and
Fentress, loc. cit. in debate; useful fa rm ing experience a mong sold iers in the ea rly empire seem s
unproved and unlikely.
.,, Ann. 14. 2.7.
•- Suet. Ner. 9--'ditiss imi primipilares' dragooned to Antium , Nero's birthplace--offers little
scope for generalization.
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Thus, those who formed the curial class in the colonies were not
attached by their past to the culture of the Roman elite. There is little
sign that they actively sought to enter that culture, or that Rome
encouraged it. Roman colonization was part of the levelling down of
Roman culture.
Colonization provided the Roman state with a mechanism which
mitigated the potential threat of large numbers of unattached ex-soldiers
by tying them to available lands. It also served a number of ad hoe
purposes, for which soldiers' military past did not always particularly fit
them. Colonies were set up as institutional models of Rome, but in a
sense their mother-city was not Rome but the Roman army. Their
characteristics were those of the Roman army and these were not
conducive to, indeed they were partly inimical to, the spread of the
higher Graeco-Roman civilization. Roman veterans had never really
wanted to become colonists. The Roman state, in founding a colony in
the provinces may have hoped to establish a Rome away from Rome,
but to the colonist it was in most cases also a Rome away from home.
To the soldiers of the 2nd century, with their increasing local attachments, there was no place like home. That meant the end of Roman
colonization.

Bassit-Posidaion 1n the Early Iron Age::PAUL COURBIN

(Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris)

The problem of the relations between native populations and Greek
'colonists' can be put into high relief by a Levantine site such as Bassit.
Bassit is situated on the Syrian coast, about fifty kilometres north of
Latakia (Fig. 1). The excavations conducted between 1971 and 1984
have revealed a virtually uninterrupted occupation until the Arab conquest in the 7th century AD, starting from the very beginning of the Late
Bronze Age, early in the 16th century BC. At that time Bassit-the name
of which may have been Sinuru-seems to have been no more than an
outpost of the greater capital Ugarit, destined to watch over the northern
border against the Hittites. The shore was then much more indented than
it is today and the buildings on the tell were situated directly on the cove.
Pollen analysis has shown that the nearby land was cleared and cereals
cultivated. In each of the two successive phases there is one important
building, with a plastered floor, among more modest dwellings. By
c. 1200 BC the site was partly evacuated, partly abandoned, then set on
fire, just like the other sites of the region. Undoubtedly, this event can be
related to the arrival of the Sea People.
Unlike Ugarit which remained abandoned for 700 years, Bassit was at
least partially reoccupied. As at Ibn Hani, the summer residence of the
kings of Ugarit, various constructions were erected immediately on top of
the ruins of the Bronze Age settlement, especially in the western part of
the tell. Discoveries here include a house with an oven, or tennour, which
contained two cooking pots, and large silos with a capacity of over six
cubic metres (Pl. 47.1). These have yielded remains of fish, identified by
x-rays of their vertebrae. The pottery fragments that lay scattered on the
corresponding floor present, apart from some reminiscences of the Bronze
Age, several completely new features that recall material from Tarsus and
Tell Halaf (Fig. 2) . 1 Some kraters are decorated in a truly Geometric style
like those from Ibn Hani. 2 This represents the very beginning of the Iron
Age.
• Trans. from the French by Jean-Paul Descreudres.
' See H. Goldman, Excavations at Gozlii Kule, Tarsus, ii (1956), pl. 333, no. 1347, or B. Hrouda,
Tell Ha/a(, 1v. Die Kleinfunde aus historischer Zeit (1962), pl. 69, no . 188.
' e.g. inv. C. 1052: cp. J. Lagarce, Syria 56 (1979), 255, fig. 30.
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An episode mentioned by Herodotus (3. 91. 1-3) must, theoretically,
relate to this period. At the end of the Trojan War (towards 1240 BC) a
Mopsus (not Mopsus the friend of Madduwattash who lived in the 15th
century BC) is said to have founded the Cilician cities of Mallos to the
south-east and Mopsouhestia to the north-east of Adana, whilst one of
his companions, Amphilochus from Argos, son of the seer Amphiaraus
and seer himself, founded 'at the confines of Cilicia and Syria' a city
which he named Posideum. For a long time this was believed to be Al
Mina at the mouth of the Orontes (see map, Fig. 1) and it would
certainly seem odd to locate these confines at Bassit rather than at the
Syrian Gates. However, as P. J. Riis has observed, the same objection
applies also to Al Mina, 3 and there is a whole set of texts to confirm that
Bassit is meant: south of the Orontes, south of Mount Cassius, at about
one day by sea from Seleucia in Pieria, and still mentioned at the time
when Al Mina had long ceased to exist. Of course, we are dealing with a
legend and the arrival of any Greeks before the end of the 8th century BC
is just as unlikely here as it is for any other site on the coast, even though
these aetiological accounts have not been contradicted by the remains
found at Bassit.
Some charred wood has been dated by C-14 to n12 ± 100 BC, a date
confirmed by a fragment of a Late Helladic IIIC1 (stirrup?) vase. 4 It
suggests that these earliest installations were destroyed by fire. They were
replaced by larger houses built in the southern part of the tell. The
associated material corresponds to the period Cypro-Geometric I in
Cyprus, and possibly includes a Greek Protogeometric fragment. 5
The two succeeding building phases include installations of various
' Sukas, i (1970), 137f.

' Inv. C. 4009.

' Oinochoe fr. inv. C. 6638.
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kinds, among them several silos, protected by a straight wall of two
metres width. Constructions of some importance can be assigned to the
second phase during which the occupation expands towards the Meidan
terrace. Among the finds, pottery either of local manufacture or imported
from the Levant is by far the most common, whilst the appearance of
Cycladic vases decorated with pendent semicircles is exceptional (Fig.
3). 6 Not before the middle 7 or even the end of the 8th century BC do Greek
imports become more regular and numerous. They include an imitation
of an Early Protocorinthian skyphos decorated with vertical sigmas and
incised with what is perhaps the earliest Greek graffito, 8 Late Geometric
skyphoi from Euboea, 9 and Rhodian drinking vessels of the same
period. 10
The foundation legend related by Herodotus could go back at the
earliest to this period; but since it implies that the Greeks were anxious to
legitimize their presence, it is more likely to be somewhat later (see
below).
The Assyrian conquest in 720 BC does not appear to have changed the
situation. At the beginning of the 7th century BC the imports just
mentioned were soon followed by authentic Protocorinthian cups (Pl.
47.2) and again by East Greek products. 11 However, pending the
completion of a statistical analysis, it would seem at this stage that the
local, Cypriot, and Levantine wares and especially the small Phoenician
vases made of polychrome glass paste still prevail. Nothing of Assyrian
origin has been identified, except perhaps a glass seal decorated with the
master of the beasts. 12 On the other hand, a kohl-pot is incised with
some signs that recall those from Deir Alla. 13
As only rarely happens, the cemetery was discovered at the same time
as the residential areas. It summarizes the picture of Bassit in the 8th and
7th centuries BC rather well and is of the greatest importance with regard
to any analysis of its population. It includes tombs intra muros as well
as an isolated cemetery south-west of the tell, the tombs of which are
lodged in rock cavities and appear to be comparatively richer. This type
of ritual virtually guarantees uncontaminated burials. The fact that
several of these tombs included pottery of various origins therefore is all
14
the more remarkable. There were local vases such as torpedo jugs,
• See P. Courbin in: Archeologie au Levant: Recueil a la memoire de Roger Saidah (1983), 193204, fig. 3.
7
Oinochoe fr. inv. C. 6515.
8
Inv. C. 7517. Greek heta incised (or Phoenician letter?) .
' Inv. C. 2558, C. 5768, etc.
10 Skyphoi fr. inv. C. 2077 and C. 7054. Cp. P. Courbin in: Les Ceramiques de la Grece de /'Est et
leur diffusion en Occident. Colloques Inc. du CNRS 569, Naples 1976 (1978), 41, pl. 15.1.
11
e.g. dines fr. inv. C. 554: AAS 23 (1973), 31, fig. 5 ( = Courbin, Les Ceramiques, pl. 15· 2).
12
Inv. V. 521.
" Inv. V. 381.
" See AAS 25 (1975), 60, 68, figs. 14, 16.
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undecorated North Syrian amphorae with a rounded base (Pl. 47.3), ringbase amphorae--sometimes with three handles, sometimes with a
decoration that recalls the pottery from Hama 15--or monochrome cups;
Phoenician ware such as bag-shaped jars (Pl. 47.4), amphorae, 16 bilbils, 17
finally well-dated Cypriot pottery: large amphorae 18 or White Painted
barrel-shaped oenochoai, bichrome amphorae 19 or barrels, 20 Plain White
amphorae, etc. Several tombs contained jewellery or small objects, in one
of them (tomb 31) there were arrow and spear heads as well as a knife.
Except for one later tomb, none included any Greek pottery, which
seems to argue against the idea of a permanent Greek presence. On the
other hand, the exclusive use of cremation contrasts with the practice
known from most contemporary cemeteries of the region, with the main
e~ception of Hama, and does not correspond with the Cypriot ritual
either. The occurrence of a few purely Phoenician burials, and the
presence of cremated bones of a 5-year-old child found in the tomb of a
2?-year-old adult seem to suggest the presence of at least some Phoenicians. There is, however, no question of a Phoenician city, not even a
. C. 529 from comb 23: AAS 23 (1973), 33, fig. 9; cp. P. J. Riis, Hama, ii,
IS
e.g. sma II amphora mv.
(1948), 50-7.
:: Inv. C. 537 (tomb 3). Cp. Riis, Hama, ii, fig. II.
Inv. C. 1079 (tomb 36).
18
Inv. C. 530 (tomb 19). Cp. Riis, Hama, ii, fig. 15f.
19
Inv. C. 528 (tomb 20). Cp. Riis, Hama, ii, fig . 11.
20
Inv. C. 1068 (comb 3o).
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Phoenician colony. Thus, one can assume that the local population was
Syro-Phoenician right to the 7th century BC and that it had contacts with
Cyprus and, less directly, with the Aegean.
It is not before the middle of the 7th century BC that pottery of East
Greek origin starts to arrive in quantity, adding to the traditional wares:
bird-bowls, plates, Wild Goat style (whether of Rhodian or Milesian
origin), kraters from Samos, lamps from Smyrna and grey bucchero from
Lesbos. 21 Fairly numerous Early Corinthian pieces are found with
representatives of all successive types of so-called Ionian cups, starting
with the earliest ones; 22 on one of them, one of the first complete Greek
names appears, and it is that of an lonian; 23 the name of another Ionian
is incised on a Levantine torpedo jug (Pl. 48.1). The actual presence of
Greeks at Bassit at the end of the 7th century BC seems beyond question,
and it is most likely that the invention of the foundation legend goes
back at least to this time.
Nothing seems to have changed at the turn of the 6th century BC when
the neo-Babylonian kingdom took control. Imports still remained relatively numerous and the types of Ionian cups followed each other, 24 as
did the so-called Rhodian plates and rosette bowls, or the bowls from
East Greece. 25 A black, brownish, or polished ware and possibly a beige
polished ware that is sometimes glazed (Pl. 48.2) may be related to
Aeolian bucchero. A few Corinthian vases 26 precede the rare imports from
Laconia. 27 On the tell, tomb 25--dated to the second quarter of the 6th
century BC-has yielded exclusively Greek material, 28 except for an
Etruscan kantharos, 29 the first ever to be found in the Near East. It was
probably the tomb of a Greek, again from East Greece.
Fairly numerous imports from Chios, 30 Clazomenae, 31 from lonia in
general, 32 and so-called Fikellura ware 33 arrived together with the first
imports from Athens. These became very frequent shortly before 550 BC
and remained so, despite the Persian conquest, until 480 BC. All
successive types of Attic cups are represented, starting with Siana cups,
lip-cups, band-cups, then Cassel cups, Droop cups, floral, palmette, and
21

See Courbin, Les Ceramiques, 41, pl. 16.
e.g. inv. C. 1o62. (type Ar: Archeo/ogia u6 (Mars 1978), 57); C. 2.o64 (type A2.).
Inv. C. 1058: Archeo/ogia u6 (1978), 58.
24
See Courbin, Les Ceramiques, p. 41, with pl. 17.10.
'-' See e.g. AAS 2.7-8 (1977-8), 37, fig. 14.
26
e.g. comast cup inv. C. 2.132..
27
See e.g. AAS 2.5 (1975), 65, fig. 8.
28
Necks of two amphorae: Milesian (inv. C. 566) and Laconian (inv. C. 567). For the Ionian
kantharos inv. C. 568 see AAS 2.3 (1973), JI, fig. 6; Archeologia u6 (1978), 56.
29
Inv. C. 569: AAS 2.3 (1973), 32., fig. 7; RA 1974, 176, fig. 4.
30 e.g.
oinochoe fr. inv. C. 2.u5: AAS 2.6 (1976), 67, fig. 8.
31
e.g. inv. C. 2.o63, C. 2.173, C. 2.466.
32
e.g. rim of lip-cup inv. C. 69: RA 1974, 176, fig. 3.
" e.g. inv. C. 32.89.
22

23
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eye-cups, as well as cups with a hemispherical body. Other forms such as
amphorae, oenochoai, kraters, 34 skyphoi, skyphoi-cups, and lekythoi are
rarer but altogether number 200, with some of them bearing Greek
graffiti. Red-figure ware also makes an appearance with two or three cups
by the Pithos Painter. Late black-figure is particularly well represented
with white-ground lekythoi and with works of the so-called Leafless
Group (Pl. 48.3), Haimon Group, as well as by the Beldam Painter and
by the Caylus Painter. A pre-Marathonian Attic tetradrachm in mint
condition belongs to the same period. Each of these imports is represented by only one example and most of them have been found on the
north-western area of the tell in or around a house that was twice rebuilt.
It was not a 'warehouse' of any sort but a residence either for Athenians
or people with a close link to Attica, who lived in Bassit, faithfully
keeping their own traditions for two or three generations.
For the seven centuries that separate the Sea People from the early 5th
century BC one has to change one's viewpoint in a quasi-Copernican
way. Things must be interpreted from a Levantine, not from an Aegean
or Greek point of view. Until the late 8th century BC Bassit must have
been a Syrian port belonging to the kingdom of Hama. Later, under the
rather distant domination by Assyria, Babylonia, or Persia, it developed
as a sort of free port, more or less independent, and open from the very
beginning to Phoenicia and Cyprus with initially only cursory Greek
contacts. Finally, in the second half of the 7th century BC, relations with
East Greece intensified and hence with Greece itself and, through it, with
Italy. Several lonians must have established themselves at Bassit before
they were joined and finally replaced by Athenians, just as their pottery
was. It was never a Greek emporium in the proper sense of the term, not
more than Sukas or Al Mina. Instead, we are dealing with a small group
living together with the local population in a kind of enoikismos. These
Greeks must have occupied a prominent position since it was they who
gave this Levantine port its name. Before Alexander's death, a short-lived
series of coins was issued with the name Posid(eion), 35 and a Hellenistic
amphora stamp of local make 36 preserves the place-name of the legend,
this time in the Doric form, Posidai(on). Additional confirmation for this
can be found in the name the site is given on medieval sea-charts (the socalled 'Portulans'): Pollcin, Pomcin, or Pocin. As in other cases 'Bassit'
would then simply be an Arabic transposition, there being no p in
Arabic. It would appear that its name survived from the early Iron Age
throughout its long history and up to the present time: yet another Greek
miracle.
" e.g. inv. C. 32.67: AAS 2.7-8 (1977-8), 37, fig. 12..
" Inv. 1972.-17. See Num.Chron. 1937, 195f., for the only two specimens previously known.
,. Inv. C. 6098.

Etruscans, Greeks, Carthaginians: The
Sanctuary at Pyrgi~:FRANCE SCA R. SERRA RIDGWA Y

(University of Edinburgh)

The excavati ons at Pyrgi started in 1957; by 1964, two temples and the
three famous inscribed gold tablets had been found. 1 Since then, Pyrgi
has become one of the major archaeol ogical sites in Italy and the
Mediterr anean, and a landmar k in all areas of Etruscan , Roman,
Hellenic , and Phoenici an studies. 2 This is hardly surprisin g, in view of
the relevance it actually had when it flourishe d, nearly twenty-f ive
centuries ago.
It was known from the ancient authors that Pyrgi (Greek Pyrgoi;
Etruscan name unknown ) was a fine fortified town-a s the Greek name
implies -of Pelasgia n origin; that it was the port of the Etruscan city of
Caere (Greek Agylla; Etruscan C[a]isra; correspo nding to the modern
hamlet of Cerveter i north of Rome); that it had a sanctuar y dedicate d to
Leucothe a (or, accordin g to Strabo, to Eilythia) , which was so wealthy
that in 384 BC Dionysiu s the tyrant of Syracuse organize d a successful
• I am grateful to Dr Jean-Paul Descreudres for inviting me to read a paper at this Congress,
and
to Prof. Giovanni Colonna for allowing me to present a summary of his work at Pyrgi;
my warmest thanks are however due to Prof. Colonna's chief assistant and my friend for many
years,
Dr Francesca Melis, for much advice, encouragement, and practical help, especially
with the
illustrations presented here. The Humanities Research Centre at the ANU in Canberra provided
the
ideal environment for the writing up of the text. In addition to the usual abbreviations,
I have used
the following: Gottin 1981 = A. Neppi Modona and F. Prayon (eds.), Akten des Kolloquium
s zum
Thema Die Gottin von Pyrgi, Tiibingen 1979 (1981). Lamine 1970= Le /amine di Pyrgi:
Tavola
rotonda internazionale, Roma 1968, Quaderni Lincei 147 (1970). Pyrgi 1959=A. Ciasca,
G. Collona, and G. Foti, N .Sc. 13 (1959), 143-2.63. Pyrgi 1970= G. Colonna et al., Pyrgi-Scav
i de/
santuario etrusco (1959-1967), Suppl. to N.Sc. 2.4, 1970 (1973). Pyrgi 1979=G. Colonna
et al.,
Pyrgi-Scav i de/ santuario etrusco (1969-1971), Suppl. to N .Sc. (forthcoming) (submitted
in 1979).
Santuari 1985 = G. Colonna (ed.), Santuari d'Etruria. Exhibition catalogue, Arezzo (1985),
12.7ff.
1
For the first report on the discovery of the gold tablets see M. Pallottino, G. Colonna,
and
G. Garbini, Arch.Cl. 16 (1964), 49-II7. For further refs. seen. 2. below.
2
The literature on the site is enormous. Useful bibliographies can be found in Lamine 1970
(on
the gold tablets), Gottin 1981, Santuari 1985, and in G. Colonna, Rend. Pont. Acc. 57
(1984-85),
57-88. Preliminary reports on each campaign have been published almost yearly by M.
Pallottino
and G. Colonna in Arch.Cl. from 9 (1957) onwards; full reports are in Pyrgi 1959, Pyrgi
1970, Pyrgi
1979; a summary of the archaeological evidence is given by G. Colonna in Gottin 1981,
pp. 13-37.
The most important finds from Pyrgi are on show in their own room in the Villa Giulia
Museum in
Rome; another very significant display which includes finds from the Etruscan town,
the Roman
colony, and underwater exploration , may be seen in the Antiquarium at the site itself.
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raid in order to plunder it; and that at a later time a Roman maritime
colony was deducted (i.e. founded) there. 3
Already in the 17th century Cluverius and other scholars had identified
the site with that occupied by the medieval castle of Santa Severa, on the
Tyrrhenian coast some fifty kilometres north of Rome. It was only in the
1950s that Professor F. Castagnoli was able to show that the so-called
Cyclopaean walls, on which part of the castle was built, did not belong
to the old Pelasgian town, as Canina, Dennis, and others had thought, 4
but to the Roman colony. They present the technique of polygonal
limestone blocks common to the Latin towns of the Republican period. 5
A few years later, when significant fragments of architectural terracottas
were found by chance to the south of the castle, the systematic
exploration of the site was planned. As there were no immediate threats
pressing for a quick rescue, 6 the Archaeological Superintendency of South
Etruria entrusted the project to Professor M. Pallottino as the training
excavation of his University Department. The director in the field from
the start was Giovanni Colonna. It is mainly his work on the site, and his
interpretation of it, that I attempt to convey in this paper.
Without getting involved either in technical details of the progress of
the excavations or in other problems requiring complex and lengthy
explanations, my intention here is simply to sketch a brief history of
Pyrgi in antiquity, in so far as it can be reconstructed from the context of
the monuments and finds, set in the perspective of what we already knew
of contemporary history from literary, archaeological, and other sources.
Only two details are perhaps better explained in advance, in order to
facilitate understanding of the present appearance of the site, and of the
plans and views of it (Figs. 1-4). First, it is clear that in the first half of the
3rd century BC (presumably at the time of the assimilation of Caere into
the Roman sphere of influence, followed by the foundation of the
maritime colony c. 270 BC) the temples suffered such extensive damage
that they were not repaired, but systematically dismantled, the materials
being evenly scattered on the existing floor of the piazza of the sanctuary
3 For a collection of classical sources on Pyrgi see Pyrgi 1959,
pp. 261-3; some of them, with
others regarding more generally the history of Caere, are in Gottin 1981, pp. 47-51 (F. Prayon).
' L. Canina, A.d.J . 1840, 42 (with one pl.); G. Dennis, The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, i (3 rd
ed., 1883), 289ff.
' F. Castagnoli and L. Cozza, BSR 25 (1957), 16ff.
• The castle itself and much land to the south of it, between the sea and the Via Aurelia, belonged
until a few years ago to the Pio lstituto di Santo Spirito, whose administrators were always ready to
report finds to the Superintendency and to provide all possible facilities and help for the smooth
running of the research. The land, recently transferred to the control of the Regional Administration
of Lazio, has been marshy and virtually uninhabited for centuries and even now is still only scantily
exploited for agriculture. This accounts for the extensive and relatively good preservation of the
ancient remains, including the gold tablets-which were found intact between two furrows of the
first and only season of deep ploughing.
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Pyrgi: plan of the excavated structures (after Colonna, 1984, drawing by
J. Blair)

and covered with a new battuto floor. 7 This procedure resulted in the
preservation to the present day of much of the original decorations of the
buildings, as well as of the gold tablets which were carefully wrappe_d
and set aside in a sort of chest in the ground, covered by the Hellemstlc
floor, which appears only occasionally to have been touched by modern
.
. .
ploughing.
Secondly, it should be remembered that the vts1ble remains of the
temples and other buildings in the sanctuary are limited to part~ of the
foundations· this is because in the 2nd century AD, when the site was
.
'
already abandoned and in ruins, it was used as a very convement quarry
of ready-made building material for the construction of farmhouses and
villas in the surrounding territory.
A few soundings in the area between the walls of the Roman colony
and the sanctuary have shown that it was completely occupied by the
residential quarters of the town. They exhibit different building phases,
going back at least to the beginning of the 6th century BC, and _a ppear to
be aligned on a grid plan. The proposed date for the foundation of the
town is confirmed by the remains of a truly monumental road (ro m
wide) connecting the harbour to the main city of Caere some twelve
' See Pyrgi 1959 and Pyrgi 1970.
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3. Pyrgi: reconstructed plan of the sanctuary c. 500 BC (after Santuari 198 5,
drawing by J. Blair}: temple B faces the sea (W) with temenos walls on the
other three sides; on its left, the sacred area C with platform, bothros, well,
and square altar; at the back, the entrance to the sanctuary, with a large
well or cistern to its right; against the south boundary wall is the long
'building of the twenty rooms' and outside this, further to the right, is the
drainage channel

kilometres inland and dated by Late Orientalizing tombs placed at its
sides. 8 This is only to be expected, as Caere was at its floruit precisely at
that early time: its wide range of trading activities needed a good harbour
and Pyrgi, although farther away than Alsium to the south, offered better
natural facilities for the purpose.
Sometime during the 6th century BC, one area (at the southern end of
the present excavation) was devoted to holy purposes. Its exploration
only began in 1984, so it is not yet clear what kind of buildings occupied
it: but the large amounts of fine Greek pottery of votive type point clearly
to the sacred character of this area. A sherd bearing an inscription to Suri,
8

See G. Colonna in: Gottin 1981, pp. 13-2.0 (with refs .).
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4. Pyrgi: axonometric view of a reconstruction of temple B (from Santuari
r985; model by G. Foglia and F. Melis)

an Etruscan god assimilated to the Greek Apollo, might refer to the main
deity worshipped here. 9
To the north of this area there are the remains of a sort of drain or
channel, and then the boundaries of the major sanctuary.
The main sanctuary was founded around 5 ro BC, with the building of
temple B10 and its adjacent area C to the north, and the long 'building of
the twenty rooms' along its southern boundary. The technique appears
unusual and on a grand scale: the ground, which was low and possibly
marshy and not previously occupied, 11 was filled with a large amount of
earth and carefully levelled; a sort of platform of tufa chips was laid for
the temple, and on this the foundations were built, through an accurate
disposition of lines of squared-off blocks, made of volcanic tufa quarried
' For these recent finds see now G. Colonna, Rend.Pont.Ace. 57 (1984-5), 57ff.
This temple was called 'B' by the excavators for the obvious reason that it was discovered after
the other (later) one, 'A', had already been found. For the epoch-making geophysical prospections
that led to its identification and excavation, with the consequent discovery of the gold tablets, see
R. E. Linington in: Pyrgi 1970, pp. 752ff.
11 The site was not occupied at the time of
the foundation of the sanctuary. Remains of a
settlement dated to the Middle Bronze Age that existed in the general area of the sanctuary have
come to light during the excavations; but they are apparently not in their original position, and there
is no sign of continuity between their period and that of the 6th-cent. BC Etruscan occupation. See
Gottin 1981, pp. 14- 16.
10
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in the vicinity of Caere. As a new layer of the foundation was set the
spaces wit_hin the walls and around them were filled with earth (m;inly
clay, ?btamed locally) and levelled by pressing into it the chips of tufa
resultmg from the final working of the blocks. Above these layers the
floor of the temple was laid: this has not survived, but all the evidence
indicat~s that the temple was a peripteros on a slightly raised platform,
measurmg about 20 x 30 m, equal to 63 by 96 Attic feet: a three-foot unit
or 'module' seems to have been used throughout. It had a small cella in
antis close to the back row of four columns; six columns along the long
sides, and a double row of four columns at the front. It thus seems to
have been designed on a basically Greek plan, but of a modified type
already employed at the Greek colony of Selinus in Sicily and in the
Latin town of Satricum south of Rome. 12 Walls and columns were made
not of wood or mud bricks (as Etruscan temples are often said to be), but
?f tufa bl~c~s covered with white plaster. The gabled roof was typically
Tyrrheman , made of wood and covered with terracotta tiles and
ornaments. These have been recovered in quantity and carefully restored,
and represent a coherent system of decoration of the so-called 'Second
phase' of Etruscan architectural terracottas (in fact the earliest and most
complete example known to date). Together with the few finds from the
sealed layers of the foundation fillings, it affords a reasonably precise
date towards the end of the 6th century BC (Fig. 5).
According to this mode of protection the two slopes of the roof are
co_vered with regular rows of flat tiles ('pan tiles', Lat. tegulae) presenting
raised lateral edges on which the semicylindrical 'cover tiles' (Lat.
embrices, Ital. coppi) were placed. This system is known as 'Sicilian'.
Ultimately, it derives from the 'Corinthian' type and was widespread
from the Greek colonies to the native towns of Sicily, Campania,
Latium, and Etruria. The pan tiles of the last row projected beyond the
ends of the wooden beams and planks and their lower side, visible, was
therefore painted; moreover, they needed some sort of dripping or gutter
de~ice, and in fact they had the front edge projecting downwards, also
pamted (gocciolatoio). The cover tiles of the last row, on the other hand,
were closed at the front with antefixes, which in this case are rather large,
and represent women's, satyrs', and negroes' heads, moulded and
painted, enclosed in a cut-out serpentine frame. On the front, the
pedimental triangle was not closed and filled with statues as in Greek
temples. At the base it had a short roof, sloping to the front and covered
with tiles and antefixes. Along the sloping sides of the triangle, the
wooden planks covering the ends of the small beams were in turn
covered with a series of _plagues with relief and _painted decoration
12
On the construction technique of the two temples, see Pyrgi 1959; Pyrgi 1970; G. Colonna,
St.Etr. 33 (1965), 191-219.
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(area C) with a platform of tufa blocks, a circular altar pierced in the
middle (bothros: for chthoni c cults to underw orld deities) , a well, and a
large grey block-p ossibly another altar or the base of some statue or
votive offering. Against this block, at the time of the disman tling of the
temples in the 3rd century BC, a sort of chest was built, using more stone
blocks and three sima plaques from temple B; inside it the three gold
tablets were found, carefull y packed round the bronze nails with gilded
heads with which they had original ly been affixed to their support
(twelve each); and a bronze tablet, also inscribe d, althoug h very badly
preserv ed, with the mention of Uni ( = Juno, Hera) and Tinia
( = Jupiter, Zeus).
The three gold tablets, almost identica l to one another , measur e about
10 x 20 cm, and have small holes for the nails, pierced
after the text had
been incised.13 Two of them were written in Etrusca n, the third in
Phoenic ian (Fig. 6). In spite of various difficulties and disagre ements
among scholar s, their texts can be read and translat ed approxi mately as
follows: 14

P (Phoenician text):
To the Lady Astarte. Here is the holy place which has made and given Tiberie
Velianas, king over Kisry, in the month of the sacrifice of the Sun, as a gift in the
temple and its holy place(?}, because Astarte raised him with her hand (?} in the
third year of his reign in the month of Karar on the day of the burying of the
God. And may the years of the statue of the Goddess in her temple last as long
as these stars (?} .

5. Pyrgi: decorative elements of temple B, c.

510 BC

(from Pyrgi 1970, fig.

238}; antepag mentum plaque (left) surmounted by sima with (broken}

acroterion; end pan tiles (tegulae) and cover tiles (embrices) with maenad
head antefix

(antepa gmentu m), while the end tiles on the front had a high raised edge
(sima), also moulde d and painted . Above the simas, projecti ng from
them, there were orname nts in the round (acroter ia), which in this case
were young riders, sitting laterally as if on the point of jumpin g off their
horses, accordi ng to a well-kn own ancient game (KaAmJ). The ends of
the colume n (main beam) and of the mutuli (lateral beams) were covered
with plaques decorat ed in high relief, of which only fragmen ts have been
recover ed, represe nting episode s of the Heracle s saga.
Temple B had the front facing the sea, that is toward s the south-w est;
this orienta tion corresp onds to that observe d in the houses of the town.
To its left, against the side of the building , there was a special sacred area

Er (long Etruscan text):
This is the shrine and this is the place of the image dedicated to Uni (-Astarte}:
Thefarie Velianas gave it, as a thank offering, because he had been raised to be
king for three years ... stars .. . (?).

E2 (short Etruscan text):
Thus Thefarie Veliunas founded the shrine and made the offering in the month
of Masan; and this was the annual ceremony in the temple.
A number of distingu ished scholar s have already devoted many pages to
the interpre tation and discussi on of these texts, and even the most
cursory summa ry would be too long for this paper. Accordi ngly, I shall
recall very briefly the main points of interest . Tablet Er contain s one of
the longest comple te Etrusca n texts known to date, while P is the first
" Tablet P (with the Phoenician text) appears to be more significant than the
others: it is thicker
and heavier, and its careful preservation was clearly deemed especially important
, since its nails were
collected not inside it, but within Tablet E1.
" I follow here, for ease of reference, the trans. given by J. Heurgon, JRS 56
(1966), 1-15. For
these, and the bronze tablets mentioned below, see C/E. ii. r. 4 (1970), nos.
6312.- 16; Pyrgi 1970,

PP· 5974io4,7 30-42.
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and only Phoenicio-Punic text ever found in the Italian peninsula (many
are known from Sicily and Sardinia) and it is also among the longest and
earliest Punic inscriptions known. Er and P together represent a 'quasibilingual', in the sense that both refer to the same event in the same
context, but each uses the phrases and formulae proper to its own
language and religious tradition. They are also fairly well dated on
intrinsic evidence to the beginning of the 5th century BC, but what is of
vital importance is the fact that they have a very well-documented
archaeological context, which confirms the date around 500 BC. Moreover, the most economic interpretation of this context tells us that the
holy place dedicated by the 'king' of Caere is nothing less than temple B,
to the wooden doors of which the tablets were originally fixed with their
gilded bronze nails. 15 Thus we have a unique original dedication of a
major building in what would be, from then on, one of the major
sanctuaries of the classical world; and this dedication is made by the ruler
of the Etruscan city-state of Caere to the oriental goddess Astarte, who is
only secondarily assimilated to the local queen-goddess Uni 'for services
rendered by her to him'. Apart from offering the first palpable confirmation that Polybius was not fantasizing when he attributed the first treaty
between Rome and Carthage to the first year of the Roman Republic,
this document also gives us a very concrete and novel notion of the kind
of relations existing between different states and nations in the Archaic
Mediterranean. 16 We know that a few decades earlier it was precisely
Caere, among the Etruscan cities, that had asked Carthage for help
against the Phocaeans established at Alalia in Corsica-they were clearly
obstructing her trading interests in the Tyrrhenian areas and beyond. The
story is familiar: the battle in the Sardinian Sea (c. 540 BC), followed by
the stoning to death of the Greek prisoners in the plain between Caere
and the sea; the plague that devastated the surrounding area until the
Caeretans sent an embassy to Delphi, where they received instructions to
set up a sanctuary and games in honour of the dead. 17 Soon after, Caere
actually established a treasury at Delphi itself-and was the only
Etruscan city to do so (until her example was followed much later by
Spina). All this was in the years following 540 BC; but now, towards the
end of the 6th century BC, it seems as if Caere is returning to its
traditional allegiance with Carthage against the Greeks. This is not
surprising at a time of rapid development and change, as the Archaic
1
'
16

See Lamine 1970, passim; Gottin 1981, p. 27; Santuari 1985, pl. 128.
See M. Pallottino, St.Rom. 13 (1965), 3-14; and in: Problemi attuali di scienza e di cultura,
Quaderni Lincei 87 (1966), II-16 (both papers repr. in M. Pallottino, Saggi di Antichita (1979),
377ff. [ed.]).
1
" This sanctuary has recently been identified by G. Colonna with the site partially excavated by
him at Montetosto, midway between Pyrgi and Caere: see Santuari 1985, p. 12.7; S. Stopponi (ed.),
Case e Palazzi d'Etruria (1985), 192.~.
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period was all over the Mediterranean; but we should also remember that
both Etruria and Greece were in no way national states in the modern
sense so that an Etruscan polis like Caere could very well maintain good
relations with some Greek poleis, for instance Athens (and we know that
it did), and at the same time display hostile attitudes towards other
Greek poleis, particularly a colonial city like Syracuse (which in its turn
was always in conflict with Athens). At all events, and although in this
case the foreign cult is established in a sanctuary outside the city, the
political implications of this dedication cannot be minimized: Thefarie
Velianas, king or tyrant or magistrate at Caere at the end of the 6th
century BC, was under the influence of, and somehow dependent on,
Carthage-perhaps in consequence of the fall of Sybaris in sro BC, and
the collapse of the previous balance of power in this part of the
Mediterranean.
A more direct involvement of the eastern Phoenicians, particularly
from Cyprus, as suggested by some scholars, is not necessarily implied in
these texts. Even keeping in mind the contemporary events of the eastern
Mediterranean, with Persia pressing on the Ionian Greek cities and the
Greek mainland, agreements among all the enemies of the Greeks for
concerted attacks in the East and in the West simultaneously must
necessarily have included Carthage, traditionally hostile to the Sicilian
colonies. 18 Even if a relationship with the sanctuary of Astarte in Cyprus
cannot be excluded, the other famous one at Erice in western Sicily was
obviously closer at hand. The weight of this solemn dedication is such
that it has been suggested that the actual priestesses at Pyrgi might have
been foreign-as happened a few years later at Rome with the establishment of a Greek cult and temple of Ceres on the Aventine in 493 BC.
This interpretation derives from that offered for the long building
recently uncovered along the temenos wall to the south of temple B,
which is divided into a number of small rooms (17 found to date),
suggesting to its excavator the possibility that it might represent the
quarters where the priestesses practised sacred prostitution, as is well
known of other sanctuaries of Astarte, particularly the one at Erice in
Sicily, and as the proverbial mention of the scorta pyrgensia in the
literary tradition seems to confirm. 19 Other interpretations might see in
this building a shelter for pilgrims, of a kind well documented elsewhere
in the ancient as well as the modern world; or a series of ritual diningrooms, like the ones in the sanctuary of Demeter at Corinth, or the cento
camere at Locri in South Italy. However it may be, there is no doubt that

this building is fully contextual with temple B; its struct~re suggests a
roof with only one eave, sloping towards the piazza and decorated with a
series of antefixes. Unlike all the other moulded elements of the
decoration of the sanctuary, which recur in exactly the same or very
similar form in other temples either in Caere or elsewhere (Veii, Falerii,
etc.), these antefixes are unique: this means that they were produced
especially for this sanctuary, to a specific design and with a deliberate
message. They represent six different figures, all moving to the right, that
have been interpreted and ordered in sequence from east to west along
the edge of the roof as follows:
(a) a winged youth flying against a radiant background = Sun (Etruscan Usil) (Fig. 7c);
(b) a 1r6-rvm i1r1rwv (Mistress of horses), on a high pedestal = Dawn
(Etr. Thesan) (Fig. 7a);
(c) a winged youth with the head of a cock, against a dark background (starred?) = Phosphorus-Luciferus (Fig. 7b );
(d) a winged female holding two paterae under her mantle = Night
(Fig. 7d);
(e) a 1r6-rvws- i1r1rwv (Master of horses), characterized as Heracles (Etr.
Ercle), also on a pedestal;
(f) a female with four wings standing on waves, on a smaller
pedestal = Moon (Selene) or Leucothea (a Greek nymph of
Theban origin, corresponding to the Latin Mater Matuta).
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18
On a possible direct connection with Cyprus, first suggested by G. Levi della Vida , see
E. Richardson in: L. Bonfante and H. v. Heintze (eds. ), In memoriam Otto]. Brendel (1976) , 2.1-4;
and again recently (contra) M. Pallottino in: Gottin 1981 , pp. 7-11 (esp. p. 10) .
19
Luci!. fr. 12.71 (Marx).

The reasons, significance, religious and cultural implications of this
interpretation are too long and complex to be discussed here. 20 We may
note, however, already at this time and in connection with an oriental
cult, the presence and eminence of Thesan, an important goddess in the
Etruscan pantheon, sometimes paralleled with Mater Matuta (t~ wh~m
also Leucothea was often assimilated) and dedicatee of a later mscnption found near temple A; and of Ercle, also one of the most important
figures of Etruscan religion and myth and connected with Phoenician as
well as Greek traditions, who is here present as the male counterpart or
companion of Thesan.
It is perhaps worth noting at this point that the foundation ~f temple
B, with its square and its secondary structures, on the massive scale
described above, contrasts to some extent with the notion we used to
have of Caere drastically reducing its commercial activities and spend20 These antefixes were previously tentatively attributed to temple B (see Pyrgi 1970, pp. 311- 32.).
Within that context, the present interpretation was first proposed by O.-W. von _Yacano m:
F. Kinzinger, B. Otto, and E. Walde-Psenner (eds.), Forschungen und Funde: Festschr1_ft Bernhard
Neutsch (198o), 463--"75; and expanded in: Go_ttin _1981 , pp. ~53--62.. A ~o~e complete picture of t_h~
whole group, with the recently proposed attnbunon to the long bmldmg , 1s given by Colonna m.
Santuari 1985, p. 133. See also Richardson, loc. cit.
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7. Pyrgi: four types of antefixes from the long building (c. 510 BC) :
(a) Dawn (Thesan); (b) Luciferus; (c) Sun (Usil); (d) Night (from Gottin

1981)

ing-power from the end of the 6th century BC: it seems in fact that less
money is now spent on furnishing family graves, and more invested in
public enterprises. This is a trend common to other Italian cities (see for
all Rome, with its Capitoline temple, and soon after Veii, with the
Portonaccio temple) and suggests different social and political priorities,
but not necessarily reduced powers.
The sanctuary at Pyrgi remained unchanged for about fifty years,
during which time the sea battle off Cumae (474 BC) ended with the total
defeat of the combined Etruscan and Carthaginian fleets by Hieron of
Syracuse, who had already routed the Carthaginians on land at Himera.
The subsequent story of the Tyrrhenian cities is one of retreat and
decline.
Not so, it seems, at Pyrgi. Towards 460 BC the sanctuary there
witnesses a new, dramatic growth. To the north of temple B, in the
unoccupied area between it and the residential quarters of the town, the
artificial filling is extended, a new large platform laid, and a whole new
temple erected, bigger than the existing one and planned in the Tuscan
style. The large road to Caere is diverted in order to enter the sanctuary at
its north corner behind temple A, thus assuming the function of a true via
sacra.
The foundations of temple A were built up much in the same fashion
as for temple B, only on a more massive scale: of the seven or eight layers
of tufa blocks more or less irregularly preserved, the two higher, with
more that have not been preserved, belonged to the podium, the rest to
the foundations; these extended for about 24 x 34 m, that is 81 by u6
Attic feet, and present a sort of grid plan corresponding to the walls and
columns of a Tuscan temple, reasonably close to the Vitruvian canon. At
the back it had one central and two smaller lateral rooms or cellae; the
side walls were prolonged in front, while four columns were placed two
by two in line with the inner walls, and another full row of four columns
made up the front of the temple. The altars must have been situated on
the large terrace that preceded the temple towards the sea, which is now
mainly eroded, but where two wells, filled up with pottery and remains
from the decoration of the roof, were found at the two corners. In spite of
some discordant suggestions, fragments of pottery found in the sealed
layers both inside and immediately outside the temple, taken in conjunction with the carefully observed stratigraphical situation, confirm that
the monument was built within a few years of 460 BC, that is between the
fall of the Deinomenides at Syracuse (46 5 BC) and the renewal of Sicilian
hostilities (454 BC).
The outside walls and columns were made of tufa blocks, as in temple
B, covered with white plaster; the inner partitions of the cells were made
of unbaked bricks, covered with white plaster and painting in red and
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8. Pyrgi: reconstructed plan of the sanctuary c. 450 BC (after Santuari 1985;
drawing by J. Blair)
9. Pyrgi: reconstruction drawing of the gable of temple A and its central

black, of which only tiny fragments and powder have been recovered.
The pedimental triangle was again empty, and only decorated with relief
plaques at the ends of the three main beams, and the usual antepagmentum and sima plaques along the sloping sides. Of the original decoration
of the mid-5th century BC for these three plaques nothing has been found,
whereas fragments of the central picture, which were recovered from the
wells, belong to repairs datable to the third quarter of the 4th century BC.
Along the sides the decoration consisted of end tiles with hanging
gutter (cortina pendula) and antefixes with satyr and maenad heads
within a shell with palmettes, of a well-known Caeretan type. The
ui:iusual feature of the decoration of temple A, however, resided in the
relief plaques applied to the columen and mutuli of the back gable. This
was certainly due to the fact that this side of the temple was clearly

part with the columen relief-plaque representing two episodes of the
Theban Cycle: c. 460 BC (from Pyrgi 1970, fig. 36)

visible and very close to the temenos wall on the monumental entrance
now created for the sanctuary. Unfortunately, very little has been
recovered of the side plaques; but the main one has been reconstructed
almost entirely, and offers a striking example of terracotta sculpture of
the Late Archaic period.
The central picture of the back gable of temple A is a terracotta square
(about 140 x 130 cm), carrying six figures in high relief arranged at
different heights and levels, representing two episodes of the mythical
siege of the Seven at Thebes. 21 The upper right part of the plaque shows
the proud Capaneus struck by the bolt of Zeus, who seems to intervene
21

This interpretation was first proposed by E. Paribeni, Arch.Cl. 21 (1969), 53--'7·
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Pyrgi: section of the columen plaque of temple A, across the figure of
Athena (from Pyrgi 1970, fig. 37.1)

suddenly in the battle in place of the mortal Theban opposed to the
assailing Argive; the bottom of the scene is occupied completely by the
two figures of Tydeus and Melanippus, both dying: but while the latter
(to the right) is simply falling face downwards, the former is shown
already sinking his teeth into his enemy's skull. This bestial gesture
explains Athena's attitude: the goddess (to the left) has come to bring
the hero immortality (the potion we must imagine contained in the jug in
her right hand), but when she sees him behaving with such implacable
cruelty, she retreats in disgust and lets him die.
Even in its battered state, this relief has been hailed as the finest
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example of Late Archaic sculpture in the West Mediterranean; it is highly
original in its daring iconographic and stylistic conception, and frankly
astounding in the technical skill exhibited in its execution. The name of
the artist is as usual unknown, but it has been suggested that he might
have been a master of bronze casting. The choice of the subject is also a
matter of great interest, as these two episodes of the Theban cycle are not
among the most commonly represented in Greek art, particularly at this
time (towards 450 BC); and when Tydeus' story appears on Attic vases,
Athanasia is shown (rather incongruously) as a girl, whereas it is referred
to as a medicine (pharmakon) by the poets who were inspired by this
myth. 22 This offers us a fascinating insight into the sources of inspiration
for the artists involved in the decoration of major religious buildings in
Etruria, and also into the cultural level and spiritual affinities of their
clients. In this case, we may notice how in a temple of purely local design
the decoration is totally Greek in its subjects, with a definite Boeotian
propensity, and with a visible intent to show punished hubris. Is this a
deliberate comment on Thefarie Velianas?
On a more strictly religious level, we can observe the key position
occupied in this picture by Zeus/ Tinia, who had only been mentioned in
connection with Uni in the early bronze tablet related to temple B. Three
Archaic bowls found in the sanctuary, with the painted inscription VNIAL
(belonging to Uni), are to be regarded as table vessels for the use of the
attendants (particularly those of temple B, officially dedicated to Uni),
not as votive offerings; in fact, no proper votive deposit has been found
so far within the boundaries of the main sanctuary. A bronze ladle, found
in one of the wells with its handle deliberately broken off, had probably
been used for cult functions. It carries an inscription to Farthans. Just
outside the right wall of temple A, however, a bronze tablet was found,
preserving part of the dedication of an image of Thesan by Thanachvil
Catharnai, dated to the 5th century BC. It is therefore possible that temple
A was actually dedicated to Thesan, the Etruscan goddess of the rising
light who, as we have seen, could be assimilated to Leucothea, mainly
through the common identification with Mater Matuta. Both, along
with Eilythia, can be considered as special aspects of the manifold
powers of the Mother Goddess Uni (or Astarte), as patroness of
childbirth.
No other building was added to the sanctuary after the completion of
temple A-and still we are informed that it was so wealthy as to move
Dionysius of Syracuse to organize an expedition especially to plunder it.
The amount of money they took away-a thousand talents-in addition to statues and other rich offerings, is a clear indication that Pyrgi had
a function similar to that known for some Greek sanctuaries, but without
22
See J. D. Beazley, JHS 67 (1947), 5-9·
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parallels elsewhere in Etruria: that is, it kept part at least of Caere's public
treasury. Meagre remains of this, which miraculously escaped both the
Syracusan's looting and the attention of the wall-diggers of Imperial
times, survived in the shape of nine silver tetradrachms found in the
filling on the back wall of temple A, where the money was probably
kept. Four of them are Athenian, dated soon after 440 BC; three are from
Syracuse, one from Messana, and one from Leontini-all earlier. They
offer good evidence of the complex financial relationships among the
cities in various parts of the Mediterranean, and also of the growing
power of Athens after the foundation of Thurioi. 23
Even after the Syracusan attack, which came at a time when Caere was
still prosperous, and had just strengthened its links with Rome at the
time of the Gallic disaster (386 BC), life in the sanctuary seems to have
gone on undisturbed. The necessary repairs to the buildings were carried
out; in fact, many architectural terracottas have been recovered, which
are similar to the original decorations, but were made at later times.
Among them is a group of fine relief figures from the front of temple A: a
man with mantle (togatus), a naked heroic Ercle, a running woman,
possibly Leucothea (who according to one legend was saved in Italy by
Ercle himself), and her young son Palaemon. 24
Nevertheless, the financial loss suffered from Dionysius' looting must
have inflicted a mortal blow to the city of Caere, which was inevitably
also becoming the nearest target of Rome's greed after the fall of Veii.
We have seen how one consequence, albeit probably indirect, of Caere's
loss of independence was the destruction and dismantling of the temples
at Pyrgi. Some religious observance went on at the site perhaps until the
end of the Republican period, possibly on the terrace of temple A, where
a number of votive offerings, of the usual Hellenistic terracotta types,
have been recovered. But the port had by now been superseded by Ostia
and Cosa, the town was deserted outside the reduced circuit of the
Roman colony, and in a short time nothing was left of this glorious site,
except the amazed memory of its past splendour-a memory which
through the tradition of a few tantalizing texts has reached down across
the centuries to us, to excite our learned curiosity.
23
G. Colonna in: Atti del congresso int. di numismatica, Roma I96I (1965), 166--77; M . P.
Baglione in: Santuari 1985 , pp. 139--41. A number of bronze coins, of the first halfof the 3rd cent. BC,
were recovered from the wells of temple A: cp. Colonna in: Gottin 1981 , pp. 28, 52 and Baglione, lac.
cit.
24
See Santuari 1985 , p. 139 (with bibliography).
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Around 540 BC, the country of Lycia was conquered . by the ~ersian
commander Harpagus. Following his successful campaigns against_the
seaboard Ionian Greeks and the Carians, Harpagus had proceeded into
Lycia where he met and defeated a small Lycian army on the plain lying
north of Xanthos, Lycia's chief city. According to Herodotus' account,1
Xanthos itself was destroyed in the conflict, and the remnants of the
Lycian army were wiped out in one last suicidal attack on Harpagus'
troops. Whether or not the devastation was as complet~ as Hero~ot~s
suggests,2 the engagement was sufficient to establish Persian authority in
.
the country.
The rebuilding and repopulation of Xanthos which followed in ~he
wake of Harpagus' victory were probably carried out _under P~r~1~n
auspices. It was Persian authority, I believe, which provided t~e inmal
stimulus for the political and administrative developments which took
3
place in Lycia during the 5th and early 4th centuries. BC. More
specifically, the Persians may have been largely responsible for t_he
establishment of a ruling dynasty in Xanthos which came to exercise
authority through much of the country until early in the 4th cent~ry ~c.
In 516/r5 BC, when Lycia was included amongst the states cons~1tuting
the first satrapy, the Xanthian dynast was presumably respons1bl~ for
collecting Lycia's share of the annual tribute of 400 talents of silver
•
which Darius imposed upon the satrapy. 4
As far as we can determine, Lycia fairly readily accepted its role as a
Persian subject and retained relatively close links with Persia throughout
most of the 5th and 4th centuries BC. During the middle decades of ~he
5th century BC, however, it became for a time a member of th~ Athenian
Confederacy. Quite possibly this shift in allegiance was engineered, or
d
.
I, 176.
For the evidence of the destruction as refl ected in the French excavati ons see H. Metzger an
P. Coupe!, Fouilles de Xanthos, ii. L'Acropole lycienne (1963), 1, 17--18, 31--2., 46""7.
' See T. R. Bryce, ]NES 42 (1983), 31--42..
• Hdt. 3. 90.
I
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imposed, by Cimon, although the first explicit evidence of Lycian
membership of the Confederacy does not occur until the Tribute Lists of
452/r BC. Subsequently, Lycia appears only twice in these lists (451/0 BC
and 446/ 5 BC), and there can be little doubt that its association with
Athens was a desultory one.
Whether Lycia reverted to her Persian allegiance immediately after
breaking from the Athenian Confederacy is uncertain, but the 255-line
Xanthos stele inscription which dates to the end of the 5th or the
beginning of the 4th century BC clearly indicates the resumption of a
Lycian-Persian alliance during the last two decades of the 5th century
BC. Kherei, the author of the inscription, was an ally, if not a vassal, of
the Ionian satrap Tissaphernes. 6 He participated in the suppression of the
revolt of Amorges, 7 and was apparently in close touch with Darius II a·nd
Artaxerxes II. 8
From the early 4th century BC onwards, we have indications of a
certain amount of internal unrest within Lycia itself, accompanied by a
growing rift between the eastern and western parts of the country, and
the decline and ultimate disappearance of the Xanthian dynasty. In the
west the local rulers seem to have remained firm in their Persian
allegiance, perhaps until not long before Lycia's participation in the
.satrap rebellion of 367/6-359 BC. East of the Xanthos valley, a local
administrator called Pericles came into increasing prominence from c. 380
BC. His far-reaching ambitions were incompatible with a pro-Persian
administration in the country. After establishing his authority through
much of central Lycia, Pericles extended his operations across the
Xanthos river into western Lycia where he encountered and defeated
Arttumpara, 9 probably the last of the pro-Persian rulers in the west, and
conquered Telmessos near the Lycian-Carian border. 10
Lycia, then, was probably freed, or wrested, from Persian authority
prior to or in the very early stages of the satrap rebellion. But, after the
collapse of the rebellion, it once more reverted to Persian control, perhaps
initially under the Lydian satrap Autophradates, and then subsequently
under the Carian satraps of the Hecatomnid line. In the new arrangements made for Lycia, the country was placed under the immediate
authority of a civil administration headed by an epimeletes and two
5
Diod. 11. 60. 4 states that Cimon secured the allegiance of Lycia 'by persuasion' (11,tua~
11poa,M.fkro).
6
Note the references to Tissaphernes (in the Lycianized form Kizzapriin~/ Zisapriina) in the
Xanthos stele inscription TAM i. 44c. 1, u-12, 14, 15.
7
Amorges appears in TAM i. 44a. 55 (in the Lycianized form Humrkhkha) in a context which
apparently ties in with the events recorded by Thuc. 8. 28. Cp. W. A. P. Childs, Anat.St. 31 (1981),
64.
8
Both are referred to in TAM i. 44b. 59-60. See Childs, Anat.St. 31, p. 66.
' TAM i. 1046.
10
Theopompus apud Photius Bibi. 176 p. 120a. 14 (F.Gr.Hist II B, no, II5, F 103. 17) .
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archontes residing at Xanthos. While we do not know the precise
functions of these officials in Lycia, it seems clear that satrapal control of
the country was to be much more direct than in the past. Whether the
trilingual inscription which contains this information is to be dated to
358 or 337/6 BC, 11 it seems to reflect a tightening up of Persian control
over Lycia, in the aftermath of Lycia's participation in the satrap
rebellion. This, basically, was the political situation in Lycia at the time
of Alexander's conquest in 334/3 BC.
GREEK AND PERSIAN ELEMENTS IN LYCIA: 6TH
CENTURIES BC

TO

4TH

Up to the time of the Persian conquest, Lycia had remained largely
isolated from outside influences, with the likely exception of some
contacts (and perhaps conflicts) with Rhodes, its nearest significant
offshore neighbour. One of the legacies of these contacts was the
Lycians' adoption of the Greek alphabet, in a modified form. 12 The
Lycian script dates back, at least, to the beginning of the 5th century BC
and may in fact have been developed a century or more before this. 13
Otherwise, Lycia seems to have had little contact with the outside world
prior to the second half of the 6th century BC.
By the second half of the 6th century BC, Lycia seems to have had
relatively close contact with the Greek world, as reflected in the finds of
Greek pottery in the country, especially East Greek and Attic. 14 One
might have supposed that from the late 6th century BC onwards Lycia's
political ties with Persia would have made the country less accessible to
Greek commercial activities, but to judge from the apparent increase in
Attic imported pottery in this period, 15 there was a stepping-up of Lycia's
commercial dealings with Athens following the Persian conquest. In11 For the arguments in favour of the earlier dating see A. Dupont-Sommer in: H. Metzger et al.,
Fouil/es de Xanthos, vi. La Stele trilingue du Let6on (1979), 65-'7. The later dating was first
proposed by E. Badian in: K. H. Kinzl (ed.), Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean in Ancient
History and Prehistory: Studies presented to Fritz Schachermeyr (1977), 40-50, and is now widely
accepted, although the evidence in its favour is far from conclusive.
12 See P.H. J. Houwink den Cate, The Luwian Population Groups of Lycia and Cilicia Aspera
dt,ring the Hellenistic Period (1965), 3 n. 4, and G. Neumann in: Altkleinasiatische Sprachen,
Handbuch der Orientalistik, Abt. i, Bd. 2 (1969), 367, 371.
" See G. Neumann, Neufunde lykischer lnschriften seit 1901, TAM, Erg. bd. 7 (1979), 10-u,
with ref. to N 300a, b.
" On East Greek and Attic black-figure pottery found in Lycia see H. Metzger, Fouil/es de
Xanthos, iv. Les Ceramiques archaiques et classiques de l'acropole lycienne (1972), 40-57, nos. 3978; 89-145, nos. 161-326; 188-91. Cp. in general also Metzger and Coupel, Fouil/es de Xanthos, ii.
79-81.
15 See Metzger and Coupe!, Fouilles
de Xanthos, ii. 17, 81, and Metzger, Fouilles de Xanthos, iv.
192-5.
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deed, throughout the 5th century BC, the material remains of Lycia
provide very little tangible evidence of Persian overlordship in the
country.
Generally there is little apparent correlation between Lycia's political
ties on the one hand~ and its cultural and commercial orientation on the
other. As Childs points out: 'under the Persians the iconography and
style of the tomb reliefs are strongly Greek while the great reliefs of the
heroa of the acropolis of Xanthos, built surely after the passage of
Cimon, are quite Persian'. He concludes that 'Lycia must have maintained a hardy independence of its conquerors, as is revealed by the rich
eclecticism of its sculpture' .16
From the late 5th century BC onwards, the increasingly marked Greek
influence is also reflected in the growing number of Greek deities making
their appearance. They begin to feature on coins, 17 and by the end of the
century we find them mentioned in inscriptions as recipients of sacrificial
and votive offerings. 18
For the most part the gods and goddesses of Lycia seem to have had
their roots in Bronze Age Anatolia. Yet, by the early 4th century BC, a
process of syncretism started in the late 5th century had led to several
explicit identifications between native and Greek deities. 19 The most
important of the Lycian deities was the mother goddess, inherited from
the Bronze Age Luwian pantheon and appearing in the epichoric
inscriptions as eni mahanahi, 'mother of the gods', or eni glahi ebiyehi,
'mother of this sanctuary'(?) . During the 4th century BC this goddess was
equated with and eventually supplanted by the Greek Leto. We can see
an early stage in the identification process in a Lycian-Greek bilingual
inscription appearing on a tomb in Antiphellos (Lycian Wehiita) and
datable within the first half of the 4th century Bc. 20
Leto's takeover of the cult of a native Lycian goddess may in fact be
reflected in the well-known mythological episode recorded in Ovid
which relates the Greek goddess's arrival in the country, in her flight from
Hera, accompanied by her infant children Apollo and Artemis. The
episode is recorded by Ovid, Antoninus Liberalis, and Servi us. 21 It can be
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traced back to the 4th century BC, since Antoninus Liberalis cites
Menecrates of Xanthos as one of his sources.
As far as Leto's offspring are concerned, Artemis first appears in a
Lycian context in the Xanthos stele inscription, 22 but Apollo seems to
have been a later addition to the list of Lycian deities. There is no
reference to him in the inscriptions before the Letoon trilingual, composed in the period after the satrap rebellion, and there is no clearly
identifiable Lycian deity with whom he may have been equated. One
should hasten to add that Apollo does seem to be associated with the
Lycian heroes in Homeric tradition, and may be connected with Lycia,
along with Artemis, in a passage in Sophocles. 23 The associations are,
however, very tenuous and, in the absence of more concrete indications,
cannot be accepted as evidence for a cult of the god in Lycia prior to the
4th century BC. The establishment of the cult of Apollo in Lycia may
have gone hand in hand with, or followed in the wake of, the
transformation of the Lycian mother goddess into Leto.
Under Greek influence, the cult of all three Letoids progressively
gained in importance through the Hellenistic period, as indicated by the
substantial archaeological remains of this and the Roman Imperial
period at the Letoon, and also by the designation of the triad as the
24
1raTpwoi 0Eo{, the national gods of Lycia. It was essentially a Hellenic
triad and probably marked a significant divergence from the religious
traditions current in the period of the epichoric inscriptions.

PERSIANS AND GREEKS IN LYCIA? THE EPIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

To date we have a total of 172 Lycian inscriptions carved on stone. 25 Of
these, 150 are sepulchral inscriptions that appear on the rock tombs and
are concerned primarily with instructions for burial. Most of the 22 nonsepulchral inscriptions are votive in character, but the group also includes
one, or possibly two, decrees, a 255-line inscription on a stele at
Xanthos, 26 and the well-known trilingual inscription from the Letoon in
Lycian, Greek, and Aramaic versions. 27 On the basis of historical
references contained in a number of these inscriptions, we can tentatively

16

Childs, Anat.St. 31, p. 61.
See 0. M0rkholm and J. Zahle, Acta Arch. 47 (1976), 7C>-9.
18 See e.g. the Xanthos stele inscription which refers to an altar of Aphrodite whose name appears
in the Lycianized form Padrita (TAM i. 44b. 33), and to a stele set up in honour of the goddesses
Artemis and Maliya and the god known as the 'Lord of Kaunos' (TAM i. 44c.8--9).
" The inscription on a silver vase of the first half of the 4th cent. BC (Neumann, Neufunde, N 307)
shows that the Lycian goddess M aliya was equated with Athena: see D. E. Strong, BMQ 28 (1964),
95- rn2 , and more recently R. D. Ba rnett in: M elanges Mansel (1974), 893--901.
20
TAM i. 56. For a more detailed discussion see T . R. Bryce, Historia Z .Alt.Gesch. 32. (1983), 113.
21
Ov. M et. 6. 316- 81; Ant. Lib. M et. 35; Serv. ad Verg. G. 1. 378.
17

22
TAM i. 44c.8.
" Soph . OT 2.05- 8.
" See TAM ii. 496, and the reference to the sanctuary of the Letoids in an inscription on a stele
from Telmessos (c. 27 9 BC) appearing in M . Worrle, Chiron 8 (1978), 202 (II. 43- 5).
" Apart from the inscriptions on stone and the coin legends, the Lycian script appears in a small
number of graffiti and inscriptions on ceramic and metal ware catalogued in Neumann, N eufunde,
as N 3ooa- b; 301, 307, 313a-m; 32. 3.
26
TAM i. 4 4 .
27
Neumann, Neufunde, N 320.
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conclude that the practice of inscribing the epichoric language on stone
lasted for about a century, from the late 5th to the late 4th century BC. 28
Apart from the Lycian language, two other languages are represente d
in the inscription s of this period-A ramaic and Greek. There is no
indication at all of the use of the Persian language in Lycia. We know of
only four inscription s in Aramaic, including the above-me ntioned
Letoon trilingual and possibly a second trilingual from the Letoon. 29 The
Greek language, however, appears rather more frequently in the inscriptions, nineteen times in all, and is generally paired with the native
language in full bilingual or part bilingual texts, in both sepulchra l and
votive contexts.
How do we account for the presence of the Greek language in Lycia in
this period? Were the Greek versions of the bilingual inscription s
designed primarily for Greek speakers who had little or no knowledg e of
the native language? If so, do the bilinguals reflect the presence of a
significan t Greek-spe aking element in the populatio n?
Here some caution is necessary. We need to bear in mind that the
nineteen inscription s in which the Greek language appears represent only
a small fraction of the total number of inscription s of the period. The
great majority of these inscriptio ns are written entirely in the epic_h oric
language. Clearly, we must look for evidence beyond the spasmodic use
of the Greek language in the inscription s to determine whether Greeks
were settling in Lycia in significan t numbers during the epichoric period.
A more fruitful line of investigat ion might be to examine the personal
names appearing in the inscriptio ns. To start with, a brief considerat i_on
of the names of Persian origin. Using R. Schmitt's comprehe nsive
investigat ion of Persian names appearing in the Lycian inscriptio ns, w e
end up with a total of 24 names. 30 However, this must be reduced to r 6,
since 8 of the names belong to Persians or Persian officials outside Lycia
(e.g. Darius, Artaxerxe s, Tissapher nes, Amorges) . Of the remaining r6
names, 7 are of doubtful Iranian origin (Apiinatam a, Aruwatiye si,
Ddenewel e, Sppiitaza, Urssme, Wedewie, Zakhabah a) leaving us with
only 9 indisputab le Persian names borne by persons who were apparentl y
residei:it in Lycia (see Tabler) . Of these, it is most likely that some were
not permanen t residents of the country, but rather officials temporari ly
installed there by the Persian administr ation, like Arttumpa ra who w e
know of elsewhere as minting coins in Pamphyli a. 31 We can be
reasonabl y sure that persons with Persian names were permanen t resi,. See T. R. Bryce, Th e Lycians, vii (1986), 45-50.
29 Letoo n inv.
5743, designated by eumann, N eufunde, as N 319. See A . Dupont-So mmer's
discussion in Metzger et al., Fouilles de Xanthos, vi. 173-4.
30 In: M .
Mayrhofer and R. Schmitt, lranisches Personennam enbuch, v/5, f. 4 (1982), 17-28, and
in: A. Tischler (ed.), Serra Indogermanica. Festschrift fur Gunter N eumann (1982), 373-88.
31
See S. Arlan , Anatolia 3 (1958), 89-95 .
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Persons with Persian names probably resident in Lycia

Name

Source

Arppakhu (.i1p1rayos)

TAM i. 44a. 30; 44c. 57-8; 72. 26;
N 310. 4
N 318a
TAM i. rr. 3; 29.7; 40c. 2- 3(?);
M 231, 302
TAM i. 44a. 25; 44d. 53; N 31r.1
N 310. 2
TAM i. 29. 7; 29. II; 37. 3-4
TAM i. 446. 16; 64. 2; N 315. 2;
M 138, 139
M 132, 207, 208, 237
TAM i. 44c. 48

Arssama
Arttum.par a (1!puµ/3&.p11s)
Erbbina (.i1pf3ivas )
Magabata
Mede
Mithra pa ta / Mizrppa ta
Wekhssere / W akhssere
Wizttasppa

Note: M = moneta, as publ. by 0. M0rkholm and G. Neumann, Die lykischen
Munzlegenden, Nachrichte n der Akad. der Wissensch aften in Gottingen,
Phil.-Hist. Kl. 1978/r (1978); N = nova inscriptio, as publ. by _G. Neumann,
Neufunde lykischer Inschriften seit r9or, TAM Erg. bd. 7 (1979).
dents in Lycia only if they appear to have had personal ties with the
country. This applies to Arppakhu and Erbbina, who were members of
the ruling Xanthian dynasty; 32 to Mede, a tomb owner; and to Magabata, father of a tomb owner. Yet even in the case of Arppakhu and
Erbbina we cannot be entirely certain that they actually had a Persian
family backgroun d. It is of course possible that the Xanthian dynasty
was partly of Persian descent, given the appearanc e of a Harpagus in the
genealogy of the dynasty, but the members of the dynasty may simply
have adopted Persian names as a political gesture to their Persian
overlords. We cannot assume as a matter of course that they were related
to the conqueror of Xanthos.
The obvious conclusio n is that the epigraphic and numismat ic
evidence do not support the propositio n of a significan t Persian presence
in Lycia following Harpagus ' conquest of the country. 33
When we turn to the Greek names appearing in the coin legends and
inscription s, we find that the evidence for Greek settlemen t in Lycia is a
little more substantia l (see Table 2). We have 28 Greek names in all,
some of which appear only in Lycianize d versions. Of these, 15 belong to
tomb owners or to members of tomb owners' families, 3 to persons
named in the inscriptio ns appearing on family monumen ts, 2 to coin" For a full genealogy of the Xamhian dynasty see T. R. Bryce, Klio 64 (1982), 329-37.
" Pace P. Bernard, Syria 41 (1 964), 21 0-11. Cp. J.M . Cook, The Persian Empire (1983), 148,177.
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TABLE 2.

Persons with Greek names probably resident in Lycia

Tomb owners or members of their families•
(Pulenyda)
..l11roAAwv{i>1),
(lyetrukhle)
* '11)-rpoKATJ,
(Kheliyanakhssa)
*Ka>..>..uivat
(Khupriya)
*Kv1rpta,
(Lusai'itra)
* Auaav«Spos- 6
(Lusatra)
* AuaavSpos(Lusi'itre)
*AuaavSpo,
(Muskhkha)
*Moaxos
(Khssenziya)
*Eav8{a,
*Eav0{ar;

(Khssenziya)

(Parm[ena])
Ilapµhwv
(Sideriya)
Ei«S&.pw,
(St[a]maha)
* E-roµ,os
(Sttuli)
* E-ro>..t,
(Terssikhle)
* T Ep,j,tKATJ,
Persons named in family monuments
(Kruppsi)
<9pu,f,i,
(Mekhisste)
*MEyta-ri],
(Khssbeze)<
II6p1rat
Citizen of Lycian town
(Ntemukhlida)
Ll'l)µ,oKAdi>'I),
Coin-issuers
(Tenegure)
*..l181)vay6pas(Perikle)
lIEptKATJ,
Officials appointed by Pixodaros
(Natrbbiyemi)c
..l11roU6So-ros(Erttimeli)
..l1p-rEµ,1)At,
(lyera)
lEpw
([E]seimiya)
Eiµ,{a,

TAMi.6.4,5
TAM i. 38. 3
TAM i. II6. 2
TAM i. 78. 1
TAM i. 103. 2
TAM i. 90. 2
TAM i. 104a. 2-3
TAM i. 93. 1
TAM i. 91. 1
TAM i. 150. 1, 8
TAM i. n7. 2
TAM i. II7. 2
TAM i. 127. 1
TAM i. 88. 1
TAM i. 149. 2
TAM i. 25a. 2
TAM i. 27. l
TAM i. 25a. 2

N

312. l

M

217

M 148-50; TAM i. 67, etc.
N
N
N
N

320.
320.
320.
320.

3-4
5
3
8, 9-10

Notes: For abbreviations see Table r.

• The asterisked names appear in the text only in their Lycianized versions.
6
The three inscriptions containing Lycianized versions of the Greek name
'Lysander' are all sepulchral, although in each case the context in which the
name occurs is unclear. It is possible that the same person is referred to in all
three inscriptions.
cA 'translation' of the Greek name.
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issuers, and I to a person who identifies himself as a citizen of the Lycian
town Limyra. In the Letoon trilingual, 4 Greek names appear. They are
the names of officials appointed in Lycia by the Carian satrap Pixodaros.
We cannot be certain whether the first three persons mentionedApollodotos, Artemelis, and Hieron-were already inhabitants of Lycia
before their appointment, or whether they were outsiders introduced by
Pixodaros into the country's administrative hierarchy. However, Simias,
the priest appointed to oversee the cult, almost certainly belonged to a
local Lycian family since his father bore a Lycian name (Qiituraha-). In
addition, we note that Simias' appointment is to be an hereditary one, to
be passed on through his family line--a further indication that the
members of his family were, or were to become, settled inhabitants of the
country.
Thus, of the total of 28 persons with Greek names referred to in the
coin legends and inscriptions, we can be reasonably certain that at least
22 were permanent residents of Lycia. What conclusions can we draw
from this? While it is possible that Greek names were occasionally
assumed by Lycians of purely indigenous stock, we might reasonably
suppose that most if not all of the families referred to above were at least
partially Greek in origin. Quite conceivably, some of these families
might have been settled in Lycia for several generations before their
appearance in the epichoric inscriptions.
When comparing the lists of Persian and Greek names appearing in our
Lycian sources, the significant point to emerge is that the Greek names
are not only more numerous than the Persian, but that they belong, in the
majority of cases, to settled inhabitants of Lycia.
Even so, the Greek names represent only a small proportion of the
total number of personal names attested in our sources for this period .
The overwhelming majority of these names are of indigenous origin and,
as such, provide a strong argument against any suggestion that Greeksor Persians-settled in Lycia in significant numbers during the epichoric
period.
Of course, one basic question that arises from an investigation of the
personal names is whether the persons mentioned in the coin legends and
inscriptions actually represent a genuine cross-section of the Lycian
population. Does our evidence give us an incomplete, one-sided view of
Lycian society? We can hardly doubt that the persons named in the coin
legends belonged to the upper echelon of Lycian society and we can
reasonably assume that this also applied to the great majority of persons.
referred to in the inscriptions on stone. Most of the personal names
appear in sepulchral contexts and belong either to tomb owners or to
members of tomb owners' families. As far as we can determine, the tomb
owners of this period were holders of important priestly, administrative,
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or military offices. Presumably they and their families occupied a
relatively high position in the Lycian social hierarchy. Tomb ownership
at this time seems to have been essentially an upper class privilege. 34
If this is the case, we would not expect to find the names of persons
belonging to lower orders of Lycian society in the inscriptions. We
cannot rule out the possibility that these lower orders contained a
number of foreign settlers of whom we have no record. It is conceivable,
for example, that a number of Greek craftsmen and artists found their
way to Lycia at the end of the 5th century BC, having abandoned a
homeland ravaged by war to seek new employment in a country which
was showing an increasing receptiveness to Greek cultural influences.
However that may be, the Lycian civilization showed an everincreasing Hellenic bias throughout the 4th century BC, as is reflected in
architectural and sculptural motifs, the adoption of Greek deities, and
the appearance of Greek in a number of inscriptions of the epichoric
period. It is arguable that these outward manifestations of Greek culture
were due, initially at least, to an upper class cultural bias in Lycian
society towards the Greek world and to the deliberate adoption by the
administrative elite of a number of the trappings of Greek civilization.
While a few families of Greek origin had apparently become well
established and integrated into Lycian society during the 5th and 4th
centuries BC, we have yet ro find evidence of a substantial Greek element
amongst the Lycian population in this period.

PERSIANS AND GREEKS IN LYCIA AFTER ALEXANDER'S
CONQUEST

Following the campaigns of Alexander, Lycia became increasingly
subject to the political, military, and commercial interests of a range of
foreign powers, both Near Eastern and Greek. It is within this context
that a substantial increase in foreign settlement in Lycia took place.
Foreign settlers may well have included some Persians who involved
themselves in the administrative and burgeoning commercial affairs of
the country. But the most substantial numbers of new settlers were
Greek. As the Greek inscriptions of Lycia {appearing in increasing
numbers from the 3rd century BC onwards) indicate, the Greek population of the country increased markedly in the centuries following the
epichoric period, the thousands of Greek names in the inscriptions far
outweighing the small number of Lycian, Persian, and other foreign
34
See Bryce, The Lycians, vh , pp. 129-38. In larer rimes, particularl y rhe Roman Imperial period,
romb ownership and rhe righr of romb occupancy were much more widely spread rhrough Lyc1an
society: see T. R. Bryce, Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 22 (1979), 298ff.
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names. It is noteworthy that, in the 1st century BC, Cicero, who had some
direct knowledge of the Lycians (there were Lycians in his army during
his governorship of Cilicia), refers to them as Greek people. 35
We should not too readily assume, however, that the indigenous
civilization throughout the country uniformly gave way to the influences
of the Greek and Roman civilizations. The progress of the Western
civilizations in Lycia was probably most marked in the major urban
centres and especially the important harbour towns, which were more
susceptible to outside influences than the smaller communities inland. In
these communities, native Anatolian customs and traditions may well
have persisted to a far greater degree than we are presently able to
determine from our sources for the Graeco-Roman period.
35
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Ancient Hellenism and the Jews: A Study
in Attitudes and Acculturation
D.S. BARRETT

(University of Queensland, Brisbane)

The confrontation of Jew and Greek, both in Palestine and in the
Diaspora (especially Alexandria), was a major intellectual and social
phenomenon. Its effects were felt for generations after the end of the
Seleucid dynasty. It provides an illuminating series of comparisons and
contrasts with the situation of Jews in later eras, our own above all,
particularly in regard to the processes of adaptation and assimilation.
Jewish primary sources are, overall, remarkably ambivalent about the
impact of Hellenistic rule and culture. Midrashic writings encapsulate
Hellenistic rule in a picturesque series of symbols. 1 It is represented by a
threefold ram (it conquered in all directions except east) ,2 a scorpion
laying sixty eggs at a time (a vast network of oppressive administration), 3
a thicket entangling a ram (lsrael),4 darkness (it darkened Israel with its
decrees), 5 a fearful sun with all-pervading heat, 6 a bright skin lesion,7 a
swelling he-goat, its horn splitting into four (the division of Alexander's
kingdom), 8 a flock of sheep, nourished from the 'well' of Temple
treasures ,9 a leopard, 10 and a hare (a reference to Ptolemy I, whose
mother's name was Aay6,). 11
Ambivalence appears in the use of certain of the animal symbols. The
ram, the he-goat, and the flock of sheep, being ruminants with wholly
cloven hooves, are 'clean' animals. 12 These references then cannot be
wholly derogatory. On the other hand, each of the animals has harmed
' In the following, the citations refer to the so-called Soncino edn. of the Mid rash Rabbah, trans.
and ed. by H . Friedman and M . Simon, vols. i- x (London, 1939) .
' Midrash Rabbah , Genesi s 44: 15 .
3
Gen. 44: 17.
' Gen. 56: 9.
' Gen. 44: 17.
6
Exod . 15 : 6.
' Levie. 15 : 9.
8
Exod . 51 : 7.
' Gen. 70 : 8.
"' Esther, Proem. 4.
11
Levie. 13: 5.
" See Deur. 14: 16.
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Israel. The leopard is 'unclean', being carnivorous. So is the hare, being
neither ruminant nor cloven-hoofed. 13 Scorpions, well-known for their
often deadly bite, are also carnivorous and are common in the Sinai
desert even today.
The author of I Maccabees depicts Alexander as a vainglorious
despoiler and says his st1ccessors were like him. 14 Josephus, on the other
hand, praises Alexander's treatment of Jews. 15 While he condemns
16
Ptolemy I for treacherously seizing Jerusalem on the Sabbath, he praises
17
him for rewarding Jewish fidelity with 'equal civic rights' in Alexandria.
He accepts the claim of the Letter of Aristeas that Ptolemy II had the
Bible translated into Greek and praises him for personally ransoming 120
slaves from Jerusalem. 18 Ptolemy III, according to Josephus, after
conquering Syria, came to Jerusalem and offered sacrifices of thanks to
20
Y ahveh; 19 Ptolemy VI allowed Onias to build a temple at Leontopolis
21
and generally accorded the Jews considerable trust and appreciation. By
contrast, the ultra-orthodox author of 3 Maccabees, a work more
bombastic than reliable, accuses Ptolemy IV (or VIII?) of reducing all
Jews to serfdom. Anyone speaking against the decree was to be put to
death. 22
The beginning of Seleucid rule under Antioch us III held, according to
Josephus, no problems for the Jews. Antioch us provided for a large-scale
restoration of the Temple, granted tax exemptions, freed Jews enslaved
by the Ptolemies, forbade any offence to Jewish religious sensibilities and
transported 2,000 Babylonian Jewish families to protect his interests in
Lydia and Phrygia, which were in revolt. 23 While Josephus was undoubtedly anxious to show that Jews could be good and faithful subjects, we
have no grounds to suspect him of any serious distortion of fact.
Later Seleucid rulers were represented as men of lower calibre, given to
blatant cruelty, deceit, and treachery. Apollonius, lieutenant of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, occupied Jerusalem on the Sabbath, massacred many
24
of the inhabitants and defiled the Temple sanctuary. Antiochus IV's
nephew Demetrius I and his friends Bacchides, Alcimus, and Nicanor
13

Cp. J. Massyngberde Ford, JS]PHRP 10 (1979), 203-12.
3·
Ap. 2. 35, 37, 72.
A] 12. 4~.
A] 12. 8. The praise, of course, is undeserved.
A] 12. 11.
Ap. 2. 48.
A] 13. 6~o.
Ap. 2. 49 (the exaggerated claim that the king entrusted his whole realm to the Jews and placed

14 1:
15
1
•

"
"
1•
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"

the Jewish generals Onias and Dositheos in charge of his entire army is modified in V. A.
Tcherikover in collab. with A. Fuks, Corpus Papyrorum Iudaicarum, i (1957), 20-1); A] 13. 74--9.
22

2: 28.
n A] 12. 138-53.
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were not merely Hasidic Jews and the Maccabean leaders Judas and
Jonathan, but other Seleucids, the boy Antiochus V Eupator, and his
guardian and regent Lysias. 25 Jonathan was likewise lied to by Demetrius
II and treacherously captured and murdered by Trypho. 26 Antiochus VII
repudiated an alliance with Simon Maccabaeus. 27 The sorry details of
these incidents are set out in I Maccabees. The prime purpose of the
book is historical and we have no cause to doubt the integrity or general
truthfulness of its author.
In their attitude towards the Greeks, the Oracula Sibyllina oscillate
between rabid condemnation and exhortations to repentance, in the
manner of a distraught parent trying to cope with a loved but grossly
delinquent child. Greeks are urged to rear their children instead of slaying
them and condemned for their 'unholy intercourse with boys'. 28 Remonstrations of this kind are justified by the belief that the Jews are destined
to be the 'guides of life for all mankind' ,29 the only people on whom God
bestowed trustworthiness, wise counsel, and right thinking. 30 One
beautiful passage, proclaiming the chosen people concept, leaves no
doubt that the Sibylline Oracles are rooted in biblical Judaism. Judaea is
addressed as 'seed of God, filled with riches, only-loved flower, good
light, illustrious protection, land of grace, city of inspired song'. 31 At the
same time, the Jews are warned that, because of their disobedience to
Yahveh and their idolatry, they will be exiled and dispersed, their
livelihood lost, their wives and children enslaved.
The Sibylline Oracles predict fearful punishments for Greece. Samas
shall turn to sand and Delos will be wiped out; poor Corinth will be
taken by Rome; Salamis shall be a sterile sand on the shore and Cyprus
ravaged by locusts. 32 These awful predictions are steeped in pity, not
contempt. Greece, like Corinth, is addressed as TaAaiva, 'poor, suffering,
wretched', and exhorted to give up vain thoughts. 33 She is assured that,
when she honours God, she will be free from war, fear, disease and
'
~
s1avery. The Oracles not only appeal to the Greeks to come into the
Jewish fold, but express a universality of outlook on the part of the Jews,
a belief in the cultural unity of mankind.
A similar outlook pervades the Letter of Aristeas, which not merely
purports to describe the genesis of the Septuagint but offers a formula for
rapprochement between Jew and Greek: once upon a time all peoples
had but one god; the Greeks called theirs Zeus; Zeus is identical with
25

Mace. 7: 10-17, 26-32; 10: 22-47; 7: 1-4.
Mace. 11: 52-3; 12: 3!r48; 13: 16-23.
" 1 Mace: 15: 1--9.
"' 3. 596, 764.
29
3. 194-5.

"

1

1

"' 3·
5.
32
3.
33
3.
,. 3·
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584--t.oo.
260-2.
363; 4. 108; 5. 451, 453.
733.
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Yahveh. While the Jews had to be utterly faithful to Yahveh and the
Torah, they should acquire a Greek education and immerse themselves in
Greek ways. The author was a citizen of the world, the Hellenistic world,
just as Philo would be in the early Roman empire. The letter is a forgery
in homely 'Jewish' vernacular Greek, which R. A. Kraft believes may
well have survived in the speech of Jews of New Testament times. 35
There are numerous other passages in Jewish primary sources in which
Greeks and their culture are praised and admired. The Midrash on Esther
says Israel under Greece is symbolized by a dove, because Greece left the
Temple standing and the Israelites offered pigeons and doves on the
altar. 36 The Babylonian Talmud depicts Rabbi Simeon ben Gamaliel as
saying that the sages permitted the Bible to be translated only into
Greek. 37 Similarly, whereas the language of the Romans is best for battle,
that of the Greeks is best for song; 38 Greece surpasses Rome in
navigation, temples, and buildings. 39 On a more mundane level, the
author of 3 Maccabees reports that some of the Jews' Greek neighbours,
friends, and business associates took them aside secretly and pledged
their protection and earnest efforts to help them. 40
Granted, therefore, the Jews chafed under Hellenistic rule, complained
bitterly about it-and poked fun at it, too 41 -Greek rule was by no
means all bad. Especially under the Ptolemies, Greek ways were a
powerful enticement, and the Jews longed to share with the Greeks their
precious Jewish faith.
It is pertinent to ask then to what extent the Greeks availed themselves
of what the Jews had to offer. While some Greeks, notably Theophrastus, Megasthenes, and Clearchus, saw the Jews as philosophers, others
were repelled by stories of anti-Greek oaths, ass-worship, and even ritual
murder. 42 As A. Momigliano observes trenchantly,
there is no sign that the Gentiles at large ever became acquainted with the Bible:
it was bad Greek .. . The LXX remained an exclusive Jewish possession until
the Christians took it over ... The failure of the LXX to arouse the interest of
the pagan intelligentsia of the third century B.C. was the end of the myth of the
Jewish philosopher.43
" In: New Testament Studies 16 (1969-70), 384--96.
36 Midrash Rabbah, Esther, Proem . 4.
" Megillah Sb.
" Midrash Tehillim 31. 7 (for an English trans . see W. G. Braude, The Midrash on Psalms, Yale
Judaica Series r3 (1 959), 398).
" M idrash Rabbah, Gen. 16: 4.
... 3: 10.
" See D.S. Barrett, Prudentia 13 (1 981), n9-26.
" M . Stern, Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and Judaism (r976), provides a comprehensive
collection o f classical primary source materia l with translation a nd commenta ry; cp. M . Whittaker,
Jews and Christians: Graeco-Roman Views (1984).
" Alien Wisdom: The Limits of Hellenization (1975), 91-2.
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If one searches to find what the Greeks actually took from the Jews,
the results are meagre. There is the word apx,avvaywyos-, used for the
heads of Greek associations in Egypt and Chios. 44 There were the
Sabbatistai of Cilicia, apparently a group of 'sympathizer' Gentiles who
observed the Sabbath and worshipped Yahveh. 45 Such partial adherents
became increasingly numerous in the early Roman Empire.
On the other hand, Hellenistic culture made a profound impact on the
Jews. The Greek language vied with Hebrew and Aramaic everywhere
and totally replaced them in Alexandria. The Septuagint thus became an
absolute necessity for many Jews in the Diaspora and provided the
impetus for a whole corpus of Hellenistic-Jewish literature in Greek.
Greek predominated in funerary inscriptions in Galilee, in the Bet
Shearim catacombs near Haifa, and the synagogue in Hamat. The coins
of Mattathias Antigonus, the last independent Hasmonean king, presented his highly priestly name, Mattathias, in Hebrew, and his kingly
name, Antigonus, in Greek. The menorah, which was first made for the
tabernacle erected by the Israelites in the wilderness on the order of
Moses and became the commonest Jewish symbol in antiquity, was a
standard obverse type. 46 The Seleucid anchor used by Antigonus'
predecessors had disappeared. Such coins symbolize the whole relation
between the Jews and Hellenism, representing elements which assisted
the Jews to survive in their environment.
By contrast, the coins of Herod the Great have only Greek legends,
which is consistent with Herod's conscious endeavours to Hellenize
Judaea. A coin of the ethnarch Herod Archelaus goes one step further,
not only using a Greek legend but depicting a Macedonian helmet, a
type found on Macedonian coins around 300 BC, and the caduceus of
Hermes. 47
Another major legacy of the Hellenistic world was the gymnasium, an
urban, upper-class institution in which athletics was of central importance. The High Priest Jason actually built one in Jerusalem with the
permission of Antioch us IV Epiphanes. A. Kasher points to the inclusion
of Jewish names in the lists of epheboi in the gymnasia at Cyrene, lasus,
and Coronea; in Sardis the synagogue adjoined the gymnasium, which
suggests peaceful coexistence at the very least. 48
Jews also gradually formed a taste for Greek visual arts. The fact that
much of our evidence belongs to the Roman era demonstrates only that
the influence of Hellenism extended well beyond the Hellenistic era
" CIG 2007, 2221 (Liddell and Scott, 234) .
" OGIS 573, cited in: W.W. Tarn and G. T . Griffith , Hellenistic Civilization (3rd ed., 1952), 224.
.. See e.g. BMC, Greek Coins: Palestine (1914), 219, no. 56.
" BMC, Greek Coins: Palestine, p. 232, no. 10.
48
In: American Journal of Ancient History 1 (1976), 148~1.
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proper. Herod the Great, an inveterate Hellenizer, decorated his fortress
at Masada with paintings and mosaics in the Greek manner. The villa
section is distinguished by Corinthian columns. Rabban Gamaliel and
Rabbi Yehuda in the rst century AD set up in their houses statues made
by Gentiles. 49 The Jewish catacombs at Rome are decorated with human
and animal figures. 50 The 3rd-century AD synagogue at Dura is decorated
in the Hellenistic style with, for example, fish, bread, grapes, bulls, lions,
trees, crowns, rosettes, and wheels, i.e. motifs which could be argued to
have had a long association with Jewish ritual. In addition, however,
there are a number of exclusively Hellenic themes, including figures of
Nike, Ares, and Aphrodite, cornucopias, a centaur, and signs of the
Zodiac, all of which led E. R. Goodenough to refer to 'a widespread
invasion of Judaism by Hellenism'. 51 R. Patai contends that these
themes are not evidence that the Jews had diluted their orthodoxy with
the worship of pagan figures, but that they saw them as representing
various powers, attributes, or messengers of Y ahveh. 52 In other words,
they attributed to the motifs meanings compatible with Jewish theology
and the Law.
Greek 'wisdom', that is philosophy, was a source of fascination to
many Jewish intellectuals, including the authors of The Wisdom of
Solomon and 4 Maccabees, Aristobulus and, above all, Philo. Indeed,
F. E. Pet~rs maintains that 'Philo could manipulate a few Jewish
etymologies, but there is little other evidence that [he] could read
53
Hebrew'. Wh_at ~e co~ld and did do was adapt Greek philosophic
terms_and motifs, m which he was profoundly well versed, to Jewish
teachmgs. It was his way of trying to make the Jewish religion more
acceptable to the Hellenistic world. He did not aim at synthesizing the
two religions. Despite his mastery of Greek style and Greek literature and
philosophy, and his cosmopolitan outlook, 54 Philo's religious views were
wholly orthodox.
The Je~s borrowed Greek vocabulary in more areas than philosophy.
Almost mnety years ago, S. Krauss documented the adaptation of
thousands of Greek 'culture' words in Hebrew and Aramaic religious
writings covering virtually all aspects of life, including politics, commerce, religion, music, folklore, the visual arts, literature, the calendar,
cosmography, natural phenomena, medicine, and material culture. 55
" Babylonian Talmud, Rosh Hashanah 2.4b.
'° H.J. Leon, The Jews of Ancient Rome (1960), passim.
" Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman Period, xii . Summary and Conclusions, Bollingen Series
37 (1965 ), 62..

" The Jewish Mind (1977) , 70.
" Th e Harvest of Hellenism (1972.), 302..
" See e.g. E. E. Hallewy, Tarbiz 39 (1969-70), 342-8; J. Dillon, Studia Philonica 6 (1978-9), 3r
40; R. Melnick, ]SJPHRP II (1980), 1-32.; J. R . Royse, ]S]PHRP II, pp. 33--7.
" Griechische und lateinische Lehnworter im Talmud, Midrasch und Targum , i-ii (1 898-9).
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Surprisingly, these occur even in the most traditional rabbinic law as
expounded in the Mishnah, the Talmuds, and the Midrashim.
For all the attractions of Hellenism, there were two factors that
prevented it engulfing the Jewish world. One was the tendency of Jews
to organize themselves in closed urban groups, or ghettos. These were
often large, and centred on the synagogue and the rites of Judaism.
Alexandria offers the most striking example. The major factor was
Jewish monotheism itself. Between this and the polytheism of the
Greeks was a gap that could not be closed. Where their religion was
concerned, the Jews borrowed from Hellenistic culture only what was
useful to them. The Dura synagogue has already been cited as an
example.
There is no evidence of widespread apostasy or polytheism among
Hellenistic Jews. Granted, there were some individual exceptions such as
Nicetas of Jerusalem who contributed to the rites of Dionysus at lasus
and the two Jews who gave thanks in the temple of Pan at Edfu. 56 There
were some mild instances of syncretism where Jews paid homage to Zeus
Hypsistos, Sabazios, or Sambathaios, but they probably believed they
were simply worshipping Yahveh in another guise. 57
Some also showed a readiness to adapt to Hellenistic norms in ways
that submerged their Jewish identity. Some changed their names: the
High Priest Jason was formerly Joshua. From the time of John Hyrcanus,
ethnarch of Judaea and High Priest 135-104 BC, to the destruction of the
Temple in 70 AD, all kings and high priests in Jerusalem had Greek
names. Again, Jews attending the gymnasia often obliterated their
circumcision through epispasm. This did more than conceal the hallmark
of their Jewishness: Greeks and Romans alike seem to have regarded
wilful exposure of the glans penis as taboo. 58 For all that, L. H. Feldman
has encountered only one possible case of a mixed marriage in Hellenistic Egypt. 59
M. Hadas theorizes, 'If we could venture to formulate a general law on
the basis of the Hellenistic experience, we might say that assimilation to
the new is the normal course, and that rejection of the new takes place
only when interested parties intervene to prevent assimilation.' 60 The
foregoing observations on cultural borrowing, which is what I assume
Hadas means by 'assimilation' , suggest this model is an over-simplification. In general, cultural borrowing in the Hellenistic era rather follows
56
Tarn and Griffith , Hellenistic Civilization, p. 22.1.
" Ibid., pp. 22.5~.
" D. S. Ba rren , Liverpool Classical M onthly 9 (1984), 42.~.
,. In: Journal of Semitic Studies 2.2. (1960), 2.1 5-37 (citing the Berlin pa pyru s n 641).
00
Review of S. K. Eddy, The King is Dead: Studies in the N ear Eastern Resistance to Hellenism,
334-p B.C. (1961), in: Journal of Semitic Studies 2.5 (1963), 2.08.
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the model propounded by R. E. Park: 61 an absence of wholesale borrowing, an early assimilation of certain elements of the invading culture (e.g.
language, gymnasia), an assimilation of other elements after a much
longer interval (e.g. visual arts), a rejection of some elements (e.g.
polytheism), and a willingness to borrow only what is perceived to be
useful.
61

Hellenism in North Arabia: A New
Epigraphic Focus
W. J. JOBLING

Race and Culture: Essays in the Sociology of Contemporary Man (1950), 5--6.

(The University of Sydney)

During the second season of the J\qaba-Ma'an survey a new Nabataean
inscription was discovered at Hedeb al Fala about nine kilometres southwest of Wadi Ram in southern Jordan (Fig. 1). 1 This inscription is
situated on the wall of a rock overhang which is part of a large inselberg
complex (Pl. 49.1). Along the south-eastern face of this inselberg are a
series of rock overhangs extending some fifty metres to the south of the
Nabataean inscription. The overhangs contain rock drawings and North
Arabian (Thamudic) inscriptions which appear to be of approximately
the same date as the Nabataean inscription, though this is hard to verify.
At the southern end of the inselberg there is a large overhang which
contains a number of North Arabian inscriptions some of which are
executed in an ink-like substance. 2 These 'inked' inscriptions bear
comparison with Greek and Nabataean inscriptions written in a similar
substance and found in the ruins of the Nabataean temple and shrine of
J\llat near the spring of J\in esh-Shellaleh in Wadi Ram. 3 The southern
overhang is fenced off with a stone wall of c. 1-1.5 m height and is still
used by bedouin as an animal pen and for fodder storage. A preliminary
surface survey of this site and the area stretching north along the
overhang to the site of the Nabataean inscription suggests that the
overhangs around Hedeb al Fala have been in use since the late
Chalcolithic period. The remains of small, well-constructed cairns
(rugm) along the ledges of the inselberg and on its heights suggest that
the site may have been a favoured look-out or outpost because of its
controlled view of the Ghor el J\jram which, sweeping in from the east,
was a major caravan trade route in antiquity. This natural transit lane
contains several well-used desert tracks connecting Wadi Ram with
Mudawwara and areas now situated across the Jordan-Saudi Arabian
border, a short way to the south-east. It is also worth noting that in the
immediate vicinity of Hedeb al Fala there are several series of stone walls
1
2

3

J. W. Jobling, AA] 26 (1982), 202, 481, pl. 5·
J. W. Jobling, Liber Annuus 32 (1982), 113, photo 6; 470.
Ibid.
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other archaeological remains, it is tempting to envisage a nexus between
small habitation centres, comprising clusters of family units sharing areas
such as these, and the passing caravan trade that moved along the
Hisma. These provide the social context within which this Nabataean
inscription occurs. 4
The Nabataean inscription of Hedeb al Fala preserves evidence of
some degree of Hellenic penetration in the Nabataean, Semitic-speaking
community of the J\.qaba-Ma'an area almost 2,000 ye·a rs ago (see Fig. 2) .
Although this inscription is weathered in parts and the sandstone has
cracked and fallen away, taking with it parts of the final letters of the
proper name, Zenon, the reading is fairly certain (Pl. 49.2) .5 The content
of the inscription and the formation of the individual letters and their
comparison with other styles of Nabataean writing suggest a dating to
the early 2nd century AD. This type of inscription occurs frequently in
desert situations or along caravan trade routes, and seems to follow a
q uite popular formulaic pattern.6 By both its geographical context and its
free-hand execution it is a typical desert graffito. 7

\

favoured recording their everyday affairs in Greek, and that this is an
important index of the degree of Hellenization, it is in the desert areas
(i.e. the non-urban, non-village, situations) that indigenous Semitic
graffiti occur with high frequency. H. Macadam has noted recently that
in an epigraphic survey of the villages of the limes in southern Syria:

0

'Aqaba-Ma 'an survey 1984

and cairns stretching out across the desert floor to the east towards a
minor inselberg complex containing a few more North Arabian inscriptions. These stone structures suggest periods of occupation in the lee of
Hedeb al Fala and, in the view of some scholars, may be associated with
the pre-Islamic period of occupation. While more research remains to be
done to ascertain the nature of the links between the inscriptions and

The Greek of the village inscriptions is often a patois of dubious meaning,
which makes the koine dialektos of the New Testament and papyri seem
classical in comparison. But it is not always the spelling or grammar or syntax of
an inscription, nor even the proper names of the villages, which expose the
Semitic background of the inscribers. 8
• W . J. Jo bling, A.{0 . 29-30 (1983-4), 268.
' I am most grateful to Abbe Jean Starcky o f the Louvre fo r his help with the transliteration and
dating o f this Nabataean inscriptio n.
6
A. Negev, Qedem 6 (1977), 73.
' Ibid.
' H. I. Macadam, Berytus 31 (1983), 1o6.
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Macadam's view of just what it is that actually defines the Semitic
background of the inscribers remains elusive because much more research
and fieldwork in these areas is necessary. It can be tentatively argued that
examination of Nabataean and North Arabian inscriptions (such as the
one with which this study is concerned) will allow to predicate the degree
of the penetration of Hellenism and the ethnolinguistic demography of
these areas.
The inscription follows a pattern of phraseology quite widely attested
in Nabataean graffiti of similar content and purpose. 9 It begins with the
standard word slm and ends with the standard phrase btb l'lm. These
characteristics place it within a wider category of greeting or salutation
graffiti with quasi-religious overtones.
Tagmemic analysis of the inscription breaks it up into four slots: The
first slot contains the common Semitic greeting slm. It forms a balance
with the constituents of the last slot and gives a basic symmetry to this
type of communication pattern as noted above. The interim slots in
Nabataean inscriptions of this category are usually filled by reasonably
predictable phrases which designate the name and family of the author.
In this case the phrase zynwn br qymt occurs. The proper name Zynwn is
connected to the Nabataean Qayamat by the Aramic word br, which
functions as a genealogical connective marker linking proper names (or
praenomens) to patronyms (or cognomens) in genealogical formulae.
The third slot which contains the indigenized and phonetically modified
Greek title klyrk' is an optional phrase and relates to the status of the
author. Analysis of the fourth slot reveals it to be composed of two
elements the first of which, btb, is optional and the second, l'cm, is
sufficiently predictable to be classed with the prefix slot slm as obligatory.
I

slm

2

zynwn br qymat

3

klyrk'

4
a

b

btb

l'lm

Thus, tagmemically analysed, the constituent slots 1, 2, and 46 are
obligatory, while slots 3 and 4a are optional. 10 The obligatory slots,
when filled, reflect a cohesive syntactic pattern common to this type of
popular (or folk) greeting. The optional slots have respectively adjectival
and adverbial functions which extend the information contained in the
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commun~cation, particularly with regard to the status and purpose of the
commumcator.
Turning now to the proper name Zynwn and the title klyrk', it is
argued that these terms provide onomastic evidence for the nature of a
certain type of penetration of Hellenism into a Semitic language
community of the early 2nd century AD.
The proper name Zynwn is attested in both its Greek and Nabataean
forms within a geographical context usually associated with Semitic
indigenes, i.e. Syria, Palestine, and the Sinai. 11 Frequency of usage of this
name, whil~ not high_, is sufficient to suggest that it was moderately
popular. It 1s often difficult to ascertain the ethnicity of the nominee
when it occurs in Greek inscriptions of a Semitic provenance. In this case,
howeve~, th_e Greek name Zenon was given a direct phonetic equivalent
translation mto Nabataean and used as the proper name of an indigene
of Semitic (Nabataean) parentage. Thus the Nabataean proper name
Zynwn is evidence of both borrowing and direct phonetic adaptation of
a good Greek name.
It is suggested that the proper name, Zynwn, and the title, klyrk', are
relativ~ to two other important aspects of the level of the penetration of
~reek m the Nabataean linguistic community. The first level of penetration occu~s with the straightforward adoption and use of the foreign
language m the place of, or alongside, the local Semitic language. As far
as epigraphic evidence is concerned, this often results in the creation of
bilingu~l inscriptions such as those found at Palmyra, I:Iatra, and nearby
Ruwwafa. Another (though literary) aspect of this sort of linguistic
phenomenon occurs in the New Testament, where original Semitic
proper names such as Cephas or Tabitha are replaced or used concurrently with their Greek equivalents, e.g. Simon, Peter, and Dorcas.12 In
this regard, G. Mussies makes a helpful observation with regard to Greek
proper nam~s borne by Jews in the Hellenistic period:
Within Palestine the bearing of Greek names may imply at first some spread of
Hellenistic culture, particularly in aristocratic circles, but when this novelty was
taken over by people of all social levels no conclusions with regard to an actual
command of Greek may be drawn from that fact only. We think it even
conceivable that some took an extra name as soon as they had to do with
government affairs; often these names were simple translations or phonetic
echoe,s of the native ones: En7To<; (i.e. Ai'T1JTO<; for Sha'ul); 8£6owpo,, 8£60oTo<; ,
8£0~oa,o<;, LJoa{8£0, for Jonathan, Nathanjah, IIap11y6pw, for Menahem,
I'£Aa~io,_for Isaac. Examples of phonetic resemblance are for Jeshua, '1AKiµ.o,
for El1ak1m, Movaaio, for Moses, l:{µ.wv for Shimeon (but also 'I11aov,, Mwv<rrJ,,
11

• See Qedem 6 (1977), passim.
See K. L. Pike and E. G. Pike, Grammatical Analysis (1977); B. Elson and V. Pickett, An
Introdu ction to M orphology and Syntax (1964).
10
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W. H . Waddingto n, Inscriptions grecques et latines (1 968), nos. 1999, 2.092., 2.556; Negev,

Qedem 6, no . 39 .
12
John

1:

42.; Acts 9: 36.
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I:vµ.£wv). On the whole there was not much objection to pagan theophoric
names, particularly not to names composed with Zeus: Z~vwv, Z'l'/vof3{a, but
other gods appeared as well: 'la{8wpo,, LlLOvva{a, l:£pa7T{wv (reminiscent of the
seraphim?), :4.p-r£µ.{8wpo,.t3

In relation to the second level of penetration, the patronym QYMT
(probably vocalized Qayamat) is quite a good Nabataean name. 14 It also
occurs translated back into Greek as in an inscription copied by
Waddington at Teima, 15 and phonetically rendered into Greek as
Kaiaµ,a.Oov. This is attested in Waddington's epigraphic survey of Syria:
T' <;:, •
'O , ,
t6
.L aoOVOS' Ka,aµ,a ov £K'TTJUa'TO.
In the case of the Greek inscription containing the patronym Kaiaµ,6.0ov,
it may be that, syntactically, it is the equivalent of the phrase br qymat.
Thus the ultimate syllable of the Greek name Kaiaµ,6.0ov is a morphological modification embracing the function of the Aramaic genealogical
connective marker hr.
The tide klyrli, unlike the proper name Zynwn, presents linguistic
evidence of a different order for the penetration of Hellenism. This tide is
frequent in Greek inscriptions and can also be found in its Nabataean
indigenized form at Mada'in Salil;i. 17 In both cases the Greek tide relates
to the rank of tribune in the Roman army (tribunus militum). 18 This may
indicate that Zenon bar Qayamat was a Nabataean soldier who held the
rank of military tribune in the Roman army and was concerned with the
administration of the l-;Iisma section of the limes. 19
The tide klyrk', however, is not a direct phonetic equivalent of the
Greek term x,>..tapxos- but involves a morphological modification of the
ultimate syllable. The Nabataean form of the original Greek term reflects
a second degree of penetration which is one step further than simple
direct phonetic duplication into Semitic. Accordingly, the ultimate
syllable in the Greek tide x,>..tapxos- was modified into Nabataean as alif.
This provides an interesting contrast with the modification of the
Nabataean proper name Qayamat into Greek as noted above, and
illustrates the phonological and morphological processes operative in the
linguistic interaction reflected in this sort of epigraphic evidence. This
second level of penetration occurs when a source language has been so
far absorbed into the recipient indigenous language that elements of the
13

In: S. Safrai et al. (eds.), The Jewish People in the First Century, ii (1976), 1052.
Cantineau, Le Nabateen, ii (1930), 142.
" Waddington, Inscriptions, no. 2.202; cp. C.-F. Jean and J. Hoftijser, Dictionnaire des
inscriptions semitiques de l'oi,est (1965), 257-8.
16 Waddington, Inscriptions, no. 2202.
17 Ibid., nos. 2316a, 2533,
2713; CIS ii. 201; Cantineau, Le Nabateen, pp. 107, 121.
18 Liddell and Scott, 1991f.
19
D. F. Graf, BASOR 229 (1978), 1-4; S. T. Parker, Roman Frontier Studies (1980), 865-"78.

" J.
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source language are revocalized according to the phonology of the
recipient language, along with significant morphological modifications
according to the sound laws and grammar of the recipient language. 20
Mussies's remark concerning theophoric names such as Zenon in
Hebrew-speaking communities may also hold good for other Semitic
language communities and thus may indicate that the Nabataean Zenon
bar Qayamat who was the author of this inscription originally had a
Nabataean theophoric proper name, later replaced by a Greek equivalent.
It is difficult at this stage to be certain about a Nabataean equivalent for
the Greek proper name Zenon, though examination of Nabataean
sculpture and jewellery would suggest a range of theophoric possibilities,
including Du Shara, 'Ilah, 'El. 21 That this change of praenomen is
probable (though by no means verifiable) may be indicated by the
inclusion of the author's tide klyrli in this inscription. Thus within the
context of Roman prosopography of the early 2nd century AD, the
Nabataean Bar Qayamat tells those who pass by of his social and
military status. These are indicated by his Greek praenomen Zenon and
his military status as tributus militum indicated by his tide x,>..{apxos-.
It can be concluded therefore that by inscribing this brief graffito on
the rock overhang of Hedeb al Fala when he passed by the Ghor al'Ajram almost two thousand years ago, the Nabataean tribune Bar
Qayamat provided us with some valuable information about himself, his
family, and his status in the Roman army. At the same time the
inscription shows to what extent the Hellenization process had penetrated this part of the Semitic-speaking world.
20
21

T. Bynon, Historical Linguistics (1977), 227-30.
J. Starcky, Le Monde de la Bible 14 (1980), 30; J. Patrick, lsr.Expl.j. 34 (1984), 38-46.

Greek and Adriatic Influences in Daunia in
the Early Iron Age~:MARIA LUISA NAVA

(Museo Pigorini, Rome)

The image presented by northern Apulia at the beginning of the Iron Age
is that of an area in the throes of radical transformation. Settlements that
were already active in the Bronze Age are matched now by the first signs
of life at those sites which will become the major production centres of
the first millennium BC and span the whole chronological range of
Daunian culture. Many causes combined to determine the process of
evolution whereby Daunia acquired and developed its individual character and cultural autonomy. Among the more important of these were the
territorial options available. On the one hand, the distribution pattern of
sites occupied was conditioned by the need to exercise control over the
areas of production and the internal trading network; on the other, and
from the outset, the need to maintain economic and cultural links with
the outside world was perceived as no less important in specific cases like
the coastal settlements of Siponto, Salapia, and Canosa-and this
depended on exchanges with those who plied the Adriatic sea routes.
The importance assumed by relations not only with the Adriatic but
also with the Aegean communities is already seen in the preference given
to coastal areas in the distribution of Copper Age sites. It is thus no
accident that most of the more important sites known between Gargano
and the Ofanto are situated either directly on the sea or at least in its
immediate vicinity (Fig. I). Indeed, some centres like Coppa Nevigata,
and Siponto and Salapia themselves in the Iron Age, owe their present
apparently inland situation, several kilometres from the modern coastline, to the progressive silting-up of a complex of lakes and rivers for
which there is ample historical evidence. 1
At the northern end of the area under review, Manaccore and
Molinella are perched high above the sea on steep promontories sealed
off by imposing walls. This type of settlement came into its own in the
Garganico during the middle phases of the Bronze Age, as we see not
• Trans. fro m the Italian by David Ridgway.
G . Alvisi, La 11iabilita romana della Daunia (1970), 15-22 ; C. Dela no Smith, Daunia Vetus
(1978), 62.-95.
1
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r. Bronze Age sites in northern Apulia
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grave-goods

(b) cremation

burial,

only from the vast size and wealth of the native habitation sites but also
from the presence in them of prestige items influenced by foreign trends
or imported from abroad. The well-known swords, inspired by Aegean
prototypes,2 from the Manaccore cave have recently been joined by a
fragment of an alabastron from Molinella that may be attributed to
Mycenaean IIB (Fig. 2a). 3 The importance of the latter site has been
further emphasized by the discovery of a cremation burial with gravegoods that include a flange-hilted sword folded back on itself (Fig. 2b ):
this may be equated chronologically with the floruit of the CanosaPozzillo urnfield, in connection with which the existence of keen Aegean

interest has already been postulated. 4 The presence of imported pottery
at such an early stage can only confirm that the Gargano promontory was
significantly affected by Bronze Age sea traffic in the Adriatic.
As for exchanges with the other side of the Adriatic, the intensity of
the relations between the coastal communities is attested (for a somewhat earlier period) by the recent discovery of sherds of Cetina ware at
Rodi (Fig. 3), 5 and above all by the establishment of a metallurgical
koine in which the role of northern Apulia appears to have been far from
secondary. This is particularly evident in the final phases of the Bronze

E. Baumgartel, BSR 2.1 (1953), 1ff.; V. Bianco Peroni, Le spade ne/l'Italia continentale, PBF iv/1
(1970), 52.ff.
' Vagnetti in: L. Vagnetti (ed.), Magna Grecia e mondo miceneo, Atti XXII CM Gr. 1982 (1984),
10, with fig, 3; M. L. Nava in: Vagnetti (ed.), op. cit., pp. 43-4, with pls. 11, 111, X-4-

• The grave-goods in this cremation burial, for which a date at the beginning of the Recent Bronze
Age has been proposed, are illustrated by M. L. Nava, Taras rh (1981), 179-87, pls. 50--4. For the
Canosa-Pozzillo urnfield, dated between the 14th and the 12.th cent. BC, see F. G. Lo Porto in: Atti
IX CMGr. (1970), 2.48-50, pl. 47.
5
M, L. Nava in: Atti XXIV CM Gr. 1984 (in press).
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Age, which, as in the rest of South Italy, see an intensification in cultural
relations. 6 Of Final Bronze Age date are the double spiral pendants with
central tubular wrapping from Manaccore, and the flat bracelets with
hooked spiraliform extremities from both Manaccore and Coppa Nevigata; their typological affinities are clearly Balkan. 7 Dalmatian forms are
also represented by the fibulae found at Macinino di Vieste (Fig. 4) and
more recently in tombs 84 and 86 at Monte Saraceno, of the type with
6
R. Peroni, PP 24 (1969), 134--60 (English trans.: D. Ridgway and F. Serra Ridgway (eds.), Italy
before the Romans: The Iron Age, Orientalizing and Etruscan Periods (1979), 7-30).
7
Manaccore: Baumgartel, BSR 21, pls. x.3-5; x1.5. Coppa Nevigata: A. Mosso, Mon.Ant. 19
(1909), pl. x.70A. Balkan comparanda: A. M. Bietti Sestieri and F. Lo Schiavo, Iliria 4 (1974), 17')80, fig. II; F. Lo Schiavo in: La civilta dei Dauni nel quadro de/ mondo italico, Atti X/11
Conv.St.Etr.ltal. (1974), 220-1. Two more flat arm-rings with spiral ends are known from the
cremation tomb, datable to the IIth cent. BC, found in the Chiancarelle district of Lacedonia on the
border that separates Campania from the province of Foggia: B. d' Agostino in: Seconda Mostra
de/la Preistoria e Protostoria de/ Salernitano (1974), lO<J-II, fig. 40.

I

I

I

4. Macinino (Vieste): bronzes

simple bow and two knobs widely attested on the other side of the
Adriatic (Vrsi). 8
Turning from the Gargano to the south, towards the Foggia plain,
present evidence suggests that the principal centre in the Bronze Age was
Coppa Nevigata, located below the peninsula on a modest eminence
along the inland banks of the coastal lagoon, in the same position as the
later site of Siponto. Here too, we find a settlement of which the defences
are concentrated towards the hinterland and, as at the Gargano sites
mentioned above, take the form of an imposing drystone wall. 9 The
importance of the site is borne out by the rich ceramic imports in the
range Mycenaean IIIB-C encountered in the excavations conducted at
the beginning of the century and more recently, 10 by an amber bead of the

8 Macinino: R. Battaglia, Riv.Sc.Pr. II (1956), u8, with fig. 13. Monte Saraceno: M. L. Nava in:
La Daunia antica (1984), 122-3. On the Illyrian distribution of fibulae with simple bow and two
knobs: S. Batovic in: jadranska obala u protohistoriji (1976), 21, fig. 2 and map 1.
9 S. M. Puglisi in: Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche
de/la Daunia (1975), 229-31, pls. 52-4.
10 Mosso, Mon.Ant. 19, pl. 1v.6;
S. M. Puglisi in: Atti XXII CMGr. 1982 (1984), 45-51, pl. 8.
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so-called 'Tiryns shape' of Aegean manufacture, 11 and by a spearhead of
the Illyrian Pazhok type. 12 The constant factor of economic and cultural
relations with the Balkans finds further confirmation in the new centres
that are now being formed, and on which the settlement pattern of the
succeeding period will take shape.
The presence of unmistakably imported types is attested at Salapia, in
funerary contexts contemporary with the first stage of activity there.
Tomb 14 is particularly significant in this respect. It yielded an arm ring
with angular hollow section, an Illyrian form represented in Italy only by
this piece, and a second arm ring, of sheet bronze with high ribs and
curved open ends. 13 This type, too, is of Illyrian origin and occurs
elsewhere in the Italian peninsula only in the Capriano-Renate hoard in
the Po valley. The form also has a transalpine distribution in Hallstatt
A2 contexts. 14 The same date has been proposed for more important
contexts found in Illyria, such as those of the Vrsi tombs in which the
two bracelet types are associated with amber beads of Tiryns type. 15 In
this light, the dating of the Salapia tomb-group after the 10th century BC
appears to be too low .16 An arm ring with high ribs, typologically close to
the Balkan form, also comes from tomb 1 at Cupola-Beccarini on the site
of the future Daunian Siponto. Its associations-a twisted torque with
curved open ends, and an elbow fibula ad occhiello of Cassibile type-bear witness to parallel Western influences. 17 Lastly, the range of Balkaninspired types in Final Bronze Age Daunia is completed by the two-piece
fibulae with disc foot from Salapia (tomb 75) and Masseria Fandetti

(a)

(b)

0

5
'-----'

0
11
Mosso, Mon.Ant. 19, pl. 13.99H. Another, similar amber bead has only 'da lla Capitanata' as
its provenance: N. Negroni Catacchio in: Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche de/la Daunia (1975),
316; and in: Atti de/ Convegno storico-archeologico de/ Gargano (1970), pl. 1. Amber beads of the
so-called 'Tiryns shape' are attested on the Illyrian coast at Vrsi (tomb Sr) and at Privlaka (tomb 87),
near Nin: S. Batovic, Diadora 1 (1959), 45, fig. 4, and A.jug. 6 (1965), 58, fig. 8.
12
Mosso, Mon.Ant. 19, pl. x.68A. For the date and distribution of the 'Pazhok-type' spearheads
in Albania, see F. Prendi in: Jadranska obala u protohistoriji (1976), 162-3, pl. 1.7.
13
F. Tine Bertocchi in: Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche de/la Daunia (1975), 278, pl. 71.
" M. L. Nava in: ll Bronzo Finale in Italia, Atti XXI Riun.Sc.IIPP (1979), 76.
15 Batovic, loc. cir. (n. II). In addition, Vrsi tomb 81
yielded two fibulae with simple bow and
two knobs: the same association (arm rings with angular section, fibulae with simple bow and two
knobs) also occurs in the Sali cemetery, and is likewise attributed by Batovic to Phase I of the Iron
Age (A.Jug. 6, fig. 7).
16
Tine Bertocchi, loc. cir. (n. 13). She dates Salapia tomb 76, the contents of which include an
arm ring with high ribs and open ends, to the full 9th cent. sc. It seems more appropriate to assign
this tomb to the Final Bronze Age, which accords well with other items in it (a fibula with simple
bow; twisted torque with curved open ends). Tine Bertocchi herself (note to her pl. 71) proposes to
define tombs 9 and 75 as Final Bronze Age; to these, tombs 14 and 76 should unquestionably be
added, and so probably should tomb 94-in which a fibula with simple bow is associated with a
fibula with simple leaf bow like that found in Monte Saraceno tomb 59: Nava in: La Daunia antica,
fig. 160. See also Peroni et al. in: R. Peroni (ed.), 1/ Bronzo Finale in Italia, Archeologia: materiali e
problemi, i (1980), 55, pl. 30C for a further example from Torre Casrelluccia.
17
E. M. De Juliis, N .Sc. 1977, 347----9, fig. 4, and in: Atti XXI Riun .Sc.IIPP (1979), fig. 6.
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(Fig. 5b ), which may be compared with the material from Kompolje in
the Lika district. 18
Turning now to the pottery, previous surveys have already stressed the
affinities of the Protogeom etric Iapygian ware, found in Daunia and the
rest of Apulia from the late nth until the end of the 10th century BC, with
the 'matt-pain ted Geometric ware' of the Early Iron Age of Thessaly and
Macedoni a and more especially with the pottery of Lianoklad i style, the
LJI{3 ware. 19 On the basis of these analogies, the origin of the painted
Geometric pottery of Apulia has been equated with penetratio n from
northern Greece via Epirus and Illyria. Further confirmat ion of this
hypothesi s has recently been found in the form of Devollian ware,
imported from Albania, on the Otranto sites in the province of Lecce. 20
All the above informatio n may be combined to support the hypothesi s
that northern Apulia maintaine d a relationsh ip that was active, varied,
and apparentl y uninterrup ted (though not actually crucial) with the
contempo rary communit ies on the other side of the Adriatic and in the
Mycenaea n orbit from a fairly early stage in the Bronze Age. The role of
catalyst played by most of the sites mentioned during the Bronze Age
appears to decline at the moment of transition from Bronze to Iron. Sites
such as Manaccor e, Molinella , and even Coppa Nevigata now show
clear signs of the decadence that will result in their being abandone d
during the succeeding two centuries. While the place of Coppa Nevigata
is taken in the first instance by Salapia and to a secondary extent by
Siponto, in the Gargano the settlemen t of Monte Saraceno, where the
first signs of life go back to the nth century BC (Fig. 5a), 21 develops
without a break until the Second Iron Age, seemingly unaffected by the
factors that brought about the destructio n of the more northerly Gargano
sites.
That this should be so raises the possibility of a political and military
hegemony achieved by Monte Saraceno over a considera ble territory, not
unlike the situation encounter ed at the same time elsewhere in the
peninsula --on a vast scale in Etruria, but also in Padania to the north
(Como, Padua, and Este) and in Lucania to the south. The importanc e
of Monte Saraceno was already apparent in the 1960s, when excavatio n
identified a large settlemen t defended by an agger and connected to an
extensive and dense cemetery outside. 22 This impressio n has been
18 Lo Schiavo
in: La civilta dei Dauni, p. 2.27. Masseria Fandetti: F. Rinatore Vonwiller in: Atti
de/ Convegno storico-archeologico de/ Gargano (1970), fig. 4.
19
E. M. De Juliis, La ceramica geometrica de/la Daunia (1977), 2.4 and n. 2..
20
F. D'Andria in: Salento arcaico (1979), 2.1, with pl. 19.
21 S. Ferri
in: Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche de/la Daunia (1975), pl. 93.1-3; De Juliis, La
ceramica, p. 2.4, pl. 2.7.8; id. in: Atti XXI Riun. Sc.I/PP (1979), 519, fig. 3.7-8; Nava in: La Daunta
antica, fig. 163.
22
C. Corrain, F. Rinatore Vonwiller, and V. Fusco, Sibrium 4 (195871), 141-6; id., Riv.Sc.Pr. 15
(1960), 12.5-30.
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overwhelm ingly confirmed by the series of excavatio ns conducted since
1981. The resumptio n of work in the burial grounds, notably in that
known as 'U Signale' in the immediate vicinity of the agger, has yielded
a number of tomb-grou ps mainly of the 9th and 8th centuries BC (Figs. 67).23 The impressive degree of splendour and wealth reached in this
period is indicated by the abundanc e of personal ornaments , in bronze as
well as in amber and glass paste (Fig. 7). Two tombs (nos. 19 and 76)
have yielded razors of the Torre de! Mordillo type, already attested in
23

M. L. Nava in: La ricerca archeologica nel territorio Garganico (1984), 161-Jo, pls. 13-14, and
La Daunia antica, pp. 12.1-4, fig. 160.
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Apulia at Arpi and Altamura, 24 suggesting contact with the south
Tyrrhenian area. In addition, there are numerous forms common to
Daunia and the other side of the Adriatic. Among them is the class of
fibulae with two-piece serpentine bow and disc foot found in tombs 30
and 3/r981 (Fig. 7), 25 and already known from San Giovanni Rotondo 26
and from tomb 231 at Salapia; 27 and the double spiral 'figure of eight'
fibulae, corresponding to a widely distributed Balkan type, in the
Masseria Fandetti tomb found in 1959 at the foot of Monte Saraceno
(Fig. 5b). 28 Other bronze material further underlines the atmosphere of
cultural harmony established by Monte Saraceno with Illyria; while the
welcome accorded to Balkan influences is undoubted, it is probably
actually through Monte Saraceno that an Eastern Adriatic distribution is
achieved for certain types of spacer (a navicella) and stylized anthropomorphic pendant found especially in the Zara peninsula, for instance in
Nin (Fig. 8). 29
The inferences that can be drawn from the presence of these types at
Monte Saraceno are in full agreement with the results of the analysis of
metal types, especially fibulae, that recently enabled F. Lo Schiavo to
identify a special relationship between Daunia and the other side of the
Adriatic that lasted at least until the 6th century BC: a wiqe-ranging and
well-organized network of connections, in which it is possible to detect a
freedom of decision whereby options (including those of an economic
nature) were based on cultural affinity rather than on schemes of
migration or invasion. 30 Similar conclusions had previously been reached
by E. De Juliis. His studies of painted Geometric pottery identified a
special relationship between the Daunian world and the Liburnian
thalassocracy that dominated the Adriatic and made it the natural
vehicle for the distribution of pottery exports from northern Apulia,
attested from the 9th and 8th centuries BC by the proto-Daunian material
in the tombs of the principal lstrian cemeteries on the Gulf of Quarnaro
and the Zara peninsula, especially at Nin, where proto-Daunian and
Early Daunian ware also occurs in the settlement. 31 Daunian pottery
imports to the Liburnian area reach far into the interior of the Balkans
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7. Monte Saraceno, tomb 3 (1981): grave-goods
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28

V. Bianco Peroni,/ rasoi ne/1'/talia conti11entale, PBF viiih (1979), 40.
Nava in: La ricerca archeologica, fig . 13; La Daunia antica, p. 12.2. and n. 129.
Battaglia, Riv.Sc.Pr. II, fig. 13.
Tine Bertocchi, Civilta preistoriche (cir. n. 13) pl. 71.
Rittatore Vonwiller loc. cir. (n. 18), and Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche de/la Daunia

(1975), 304f.

29
S. Batovic in: Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche de/la Daunia (1975), 345, pl. 104; M. Sansone
in: Studi di storia Pugliese in 011ore di Giuseppe Chiarelli, i (1972), fig. on p. 127.
JO Lo Schiavo in: La civilta dei Dauni, pp. 245--7.
" De Juliis, La ceramica, pp. 83--7, Arch. Stor. Pug/. 31 (1978), 3-23; id., Abruzzo 15 (1977), 419, nos . 1-3; S. Batovic, Cerami ea apula con ornamenti geometrici sulla cos/a orientate dell' Adriatico (1972); id., Nin : Problems of archaeological excavations (1968), pls. 12-14.
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9. Distribution of Daunian Geometric ware in Italy and the Balkans (after
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8. Bronze and amber pendants from the First Iron Age (after S. Batovic in:
Civilta preistoriche e protostoriche della Daunia (1975) ): 1 _and 1~ fro~
Monte Saraceno; 2 Museo Civico, Foggia; 3--9 from various sites m
Yugoslavia; II from Canne
'

(Fig. 9)-as far as Bosnia to the south (the valley of the Una) and Lower
Carniola to the north (the basins of the Kupa and the Sava). The latter
area seems to have contained an important mineral centre, active in t~e
first millennium and controlled by the Liburnians, who regulated its
commercial activities from the Adriatic coast through the river valleys.
Daunian pottery continues to reach foreign markets even in the later
phases of the Iron Age (Fig. 9): Daunian I (Ruvo) and II (Can<:>sa) wares
reach not only the parts of the Eastern Adriatic already mentioned, but

also--through Liburnian seJI traffic-Central Italy, notably the coastal
sites of P.icenum (Numana, Novilara).
The occurrence of late 6th-century BC Daunian pottery from Canosa in
the Po valley, at Voghera near Pavia, 32 and at Credaro in the province of
Bergamo, 33 constitutes an important element for the understanding of the
economic and cultural relations between these communities and the
Adriatic. The evidence from Adria and Spina, as well as from 5th-century
BC Bagnola San Vito and the centres on the banks of the Mincio,
suggests that these relations could have been established through
Etruscan mediation. As De Juliis maintains, the Adriatic distribution of
Daunian pottery must be closely linked with the intense commercial
activities of the Liburnians, who carried grain and perhaps also wool
from Daunia; we may suppose that in exchange they brought bronze
items and, above all, unworked metal (bronze and iron) and Baltic
32

A. Stenico, Ultrapadum 1951, 34-41.

" A. Frova, RAComo 135 (1953), 1er-15.
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amber, which reached the Gulf of Quarnaro via the Tarvisio pass. Further
confirmation that the Adriatic trade in Daunian products was closelyindeed exclusively---connected with the Liburnians seems to reside in the
almost complete lack of Daunian pottery on the coast of southern
Dalmatia and in its total absence from the coast of Epirus, both areas of
Greek influence, and in the decline in exports that follows hard on the
heels of the political and military weakening of the Liburnians. Visible as
early as the mid-6th century BC, this was caused by penetration from
Corinth and Corcyra, later also from Athens, and culminated in the loss
of the Liburnians' age-old thalassocracy over the Adriatic. 34
The favour found by Daunian pottery is demonstrated by its diffusion
far beyond the frontiers of the area of its production and by the
possibility that some types were manufactured primarily for export. The
reason why this should be so lies in the originality of decorative language
and syntax, outward signs of a cultural climate that find lively expression
in other classes of material. Amongst the latter is the complex phenomenon of Daunian stone sculpture, which reaches its highest point at the
time of the Daunian II phase in the ceramic sequence-and is thus
contemporary with the peak period of external demand. 35
Both the distribution and scale of Daunian stone sculpture justify its
treatment as an aspect of primary relevance to the cultural characteristics
of the Daunians' originality and autonomy. This naturally presupposes a
long period of preparation and maturing in a substantially indigenous
dimension. It is in this perspective that we should see and evaluate the
more remote manifestations of figurative plasticity in stone present in
northern Apulia at Castelluccio dei Sauri. 36 The stelai there, with their
primitive characterizations of breasts (females) and weapons (males),
should clearly be connected with the widespread phenomenon of
megalithic anthropomorphism that affects the whole Mediterranean
from the Balearics to the Black Sea in the Bronze Age. 37 At the same time,
they provide local cultural precedents for a development that passes its
essential stages in the early production of Monte Saraceno and later in
the workshops of the Tavoliere. 38 The connections between Castelluccio
dei Sauri and the subsequent analogous class of products from Monte
34
L. Braccesi, Grecita adriatica (2.nd ed., I977), IJ5---9·
" M. L. Nava, Stele Daunie, 1. II Museo di Manfredonia (1980), 37-44; ead. in: Atti XIll
Conv.St.Etr.ltal. (I974), I85-7.
36 M. 0 . Acanfora, Riv.Sc.Pr. 15 (1960), 95-12.3; M. L. Nava, Annali Museo Civico ' U.
Formentini' della Spezia 1979-80, II5-49.
37 J. Landau, Les Representations anthropomorphes megalithiques de la region mediterraneenne
(3e au rer millenaire) (1977).
38
For the chronological attribution of the Castelluccio dei Sauri monuments to the Bronze Age
and of the Monte Saraceno sculptures to the beginning of the Iron Age, see Nava in: La Daunia
antica, pp. 12 3-4.
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Saraceno are still tenuous: nevertheless, both sites have produced numerous stone discs (perhaps identifiable as shields) destined for funerary
purposes-at least in the cases where this can be known. These discs,
supported horizontally by a short column, must have been placed as
aniconic semata over burials, probably to indicate membership of a
specific social group (Pl. 50.r). The persistence of the stone shield type at
Siponto and Salapia affords valuable evidence for coherent and homogeneous socio-cultural structures over a wide area and for a long time, in
fact down to the 6th century BC. Alongside these semata, the contemporary output of the Monte Saraceno sculptors consists principally of heads,
both iconic and aniconic, which have invariably been encountered in
funerary contexts (Pl. 50.2). 39 Of these, the iconic heads have their
physiognomic features rendered partly by incision (eyes and mouth) and
partly in relief (ears and nose), and rest on a three-dimensional geometric
support. Where present, personal ornaments (earrings and diadems) are
also indicated schematically in the same techniques. Another peculiarity
is the type of hair-style, represented by elongated chignons high on the
nape and by long plaits divided lower down on the neck. The aniconic
heads have the same characteristic hair-styles, but no ornaments and no
facial features. The undoubted early elements of all these sculptures,
datable to the initial phases of the Iron Age, 40 link them to the stone
sculpture of the Istrian peninsula (Nesazio). Even more surprising, and
indicative of a possible Adriatic non-Greek, figurative koine, are the
analogies suggested with the middle Adriatic area by two other fragments of sculpture from Monte Saraceno. One of these shows that
Monte Saraceno and Capestrano share a scheme of composition made
up of the upper part of an anatomically modelled female torso with arms
adhering asymmetrically to the chest, accompanied by indications of the
breasts and of a necklace (Pl. 5r.r). In the other fragment it is possible to
detect the characteristic circular cardiophylax familiar from the Abruzzi
statues-which date, however, to the 6th century (Pl. 5r.2). 41
At this point it does not seem out of place to confirm that further
analogies could safely be based on the presence both at Monte Saraceno
and in the Abruzzi of the horizontal shield on its short column (aniconic)
and on the head of a figure (iconic). It would be fascinating to pursue
these analogies on a wider Mediterranean front that would include
" Corrain, Rittatore Vonwiller, and Fusco, loc. cit. (n. 2.2.); Sansone, loc. cit. (n. 2.9); S. Ferri,
Latomus 19 (1959), 32.I-5; id., B.d.A. 51 (1966), I2.9ff.; id., St.Cl.Or. 16 (1967), 43off.
'° See the finds in tombs 14 and 2.2, both dated to c. 800 BC.
" Both the fragments of sculpture presented here are in the Sansone Collection, Mattinata. The
fragment that forms part of a female torso measures 2.0 x 31.5 x 9.5 cm; the cardiophylax fragment
9 x I9 x 9 cm.
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Monte Prama, near Sinis in Sardinia, where the reconstruction of funerary
statues covering their heads with shields has been proposed. 42
Connections between the sculpture of the Gargano and the successive
class of monuments typical of the major Daunian centres can be detected
both in the hair-styles and in the stylistic rendering of the iconic heads
(Pl. 52.1-2). The female hair-styles are in fact identical with some
examples of chignons (aniconic) and of the characteristic plaits (iconic
and aniconic) that consistently identify the female figure in the representations on vases (Pl. 53.1, 3). In the iconic heads the same range of
expressions continues (Pl. 53.2, 4). In the monuments of the Tavoliere a
figurative phenomenon appears that has no precedent in the cultural
manifestations of the Daunians (figured representations on pottery are
extremely rare and purely episodic); so far, it has not been identified at
Monte Saraceno, where--even in the absence of other evidence--it
nevertheless seems possible to recognize the immediate cultural precedents. We now find anthropomorphic stelai with slab-bodies bearing sets
of essential anatomical details (devoid of sexual symbolism and characterization), of garments, and of ornaments or weapons, and surmounted
by iconic or aniconic heads.
This is not the place for an analytical description of the varieties and
development of this type of stele, already provided elsewhere. It is
enough to stress here that the internal evolution of the class, with types
specialized according to the sex and social group of the deceased, is
clearly followed from the first examples of the early 7th century to the
last, on the threshold of the 5th century BC. 43 The phenomenon, mainly
documented at Siponto, affects all the principal centres of Daunia,
including the Melfese (Fig. 10). The material, though quantitatively
uneven on the various sites, already seems to permit the attempt to
identify local workshops with their own specific traditions and characteristics that distinguish them from the better known and better documented output of Siponto. Cultural influences from outside may be
detected in this class of material too, beginning with what has been
defined as the primary decoration.
Although the typology of the navicella fibula with lateral buttons is
rare in northern Apulia, with only two sporadic examples from the
Gargano and one in tomb 89 at Monte Saraceno, 44 it emerges as
particularly characteristic of the costume shown on the stelai with
ornaments from Type III onwards. The forms depicted are widely
42 P. Bernardini and C. Tronchetti in: Sardegna preistorica: Nuraghi a Milano. Exhibition
catalogue, Milan (1985), 2.2.6-31, 32.5ff., with figs. 10-11. The sculptures, interpreted as the heads of
boxers, are dated to the last 30 years of the 7th cent. BC.
" Nava, Stele Daunie, i. 7-48.
44
For the examples from the Gargano, see Lo Schiavo in: La civilta dei Dauni, p. 2.42, with
fig. 9.1-2.; the piece from Monte Saraceno is still unpubl.
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attested in the cemeteries of the middle Adriatic area, which is also the
source of the numerous and varied amber ornaments and complex bronze
pendants, elements typical of the whole group of stelai with ornaments.
A specific comparison with the typologies particular to the Balkan area is
provided by the representation of a perforated pomegranate pendant that
occurs on an ornamented stele of Type IV, no. 717-20 (Pl. 54.1-2); one
example has been found in tomb 2 at Salapia, in a context datable to the
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6th century BC (cp. Fig. u). 45 The close analogies seen in the types of
sword with cross-hilt, on the group of stelai with weapons, confirm the
existence of contacts with the middle Adriatic area, and especially with
the Abruzzo.
A connection between these monuments and the dominant social
classes was proposed some time ago, in apparent contrast with the
economic uniformity of Daunian society then suggested by the contents
of the graves. Now, however, the connection is confirmed by the recent
discovery of 'princely' tombs in the Melfese, two warrior burials, with a
number of cross-hilted swords, 46 and at Siponto, a rich female tomb with
especially numerous amber ornaments. 47 The exceptional nature of the
Siponto tomb is confirmed by the presence of objects in gold (beads), and
" Tine Berrocchi, Joe. cit. (n. 13). For the relevant Balkan typology see K. Kilian in: Civilta
preistoriche e protostoriche de/la Daunia (1975), 363, with pl. 108.
.. A. Bottini, Principi guerrieri de/la Daunia de/ VII secolo. Le tombe principesche di Lave/lo
(1982.).
., E. M. De Juliis in: Atti XX/1 CMGr. 1982 (1984), 52.8--9.
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in silver (fibulae of the type with enlarged bow and long foot with
terminal button, comparable to those in Salapia, tomb I3), 48 along with
numerous bowls of beaten bronze with broad or beaded rim. A silver
plaque with zoomorphic motifs in repousse is especially important: it
bears witness to the penetration of the Daunian world of the 7th and 6th
centuries BC by Orientalizing taste.
Daunian society, as seen in the tombs and on the stelai described
above, emerges from the secondary decoration of the latter with additional images and narratives that refer to everyday life, ceremonies and
cult, myth and religion (Pls. 55-56). We can thus reconstruct a social
class that is scarcely concerned with production (rarely depicted on the
stelai: one example with weaving, another with milling) but extensively
involved in the elitist activity of riding to the hunt (Pl. 55.r). But it is
above all the religious rituals and complex mythical pantheon that the
Daunians are shown to possess that allow a variety of references to the
rich Greek literary and other traditions (Pls. 55.2; 56.1-2). Under this
heading it is possible to recognize further analogies with the peripheral
49
Greek and non-Greek worlds, as S. Ferri has attempted to show. He
identifies stimuli of Greek origin in the representations of winged horses,
leopards, and bearded serpents, as well as in monstrous polymorphslions with fish tails, chimeras, and wolves with asses' hooves and
pointed tails which he relates to the onoskeleis of Lucian's dialogues (see
Pl. 56.r). The Greek epos, Daunian style, appears in the scenes in which
he sees episodes from the Homeric poems such as the ransom of Hector's
body, and he detects analogies between Herodotus' stories of the
propitiatory rites of the Thracians and the human sacrifices shown on the
stelai. so It is difficult to accept these hypotheses in their entirety. The
problem may perhaps be more conveniently approached in terms of
cultural substrata common to the whole Mediterranean. The lack of a
direct or indirect oral and literary tradition for the myths of non-Greek
peoples would seem to prohibit closely identified analogies with the
Daunian contexts in which, as we have seen, a mass of other cultural and
economic relationships are gathered.
The intimate and preferential connection of the Daunian world with
the Adriatic was maintained throughout the Iron Age, and extended to
the progressive decline of the two categories of locally produced artefacts, stelai and pottery. Their decline corresponds to the crisis that
affects the Adriatic as a result of increasing pressure from Greece. In the
course of the 5th century BC, Daunia was cut off from the anhellenic
communities that shared its sea and was gradually forced to accept Greek
" Tine Bertocchi in: Civi/ta preistoriche e protostoriche, pl. 70-4., e.g. S. Ferri, Rend.Line. ser., 8, 2.4 (1969), 133-54.
"' S. Ferri, Magna Graecia 9/5-6 (1974), 12.-16 .
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models of culture. Although its own cultural material was either heavily
modified (the pottery) or obliterated (the stelai), Daunia succeeded in
preserving a degree of political autonomy-and some possibility of
economic development-until the coming of the Romans.

Italians and Greeks Bearing Gifts: The
Basse-Yutz Find Reconsidered::J.

V. S. AND M. RUTH MEGAW

(The Flinders University of South Australia, Bedford Park)

This paper is concerned not so much with exploring how a new
environment influences the formation of a new culture but rather with
observing how new influences may be absorbed and translated by an old
culture in an old environment.
Dale Trendall would be the first to agree that one of the most
profitable types of archaeological excavation is that which one carries
out amongst museum display cases and storerooms. It was thus that the
late Paul Jacobsthal, classical godfather to all modern students of preRoman Iron Age art, described the birth of his own interest in Celtic
studies:
One day in the cold and hungry winter of 1921 when I was studying Greek vases
in Stuttgart, I was attracted by the painted Attic cup from the Klein Aspergle
chieftain-grave, not because of its beauty or its importance for the history of
Greek vase-painting ... What struck me was the fact that a Greek cup had been
found in this Hyperborean country, and the gold plaques of a strange style
mounted on it; there were similar gold ornaments and Italic bronzes, all from the
same tomb. 1

It is more than a generation since Jacobsthal first studied the spectacular
finds of the early La Tene woman's grave of Kleinaspergle, which was
robbed in antiquity and unsystematically excavated in 1879; only now,
however, is its full publication in train. 2 A number of other major finds of
• The lecture on which this paper is based is a summary of work-in-progress, a project conceived
in Sydney some 15 years ago. The full publication will appear as J. V. S. Megaw and M. Ruth
Megaw (eds. ), The Basse- Yutz (I927) find : Masterpieces of Celtic art= Soc. Antiqu. Research Rep.
46 (forthcoming). We are grateful for the groundwork undertaken by Susan Semmens and the
tolerance and co-operation of many colleagues in the British Museum, especially in the Dept. of
Prehistoric and Romano-British Antiquities. J. W. Brailsford, former Keeper of the Dept., initiated
the project within the Museum; Dr I. M. Stead, currently Deputy Keeper, and his Research Assistant,
Val Rigby, have continued the academic and logistical support. The Australian Research Grants
Committee generously funded all aspects of the research and illustrations record not provided for by
the British Museum. The scales for figs . 2., 4, 6-10 are in cm; all the drawings of the Basse-Yutz find
are by Dr M. MacGregor, with the exception of fig. 2., which is by Philip Crompton.
' Early Celtic Art (1944), p. vi; W. Kimmig (ed.), Das Kleinaspergle. Forschungen und Berichte
zur Vor- und Friihgeschichte in Baden-Wiirttemberg 30 (1988) .
' Die Antike 10 (1934), 3-45.
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Celtic objects associated with imports from the classical world also
unfortunately seem to illustrate an unspoken rule of 'perish before
publishing'; certainly, one must confess that the Basse-Yutz flagons fall
into this category. Meanwhile, we have amassed much more information
about the sources of imported material found north of the Alps between
the late 7th and early 4th centuries BC than was available to Jacobsthal,
and while the precise mechanisms of trade and distribution are still a
matter of debate,3 the questions of origins and dating of imports, so vital
for establishing a fixed chronology for the Celtic Iron Age, are now
generally answered. 4
The significant number, though limited range, of imported Italic
goods suggest a specialist trade in which the market was well known and
exploited by the southern manufacturing centres. In some areas also
these imports provide positive evidence of the technological and artistic
prototypes available to 5th- and 4th-century BC Celtic craftsmen; some of
these they accepted and transformed, and others they ignored. 5

THE BASSE-YUTZ FIND

This consists of two Etruscan stamnoi and two Celtic flagons found in
1927 during construction work near Basse-Yutz, Thionville-Est in the old
Department of the Moselle, 6 and now kept in the collections of the
Department of Prehistoric and Romano-British Antiquities in the British
Museum (Pl. 57.1). 7 Local reports of a partially disturbed barrow in the
close proximity of the presumed find-spot lend credence to the view of
the bronzes having once formed part of the grave-goods of a characteristic 'chieftainly grave'; geographically, Basse-Yutz lies just on the western
edge of the known distribution of the important Hunsruck-Eifel-Kultur
(Fig. 1). 8
Two brothers, Jean-Andre and Jules Venner, were present at the
discovery of the pieces while constructing a road, smuggled them home
' See S. Frankenstein and M. R. Rowlands, B.lnst.A.London 15 (1978), 73-112; J. V. S. Megaw
in: P.-M. Duval and V. Kruta (eds.), Les Mouvements celtiques du cinquieme au premier siecle
avant notre ere, Actes du 28me co/loque organise a /'occasion du 9me UISPP (1979), 49-54;
W. Kimmig, Jb.Z.Mus.Mainz 30 (1985), 5-;,8; P. S. Wells in: T. C. Champion and J. V. S. Megaw
(eds.), Settlement and Society: aspects of West European prehistory in the first millennium B.C.
(1985), 69-89.
' See W. Dehn and O.-H. Frey in: D. Ridgway and F. R. Serra Ridgway (eds.), Italy before the
Romans: The Iron Age, Orientalizing and Etruscan Periods (1979), 489-511.
' See J. Driehaus, B.Jb. 166 (1966), 2.6-47; Kimmig, loc. cit. (n. 1); J. V. S. Megaw in: Champion
and Megaw (eds.), Settlement and Society, esp. pp. 167ff.
• J.-P. Millette, Carte archeologique de la Lorraine: Les Ages du Bronze et du Fer, Annales
litteraires de l'Universite de Besans:on 73, Archeologie 18 (1965), no. 2.6. 57-8.
7
Registration nos. 192.9.5-11.1 and 2. (flagons 1 and 2.) and 5-11.3 and 5-10.1 {the stamnoi).
8
See A. Haffner, Die westliche Hunsruck-Eifel-Kultur, RGF 36 (1976), esp. fig. 18.

r. Distribution map of 'chieftain graves' of the Hunsruck-Eifel-Kultur,
with the site of Basse-Yutz ringed (after A. Haffner, Die westliche
Hunsruck-Eifel-Kultur, RGF 36 (1976), drawing by A. Little)

to their village of Bouzonville, and later tried to sell them as having been
found in February 1928 during digging in the foundations of their stable:
in June 1929 they were convicted of theft and sent to gaol. 9 By way of a
number of purchasers, the flagons physically reached the British Museum
in July 1928. 10

THE STAMNOI

Of crucial importance for the date of the Celtic flagons are the stamnoi
(Fig. 2), which have been investigated by B. Shefton in his contribution
' Omitted here is a review of the sources concerning the find circumstances and the prosecution
which followed the realization that the brothers Venner had been guilty of a 'cover-up'. Brief early
accounts of the find not cited by Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, p. 2.00 include R. Forrer and E.
Linckenheld, Cahiers d'Archeologie et d'Histoire d'Alsace 6/2.2.-5 (1934), 107-16 and 101~,
respectively; and id., Revue des Musees 2.1 / 3 (192.9), 89 and 2.3/ 5 (192.9), 149. J.B. Keune,
Lothringen, Nachrichtenblatt fur die deutsche Vorzeit 6 (1930), 2.2.2., is, apart from newspaper
accounts of the trial in 192.9, still the first accurate if brief published source.
10
See R. A. Smith, ILN (2.3 Mar. 192.9), 472.f., (30 Mar. 192.9), 533; Archaeologia 79 (192.9), 1-12.
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to the forthco ming publica tion of the Kleinaspergle burial. 11 Stamn
oi are
found in several Furstengri:iber of Dehn's western early La Tene group
(e.g. at Kleinaspergle itself, in the second Weiskirchen grave, and
at the
Motte- St. Valentin). 12 Both Basse-Yutz stamno i have paralle ls in
the
Bologna area around or slightly before the middle of the 5th century
BC,
when Celts were already infiltra ting the valley of the Po (Fig. 3).13
The more ornate of the two is probab ly the earliest of Shefto
n's
distinctive 'Giardi ni Margh erita group' , dating from c. 475 BC. Within
Italy, the distrib ution of this group of stamno i suggests a centre
of
produc tion in the Tiber valley, around Todi or Orviet o. Shefton also
sees
this form as related to the types represe nted at Kleinaspergle
and
Weiski rchen, and manuf actured at Vulci. The other examp les of
Shefton's early and middle groups have so far all been found south of
the
Alps. Three come from Bologna itself: two from the Tomba Grand
e in
the Giardi ni Margh erita cemete ry which can be dated by its Attic pottery
to the last decades of the 5th centur y BC; the third comes from Bologn
aCertosa.14
There is a telling stylistic link betwee n the earlier stamno i of
the
'Giard ini Margh erita group' and the Celtic flagons from Basse-Yutz;
this
is the plaited chain or guilloche motif which is echoed in the coral-s
et
collars at the foot of the flagons.
We are indebted to Em. Prof. Brian Shefton and to Prof. Wolfgang Kimmig
of the Institut fiir
Vor- und Friihgeschichte, Univ. ofTiibing en, for access in advance of
publication to Prof. Shefton's
study of Etruscan stamnoi in Kimmig, Early Celtic Art.
12 W. Dehn
in: Le Passage du premier au deuxieme Age du Fer en Europe: Neuviem
e Congres
UISPP Nice 1976, Colloque 29 (1976).
" See V. Kruta, E.tudes Celtiques 17 (1980), 7-32.; 18 (1981 ), 7-38.
" G. Bermond Montana ri (ed.), Mostra dell'Etruria Padana e della citta
di Spina (2.nd ed., 1961),
nos. 537-65, pls. 30-8; C. Morigi Govi and G. Sassatelli (eds.), Dalla
stanza de/le antichita al Museo
Civico (1984), 317-2.1, no. 180.
11
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Etruscan bronze stamno i from Basse-Yutz
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The Basse-Yutz Find Reconsidered

The plainer of the Basse-Yutz stamnoi, of the 'Diirrnberg group', is
unlikely to be any later than the very beginning of the 4th century BC, on
the evidence of examples from Bologna and Spina. 15 The type itself is
named after that found in grave 63 in one of the cemeteries associated
with the great salt-mining complex of the Diirrnberg bei Hallein, near
Salzburg. 16

THE FLAGONS AND THEIR PLACE IN EARLY CELTIC ART

The flagons themselves (Fig. 4) are key pieces in the development of La
Tene Celtic art. They stand at a point where a more geometric style of
ornament was shortly to give way to the continuous vegetal patterns
described by Jacobsthal as the 'Waldalgesheim style'. This derives from
the translation of Classical tendril motifs (Fig. 5) into a Celtic vocabulary
and syntax; it was named after a woman's grave at Waldalgesheim near
Bonn, dated to the last quarter of the 4th century Bc. 17 The 'vegetal style'
to which it has given its name is best regarded as an ltalo-Celtic
development. 18 Archaeologically, this period is also that of the eclipse of
the chieftainly La Tene culture, with its rich barrow burials and extreme
social stratification, centred on the Middle Rhine and the MarneMoselle regions. 19
The elegantly tapering concave profile of the flagons is different from
the more rounded shape of their ultimate prototypes, the Italic Schnabelkannen, which are the most frequent of the southern imports found in
rich Celtic graves north of the Alps. Parallels are a flagon from Barsch, Kr.
Bad Salzungen (Pl. 57.2) 20 and the splendid example from the disturbed
" Bermond Montanari (ed.), Mostra, nos. no3-44, pls. 69-73.
See F. Moosleitner, L. Pauli, and E. Penninger, Der Durrnberg bei Hallein, ii, Miinchner
Beitrage zur Vor- und Friihgeschichte 17 (1974), pl. 121. C9; L. Pauli, Der Durrnberg bei Hallein, iii/
1, Miinchner Beitrage zur Vor- und Friihgeschichte 18/i (1978), 79f., 338; L. Pauli et al., Die Ke/ten in
Mitteleuropa: Kultur, Kunst, Wissenschaft, Salzburger Landesausstellung I. Mai-30. Sept. 1980 im
Keltenmuseum Hallein (1980), no. 41.
17
See Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, nos. 43, 54, 55, 156, 247, 387; J. V. S. Megaw, Art of the
European Iron Age: A Study of the Elusive Image (1970), nos. 78, u8, 124-"7, 132; J. Driehaus,
Beitr.A. 1 (1971), 101-13; M. Lenerz-De Wilde, Germania 56 (1978), 610-13; H.-E. Joachim,
A.Karr.BI. 8 (1978), II9"-15·
18
See 0.-H. Frey in: P.-M. Duval and C. Hawkes (eds.), Celtic Art in Ancient Europe, Five
Prehistoric Centuries (1976), 1414,5; Krura, loc. cir. (n. 13); id. in: P.-M. Duval and V. Kruta (eds.),
L'Art celtique de la periode d'expansion: quatrieme et troisieme siecles avant notre ere, E.cole
Pratique des Hautes t.tudes, 4me section, 3/i3 (1982), 35-"76; id. in: Popoli e facies culturali celtiche
a nord ea sud delle A/pi dal quinto al primo secolo a. C., Atti de/ colloquio intern. Museo Civico
Archeologico Milano (1983), 1-15; C. Peyre in: Duval and Kruta (eds.), L'Art celtique, pp. 51-82.
" For a recent summary see L. Pauli in: Champion and Megaw (eds.), Settlement and Society,
pp. 23-44.
20
See H. Storch, W. Maul, and G. Watzinger, Jena Review (Zeiss) 29/4 (1984), 182f.
16

4. Basse-Yutz: Celtic bronze flagons with coral and enamel or glass inlay
21

chariot grave n2 on the Diirrnberg in Austria (Pl. 57.3). Though there
are technical links between the manufacture of the Diirrnberg and the
Basse-Yutz flagons, 22 Jacobsthal's claim23 for an inseparable connection
between the two has been challenged by L. Pauli and F. Moosleitner,
who believe that the Diirrnberg flagon was made on the Diirrnberg itself
and that at the latter there is no evidence of extensive trade, giftexchange, or conquest from the West.
Pottery parallels have been claimed with the shape in Marnian wheelturned pottery with concave profile. 24 Much closer parallels can be
found however, in a pottery Schnabelkanne from the Hallstatt
cemet~ry (Pl. 58.1). 25 It is, however, worth pointing out that the Giardini
21 See Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 382; H.-J. Hundt, Salzburger Museum_ Carolina
Augusteum Jahresschrift 19 60 (1961), 39-49; id. in: Moosleitner, Pauli, and Pennmge~, Der
Durrnberg bei Hallein, ii. 125-32.; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no. 72.; Pauli, Der
Durrnberg bei Hallein, iii/ 1. 241 ff.; Pauli et al., Die Ke/ten, no. 141; F. Moosle1tner, Die
Schnabelkanne vom Durrnberg: Ein Meisterwerk kelt1scher Handwerkskunst, Salzburger Museum
Carolino Augusreum Jahresschrifr 1985 (1985).
22 See Hundt, Joe. cit. (n. 21).
23
Early Celtic Art, p. 108.
.
" See R. A. Smith, Archaeologia 79 (192.9), esp. 14, fig. 12; Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, nos. 409f.
" Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, p. 108, no. 4o6.
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The Basse- Yutz Find Reconsidered
Margherita stamnoi themselves present a concave profile which could
offer a prototype for this particular Celtic shape.
According to H.-J. Hundt, who has prepared technical reports of the
Basse-Yutz and Diirrnberg flagons, 26 the bodies of all three, including the
sharply carinated shoulders, were created from a single sheet of bronze
hammered into a cylinder shape. 27 P. Craddock and his colleagues of the
British Museum Research Laboratory have since established that the
Basse-Yutz flagons and bodies were raised by hammering out a discshaped piece of bronze without ever creating a seam, as suggested by
Hundt for the Diirrnberg flagon and initially also for the Basse-Yutz pair.
It seems perhaps odd that an opening was made at the foot, since the
considerable problems of attaching the separately made base and
waterproofing it could have been avoided. It is clear that the foot cuff
(Fig. 6) was made of hammered metal, inset with coral and slipped over
the still-open base and attached to the flagon by rivets; the longitudinal
design on the Diirrnberg flagon was beaten up from inside before its cast
base was attached. On the Basse-Yutz flagons the base was hammered
rather than cast into shape, so that it turns up to cover the outside of the
body; there are no traces of a casting core in the rounded hollow of the
base. The base was also turned on a lathe; the chuck has left a small hole

(b )

(a)

(c)

5. The 'Waldalgesheim' or 'vegetal style' and its sources. a (left) and b
(right): Greek acanthus ornament (from red-figure vases); a (right): detail

of silver brooch from Schosshalde, Kt. Bern; b (left): detail of bronze tore
from Dammelberg, Kr. Gross-Gerau; c (above): detail of helmet from
Amfreville, Eure; c (below): detail of bronze scabbard from Sanzeno
North Italy (after 0.-H. Frey in: P.-M. Duval and C. Hawkes (eds.), Celti~
Art in Ancient Europe, Five Protohistoric Centuries (r976), 14r-65;
drawing: A. G. McCormick)

(b)

6. Basse-Yutz: bronze flagons, details of foot-cuffs
26
Through the good offices of Mr Brailsford, in 1973 Prof. H.-J. Hundt of the RomischGermanisches Zentralmuseum, Mainz, undertook an extensive preliminary technical examination
of the two flagons. Subsequent examination and analyses have been carried out by the British
Museum Research Lab. (Dr P. T . Craddock and M . R. Cowell). These will form a major pan of the
final publication.
" See Hundt, loc. cit. (n. 2.1).
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which is covered by a rivet and a coral stud; a similar technique without
the addition of a coral stud is used on the Diirrnberg and Reinheim
flagons. 28
The pouring spout was seated into a U-shaped cut-out in the body.
The open-work part of the throat-palmette was inset with coral, attached
to a backing sheet, then the whole throat decoration was riveted to the
body (Fig. 7; Pl. 58 .2). The rivets here, as elsewhere on the flagons, are
themselves decorated with a concentric pattern produced by a punch.
The mouth cover (Fig. 8) was hammered out in one piece and fitted over
the out-turned top of the flagon body; here again the coral insets are
supported by bronze backing strips between cover and body. The handle
and rim animals are separately cast, presumably by lost-wax casting;
analysis of the metal composition shows that they contain much less
copper, and much more tin and especially lead, than the bronze of the
rest of the flagons.
The base is attached to the body and the flagons waterproofed by the
use of a clay, beeswax, and resin adhesive to line the flagons, the spouts

8. Basse-Yutz: bronze flagons, details of mouths

of which it fills almost completely. The resin provides the only method
of attaching the base to the body. An alternative explanation offered by
the British Museum Research Laboratory is that the resin was used to line
the jug to prevent a chemical reaction between wine and bronze which
would have produced poisonous copper acetate salts. On the Diirrnberg
flagon, however, resin was used only to attach the base rather than to line
the whole interior.
Vessels with pouring spouts were basically foreign to the Celts. It
appears as if the smith(s) responsible for the flagons were familiar with
the outward appearance of Schnabelkannen, but had not seen them
made, nor perhaps handled them themselves to examine the methods of
construction.
Both flagons incorporate lavish inlays of coral, cut to shape and inset
on the foot collars, rims, and throat palmettes. 29 Enamel, or red glass, is
(a)

(b)

7. Basse-Yutz: bronze flagons, details of throat decoration
28

See Hundt, loc. cit. (n. 1.1), and J. Keller, Das keltische Furstengrab 110n Reinheim, i (1965), pls.

2.4-5 .

29 According to Dr B. R. Rosen of the Dept. of Palaeontology at the British Museum (Natural
History) the inlay on the Basse-Yutz Aagons can probably be identified as corallium rubrum. We are
grateful to Dr Sara T. Champion of the Dept. of Archaeology, Univ. of Southampton, for allowing
extensive use of her research, publ. and unpubl., into the Celtic use of coral and 'enamel'. Coral was
apparently used by Continental Celts from Hallstatt C in the 7th cent. BC until the middle La Tene
period in the mid-3rd cent. BC. The first coral was used in the north-west Alpine zone contemporary
with its use at Este. In the late Hallstatt period its use increased and spread to eastern France, th1
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used on the stoppers and on the manes of the animals. 30 Of twenty-one
objects listed by S. T. Champion as decorated with both coral and
enamel all, save the Basse-Yutz flagons and two fibulae, come from
Switzerland . 31 The use of coral is most closely paralleled in the belt
plaque from Weiskirchen grave 1, which uses shaped pieces in a similar
fashion. 32 Champion suggests other close parallels may be the scabbard
from Weiskirchen grave 1 and the Laumershei m terret and proposes a
Middle Rhine workshop for these La Tene A pieces. 33 Her view is that in
the period of the Furstengriiber craftsmen worked in a fixed location for
a single commission ing powerful patron. The lavish use of coral on the
Basse-Yutz flagons certainly suggests access to a large supply of this
luxury raw material, and in the La Tene A period, the Middle Rhine is
the obvious candidate. Others, however, have suggested itinerant craftsmen in this area, producing specialized goods. 34
The neck-guard of the recently restored 4th-century BC Amfreville,
Eure, helmet (Pl. 58.3) uses enamel in flat fields as on the Basse-Yutz
stoppers (Fig. 9); 35 the helmet, a key piece for the developmen t of the
vegetal style, also displays a coral-embel lished panel in the form of a
palmette, not unlike the throat plates of Basse-Yutz. Pace Champion,
however, the Amfreville helmet is unlikely to be a product of a Middle
Marne, central Germany and the Rhineland, and as far east as Bohemia. In the early La Tene A
period, the period of the flagons, its use intensified in the Marne and Middle Rhine, the general area
of the flagons' find-spot, being used not only for fibulae but also for other objects including swordscabbards, helmets, and gold ornaments. By the 4th cent. BC it is more commonly used in the Marne
area than in the Middle Rhine and Switzerland (see S. T . Champion in: Duval and Hawkes (eds.),
Celtic Art, pp. 2.9-40; ead., 'The Use of Coral and Other Substances to Decorate Metalwork in
Central and Western Europe in the Middle and Later Centuries of the First Millennium B.C. ', D.Phil.
thesis, Univ. of Oxford (1977); ead. in: A. C. Renfrew and S. J. Shennan (eds.), Ranking, Resources
and Exchange (1982.), 67-'72.; ead. in: Champion and Megaw (eds.), Settlement and Society, pp.
133--60). Because of the heavy concentration of coral use immediately north of the Alps and its
absence in the Rhone valley, Champion prefers a route for coral importation over the transalpin e
passes from Italy rather than via Marseille and the Rhone, though other writers disagree (e. g. R. A.
Smith, Archaeologia 79 (192.9), 5; K. Spindler, Die fruhen Ke/ten (1983), 32.4f.). While there is no
evidence for coral at Bologna it docs occur at Este.
"' The use of enamel, or rather nor true enamel, which is fused ro metal, but heated opaque red
glass poured into prepared metal fields or cells and allowed to harden, was largely confined to the
north-west Alpine zone, with a few exceptional finds from the Middle Rhine. Its use begins later
than that of coral and ends earlier, save for its long-lasting life in the British Isles (see J. D. Bateson,
Enamel-working in Iron Age, Roman and Sub-Roman Britain: The Products and Techniques, BAR
Brit. Ser. 93 (1981) ); the fact that, as on Basse-Yutz, it was sometimes used together with coral on
the same pieces and overlapping the use of coral in time, shows it was not a substitute for
unavailable coral (see Champion, D.Phil. thesis (cir. n. 2.9), eh. 3).
" Ibid. 151ff.
32
Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 350; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no. 62.; Pauli et
al., Die Ke/ten, no. 2.4.
33
D.Phil. thesis (cir. n. 2.9), pp. 2.68, 2.81 (for the scabbard, see Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no.
100; Pauli et al., Die Ke/ten, no. 2.4; for the rerret, see W. Kimmig, Germania 2.8 (1944-50), 38--60).
34
See Haffner, Die westliche Hunsruck-Eifel-Kultur, pp. 161f.; Megaw, loc. cir. (n. 3).
35
Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 140; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no. no.
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9 . Basse-Yutz: bronze flagons, details of stoppers

Rhine workshop; 36 if one does not wish to follow V. Kruta in suggesting
Italy as the source of the helmet, 37 some more southern area or even the
Marne itself seems more likely.
A detailed examination of the Basse-Yutz flagons reveals that each of
them has its own distinctive artistic signature, though both co~e
without doubt from the same workshop. For instance, flagon 1 has its
incised infilling largely carried out in close-set but random dots, flagon 2
in parallel hatching (Fig. 10).
.
.
.
In the following discussion, the decorative elements will be dealt with
in an order which proceeds roughly from the least disputed to the moS t
controversia l features.

The ducks
The cheerful duck on the spout (Pl. 59.1) belongs to an ornith~mor phic
imagery which extends from the Transalpine Bronze Age and Villanovan
36

D.Phil. thesis (cir. n. 2.9), pp. 319f. See also C. Eluere, Gold Bulletin (Marshallrown} I7 (1985),

II0-11.

" F.tudes Celtiques 15 (1978), 405-2.4.
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heads, the closest comparison is with a bronze comb from Aigle near
Lausanne. 41
The manner in which the duck appears to be swimming unconcerned
by the presence of pursuing canines recalls a group of brooches dated to
the 6th or 5th century BC from the Atestine-Slovene area; 42 the dogs' tails,
swept around in a complete circle, are on these brooches reminiscent of
43
the bestiary of Etruscan bucchero and related bronzes.
40

Geometric patterns

I•}•
ro. Basse-Yutz: bronze flagons, details of handles

prototypes in three dimensions right through to two-dimensional birds'
heads in early Christian insular Celtic metalwork. 38 Here is a rare
example of Celtic realism. As has recently been suggested, 39 it may
represent a male red-crested pochard or a tufted duck.
Despite the general representation of birds, there are in fact few close
stylistic parallels for the Basse-Yutz ducklings with their drilled-out eyes
which once, presumably, held coral settings. Though there is a large and
varied group of contemporary brooches with ducks' or at least birds'
,. See Smith, Archaeologia 79 (192.9), 5; Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, p. 2.5; G. Kossack, Studien
zum Symbolgut der Urnenfelder- und Hallstattzeit Mitteleuropas, RGF 20 (1954); Sir Cyril Fox,
Pattern and Purpose: A Survey of Early Celtic Art in Britain (1958), p. xxiii; G. Cordier, RA 1966,
79-88; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, pp. 68f.
39
See J. V. S. Megaw in: l:.tudes offertes a Jean-Jacques Hatt, i. Revue archeologique de /'Est et
du Centre-Est 32/ 3-4 (1981), 137-43, following Dr J. Kear of the Wildfowl Trust.

Moving back from the spout to the flat surface of the mouth cover, it is
apparent that the geometric interlace, executed with at least two separate
engraving tools, has been applied in somewhat slapdash fashion. The
pattern seems to have been started at the tip of the spout, and comes to
an ignoble and irregular end towards the centre, on one flagon cutting
into the outer edge of the coral-set section (see Fig. 8). In view of the skill
exhibited in other details of workmanship, one can only presume that
the Basse-Yutz metalsmiths had little aptitude in this specialist craft.
The use of rocked engraving tools, 44 like the pattern itself, has a solid
Celtic pedigree which extends back into the repertoire of the preceding
Hallstatt phase of the Early Iron Age. 45 Amongst more accomplished
examples of similar date one may cite a bronze scabbard from the La
Tene period grave 994 at Hallstatt (Fig. na) and another, with a
punched ornament of concentric circles, from Vert-la-Gravelle in the
Marne. 46 One may also add the great bronze helmet of the warrior buried
with his chariot and his companion at La Gorge-Meillet, SommeT our be, also in the Marne. 47
The coral settings on the foot are arranged in a guilloche or rounded
cable pattern. Jacobsthal suggests that the ultimate origin of such
patterns is the Near East, and that it is transmitted to the Celts via Italy,
and especially 5th-century BC Etruscan metalwork. 48 Shefton indicates
49
the parallels in the foot decoration of the Giardini Margherita stamnoi.
'°

Cp. Pauli et al., Die Ke/ten, pp. 109ff.
See Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 375.
42 See J. V. S. Mcgaw, Prace i Materia/y Archeologicznego i Etnograficznego w Lodzi: Seria
Archeologiczna 25 (1978), 263-'72.
" See J. V. S. Mcgaw in: J. Fitz (ed.), The Cells in Central Europe: Papers of the Second
Pannonia Conference, Szekesfehervar 1974, Alba Regia 14 (1975), 23, and also n. 90 below.
" For techniques see P.R. Lowery, R. D. A. Savage, and R. L. Wilkins, Proc.Pr.Hist.Soc. 37
(1971), 167ff.
" See F. Maier, Ber.RGK 39 (1958), 162, pl. 45.2; J. V. S. Mcgaw, Revuearcheologique de /'Est et
du Centre-Est 19 (1968), 129-44; id., WorldA. 3 (1972), 28off.
46 Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, nos. 90, 96; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no. 30.
•' Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 135.
"' Ibid., p. 71.
•• Loe. cir. (n. u).
41
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bronze flagon from Eigenbilzen in Belgian Limburg, but closest of all is
the incised decoration on a fragmentary sword scabbard, an isolated find
from the Diirrnberg. 50 These and another piece from the Diirrnberg are
probably roughly contemporary with the Basse-Yutz flagons at around
400 BC, and the patterns on the first two are combined with intersecting
arcs with areas of dotted decoration, pendent triangles, and dots in circles
(Fig. nb-d).

Palmettes

na. Hallstatt grave 994: detail of bronze sword scabbard (drawing:
courtesy of Romisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, Mainz)

nb. Hoppstadten, Kr. Birkenfeld, barrow 2: detail of engraving on bronze
sieve (drawing: A. S. M. Bartlett)

nc. Eigenbilzen, Belgium: detail of engraving of bronze flagon (drawing:
A. S. M. Bartlett)

nd. Diirrnberg near Hallein, grave 102: detail of bronze mount for
wooden flagon (after F. Moosleitner, Die Schnabelk.anne vom Durrnberg
(1985))
Particularly close is the foot decoration of an unprovenanced stamnos in
Columbia, Missouri (Pl. 59.2).
Bordering the coral-insets on foot-collar, mouth-opening, and the
lower half of the throat-palmettes is a row of small, not-quite-interlocking $-shapes; at a distance these can in fact give the impression of an
interwoven cable or guilloche like that of the foot-collars.
Within the open-work of the throat-palmettes, on the small bronze
squares which alternate with the square coral settings is an incised
chequer-meander pattern. This is related to engravings on the sieve from
Hoppstadten barrow 2 in the Hunsriick-Eifel and on the fragmentary

The backs of the handle and rim animals on the Basse-Yutz flagons and
the throat plates exhibit variations on the classical palmette theme (Fig.
10). D.R. Castriota has attempted to analyse the process by which the
use of the split palmette acting upon elements already existing in the
floral and geometric Early Style produces the continuous patterns
characteristic of the 4th-century BC 'vegetal' or 'Waldalgesheim style'
(Fig. 5). 51 On the Basse-Yutz flagons, however, unlike many Celtic
palmettes which reduce the number of leaves to three, those decorating
the animal backs are pulled out but are relatively densely foliated. Similar
treatment can be observed in the incised decoration of a tubular mount
from the La Bouvandeau, Somme-Tourbe chariot grave. This is one of
several mounts whose use of dot-in-filling combined with simplified and
sometimes open-work lyres or $-spirals and pendent buds offer another
point of contact with Basse-Yutz. 52 Indeed, Castriota's study tends to
support a view that the Basse-Yutz flagons stylistically as well as
geographically bridge the artistic sub-zones of the Rhine and the Marne.
Apart from two dubiously Celtic pieces, the 'Early Style Transformational Sub-group', as identified by Castriota, consists of objects found in
the Marne-Mosel and Western Rhine-Danube Furstengraber area, with
three outliers on the cosmopolitan Diirrnberg. The placing of elements
side-by-side rather than separated can, for example, be clearly seen in the
open-work disc from St-Jean-sur-Tourbe in the Marne, while lateral
palmette leaves side-by-side can also be seen on a disc with coral inserts
from Auvers-sur-Oise. 53 Castriota's 'transitional group' which includes
the Basse-Yutz flagons, shows further development of the process of
'° Megaw, Joe. cit. (n. 43), esp. fig. 14; W. Kimmig, B.Mus.Art. 54 (1983), esp. 44, pl. 3.2; Pauli,
Der Durrnberg bei Hal/ein, iii/1. 222, pl. 1778.
" 'Continuity and Innovation in Celtic and Mediterranean Ornament: a grammatical-syntactical
analysis of the processes of reception and transformation in the decorative arts of antiquity', Ph.D.
thesis, Columbia Univ. (1982), 286-322, figs. 86~7. Cp. also Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, pp. 89,
90, pl. 276, pp 423-5.
52
Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, nos. 168, 171.
" Jacobsrhal, Early Celtic Art, no. 184, and P 342, no. 19; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age,
no . 42; Pauli et al., Die Ke/ten, no . 30.
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more literal translation of classical motifs than is usually the case. One
may, in this context, quote in extenso Ian Finlay's considered view of the
Basse-Yutz flagons:
On the question of the palmette, it does little service to the study of the deeper
significance of Celtic art constantly to measure the developments of such
derived motifs against the yardstick of the Classical prototypes, because the Celt
had no mind to copy. When Jacobsthal refers to the 'double palmette' on the
handles of the Lorraine flagons he might equally well have called it a jui sceptre,
a Chinese motif which it resembles more closely, although I am not suggesting
any connection. One must avoid the temptation to see progressive debasement
of classical motifs in Early Celtic art and look rather for the emergence of a vital
new style. 57
12. !'-1.usee de Besarn;on: unprovenanced Etruscan bronze flagon, detail of
Celtic engraved ornament (after 0.-H. Frey in: Hommages aLucien Lerat
,
i (1984), 293-308)

what 0.-H. Frey in discussing the artistic pedigree of the Besan~on
flagon has called 'coalescence'. 54 In this group of objects five come from
the Marne, three from Bohemia, and one, the Celtic embellished
Etruscan flagon now in Besan~on, is unprovenanced (Fig. 12). On the
throat-palmette of Basse-Yutz as on these other objects the result of the
running together of palmettes into continuous form can be seen· the
a_xial filler and the curved-sided triangle emerge as forms in their 'own
nght, and the characteristic Celtic ambiguity as to what is background
and what fore?round becomes apparent. The increased prominence of
these curved-sided elements can be seen in pieces slightly later than the
Basse-Yutz flagons; for example, in the incised decoration of the helmet
froi:n Berru in the Marne55 or the related and highly complex incised
design on the Besan~on Schnabelkanne. Here, the Amfreville helmet
(Pl. 58.3), cited already in connection with its use of coral and enamel
marks the_ ch~nge from old to new; a comparable recently found helme;
fro~ Agns m the Charente shows slightly less tendency to create
contmuous pattern from adjoining elements. 56 Both helmets show ItaloGreek i_nfluence and may perhaps have been made in Italy. Arguments
suggestmg that free-hand executed split palmettes as seen on Basse-Yutz
are based on Hellenistic forms which could not have been imitated to the
north of the Alps before the beginning of the 4th century BC expect a
". In : Annales litteraires de l'Universite de Besanfon, ser. 7h (1955), 4-30, and in: Hommages a
Lucien Lerat, 1 (1984), 293-308.
" Jacobsrhal , Early _Celtic Art, no. 136; R. Joffroy, Antiquites Nationales 5 (1973), 45ff.; U.
Schaaff, Jb.Z.Mus.Mamz 20 (1973), 81-106; Pauli et al., Die Ke/ten, no. 22.
56
J. Gomez de Soto, Current Archaeology 7 (1981), 301; id., Archeologia 164 (1982), 6--7; A.
Duval and D. Heude {eds.), L'Art celtique en Gaule (1983), no. 91; Eluere, loc. cir. (n. 36).

Faces
The complex disintegration of the significantly different throat palmettes
on the two Basse-Yutz flagons can also be read as faces, examples of the
elusive and transformational properties of Celtic art. Three faces (see
Figs. 7, 10, and 13) have been made out in each throat palmette and
compared to those on a tore from Prunay in the Marne. 58 This 'Cheshire
Cat style' we have preferred to interpret, following Gombrich, as a
universal human propensity to 'see' faces in patterns and to play games
with reversible images, a propensity which in the Celtic world takes on a
particular significance in view of the major role given to the human head
in Celtic belief and custom. 59
Much more obvious but non-identical faces appear on the handle
attachments (Pl. 59.3); again, these can be read both upright and upsidedown. These faces, with their round eyes as big as saucers, though only
one coral eyeball survives, scrolled eyebrows, and moustaches, have their
closest relatives in such pieces as a gold finger ring from the warrior's
grave at Rodenbach, Kr. Kaiserslautern (Pl. 59.4), found with a Schnabelkanne, basins, and Motte-St Valentin kantharos. 60 Other comparanda
include the gold leaf masks from such rich graves as Ferschweiler
(Pl. 60.1) 61 or Schwarzenbach 62 or the central face on the coral-encrusted
51 Celtic Art: An Introduction (1973), 46. Cp. Jacobsrhal, Early Celtic Art, 38; N. K. Sandars,
Prehistoric Art in Europe {2nd ed., 1985), 357 n. 40.
58 See M. Lenerz-De Wilde in: Duval and Krura {eds.), L'Art celtique, 103, figs. 8-9; Jacobsrhal,
Early Celtic Art, no. 22.3.
" Sec J. V. S. Mcgaw, PZ 43-4 (1965-6), 96-166; id., Art of the European Iron Age; id.,
Proc.Pr.Hist.Soc. 36 (1970), 261-79; id., loc. cir. {n. 5) and cp. E. H. j. Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A
Study in the Psychology of Perception {5rh ed., 1977); id., The Sense of Order: A Study in the
Psychology of Decorative Art (1979), esp. pp. 264ff.
60
Jacobsrhal, Early Celtic Art, no. 72; J. V. S. Mcgaw, PZ 43-4 (1965-6), esp. pl. 2, fig. 2; id., Art
of the European Iron Age, no. 58.
61
Jacobsrhal, Early Celtic Art, no. 30; Megaw, PZ 43-4, esp. pl. 3.1; id, Art of the European Iron
Age, no. 57.
62
Jacobsrhal, Early Celtic Art, no. 34.
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Weiskirchen grave r belt plaque. These and other human representations seem to have been a key iconographical feature of the princely
culture of the Hunsriick-Eifel region of which, in geographical terms,
Basse-Yutz is a western outlier.
The basal face grows from the handle beast, yet another point of
comparability with the technically similar Diirrnberg flagon (Pl. 57.3); 64
while a brooch from the Diirrnberg also displays a similar face. 65 The
faces on the rim of the Barsch flagon from central Germany also have
similarities to Basse-Yutz; 66 this flagon Jacobsthal, mistakenly in our
view, took to be from the same hand as those from Basse-Yutz because
of so-called 'Orientalizing' features; 67 the Barsch flagon, following its
recent reconstruction (Pl. 57.2), has indeed been claimed to be the earliest
Central European flagon of Celtic manufacture. 68
The immediate source of inspiration for both the clean-shaven
Diirrnberg and the moustachio'd Basse-Yutz heads is clear, and lies not
in the East but in Italy (Fig. 13). Thence came the silen heads whose
translation towards these Celtic faces can be observed on the Stamnos
handles of the second Weiskirchen grave (Pl. 60.2) when compared with
the flagon handle face from the Kleinaspergle grave (Pl. 60.3) which itself
also contained a stamnos;69 the resemblance is so close that here, surely,
we can observe the process of translation from Italic to Celtic motif, not
mere copying but transformation. This must have been a lengthy process;
as J. N. Coldstream observes in another context, 'Men do not suddenly
copy the art of complete strangers through casual imports' .70 Another
Italic prototype can be seen on a stamnos from an outlier of the
chieftainly graves of the Hunsriick-Eifel area, Altrier in Luxemburg. 71
Relevant is the fragmentary silen mask mould dated to 480-460 BC from
the Heuneburg on the Upper Danube, which offers yet another clue to the
processes of development of a new, Celtic, art. 72
Shefton in considering the important phenomenon of retardation of
motifs in Etruscan as compared with Celtic art has noted the ultimate
ancestry of the curious curling, often 's' or balloon-shaped crowning
features, the Fischblasenmuster of slightly later Celtic metalwork and
63

63 Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 350; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no . 61..
" See above and n. 1.1.
" Jacobsthal , Early Celtic Art, no. 307; Pauli, Der Diirrnberg bei Hallein, iii/ 1 III, fig. 9.
66
Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 83; Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no . 66.
67
Die Antike 10, pp. 3-45 , and Early Celtic Art, p. 153 .
68 Storch et al. , loc. cit. (n. 1.0).
" See Megaw, PZ 43- 4, pp. 101ff.
7() In: H . G . Niemeyer (ed. ), Phonizier im Westen , MB 8 (1981.), 1.71..
71
See G. Thill, Hem echt 1.4 (1971.), 487--98.
n W. Kimmig and O.-W. von Yacano, Germania 51 (1 973), 71.-85; Megaw, in: Champion and
Megaw (eds.) , Settlement and Society, p . 168.
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sculpture. As observed on the handles of the Kleinaspergle class of
stamnoi-including that from the type-site and Weiskirchen-such
elements appear to be transmitted from Vulci and ultimately late 6thcentury BC 'Chalcidian' eye-cups.
From 6th-century BC Etruscan metalwork stems the placing of human
heads on or supported by floral elements. With typical Celtic perversity,
the Basse-Yutz flagons place the palmette derivatives as head-dresses
rather than supporters. This Celtic reversal has a long life in metalwork,
from the Cheshire Cat examples of the Basse-Yutz faces to the realistic
expressionism of the early 4th-century BC spouted Waldalgesheim flagon 74 or late insular metalwork. 75 The Basse-Yutz flagon handle faces
also show the so-called Hathor wig, hatched on each side of the face and
with scrolls at the bottom. This feature reached the Celts from Egypt via
Etruria, 76 as is clearly visible on an Etruscan handle currently in the
University Museum of Classical Art and Archaeology, Newcastle upon
Tyne. 77
With so clear an Italic pedigree for the faces there seems no need to
seek immediate oriental prototypes; the 'mask' elements seen by Jacobsthal as Eastern have once again plenty of 'Orientalizing' prototypes.78
Before, however, facing up to one of the most controversial aspects of the
derivation of early Celtic art, we must return, literally, to the top of our
subject, the stoppers (Fig. 9) .
It has been obvious since they were first examined that the flagon s
were old when buried and had undergone modifications. The stoppers
had originally been secured in the mouth opening with an iron bayonet
fitting; later, when these oxidized, the stoppers were attached, as at
present shown, with chains from the jaw of the handle beasts. When
found, flagon I had apparently lost its domed bronze and enamel
covering, revealing the clay core within the main casting of the stopper to
which the top had been stuck, rather than attached in any more
permanent fashion. In 1973, H.-J. Hundt found the 'missing' piece
buried in the resin in the bottom of the flagon. The design is basically
formed of four lotus buds, with tips joining at each corner so that, as
Castriota comments, 'the overall pattern corresponds closely to radial
curvilinear and meander patterns of Hallstatt or Early La Tene type' .79

M. Lenerz-De Wilde points out that, though it uses circles like those on
one of the harness discs from the Marne chariot grave of Ecury-sur-Coole,
Basse-Yutz is moving away from the compass-drawn designs characteristic of early Furstengraber art towards the emergence of freehand design
and the continuous vegetal tendril patterns. 80
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73

71

In: W. Schiering (ed.), Die Aufnahme fremder Kultureinflusse in Etrurien und das Problem des
Retardierens in der etruskischen Kunst, Schriften des deurschen Arch aologenverbandes 5 (1981),
II7-2-3-

Megaw, A rt of the European Iron Age, no. 78; Drieha us, Beitr.A., 1, pp. 101- 13.
See B. Raftery, Proceedings Royal Irish A cadem y 74, sect. C (1974), 1-10.
76
J acobsrh al, Early Celtic Art , pp. 15 f., 21.
n See Pa uli et al., Die Ke/ten, p. 81, fig. 12, also F. W. von Hase, Beitr.A. 3/ 1 (1973), 51-64, esp.

74

75

pl. 7.
-, Von H ase, loc. cir.
"' ' Continuity and Innovation' (cir. no.

sr), p. 309, fig. 36a.
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ANIMALS AND THE ORIENT

The handle and rim animals have caused more dispute than any other
features of the flagons (Fig. 10; Pl. 60.4). R. Smith in the first major
publication of the find claimed the beasts as lions and sought a Greek
source for them and for those on the Barsch flagon, which displays
similar haunch spirals; later in the paper, however, he suggests the Kohan
district north of the Caucasus as the source for both the animals and the
use of enamelling, and a route via the Danube from South Russia. 81 In
the same year, Jacobsthal, while discussing the Kleinaspergle and Barsch
flagons, emphasized their Ionian Greek and especially their Etruscan
parallels. 82 After all, as he later wrote, it was in Etruria that 'motives grow
like weeds'. 83
In his first discussion of Basse-Yutz, Jacobsthal-apparently convinced by Smith-also quoted the handle and rim animals and the
enamelling as showing Eastern influence, as too, he thought, did other
exotic beasts on early La Tene metalwork. 84 The beasts he took for
wolves and compared their heads with the silver leaf examples from
Brezovo in Bulgaria. 85 The route for the transmission for such Eastern
influence, again following Smith, was regarded as up the Danube; to
bridge the worrying gap between Celts on the upper Danube and
Scythians near its mouth, he suggested later that the Celts had employed
Eastern artisans. 86
By the time of the publication of Early Celtic Art, however, Jacobsthal had retreated from this view, though still emphasizing the oriental
influence. 87 Since Jacobsthal, there have been other determined efforts to
Zirkelornament in der Kunst der Latenezeit, Mii nchner Beitrage zur Vor- und Friihgeschichre
25 (1977), 83, pl. 61.
81
Archaeologia 79 (1929), 9f.
82
].d.l. 44 (1929), 198- 213.
" Early Celtic Art, p. 46.
" Die Antike 10, pp. 28f. For the pieces in question see Jacobsrhal, Early Celtic Art, nos. 16-17,
59, 63, and Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, nos. 44, 55, 63.
85 See E. Venedikov, Thracian Treasures from Bulgaria: A Special Exhibition held at the British
Museum , January-March 1976 (1976), nos. 208-1 5; H .-G. Hiirrel, Germania 56 (1978), 150-;n.
86
Proc. Brit.Ac. 37 (1941), 303- 19.
81
Early Celtic Art, p. 160.
80
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link the La Tene Celts directly with Eastern influences. 88 The Basse-Yutz
handle animals in particular have been compared with elements of
Scythian, Achaemenid Persian, or even Siberian art. 89
For the 'Orientalizing' elements on Basse-Yutz, however, one need
look no further than the situla art of Este and Slovenia, or the art of
Etruria; the handle beasts of Basse-Yutz have relatives, haunch and
shoulder spirals included, on the lid of the situla from the Villa
Benvenuti, Este grave 124. 90
The dashed pelts of the handle and rim animals again have been
suggested as an oriental feature derived this time from woodcarving. 91
Such dashing can also, however, be seen on the indubitably Celtic
Parsberg brooch, where the crouching griffons at the foot-related to the
Weiskirchen belt plaque sphinxes-have similarly decorated coats as
well as shoulders and haunch spirals. 92 This is not the place to follow the
brooch's stylistic relationships in detail. It does, however, have similarities with the gold find from Erstfeld, Kt. Uri, which has been claimed to
have been made in an Etruscan workshop which also contained Celtic
goldsmiths. 93 Erstfeld, to come full Celtic circle, has in turn been claimed
to have certain decorative details in common with Basse-Yutz: 94 it is
almost certainly of Rhineland origin. 95
Recently, attempts have been made to bridge the East-West gap with
at present unproven and possibly unprovable hypotheses. 96 Celts, it is
suggested, might have made forays down the Danube earlier than their
recorded meeting with Alexander the Great in the 4th century BC; again,
since a small number of Achaemenid Persian objects have been found in
Bulgaria and Romania, home of the Eastern-influenced art of Thrace and
Dacia, such material might have been passed up the Danube into Celtic
territory by trade or gift-exchange and not been unearthed by archaeologists. 97
"' e.g. by T. G. E. Powell, Prehistoric Art (1966}; id. in: J. Boardman, M.A. Brown, and T. G. E.
Powell (eds.), European Community in Later Prehistory (1971), and N. K. Sandars, Antiquity 45
(1971), 103-12; ead. in: Duval and Hawkes (eds.), Celtic Art in Ancient Europe, pp. 41-60; ead.,
Celtic Art: An Introduction (cit. n. 57).
89 T. Talbot-Rice, The Scythians
(1957), 188, 191, pls. 33-5; N. K. Sandars, Antiquity 45 (1971),
IlO, fig. 4.
90 0.-H. Frey,
Die Entstehung der Situlenkunst: Studien zur figiirlich verzierten Toreutik von
Este, RGF JI (1969), no. 14, pl. 65; Castriota, 'Continuity and Innovation' (cit. n. 51), p. 255, fig.
81.1.
91
See Sandars, Prehistoric Art (cit. n. 57), p. 360 n. 41.
92 Jacobsthal, Early Celtic Art, no. 316; Megaw, Art of the European
Iron Age, no. 63; Pauli et
al., Die Ke/ten, no. u9.
" R. Wyss, Der Schatzfund von Erstfeld: Friihkeltischer Goldschmuck aus den Zentralalpen
(1975), esp. p. 56.
94 Lenerz-De Wilde, loc. cit. (n. 17).
95
Megaw, Art of the European Iron Age, no. 84; id., World.A. 3 (1972), esp. pp. 278ff.
96 For a useful summary see Kimmig, B.Mus.Art. 54, pp. 48ff.
" See H. Luschey and F. Fischer in: R. M. Boehmer and H . Hauptmann (eds.), Beitriige zur
Altertumskunde Kleinasiens: Festschrift fur Kurt Bittel (1983), 313-29, and 191-202 respectively.
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By contrast, many other writers have been steadily and cumulatively
increasing the evidence of trade and other contacts between the transalpine Celts and Italy. Prototypes for 'Orientalizing' features in Celtic art
are visible in the Italo-Greek world, with emphasis on the transalpine
rather than the Massaliote-controlled route up the Rhone. 98 While there
is no archaeological evidence for a settled Celtic presence in the Middle
Danube and beyond before the 4th century BC, Kruta has shown that the
Celts were settled in northern Italy well before the beginning of the 4th
century BC, while Castriota uncompromisingly sums up the problem
thus:
In the absence of any specific archaeological or historical evidence for contacts
between Persians or Scythians and Celts at the beginning of the La Tene period,
it is simply unnecessary if not erroneous to insist upon a direct Oriental source
for such zoomorphic ornament in early La Tene art. 99

After this eastern excursion it is worth pointing to more local Celtic
parallels for the ambiguous Basse-Yutz handle beasts, dogs with prickedup ears rather than wolves. It is frustrating that we know nothing of the
find circumstances of the hunting-dog handle with collar now in the
British Museum, but it, and the early La Tene dog-headed brooch from
the Wien-Leopoldau cemetery, provide some relatives. 100

CONCLUSIONS

One may now attempt to answer the three most obvious questions
concerning the Basse-Yutz flagons-where were they made, by whom,
and at what date.
The lavish use of coral suggests an area where this imported substance
was plentiful, such as the Middle Rhine, an area also relatively close to
the Swiss and Upper Rhine centres of enamel production. This westerly
origin is apparently confirmed by the Hunsriick-Eifel parallels for the
handle faces.
Stylistically, Weiskirchen provides the greatest number of parallels as
well as closely comparable coral inlaying. 101 Technically, the closest
relative for the flagons is the Schnabelkanne from Diirrnberg grave n2,
98
Frey, loc. cit. (n. 54); Driehaus, loc. cit. (n. 5); von Hase, loc. cit. (n. 77); F. Schwappach,
Hamb.Beitr.A. 14 (1974), 103-40; Megaw, loc. cit. (n. 43).
99
'Continuity and Innovation', p. 259. See also V. Kruta, St.Et,. 46 (1978), 149-74; id., loc. cit.
(nn. 13 and 18).
100
Jacobstahl, Early Celtic Art, nos. 384 and 315A respectively; S. Nebebay in: M. Gustin (ed.),
Keltske Studije, Poswski Muzej Brezice Knjig, iv (1977), 51ff., esp. pl. 1.3.
"' We are indebted to Prof. A. Haffner, Inst. fiir Ur- und Friihgeschichte, Univ. of Kiel, who is
preparing a reconsideration of the Weiskirchen material, for his independent opinion based on a
close comparative study of the Basse-Yutz flagons .
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which Pauli and Moosleitner refuse to consider as made anywhere other
than the rich and powerful Diirrnberg itself. 102 In view of their other
Middle Rhine connections, however, it seems most unlikely that the
Basse-Yutz examples were traded or otherwise brought from Austria. The
possibility remains that the Diirrnberg flagon could have itself been
traded from the Rhine region or that a travelling specialist craftsman
could have visited the cosmopolitan Diirrnberg.
The date of the flagons is probably towards the end of the 5th or the
beginning of the 4th century BC. Shefton's discussion of the stamnoi as
summarized here confirms such a date, though the Giardini Margherita
Stamnos would have been old by the 4th century BC. The flagons, too,
were old when buried, as is shown by the identical repairs carried out to
the stoppers when the original bayonet fittings rusted.
As to Basse-Yutz's combination of Hallstatt, southern, and oriental
elements, the Hallstatt tradition is clear, as too is the classical contribution in the translation of silen handles to Cheshire Cat faces and in the
provision of the palmette motif. The oriental element seems also to have
been transmitted to the Celts through the 'Orientalizing' phase of Greek
and Etruscan art rather than by direct Celtic contact with Achaemenian
Persians or royal Scythians, and to attest to an 'Orientalizing' phase in
northern Europe as well. 103 From these southern and 'Orientalizing'
elements the Celts accepted and adapted those elements they wished,
and ignored others such as narrative art.
Yet, though Basse-Yutz encapsulates the crucial elements of the Early
Style, it also looks forward to the 'Waldalgesheim' or 'vegetal style' in its
adaptation of palmettes (see Fig. 5). This suggests perhaps that the
movement towards continuous pattern was apparent in a number of
western Celtic locations outside Italy, though the transformation and
spread may well have required the stylistic impetus offered by the Celtic
invasion of Italy early in the 4th century Bc. 104 Basse-Yutz, then, may
also stand towards the end of the art of the princely culture, at the point
where it was giving way to a less stratified society. Its stylistic descendants are certainly mainly to be found not in the princely Middle Rhine
but in flat-grave areas further up the Rhine or in the Marne area.
It may be thought suitable at such a celebratory symposium as the
First Australian Congress of Classical Archaeology to have discussed
vessels, both Italian and ltalo-Greek influenced, associated with men of
high status and with the products of the vine. Basse-Yutz is a unique find
for a unique occasion. Despite alternative views, 105 the four bronzes

almost certainly represented the chef-d'reuvre of a rich burial, perhaps
even a double grave--a 'his-and-hers' set. The receptiveness to elements
of southern ornament which the flagons exhibit coincides with the early
phase of the long period of Celtic colonization of Italy. The archaeological legacy of the Celts is evidence of the way in which culture contact
and major social change can transform modes of artistic expression.
Nowhere is this more closely to be seen than in the Basse-Yutz find.

102

Pauli, Der Durrnberg bei Hallein, iiih. 2.41ff.; Moosleirner, Die Schnabelkanne (cir. n. 2.1).
Pauli in : Champion and Megaw (eds.), Settlement and Society, p. 33.
'°' Castriora, 'Continuity and Innovation', and Peyre, loc. cir. (n. 18). For arguments in favour of
a more exclusively Italian origin see Kruta, loc. cir. (nn. 13, 18, and 99).
10
> e.g. Millorte, Carte archeo/ogique (cit. n. 6), p. 58.
10
'
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Early Iberian Sculpture and 'Phocaean
Colonization'~:WALTER TRILLMICH

(German Archaeological Institute, Madrid)

The main aim of this paper is to examine the view, widely held since
E. Langlotz's work on Phocaea and its role in the Hellenization of the
Mediterranean, 1 that the emergence of Iberian sculpture was due to
'Phocaean influence' 2 and, as has recently been proposed, more specifically to Phocaean sculptors working in the Iberian peninsula. 3 This
examination will be based exclusively on a brief analysis of three recent
finds of Iberian sculpture. They are approximately dated on external
evidence and seem firmly to contradict that hypothesis. 4
Probably the earliest complex of Iberian sculpture known so far was
found in 1971 in a necropolis at Pozo Moro near Albacete, La Mancha. 5
The sculptures are dated by Greek pottery found in one of the principal
• I should like to express my gratitude to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for a grant that
enabled me to participate in this Congress, and to Jean-Paul Descceudres for the revision of the
English text. The photos are all by P. Witte, German Archaeological Inst., Madrid.
' Die kulture/le und kunstlerische Hellenisierung der Kiisten des Mittelmeers durch die Stadt
Phokaia (1966).
2
'Influences de la colonisation phoceenne sur la sculpture iberique' was the title of a paper read
by T. Chapa Brunet at the 1981 congress in Naples on 'Velia et les Phoceens ': PP 37 (1982), 274;11.
It provoked an intervention by C. Bencivenga (p. 391) who asked how the sculptures from Pozo
Moro (see below) would fit into this picture. General conceptual confusion is caused by the fact that
nobody seems to know what 'in fluence ' in the case of monumental sculpture (to which this paper is
confined) should mean or how it might have worked, unless one assumes the physical presence of
Greek craftsmen (see below, n. 3) and arrives at terms like 'a rte griego provincial' (A. Garcia y
Bellido, A.Esp. 14 (1940), 350).
' Especially under the impression caused by the Obulco finds (see below), A. Blanco Freijeiro, La
Antigiiedad: Historia de/ Arte Hispanico, ih (1982), 40, speaks of 'escultura ibcro-focense'
considering the possibility of Phocaean masters at work (p. 45) as do, more or less confidently,
Chapa Brunet (PP 37, p. 380), Blazquez (see n. 15)-who explicitly speaks of ' the Phocaean
sculpture of Obulco'-A. J. Dominguez Monedero, Gerion 3 (1985), 362, and many others.
• I am, of cou rse, well aware of the existence of other, mostly undated, Iberian sculptures that
look more Greek in form, a nd do not deny the presence of Greek elements in Iberian sculpture. I plan
to present a fuller study of the Iberian style in sculpture elsewhere. Meanwhile, see the important
paper by S. Ferri, Cr.d.A. 2/ 3 (1937), 120-4; W. Trillmich, 'Ein Kopffragmcnt aus Verdolay bei
Murcia. Zur Problematik der Datierung iberischer Grossplastik aufgrund griechischer Vorbilder',
MM 16 (1975), 208-45, and, above all, the brilliant summary of the history and problems of the
studies of Iberian sculpture by E. A. Llobregat Conesa: Contestania iberica (1972), 159ff., esp.
pp. 163- 4.
' M. Almagro-Gorbea, MM 24 (1983), 177-293 (wi th bibliography) .
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burials to some time after 500 BC. They are rem1mscent of oriental
works, mainly of Late Hittite style, and are considered by M. Almagro
Gorbea to be late representatives of an orientalizing art that persisted into
the 5th century BC as a result of the long Phoenician-Tartessian tradition
in the south of the Iberian peninsula.
Nothing is known of the meaning of most of the sculptural representations and the current debate on this topic appears to have come to a
dead end. 7 In any case, it is pointless to look out for Gilgamesh or
Heracles, as the reliefs in question are neither oriental nor Greek, but
Iberian. 8 A case in point is the figure on the shorter face of the relief with
the banquet scene (Pl. 61.1) .9 It represents neither Reshef nor some
oriental divinity of tempest, 10 but an Iberian warrior with the characteristic short tunic, broad belt around the extremely narrow waist, small
round shield, and helmet with a huge crest that can be best paralleled to
an iron crest from a tomb at El Cigarralejo. 11
This figure, the only identifiable one so far, seems to indicate that the
owner of the monumental tomb was Iberian, a man wealthy enough to
afford such luxuries as two Attic vases as well as an Etruscan(?) bronze
jug. 12 The striking fact is that these goods seem to be the exception in an
otherwise purely Iberian orientalizing context. The lions and the reliefs
prove the existence of monumental Iberian architecture and stone
sculpture in the early 5th century BC without any Greek 'influence' at all,
let alone any presence of Greek artists.
The second complex of Iberian monumental sculpture that, to some
extent, can be dated on external evidence, comes from the necropolis of
Obulco (modern Porcuna) in the province of Jaen. 13 According to the few
published notes on the context of these statues and reliefs, they must
have been carved considerably earlier than 400 BC. 14 Photographs of some
of them have been recently published by J.M. Blazquez, according to
whom they were made by Phocaean artists. 15
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These sculptures are, indeed, of outstanding quality, as can be
appreciated by the masterly treatment of the smooth surfaces and by the
extreme fidelity in the rendering of details, such as those of armour and
weapons. Manual skill, or artistic quality, however, does not necessarily
indicate Greek artists at work. On the contrary, the sculptures exhibit a
number of features and ways of artistic expression ('style') which bestow
on them a definitely non-Greek character, particularly if one remembers
that they belong to the 5th century BC. 16 Note, for instance, the crude
realism in the fighting scene (Pl. 61.2), 17 the way the mouth of a
fragmented warrior's head has been drawn (Pl. 6r. 3), 18 characteristic of a
tendency to transform anatomical details into ornamental patterns,
and-more generally-the preference for stylization, for large, undifferentiated surfaces and massive volumes, which leads to unbalanced
proportions and a lack of firm structure (Pl. 62.1-2). 19
Undeniably, the Obulco masters were aware of Greek art. This can
be seen, for example, in the group of a 'lion' fighting with a snake
(Pl. 62.3). 20 The palmette and volute ornament beneath the lion's paws
(Pl. 62.4) may have been inspired by Greek architectural decorations. 21 At
the same time, such Greek parallels clearly demonstrate that the Obulco
palmette cannot be the work of a Greek sculptor. A closer look reveals
that the model-if there was one--has been transformed into an almost
living element which participates in the fighting scene. The tail of the
snake divides the palmette into two halves, and where the snake's body
glides over it the volute is impressed by its weight like a pillow.
Another 'Greek' element might be found in a statue of a man of which
Blazquez has only published the front view. 22 The rear view shows that
the mantle and its draping are typically Iberian (Pl. 63.1). There is a
strange piece of cloth hanging from his left forearm (Pl. 63.2), zig-zag
folded in a way that recalls Greek rendering of garments. On closer
inspection, these folds reveal that one is again dealing with a transformation of originally Greek forms. The zig-zag movement of the folds has
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The reconstruction of a single huge funerary tower (ibid., pls. 16ff.) is erroneous in many
aspects: note, for instance, that one of the corner-lions is lower than its companions. It seems likely
that there were at least two tomb-monuments with sculptural decoration at Pozo Moro.
7
Summarized by Almagro-Gorbea, MM 24, pp. 195ff.
8
Cp. the appropriate remarks by Dominguez Monedero, Gerion 3, p. 366.
9
Almagro-Gorbea, MM 24, pp. 196-'7 pl. 23b.
10
Pace J.M. Blazquez, A.Esp. 52 (1979), 148-9.
11
MM 9 (1968), 174-5, fig. 21, pl. 38a.
12
Almagro-Gorbea, MM 24, pp. 184ff., pls. 14-15.
13
I cordially thank the director of the Museo de Jaen, I. Negeruela, for allowing and assisting a
detailed examination of these works which are still in the course of restoration.
" J . F. Torrecillas Gonzalez, La necropolis de epoca tartessica de/ Cerillo Blanco (1985), 32-3,
37-8. The find dates from 1974.
" J.M. Blazquez and J. Gonzalez Navarrete, AJA 89 (1985), 61-9, pls. 9-20 (add to the
bibliography: T. Chapa Brunet, PP 37 (1982), 380--5); no measurements of the pieces are given. (See
now J. A. Gonzalez Navarrete, Escultura iberica de Cerrillo Blanco, Porcuna, Jaen (1987), and
A. Blanco Freijeiro, B.Ac.Hist. 184 {1987), 405-45.)

'' Nothing but an abysmal difference results from Blazquez' comparisons between the warrior
with horse (AJA 89 (1985), 62-3, no. 2, pl. 9, fig. 2) and the Albani relief (p. 63, n. 14} or between the
group of a warrior fighting with a griffin (pp. 63-4, no. 3, pl. 10) and the Olympian bull-metope
(p. 63 n. 16).
'' Lion(?) attacking an animal(?); preserved h. 43 cm. Cp. the spear protruding from the shoulder
of a warrior: AJA 89 (1985), 67, no. 15, pl. r8, fig. 19 (preserved h. of this torso 56 cm).
" H. of the fragment: c. 22 cm. Cp. the tracing of lips and eyelids in the case of a second helmeted
head: AJA 89 (1985), 64, no. 4, pl. II (h. 37 cm).
19 Pl. 62.1 shows a warrior (preserved h. 70 cm) of the same type as the one illustrated in AJA 89
(1985), pl. 9, fig. 1 (preserved h. 84 cm); pl. 62.2 shows the reverse side of another warrior of this type
(preserved h. 78 cm).
20
AJA 89 (1985), 65, no. 7, pl. 13, fig. 10. Preserved h. of the group 82 cm.
21
See e.g. Ionian capitals: W. Atzinger, 0.Jh. 50 (1972-5), 169ff.; acroreria: F. Srudniczka, ].d.I.
26 (19II), 65ff., figs. 9-II; altar (Syracuse}: E. Langlotz and M. Hirmer, Die Kunst der Westgriechen
in Sizilien und Unteritalien (1963) 61, pl. 24, above.
22
AJA 89 (198J), 66-'7, no. 10, pl. 15, fig. 10. Preserved h. 102 cm.
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become an independent ornament, resembling a network of leather straps
tied around a piece of cloth.
In both cases comparisons with the alleged parallels or 'models' in
Greek art lead to the conclusion that there were no Greek masters at work
at Obulco. Instead, there were Iberian artists who had developed their
own distinctive style. They were familiar with Greek art, using its
formulae whenever and wherever they wanted.
The third example of Iberian sculpture to be discussed is the Dama de
Baza (Pl. 63.3). 23 She was found in 1971, buried in a grave-construction
that can be dated to the early 4th century BC by the other burials in its
vicinity, 24 thus providing evidence for contact with, and at the same time
independence of, Greek art lasting to the 4th century BC. Figurines from
the Sicilian sanctuary of Demeter Malophorus, 25 or, closer to Spain, from
Ibiza, 26 could be considered as parallels or 'models' for the iconography
of the sitting female figure or for the shape of her throne. However, they
hardly aid the interpretation of this statue which, on the whole, is not
Greek. Despite the well-known zig-zag folds of her mantle which are
quite possibly of Greek origin, this work is essentially Iberian as can be
observed by the squatting pose of the figure and the apparent lack of
shoulders, a feature reminiscent of the famous Dama de Eiche. Furthermore, the flat face with its plump features is incomparable to any Greek
face of the 5th or early 4th centuries BC.
Again, there is a significant iconographic detail that reveals the
distance between this and any formally comparable Greek work. The
elegant gesture of the left hand holding a flower, or some other object in
the case of the terracotta figurines, has been transformed and used for the
simple purpose of showing the five heavy finger rings the Dama de Baza
wears.
Perhaps the most surprising, and certainly the most significant feature
of the whole complex, is the fact that this supposedly Greek-looking
statue was found in a rich grave that did not contain a single Greek
vase, 27 while the surrounding contemporary burials are full of imported
Greek pottery.
The brief analysis of form and style of three examples of Iberian
monumental sculpture which have been dated, on grounds of their
archaeological context rather than stylistically, to the early 5th (Pozo
Moro), mid-5th (Obulco), and early 4th centuries BC (Baza) suggests that
z, F. Presedo Velo, Trab.Prehist . 30 (1973), 151-2.03, pls. 1- 4.
" Trab .Prehist. 30, p. 163, fig. 1, pls. 1-2., and p. 161, for a list of datable Greek vases.
25 Ibid., p. 196, pl. 10.1 = Langlotz and Hirmer, Die Kunst der Westgriechen, pl. 68.
26 Presedo Velo, Trab .Prehist. 30, p. 194, pl. 9.4 = M. J. Almagro-Gorbea, Corpus de /as
terracotas de Ibiza (1980), 155, no. B8565, pl. 91.
27 For the splendid Iberian vases of this burial see Presedo Velo, Trab .Prehist. 30, pp. 164ff., pls.
7-8.
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the notion of the Phocaeans providing the Iberians with the art of
monumental stone sculpture should be seriously re-examined. Above all,
it is necessary to acknowledge that Iberian sculpture is sculpture of the
Iberians, 28 who adopted from the Greeks, and others, what they wanted
and when they felt like it, maintaining their cultural, ideological, and
artistic independence, just as they maintained their political independence in the so-called Phocaean colonization of Spain. 29
,. Again, cp. the remarks of Llobregat Conesa, Contestania iberica, p. 164.
29 Artistic criteria set aside, it seems impossible to assume that a single centre like Phocaea would
have had enough economic and cultural power to put entire non-Greek societies under its exclusive
influence. Nor was this ever the aim of Phocaean activities in the West. On the contrary, according
to the well-known story told by Herodotus (1. 163), the Phocaeans refused the offer of King
Arganthonius to settle in Tartessus; it would have been the end of their wealth based on trade.
Settlement names like ' Emporion' or ' Molybdana', or navigators' terms like 'Hemeroskopeion', are
indicative of the character of Greek trade activities in Spain: cp. J.·P. Morel, PP 21 (1966), 378- 420;
25 (1970), 285-9; E. Lepore, PP 25, pp. 19"""54; J.·P. Morel, BCH 99 (1975), 853-96; P. Rouillard,
PP 37 (1982), 417- 29; M. Almagro-Gorbea, PP 37, pp. 432-42; Dominguez Monedero, Gerion 3,
pp. 357""77•
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The Iberian Monument of El Prado
(Jumilla, Murcia, Spain)
P.A. LILLO CARPIO AND M.

J.

WALKER

(University of Murcia and University of Sydney)

El Prado, 'the water-meadow', is a flat area which lies three kilometres
south of the town of Jumilla, in the province of Murcia, at 480 m above
sea-level, some 100 km inland from the Mediterranean coast of southeast Spain. J. Molina Garda, Director of the Jumilla Municipal
Museum, drew our attention to the archaeological importance of El
Prado, an area where over many years he had made an extensive surface
collection of potsherds and flint implements. 1 Their character and the
considerable area over which they were distributed, together with
geomorphological and soil science considerations,2 encouraged our
expectation of the presence of a major third-millennium settlement-a
promise amply fulfilled by our excavations in 1980, 1983, and 1984. 3
El Prado lies in the deepest part of the Jumilla semi-endorrheic basin,
the southern rim of which is formed by the Sierra de Santa Ana, with such
Iberian sites of the first millennium BC as the settlement of Coimbra de!
Barranco Ancho, the cemetery of La Senda, and that of Santa Ana. 4 In
the low-lying El Prado part of the basin there are records of an early
Iberian cremation urn-burial at Pasico de San Pascual, very near to our
own excavations. 5 Also nearby are Roman villas at Los Cipreses and
beside the disused railway station. They relate to the centuratio established in the basin at the close of the first millennium Bc. 6 A scatter of
Roman material and postholes of huts or out-buildings, very likely
dependent on the Los Cipreses villa, were encountered in the upper levels
of our cuttings.
J.

Molina Grande and M. C. Molina Garcia, Carta arqueol6gica de ]umi/la (1973).
M . J. Walker in: T. F. C. Blagg, R. F. J. Jones, and S. J. Keay (eds.), Papers in Iberian
Archaeology, BAR lnt. Ser. 193 (1984), 47--'78; id., National Geographic Society Research Reports
1980 Projects (198 5), 799-834.
' M . J. Walker and P.A. Lillo Carpio in: A. Beltran Martinez (ed.), Actas de/ XVI Congreso
Nacional de Arqueologfa 1982 (1983), 105-112; id., Anales de la Universidad de Murcia, Letras 42
(1984), 3-36.
• J. Molina Garcia et al., Coimbra del Barranco Ancho (]umilla, Murcia). Valencia : Servicio de
lnvestigaciones Prehistoricas, Trabajos Varios 52 (1976).
' J. Molina Garda, Archivo de Prehistoria Levantina 15 (1978), 163-6.
' A. Morales Gil in: A. Lopez Gomez (ed.), £studios sobre Centuraciones romanas en Espana
(1974), 69-82.
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The subject of this communication is the result of serendipity. In 1983,
agricultural operations precluded further exploration of the immediate
vicinity of the trenches which in 1980 had confirmed our predictions
about the archaeological value of El Prado. We therefore set out with the
intention of excavating 3 x 4 m trenches at selected intervals along
transects, taking the form of a reversed 'L', in an adjoining, abandoned
orchard. The discovery in question was made at the west end of the
trench.
In order to appreciate the archaeological disposition of the monument,
it might be best to summarize the principal features of the stratigraphic
sequence:
r. Organic soil disturbed to a depth of 0.6-0.7 m by deep ploughing.
Contains modern, Roman, and sporadic Iberian and Copper Age potsherds.
2. Strongly cemented whitish-grey gley, r.0-r.5 m thick, laid down
under swampy conditions which overtook the Copper Age settlement
(no doubt caused by a change in the rainfall pattern around 4,000 years
ago). Contains scattered coarse potsherds and flint arrowheads in its
lower part (probably due to upward displacement and also to continued
hunting and fowling in the swamp), while its superficial part contains
sporadic Iberian sherds and is sometimes penetrated by postholes, pits,
rabbit warrens, and plough furrows, ranging from Romano-Iberian to
modern times. This perhaps indicates that drainage of the swamp was
achieved 2,000 years ago allowing extensive cultivation despite sporadic
seasonal floods.
3. Grey clayey mud, between a minimum of r.75 and a maximum of
3 m below the modern surface, extremely rich in Copper Age ceramic and
other artefacts, as well as bones of both wild and domestic animals and
remains of plant cultigens (such as barley, bread wheat, grape) and
charcoal which has given radiocarbon dates between 4350 and 3950 bp.
4. Sterile yellow clay (at least r.o m thick), the artificially channelled
and pitted surface of which offers abundant testimony to Late Neolithic/
Copper Age practices of making various kinds of clay wall-footings (for
the structures of what may best be regarded as a dispersed settlement of
small dwellings, each perhaps surrounded by a perimeter wall), not to
mention possible potters' 'borrow pits' for ceramic clay extraction.
No sooner had excavation begun of the strongly cemented gley of
layer 2, than there appeared two megalithic slabs r.7-r.8 m long, one of
which bore cup-marks and gutters, lying horizontally, side-by-side in
north-south alignment and covered by many smaller rocks and stones.
Given our interest in the Copper Age, it was perhaps not surprising that
the thought crossed our minds, reinforced by local rumours of burials
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found during deep ploughing,7 that we had uncovered the capstones of a
megalithic tomb.
Nothing could have been further from the truth. As excavation
continued it became clear that the slabs and stones covered yet more
blocks, and that all had been carefully arranged in a broad depression or
channel of the former swamp during a late stage of its sedimentation,
though the underlying stone blocks were very different from the roughhewn slabs first encountered. They were faced blocks of fine-grained ,
fossiliferous, white calcarenite, aligned in two parallel rows running
east-west, across which lay the crude slabs aforementioned. A narrow
gap of 20 cm separated the rows, closed off at each end by hard-packed
sand-and-lime barriers. The faced blocks are as follows:
r. a splayed capstone or capital, the upper surface of which measures
80 x 60 cm and the lower 60 x 40 cm (Pl. 64.r). The splayed sides are
decorated with a frieze comprising two rows of relief sculpture. Beneath a
plain bar (rectangular in cross-section) there is a frieze of downturned
leaves which alternate with upturned darts (Fig. ra). At the corners the
ornament takes on a different form: the corners of one of the narrow sides
present triangular leaves, while the corners of the other are decorated with
more carefully executed papyrus flowers (Fig. rb). The upper row is
separated by a bar from the lower row, which consists of an alternating
egg-and-(downturned)-dart frieze giving way at each of the four corners
to symmetrical spirals above elongated leaves (Fig. rc-d). The frieze rises
from a chamfered edge. There is an 8 x 2.5 cm hole in the upper surface
communicating through the 25 cm thick slab with an 8 x 8 cm hole in the
lower surface.
2. Two large, broken, cuboidal blocks, perhaps originally forming
part of a single column measuring 250 x 60 x 40 cm (Pl. 64.2). Although
more worn than the slab-perhaps due to the mode of their transport to
the site--their ornamental sculpture is quite well preserved and comprises
a terminal frieze of ovals separated by groups of three somewhat
flattened beads, beneath which there is a frieze of leaves which alternate
with downturned darts (Fig. re). The faces of these blocks are grooved;
further study of these features is warranted, given the difficulty of
distinguishing between natural markings and petroglyphs. Both upper
and lower surfaces of the column are penetrated by shallow 8 x 8 cm
holes.
3. Four fragments of a high-relief sculpture of four recumbent, supine
female figures dressed in long, high-belted, pleated tunics, which recall
the early Ionic style. The headless fragments seem to be the result of
deliberate destruction. We may nevertheless draw a sharp distinction
7

These skeletal remains are now thought unlikely to predate Roman times.
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1.

Details of decoration of monument

between the majority of Iberian female sculptures and these graceful
relaxed figures. They form four sides of a square, each with its feet
against the right chest and armpit of the next. Square formations are
known from the nearby Coimbra de! Barranco Ancho cemetery, not to
mention such well-known Iberian sites as Corral de Saus in Valencia. At
the centre of the sculpted block there is what appears to be the truncated
base of the 60 x 40 cm column, which was apparently broken in antiquity and subsequently hewn roughly with a pick or chisel (Pl. 64.3 ).
Perhaps this originally rose up to about half a metre and was to have had
in its upper surface a hole about 8 cm square for a dowel or tenon rod to
keep in place the upper part of the monument.
4. Three pieces of a long, thin, rectangular, faced slab, the ends of
which bear notches for dovetailing with tenon supports. This slab,
although of the same stone as the other blocks, cannot be related
functionally to them. Rather, it bears comparison to tables or altars for
offerings known to have been erected at the base of monuments in the
Eastern Mediterranean.
It only remains to be added that all the blocks had been laid out on a
bed of small stones, among which were found sporadic flints and
potsherds from the Copper Age, intentionally laid in a hollow or channel
in the swamp. On its surface there were found fragments of an oenochoe,
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a small bowl, and a krateriskos-all of painted Iberian ware of the last
third of the 3rd century BC. No finds were made in the gap between the
two rows of stone blocks. Among the overlying stones there were found a
fragmentary blue and yellow glass bead of Phoenician-Carthaginian
affinities and a grape pip. The blocks would seem, therefore, to have
been placed intentionally on the bed of small stones towards the close of
the 3rd century BC. The absence of some parts of the sculpted figures
suggests that the blocks were transported from somewhere else, as does
the dearth of stone chips which otherwise were to have been anticipated,
had the monument been broken up in the spot where it was found. The
Copper Age settlement was located at a considerable depth beneath the
bed of small stones.
A likely reconstruction of events is that the faced blocks formed part of
a commemorative or funerary monument not far distant, which was
broken up and buried in the swamp (perhaps in advance of the Roman
conquest of south-eastern Spain) together with megalithic slabs which
may have continued to be held in regard in Iberian times. Perhaps the
Iberian elements themselves were erected originally on a plinth of packed
mud and stones (not unlike those stony mounds sometimes thrown up
over Iberian burials) on which the sculpted base, column, and capstone
were doubtless erected in that order, to a height of rather more than
2.85 m. The whole was no doubt crowned by a statue, of which no trace
has been found-perhaps quite large to judge from the robustness of the
column, the size of the capstone, and the need for a dowel or tenon rod
rising from the column and passing through the capstone to maintain the
statue in position. By analogy with the known funerary iconography of
the early ancient world, it is not improbable that the statue was that of a
sphinx or a siren. A table or altar may well have stood in front of the
monument.
,
The El Prado monument belongs to a genre of classical monumental
stelai to which other Iberian monuments have been assigned .8 In
particular one is struck by the similarity between the El Prado figures and
those of the Corral de Saus (Mogente, Valencia) monument 9 and of the
Huerta Mayor (Alcoy, Alicante) monument. 1 From Jumilla itself,
however, there is another sculpted block of four recumbent figures, male
figures in this instance, lying in square formation. It is in the Municipal
Museum and comes from the important Iberian site of Coimbra de!
Barranco Ancho, where it was discovered not far from an exquisite

°

' M . Almagro-Gorbea, Riv.St.Lig. 44 (1983), 199""118; id. in: Homenaje al Pro( M artm Almagro
Basch , iii (1983), 7- 2.0; P.A. Lillo Carpio, Anales de la Universidad de M urcia, Letras 38 (1981), 3743; id., El poblamiento iberico en Murcia (1981).
' E. Pi a Ballester, Noticiario A rqueol6gico Hispa110 Prehistoria 5 (1976), 385----91; D. Fletcher
Valls and E. Pi a Ballester, Revista de la Universidad de Madrid 2.6 (1977), 55-62. .
10
M . Almagro-Go rbea, T rabajos de Prehistoria 39 (1984), 161-2. 10.
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funerary stele, encountered during recent excavations, the bas-relief
panels of which demonstrate manifest classical influences. 11
In general terms, the genre can be regarded as deriving from 6th-century
BC Ionic prototypes, in which elements such as the sculpting of the pleats
of women· s dresses or of the egg-and-dart motif in the echinus of column
capitals are well developed. Statuary such as the Naxian sphinx and the
Siphnian treasury at Delphi require little further comment here. The
exoticism of the Ionic style and its receptiveness to 'Orientalizing' artistic
features gave it wide geographical acceptance, and in the 5th century BC
the effects of these developments are seen in the Athenian Propylaea and
Erechtheum, not to mention the Lycian funerary monuments. 12
The motifs at the corners of the El Prado egg-and-dart friezes hint at a
date towards the mid-4th century BC. In the Phoenician-Punic world
comparable stelai are known with both egg and leaf motifs at the Punic
sanctuary of El Hofra. Even closer to hand are examples of similar
decorative sculpture from the protohistoric Iberian civilization of southeastern Spain.
In this regard particular mention may be made of the monumental
sculpture in Murcia at Cabecico de! Tesoro, 13 Cigarrelejo, 14 Los Nietos, 15
Coy, 16 and in Alicante at Montforte de! Cid 17 and at the site of Alcudia
at Elche. 18 Ornate monumental capstones of square or rectangular pillars
show friezes of leaves, volutes, eggs, and so on. Somewhat further inland
there is the magnificent and imposing Pozo Moro monument in Albacete.19
There can be little doubt that the El Prado monument shows traces of
classical influence, identifiable on formal grounds with Attic parallels. It
is likely that the monument was originally painted, by analogy both
with Attic sculpture and that of Corral de Saus. Of particular importance
in the field of Iberian sculpture is the fact that the fragments allow us to
determine precisely the way in which they were put together. Usually
fragments of Iberian monuments have been found reincorporated into
later constructions. The remarkable preservation of all of the fundamental elements of the El Prado monument distinguishes it from those. That
they were not laid out to contain a burial, or for any prosaic purpose (e.g.
11
A. M. Munoz Amilibia in: Beltran Martinez (ed.), Actas de/ XVI Congreso Nacional de
Arqueologla z982 (1983).
12
See M. Robenson, A History of Greek Art (1975), 403f.
13
G. Nieto Gallo in: A. Beltran Martinez (ed.), II/ Congreso Arqueo/6gico de/ Sudeste Espanol,
Murcia z947 (1948), 176-85.
" E. Cuadrado, MM 9 (1968), 148-86.
" M. Almagro-Gorbea and M. L. Cruz Perez, Saguntum 16 (1981), 137-48.
16
M. Jorge Aragoneses, Anales de la Universidad de Murcia, Letras 32. (1965), 7')-90.
17
M. Almagro-Gorbea in: Homenaje al Prof Martin Almagro Basch, iii (1983), 7-zo.
" A. Ramos Folques and R. Ramos Fernandez, De Helike a Illici (1974).
19
M. Almagro-Gorbea, MM 24 (1983), 177-2.93.
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as a conduit), seems self-evident from the archaeological circumstances.
Broken fragments of a capstone very similar to that of El Prado come
from the settlement of Alcudia (Eiche, Alicante) in a late 3rd-century BC
context. It may be speculated that the changing political climate of
Mediterranean Spain, under the southward Roman advance, led to the
end of the monumental sculpture of the protohistoric Iberians. Whether
they themselves dismantled and concealed more significant monuments
rather than see them defaced and desecrated by alien hands, or whether
the fragments were a consequence of the political changes, or simply of
desuetude and oblivious neglect, is a matter on which archaeological
enquiry can shed but little light.

The Distribution of Early Greek Thinkers
and the Question of 'Alien Influences'
HAROLD TARRANT

(University of Sydney)

A map designed to note the birthplaces of important pre-Socratic
philosophers and 5th-century BC sophists would leave the entire mainland of Greece south of Thrace rather empty. If we take a charitable view
of Archelaus of Athens, a pupil of Anaxagoras who is said to have
influenced Socrates, then we may be tempted to include him-though
there is little doubt that his memory was preserved through antiquity's
interest in finding a link between Anaxagoras and Socrates rather than
through any great interest in Archelaus' doctrines per se. Indeed, with
such connections as his, it is remarkable that Archelaus did not attract
much more attention in antiquity. This leaves Socrates as the first
important Athenian contributor to the history of philosophy, but
Socrates was the beginning of new trends in philosophy rather than the
preserver of old ones, and he should be viewed as the originator of a new
style of thought which attracted greater interest among eminent men
from mainland Greece, Athenians, and others.
One must, however, mention Hippias of Elis, a sophist of some
eminence immortalized by Plato for his pompousness and insensitivity.
Hippias was a great polymath, it seems, but showed no taste for
originality or discovery. Originality and discovery are in fact just what
the mainland lacked down to the time of Socrates; and neither Hippias,
nor Archelaus, nor Pythagorean centres at Thebes and Phlius can alter
that picture.
Because of the central void of mainland Greece, it has often been
supposed that pre-Socratic philosophy consists of an Eastern, or Ionian,
and a Western tradition, the latter owing something to Pythagoras-who
had migrated from Samas and been active in Craton-and also to
Xenophanes, originally from Colophon, but said to have had connections with Elea. The two traditions exhibit a few distinct characteristics
which have led to speculation about different political and social
conditions governing their development, but I should resist any attempt
to draw a sharp line between them. Pythagoras and Xenophanes were
there to provide a connecting line between East and West, and the
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influence of Parmenides of Elea was quickly felt in the East, too;
Em_pedocl~s of Acragas has close affinities with neo-Ionian thought,
while Melissus of Samos worked firmly within the Eleatic branch of the
so-called Western tradition. The gulf between East and West is far less
no_ticeable than the gulf between the mainland and outlying regions:
M1letus ~nd Ephesus, Colophon and Clazomenae, Abdera in Thrace and
Apollon~a (probably the Ionian colony on the Black Sea), Elea and
Croton in Italy, Acragas and Leontini in Sicily.
Vario_us explanations for this gulf suggest themselves, some appealing
to the kind of peop!e who inhabited the centres of pre-Socratic activity,
~or _e~amp_le, outgoing seafarers, predominantly Ionian, with a taste for
ind1v1duality;_ ~nd others making more of the geographical situation of
the relevant c1t1es, whether emphasizing their vulnerability to non-Greek
attack or their proximity to a treasure house of non-Greek ideas.
. M. L. West propounds the thesis that pre-Socratic thought was
mfluen~ed from the East 'over a period lasting some 70 years from
approximately 550 to 480 Bc'. 1 He supposes this influence to have been
pr~dominantly Iranian, and to have been 'the Gift of the Magi', the
pnestl_y caste ~f the Medes, upon whose conquest by Persia an intellectual diaspora 1s alleged to have taken place. 2 West's thesis is supported
by a wealth of knowledge concerning the ideas of both Greece and the
Orient, and, i~ correct, would offer an interesting explanation of why
early Greek philosophy flourished principally in Ionia, in Ionian colonies
'
and among Western cities in contact with Ionians.
here,
book
West's
of
critique
elaborate
an
offer
to
C!e~rly I am not able
nor 1s 1t my purpos_e to conclude by supporting or demolishing his thesis.
It mu~t be emphasize? tha~ W_est himself is not respqnsible for trying to
expl_am th~ g~o~raph1cal d1stnbution of early Greek thought in the light
of his thesis; It 1s I who have decided to examine his thesis in the light of
that problem. The problem itself concerns those thinkers who were
recognize? by Aristotle and his school as their own predecessors: as early
men ?f sc1e~ce-cum-philosophy. It is not my intention to deny a variety
of onental influences on the pre-Hesiodic background or upon mythically presented cosmological tales in general. That is of no special
relevance t~ my enquiry, except in so far as pre-Socratic philosophers
wer~ conscious of ~ork!ng in a tradition which owed something to
Hes1od and others like him who may have imbibed oriental ideas.
West deals in detail ~ith three thinkers who are of relevance to my
present purpose: Anax1mander, Anaximenes, and Heraclitus. With
~naxim_ande~, ~est has problems, in as much as the supposedly
mfluential alien ideas are to be found in different Eastern mythologies.

Even if one concedes that these influences are real, it would be clear that
Anaximander has sought out a good deal of heterogeneous material,
eventually working elements from it into what he saw as a coherent
system capable of explaining observed phenomena. It is not the alien
influences which are responsible for their own final acceptance, but the
mind of the would-be assembler, who may also have discovered the parts
initially. He is entitled to the lion's share of the credit.
On various points, I am not convinced that Anaximander did not have
the means to devise relevant aspects of his system for himself. This
applies to the concept of the ciTmpov for which Anaximander is chiefly
known. If one grants that he felt the need for unlimited Ur-stuff to fuel
unending generation, 3 and further that he recognized the need for this Urstuff to be indeterminate in character and devoid of internal as well as
external boundaries, then one must grant that his choice of the term
a1rEipov does not require the influence of anyone, Greek or barbarian.
Here, the question of the order of sun, moon, and stars, not paralleled
elsewhere in early Greek thought but found in Iran, is relevant. 4
Anaximander had only six possible orders from which to choose, and no
Greek tradition to lead him naturally in any direction. It is possible that
he therefore turned to the East for help. In the end, however, he must
have adopted an order which agreed with other basic tenets of his
system.
It could in fact be that his cosmology did require the order chosen,
with the sun outermost, followed by moon, then stars below. The
heavenly bodies were, for him, wheels of fire surrounded by cloud
through which the fire penetrated at a particular point of the orbit. He
had to be able to explain why the lower hoops never obscured fire
spurting from a higher hoop. I take it that the fire of the higher bodies had
to be able to break through the cloud of the lower hoops too, something
which their own fire was unable to do except at a given point or points.
The heavenly bodies had thus to be arranged according to the imagined
order of the power of their fire, leaving sun-moon-stars or sun-starsmoon as the only possibilities.
No outside influence needs to be postulated in cases like this. But even
if we accept the need to postulate intellectual contacts with non-Greek
civilizations, should one not first point out the strong connection which
tradition has forged between Thales and Anaximander? Thales' Phoenician origin (or part-origin) was reported as early as Herodotus. 5 If one had
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; Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient (1971), 203.
Early Greek Philosophy, p. 241.

' The need for unending generation was one of five reasons given by Aristotle for people having
postulated an infinite first-principle, Phys. 203•15ff. It is regularly assigned to Anaximander, but
without absolute certainty.
• West, op. cir., p. 89.
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been nursed along in philosophy by a fellow townsman of non-Greek or
part-Greek blood, assuming the experience had been rewarding, one
would develop a healthy respect for non-Greek ideas and be inclined to
seek them out in order to see what they contained of value. In such cases
the real influence is the original stimulus rather than the results of one's
search; and, furthermore, one would be indulging in a practice characteristic of the Ionians and their Dorian neighbours of the eastern Aegean
such as Herodotus, for whom study of an area and its people was bound
up with a study of their beliefs and practices. The wider environment, I
suggest, was conducive to the study of alien ideas as well as to the study
of the heavens, of geography, of history, and of medicine, whether at
Miletus, Ephesus, Halicarnassus, or Cos.
Similar considerations apply in the case of Anaximenes. That he
worked in the same traditions as his fellow Milesians, Thales and
Anaximander, cannot be doubted. If they had seen merit in looking at
non-Greek ideas then so might he. Anaximenes was not swept along by
the ideas of Anaximander; he merely noted what his predecessor had had
to offer, and made use of what he could. It is most unlikely that any alien
influence would have been of a radically different kind.
In the case of Anaximenes, West detects cosmological influences of a
specifically Inda-Iranian nature, but it seems remarkable that these
influences were not perceived by those who reported his doctrinesmany of whom were keen to point out such parallels and to develop their
own theories of an Asiatic Ur-wisdom. The fact remains that the only
two pre-Socratic thinkers whose connection with the Magi and other
orientals are stressed by late antiquity were Democritus (who is not
relevant to West's thesis) and Pythagoras (who is not treated in detail by
West, and who was practically a figure of myth).
One feature of Anaximenes' world-picture which West wishes to
derive from the Magi is his explanation of night in terms of the sun
hiding at the side of the earth, moving back around the north rather than
passing right round underneath it, where the earth floated upon a stable
base of air. West believes that this is explicable in terms of a worldmountain doctrine, with men living on the southern slope, a doctrine
unsurprisingly found in India. He sees that this does not fit very well with
the doxographic tradition which makes Anaximenes' earth broad and
flat so as to be able to float upon the sea of air below; but he fails to
examine the doxographic tradition a little more closely. 6 The fragment
Diels, Vorsokr. 13 A 14, talks about an elevation of the earth towards the
north, and 13 A 7 simply of higher parts; this is all quite consistent with
the earth inclining slightly upward around its rim, yielding a shape which
resembles a flattened kneading-trough. Plato, at Phaedo 99 B 8, refers to a

pre-Socratic who supports the earth on a base of air like a broad/flat
(77,\aTu,) kneading-trough. He is obviously referring to Anaximenes,
whose earth was indeed broad and fairly flat, who did support it on a bed
of air, and who saw qualitative changes in matter as the result of
compression and rarefaction: rather like the push and pull of kneading.
A giant kneading-trough (Kap861r71) representing the earth may have
stood in the <f>povnaT~pwv in one or both versions of Aristophanes'
Clouds,7 the counterpart of a 8fvos-, representing the sky. 8 This is a second
pre-Socratic phenomenon which the Phaedo mentions, with corrected
terminations, in the same humorous sentence as the kneading-trough. I
have little doubt that Plato was alluding to the performed (i.e. 423 BC)
version of the Clouds, and that Aristophanes had intended the giant
kneading-trough to reflect actual pre-Socratic theory. West himself wants
to credit Anaximander with a slightly concave earth, a shape with
Babylonian parallels, yet the evidence for such a shape in Anaximenes is
much stronger, especially as his earth floats on air. As for the idea that
Anaximenes used a world-mountain theory, exploration could not have
confirmed the tale of high mountains to the north of the Greek world as
it could in the case of India, but it could have brought back tales of a
place where the sun is seen to glow on the horizon at night: as would
have been the case on the northern rim of a slightly concave earth if the
sun did not pass below it.
Whatever the details of Anaximenes' earth-shape, one ought not to
connect Anaximenes with the popular world-tree which sometimes
grows on the world-mountain; 9 Anaximenes' comparison of the .stars
with leaves was intended to explain why they float: 10 an explanation
only required if they are not connected to anything tree-like. Finally let us
insist that Anaximenes' decision to postulate dark bodies circling below
the heavenly bodies so as to cause eclipses, need have nothing at all to
do with similar Iranian views. This is simply what an eclipse of the sun
looks like and is a perfectly natural empirical doctrine for anybody who
does not know that the moon's light is borrowed.
I now turn to Heraclitus, to whom West devotes two chapters which
are in many respects helpful. Here, we actually find a reference to magoi
in the surviving fragments: 'Night-wanderers, magoi, bacchae, maenads,
mystae . . . For the mysteries that are held customary by men are
celebrated uncleanly.' 11 This fragment is scarcely complimentary to those
being called magoi, and is incompatible with great reverence for those
properly called magoi. Other fragments reveal Heraclitus' disenchantment with the low powers of comprehension displayed by men in
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Wesr, op. cir., p. 105.
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See I. 669.
See I. 1473.
• Wesr, op. cir. , p. 107.
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general. He mentions such figures as Homer, Hesiod, Pythagoras, and
Xenophanes, 12 as well as Bion and Hecataeus, 13 making specific attacks
on their claims to wisdom; but that is not because he prefers some nonGreek wisdom. If he had much respect for alien wisdom as opposed to
Greek then he would not have written: 'Bad witnesses for men are the
eyes and ears of those who have barbarian souls. ' 14 I do not claim that
barbarian here should be treated literally as 'non-Greek'; it may rather
mean 'which do not speak the logos-language'. But the term would not
have been used if Heraclitus had anything but a lack of respect for nonGreeks in general. Alien influence there may have been, but Heraclitus
would strive to deny it. There was a tradition that he was self-taught, 15 a
tradition supported by his statement: 'I searched for myself', 16 as well as
by his attacks on polymathy. 17 One fragment suggests that he heard the
accounts of several men, but that all had failed to grasp the most
fundamental truth. 18 None, therefore, could be regarded as his mentor,
whether Greek or alien. Since he saw himself in this way, we ought to
accept that parallels with alien thought, where they occur, are no
evidence of capitulation to non-Greek tradition.
Our difficulties with Heraclitus are severe, but it is premature to
dismiss alien influence as a factor in the regional origins of Greek
philosophy. Heraclitus may not show much sign of Persian sympathies,
but neither does he show any outward sign of Milesian influence; yet few
scholars would deny Milesian influence altogether. All early pre-Socratics, about whom we have much information, display considerable
originality, but this does not mean that we deny one's influence upon the
other.
At this point, comparison with mainland Greece becomes more
profitable. At Athens one could expect little sympathy for any ideas of a
generally non-Greek kind. By the time that Anaxagoras was able to
pursue philosophy there, perhaps about 480-450 BC, Ionian thought had
developed a more obviously Greek character, but its disregard of Greek
religious sensibilities still entailed Anaxagoras' departure from Athens,
apparently under threat of prosecution for atheism and medizing. 19 The
resultant silence about Anaxagoras' views apparently kept Socrates
ignorant of them for longer than he was ignorant of the views of his

associate Archelaus or of the Crotoniate medic Alcmaeon. 2 Continued
Athenian conservatism and disquiet about Ionian cosmic speculation no
doubt severely circumscribed the way in which Socrates' own intellectual
abilities were to reveal themselves. Moral philosophy, to which he would
turn, had a more respectable pedigree in Athenian eyes. Such conservatism was also expected to be the rule at Sparta, and in the Hippias Maior
the sophist claims that the Spartans only want to listen to him talking
about men of old and heroes. 21 Whether early 6th-century BC Sparta was
as conservative is highly unclear. Alcman's cosmology and a link
. was not, 22 but noth'mg
between Anaximander and Sparta suggest t hat 1t
should be made of the satirical picture of Spartan esoteric intellectualism
in Plato's Protagoras, 23 where 'Socrates' is deliberately espousing a
preposterous thesis.
.
The fruits of Ionian interest in alien views were not necessanly
imitation and influence. Xenophanes, seemingly a devout empiricist not
susceptible to alien religious influence, made use of 'Ethiopian' pictures
of black gods to fuel his belief that man made God in his own image.
West might be right i? seeing Eas_tern influen~ e behind the 'opi?ions ~f
mortals' against which Parmemdes reacts, 4 though I consider his
evidence to be very thin. Our evidence suggests that Democritus was far
more interested in Eastern ideas than influenced by them. By his time
Greek thought was self-sufficient.
How then do we account for the spread of early Greek thinkers? The
evidence suggests to me that lonia, of necessity, was interested in the
ideas of others: peoples with whom it traded or had political contacts. Its
reliance upon trade also accounted for a keen interest in geography an_d in
the stars. Many of lonia's more enterprising inhabitants had colonized
areas further afield: Abdera, Apollonia, and Elea. These, too, displayed a
receptivity to new ideas whether of Greek or alien origin. Xenophanes
and Pythagoras travelled west, spreading ideas abroad. The latter came
to Craton a non-Ionian city which produced an interesting medical
theorist in' Alcmaeon and an innovative post-Parmenidean thinker in
Philolaus. Xenophanes came to Elea and provided some of the stimulus
for the Eleatic thought of Parmenides and Zeno. From Elea ideas spread
to non-Ionian colonies such as Acragas (Empedocles) and Craton
(Philolaus), as well as to Leontini if Gorgias' Eleatic treatise On Not-

12 See B 40, 42., 56, 1o6, 129.
See B 39 and 40 respectively.
" B 1 0 7.
" Diog. Laert. 9. 5.
16
8 IOI.
" B 40,129.
" B 108 .
19
Diog. Laert. :z.. 12: but even the date of Anaxagoras' departure from Athens is keenly disputed,

°
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let alone the reason for it.

"' See Phaedo 96 B :z.- 3 for Archelaus' doctrine, B 5--6 for Alcmaeon's; in between we appear to
meet options favoured by Empedocles, Anaximenes, and Herachtus.
21 Pl. Hp. Ma. 2.8 o 2.-E 2. : but one should be wary of the satire of the passage.
5
22 Diog. Laert. :z..
1; Cic. Div. 1. u:z..
.
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to show what incredible theses can be
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maintained when interpreting poetry in such a way that neither t e poet nor t e 1stener can raise
objections. Another purpose was to eulogize short answers.
2
' West, op. cit., p. :z.23.
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Being was serious-though it may be that Gorgias was satirizing the
Eleatics just as Epicharmus had satirized the thought of Xenophanes and
Heraclitus at Syracuse. In the West, intellectual contacts could perhaps
cross racial frontiers more easily than in the East. This could be taken as
an indication that the political ties between colonies of similar origins
were less stable, allowing barriers to erode more rapidly.
As expected, a primarily Ionian form of intellectual pursuit first struck
the mainland at Athens. Anaxagoras spent thirty years there, Archelaus
continued his work in an undistinguished way, and it made some impact
on the young Socrates. It was, however, with great reluctance and after
changes to its basic nature that the Athenians came to accept it. 25
25

Walter Burkert, whose article 'lranisches bei Anaximandros', Rh .M . 1o6 (1963), 97-134, had
been extensively employed by West, has now published Die orientalisierende Epoche in der
griechischen Religion und Literatur, SBHeidelberg 1984/J. Notice of this book reached my dept. th e
week following the Congress, and no attempt has been made to modify this paper in the light of
Burkert's formidable scholarship.

Some Ptolemaic Cleruch Documents in the
Macquarie Papyrus Collection
S. R. PICKERING

(Macquarie University, Sydney)

The ten documents treated here form part of an archive of twenty-six
papyri in the Macquarie papyrus collection, extracted from mummy
cartonnage of unknown provenance (P. Macquarie, inv. 376-400). 1 The
archive consists of fragments of official correspondence, most or all of
which concerns the land-holding of cleruchs. 2 The present selection deals
with the texts which have a set formula notifying the death of a cleruch
and requiring the reversion _to the state of his land-holding, until it is
claimed by a son within a set period. Six of the fragments are from the
tops of documents: inv. 376(a) and 376(b) (these two are from separate
documents despite the inventory number: they had been falsely joined,
owing to very similar handwriting), 377, 387, 388, 389. One fragment is
from the lower right-hand corner of a document: inv. 378. Three
fragments are very broken and abraded and it is uncertain whether they,
in fact, belong to the same type of document: inv. 379, 380, 398.
The handwriting of the ten pieces is, on the whole, rather similar (but
it does not appear that any two of the fragments are from the same
document). The style suggests the second half of the 3rd century BC.
Where dates occur they refer to a year 4, which could be (supposing it to
be a dating by regnal year) either 4 Ptolemy III Euergetes = 244/243 BC or
4 Ptolemy IV Philopator = 219/218 BC. The death or absence of cleruchs
and confiscation of KA~po, is attested for 4 Euergetes, and the death of a
cleruch and reservation of the KA~po, is attested for 5 Philopator (see
below). The Third Syrian War (246-241 BC) or the Fourth Syrian War
(219-217 BC), or internal disturbances, would supply a suitable backdrop
for the death of the cleruchs in the Macquarie texts. 3 The cleruch in inv.
1 Thanks are due to Professor E. A. Judge for permission to work on the Macquarie texts and for
advice. For advice received concerning these texts since presenting the paper I am also indebted to
Professors L. Mooren, D. Hagedorn, R. S. Bagnall, and Dr R. A. Coles. At some points the paper has
been accordingly adjusted, but not essentially reworked ; the responsibility for defects is mine.
' On cleruchs see in particular F. Uebel , Die Kleruchen Agyptens unter den ersten sechs
Ptolemiiern (1968); Prosopographia Ptolemaica, iv (1977) , nos . 8551- 10060.
3 On the period and on these conflicts, see CAH vii/J (2nd ed., 1984), chs. 5 and 11, with
bibliography.
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376(6) is one of 'the prisoners of war from Asia', possibly taken and
settled on the land at the time of the Second Syrian War (260-?253 BC). 4
The writing on the fronts of the ten Macquarie fragments is across the
fibres. None of the fragments has more than six lines of text surviving on
the front (some have, in addition, addresses and dockets on the back),
and the lines on the fronts are all incomplete (half or fewer of the letters
surviving), but the standardization of wording and also of layout (length
of lines, width of margins) permits substantial restoration of the lacunae.
Inv. 376(a) exemplifies the pattern:5
[Front]:

n. ( frov,) s Tv{3L KY
LI LOKA,j, Ll7Jµ,7Jrp{w, xa{pnv. n~[A7]pOVXTJf.1,€VWV

!

5

]
ot, UTTapxova,v oi KA,jpo, avroi's Kal f[Kyovo,,
]
KMwvo<; Tf.0V7]KOTO<; 19f.08wpo[v .Erparwvo<; lxovro<; TOV KA,jpov]
7Tf.pl Av,;,1i;.Q.x{8a KaAw<; 1701~a[ EL<; avvrata, Karlxnv TOV KA,jpov €V]
r[ci,] /3Q.[atB1[Kcj, ... (traces)

The wording which may be assumed to have followed can be partially
pieced together from other texts in the group: auv rw, Jvf.ar7JKOTL aTTopwt
€.W<; TOV VLOV Jmypa<f,iJva, EV TaL<; Kara TO 7Tpoarayµ.a ~µ.lpai<; ... (with
finally a month and day date).
Lysimachis was a village in the Arsinoite nome, and there is specific
reference to that nome in inv. 387 and 388. Inv. 376(a) is the only
fragment which preserves the names of both sender and addressee. The
other letters in the group are also probably from Diokles to Demetrios.
Some other letters in the archive have Demetrios preserved as addressee
(inv. 384, 385, 386), and it is from his office that the archive may be
presumed to have come. His title is not preserved; his office was probably
in the nome capital. 6
Confiscated d.iJpo, in 4 Euergetes are attested by P. Petrie, iii. rn4-6,
and P. Lille, i. 30-8. In the Petrie texts confiscation is specifically referred
to, while in the Lille texts it is implied. The Lille texts are accounts
concerning deliveries due from cultivators after the harvest of a fourth
year; the cultivators are lessees to cleruchs but pay the rent to the state.
The Petrie texts are directives to an official to have the rent paid to the
state from KAiJpo, which had been confiscated (avf.LATJµ.ivou) following
the sowing of a fourth year. Uebel proposed that the sowing of the fourth
year may mean the sowing for the harvest of the fourth year, which
would bring the two sets of documents even closer together. 7 According
• Cp. Uebel, Die Kleruchen, p. u7 n. 3 on prisoners of war from Asia.
' The restoration ETpo:rwvos is based on the occurrence of the name on the back, where it was
read by Professor D. Hagedorn.
6
A thorough prosopographical check on the names in these texts remains to be done.
7
Uebel, Die Kleruchen, p. 20.

Some Ptolemaic Cleruch Documents
to him, the cleruchs concerned in the Petrie texts were not merely absent
but dead, since the cultivators have stated under oath the amount of rent
due. 8
Full confiscation consequent upon the death of cleruchs is found in a
papyrus which falls within the period of the Third Syrian War and in
another which falls about two years after the end of the war but may be a
consequence of it. The former is P. Lille, i. 14 = Wilck., Chrest. 335, of
243/242 BC; the latter is P. Hib. i. 81, of 238 (237) BC (so dated in the first
edition). 9 dvaAaµ.{3avf.Lv is used in both cases to refer to confiscation.
Neither papyrus makes mention of the possibility of transmission of the
KAiJpo, to sons.
In P. Lille, i. 4 = Wilck., Chrest. 336, of 5 Philopator (from el-Lahun,
in the Arsinoite), an official letter uses terms very similar to the formulae
of the Macquarie texts to refer to reservation to the state of a deceased
cleruch's land-holding. 10 There the oiKov6µ.os and the {3aa,A,Ko<; ypaµ.µ.auv<; (and another official or officials?) are responsible for reserving the
allotment.
The temporary nature of the procedure referred to by Karlxf.Lv (sequestration, not full confiscation) is shown by the use of Kar6x,µ,os applied to
cleruchic holdings. The holding remains in the name and possession of
the cleruch, but its status is qualified. 11 Evidently the same meaning is to
be attached to the phrase Jv Karoxn, 12
The principle behind the reservation is that the right to the land
ultimately belongs to the state. In the event that no son claimed the
KAiJpos within the period required, it was doubtless fully confiscated and
reallotted. Transmission of the KAiJpos to a son or sons is presupposed,
but intermediate procedures are followed. This represents an early stage
in the development of the hereditariness of cleruchic land-holdings.
8 Uebel, Die Kleruchen, p. 19. Those described as lxovTos Tov KA11pov in the Macquarie texts are
presumably tenants similar to these cultivators.
' On P. Hib. i. 81, cp. Uebel, Die Kleruchen, p. 21 n. 3.
10
On this papyrus cp. M. Rostovtzeff, Studien zur Geschichte des romischen Kolonates, Archiv
fur Papyrusforschung, Beih. 1 (1910), u; C. Preaux, L'E.conomie royale des Lagides (1939), 468---9;
Berichtigungsliste der griechischen Papyrusurkunden aus Agypten, iii (1956-8), 9(>-I.
11 KaTox,µ,os KAT/POS in the 3rd cent. BC: P. Frankf. 7 B9; in the late 2nd cent. BC: P. Tebt. 1. 27. 67;
60. 102; 61(b). 253; 64(b). 6; 70. 65; 72. 226. Cp.KaT<OXT//J,£vos in P. Tebt. 1. 61(b). 254; P. Tebt. 1. 72.
239 (cp. 226ff.); P. Meyer 1. 22 (cp. ibid. 8). One reason for sequestration is failure to pay fees; the
procedure gives the state first claim over the produce. Full confiscation occurs in P. Tebt. 61(a). 1-8,
where the land is transferred to new owners owing to continuing default on the part of the previous
owners (the new cleruchs had paid the aT£tpavos due).
12 ;v KaToxfi is entered in the margin in P. Tebt. iv. uo8, a list of 124/r21 BC showing holders of
temple and cleruchic land (II. 4-5, 2.4, 31, 34, 84-5).
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The Archaeology of Colonizations:
Observations from Terra Australis
JUDY BIRMINGHAM

(University of Sydney)

The archaeology of the European colonization of Australia began in the
mid-196os simultaneously in Sydney, Canberra, and Melbourne, 1 shortly
after the time that historical archaeology was formally instituted in the
United States. 2
Other similarities between the Australian and the American situations
are less easy to identify. At least two decades of practical work and
discussion in the United States preceded the 1968 conference, 3 whereas in
Australia the discipline was unknown prior to 1967, so that neither the
theoretical or the phenomenological aspects of the subject were organized in advance. The extent and nature of the archaeological record was
wholly unknown, and the historical record only minimally less so.
The recent date of the founding of the colony in New South Wales,
the first of the Australian colonies, also post-dates the first American
colonies by over 180 years, a two-century variation which has significant
reflection not only in the shorter time depth of European occupation but
also in the more detailed nature of the archaeological record itself.
Nevertheless, Australia, the United States, and Canada undeniably
have a colonial experience in common. In archaeological terms they are
more usefully compared to each other than to Britain, the centre of this
particular imperial system. Archaeologically rewarding fields of enquiry
are based upon the exchange of informed insights as to how each was, to
a significant extent, economically exploited by Britain with little regard
for the long-term development of the territory in question, and how, too,
the individual territories carried out the physical and administrative
processes of actual colonization. Other aspects of this shared colonial
experience include colonist relationships with indigenous peoples;
' F. J. Allen, WorldA. 5 (1973), 44-60; J.M . Birmingham, WorldA. 7 (1976), 3o6-17; W. Culican
and J. Taylor, Fossil Beach Cement Works, Mornington, Victoria: An Essay in Industrial
Archaeology (1975).
' J.C. Harrington, American Anthropologist 57 (1955), 1121-30; J. Cotter (ed.), Symposium on
the Role of Archaeology in Historical Research: Summary Analysis (1958); B. Fontana, American
Antiquity 31 (1965), 61-5; R. L. Schuyler, Historical Archaeology 4 (1970), 83--9.
·' Historical Archaeology 1 (1967), 2.f.
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Asian, African, and European immigration, settlement, and interaction;
the foundation and growth of urban centres; the social problems of
remoteness and isolation; and colonial popular culture.
What America has contributed in addition is a theoretical and
methodological framework within which to begin the systematic investigation of this shared colonial experience; its adaptation and development for use in the Australian context is already proving fruitful. 4
K. Deagan most recently has summarized the scope and aims of
historical archaeology on the basis of American work. 5 The five categories she defines as current 'avenues of enquiry' for historical-and in the
current context colonial-archaeology are as relevant to the Australian
context as they are to any other colonial system whether post-1500 or of
literate antiquity.
These comprise first historical supplementation, and secondly the
reconstruction of past lifeways. Both are self-explanatory, and between
them would probably describe some 99 per cent of all excavations in
classical and West Asiatic antiquity, as well as most of those carried out
to date in Australian historical archaeology.
Her remaining categories cover those areas of archaeological questioning in which the simultaneous availability of both written and archaeological data is used to formulate more broadly based historical, behavioural, and scientific questions. In these the questions proposed for
investigation extend beyond the particularist aspects of specific sites and
artefacts which are the subject of the first two categories.
Thus her third category is that of cultural process, i.e. an investigation
of how, and by what processes, communities change, stagnate, interact,
or develop over a period of time. This is one of the most innovative and
fast-developing historical archaeological areas in America, since the
availability of contemporary written documentation allows sophisticated analyses of archaeological data and is especially relevant to the
colonization context regardless of date. Case studies of major interest
include work by Deagan, M. Brown, J. Deetz, J. Geismar, J. House,
K. Lewis, and J. Otto. 6

The fourth category concerns taphonomy and site formation processes
(called archaeological science). Here, both the recency and the availability of independent written and often oral sources offered by historical
archaeology allows the formation of site formation models which can be
tested by independent sources. M. B. Schiffer's work set basic guidelines
in this field. 7 Deagan's fifth category concerns cognitive studies, and the
reconstruction of the mind-sets of past generations on the basis not only
of mental attitudes articulated in written or emic sources, but also of
mental templates expressed in archaeologically accessible forms such as
building plan and design, artefact types, settlement pattern, and the like.
H. Classie and Deetz have made major contributions. 8
While most of the archaeological work on the colonization of
Australia has to date been essentially of the first two categories, a change
of orientation is evident in more recent projects such as La Trobe
University's work on the Van Diemen's Land Company in Tasmania,9
and most especially in Sydney University's project at Regentville. 10 The
latter categories are most relevant to an overview approach to the theme
of colonization, and emphasis in this paper is directed towards the
presentation of those features of our Australian experience that have
general rather than particularist interest.
Some special constraints in the Australian context first require
explanation since they both limit and extend the potential of the
Australian data base in comparison with that of the United States.
The first relates to the already noted recency of the Australian colonies
in absolute chronology; the second concerns the size of the continent and
sparsity of its population other than in the eastern and south-eastern
coastal cities. Sites are few, vastly scattered, and in general extremely
shallow. It is the dispersed nature of the archaeological record, together
with the penal origins of the first settlements, that have produced a
distinctively Australian colonial profile; in other aspects of the colonization process a more universal 19th-century model can be applied, as is
discussed below.
F. J. Allen's work at Port Essington remains a benchmark in the field

• R. S. Dickens (ed.), Archaeology of Urban America: The Search for Pattern and Process (198:z.);
R. L. Schuyler (ed.), Historical Archaeology: A Guide to Substantive and Theoretical Contributions
(1978); S. South (ed.), Research Strategies in Historical Archaeology (1977), and Method and
Theory in Historical Archaeology (1977); E. Staski in: M. B. Schiffer (ed.), Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory, v (198:z.), 97-149.
' In: Schiffer (ed.), Advances, v. 151-'77 (with refs.).
6
M. Brown, Ethnohistory :z.o (1974), 347~0; K. Deagan, Spanish St. Augustine: The Archaeology of a Creole Community (1983); J. Deetz, Report of the Archaeological Survey of the
University of California, Los Angeles (La Purisima Mission) (1963), 165-:z.09; J. Geismar, The
Archaeology of Social Disintegration in Skunk Hollow, a Nineteenth Century Rural Community
(198:z.); J. House, K. Lewis, and J. Otto in: S. South (ed.), Research Strategies, pp. :z.41~0, 151-:z.o:z.,
and 91-n8, respectively.

· Behavioral Archaeology (1976).
J. Deetz and E. Dethlefsen, Natural History 76/3 (1967), :z.9-37; J. Deetz in: C. Moore (ed.),
Reconstructing Complex Societies (1974), (both papers reproduced in: R. L. Schuyler (ed.),
Historical Archaeology: A Guide to Substantive and Theoretical Contributions (1978) ); H. Glassie,
Folk Housing in Middle Virginia: A Structural Analysis of Historical Artefacts (1975).
• T. Murray in: J. Birmingham and D. Bairstow (eds.), Colonization: Australia in the World
Context, Proceedings of the 1987 Annual Conference of the A1<stralian Society for Historical
Archaeology (forthcoming).
'° G. Connah, AJHA 4 (1986), :z.9-42.; A. Wilson, A Colonial Entrepreneur: Reconstr1<cting the
Lifestyle of Sir John Jamison of Regentville (forthcoming); D. Bairstow et al., Regentville. Third
Interim Report Department of Environment and Planning, New South Wales (1987).
8
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of Australian historical archaeology in that it tackled head-on all five of
Deagan's categories, some of them, in later writing at least, explicitly. 11
Port Essington, almost 200 km north-east of Darwin on the Cobourg
Peninsula, was a colony founded in 1839, and named like so many others
Victoria. The British government sent out some seventy marines with
seven portable structures and various seeds and cuttings to establish a
base on the route of the East Indiamen's lucrative voyages. In fact, the
site chosen was on an inlet well off the major sea route through the
straits, a factor significant in its failure. Intended partly as a stop-over,
partly as a defensive base, Port Essington in its isolation and the hostility
of its environment had no hope of success, and was abandoned after ten
years of exceptional hardship caused by cyclones, termites, crop failures ,
and malaria, with its role superseded by both Singapore (1818) and Hong
Kong (1832-40) . Perhaps it was never intended as more than a temporary
11

Historical Studies 15 (1972), 341--60.

base; the fact that it was the third attempt at such an outpost on this
key trade route, however, reflects the British government's concern to
participate to greater effect in the known profits of the Spice Islands and
China trade. Earlier garrisons had been established at Fort Dundas on
Melville Island in 1824, and Fort Wellington in Raffles Bay 1829; both
have been identified and surveyed archaeologically, but not excavated.
Allen used an emic-etic context for Port Essington by offering a
reconstruction of its actual past environment based on excavated data
together with interpretation of the venture based on contemporary
documents and illustrations in terms of the global politics of the 183os. 12
By combining direct archaeological evidence with known documentary
sources he produced new insights into the physical conditions of the
community, as well as interaction with the indigenous peoples, and a
particularly telling illustration of the superiority of simple technological
skills over rank and social status in such hostile conditions.
The investigation of the site known as Wybalena, where some 200 out
of an estimated original Tasmanian Aboriginal population of about
1,100 survived for a short while (1835-47) in a British government
establishment, 13 presents the 19th-century relationship between colonizers and Aborigines locked into a remote and isolated community
with appalling weather and even more constricting human and administrative networks. 14
Here these dignified and sensitive survivors of a hunting and gathering
stone-age society were offered a mixture of low Anglicanism, horticulture, basic training in a mini-capitalist economy, self-imposed law and
order, and a mixture of European (marbles and cricket) and traditional
(hunting wallaby and gathering seafood) pastimes.
The research context of the excavation is that of cultural process,
primarily about acculturation, but with additional interest in remote
community settlement and aspects of government at a distance. The
excavation was limited since it was a rescue operation; extension of the
investigation would be necessary to provide an appropriate context for
the results to date. This would involve a study strategy involving both
the earlier and later sites at which the British successively settled the
remnants of the Tasmanian race, as well as other sites in the settlement
at Wybalena.
For its time Robinson's Wybalena experiment was an enlightened and
humane experiment in acculturation. It was also to prove the pattern
12 F. J.
Allen, 'Archaeology and the history of Port Essingron' (Ph.D. thesis, Australian National
Univ., Canberra, 191>9); and WorldA. 5, pp. 44--60. For general reference on Australian sites note
J. Wesson , AJHA 1 (1983), 22-34; 2 (1984) , 13-16; M. Pearson, AJHA 3 (1985), 15-23.
.
" J.M. Birmingham, WorldA . 7 (1976), 3o6-17; ead. The Aboriginal Establishment on Flinders
Island, 1832-1847 (forthcoming).
14
N. J. B. Plomley, Friendly Mission : Hobart, Tasmania (1966), and Weep in Silence (1987).
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which the British government was to follow, little changed, throughout
the colonial period. Robinson's many defects are more readily seen in
retrospect-his refusal to allow Catechist Clark's experiments in an
attempt to preach in a form of the Tasmanian language, for example,
failed to learn from the London Missionary Society's experience in the
South Pacific 15 and the pomposity of his Victorian taste in renaming the
Aborigines in such terms as Hannibal, Semiramis, and Napoleon is hard
to comprehend. His major mistake was to leave the administration of the
settlement to others.
The exploration of Irrawang, like that of the Fossil Beach Cement
Works, underlines the economic interdependence and vulnerability of
colonial enterprises in the capitalist world system. 16
James King, a typical enterprising colonist, set up his lrrawang pottery
in 1832 while at the same time speculating in the land deals that
eventually made his fortune. He left vital clues to the chronology of his
ceramic activities over the next twenty years in his not overly modest
newspaper advertisements. Excavation of the pottery site showed a
typical English country pottery of the early 19th century translated to the
Australian countryside, while the spatial and typological analysis of the
90,000 potsherds excavated will be the first of its kind in Australia to
look systematically at patterns of technological experiment, innovation,
and development in a colonial context.
The usefulness of interacting documentary and physical evidence is
well exemplified in King, whose major preoccupation once he reached
the colony was the same as virtually all other colonists, namely to amass
wealth. Some activities were government-capitalized-although the
British government was invariably parsimonious to the point of stinginess for any project of no immediate benefit to the Crown. Others were
funded by joint stock companies such as the Australian Agricultural
Company, the Van Diemens Land Company, or the South Australian
Company. King represents the third sector, that of the private venturer,
and his land speculation can be as clearly tracked through documentary
sources as his pottery career can be plotted archaeologically .17
Sydney University's current project, the 1824 colonial mansion and
estate called Regentville west of Sydney, is also investigating aspects of
the colonial process-how an energetic and flamboyant English squire
transferred the English tenant farmer system to the banks of the Nepean
river in New South Wales, and made and lost a fortune. The application
of advanced excavation methodology, and the high technology analysis
15
16
17

C. Hartley Grattan, The Southwest Pacific to r900 (1963), 198---9.
Birmingham, WorldA. 7, pp. 3o6- 17.
R. I. Jack and C. A. Liston,]RAHS 68 (1982- 3), 92- 1o6; A. Bickford, JRAHS 57 (1971), 40-57.

of the large body of finds have already made this research project a
benchmark in the archaeology of colonial Australia. 18
The sites so far mentioned illustrate a feature of colonial sites in a
'new' continent that is unfamiliar to archaeologists accustomed to the
denser physical record of antiquity. They exemplify the dispetsed nature
of a new colony's record; sites are scattered with transparent thinness
over a vast continent. There is little superimposition of occupancy other
than in the central business districts of the earlier settlements and these
four sites, as well as Fossil Beach Cement Works, have the shallow
deposits-rarely more than a metre--that characterize Australian sites.
As a result, a combination of spatially extensive survey and broad open
excavation is usually the most useful strategy of investigation.
Some short-term single-occupation Australian sites are particularly
interesting in that they illustrate the kind of ephemeral stages of
progressive events that are certain to have been lost in older archaeological sites. A string of camp sites marks the progress of the Tasmanian
Aborigines from where the British government first put them on Swan
Island near Hobart, and on islands in the Bass Strait prior to their arrival
on Flinders Island, first at the Lagoon site and then to the establishment
at Wybalena already mentioned. These camp sites constitute the physical narrative of Tasmanian acculturation. 19
Another set of ephemeral sites offers a different insight into the
colonial learning process. The later urban centres of Australia-Melbourne, Adelaide, Hobart-each had as their precursors short-term
exploratory settlements of the kind known or presumed in colonization
ventures of any period. In Sydney, the first settlement at Farm Cove
remains in the heart of the modern city. Elsewhere these landfall sites
survive because they were not suitable for permanent settlementWestern Port Bay, Portland, and Williamtown as forerunners to the
establishment of Melbourne in 1835, Reeves Point on Kangaroo Island
occupied for four years (1836-9) before the decision was made to move to
Adelaide, and Risdon Cove in Tasmania occupied for six months prior
to the establishment of Hobart Town in 1803. 20
Interestingly this mobility in settlement continues on a different level
to characterize almost the entire first century of ~ettlement on the
B. Fletcher, ]RAHS 65 (1979), 1-29; Bairstow et al., Regentville (cit. n. ro).
Cp. Plomley, Weep in Silence, Historical Introduction and Appendices, for the background and
course of this voyage.
20 P. J. F. Coutts, Corinella: a forgotten episode in Victoria's history; Part r, History and
description of the settlement, Records of the Victorian Archaeological Survey 15 (1983); id., An
Archaeological Survey of Sullivans Bay, Sorrento. Victoria Archaeological Survey Occasional
Reports Ser. 9 (1982}; M. C. Truscott, Archaeological Survey of the Reeves Point Site--Place of the
South Australian Company's Settlement of Kingscote, Kangaroo Island (1983); A. McGowan,
Archaeological Investigations at Risdon Cove Historic Site r978-r980 (1985).
18
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continent. To follow the fortunes of a single settler family, the archaeologist must be prepared to follow the pioneer frontier as each new
generation joins the scramble for vast tracts of favourable grazing land
further and further west and then north, while also retaining the original
family property. Jamison of Regentville typically illustrates this model of
land expansion out from the security of the settled districts, across the
Blue Mountains and out into the rich sheep country beyond-a form of
leap-frogging rather than moving frontier expansion which is repeated in
almost every land-hungry family of substance in the 1820s and 1830s in
New South Wales. Later arrivals such as the Whites who did not suffer as
Jamison did in the 1840s depression came to dominate the landscape to
the present day with the great pastoral mansions of Edenglassie and
Bell trees on the upper Hunter, then on to Boolamimbah and Saumarez in
New England. 21 This form of horizontal stratification of dynastic
generations is a particular Australian manifestation of the classic colonization phenomenon of colonist land and resource hunger, normally
limited only by the constraints of a hostile population.
Some site-sets exemplify the geographical network of an industrial
system-the ephemeral relics of the sealers, for example, who operated at
the turn of the 18th century and shortly after in the Bass Strait and
southern offshore islands of Australia; and the more identifiable remains
of bay whaling soon after, also around the southern coasts of Australia.
The heyday of deep-sea whaling in the mid- and later 19th century left
additional physical evidence, such as the thriving shipyards and slipways
of Hobart developed to service the whalers, and the try-sites scattered
throughout Australia's offshore and sub-Antarctic islands. 22 Spatially
extensive as the whaling sites are, the physical remains of the pastoral
industry are more so-the stock routes, muster camps, bores, pastoral
stations, and meat-works that visibly attest its growth and fast-moving
frontiers. 23 A string of sites of a different kind from Ophir and Hargraves
in New South Wales, to Sofala, Tambaroora, Alpha Station, and finally
to Hill End illustrates in sites and artefacts almost yard by yard the
physical expansion of the search for gold from 1851 to 1872, and also
documents the rapid growth of gold awareness, and the fast-changing
technology both of prospecting and winning gold. 24

Other such networks are visible remnants of a former administrative
system; the convict prisons and settlements, probation stations, barracks
for assigned convicts, and tramways, lime kilns, coal mines, and massive
public engineering works built and worked by forced labour surviving
throughout the Tasman pensinsula, Norfolk Island, New South Wales,
and more sparsely in southern Queensland and Victoria. 25
Other kinds of site-sets document the severe labour problems following the end of convict transportation and the beginning of the gold
rushes in the mid-19th century. Construction camp sites along the
expanding railway systems following the initial construction of the
Sydney-Parramatta line in 1855 are a major source for immigrant labour,
both European and Asian. Other interesting work has long been in
progress on aspects of German settlement in South Australia, and several
archaeological projects are now concerned with aspects of the 19thcentury Chinese presence here. 26
Many of the more easily identified colonial sites are the substantial
remains of failed enterprises, where position, environment, resources,
social, economic, and/or administrative infrastructure--or just human
energy-have proved inadequate or inappropriate for the goals set or
tasks required. Such sites, both archaeologically accessible and textually
well-documented, offer a stimulating source of comparison for the
failures of other colonists in other times and places. Government
initiatives such as Port Essington and its forerunners, the trading post and
garrison of Somerset (1863) on the far north of Cape Yorke peninsula, the
ambitious but labour-starved settlement of Australind (1840), some 90
miles south of Perth (WA), are but some in this category; Allen's work
has opened up some at least of the historical issues for which the
physical remains and residues complement textual evidence to a significant extent.
In such failures causes often lay outside local and even national
control. The constraints of 19th-century capitalism, free trade, world
prices, and shipping networks brought success to some and ruin to many.
Australia's innumerable failed mining sites physically document the
difficulties of one such area of 19th-2oth-century enterprise; ruined
pastoral and farming properties in marginal and hazard-prone localities

21

S. H. Roberts, History of Australian Land Settlement r788-r920 (1924); id., The Squatting Age
Australia r835-r847 (1935); T. M. Perry, Australia's First Frontier (1963); J. White, The White
Family of Bel/trees (1881); G. Connah, Armidale and District Historical Society Journal 20 (1977),
.
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P. J. F. Coutts, WorldA. 7 (1976), 291-305; M. Pearson, AJHA 1 (1983), 40--54; id., JRAHS 71
(1985), 3-27; M . Stanbury, Norwegian Bay Whaling Station: An Archaeological Report (1983).
23 P. Forrest in: J.M. Birmingham and P. C. James (eds.), Industrial and Historical Archaeology,
National Trust of Australia, N.S.W. (1981), 14-16; Birmingham in: J.M. Birmingham et al.,
Australian Pioneer Technology (1979), 132-49.
" Birmingham, in: Australian Pioneer Technology, pp. 132-49.

" J. S. Kerr, Design for Convicts (1984); D. Bairstow and M. Davies, Coalmines Historic Site
Survey, Port Arthur Conservation Project. National Parks & Wildlife Service, Tasmania 1979-1986;
M. Davies and G. Wilson, Norfolk Island: Archaeological Survey Kingston-Arthur's Vale Region.
Dept. of Housing & Construction, Government of Australia (1980); G. Karskens, AJHA 4 (1986),
17-28.
,. G. Young, A]HA 3 (1985), 43-55 (with refs.); J. McCarthy in: Birmingham and Bairstow (eds.),
Colonization (cir. n. 9); C.-Y. Choi, Chinese Migration and Settlement in Australia (1975); N. S.
Kirkman in: K. H. Kennedy (ed.), Readings in North Queensland Mining History, i (1980), II3-44.
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are another, such as those along-and beyond-Surveyor-General Gawdor's 'line of survival' in South Australia.
A third category of such archaeologically visible failures are those of
19th-century private enterprise--smaller and even larger manufacturies
such as the Lithgow Pottery born out of the prosperity that followed the
coming of the railway to Lithgow in 1869, and condemned by British
tariff policies and the depression of the 1890s; woollen mills such as
Jamison's on the Nepean or Andrew Brown's at Lithgow built to service
the flourishing local wool industry, and ore-processing enterprises all over
the country, many of which have now been studied in some detail. 27
Many of these ventures were established to service an obvious need,
flourished for a while in the face of labour, funding, communications,
and often marketing problems to last the working life of their instigator,
finally to founder through a combination of external marketing conditions and internal family circumstances. Interesting as they are as
individual site studies, they gain considerably when seen as part of the
larger British-and global-colonial experience.
An early attempt to structure some of these ideas, and formalize the
archaeological potential of Australian colonial sites in a way that moved
on from the existing emphasis on totally particularist studies was the
Swiss Family Robinson model of the colonization process (in the
following abbreviated SFR). 28 This model drew upon the 19th-century
work of fiction The Swiss Family Robinson by Johann David Wyss and
presented a staged learning framework for the adoption of production
systems in the new colonial environment. The new colonists in their
exploratory phase combine the skills, experience, and social structure
transplanted from their former life-style with their perceived first assessment of subsistence, then production, possibilities. Then follows a
learning phase which is essentially one of experimentation, associated
with selection, rejection, or adaptation of relevant skills, repeated with
variant components until a successful outcome is achieved. The third
phase is developmental, in which systems and practices now recognized
as appropriate to the new environment receive increasing infrastructure
and support services.
Other factors such as the political and administrative controls exercised by government at a distance have subsequently been added as
relevant to colonization success or failure; 29 it is generally now in the

process of being tested by actual case studies. Models are intended to
inform, not dictate, however; early experience with the SFR has already
pointed up the speed with which the early British colonists, some of
them hard-headed gentry of wide experience, passed through the early
stages and unerringly acquired land and resources of the highest potential. Nevertheless, such recent discoveries as the earliest remains of
settlement on Norfolk Island (going back to 1888), the flimsy sub-surface
ruins of the first permanent government house structure built in Sydney,
and the first phase of structures at Port Essington reflect a very real
exploratory and experimental stage in terms of building technology and
environmental adaptation.
The SFR model was of most importance as a beginning in theoretical
structuring for Australian conditions. Much of its practical value lay in
focusing emphasis upon the identification of traditional technologies,
and on the characterization of Australian environmental contexts, two
areas not previously stressed in amateur investigation. Its most important
effect has been to raise the Australian archaeological viewpoint from a
simple chronicle of artefacts, structures, and events at individual sites to
the cultural processes behind them, thus allowing comparisons of human
experience from one site to another.
In the current post-SFR phase, the rapid development of the new
Australian local and regional history combined with the new standards
of data collection and analysis now in use in the Regentville project have
opened lines of enquiry into more challenging areas of popular history
and social interactions. More significant has been its influence in raising
the Australian archaeological viewpoint from the chronicle of structures
and events at individual sites to the processes at work on more than one
of them.
Of greater significance to archaeologists working in any period of
colonization is I. Wallerstein's global-systems approach. 30 Although
designed for colonial expansion after AD 1500 it demonstrates the need to
look at colonies not only in the context of the total imperial system of
which they are a component, but also in the wider context of other
imperial systems of which their own is but one.
In reference to Australian sites of the 18th and 19th centuries the
British imperial context offers considerable scope for cross-colonial
comparisons. The planning and design of contemporary British administrative buildings, government houses, barracks and dockyards, prisons
and hospitals, from the Caribbean to Calcutta, Canada to the Cape
Colony, are the proper backdrop to the first and second government
houses on Norfolk Island of 1788 and 1824 recently investigated, to
Sydney's first permanent government house built in 1788 and the Hyde

" D. Bairsrow, The Burwood Copper Smelter, Australian Society for Historical Archaeology
Research Bulletin 2 (1987); J. Chilman, Silver and a Trace of Gold: A History of the Ac/are Mine,
S.A. Dept. of Mines and Energy, Adelaide (1982); J. Winston-Gregson, AJHA 2 (1984), 27-37.
" J.M. Birmingham and D. N. Jeans, 'The Swiss Family Robinson and the Archaeology of
Colonizations', AJHA 1 (1983), 1-14; J. D. Wyss, The Swiss Family Robinson (1812-13, repr. 1956).
" D. Bairstow, AJHA 2 (1984), 34,; ead., Australian Archaeology 18 (1984), 3271; T. Murray and
F. J. Allen, in: P. White and C. Macknight (eds.), Archaeology in Oceania 2.1 (1986), 85713.
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Park convict barracks of 1819, both excavated during the 198os;31 to Port
Arthur's penal settlement under construction from 1833 onwards, and to
Port Essington in 1839. Comparisons with contemporary structures in
Port Royal (Jamaica) and with Fort Elizabeth in the Cape Colony are as
en!ig~te~ing about the colonization process as is comparison with
Bntam itself. Such comparison of these public buildings and their
associated landscapes is only a beginning; cross-colonial comparisons of
adapted industrial technologies, imperial trading patterns, and interaction with local populations await serious Australian participation.
The same is true in the broader global sphere. Australia has to be seen
as much an integral part of a competitive international world of cut~hroat Po:tuguese, Dutch, German, and French economic and strategic
mterests m the South Pacific as it was a remote and isolated British
possession. 32
The prizes were compelling. Whaling in the South Pacific offered rich
returns in whale oil, superior to tallow for domestic lighting; sealskins
proved particularly attractive to China; Indonesian spices, especially
pe~per, continued their perennial popularity to the European palate,
while sandalwood, tea, and opium were already locked into complex
trade networks.
Recent wreck discoveries such as the Nankin wreck with its 16 ooo
vases of Chinese blue and white export wares, and the wreck off' the
south coast of !hailand with a fine cargo of celadons, have considerably
extended previously sparse knowledge of Asian trade ceramics. 33 As a
r_esul~, Chinese trade wares are increasingly being recognized on Australian sites c. 1788-1810. The first settlement of Norfolk Island the earliest
layers of Elizabeth Farm at Paramatta, Hyde Park Barracks, ~nd the first
Government House in Sydney, all reveal the characteristic late Ching
trade wares from Fukien and Swatow en route for Europe. Such trade
was controlled by the British East India Company monopoly between
1793 and 1~13, alt_hough under review. De jure, it was ended in 1813; the
archaeological evidence supports an earlier de facto breakdown. 34
" H. Temple, Historic Environment 4 (1985), 13-22; H. Temple and S. Sullivan (eds.), First
Government House Site, Sydney: Its Significance and its Future (1985).
32
N. _B. Nairn and D. K. Fieldhou_se in: G. J. Abbott and N. B. Nairn, The Economic Growth of
Australia 1788-1821 (1969); D. K. Fieldhouse, Colonial Empires: A Comparative Survey from the
Eighteenth Century (1982.).
" The wreck of the Dutch East Indiaman the Geldermalsen sunk in the South China Sea in 1752
produced m a non-profess10nal operation some 170,000 pieces of Chinese export ware; in contrast
successive mant1me surveys off the coast of Asia, including Thailand, in the 1980s have maintained
a consistently high, standard of excavation and publication, cp. 'Maritime Archaeology in Thailand;
Seven Wreck Sites , 1_n : W. Jeffery and J. Amess (eds.), Proceedings of the 2nd Southern Hemisphere
Conference on Mar1t1me Archaeology, Adelaide (1983), 153-74.
" For informati_on on_these previously little-known wares, see the recent publications of the South
East Asian Ceramic Society: A Ceramic Legacy of Asia's Maritime Trade (1985)- Nonya Ware and
Kitchen Ching (1981).
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Equally international was the beche-de-mer trade of the northern
coastline in which Macassan fishermen from the Straits fished Australian
waters, possibly for centuries preceding British occupancy. Archaeological work has begun to set this trade in its historic context, with graphic
archaeological detail. 35
Another facet of the archaeological record underlining the need for an
international basis to Australian historic sites is that of maritime
a_rchaeology. For 18th-, 19th-, and earlier 2oth-century Australia, essentially dependent upon imported manufactured goods rather than locally
produced ones, the ship's cargo, whether from Britain or some international port, which was often successively offloaded at more than one
A_ust:ali~n port, is a more useful unit for identifying and dating
d1stnbut1on networks than a typological sequence based upon manufacturing changes.
~hipping records exist even before the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788,
while archaeologically the increasing number of wrecks examined in
recent years cover the major four centuries of European involvement in
the Pacific. The oldest, the Trial, was an English East India Company
merchantman lost in 1622 off the west Australian coast; it was followed
by a number of Dutch East India Company ships lost on passage to the
East Indies between 1629 and 1727, then by several ships of the British
colonial and Empire periods in the 18th to 20th centuries. 36
Examples of British, Asian, American, and European imports and
locally produced goods abound on innumerable remote sites in Australia's vast interior. Some are stratified in tiny pioneer settlements. More
are clu_stered in domestic or commercial surface scatters. Archaeological
analysis_has begun on Arltunga (Northern Territory) and its neighbour,
the White Range, where patterns of canned food importation into a
remote British-based settlement 400 miles from the nearest rail-head
between c. 1880 and 1930 are beginning to emerge. So are patterns of
2oth-century visitation of this attractive but remote site. Patterns in
consumerism are also emerging from less isolated rural and urban
properties such as Portland in Victoria, Parramatta in New South Wales,
Melbourne, and Sydney. 37
35
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J. N. Green, IJNA 2 (1973), 267-89; 4 (1975), 43~3; J. N. Green and G. Henderson, IJNA 4,

pp. 158--9 (review}; id., /]NA 6 (1977), 245-8; J. N. Green, Australia's Oldest Wreck: The English
East India Company's Ship 'Trial' 1622, BAR Suppl. Ser.; G. Henderson in: J. N. Green (ed.), Papers
from the First Southern Hemisphere Conference on Maritime Archaeology (1977), 73--9.
37 K. Holmes, Arltunga Historical Reserve & Macdonnell Range Reef Precinct. Archaeological
Reports for the Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory, Alice Springs 5 (1985); P. F. J.
Coutts, Captain Mills Cottage, Port Fairy, Victoria, Victoria Archaeological Survey (198 4);
G. Connah et al., Captain Richards' House at Winterbourne (1978). Unfortunately unpubl. reports
to government and other funding bodies still outnumber published artefact studies. Publications of
artefact-rich sites such as Hyde Park Barracks and the first Government House in Sydney, are yet to
appear.

Judy Birmingham
Recent research directions at Sydney University have concentrated on
the extraction of significant results from the mass of consumer data both
above and below the surface of Australia. The MIN ARK computer data
base programme has proved the most flexible means for achieving this.
The most important step has been the classification and definitions
required before data can be effectively entered, the critical process which
structures the data in terms of the research questions which it has the
potential to address. To date some 90,000 artefacts from Irrawang, 5,000
from Wybalena and 8,000 from Regentville have been entered into
MINARK data bases, and manipulation and analysis of this data is in
progress with promising preliminary results from Regentville.
The analysis of colonial consumer residues over the last three centuries
is producing interesting results in the United States and in Canada,
whether viewed in the British or the global context. Real commercial
networks become visible, as opposed to paper ones, and actual rather
than assumed patterns of social behaviour. Early results promise that this
will be equally true in Australia.
In summary, while archaeological investigations of particular sites and
regions must remain the foundation blocks of the building, our work has
shown that comparison of research questions and particularist results
across colonial and imperial barriers is essential. Given the universal
aspects of much of the colonization experience, some issues raised and
some results from the archaeology of newer colonies must also be of
interest to older ones: any comparison with the world of antiquity in this
paper is implicit rather than explicit, but the field of comparative study
has obvious intellectual attraction. More cross-fertilization of the kind
promoted by this Congress can only be encouraged.
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clay, analysis of, see Mossbauer analysis

Index
Clazomenae 1 51
Cleonymus 425
coinage, of
Abdera and Teos 153
Alexander the Great 325---i>
Corcyra Melaina(?) 293, pl. 35 .1- 2.
Eucratides 336, pl. 37. 1
Heraclea 294- 5
Issa 310
Palestine 547
Pharos 300--1
Posid(eion) 509
Scythia 168
Collins, David 42-3
colonial architecture 200, 373 ff., pls. 16.1- 2;
40-4
colonial territory (chora) 179-80, 296---,, 300,
347 ff., 365 ff., 376, 405 ff., 485
colony
modern definition of 11
relation with mother-city 153-4, 300, 379
convicts, transportation of 36
Cook, James 19 ff., 31 ff., 184
Copia, Jacques Louis 212-13
Coppa Nevigata 559, 562-3, 566
coral 589-90, 603
Corcyra, Corcyran(s) 283 ff.
Corcyra Melaina, see Korcula
Corinthian pottery, see Greek pottery
Crocia Cognato, see Basilicata
Croton 375 f., pl. 40.4
Cumae 47, 49-50, 89 ff., 94-5
see also metalwork
Cycladic pottery, see Greek pottery
Cypriote pottery in the Pontus 53
Cyrenaica 169 ff., 385 ff., pl. 14
see also Budrasc; Cyrene; el-Ardam;
el-Gubba; Euhesperides; Hagfa el
Khasaliya; Jebel Akhdar; Sidi Khrebish
Cyrene 171, 399, 401
Dalmatia, Dalmatian(s) 291 ff. , 309, 314,
320-1, 562, 572
Greek coins from 317-20
see also Epetium; Heraclea; Issa; Korcula;
Lumbarda; Pharos, Salona; Tor;
Tragyrium
Dama de Baza 610, pl. 63.3
Dampier, William 32, 184
Darwin 203
Daunia, Daunian(s} 243-5, 264, 559 ff.
sculpture (incl. stelai) 574 ff., pls. 50--i>
Delmati, see Dalmatians
Delphi, role in colonization 117 ff., 300
Devollian pottery 284-5
Af~ ware 566

•

Dionysius I of Syracuse 232, 234 ff., 288--9,
511,529
Dobruja (Scythia Minor) 154, 157 ff.
Dorieus 117, 122
Douglas, John 29
drama
in Bactria 339, pl. 38.1
illustrated in vase-painting 227-8, 233 ff.
in South Italy and Sicily 227-8, 231 ff., pls.
22.1; 24
Durazzo, see Epidamnus
Dyrrhachium, see Epidamnus
East Greek pottery, see Greek pottery
Egyptian, Egyptianizing objects found in
Italy 47
el-Ardam 177, pl. 14.3
Elea (Velia} 141, 365 ff. , 374, 376, 381, pl. 42.1
el-Gubba 178--9
El Prado 613 ff., pl. 64
enamel 589-90, 603
Enisala 164, pl. 13
Enotri, Enotrian(s) 138 ff., 365 ff., 487
Epetium (Stobrec) 3rr, 313-14, 316
Epidamnus (Dyrrhachium-Durazzo) 285 ,
287 ff., pls. 31.1-2; 32.1,3-4
Eromanga Island 22, pl. 1.2
ethnocentrism 6
Etruria 63, 87 ff.
see also Gravisca; Pyrgi; Tarquinia; Veii
Etruscan
culture, impact on natives in Basilicata 145
pottery found: in Southern France 57 ff.; in
the Levant 508
traders 58 ff.
see also inscription(s); metalwork
Euboea 64-5
Euboean
calendar 99 ff.
traders 51, 64-5, 283
see also Greek pottery; metalwork;
pre-colonial contacts
Eubulus 241
Eucratides 336, pl. 37.1
Euhesperides 38 5
Europeans in Australia, Aboriginal perception
of 185---i>
fibulae
Balkan: two-piece with disc foot 564-5;
'figure of eight' type 569
Cypriot, elbow type 71
Dalmatian, with single bow 562- 3
Iberian, a doble resorte 70-1
Italic: drago con molla type 76 ff.; elbow
type 76---,, 564; leech 77-8;

Index
navicella 574; with enlarged bow and
long foot 577; with revered bow 78; with
wide leaf bow 135
Forster, George 2 7
Forster, Johann Reinhold 22, 25 ff.
Fossakultur 73- 4, 134
Francavilla Marittima 47, 48, 375, 487
funerary
motifs in vase-painting 225 ff., pls. 21.3; 22
rites: in Bassit 507; in Cyrenaica 180; in
Dalmatia 300, 309; in Dobruja 164-5,
pls. 10.2.; u-13.2; in South Italy 134 ff.,
434 ff.
Gades (Cadiz) 472-3 , 486---,
Garaguso, see Basilicata
Gargano, see Daunia
Gauguin, Paul 28--9
Gela pls. 40.2; 44.1
Getae 155, 157 ff., 162 ff.
gifts, exchange of 21 , 585, 602
Glover, John 215, pl. 19.7-8
goldwork, see metalwork
Graeco-Bactrian, see Bactrian
Gravisca 59
Greater Syrtis 170 ff.
Greek drama, see drama
Greek personal names
in A¥ Khanum 338
in Bassit 508, pl. 48.1
in Cyrenaica 178--9
in Dalmatia 301-2, 309-10
in North Arabia 555---i>
in Lycia 537-40
in Palestine 549
Greek pottery
in the Black Sea: East Greek (incl.
Rhodian} 52, 54, 160 ff.; Euboean 53, pl.
4.2; 'G 2-3' ware 54; Middle Geometric
(MG) 53, pl. 4.1
in Italy and Sicily: Attic 218- 20, 233,
254 ff., 369--'70, 434, pl. 46.3; chevron
skyphoi 48 ff., 79, 283; Corinthian 67,
76 ff., 79, 82- 3, 283 ff., 434; Cycladic
82-3, 283; East Greek 284; Euboean and
Euboeanizing 67-8, 77 ff., 283; Middle
Geometric (MG) 48, 283;
Mycenaean 456, 459 ff.; pendent
semicircle skyphoi 48 ff., 78--9;
prorokorylai 48, 283; SOS amphorae 51,
70, 90"-l
in the Levant: Attic 508--9, pl. 48.3;
Corinthian 5o6, 508, pl. 47 .2.; Cycladic
5o6; East Greek (incl. Ionic cups} 5o6,
508; Euboean 5o6---,; Laconian 508
in Lycia: Attic 533; East Greek 533

in Sardinia: Corinthian 72; Euboean and
Euboeanizing 71-2, 479; pendent
semicircle skyphoi 71
in southern France: Attic 255 ff.; Corinthian
and Corinthianizing 56; East Greek 55---i>
in Spain and North Africa: Attic 2.55 ff.,
471; Corinthian 479; East Greek (incl.
Ionic cups} 471; Middle Geometric (MG}
51, 70; SOS amphorae 51, 70
chronology of 47 ff., 90"-l
imitations of 67, 78, 146, 166, 168, 284
trade marks 50
Greek Revival, see Neoclassicism
Grotta di Pertosa 133
Grotta Pirosu 70
Grumentum, see Basilicara
Hagfa el Khasaliya 179
Hawaii 22, 25, pl. 2.3
Hedeb al Fala 551 ff., pl. 49
Heraclea 294-5
Heraclea Tablets 419, 421, 42.6, 429, 434
Heraclitus 622, 625---i>
Hillei 294
Himera 357-8
Hodges, Williams 28--9, pls. 1.2; 2.1-2
hoplite equipment 268 ff.
Hornet Bank 186
Huelva 70
Hvar, see Pharos
Hyblon 138, 141
Iapygian (s} 264
see also Italic pottery
Iberian art 607 ff., 615 ff., pls. 61-4
iconographical analysis 207 ff.
Illyria, Illyrian(s} 284 ff., 293, 300--1, 311, 564,
566,569
see also Apollonia; Belshi; Epidamnus;

Mavroves; Skodra
Illyrian pottery (red-figure} 287 ff., pi . 31.3;
32.-34.3
Incoronata, see Basilicata
indigenous inhabitants
of Australia, see Aborigines
of the Black Sea, see Getae; Scythians;
Thracians
of Cyrenaica, see Libyans; Marmaridae;
Nasamones
of Dalmaria, see Dalmatians; Hillei; Liburni
of South Italy and Sicily, see Apennine
culture; Ausonians; Campanians; Choni;
Daunians; Enotri; lapygians; ltali;
Messapians; Morgati; Oscans; Peucetians;
Siculi
of the Pacific, see Eromanga; Hawaii;
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indigenous inhabitants (cont.):
Tahiti; Tonga; Polynesia
enslavement of 140-1
inscription(s)
Aramaic(?) in the West 71-2, 488
Etruscan 519-21
Greek: IG xii.9,900b 112; SEG ix.1 169,
178; SEG ix.77 170; SEG ix.348 178--9
Greek, from: A'i Khanum 334-5, 338--9, pl.
37.2-3; Bassit 508-9, pl. 48.1;
Chalcidice 102, 104; lstrus 168;
Pharos 301-2; Teos 15 3-4
Lycian 535
Phoenician 519-21
intermarriage 178, 2.76, 32.6, 32.8, 549
Ionic cups, see Greek pottery
iron-working in Italy, origin of 133-4
lrrawang 640
Issa (island of Vis) 303 ff.
lstrus 53-4, 154, 158, 160, 162. ff., 167-8, pl.
4.2.
ltali 138
Italic pottery
a tenda ware 135
Daunian 569 ff.
lapygian 565-6
local imitations of Greek ware 67, 78, 146,
370
see also Etruscan, South Italian pottery
Jamestown 35
Jebel Akhdar 170 ff., 385
Kerguelan's Island 2.4, pl. 1.3
Klearchos of Soloi 338--9, pl. 37-2.
Korcula 293, pl. 35.1-2.
Lefkandi 64-5
Levant, Levantine(s), see Phoenicia;
Phoenician(s)
Liburni, Liburnian(s) 291, 309, 569 ff.
Libyan(s) 169 ff.
linguistic market 20, 2 3
Lisbon 39-40
Lixus 471-2
Locke,John 182-3
Lucania, Lucanian{s) 147 ff., 408
see also South Italian pottery
Lumbarda 3n-12
Lycett, Joseph 214-15, pl. 19.5-6
Lycia, Lycian(s) 531 ff.
see also inscription(s)
Macassan(s) 196 ff., 647, pl. 15
Macchia di Rossano, see Basilicata
Macinino di Vieste 562-3
Magas 170, 172-3

Index

Index
Mailhac 56--'7
Manaccore 559-60, 562., 566
Marazigh 174, pl. 14.1
market, market economy 2.0 ff., 34, 485, 580
Marmaric tribes, see Marmaridae
Marma,idae 170 ff., 393
Maroneia 152.
Marseille, see Massalia
Marx, Karl 28
Massalia 56 ff., 60
Massaliot pottery 56
Masseria Fandetti 564-5
Matavai, see Tahiti
Mavroves 289 n. 44, pl. 34.3
Megara Hyblaea 348 ff.
Melbourne 345-6
Melfi 144-5
Mesambria 154-5
Messapian(s) 264-5
metalwork
Celtic 584 ff., pls. 57-60
Cumaean 92. ff., pl. 5.1
Etruscan 87 ff., 580 ff., 596 ff., pls. 5.2.; 59.2.
EJ,ooean 65, 88
Pithecusan 87 ff.
Sardinian 66
Metapontum 2.17, 219, 2.60 ff., 376--'7, 380-3,
-4o5 ff., pl. 43.2.
Miletus 151, 154
Minoan art, see Aegean art
Mogador 471
Molinella 559 ff., 566
Monboddo, Lord 32
Mont Garou 59
Monte Sannace 261, pl. 2.9.3
Monte Saraceno 562, 565 ff., pls. 50-2.
Morgeti 138--9
Mossbauer analysis 67, 83-4
Motya 52, 476--'7, 479-80
Muro Lucano, see Basilica ta
Mycenaean art, see Aegean art
Mycenaean civilization, definition of 445-6
Mycenaeans
in Cyprus 458, 467
in Egypt and the Near East 459, 467
in Northern Greece 447 ff.
in the West 132-3, 282, 455 ff., 467, 560 ff.
see also Greek pottery
Nasamones 170 ff.
native deities, identified with Greek deities
153, 155, 168, 180, 341, 516, 519, 52.3,
52 9, 534-5
axus 47, 49, 357 ff.
Neoclassicism 20, 28 213
nestoris 22.3, 2.43 ff., pls. 9.3; 23.2-4; 25-'7
New Holland 32 ff.

New South Wales 31 ff.
Nin 569
Nocera (Campania) 261-2
Nuragic metalwork, see metalwork, Sardinian
Nymmelos 147
Obulco 608 ff., pls. 61.2.-3; 62.-63.2
Odrysian kingdom 163, 166
Olynthus, calendar of 99 ff.
onomastic, see Greek personal names
oracles regarding colonization n7 ff.
Oricum 283
Oscans 74-5
Otranto 2.82 ff.
Pacific, European expansion in the 19 ff., pls.
1-2.
Paestum 378, pls. 41.2-3; 44.2-3
Palestrina 92., 94
Pantanello 415 ff., pls. 45-6
Parthian art 328
Parvan, Vasile 158
pendent semicircle skyphoi, see Greek pottery
Pericles 532
Permulwoy 184-5
Pertuis 55
Peucetia, Peucetian(s) 251 ff., 264-5
Pharos (island of H var) 294 ff.
Philemon 242
Phillip, Arthur 36 ff., 183 ff.
Phocaeans in the West 45 ff., 365 ff., 521,
607 ff.
Phoenician(s)
objects other than pottery found in the
West 47, 487, 521 f.
pottery found in the West 59, 72, 488--9
traders 47, 50 ff., 59, 66, 68 ff., 153, 487-8
collaboration with Greek traders 63, 69 ff.,
488
see also inscription(s)
Phoinikes, see Phoenicians
Piron 212 ff., pl. 19.2,4
Pisciolo 144-5
Pisticci 143 ff., 260, pl. 29.2
Pisticci Painter, see vase-painters
Pithecusa 47, 49 ff., 64, 67, 70 ff., 76-7, 343,
488
pottery of 67 ff.
see also metalwork, Pithecusan
Plymouth Plantation 35
polis, definition of 346--'7, 483 ff.
Polynesia, Neolithic culture of 20
Pontecagnano 73 ff.
Pontus, see Black Sea
Porcara 149, pl. 9.1-2
Port Essington, see Victoria
Port Jackson, Sydney, see Sydney Cove
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port of trade, definition of 48 5
pottery, see Greek; Cypriote; Devollian;
Etruscan; Illyrian; Italic; Massaliot;
Phoenician, Pithecusan; South Italian
pottery; Cetina; 6-IP ware
Pozo Moro 607-8, pl. 61.1
pre-colonial contacts
in Australia (including Tasmania) 23-4,
31 ff., 196 ff., 647
in the Black Sea 52 ff.
in Campania 73 ff.
in the Pacific 20 ff.
in Southern France 55 ff.
in Southern Italy and Sicily 46 ff., 137-8,
140, 2.83, 345, 365
in Spain 45-6, 70-1
in Thrace 153
primitivism 24, 29, 213
Proto-Etruscans, see Villanovans
protokotylai, see Greek pottery
Ptolemais 398--9
Pyrgi 59, 5 II ff.
Python (of Catane) 242
racial discrimination, prejudices, see racism
racism 6
religion, religious practices 7-8, 133, 179, 192,
2.04, 340-1, 457,5 22,529,549,577
see also native divinities
Rhemaxos 168
Rhodes, Rhodians 55
see also Greek pottery (East Greek)
'Rhodian' oinochoai 46, 55, 60
Rhone, delta of the, see Southern France
Rio de Janeiro 38 ff.
Roanoke 35
Rodi 561-2
Rutigliano 2.61
S. Sabina (Brindisi), see Torre S. Sabina
S. Valentino 75
Salapia 559, 564, 566, 569, 573, 575-6
Salemo 2.83, 2.85, 374
see also Otranto, Valesio
Salena (Solin) 314
salt, salt-fish 58, 155
Samwell, David 21
Santa Maria in Paulis 70
Sardinia 65-6, 70 ff., 140, 477
contacts with Cyprus and the Levant 65 ff.,
457
see also metalwork (Sardinian), Sulcis
Sarno valley 73 ff.
Satrianum 147
Schnabelkannen, see metalwork (Etruscan)
Scoglio del Tonno 132, 455
Scythia Minor, see Dobruja
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Index

Scythians 157-8, 162, 165 ff.
Selinus 350, 353 ff., 378~, 381, pls. 41.1; 43.1
Seroto 148 ff., pl. 9.3
Serra di Vaglio 145 ff., pls. 6, 7.1-2
Sexi (Almuiiecar) 474 ff.
Sicily 344 ff.
see also Acragas; Camarina; Casmenae;
Gela; Himera; Megara Hyblaea; Naxus;
Selinus; Syracuse
Siculi 138 ff.
Sidi Khrebish (Berenice-Benghazi) 38 5 ff.
silphium 177
Sinope 52
Siponto 559, 566, 573-4, 576""7
Skodra 289, pl. 34.1-2
Sophron 238
SOS amphorae, see Greek pottery
Sosiphanes 242
South Italian pottery 148-9, 217 ff., 251 ff.,
284, 287-8, 409, 434, pls. 9.1-3; 2<>-4;
28-30
Southern Franee 55 ff.
Sulcis 71-2, 479
Sydney Cove 4<>-1, 43
symposium 75
see also wine
Syracuse 232, 237, 348 ff., 361 ff., 379 ff., pl.
42.2
Tahiti 21-2, 25, 27 ff., pl. 2.1
Tarentum 264-5, 379
Tarquinia 77, 93 ff.
Tartessus (Tarsish) 45, 487
Tasmania 23 ff., 33, 214-15, pl. 19.5""7
see also Aborigines
Teiorum Dirae 153-4
Tench, Watkin 42, 44, 184
Teneriffe 38 ff.
Tees 153-4
see also Teiorum Dirae
terra nullius concept 8, 183
Thales 623-4
Thapsus 455~
Tharros 71, 477
Thrace 151 ff.
Thracians 152 ff., 157 ff.
Tierra del Fuego 24-5
Timoleon 359 ff.
tin, tin route 58
Tomba Artiaco, see Cumae
Tomis 158, 160, 163
Tonga 21, pl. 1.1
Tor 301, pl. 35.3
Torre S. Sabina 282, 461
Torretta di Pietragalla 147, pl. 8
Toscanos 473-4, 480 ff.
town planning 145~, 347 ff., 367 ff.

trade marks on Greek pottery 50
trade routes 134-5, 144, 146
see also tin route
trade, pre-colonial 21 ff., 36, 45 ff., 196 ff.,
283 ff., 602
see also market economy; pre-colonial
contacts
Tragyrium (Trogir) 311, 313-15
Trapezus 52
trozzella, see nestoris
urbanism, urban organization, see town
planning
Utica 474
Valesio 286
vase-painters
Amykos Ptr 217, 223, 261,287,438, pl. 23.2
Anabates Ptr 261 f.
Arpi Ptr 222, 289
Asteas 227, pl. 24.3
Baltimore Ptr 222, 225, 289, pl. 22.2
Beldam Ptr 509
Berlin Dancing Girl, Ptr of the 218, 220,
224, pl. 20.2
Birth of Dionysos, Ptr of the 221, pl. 21.1
Black Fury Ptr 235
CA Ptr 278, pl. 30.2
Cappodarso Ptr 240
Caylus Ptr 509
Chequer Ptr 278, 288
Cyclops Ptr pl. 24.1
Darius Ptr 222, 228~, 236, pl. 22.1
Dirce Ptr 236, 239, 287-8
Dolen Ptr 217, 233, 238, 438
Haimon Grp 509
Hecate Ptr 241
Iliupersis Ptr 221-2, 225, pl. 21.3-4
Kadmos Ptr 2.18, 220, pl. 20.1
Leafless Grp 509, pl. 48. 3
Libation Ptr 278, pl. 30.1
Long Overfalls, Ptr of the 221, pl. 21.2
Lycurgus Ptr 222
Maron Ptr 237, 239
Meleager Ptr 219
Metope Grp pl. 22.3
Palermo Ptr 220, pl. 20.4
Phiale Ptr 233
Pisticci Ptr u7, 219
Pithos Ptr 509
Policoro Ptr 217, 239
Porcara Thiasos, Ptr of the 149, pl. 9.1-2
Primate Ptr 149, 220 n. 13, pl. 23.4
Roccanova Ptr 149
Sisyphus Ptr 220 ff., 261, pls. 20.3; 23.1
Tales Ptr 146, 218, 220
Underworld Ptr 222 pl. 24.4

Index
Varrese Ptr 223, pl. 23.3
White Saccos Ptr 222
Veii 76 ff., 83-4
see also metalwork (Etruscan)
Velia, see Elea
Venosa, see Basilicata
Vicroria (Port Essington, northern
Australia) 20<>-1, 637 ff., pls. 16-17.1
Villanovan(s) 63, 73 ff.
Wales, Williams 26
Wallis, Samuel 21

Webber, John 212-13, pls. 1.1,3; 19.1,3
Wild Goat ware, see Greek pottery (East
Greek)
wine 5, 58, 75
Xenon Group, see South Italian pottery
Young, George 37
Zalmodegikos 168
Zancle 49
Zauiet Marazigh, see Marazigh

PLATE 1

1.

2.

John Webber, 'A View of Anamooka' ( omuka, Tonga), 219X498 cm.
Dixson Library, State Library of NSW, Sydney. Photo courtesy State
Library of SW.

William Hodges, 'The Landing at Eromanga' (Vanuatu ). Oil on canvas;
241 X470 cm. National Maritime Museum, London. Photo co urtesy
ational Maritime Museum.

3. John Webber,' A View of Christmas Harbour', 222X 3 78 cm. Dix on
Library, State Library of NSW, Sydney. Photo cou rtesy State Library of
NSW.

PLATE3

PLATE2

1. William Hodges,
' Review of the War
Galley of Tahiti', oil on
canvas; 241 X470 cm.
National Maritime
Museum, London. Photo
courtesy National
Maritime Museum.

J
'/

/
2. William Hodges, 'A
View of Vaitepiha Bay,
Tahiti', oil on canvas;
915Xr371 cm. Angelsey
Abbey, Cambridgeshire.
Photo courtesy National
Trust.

Plan of Cape Town, by C. F. Brink, 1767. Photo courtesy Cape Archives (photo no.

M3/r8).

3. Wicker helmet from Hawaii,
collected on Captain Cook's 3 rd
voyage; ht. 31 cm. Photo
courtesy The Australian
Museum, Sydney.
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2. Cambridge, Museum of Cla sical
Archaeology IS.1. Rim fragment of LG kotyle
from lstrus. Photo courtesy Museum of Classical
Archaeology.
1. Leningrad , Ermitage. MG hydria stated
to co me fr om Bt> rezan /after A A 19 1c- 2 •7, Fg. 7)

Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery
inv. 57.369: gold plaque. Photo
courtesy Walter~ Art Gallery.

2.

r. Rome, Palazzo dei Conservatori: silver cista
from Palestrina, Tomba Castellani. Photo
courtesy Palazzo dei Conservatori.

PLATE6

PLATE 7

1.

Serra di Vaglio. Antefix fragments of the local gorgoneion type.

Serra di Vaglio. Aerial view. Photo courtesy of the Superintendency of Antiquities for
Basilica ta.

2.

Serra di Vaglio. Fragment of Ionic frieze.

Both photos courtesy of the Superintendency of Antiquities for
Basilica ta.

PLATE 9

PLATES

1-2.

Porcara. Locall y made red-figure bell-krater.

Torretta di Pietragalla. Fortification wall on the acropolis. Photo courtesy of the
Superintendency of Antiquities for Basilicata.

3. Seroto. Red-figure nestoris of local
manufacture.
Photos courtesy of th e Superintendency of Antiquities for
Basilica ta.

PLATE 11

PLATE 10

1.

Beidaud: overall view of the fortress.
1.

2.

Callatis: tumulus burial in which the papyrus was found, overall view.

Callatis: chamber tomb with remains of the vault seen from the dromos.
2.

As Pl.

11.1,

detail.

PLATE 12

PLATE 13

I

J

I.

Enisala: cremation burial, tumulary type.

GilliSR

Callatis: miniature figurines and trimmings made of gilded terracotta, found in one of
the cist graves.

2.

Enisala: cremation burial, cist grave.

PLATE 15

PLATE 14

r. Zauiet Marazigh:
H ellenistic rock-cut
tomb. Photo A. Laronde.

2. Ancient fa rmho use
on the upper plateau,
south-west of Cy rene.
Photo A. Laronde.

1.

Hardy Island (north-east Arnhem Land): two lines of fireplaces for boiling trepang
under tamarind trees {intervals on pole: 20 cm). Photo MacKnight.

3. El Ardam:
monumental tomb of the
Hellenisti c period . Photo
A. Laronde.

2. Mabuludu (' Black Rock') in the
Wellington Range (western Arnhem Land):
cave paintings of Macassan house or trepang
smokehouse. Photo Chaloupka.

3. As Pl. 15.2: painting of a Macassan knife
in its sheath. Photo Chaloupka.

PLATE 17

PLATE 16

/

1.

I.

Remains of the hospital kitchen at Victoria (intervals on pole:

20

Victoria: prunt of wine bottle (Chareau Margau ).
Photo Allen.

cm). Photo Allen.

2. Victoria: Cornish
chimney in one of the
houses built for
married couples. Photo
Allen.

• I

2.

Imarlkba, Kakadu National Park (western Arnhem Land): remains of boiler.
Photo Gillespie.

PLATE 18

l

PLATE 19

2

l

3

5

2

4

6

3

4

5

6

7
7

8
r. Seal impression from Pylos, LH IIIB (after CMS i. 370).
2. Agate cushion-shaped seal, LM/LH (a fter CMS xiii. 35).
3. Lapis lazuli cylinder seal found at Knossos: north-west Mesopotamian
or south-east Anatolian, c.2000 BC (after CMS iih. 29).
4. Jasper signet ring from Mycenae, LH 11/111 (after CMS i. 89).
5. Gold signet ring from Mycenae, LH II (after CMS i. 17).
6. Gold signet ring from Tiryns (after CMS i. 179).
7. Egyptian ivory scarab from Platanos, Tholos B (after CMS ii/r. 283 ).
8. Seal impression from Phaestos, Old Palatial Period (after CMS ii/ 5.
322).

8
de!., J. Caldwell sc.', Tasmanian
Webber
J.
nd.
La
's
1. 'A Man of Van Diemen
Museum and Art Gallery, inv. 859; Cook (1784), no. 6.
2. 'Sauvages du Cap de Diemen Preparant Leur Repas. Piron delin., C_~pia
sculp., Di en scripsit', Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery: Labtllard1ere
(1800), no. 5.
3. 'An Opossum of Van Diemen's Land. J. Webber del., P. Mazell sculp.',
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery: Cook (178 4 ), no. 8.
noir du Cap de Diemen. Piron delin., Peree sculp., Dien scripsit',
'Cigne
.
4
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery: Labillardiere (1800), no. 9.
5 . ]. Lycett, 'Mt Dromedary near Hobart Town', Tasmanian Museum and Art
Gallery, inv. 293.
6. 'Mt Dromedary. J. Lycett delin.t et execu.t', Tasmanian Museum and Art
Gallery: Lycett (182 4-1825 ), no. 9.
7. J. Glover, Sketchbook 97, nos. 12-19, Ta manian Museum and Art
Gallery).
8. J. Glover, Sketchbook 97, no. 133, Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery.

PLATE20

I.

Volute-krater, Ruvo 1093, Attic by the
Kadmos Painter.

3. Volute-krater, Malibu 85. AE. 102, Early
Apulian, Sisyphus roup.

2. Volute-krater, Taranto 140639, Earl y
Apulian by the Painter of the Berlin Danci ng
Girl.

4. Volute-krater, Malibu 8 5. AE. 101, Ea rl;
Lucanian, by the Palermo Painter.

PLATE 21

1.

Volute-krater, Taranto 8264, by the
Painter of the Birth of Dionysos.

3. Volute-krater, B.M. F 283, by the
lliupersis Painter.

2.

Volute-krater; once Bari Market, by the
Painter of the Long Overfalls.

4. Volute-krater, Boston 1970.235, by the
Iliupersis Painter.

PLATE 23

PLATE22

1. Column-krater, B.M.
F 174, by the Sisyphus Painter.

1.

2. Nestoris, Melbourne,
Geddes coll. L 1 :o, by the
Amykos Painter.

Volute-krater, Princeton 83-13,
by the Darius Painter.

3. Loutrophoros, American private coll., Metope
Group.

2.

Volute-krater, Toledo 77.45, by
the Baltimore Painter.

3. Nestoris, once London
Market, by the Varrese Painter.

4. Nestoris, Sydney 46.46, by
the Prima to Painter.

PLATE24

PLATE25
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r. Early Lucan ian ca lyx-krater, B.M.
1947.7-14.18 by the Cyclop Painter.
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Apulian calyx-krater, Bari, private coll.
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3. Detail of Pae tan bell-krater, Melbourne
D 391/r980, by Asteas.

4. Detail of Apulian calyx-krater,
Melbourne, Geddes coll. A 5: 4, by th e
Underworld Painter.
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PLATE 27

PLATE 26
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Paul Getty Mus. 8 t. AE. 183. B, lip
fragments, inside.
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3. As Pl. 27.1, handle fragments and cast
pieces.

4. As Pl. 27.2, handle fragments and cast
pieces.

PLATE 28

I.

Frankfurt a/M., Liebieghaus l.N. 541.
Photo U. Edelmann.

3. Oxford, Ashmolean Mu eum,
inv. 1958.11.

2.

PLATE 29

Bari, Museo Archeologico, inv.

1. Richmond, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts,
The Williams Fund 81.82.

280 6.

4. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts,
inv. 01.8023.

2.

Metaponto, Antiquarium, inv.

20125.

3. Bari, Museo Archeologico.

PLATE 30

PLATE 31

1-2. Durazzo, Archaeological Museum. Fragment of limestone relief from
Epidamnus, last quarter of the 7th cent. BC . Photos courtesy Museo Pigorini, Rome.

3-4. Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure amphora with representation of
amazonomachy on main side. From Epidamnu , first half of the 4th cent. BC. Photos
courtesy Museo Pigorini, Rome.

PLATE32

i.

AsPl.31.3-4.

PLATE 33

2. Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure
oinochoe from Belshi, second half of the 4 th ent.
BC. Photo courtesy Musco Pigorini, RomP.

<'I
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H

3-4. Durazzo, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure amphora from Epidamnus, first
half of the 4th cent. BC. Photos courtesy Musco Pigorini, Rome.

PLATE34

PLATE 35

1.

Archaeological Museum, Split:
bronze coin (diam. 25 mm;
12,3 2 g. ); obverse, male head.

2.

As Pl. 3 5 .1, reverse, lion's
head.

1-2. Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure hydria with female head in profile.
From Skodra, last quarter of the 4th cent. BC. Photos courtesy Museo Pigorini, Rome.

3. Tirana, Archaeological Museum. Red-figure
amphora with profile head. From Mavroves, last
quarter of the 4th cent. BC. Photo courtesy
Archaeological Research Centre, Tirana.

3 . Tower at Tor: view of the south-east corner.
All photos by the author.

PLATE36

r. View of the site of Ai'
Khanum before excavations.

PLATE 37

r. Graeco-Bactrian
tetradrachm of King
Eucratide (c. 17 1 - 145
BC), from Ai Khanum.

2. Klearchos' stone stele
from Kineas'
mausoleum.
2 • Ruined walls of the
administrative buildings of
the palace.

3. Imprint of a Greek
Aristotelian manuscript
from the palatial library.

3. Mosaic floor of a palace
bathroom.

All photos courtesy of the
Delegation archeologique
franc;aise en Afghanistan.

All photos courtesy of
the Delegation
archeologique franc;aise
en Afghanistan .

i

PLATE 39

PLATE 38

r. Gargoyle in the shape of a mask, from the
fountain near the Oxus, Ai Khan um.

2.

Hermaic pillar from the gymnasium.
1.

Gold-covered silver plate with the representation of Cybele, from the 'temp le with
indented niches', Ai Khanum.

3. Imported plaster mouldings
showing Greek deities.

4. Bone figurine representing a
local deity.
All photos courtesy of the Delegation archeologique fran<,;aise en Afghanistan.

2.

The 'temple with indented niches' on the main street.

All photos courtesy of the Delegation archeologique fran<,;aise en Afghanistan.

PLATE40

PLATE 41

r. Monumental size: column
drums for temple G, Selin us
(quarries of Selinus).

The shell-limestone of
Acragas needs stucco for
protection and for the working
of details.
I.

2.

Ashlar and mud brick: the city walls of Gela.

2. Archaic monumentality: the
great number of elements (Paestum,
Basilica).

3. Buildings of the first Greek settlers near Sybaris: Greek plan,
aboriginal technique.

4. Construction in
wood and terracotta: an
entire Doric entablature
imitated in terracotta
(sa nctuary near
S.Anna, Croton).

3. Classical monumentality: the
grandeur of form (Paestum, temple
of Neptune).

PLATE43

PLATE 42

1.

I.

The sophisticated Early Hellenistic fortress on the acropolis of Selin us.

The vaulted arch: Porta Rosa, Elea.

-~·,
. ,\

. · 1r

2.

New technology in defence: the great battery and the sally-trench of the
Euryalos fortification, Syracuse.

2.

New concept of the theatre as a completely
free-standing building (Metapontum).

PLATE44

r. Hybrid Archaic Ionic capital, Gela.

PLATE45

Decorated Archaic Doric
capital, Paestum (Basilica ).

2.

I.

Excavation of the sanctuary at Pantanello: spring in centre,
collection basin to the right. Photo B. Bini.

2.

Preserved ancient grape. Photo L. Costantini.

3. Late Archaic terracotta revetment, Paestum (Basi lica).
3. Ancient road flanked by tombs in the Pantanello necropolis.

PLATE46

PLATE 47

2.

1.

Tomb 259 (tile tomb, a cappuccina).

r. Silos (diam.

c.2.10

Fr. of Protocorinthian cup, inv. C. 3066;
ht. as preserved 4.9 cm.

m) .

2. Golden ear-rings in the form of
Erotes carrying scrolls (from tomb 71).

4. Phoenician jar, inv. C. 1075 from tomb 34;
ht. as preserved 35.5 cm.

3.

3. Fragment of an Attic black-figured krater (Group E, c. 5 30 BC) which
probably served as a tomb marker.

orth Syrian amphora, inv. C. 520; ht. 48 cm.

~~

----------------------

-

1.

-

-

---

--

Fr. of torpedo jug with Gree k inscription, inv. C. 75 59;
ht. as preserved ro.2 cm.

2 . Fr. of polished, monod1romc plate, inv. C. 1822; rim
d1

Ill.

16

Cl

3. Fr. of Attic cup, inv. C. 3 284, ea rl y 5th cent. BC; rim diam. c.20 cm.
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PLATE 51

PLATE 50

1-2.

Monte Saraceno: stone disc (shield?) and head.

1-2.

Collection Sansone, Mattinata: stone sculptures from Monte Saraceno.

PLATE52

PLATE53

2

I

1-2.

Iconic stelai from Monte Saraceno.

4

3
1-4. Heads from stelai: aniconic (nos.

1

and 4 ) and iconic (nos.

2

and 3).

1.

I.

Stele no . 7 1 7-20: obverse w ith 'pomegra na te
I en, 1n '.

Stele no. 715-16: reverse with mounted hunt.

2. Stele no . 7 1 7-20: reverse with figured cene
sa rifi ial ce· e ()\ a 1 ov", h rsc he h w '

2. Stele no. 715-16: obverse with fantastic animals.

PLATE 57

PLATE56

1.

Basse-Yutz: the find in 1927. Photo courtesy Trustees of the British Museum.
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Borsch, Kr. Bad Salzungen: bronze flagon
as restored (1984). Photo Friedrich-SchillerUniversitiit, Jena, Bereich Ur- und
FrLihgeschichte.

2.

3. Diirrnberg near Hallein, Salzburg; bronze
flagon from grave 112. Photo Museu01
Caroli no Augusteum, Salzburg.

PLATE 59

PLATE 58

1.

Basse-Yutz: detail of duck mount on
flagon no. 2. Photo: J. V. S. Megaw.

3. Basse-Yutz: flagon no. 2, derail of base of
handle. Photo J. V. S. Megaw.
r. Hallstatt: pottery Schnabelkanne.
Photo courtesy Ri:imisch-Germanische
Kommission, Frankfurt.

2.

Basse-Yutz: flagon no. 2, detail of throat
decoration. Photo J. V. S. Megaw.

3. Amfreville, Eure: bronze and iron helmet decorated with gold, coral, and
enamel. Photo Musee des Antiquites Nationales, St. Germain-en-Laye.

2. University of Missouri-Columbia:
unprovenanced Etruscan stamnos of the
earlier 'Giardini Margherita' group. Photo
Museum of Art and Archaeology, University
of Missouri-Columbia.

4. Rodenbach, Kr. Kaiserslautern: gold
finger ring. Photo C. Al biker.

PLATE 61

PLATE 60

2.

Ferschweiler, Kr. Bitburg: sheet
gold mount. Photo Rheinisches
Landesmuseum, Tier.

1.

Weiskirchen, Kr. Merzig-Wadern, barrow 2:
detail of Stamnos handle. Photo J. V. S. Megaw.
2.

Lion (?) attacking an animal(?), from
Obulco. Museo de Jaen.

r. Iberian warrior, relief from Pozo Moro
(Prov. Albacete). Madrid, Museo
Arqueol6gico acional.
4. Basse- Yutz: derail of rim animals on flagon no.

I. Photo J. V. S. Megaw.

3. Helmeted head of a warrior, from Obulco.
Museo de Jaen.
3. Kleinaspergle: detail of Celtic

Schnabelkanne handle. Photo courtesy
Landesbildstelle Baden-Wiirttemberg.

PLATE 62

1. Torso of a warrior, from Obulco. Museo
dejaen.

3. Group of a lion fighting with a snake, from
Obulco. Museo de Jaen.

2.

PLATE 63

Torso of a warrior, from Obulco, rear
view. Museo de Jaen.

1. Male statue, from Obulco, rear
view. Museo de Jaen.

2.

Detail of the statue in Pl. 63 .1.

4. Detail of the group in Pl. 62.3.
3. Statue of a sitting woman (cinerary urn ),
from grave no. I 5 5 at Baza (Granada ),
so-called Dama de Baza. Madrid, Museo
Arqueol6gico Nacional.

PLATE 64

1. Iberian monum ent of El Prado:
capston e showing egg-and -dart motif.

2.

As Pl. 64.1, upper part of column
showing egg-and -dart motif.

3. As Pl. 64.1, baseme nt with reconstr uction of missing parts of recumb
ent figures
(by P.A. Lillo Carpio) .

